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PARTIES 

Plaintiff 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD - 24 Washington Valley Road, Morristown, NJ 07960: 973 876 2877: 
DRRICHARDKAUL@GMAIL.COM ("KAUL") 

Defendants 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR PHYSICIANS-222 NORTH PERSON STREET 
RALEIGH, NC 27601-1067 ("CPEP") 

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY - 2775 SANDERS ROAD, NORTH PLAZA, NORTHBROOK, IL 
60062-6127 ("ALLSTATE"). 

FEDERATION STATE MEDICAL BOARDS - 400 Fuller Wiser Rd, Suite 300, Euless, TX 76039 
("FSMB") 

CHRISTOPHER J. CHRISTIE -46 Corey Lane, Mendham, NJ 07960 ("CHRISTIE"). 

DANIEL STOLZ - 60 Christy Drive, Warren, NJ 07059-6833 ("STOLZ"). 

ROBERT HEARY -1 Bay Avenue, Suite 5, Montclair, NJ 07042 ("HEARY"). 

JAMES HOWARD SOLOMON -44 DOVER STREET, ASHEVILLE, NC 28804-2557 -SUBDIVISION 
NAME: COUNTRY CLUB VILLAS OF ASHEVILLE. 

828 505 0885 - jamessolomon@gmail.com ("SOLOMON") - The corrupted New Jersey 

lawyer/administrative law judge who presided over the administrative law proceedings (April 9 
to June 28, 2013) and whose December 13, 2013, signed opinion/order 'rubber-stamped' The 
Kaul Cases conspiracy (commenced in 2005) that caused the illegal license revocation and all 
the consequent injuries to Plaintiff Kaul's life/liberty/property. 
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RELEVANT/REFERENCED CASES OF 'THE KAUL CASES' 

Kll-2: KAUL v BOSTON PARTNERS ET AL: 21-CV-10326 

Kll-7: KAUL v. ICE ET AL: 21-CV-6992 

Kll-8: KAUL v. PACE: 23-CV-00955 

Kll-10: KAUL v. ICE ET AL: 23-CV-2016 

Kll-14: KAUL v. FEDERATION ET AL: 23-CV-22325 

Kll-15: KAUL v. CHRISTIE/MURPHY: 23-CV-22582 
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BASIS FOR All DISTRICT STANDING 

1. Plaintiff Kaul has standing to bring suit against any/all of The Kaul Cases Defendants in any 
district court within the United States District Court, because The Kaul Cases Defendants 
caused him an illegal injury in April 2012 in all states/districts by using the US wires to 
disseminate, through the entities of the National Practitioners Data Bank and Defendant FSMB, 
Co-conspirator NCMB and all state medical boards, information regarding the knowingly 
fraudulent suspension/revocation proceedings of Plaintiff Kaul's New Jersey license (Exhibit 1). 

2. This information, procured through fraud and fraudulent in nature/form, was entered onto 
the official record and had the immediate injurious effect of preventing Plaintiff Kaul from 
obtaining a license in any/all states/districts. 

3. Since April 2012, Plaintiff Kaul has continued to be caused injury in all states/districts 
because The Kaul Cases Defendants with Defendant FSMB being the 'central cog' of the 
conspiracy, have perpetuated the injurious effect by obstructing Plaintiff Kaul's right/ability to 
procure a license and or have his NJ license reinstated (Exhibit 2). 

4. Similarly, Plaintiff Kaul's economic standing/reputation/livelihood/liberty/life/social 
standing/professional standing/physical standing have been injured and have continued to be 
unlawfully exacerbated, consequent to The Kaul Cases Defendants willful/knowing and illegal 
obstruction of Plaintiff Kaul's litigation and license procurement efforts in the American courts 
and state medical boards (Exhibit 3). 

5. On November 5, 2020, Plaintiff Kaul affirmatively established the licensing injury in every 
state, and in 2023, the fact that Plaintiff Kaul is not in possession of a license in any 
state/district, including New Jersey and North Carolina despite a persistent/material/concerted 
effort since 2012 (Plaintiff Kaul's attempts at a 'peaceful' negotiation were ignored/rejected), 
and despite admitted fact that the 2012/2014 NJ suspension/revocation were/are illegal, DOES 
irrefutably establish standing in all districts. 

6. Almost all of The Kaul Cases Defendants/their lawyers have 'minimal contacts' with every 
state/district within the United States, and either benefit or have benefited from a 'stream of 
commerce' within that state/district, including North Carolina, and the one or two that do not, 
have used and continue to use the US wires/mail to cause injury to Plaintiff Kaul and to conduct 
personal/business affairs within all states/districts of the United States. 

DEFENDANT FSMB'S MONOPOLIZATION OF THE MULTI-STATE AMERICAN PHYSICIAN 
REGULATORY MARKET SUBJECTS THEM TO REGULATORY MARKET RELATED MULTI-DISTRICT 
LITIGATION 

10 
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7. Defendant FSMB's illegal procurement of monopoly power of the entire mechanism and all 
elements of the process of physician education, training, board certification, licensing, 
credentialling, certification and so called 'disciplining', constitutes and accounts for the 
deprivation to state actors of state sovereignty/immunity defenses in litigation related to 
licensing disputes. 

8. Defendant FSMB's monopolization of this system is totalitarian in nature and effect, is 
designed to subjugate/enslave the medical profession to obey the edicts/orders/agendas of for
profit healthcare corporations and to increase corporate profits through a ruthless slave-like 
exploitation of the public and medical profession. 

9. A critical element of this system, one required for absolute control, is the element that 
prevents a physician whose license is suspended/revoked in any state, from obtaining a license 
anywhere in the world, unless and until he forfeits all his property to the system (insurance 
corporations/medical boards/lawyers), admits to his guilt, even though innocent and submits 
himself to punitive/harsh/unconstitutional/illegal terms as condition of his re-commencement 
of clinical practice and regaining a livelihood. 

10. The denial of Plaintiff Kaul's petition for a North Carolina license constitutes both an 
example of this element and a "new racketeering injury", for which the law provides Plaintiff 
Kaul the right/standing to file suit in the Eastern Di~trict of North Carolina (Exhibit 4). 
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

THE "HOSPITAL-INSURANCE-PHARMACEUTICAL-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX- FEDERATION 
CARTEL" ("HIPIC- FC") 

11. Within approximately the last thirty-three (33) years, there has emerged in the regulatory 
side of American medicine a collection of for-profit businesses/corporations that commenced 
initially as a 'cottage industry' in the process of physician credentialing and certification, at the 
center of which operates Defendant FSMB ("FEDERATION CARTEL") ("FC"). 

12. This industry proved highly profitable as its lucrative nature was a product of the immensely 
high stakes associated with a physician's career path, an incomparable one that requires the 
sacrifice to medicine of the entirety of one's young adulthood. 

13. Kll-17 places before this Court, a body of ever-expanding evidence of the Defendants 
"ongoing pattern of racketeering" within the for-profit system of corporate-government 
alliances involved in the multi-billion-dollar enterprise of so-called physician 
regulation/discipline, a system of oppression and human rights violation, at the head of which 
sits Defendant FSMB, the 'hub' of the 'hub-and-spoke' conspiracy of the "Federation-Cartel" 
("FC"). 

14. The Kaul Cases Defendants, in a period from 2016 to 2023, have, through schemes of 
judicial/political corruption, prevented this body of claim conclusive evidence from being 
submitted to a jury in America. 

15. The evidence remains admitted and substantiates a concerted and knowing "pattern" of 
human/constitutional rights violations, whose origins extend back to March 2005, when 
Plaintiff Kaul invented and successfully performed the first outpatient minimally invasive spinal 
fusion (Exhibit 5) 

16. Recognizing the immense value to a physician of his/her license and the immense 
deprivation associated with the loss of a license, Defendant FSMB commenced a politico-legal 
scheme to position itself as the 'gate-keeper' of state medical boards, in order to seize 
complete control of the entire national mechanism of physician regulation, knowing that such 
control would generate huge profits for its executives/board members. 

17. By the mid to late 1990s, Defendant FSMB had, through an aggressive political and public 
relations campaign that involved the funneling of large amounts of bribes to political 
lobbyists/politicians and the media, deceived the public into believing that there existed many 
'bad' doctors in America who deserved to be 'punished' by having their licenses suspended and 
or revoked. In furtherance of this highly profitable scheme, Defendant FSMB manufactured a 
list that encouraged/encourages state medical boards to compete to have the highest rate of so 
called disciplinary actions. 
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18. Defendant FSMB recognized the immense profits generated from a so called 'disciplined' 
physician and did in the late 1990s/early 2000s enter into a series of quid pro quo schemes with 
for-profit healthcare insurance corporations in which these corporations schemed to have 
eliminated physicians to whom they owed money, by bribing Defendant FSMB to use its power 
to have state medical boards suspend/revoke the targeted physicians' licenses. 

19. Defendant FSMB viewed a 'disciplined' physician as a greater profit unit generator than a 
non-disciplined physician, as the former, in order to regain his/her livelihood, was forced to pay 
for very expensive courses/programs/assessments/monitoring all established under the aegis 
of Defendant FSMB, with a percentage of these programs' profits being 'kick-backed' to 
Defendant FSMB. 

20. Two of Defendant FSMB's programs are Kll-8 Defendant PACE Program and Kll-17 
Defendant CPEP, both of whom defrauded Plaintiff Kaul, while cognizant of their conflicted 
state in that they knew Plaintiff Kaul was suing Defendant FSMB in Kll-7 and Kll-10 while they 
were respectively 'assessing' him for the issuance of his Pennsylvania license. 

21. From the early 2000s this system of profiteering has expanded without governmental 
oversight or a public watchdog, and today aggressively promotes, to the detriment of the 
American public's welfare, the agendas of for-profit healthcare corporations, as it did with 
Purdue's oxycontin and the so called 'vaccine' from Pfizer/Astra Zeneca/Moderna/Johnson + 
Johnson. 

22. The union/association-in-fact between these for-profit healthcare corporations and the 
"FC" is the "Hospital-Insurance-Pharmaceutical Industrial Complex - Federation Cartel 
("HIPIC-FC") an entity previously identified/defined/described within The Kaul Cases. 

23. This scheme of profiteering being perpetrated by the Defendants has caused and continues 
to cause immense injury to Plaintiff Kaul's life/liberty/property. 

24. Kll-17 seeks to hold accountable all persons who caused or conspired to cause injury to 
Plaintiff Kaul and or violated Plaintiff Kaul's human/civil/constitutional rights, in order to deter 
the continued perpetration of such state-corporate orchestrated malfeasance against the 
public and medical profession. 

DEFENDANTS CONVERSION OF THE AMERICAN CORPORATE/ POLITICAL/MEDICAL/ LEGAL 
BODIES INTO AN "ASSOCIATION-IN-FACT RACKETEERING ENTERPISE" 

25. Since approximately 1986, the ever-increasing economic confluence between the worlds of 
medicine, business, law, and politics has resulted in a healthcare system driven solely by 
profit/political ambition and one that acts increasingly to the lethal detriment of the American 
public. 

13 
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26. The "HIPIC - FC" is controlled by for-profit corporations in a totalitarian manner that 
eliminates physicians it deems a threat to its corporate agenda. 

27. The "HIPIC-FC" conducts physician elimination through the weaponizing ofthe medical 
regulatory/legal systems, whereby physicians who think/speak/act against the "HIPIC-FC" or 
encourage others to do so are eliminated by license suspension/revocation and or 
indictment/incarceration, the consequences of which are, amongst other things, reputational 
destruction/social isolation/loss of livelihood. 

28. The most recent catastrophe of the "HIPIC-FC" is that related to the mass forced/coerced 
inoculations of the American public with an mRNA toxin, that the public was deceived into 
believing was a 'vaccine' against COVID-19. This gene manipulating toxin has resulted and will 
continue to result in, amongst other things, premature death, increased rates of cancer, cardiac 
disease, and early-onset dementia/neuro-cognitive deterioration. 

29. Kll-17 exposes the inner machinations of the "HIPIC-FC" and seeks to: (i) effectuate 
regulatory and political reform; (ii) cause the perpetrators of such tyranny to be monetarily 
penalized; (iii) re-distribute their wealth amongst the victims of their tyrannical corporate 
greed. 

30. Commencing in 2005/6 and continuing in the present (2023) Plaintiff Kaul, consequent to 
have invented and successfully performed the first percutaneous spinal fusion, a procedure 
that revolutionized the field of spine surgery in a manner that immensely benefitted and 
continues to benefit the public, came under attack from The Kaul Cases Defendants, including 
the Kll-17 Defendants. 

31. The "ongoing pattern of racketeering" continues to cause "new racketeering injuries" to 
Plaintiff Kaul's life/liberty/property, and it is and has been the willful/knowing/purposeful 
intention of the Kll-17 Defendants to cause a perpetuation ofthese offenses/injuries. 

32. The purpose of the perpetuation is to attempt to prevent the further emergence of highly 
incriminating evidence of crimes orchestrated/committed by for-profit corporations in 
conspiracy/collusion with certain governmental persons/agencies against not just Plaintiff Kaul, 
but against the public and medical profession. 

33. Kll-17 exposes the grand corruption of American political power by multi-national publicly 
traded for-profit corporations and their lethal profit purposed exploitation of the American 
public. 

34. Kll-17 details the nexus between this 'unholy' corporate-government alliance and certain 
persons within the medical/legal/judicial professions, a nexus through which are conducted 
massive schemes of racketeering that have caused, and continue to cause the wrongful 
deaths/incarceration of millions of innocent Americans. 
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35. The within pied "pattern of racketeering" commenced in or around 2008 with Defendant 
Christie's declaration of his gubernatorial/presidential ambitions; ambitions the pursuit of 
which required vast sums of money. 

36. The Kaul Cases Defendants were motivated to conspire with Defendant Christie as they 
believed it would advance their political/economic agendas, through the exploitation and then 
elimination of Plaintiff Kaul/other physicians from whom they extracted free medical services 
(insurance carriers) and competed with in the healthcare market (physicians/hospitals). 

37. From 2007 /2008 to the present (2023), Plaintiff Kaul has been illegally injured and 
continues to be illegally injured in his economic 
standing/reputation/I iveli hood/liberty/life/ professiona I standing/ socia I standing/ psychologica I 
standing/physical standing/financial standing by the perpetration of an "ongoing pattern of 
racketeering" by Defendant Solomon and The Kaul Cases Defendants, purposed to attempt to 
conceal their prior crimes. 

38. The crimes and their continued willful/knowing/malicious commission through the courts, 
the "Federation Cartel", (a self-appointed extra-judicial police-type entity) and the "ongoing" 
and "new racketeering injuries" (up to and including those in 2023) were facilitated/permitted 
by Defendant Solomon's 2013/2014 aiding/abetting of The Kaul Cases Defendants acts of wire 
fraud/public corruption/subornation of perjury/kickbacks/evidential tampering/witness 
tampering. 

39. Defendant Solomon's knowing commission of crime constituted and constitutes a critical 
role in the injuries caused to Plaintiff Kaul (2005-2023), injuries for which Defendant Solomon is 
liable both directly and vicariously pursuant to RICO's doctrine of vicarious liability. 

40. That "pattern of racketeering" has brought together the worlds of medicine, law, business, 
and politics, and has been conducted through judicial/administrative/financial/governmental 
agencies, and is, at its core, and as often described by U.S.D.J. Mark Wolf, a scheme of "grand 
corruption", the type for which Judge Wolf has proposed an international anti-corruption court. 
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JURISDICTION + VENUE 

41. General: 

28 U.S.C. § 1331- Plaintiff's allegations arise pursuant to Section 1983 claims of violations of 
Kaul's Constitutional rights and U.S.C. § 1964(a)(b)(c)(d) and 1962. 
U.S.C. § 337 - Plaintiffs allegations allege violations of an Act of Congress regulating commerce 
and monopolies. 
28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(2)(A) - Plaintiff is a citizen of a different state to certain Defendants and the 
aggregate amount in controversy exceeds seventy-five thousand dollars ($75,000). 

42. Personal: 

The Court has personal jurisdiction over all Defendants, as each Defendant has transacted 
business, maintained substantial contacts, and/or committed acts in furtherance of the illegal 
scheme and conspiracy throughout the United States, including in this district. The scheme and 
conspiracy have been directed at and have had the intended effect of causing injury to persons 
residing in, located in, or doing business throughout the United States including this District. 
This Court also has personal jurisdiction over all Defendants pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(k)(l)(A) 
because they would be subject to a court of general jurisdiction in North Carolina. 

43. Venue: 

28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(l) -A civil action may be brought in (1) a judicial district in which any 
defendant resides, if all defendants are residents of the State in which the district is located and 
(2) a judicial district in which a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the 
claim occurred, or a substantial part of property that is the subject of the action is situated. 

44. Plaintiff Kaul's denial of his application for licensure in the State of North Carolina was 
based on the illegal 2012/2014 suspension/revocation of his New Jersey license, and 
constitutes a "new racketeering injury'' within the jurisdiction of the Eastern District of North 
Carolina, that confers on Plaintiff Kaul the right to sue in the United States District Court for the 
Eastern District of North Carolina. 
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STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE+ FACT 

45. The factual underpinning of The Kaul Cases extends from approximately 2005 to the 
present and the central theme of these facts is fraud. However, the prevalent aspect of this 
fraud is that it was committed, perpetrated, and perpetuated principally by state actor lawyers, 
in their capacity as state deputy attorney generals, administrative law judges, state judges, 
federal judges, politicians and a state governor. 

46. The fraud is not a common fraud, but a fraud committed by public servants to a knowingly 
criminal standard. It is a fraud committed by public servants to whom the public entrusts the 
administration of law and order, and a fraud that warrants the severest punishment. 

47. These facts of fraud account for the fact that up until Kll-14, every American court in which 
Plaintiff Kaul filed a case, did either dismiss the case or take no action to advance the case, in an 
attempt to conceal the prior criminal fraud of lawyers/judges/politicians and others. 

48. Defendant Solomon is arguably the most culpable individual in this sordid tale of public 
corruption, a tale that is ongoing and one in which the Defendants unmitigated crimes are 
continuing to cause injury to Plaintiff Kaul's life/liberty/property. 

PROVEN FACT WITHIN Kll-17 

49. Contained within the Kll-17 body of fact is fact already proven in Kll-15 (Exhibit 6) a case 
that details Defendant Christie's attempts to cause either an actual or effective cessation of 
Plaintiff Kaul's existence. 

JUDICIAL CORRUPTION+ FRAUD ON THE COURT- 'THE OETKEN ANALYSIS' -Defendants 
Perpetration in the United States District Court of a 'Fraud on the Court' And Resultant 
Nullity of The Kll-7 September 12, 2022, Purported 'Opinion/Order' of James Paul Oetken 
and The Kll-10 May 10, 2023, Opinion/Order of U.S.D.J. Rochon. 

50. The fraudulence/illegality of U.S.D.J. James Paul Oetken's Kll-7 September 12, 2022, 
order/opinion (Exhibit 14) became established on September 14, 2022 (Exhibit 7) AND has 
since been further confirmed by 'THE OETKEN ANALYSIS' (Exhibit 14) which proves the 
ADMITTANCE of every argument submitted in Kll-7 by Plaintiffs Kaul/Basch from August 19, 
2021, to September 12, 2022, AND by Oetken's continued failure (September 12, 2022 to 
November 5, 2023) to deny the fact that he was bribed/corrupted by the Kll-7 Defendants. 

IN FACT, and in a further tacit admission that he [Oetken] received bribes from the Kll-7 
Defendants/engaged in exparte communications, Oetken DID on August 14, 2023, ten (10) 
months after Plaintiffs Kaul/Basch filed a motion (October 6, 2022) to disqualify him (Exhibit 14) 
and two (2) months after Plaintiffs filed Kll-14 (June 22, 2023) in the U.S.D.C. -Southern 
District Florida, INADVERTENTLY CAUSE a further tacit admission of the fact that he was 
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bribed/engaged in exparte communications in the manufacturing of his September 12, 2022, 
purported 'injunction'. Oetken's motivation for filing a document (Exhibit 14) on August 14, 
2023, in Kll-7 (a case he ordered closed in October 2022) was an attempt, albeit unsuccessful, 
to belatedly un-deny facts that had already been admitted in October 2022, and to attempt to 
disguise his motivation by framing it as a 'denial' of Plaintiffs Kaul/Basch October 6, 2022, 
motion for disqualification. Oetken's motivation for seeking to un-deny these admitted facts 
was an attempt to buttress/reassure the August 23, 2023 'injunction' based dismissal of Kll-14 
by the district judge in the U.S.D.C for the Southern District of Florida, a judge whose opinion 
evidences her immense hesitation in referencing Oetken's corrupted 'injunction' in the opinion. 
However, and as even further evidence of his guilt, and in 'digging himself even deeper into his 
crime' is his explicit non-denial of the already admitted disqualification facts. For example, in his 
August 23, 2023, submission, he does not certify that he did not receive bribes nor engage in 
exparte communications nor render a knowingly fraudulent/corrupted 'injunction', but instead 
alludes to Plaintiff Kaul's Rule 36 procurement of fact as being an "impermissible" and 
"speculative" process. Oetken's August 23, 2023, submission/defense effectively says: "yes I 
committed the crimes, but you [Kaul/Basch] do not have the evidence to prove it". Oetken's 
September 12, 2022, purported 'injunction' is a 'Fraud on the Court', a fact further exposed in 
Kll-14/Kll-15 and now in Kll-17. 

51. On May 10, 2023, in Kll-10, a purported order/opinion was entered by the district judge, 
Jennifer L. Rochon. The document perpetuates the admitted Kll-7 'Fraud on the Court', in that 
its purpose, nature, substance and character are identical to the fraudulent Kll-7 September 
12, 2022, order/opinion of district judge, James Paul Oetken. 

52. On May 2, 2023. in Kll-10, a case in which Oetken was deprived of adjudicative power, 
consequent to pending complaints before state/federal disciplinary committees/councils 
(Exhibit 8), counsel for Defendant ICE filed a letter with the Court in which he copied Oetken 
(Exhibit 9), thus converting him from a jurist to a witness/defendant, a fact stated in Plaintiffs 
May 12, 2023, response (Exhibit 10) to the district judge's May 10, 2023, purported 
order/opinion. 

53. On May 9, 2023. in Kll-10 and in response to Defendant ICE's May 2. 2023. letter, Plaintiffs 
submitted opposition papers (Exhibit 11), in which they identified, amongst other things, 
Defendant ICE's "conspicuous failure to have the New York State ATTORNEY GRIEVANCE 
COMMITTEE issue an opinion of no cause regarding the Kll-7 district judge, does further 
consolidate the corpus of fact substantiating 'Fraud on the Court' as a basis for Kll-10." 

54. The Kll-10 district judge's knowingly improper May 10, 2023, incorporation, and use of the 
US wires/United States District Court, to propagate Oetken's fraudulent September 12, 2022, 
Kll-7 order/opinion, did cause to be rendered fraudulent and thus null/void the Kll-10 district 
judge's May 10, 2023, purported order/opinion (Kll-10: D.E. 27). 

55. However, in addition to the procedural 'Fraud on the Court' based nullity, the purported 
Kll-10 order/opinion of May 10, 2023, is without legal effect consequent to multiple 
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misrepresentations/mischaracterizations of fact, as identified in the below analysis ofthe Kll-
10 opinion/order: 

BACKGROUND: 

56. FIiing History: The Court states: "In March 2014, the New Jersey State Board of Medical 
Examiners ... any request will be denied for failure to comply with this Opinion and Order, 
and Plaintiff Kaul may be subject to sanctions, including monetary penalties or contempt." 
Id. at *9." 

57. The opinion was drafted by the Defendants lawyers, and contains verbiage that is almost an 
exact copy of that submitted in prior judicial opinions, the purpose of which is an attempt to 
undermine Plaintiff Kaul's credibility, character, and competence, by misrepresenting the facts 
pertaining to the politico-legal events preceding/surrounding the illegal February 12, 2014, 
revocation/revocation proceedings (April 9 to June 28, 2013). 

58. The revocation/revocation proceedings were and are illegal (Exhibit 1), a fact known to the 
Kll-10 district judge, a fact admitted to by The Kaul Cases Defendants, and a fact substantiated 
by the undisputed and claim conclusive evidence within The Kaul Cases. 

59. From the commencement of The Kaul Cases on February 22, 2016 (Kl), the Defendants 
defense strategy has involved bribing politicians/judges (See April 27. 2022 Wall StreetJournal 
article - 'Dozens of Federal Judges Had Financial Conflicts: What You Need to Know') to prevent 
any of the cases advancing into discovery and to have cases dismissed for legally invalid 
reasons, and to then use these fraudulently procured dismissals to argue, and have judges 
argue that because "Plaintiff Kaul has never received any relief in these cases." that therefore 
the case before them, regardless of new evidence/facts/injuries should be dismissed. 

60. At no point have The Kaul Cases Defendants contested/refuted/rebutted/addressed any of 
the evidence/facts, facts to which they have admitted sufficient for Summary Judgment, and 
facts that support claims that they continue to falsely describe as "frivolous". 

61. In furtherance of the Kll-10 Defendants/District Judge's scheme to undermine Plaintiff 
Kaul/Basch's credibility, is the district court judge's blatant misrepresentation of the FACT that 
the insurance industry was born out of the trans-Atlantic slaving industry, profited from the 
Nazi engineered Holocaust and continues to profit from the mass mandated dissemination of 
so called COVID vaccines. 

62. Plaintiffs submitted these facts in The Kaul Cases and specifically in Kll-2 as evidence of a 
four hundred year-plus "pattern of racketeering" and a general profit-purposed criminal state
of-mind consistent with the wrongdoing committed against the Plaintiffs, as identified in The 
Kaul Cases. and NOT. as the district judge disingenuously claims, a direct conspiracy against 
Plaintiffs Kaul/Basch; although the insurance industry does indeed view/treat ethnic minority 
physicians as modern-day slaves. 
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63. The district judge states: "Plaintiff Kaul has never received any relief in these cases," as the 
District of New Jersey dismissed many of Kaul's claims and Kaul voluntarily dismissed others. 
Id. at *2." 

64. All cases were in fact voluntarily dismissed, and the district judge's statement is false and 
purposed to mislead the record and any future readers of the record into believing the 
Defendants false narrative that The Kaul Cases claims are without merit. The claims, as 
evidenced by the admitted fact, do indeed have merit, a fact known to the district judge. 

65. Similarly, the Kll-10 district judge, in keeping with and furthering the Kll-7 district judge's 
September 12, 2022 'Fraud on the Court' (Kll-7: D.E. 168) mischaracterizes a kidnapping of 
Plaintiff Kaul on May 27, 2021 (Exhibit 13) as a "purported kidnapping'', and re-enters onto the 
record a quote from the knowingly fraudulent September 12, 2022 document: ''The Court 
warned that "[i]f Plaintiff Kaul violates this Opinion and Order and files any materials without 
first obtaining leave to file, any request will be denied for failure to comply with this Opinion 
and Order, and Plaintiff Kaul may be subject to sanctions, including monetary penalties or 
contempt." Id. at *9. 

66. Kll-10 was filed on March 9, 2023, and the Court after having reviewed the Complaint, 
issued summonses for all Defendants, four (4) of whom were served. The Kll-10 district judge 
only dismissed the case after direct interference from Oetken, the jurist who was converted 
into a witness/defendant consequent to being copied on Defendant ICE's May 2, 2023, letter 
(Kll-10: D.E. 17). 

67. Factual Background: The Court states: "Plaintiffs have now filed, without leave, another 
complaint alleging that Defendants supported ... Plaintiffs allege that PACE submitted a false 
report to the Pennsylvania Medical Board stating that Kaul "would be a danger to the public'' 
and "likely never meet the standards to ever return to the practice of medicine." Id. ,i 64" -

68. The strategy of the Defendants/District Judge involves citing statements from Plaintiffs' 
pleadings that are either unrefuted/uncontested/unrebutted/undenied, 
mischaracterized/misrepresented and or contextually excerpted, in an attempt to 
mischaracterize Plaintiffs' claims as implausible and or evidentially unsupported. 

69. The Defendants/District Judge's mischaracterization is an attempt to mitigate Oetken's Kll-
7 'Fraud on the Court' and justify the Kll-10 district judge's knowingly improper attempt to 
further perpetrate this fraud within the United States District Court. The Court states: 
"Plaintiffs claim that the Defendant insurance companies are committing racketeering 
through a "Slaving-Nazi-COVID-lnsurance Axis" to "force[] mass global vaccination programs." 
Compl. ,i,i 17-18." 

70. This is a gross mischaracterization of the pied fact that the insurance industry· {the principal 
perpetrator in The Kaul Cases) began with the trans-Atlantic slaving industry, profited from the 
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Nazi Holocaust, and continues to profit from mandated COVID vaccine programs. These 
constitute forms of legalized human trafficking/exploitation, a theme within The Kaul Cases of 
legally facilitated exploitation of principally ethnic minority physicians (Hispanic/Asian/African 
American), through the coopting of the government/courts and the enactment/perversion of 
law to provide 'legal' cover for such crimes against humanity. 

71. These historical facts substantiate a four-hundred-year-plus "pattern of racketeering", facts 
regarding the continuance of which are pied in The Kaul Cases. The Court states: "Plaintiffs 
admit to filing several similar lawsuits between 2015 and 2022. Id. ,i 4 ... These claims are 
summarized in Judge Oetken's opinion, and the Court assumes familiarity with those 
allegations. Kaul 2021 at *2-3." 

72. The Kll-10 district court judge has misrepresented the pleading, in that in paragraph 4. the 
Plaintiffs did NOT admit to filing several similar lawsuits between 2015 to 2022, as is evident 
from a plain reading of para. 4. The Court states: "Portions of the Complaint are seemingly a 
"copy and paste" from the amended complaint filed in Kaul 2021. Compare id. ,i,i 16-21, 27, 
29-35, 71-222 with Kaul v. Intercontinental Exch., No. 21-cv-6992 (JPO}, ECF No. 14 ("Kaul 
2021 Compl.'') ,i,i 6-10, 12-152." 

73. This is a contextually excerpted and grossly misleading statement of the legal warranty of 
Kll-10 pursuant to the doctrine of 'Fraud on the Court' which permits a case to be refiled in 
the same or a different court, as substantiated in Kll-10 with reference to controlling SCOTUS 
law (Kll-10: D.E. 1 Page 82 of 169) (Exhibit 12). 

74. This accounts for the fact that the majority of Kll-10 is indeed identical to Kll-7. A lack of 
identity between Kll-10 and Kll-7 would be inconsistent with the foundational doctrine of 
'Fraud on the Court', but even absent this basis, Kll-10 was brought jointly on new 
evidence/facts/injuries. 

75. On May 10, 2023, in Kll-10 the Court/Defendants state: "Notwithstanding, Plaintiffs claim 
this lawsuit is an "independent action" alleging new facts and "new racketeering injuries.'' 
Compl. ,i 7. The first "new" allegation is that Judge Oetken fraudulently dismissed Plaintiffs' 
previous case, Kaul 2021; and Judge Oetken "tacitly admitted to having received bribes and 
conspiring with the Defendants and or their agents.'' Compl. ,i,i 5, 12. Plaintiffs allege that 
various Defendants bribed Judge Oetken to dismiss Kaul 2021 and enter the injunction that 
prevents Plaintiff from prosecuting the "Kaul Cases." Id. ,i,i 22-24 ... Second, Plaintiffs allege 
that the New York State Medical Board colluded with "[t]he Kaul Cases Defendants" to deny 
Kaul's medical license application ... Third, Plaintiffs claim that three defendant insurers -
FSMB, Allstate, and GEICO - used the State of California - UC San Diego Physician Assistant 
and Clinical Education ("PACE"} Program to further their racketeering scheme.'' (Exhibit 7). 

76. Neither the Court nor the Defendants have refuted/rebutted/contested/addressed these 
facts, but in simply re-stating them on the federal record, they have inadvertently admitted the 
facts. Attached to Kll-10 was a copy of a lawsuit Plaintiff Kaul had drafted against Defendant 
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PACE (Kll-10: D.E. 1 Page 151 of 169), another so called 'physician assessment' program whose 
commercial survival is dependent on Defendant FSMB. Kll-8 Defendant PACE rendered a 
report in October 2022, the fraudulence of which was proved by Plaintiff Kaul's recording of the 
May/June 2022 virtual interviews (Exhibit 15). 

77. Procedural Background: 
The Court states: "Plaintiffs filed the Complaint on March 9, 2023. See id. Defendant Allstate 
requested dismissal of this action on April 19, 2023, on the grounds that the Complaint 
violates an anti-filing injunction. ECF No. 3. Plaintiffs filed a motion for summary judgment 
on April 21, 2023, ... Plaintiffs responded to Defendant Intercontinental Exchange's letter on 
May 9, 2023. ECF No. 24." 

78. This is a purposefully incomplete recitation, in that the Court fails to specifically identify 
Defendant Heary's April 24. 2023, ADMISSION OF MATERIAL AND UNDISPUTED FACT OF 
DEFENDANT ROBERT HEARY (Kll-10: D.E. 9). These admissions, pursuant to RICO's vicarious 
liability doctrine, did on May 24. 2023. become admitted with regards to all other Kll-10 
Defendants, sufficient to substantiate Summary Judgment. 

DISCUSSION: 

79. Anti-Filing Injunction Against Kaul: 
The Court states: "This lawsuit runs afoul of Judge Oetken's order barring Kaul from filing any 
lawsuits related to the facts of his earlier cases ... The Court finds that Kaul is barred from 
bringing the Complaint in this lawsuit as it clearly falls with Judge Oetken's anti-filing 
injunction." 

80. The Kll-10 district judge's analysis incorporates and perpetuates Oetken's Kll-7 
September 12, 2022, knowing 'Fraud on the Court' and is knowingly/willfully false in that the 
Kll-10 district judge knew and knows that the doctrine of 'Fraud on the Court' as applied to 
Oetken's September 12, 2022 admitted fraud (Exhibit 7) and further proven fraud (Exhibit 14), 
rendered/renders null and void Oetken's September 12, 2022 Kll-7 opinion and all purported 
orders within the opinion, including that of the purported 'anti-filing in junction'. 

81. The Kll-10 district judge, by willfully incorporating into a judicial opinion/order, the 
contents of a knowingly fraudulent document, the Kll-10 district judge has, for 
political/professional reasons, assumed Oetken's liability of fraud, an act that was a 
consequence of her/his calculation that the liability of fraud assumption was outweighed by the 
risk that without such an order, the Plaintiffs would not be coerced/intimidated into not 
continuing to litigate The Kaul Cases to the emergence of 'the truth, the whole truth and 
nothing but the truth.' 

82. The Kll-10 district judge evinces her fraudulent state-of-mind in devoting twenty (20) lines 
to a purported analysis of why Oetken's fraudulent September 12, 2022, opinion/order applies 
to Kll-10, while willfully omitting the fact that Kll-10 pleads new and "ongoing racketeering'' 
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offenses/injuries, for which the law regarding new evidence/facts authorizes new claims 
(Exhibit 16) as does the doctrine of 'Fraud on the Court'. The Kll-10 opinion/order are legally 
unsubstantiated. 

83. The Kll-10 district judge's failure to contest/rebut/refute/analyze the applicability of 'Fraud 
on the Court' /"ongoing racketeering" constitutes a tacit admission ofthese doctrines, which 
further substantiates the filing of Kll-17. 

84. These admissions further invalidate the purported 'anti-filing injunction' and further 
validate the filing of Kll-17, while the Kll-10 judge's tangential referencing of the doctrines, 
although intended to convey the impression of analysis, does nothing but evidence a fraudulent 
state-of-mind and its attempted perpetuation, as does the footnote on page 6: " ... 
procedurally proper way to challenge the decision in Kaul 2021 [K11-7)", which is a blatant 
attempt to mischaracterize Oetken's September 12, 2022 Kll-7 opinion/order as a legitimate 
honest act, which it is not, and which has been admitted/proven as such .. 

85. Collateral Estoppel: 
The Court states: "The doctrine of claim preclusion, also called collateral estoppel, also bars 
most of Plaintiffs' claims ... bars all of the claims in this action except the three new RICO 
claims, which were not already adjudicated, but which are barred by the injunction.'' 

86. The doctrine is inapplicable/invalid for the same reasons that invalidate the purported 'anti
filing injunction', those being the "ongoing racketeering" offenses/injuries and 'Fraud on the 
Court'; reasons not contested/rebutted/refuted/analyzed by the Kll-10 district judge, and for 
the simple fact that the Kll- 7 issues were never litigated nor legitimately decided, and the facts 
were admitted. 

87. The Kll-10 judge's reliance on Somerset v Partners. LLC. No. 20-cv001241 is misplaced, in 
that in the Somerset cases there was no 'Fraud on the Court', and there was one discrete 
alleged offense/injury that was highly circumscribed in time and there was neither any 
"ongoing pattern of racketeering" nor "new racketeering injuries" as was the case in Kll-
7 /Kll-10 and is the case in Kll-17. 

88. The Kll-10 district judge chose to raise a preclusion defense, knowing that within The Kaul 
Cases. including Kll-7, the Defendants use of these defenses had uniformly failed, in that 
neither the Defendants nor the courts disproved Plaintiff Kaul's negation of the defenses. The 
Kll-10 district judge knew this to be the law of The Kaul Cases. including Kll-10, but in 
attempting to violate the law, did further perpetuate the 'Fraud on the Court'. 

89. Rule 8(a)(2): 
The Court states: "The Complaint should also be dismissed pursuant to Rule 8(a)(2). Rule 
8(a)(2) requires "a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled 
to relief." ... Therefore, the Court also dismisses this complaint pursuant to Rule 8(a)(2)." 
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90. The Kll-10 district judge's strategy of 'throwing everything at the wall, to see what sticks' is 
most distinctly evidenced in raising a Rule 8 defense, a defense that failed in Kll-7 in that 
neither the Defendants nor the court disproved Plaintiff Kaul's negation of the defense. 

91. In fact, the mere raising of this defense by the Kll-10 district judge constitutes evidence of 
the knowing invalidity of the purported 'anti-filing injunction' and collateral estoppel defenses, 
in that if these defenses were indeed valid, which they are not, their validity would render 
moot/unnecessary a Rule 8 defense, but from which in fact, the lack of mootness and specific 
Rule 8 citation do infer the invalidity of the purported 'anti-filing injunction' and collateral 
estoppel defense. Put otherwise, the Kll-10 judge's mere raising of Rule 8 evidences her 
knowing invalidity of the anti-filing injunction/collateral estoppel defenses. 

92. The Kll-10 district judge's May 10, 2023, opinion/order constitute a 'Fraud on the Court', 
but even if it did not, which it does, Kll-17 is legally warranted as it is based on new/ongoing 
offenses/injuries, previously not in existence, and contains undisputed facts material to the 
proof of Summary Judgement (Exhibits 6 + 17). 

Rule 54 Infraction, Admission Of Undisputed Material Fact And Oetken's Conversion Into A 
Witness/Def end ant: 

93. On May 12, 2023, Plaintiffs submitted a letter (Exhibit 10) to the Kll-10 district judge in 
which they raised the following facts: (i) the Kll-10 May 10, 2023 opinion/order (D.E. 27) was 
invalid/null and void consequent to unadjudicated motions, as pursuant to Rule 54(b) 
"Otherwise, any order or other decision, however designated, that adjudicates fewer than all 
the claims or the rights and liabilities of fewer than all the parties does not end the action as 
to any of the claims or parties and may be revised at any time before the entry of a judgment 
adjudicating all the claims and all the parties' rights and liabilities."; {ii) On May 24. 2023, the 
facts contained within the Kll-10 April 24, 2023 ADMISSION OF MATERIAL UNDISPUTED FACT 
OF DEFENDANT ROBERT HEARY (Kll-10: D.E. 9) (Exhibit 17) became permanently admitted not 
just as to Defendant Heary, but as to all Defendants pursuant to RICO's vicarious liability 
doctrine; (iii) the Defendants and the Kll-10 district judge failed to provide authority to negate 
the controlling law of the doctrine of 'Fraud on the Court', a failure that corroborated Oetken's 
September 14, 2022 admission in Kll-7 that his purported opinion/order were/are a 'Fraud on 
the Court'; (iv) Defendant ICE, in improperly copying Oetken on their May 2, 2023 letter to the 
court (Kll-10: D.E. 17) (Exhibit 9) (an individual with no legitimate adjudicative power in Kll-
10) did cause him to become a witness/defendant, who obstructed justice in Kll-10 by 
conspiring with the Kll-10 district judge to dismiss Kll-10 with prejudice, knowing that a 
public prosecution of Kll-10 would expose evidence of all his prior wrongful acts, be they civil 
and or criminal. 

The Inapplicability Of Mootness: 

94. On May 16, 2023, and in response to Plaintiffs' May 12. 2023, letter (Exhibit 10), the Kll-10 
district judge, absent any citation to legal authority and further evidencing her 'Fraud on the 
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Court' did alter the Plaintiffs' May 12, 2023, letter (Kll-10: D.E. 29) to claim that her willful 
non-adjudication of motions filed by Plaintiffs for Summary Judgment/Default Judgment was 
"moot" because the dismissal had the "effect of denying as moot all open motions". 

95. The Kll-10 district judges mootness argument is fallacious because: (i) The major premise 
ofthe Kll-10 district judge's purported opinion/order is Oetken's September 12, 2022, Kll-7 
purported order/opinion, an admitted/proven 'Fraud on the Court' and thus a premise fatally 
undermined by the authoritative principles of Rule GO/Doctrine of 'Fraud on the Court'; (ii) 
Finality, pursuant to Rule 54, cannot exist without adjudication of all pending motions, which 
thus renders null/void the May 10, 2023 Kll-10 district judge's purported opinion/order (Kll-
10: D.E. 27); (iv) the legal definition of 'moot' is that of an open question, or a thing that is 
debatable, unsettled or subject to argument, and thus the Kll-10 district judge undermined 
her purported opinion/order in using this term (there remain debatable/unsettled 
questions/issues with The Kaul Cases) but even if this were not the unintended result, the new 
and ongoing evidence/facts/offenses/injuries continuing to be caused to Plaintiff Kaul (2012 to 
2023 and ongoing) will continue to preclude from The Kaul Cases any consideration of the 
concept of mootness, until the offenses cease and the injuries are 
rectified/remedied/remediated. 

96. The facts that preclude mootness exist within the scheme that has been perpetrated and 
continues to be perpetrated by The Kaul Cases Defendants, certain judges within 
administrative/state/federal courts and others, whereby these individuals have violated and 
continue to violate Plaintiff Kaul's right to regain his livelihood/life/liberty/economic 
standing/reputational standing/professional standing/social standing/physical 
standing/psychological standing by obstructing his efforts to litigate his legal claims, have his 
New Jersey license reinstated, actualize the May 27, 2020 grant of his Pennsylvania license and 
or obtain a license in any other state, including North Carolina. 

FACTS RELEVANT TO DEFENDANT CPEP: 

97. On September 17, 2017, Plaintiff Kaul commenced the application process for a license in 
the State of Pennsylvania. 

98. On February 7, 2020, a hearing was conducted as to Plaintiff Kaul's application. 

99. On May 27, 2020, the hearing officer granted Plaintiff Kaul's application on condition he 
undergo an 'assessment course'. This order was ratified by the Pennsylvania Medical Board on 
February 8, 2021. 

100. Kll-8 Defendant PACE and Defendant CPEP were two of the recommended 'assessment 
course' businesses. 
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101. In July 2022, Plaintiff Kaul paid for and underwent the PACE course, but at that time had 
no knowledge of Kll-8 Defendant PACE's commercial relationship with Defendant FSMB. 

102. Due to COVID restrictions, the part of the course that involved case discussions with a 
physician was conducted virtually. 

103. Defendant PACE recorded the case discussions as did Plaintiff Kaul. 

104. On October 17, 2022, Kll-8 Defendant PACE issued a fraudulent report that falsified the 
case discussions. 

105. Plaintiff Kaul sent a letter to Kll-8 Defendant PACE that contained a link to the audio file 
of Plaintiff Kaul's recording of the case discussions and an analysis of the fraud perpetrated by 
Kll-8 Defendant PACE in their October report. There then ensued an email/letter exchange 
between Plaintiff Kaul and Kll-8 Defendant PACE. 

106. On May 24, 2023. Plaintiff Kaul filed suit against Kll-8 Defendants PACE/Leung (KAUL v UC 
SAN DIEGO PACE PROGRAM: 23-CV-00955). Kll-8 Defendant PACE and Defendant CPEP are 
both subjugate members of Defendant FSMB, and know of each other's activities. 

107. However, on January 17, 2023. Plaintiff Kaul retained Defendant CPEP to conduct an 
assessment and submitted a deposit of nine thousand dollars ($9,000), with the balance of five 
thousand dollars ($5,000) submitted on February 6, 2023. The business is highly lucrative. 

108. In a period from January 17, 2023, to February 22, 2023, Plaintiff Kaul underwent an 
intensive self-imposed study program, in which he devoted fourteen (14) hours every day to 
reading medical textbooks/articles, viewing hundreds of on line medical educational videos, and 
having other physicians examine his case management knowledge and skills (Exhibit 18). In a 
period from January 17, 2023, to May 2, 2023, Plaintiff Kaul devoted time and effort to 
completing extensive questionnaires pertaining to his application and proposed practice. 

108. In a period from February 22 to April 2023 Plaintiff Kaul underwent numerous verbal and 
written cognitive/psychological/physical/knowledge assessments, the latter of which were 
conducted virtually on February 22/23, 2023, with each one lasting approximately six (6) hours. 

109. The February 22/23, 2023, knowledge and case management evaluations were conducted 
by Ors. Ajay Antony/Robert Brown/Michael Harned, all of whom, unbeknownst at that time to 
Plaintiff Kaul were/are senior board members of The Kaul Cases Defendant American Society of 
lnterventional Pain Physicians (ASIPP), 

110. Drs Antony/Brown/Harned all knew, as did Defendant CPEP, that they were conflicted, a 
conflicted state they willfully concealed from Plaintiff Kaul while conducting the case 
management evaluations/assessments, a concealment consistent with and in furtherance of 
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The Kaul Cases Defendants scheme to attempt to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from having issued his 
Pennsylvania license. 

111. The Kaul Cases Defendants recognized/recognize that the economic enhancement caused 
to Plaintiff Kaul by the Pennsylvania license issuance would facilitate Plaintiff Kaul's prosecution 
of his claims against them. 

112. At the conclusion of the February 22/23, 2023, assessments, Defendant CPEP informed 
Plaintiff Kaul that the report would be issued before the end of May 2023. 

113. Plaintiff Kaul received no report by the end of May 2023 and was provided no explanation 
by Defendant CPEP as to the non-issuance. 

114. Plaintiff Kaul, concerned consequent to his experience with Kll-8 Defendant PACE, 
researched the three (3) physicians with whom he conducted case discussions and his research 
revealed that all three (3) physicians were senior board members of The Kaul Cases Defendant 
American Society of lnterventional Pain Physicians (ASIPP). Between May 16 and 23, 2023, 
Plaintiff Kaul informed Defendant CPEP via email of these conflicts (Exhibit 19) and enquired: 
"Did any of these three physicians (Antony/Harned/Brown) disclose their conflicts of interest 
to CPEP? 

115. Defendant CPEP's non-response constituted a tacit admission that they did know of their 
conflicts but did not expect Plaintiff Kaul would expose this fact. 

116. On June 6, 2023, Plaintiff Kaul sent a letter (Exhibit 20) to Defendant CPEP's in-house 
counsel, Alexis Angell, in which Plaintiff Kaul provided Defendant CPEP an opportunity to rectify 
their wrongdoing: "I believe there are two (2) options: 1. The physician assessments are re
conducted by physicians with no professional, commercial 
connections/relations/associations, and as stated in my May 30, 2023 email [Exhibit 21) to 
Ms. Besmanoff, these individuals will likely be found in academic/research settings. 2. CPEP 
issue a report containing the contents of all the tests and the reports of 
Antony/Harned/Brown with a statement/paragraph as to the conflicted nature of the reports 
and how/why the situation was permitted to come into existence, and cause further costly 
delay." 

117. On June 9, 2023, Defendant CPEP's CEO, Elizabeth Korinek emailed a letter to Plaintiff Kaul 
rejecting both options: "CPEP is unable to agree to either option ... CPEP will not re-conduct 
the Assessment nor issue an Assessment Report with the existing consultants and data" and 
suddenly deciding that Plaintiff Kaul was not a "suitable candidate" (Exhibit 22). 

118. On June 21, 2023, Plaintiff Kaul sent a letter to Defendant CPEP's CEO, Elizabeth Korinek, in 
response to her June 9, 2023, letter in which Plaintiff Kaul raises, amongst other things, 
Defendant CPEP's fraudulent, knowingly conflicted, and anti-competitive conduct: "Conflict of 
Interest re: ASIPP: ... Conflict of Interest re: Federation State Medical Boards ... Your failure, in 
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your June 9, 2023, letter to address/deny/contest/rebut these facts, constitute their tacit 
admission for the purpose of pending/future litigation ... Mail Fraud ... obstruct the delivery 

of documents from me. (Exhibit 23). 

119. The arbitrary rejection of Plaintiff Kaul's logical suggestions and Defendant CPEP's sudden 
not "suitable candidate" agreement cancellation constitute further evidence in support of the 
of the Kll-17 claims, the conspiracy element being pre-eminent. 

120. On July 9, 2023, Plaintiff Kaul, in recognition of the overwhelming evidence of The Kaul 
Cases Defendants' conspiracy to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from satisfying the terms of the February 
8, 2021, opinion/order of the Pennsylvania Medical Board regarding a physician assessment, 
sent a letter to the Pennsylvania Medical Board informing them of the obstruction and a 
request, in light of these facts, to modify the conditions of licensure (Exhibit 24). 

121. As of the filing date of Kll-17, Plaintiff Kaul has received no communication from counsel 
for the Pennsylvania Medical Board, despite several emails enquiring as to whether the board 
had granted the amendment. The Pennsylvania Medical Board is a subjugate member of 
Defendant Federation and conducts business with Defendant CPEP and The Kaul Cases 
Defendant PACE (Kll-8). 

FACTS RELEVANT TO DEFENDANTS SOLOMON/CHRISTIE: 

122. In 2013, DEFENDANT SOLOMON, a lawyer and an administrative law judge had the duty, 
right, responsibility and opportunity to halt The Kaul Cases Defendants crimes, but he did not 
because he had been bribed, and is as directly responsible, if not more than The Kaul Cases 
Defendants, for the crimes/violations/injuries committed and CONTINUING to be committed 
against Plaintiff Kaul in 2023, ten (10) years later. 

123. DEFENDANT SOLOMON knows the sum and substance of The Kaul Cases but has failed, as 
the law requires and per recent DOJ "outsourcing" policy regarding white-collar crime (See 
Cognizant Bribery Case: 2:19-cr-00120-MEF-1) to report his crimes or those of his co
conspirators to state or federal authorities. 

124. The RICO predicate acts committed by Defendant Solomon, in collusion and conspiracy 
with The Kaul Cases Defendants, including the Kll-17 Defendants have caused and continue to 
cause (2007 /8-2023) a perpetration of a "pattern of racketeering" that has been and continues 
to be perpetrated through the certain courts within the United States District Court, certain 
persons within the United States Government and within the totality of the "Federation Cartel" 
("FC"), an illegally configured syndicate that monopolizes the entire process of physician 
regulation and the multi-billion dollar business of so called 'physician discipline'. 
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125. The commencement of the "pattern of racketeering" as pied in The Kaul Cases. coincided 
with the 2008/9 gubernatorial/presidential political ambitions of Defendant Christie, a lawyer 
whose political designs and quest for power began at the age of fourteen (14), as detailed in 
RUTHLESS AMBITION: THE RISE AND FALL OF CHRIS CHRISTIE by ex-NJ Congressman/Legislator, 
Louis Manzo. 

126. The principal motivation for The Kaul Cases Defendants participation in the conspiracy was 
the advancement of their political/economic agendas, through the exploitation and at the 
expense of Plaintiff Kaul/other physicians, mostly of Black/Indian/Hispanic ethnicity. 

127. The principal motivation for continuing the conspiracy into 2023, is an increasingly 
desperate attempt to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from further exposing their crimes of The Kaul 
Cases Defendants. 

128. The crimes, their continued willful/knowing/malicious commission and the "ongoing" and 
"new racketeering injuries" (up to and including those in 2023) were precipitated/aided and 
abetted/perpetuated by Defendant Solomon's commission of, amongst other things, wire 
fraud/public corruption/subornation of perjury/kickbacks/evidential tampering/witness 
tampering, crimes for which 

129. Defendants Solomon/Christie are liable for these crimes, both directly and vicariously 
pursuant to RICO's doctrine of vicarious liability. 

130. The within evidence/facts, most of which are contained/referenced within The Kaul Cases, 

substantiate Defendant Solomon's criminal state-of-mind, his criminal course of conduct, his 
criminal effort to conceal his misconduct/whereabouts and the ONGOING consequences of his 
criminal conduct to Plaintiff Kaul's economic standing/reputation/livelihood/professional 
standing/social standing/psychological standing/physical standing/liberty/life. 

131. The evidence/facts are some of the evidence/facts that caused U.S.D.J. Noel Hillman on 
December 16, 2020, in KS to issue a Rule 16 ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE (KS: D.E. 
155) and U.S.D.J. Beth Bloom on July 6, 2023, to issue an ORDER REQUIRING SCHEDULING 
REPORT AND CERTIFICATES OF INTERESTED PARTIES. In both instances The Kaul Cases 
Defendants, including Defendant Solomon, corrupted the judicial process to prevent the cases 
moving into discovery. 

132. On February 22, 2016, in Kl Plaintiff Kaul sued Defendant Solomon. 

133. Defendant Solomon's failure to refute/contest/address the facts, in conjunction with the 
disqualification on May 22, 2019 (Kl: D.E. 340) of the district judge that improperly dismissed 
Defendant Solomon on June 30, 2017 (Kl: D.E. 200), did cause the tacit admission of the below 
evidence/facts. 
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134. Similarly, Defendant Solomon's liability as to the below evidence/facts inures from that 
pursuant to RICO's doctrine of vicarious liability, and specifically to the fact that none of The 
Kaul Cases Defendants ever refuted/contested/addressed/denied any of the evidence/facts 
within the entire body of The Kaul Cases (February 22, 2016, to July 6, 2023), thus causing all of 
them, including those below, to be tacitly admitted for themselves and vicariously for 
Defendant Solomon. 

EVIDENCE 

135. This body of admitted claim conclusive evidence exceeds the Summary Judgment 
standard, evidences criminal violations of American law, gross violations of Plaintiff Kaul's 
human/civil/constitutional rights and is as follows w/excerpts: 

a. July 28, 2023 -COMPLAINT IN KAUL v. CHRISTIE/MURPHY: 23-CV-22582 (Kll-15): 

"The conspiracy to violate Plaintiff Kaul's civil rights continued from the Morristown Police 
Department to the United States Marshals Service and into the Mercer County Correctional 
Center, where the scheme, for which Defendants Christie/Murphy, and in fact all of The Kaul 
Cases Defendants, pursuant to RICO's vicarious liability doctrine, are liable, involved an 
attempt to use anti-psychotics to render Plaintiff Kaul mentally infirm, psychiatrically 
labelled, susceptible to serious injury/death, in order to effectively eliminate his right to life 
and to actually eliminate Plaintiff Kaul." (Exhibit 25) 

b. April 4, 2023 -ADMISSION OF MATERIAL AND UNDISPUTED FACT OF DEFENDANT ROBERT 

HEARY: 23-CV-2016 (Kll-10) 

"I admit that the knowing, willful, malicious, and purposeful violation of Plaintiff Kaul's 
human rights is commensurate with the standard of that of a crime against humanity.'' 
(Exhibit 17). 

c. February 11, 2022 - INTERVIEW OF DEFENDANT CHRISTIE'S POLITICAL COLLEAGUE. 
ANTHONY CAPPELLO: 21-CV-06992 (Kll-7): 

"Mr. Cappello, a decades-long New Jersey political insider, was presented with various pieces 
of evidence, and with his intimate knowledge of Defendant Christie, did unequivocally state 
that the case was "totally believable". His statement undermines the Defendants 
mischaracterizations of the case as "vexatious ... frivolous ... meritless ... abusive ... 
harassing", and we respectfully request this document's contents be incorporated into your 
consideration of Defendants' motions ... From 2012 to 2017, my requests to Kathleen for this 
person's identity were unsuccessful, as were my requests for her brother's contact 
information. She remained fearful of the consequences to her life, but did upon my continued 
plea, provide an affidavit in September 2017, factually establishing certain content of her 
brother's communications with the then anonymous state government person.'' (Exhibit 25) 
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d. May 28, 2021- LETTER FROM PLAINTIFF KAUL TO U.S.D.J. ALLISON BURROUGHS RE: KAUL 
KIDNAPPING SCHEME: 21-CV-10326 (Kll-2) 

''These events lend further evidential weight to the claims, that is irrefutable. As is clear from 
the record, the commission and attempted cover-up by the Defendants now involves the 
executive/legislative/judicial branches of the State of New Jersey. The Defendants scheme 
now involves the use of police to threaten, harass and intimidate process servers, witnesses, 
and the Plaintiff himself, while violating the jurisdiction/authority of the United States ... My 
concern is that with this escalation of armed force, people will be killed. In that regard, I do 
request that there be emergently schedule a case management conference, in order to 
mitigate this threat, and stop the Defendants criminal abuse of state power and continued 
falsification of evidence." (Exhibit 25). 

e. August 23, 2021-DEFENDANT ALLSTATE ADMISSIONS OF FACT RE: COMMISSION SECURITIES 
FRAUD: 21-CV-06992 (Kll-7): 

"Defendant Allstate does admit to the following facts: .... That in its 2018 10Q filing, it did, on 
"Page 92 of 93, under "PART II. OTHER INFORMATION-Item 1. Legal Proceedings" with 
fraudulent intent and effect, omit a material legal proceeding and divert attention to a 
general "discussion under the heading "Regulations and Compliance" (Exhibit 25) 

Defendant Allstate, as the SEC record shows, filed false returns for five (5) years, from 2016 to 
2021, this being the year it was exposed by Plaintiff Kaul in Kll-7. As a consequence of this 
fraud and Defendant Allstate being sued in India by Plaintiff Kaul in Kll-5 for its practice/policy 
of racial discrimination, its share price decreased. 

f. February 11, 2019 - 'THE SOLOMON CRITIQUE 2': 

This document evidences the massive fraud (Exhibit 1) perpetrated by Defendant Solomon in 
collusion/conspiracy with other members of The Kaul Cases Defendants in the April 9 to June 
30, 2013, NJ OAL revocation proceeding, and then in the December 13, 2013, issuing of 
Defendant Solomon's report, a report that was adopted by The Kaul Cases Defendant NJBME 
on February 12, 2014, and that caused the illegal revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license on March 
24, 2014. 

"From April 9, 2013, to June 28, 2013, there was conducted a hearing in the New Jersey Office 
of Administrative Law, the purpose of which was to illegally revoke Kaul's medical license. 
The proceeding was a massive fraud, orchestrated with criminal intent by K2 defendant 
Christopher J. Christie. The proceeding was polluted with perjury+ evidential omissions+ 
misrepresentations + falsifications + gross mischaracterizations ... 

This analysis, 'The Solomon Critique 2', focuses entirely on Defendant Przybylski and it proves 
that he, in conjunction with K2 defendants Hafner+ Solomon collectively committed two 
hundred and twenty--two (222) separate instances of perjury+ evidential omissions 
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falsifications+ misrepresentations. K2 defendant Solomon based his opinion on a record that 
Kaul has since proven to be one replete with perjury+ evidential omissions + fabrications + 
falsifications + misrepresentations. A massive fraud." 
g. September 21. 2018-CERTIFICATION OF MINIMALLY INVASIVE SPINE SURGEON DR. ARNOLD 

ERWIN FELDMAN: 

"It was at this meeting that I first met Dr. Kaul, and to the best of my recollection it was his presence 

that prompted Dr. Yeung to make the following statement to a group of approximately five (5) 

physicians: 

"There is a doctor in New Jersey, Richard Kaul, who is performing fusions, but they are going to get 

him." 

Dr. Kaut, like myself, was a victim of professional jealousy, that manifested itself through a corrupt 

medical board, that like many in the United States, flagrantly violate the due process rights of 

physicians." (Exhibit 25). 

h. January 16, 2018 - 'THE SOLOMON CRITIQUE': 

''This document is a detailed analysis of the trial transcript of the hearing in the MATTER OF THE 
SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF THE LICENSE OF RICHARD A. KAUL, M.D. TO PRACTICE MEDICINE 
AND SURGERY IN NEW JERSEY - OAL DOCKET NO. BDS 08959-12. The document demonstrates the 
enormous volume of willful misrepresentation, perjury, critical evidential omission, and gross 
mischaracterization that were committed by Jay Howard Solomon, Esq, Gregory Przybylski, MD and 
Andrew Kaufman, MD, during the proceeding ... 

These numbers suggest that the evidence provided was flawed and dishonest and that the 
interpretation of evidence was selective and prejudiced. The analysis proves that two of the 
defendants in Kaul v Christie provided misinformation and that they committed perjury. The extent 
of the corruption of information that was committed suggests the need for a criminal investigation 
into the reasons why Jay Howard Solomon would violate the law in such a concerted manner." 
(Exhibit 1). 

i. August 6. 2017 - CERTIFICATION OF PLAINTIFF KAUL PATIENT, JOHN ZERBINI: 

"Dr. Kaufman seemed to have some kind of vendetta against Dr. Kaul, and made comments to the 
effect that he was going to destroy Dr. Kaul's medical career, his reputation, and make sure he never 
worked again as a doctor. He stated that he was going to make sure Dr. Kaul was ostracized, and that 
he and a group of five other doctors had been working together since at least 2011, to make sure Dr. 
Kaul's medical license was revoked. He mentioned that they were going to have articles and stories 
published, that caused permanent damage to Dr. Kaul's reputation, so that he would never be able 
to find work." (Exhibit 25). 
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j. September 21. 2017 -CERTIFICATION PLAINTIFF KAUL PATIENT, KATHLEEN CALABRESE: 

"In approximately May/June 2012 my brother related to me a conversation he had with his 

acquaintance, during which the acquaintance made the following comment in regard to the 

suspension of Dr. Kaul's license: "I think it is terrible what they are doing to Dr. Kaul"" (Exhibit 25). 

k. July 12, 2017 -AFFIDAVIT OF PLAINTIFF KAUL PATIENT. KENNETH SABO: 

"After the interview Ms. Hafner telephoned me approximately six times, and on each 
occasion attempted to have me testify against Dr. Kaul, and on each occasion I refused." 
(Exhibit 25). 

I. October 61 2016 - LETTER FROM PLAINTIFF KAUL TO Kl U.S.M.J. STEVEN MANNION: 

"On September 21, 2016, at approximately 1:30am eight armed police officers from the 
Somerset County Sheriff's Office arrested me at my residence on a warrant for non-payment 
of child support. The revocation of my medical license caused immense economic harm to my 
family and resulted in the loss of my surgical center, Manhattan townhouse, professional 
practices ... I believe that, as a consequence of the federal lawsuit, state agencies, under the 
control of the defendant politician, are being used in a retaliatory manner, with the clear 
intention of harassment and intimidation." (Exhibit 25) 

m. October 24, 2015-EMAIL FROM THIRD PARTY WITNESS/PHYSICIAN STEVEN WALDMAN, MD 
TO PLAINTIFF KAUL: 

"Revolutionaries are often met with great resistance even when they are trying to do great 
and beneficial things. I'm sorry that the fascists in the Medical Board and state government 
have pulled your license. They are bullies and clearly politically motivated." (Exhibit 25). 

n. September 13, 2013- LETTER FROM PLAINTIFF KAUL PATIENT, COREY JOHNSON, TO CEO OF 
UMDNJ UNIVERISTY HOSPITAL. JAMES GONZALEZ REGARDING THE KAUL CASES DEFENDANT, 
ANDREW KAUFMAN, MD: 

''That motherfucker Richard Kaul is trying to take over the spine business and we are going to 
put a stop to it - I later worked out that he made this comment when he realized I had been 
under the care of Dr. Kaul since 2006 and who in my opinion had provided excellent care." 
(Exhibit 25). 

THE CONSPIRACY WITH DEFENDANTS ALLSTATE/CHRISTIE AND CO-CONSPIRATORS HORIZON 
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD/GEICO INSURANCE COMPANY (JULY 2012 TO MARCH 2014) 

136. In late 2012, Defendant Solomon came out of retirement specifically to adjudicate Plaintiff 
Kaul's licensing case in the New Jersey Office of Administrative Law (OAL DOCKET NO. BDS 
08959-2012N ). 
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137. Defendant Solomon received bribes from Defendants Allstate/Horizon Blue Cross Blue 
Shield/Geico as part of a quid pro quo to ensure he ordered the revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's 
license. 

138. The New Jersey Office of Administrative Law is part of the executive branch of New Jersey 
Government, and Defendant Solomon was appointed to adjudicate Plaintiff Kaul's case by 
Defendant Christie. 

139. Defendant Christie received bribes from Plaintiff Kaul's competitors (insurance 
companies/hospitals/neurosurgeons) in the minimally invasive spine surgery market as part of 
a quid pro quo scheme purposed to have the medical board suspend and then 'rubber-stamp' 
the revocation recommended by Defendant Solomon on December 13, 2013, after the sham 
administrative proceedings (April 9 to June 28, 2013). 

140. Commencing in approximately 2008, Defendant Christie began requiring vast sums of 
money to fund his various political campaigns to procure the offices of governor and president. 

141. Defendant Solomon was controlled within the executive branch by its CEO, Defendant 
Christie. 

142. Defendant Christie, in his quest for the 2016 Presidency, did order Defendant Solomon to 
ensure the revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license by causing, if necessary, the final December 13, 
2013, report to be falsified and to lie about the evidence/truth of the hearing if it vindicated 
Plaintiff Kaul. 

143. In a time period between late 2012 and early 2013, Defendants Solomon and Christie did 
communicate directly and through intermediaries that Defendant Solomon would receive a 
percentage of the bribes before the issuance of his December 13, 2013, report of revocation 
and the balance after the report had been issued/widely publicized and Plaintiff Kaul's license 
revoked. 

144. Defendants Solomon, Christie and their intermediaries agreed that as soon as the medical 
board had revoked Plaintiff Kaul's license (March 24, 2014), Plaintiff Solomon would be 
relocated out of the State of New Jersey to thwart any potential litigation by Plaintiff Kaul. 

145. Defendant Solomon, not a wealthy man, was relocated to an extremely wealthy area of 
North Carolina which is where he has resided since late 2014. 

THE ILLEGALLY CONDUCTED ADMINISTRATIVE LAW PROCEEDINGS AND BOARD REVOCATION 

(APRIL 9, 2013, TO MARCH 24, 2014) 

146. In mid to late 2012, having agreed upon the terms of the various quid pro quos, Defendant 
Solomon entered into the conspiracy, that unbeknownst to him at the time would expand over 
the next eleven (11) years to include, but to name a few, the New York Stock Exchange, other 
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state medical boards, a bank, disqualified corrupt judges, share price-dropping insurance 
companies and the felonies of kidnapping/illegal imprisonment/attempted drugging-killing. 

147. Defendant Solomon, a corrupt person, acted as the judge/jury within the April 9 to June 
28, 2013, license proceeding within the New Jersey Office of Administrative Law. 

148. The proceeding was a massive illegal fraud purposed to provide a charade of justice, but 
was in fact a 'sham' proceeding whose sole purpose was to have Plaintiff Kaul's license illegally 
revoked, in order to eliminate him from the minimally invasive spine surgery market, so that 
his competitors could profit at his expense and Defendants Christie/Solomon would be 
enriched with bribes. 

149. Plaintiff Kaul's insurance competitors, including Defendant Allstate, would, with the 
revocation, not have to pay Plaintiff Kaul monies they owed him, while Plaintiff Kaul's physician 
competitors would seize a larger part of the minimally invasive spine surgery market. 

150. All of Plaintiff Kaul's competitors were motivated and invested in the knowingly illegal 
revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license. 

151. Defendant Solomon knew that his participation in the quid pro quo schemes was illegal, 
but perpetrated the scheme nonetheless with a sense of impunity derived from his belief that 
Plaintiff Kaul would never expose his crimes and those of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

152. The hearing commenced on April 9, 2013, and concluded on June 28, 2013, and as part of 
the charade it involved witnesses, lawyers, and large volumes of testimony. 

153. Plaintiff Kaul presented fifteen (15) witnesses, that included highly respected 
lawyers/surgical center consultants/an ex-executive of the New Jersey Medical Board who 
testified for Plaintiff Kaul/expert physicians/patients, whose testimony utterly undermined that 
presented by the state. On December 13, 2013, Defendant Solomon found all fifteen (15) 
witnesses to be not credible. 

154. Plaintiff Kaul's lawyer's cross examination of the state's 'star' witness om May 6, 2013, 
caused him to admit that there were no standards for the performance of minimally invasive 
spine surgery. 

155. The no standards admission undermined the state's entire case, as it's argument was that 
because Plaintiff Kaul was not a neurosurgeon he had violated the state 'expert' (Dr. Gregory 
Przybylski) neurosurgeon's false standard and despite the fact that he had invented the 
percutaneous spinal fusion procedure in 2005, had successfully performed eight hundred (800) 
of them from 2003 to 2012 in state licensed surgical centers in which he had been credentialed 
and of which the state had knowledge, that he was in 2012, in the 'reign' of Defendant Christie, 
"an imminent threat to the public" whose license had to be revoked to save the public. 
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156. In April 2018, the state's 'expert' neurosurgeon, Dr. Gregory Przybylski was publicly 
disciplined by the American Association of Neurological Surgeons for having committed perjury 
while testifying as an 'expert' in a case against another neurosurgeon. Plaintiff Kaul brought this 
fact to the attention of the New Jersey Medical Board and the District of New Jersey. It was 
ignored. 

157. In the period from September 2013 to December 2013, Plaintiff Kaul was informed that 
because he had proved false the state's case, that Defendant Solomon would falsify his report 
as ordered by Defendant Christie. 

158. Plaintiff Kaul sent several letters to Defendants Christie/Solomon requesting that the 
matter be investigated (Exhibit 26). Plaintiff Kaul's pleas were ignored. 

159. However, despite Plaintiff Kaul's submission of such a strong case, Defendant Solomon did, 
on December 13, 2013, issue a one hundred and five (105) page report that bore little or no 
resemblance to su~mitted evidence, a report in which he found all fifteen (15) witnesses 
presented by Plaintiff Kaul to be not credible and all witnesses presented by Defendant Christie 
to be credible. 

160. Defendant Solomon recommended revocation and a three hundred thousand ($300,000) 
dollar fine and used the US wires to submit his knowingly fraudulent report to The Kaul Cases 
Defendant, New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners. 

161. On February 12, 2014, a time by which Plaintiff Kaul knew of the corruption that preceded 
and pervaded the illegal revocation proceedings, The Kaul Cases Defendant, New Jersey Board 
of Medical Examiners, conducted a hearing on Defendant Solomon's knowingly fraudulent 
report, a hearing the legitimacy of which Plaintiff Kaul challenged/refused to attend (Exhibit 
26). 

162. On March 24, 2014, The Kaul Cases Defendant, NJBME, adopted Defendant Solomon's 
knowingly fraudulent report and revoked Plaintiff Kaul's license and illegally levied a 'fine' of 
$450,000, in the knowledge that their actions and those of persons/agencies of the State of 
New Jersey involved in the revocation were illegal. 

INJURIES CAUSED TO PLAINTIFF KAUL CONSEQUENT TO DEFENDANT SOLOMON'S ILLEGAL 
ORDER OF REVOCATION 

163. Defendant Solomon's knowingly criminal actions and involvement in The Kaul Cases 
Defendants scheme to have illegally revoked Plaintiff Kaul's license constitute a willful 
perpetration of a knowingly illegal "pattern of racketeering'' that commenced in or around 
2005/6. 

164. Defendant Solomon, a lawyer, knew of this "pattern of racketeering". 
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165. Defendant Solomon also knew the criminal consequences of 
participating/furthering/profiting from such a scheme, and knew that the illegal revocation of 
Plaintiff Kaul's New Jersey license would cause Plaintiff Kaul to indefinitely sustain "new 
racketeering injuries" consequent to the fact that all his applications for state licenses would 
be denied/restricted based on the illegal New Jersey revocation AND that he would be 
foreclosed from obtaining a license due to the illegal anti-competitive interstate licensing 
system (the "Federation Cartel") operated by/through Defendant FSMB for the purpose of 
profiteering. 

166. Defendant Solomon knew that the illegal revocation would cause to Plaintiff Kaul an illegal 
deprivation of his economic standing/reputation/livelihood/liberty/life/professional 
standing/social standing/psychological standing/physical standing/financial standing. 

167. Defendant Solomon's knew that his actions were criminal. but his motive for perpetration 
was greed and his abuse of state power blinded him to the possibility that Plaintiff Kaul would 
expose his felonious conduct. 

168. Plaintiff Kaul's injuries and their willful/knowing/ongoing commission extend over a period 
that commenced on at least February 3, 2010, and include injuries to the 
human/civil/constitutional/property/economic/reputation/livelihood/liberty/life/professional 
standing/social standing/psychological standing/physical standing RIGHTS of Plaintiff Kaul. 

169. Defendant Solomon is liable for his criminal offenses (2013-2014) and their ONGOING 
consequences (2012-2023) to Plaintiff Kaul's life/liberty/property. 

FACTS RELEVANT TO DEFENDANT FEDERATION: 

Defendant FSMB's Suppression Of Free Speech. The COVID Vaccine Fraud And Profit 
Purposed Human Rights Abuses, Toxicity And Death 

170. One of the principal themes of The Kaul Cases. has been that pertaining to the corrupt 
engineering of quid pro quo schemes by for-profit healthcare corporations with the 
regulatory/political apparatus of American healthcare in which at its most fundamental. human 
life is sacrificed for corporate profit. 

171. Defendant FSMB is a critical cog in this 'Soylent-Green' like machine, the ruthlessness of 
which was exposed during the so called COVID-19 pandemic. 

172. Commencing in early 2020, just after the announcement of the purported pandemic, 
Plaintiff Kaul began writing articles and filing legal documents that highlighted the multiple 
profit purposed COVID related frauds that mandated knowingly toxic and ineffective mRNA 
'vaccines', the wearing of masks and ubiquitous, but non-specific PCR testing. 
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173. This information reached a massive global audience, as did that published by other 
dissenting voices that exposed these crimes against humanity, and threatened corporate 
profits. 

174. Consequently, these corporations conspired with Defendant FSMB to have 
suspended/revoked the licenses of physicians who either used the internet to communicate the 
grave risks of the vaccine or advised their patients against being inoculated, and or, as in 
Plaintiff Kaul's case, attempt to obstruct applications for/issuance of licenses, as in North 
Carolina. 

175. Defendant FSMB/Co-Conspirator NCMB's 'muzzling' of the truth and dissemination of 
knowing falsehoods is ongoing, represents an "open-ended pattern of racketeering", is a 
serious threat to the public's health/welfare and pertains not just to the COVID vaccine, but to 
a myriad of drugs/medical devices, whose manufacturers participate in quid pro quo schemes 
with Defendant FSMB. 

176. On or about November 5, 2023, a lawsuit was filed in the UK against Astra Zeneca (Exhibit 
~) and a public litigation is underway, which will expose evidence to further substantiate the 
Kll-17 facts of Defendant FSMB's knowing commission of crimes against humanity. 

177. The outcome of Kll-17 has immense consequence for the public, not only in exposing the 
truth but in ensuring such crimes are never again committed. 

178. The articles are: 

a. May 11, 2020-WIX Article: COVID 19 CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY: "The thrust of the case 
is that Defendant Allstate has, since at least 1999, engaged in massive schemes of bribery 
that have corrupted state medical boards. The Complaint alleges that this corruption is 
directly responsible, as of May 11, 2020, for over eighty thousand (80,000) deaths and one 
point three million (1,300,000) cases caused by COVID-19 infections." (Exhibit 27). These facts 
are relevant to the racketeering, section 1983, and human rights charges 
b. November 4. 2020-WIX Article: COVID-19 DEATHS+ MEDICAL BOARD RACKETEERING+ THE 
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES: "Kaul respectfully asserts that a grant of the writ 
will mitigate future threats of COVID-19 like microbial pandemics ... "Kaul respectfully asserts 
that the grant of a writ will mitigate any further decrease in market capitalization of 
Defendants Allstate ... " (Exhibit 27). These facts are relevant to the Defendants ongoing 
racketeering injuries, in that unless the commencement of change is effectuated, the same 
corporate related death and destruction will continue within the west, while BRICS and its 
associated members restructure the world in a manner consistent with the principles of the 
United Nations Charter On Human Rights. The 2020 SCOTUS, the one before the recent 2023 
exposition of judicial impropriety, chose not to issue a writ that would have protected the 
American public. 
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c. December 15. 2020-WIX Article: COVID-19 MUTATION DEFEATS A VACCINE: "The vaccine 
has caused the mutation and will provide no protection to the mutant virus now coursing 
through the planet's circulatory system. Of course, those corporations/executives raking in 
billions of dollars from having corrupt governments/politicians mandating vaccination 
programs, have insulated themselves and their families from harm. Two of these 
corporations are Berkshire Hathaway/Geico and Allstate Insurance Company." (Exhibit 27). 
This release reached a worldwide audience, and its undisputed factual accuracy and 
truthfulness lend weight to Summary Judgment. 

179. The following documents, all part of (Exhibit 28) and extracted from Kll-10, contain facts 
highly probative to Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB's perpetration of schemes, willfully 
violative of the Nuremberg Code, of forced/coerced programs of mass public inoculation with a 
knowingly lethal mRNA toxin. The Kll-10 district judge's May 10, 2023, dismissal was an 
attempt to suppress a public examination of these facts and deprive the public of their right to 
know information critical to their health, welfare, and life, sacrificing the lives of people and 
their children at the 'gallows-guillotine' of corporate profit. 

a. March 9, 2023 - Kll-10: D.E. 1 Page 9 to 10 of 169: ''The COVID vaccine, as Kaul predicted, 
has now been found to be highly toxic/ineffective: 
https://www.drrichardkaul.com/so/24NPf5065 This fact was known by the 
government/corporate entities that forced it on the world's population: 
https ://theswisstim es. ch/swi ss-ba nker-fi I es-cri mi na I-charges-over-fa lse-covi d-va cci ne
statements/ In Kll-7, the Defendants attempted to frame the Plaintiffs' assertion of these 
facts as evidence of the implausibility of their complaint, with terms such as "vast conspiracy" 
and "nutcase". These facts are now proven, and this country, like Switzerland, should have 
the courage to bring criminal charges against those who perpetrated these crimes against 
humanity." (Exhibit 28) 

b. May 2. 2023 - Kll-10: D.E. 19 Page 74 to 81 of 116: "According to the CDC, more than 
10,000 reports of myocarditis were reported to the VAERS after COVID-19 vaccination (Pfizer
BioNTech and Moderna) in the US ... Adverse effects such as myocarditis, glomerular diseases 
and cutaneous eruptions are seen with the MRNA vaccines." (Exhibit 28). 
c. May 2. 2023 - Kll-10: D.E. 19 Page 101 to 104 of 116: "The mafia tactics of the Federation 
of State Medical Boards, filtered down to individual health professionals, has been highly 
effective in suffocating dissent, stigmatizing critical thinking and helping to establish a Stasi
style culture." (Exhibit 28) 
d. May 2. 2023 -Kll-10: D.E. 19 Page 68 to 72 of 116: "The federation expects its members 
will conduct more investigations that would lead to disciplinary actions. But in some cases, 
the responses from some medical boards and state officials have been stymied by political 
backlash. States like Tennessee and North Dakota, for example, have restricted state medical 
boards' powers. And now legislators in 10 other states - including Florida and South Carolina 
- have introduced similar measures." (Exhibit 28). 
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e. May 2. 2023 - Kll-10: D.E. 19 Page 83 to 88 of 116: "Physicians who generate and spread 
COVID-19 vaccine misinformation or disinformation are risking disciplinary action by state 
medical boards, including the suspension or revocation of their medical license ... Spreading 
inaccurate COVID-19 vaccine information ... threatens to further erode public trust in the 
medical profession and puts all patients at risk." (Exhibit 28). Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator 
NCMB and its COVID manufacturing corporate masters and their investors are today 
responsible for the deaths and injuries of millions of global citizens who were forced/coerced 
into inoculation. This constitutes further evidence as to the urgent need for a "Reformation Of 
American Medical Boards" ("RAMBO"). 

f. May 2. 2023 - Kll-10: D.E. 19 Page 91 of 116: ''The COVID-19 pandemic may someday be 
the subject of countless volumes of literature describing it as a sinister man-made global 
plague. In today's America, it has introduced a dark age of medical science. Nowhere has this 
fact been demonstrated more clearly than by the actions of state medical licensing boards, 
most of whom take their cues from the Federation of State Medical Boards (FSMB). Their 
drive to control medical practice has been gaining momentum for decades, but their current 
stance and methodology is an all-out assault on the once noble and legitimate medical 
profession. Having received the infamous honor of being the first medical doctor in the U.S. 
to have my medical license first suspended, then fully revoked, because of COVID 
malevolence, I've learned many lessons about exactly how state medical boards have honed 
the process of destroying good physicians. Now, to be sure, there are no perfect physicians, 
just as there are no perfect people. But a serious problem must exist when the Oregon 
Medical Board (0MB) is able to take down a physician who has done no harm and who 
actually had no patient complaints concerning the board's allegations against him. 
In this story of my experience, I am just an example. It exposes the corruption and dirty 
secrets of an agency that is out of control, without accountability, and devoid of any regard 
for the best science and sound medical practice. State medical licensing boards have evolved 
into monsters that devour any medical practitioners in their path who do not comply with the 
government narrative. When government goes rogue, the medical system becomes an unholy 
alliance that ultimately wreaks havoc on patients. When the physician-patient kinship is 
compromised, the healing arts suffer greatly. Any collaboration between government and 
medicine spells disaster." (Exhibit 4). 

g. May 2, 2023 - Kll-10: D.E. 19 Page 47 to 64 of 116: ''The Committee's Long-Standing 
Interest in the Opioid Epidemic ... the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and 
others, it stressed the critical need to remain diligent, especially during the COVID-19 
pandemic ... we sent letters to 10 tax-exempt organizations and requested information about 
their financial relationships with opioid manufacturers [Purdue funneled bribes to Defendant 
FSMB/Co-conspirator in exchange for the issuance of an order in or around 2000, that resulted 
in the disciplining of physicians who under-prescribed opiates in the treatment of chronic pain 
patients]. These groups included ... Federation of State Medical Boards ... " (Exhibit 4). 

h. May 2. 2023 - Kll-10: D.E. 19 Page 96 of 116: "Recently, there have been increasing calls in 
the medical community, including from the Federation of State Medical Boards (FSMB) and 
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professional certification boards such as the American Boards of Family Medicine (ABFM), 
Internal Medicine (ABIM), and Pediatrics (ABP) to revoke the licenses and board certifications 
of physicians who promulgate medical misinformation." (Exhibit 4). Defendant FSMB/Co
conspirator NCMB knew the so called 'vaccine' was toxic and ineffective, and knew that its use 
of the US wires to transmit such knowingly fraudulent information constituted wire fraud, but 
more importantly, that the forced inoculation of the public would cause death and life
threatening long-term morbidity. Genocidal crimes against humanity rendered through the 
quid pro quo 'hijacking' of the apparatus of world governments. 

i. May 30. 2023 -Article "COVID outbreak at CDC gathering infects 181 disease detectives": 
"Nearly all of the survey takers, 1,435 {99.4%), reported having received at least one COVID-
19 vaccine." (Exhibit 28). 

Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB's Profiteering From The Opiate Epidemic 

180. In approximately 2000, numerous opiate manufacturers, including Purdue, commenced 
bribing Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB and its directors, in a series of quid pro quo 
schemes, in which monies were exchanged in return for forcing/coercing physicians to dispense 
opiates under threat of license suspension/revocation. 

181. Indeed, many physicians who chose to treat pain without opiates had their licenses 
suspended/revoked, their livelihoods destroyed and many of these physicians committed 
suicide as did a number of their teenage children, consequent to the destruction of their 
families. 

182. In 2012, the United States Senate opened an investigation into these illegal schemes, and 
on May 8, 2012, requested from Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB, a list of all exchanged 
monies/information pertaining to facts of the genesis and perpetuation of the opiate epidemic 
and related deaths: "It is clear that the United States is suffering from an epidemic of 
accidental deaths and addiction resulting from the increased sale and use of powerful 
narcotic painkillers such as Oxycontin (oxycodone), Vicodin (hydrocodone), and Opana 
(oxymorphone) ... Deaths from these drugs rose more rapidly "from about 4,000 to 14,800" 
between 1999 and 2008, than any other class of drugs and now kill more people than heroin 
and cocaine combined ... Recent investigative reporting from the Milwaukee Journal 
Sentinel/MedPage Today and ProPublica revealed extensive ties between companies that 
manufacture and market opioids and ... the Federation of State Medical Boards ... " (Exhibit 
29). 

183. On December 16, 2020. the results of the investigation and the Senate's demand for 
greater transparency in commercial relationships between for-profit healthcare corporations 
and Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB /other tax-exempt groups, were published: 
"Senate Finance Committee Ranking Member Ron Wyden, D-Ore., and Chairman Chuck 
Grassley, R-lowa, today issued a report to committee colleagues illuminating the extensive 
connections between opioid manufacturers and opioid-related products, and tax-exempt 
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entities that have helped drive up sales while downplaying the risks of opioid addiction." 
(Exhibit 28). 

184. Almost as soon as the Senate admonished Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB, it 
commenced its public campaign of promoting the so called 'vaccine' and began 
suspending/revoking the licenses of those physicians who highlighted its toxicity and 
ineffectiveness. George Orwell's '1984' dystopian "think-speak" at work. 

FACTS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION RELEVANT TO DEFENDANT ALLSTATE 

The historical facts of racial discrimination integral to the origins and industrial perpetuation 
of Defendants FSMB/Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/TD, the latter three derived from the 
British banking-insurance cartels, are those of a "pattern" of profit purposed 
racketeering/human rights violations/crimes against humanity. 

185. The facts contained within the enclosed submissions (Exhibit 30) became admitted by the 
Kll-17 Defendants in Kll-2, Kll-7, and Kll-10, and are facts that conclusively prove the Kll-
17 charges. 

186. Kll-2: D.E. 4-1 Page 33 of 254-Article NYT May 18, 1998- "Insurers Swindled Jews. Nazi 
Files Show": ''The documents, which abound with anti-Jewish slurs, include a confidential 
industry estimate that at least 19 of the 43 German fire insurance companies stood to suffer 
losses for the year if they fulfilled their obligations to Jewish policyholders for Kristallnacht. 
That contradicts an assertion of some German insurers that they did not profit from the 
Holocaust." (Exhibit 30). 

187. Kll-2: D.E. 4-1 Page 28 of 254 -Article The Guardian November 26, 2016 - "Family's quest 
for truth reveals top insurer's link to SS death camps": "After Gold's book was published, an 
executive of Ergo, the company that now owns the insurer, allowed her to see the archive 
recording the activities of the firm during the Nazi era. They revealed that the SS, which ran 
factories in the camps at Auschwitz, Buchenwald and Stutthof, close to what is now Gdansk, 
paid a consortium of firms, including the Victoria, premiums of 3.7m reichsmarks a year 
(£320,000 at 1939 exchange rates) to insure the factories ... ''They didn't insure the workers," 
says Gold. ''They were too easily replaced." (Exhibit 30) 

188. Kll-2: D.E. 4-1 Page 95 of 254 - Statement of historical fact of insurance/banking 
industry's critical role in the trans-Atlantic slaving industry and Nazi Holocaust - "The Slaving
Nazi-Insurance Axis": ''The common thread connecting the slaving industry, the Nazi atrocities 
and the "War on Doctors" (1990 to the present) is the ruthless/genocidal for-profit 
insurance/banking industry/machine of which Defendants Allstate/Geico/TD/Northern 
Trust/Boston Partners are members ... The atrocities/crimes 
(murder/manslaughter/enslavement/economic servitude/human trafficking/imprisonment) 
against humanity of the slaving industry/the holocaust/the targeted extermination of the 
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infirm/specific racial groups continues to be perpetrated today in the United States by the 
insurance industry against ethnic minorities, occupied principally by 
immigrants/Indians/Hispanics/Blacks ... Similarly, the insurance industry propaganda 
machine has concealed from the American public its "War on Doctors" and patients with 
chronic illnesses. It has concealed its pervasive corruption of the judiciary and crooked 
physicians willing to provide false testimony against physicians to whom the insurance 
industry owes money, in order to have these physicians (mostly Indians) eliminated through 
incarceration/loss of livelihood/license suspension/revocation/suicide/social 
ostracization/professional ostracization." (Exhibit 30) 
The insurance industry's four hundred (400) year-plus "pattern" of profit purposed 
racketeering/human rights violations/crimes against humanity continues in its ongoing abuse 
of American investigative/prosecutorial/adjudicative agencies in the filing/procuring of false 
criminal indictments/prosecutions/incarcerations of innocent ethnic minority physicians. 

189. In the five (5) week trial of Dr. Lesly Pompy (USA v Dr. Lesly Pompy (18-cr-20454). a 
physician from Haiti acquitted on all thirty-eight (38) counts (Exhibit 31). there emerged 
evidence on December 2, 2022, in the form of testimony from a James Stewart Howell, an ex
police officer/Blue Cross Blue Shield 'undercover investigator' /Government witness, that 
detailed the massive schemes of fraud perpetrated against principally ethnic minority 
physicians by Blue Cross Blue Shield and governmental persons/agencies. 

190. Plaintiff Kaul incorporated the transcript of this testimony into the matter of Kaul v 
BCBS/Marino: 23-CV-00518 (Kll-11) (D.E. 1-4) and submits into Kll-17 an excerpt ofthe Kll-
11 Complaint (Exhibit 31), which contains facts pertaining to racial targeting and insurance 
industry "patterns of racketeering" that are highly probative of the claims in Kll-17: 

191. "In 2018, Dr. Lesly Pompy, a Michigan based interventional pain physician of Haitian 
origin, was indicted by the US Government on charges of healthcare fraud, in a case almost 
identical to that filed against Dr. Anand" (Exhibit 31). 

192. "However, during the trial evidence emerged of the fraudulent schemes perpetrated by 
the Blue Cross Blue Shield corporations in their efforts to entrap knowingly innocent 
physicians, mostly of whom belonged to ethnic minorities" (Exhibit 31). 

193. "During the testimony of a James Howell, an ex-police officer employed by Blue Cross 
Blue Shield to manufacture entrapment schemes, Howell testified that in furtherance of 
these schemes he was provided fraudulent medical documents, driving licenses and other 
official documents by agencies/persons of the State of Michigan and physicians employed by 
Blue Cross Blue Shield" (Exhibit 31). 

194. "Howell's prior testimony in various other prior court proceedings had resulted in the 
wrongful conviction and incarceration of other ethnic minority physicians, all of whom 
continue to languish in jail" (Exhibit 31). 
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195. "The trial of Dr. Pompy unequivocally establishes the "pattern of racketeering1' being 
perpetrated by the American insurance industry and specifically the Blue Cross Blue Shield 
corporations, and corroborates the claims that Kaul has asserted within The Kaul Cases, since 
2016." (Exhibit 31). 

The American insurance industry's schemes of racial discrimination/asset seizure and 
commercial conspiracies with governmental agencies against ethnic minority physicians 
(Hispanic/Black/Indian) are almost exact replicas of those perpetrated against Jews by 
German industrialists and the Nazi Government as detailed in the final reports of the 
Nuremberg Trial. 

196. The parallels between the Nazis persecution of the Jews/others (1933-1945) as detailed in 
the Nuremberg trial/final report and the American persecution of ethnic minority physicians by 
an insurance industry-government totalitarianism (1990s and ongoing) is more than 
coincidental, and is fact, simply a continuation of the four hundred (400) year-plus "pattern" of 
profit purposed racketeering/human rights violations/crimes against humanity. Irrefutable 
evidence of these crimes against humanity was released by the American Government under a 
FOIA request, and was published as part of a May 17, 2023, press release issued by Plaintiff 
Kaul. 

197. US INSURANCE GIANT, BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD, HAS EXPOSED ITS TARGETING OF 
ETHNIC MINORITY PHYSICIANS FOR MASS INCARCERATION" 
https://www .d rrichard kaul.com/so/20OWhtSL1 ?language Tag=en 

198. In fact, the Flexner Report (Exhibit 32) provides historical evidence that corroborates the 
facts within the press release. The Report, published in 1910 at the behest of the Carnegie and 
Rockefeller Corporations, set forth a plan to design and control every element of medical 
education/licensing in order to subjugate the medical profession to corporate interests. 

199. Within this scheme there was engineered a structural racism that continues today, and 
within which for-profit healthcare corporations, such as Defendants FSMB/Allstate/Co
Conspirator Geico conspire with governmental agencies/courts to illegally profit through 
exploitative schemes of false indictment/prosecution/incarceration and asset seizure of ethnic 
minority physicians: "Many aspects of the present-day American medical profession stem 
from the Flexner Report and its aftermath. The Flexner report has been criticized for 
introducing policies that encouraged systemic racism." 

200. This fact, as with many others, was submitted in Kll-10, was 
unrefuted/uncontested/unrebutted by the Defendants and or Court and is thus admitted as a 
fact in support ofthe Kll-17 claims. 
FACTS RELEVANT TO THE DEFENDANTS "ONGOING PATTERN OF RACKETEERING" 

The UC San Diego Physician Assessment and Clinical Education (PACE) Program 
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201. In approximately September 2017, Plaintiff Kaul submitted a licensure application to the 
Pennsylvania Medical Board, and on February 7, 2020, an administrative court conducted a 
hearing. 

202. Plaintiff Kaul's application was granted on May 27, 2020, on the condition he complete a 
so-called physician 'assessment course'. In April 2022, Plaintiff Kaul applied to Kll-8 Defendant 
UC San Diego Physician Assessment and Clinical Education PACE Program ("PACE"), and from 
May to July 6, 2022, he underwent the first part of the course, which consisted of two (2) 
recorded interviews, that were conducted virtually. 

203. On July 21/22 Plaintiff Kaul underwent the second part of the assessment, 
which was conducted on-site in San Diego, was video recorded and for which Plaintiff Kaul 
generated contemporaneous notes. 

204. On October 17, 2022, Kll-8 Defendant PACE issued a report replete with knowing 
falsehoods, as evidenced by Kaul's audio recordings/contemporaneous notes. 
Plaintiff Kaul repeatedly requested he be provided a copy of his case file/video record, but none 
was provided, and so Plaintiff Kaul filed suit against Defendant PACE on May 24, 2023, in the 
United States District Court for the Southern District of California (23-CV-0955) (Kll-8), in 
which Plaintiff Kaul details the conflictual commercial nexus between Defendant PACE and 
Defendant FSMB. 

The New York State Medical Board 

205. Plaintiff Kaul's February 2021 application to the New York State Medical Board caused this 
board, in collusion/conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants (NYS Medical Board is a 
commercial partner of Defendant FSMB) to perpetrate a fraud that his application was denied 
based on a supposed board subcommittee's purported opinion of a "question of moral 

suitability". This was and is a lie. 

206. Plaintiff Kaul filed a petition in the New York State Supreme Court seeking a copy of this 
supposed opinion. The petition was denied on January 3, 2022, and Kaul moved in the First 
Department of the Appellate Court. 

207. Notwithstanding the pendency of the matter in the Supreme Court, the New York State 
Medical Board scheduled a virtual hearing on October 3, 2022, a hearing attended by 
approximately twelve (12) persons, including a hearing officer and counsel for the board. The 
matter was abruptly truncated when Plaintiff Kaul alerted the panel that the issue of the 
board's fraud was pending in the appellate court. 

OTHER FACTS 

208. Other relevant facts are incorporated into the legal claims. However, the most salient and 
irrefutable facts of The Kaul Cases Defendants' guilt are found within their ill-conceived May 
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27, 2021, kidnapping of Plaintiff Kaul, their June 14/15 illegal arrest-imprisonment-attempted 
drugging-killing and their seven-plus-years (2016-2022) commission of securities fraud. 

209. These facts, in conjunction with the perjury/obstruction of justice/mail fraud/wire 
fraud/kickbacks/honest services fraud/extortion/bank fraud/bankruptcy 
fraud/racketeering/conspiracy/public corruption/judicial corruption/false imprisonment/false 
arrest committed by The Kaul Cases Defendants from 2008/2009 to 2023, are deemed 
admitted pursuant to F.R.E. 801(d)(2)(b), because they have not, nor could they ever be, 
denied. 

210. The facts in The Kaul Cases are irrefutable proof ofthe Kll-17 Defendants grand 
corruption of American judicial/political/medical bodies, and the effect of that corruption on 
the Plaintiffs' domestic/international rights/privileges/liberties. 
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LEGAL CLAIMS 

COUNT ONE 

Association-In-Fact Enterprise: State of North Carolina-State of Colorado ("SNC-SC 
Association-In-Fact Enterprise") 
Defendant Persons: CPEP/FSMB 

Co-conspirators: Defendant Solomon/Allstate/Christie 
RICO Predicate Acts: Wire Fraud/Bribery/Witness Tampering/Evidential Tampering 

Overview: 

211. In a period commencing in early 2023, Defendant CPEP after having been contacted on 
January 11, 2023, by Plaintiff Kaul regarding the conduction of a physician assessment course as 
per the February 8, 2021, final order of the Pennsylvania Medical Board, did enter into a 
knowingly illegal conspiracy with Defendant FSMB and indirectly with co-conspirators 
Defendants Solomon/ Allstate/Christie. 

212. The purpose of the conspiratorial scheme was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from obtaining his 
Pennsylvania license by manufacturing a false reason/s to fail Plaintiff Kaul on the physician 
assessment. 

213. Defendants CPEP/FSMB recognized that the issuance to Plaintiff Kaul of his Pennsylvania 
license would cause his economic resurgence, which would facilitate his ability to prosecute 
The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

214. Defendants CPEP/FSMB recognized that an enhanced prosecutorial ability would facilitate 
the emergence of evidence as to the crimes of The Kaul Cases Defendants and their co
conspirators. 

215. Defendant CPEP, a subjugate element of Defendant FSMB, an entity from whom it derives 
the majority of its business, did use the US wires to exchange information with Defendant FSMB 
in the conception/development of the scheme to fail Plaintiff Kaul. 

In these communications the following points were agreed upon: 

216. Defendant CPEP would deceive Plaintiff Kaul into believing it would conduct an honest and 

impartial evaluation. 

217. Defendant CPEP would financially defraud Plaintiff Kaul for a service it knew it would 

conduct fraudulently. 
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218. Defendants CPEP/FSMB recognized that their misconduct and use of the US wires to 
perpetrate such misconduct was illegal but persisted in the belief, quite incredulously, that 
Plaintiff Kaul would not expose their crimes. 

219. Defendants CPEP/FSMB were convinced that Plaintiff Kaul would not expose their crimes 
because they expected that a purported nationwide 'injunction' entered (albeit a 'Fraud on the 
Court') on September 12, 2022, in Kll-7 by U.S.D.J. James Paul Oetken in the SDNY (Exhibit 14) 

would cause Plaintiff Kaul to believe he was foreclosed from filing claims against them/others 
for both "ongoing" and "new" racketeering injuries. Defendants expectation is knowingly 
contrary to the law: Lawlor v. National Screen Service Corp., 349 U.S. 322 (1955) + Sedima, 
S.P.R.L. v. lmrex Co., Inc., 473 U.S. 479 (1985) 

Wire Fraud: 

220. Defendant CPEP's knowledge of the nature/character of acts that substantiate the 
elements of the RICO predicate act of wire fraud pre-dated their January 2023 entry into The 

Kaul Cases Defendants "ongoing pattern of racketeering". 

221. Defendant CPEP entered the conspiracy, so to speak, with their 'eyes wide open' and with 
a willful/knowing/malicious intention to cause/perpetuate harm to Plaintiff Kaul's 
life/liberty/property, the principal purpose of which was an attempt to conceal the crimes of 
The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

222. Defendant CPEP was motivated to enter the conspiracy as it's commercial survival is 
inextricably intertwined with that of Defendant FSMB and its for-profit healthcare corporation 
quid pro quo collaborators. 

223. Defendant CPEP did, with a knowing illegality, use the US wires to transmit information in 
furtherance of The Kaul Cases Defendants scheme to attempt to obstruct Plaintiff Kaul's efforts 
to have reinstated his 2014 illegally revoked New Jersey license/obtain a license in any state. 

224. Defendant CPEP did, with a knowing illegality, use the US wires to transmit information in 
furtherance of The Kaul Cases Defendants scheme to attempt to obstruct Plaintiff Kaul's efforts 
to procure justice/compensation in the United States District Court by hindering his license 

related economic ability to prosecute the claims. 

225. Subsequent to Defendant CPEP's entry into the conspiracy, it transmitted fraudulently 
purposed communications across the US wires with Defendant FSMB on hundreds of occasions, 
the content and subject matter of which pertained to the above agreed upon points. 

226. Defendant CPEP did know that the transmission of each communication constitutes 
sufficient fact for the charge of a separate count of wire fraud. 

227. Defendant CPEP, despite knowledge of the civil/criminal liability associated with its wire 
fraud offenses, did nonetheless perpetrate these crimes in the conviction that Plaintiff Kaul 
would not expose the crimes and even if he did, he would be precluded from holding liable 

Defendant CPEP and The Kaul Cases Defendants. 
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Bribery: 

228. Defendants FSMB/CPEP engage in multiple quid pro quo schemes of bribery with for-profit 
healthcare corporations, in which they receive monies in exchange for causing, aiding/abetting 
and or otherwise facilitating the elimination from and obstruction of re-entry into the 
healthcare market of physicians who either threaten or fail to support corporate 
agenda/profits. 

229. Defendants CPEP/FSMB manufacture and publicly propagate lies to justify and provide 
'cover' for their schemes of profit purposed grand corruption and racketeering, the so called 
COVID 'vaccine' being the most recent. 

230. One of Defendants CPEP/FSMB most frequently propagated lie is that the targeted 
physician, mostly an ethnic minority individual, is allegedly incompetent and a threat to public 
safety. 

231. In furtherance of this lie Defendants CPEP/FSMB conspire with state medical boards to 
conduct fraudulent legal proceedings in which evidence is tampered with/falsified and 
witnesses are suborned to perjury in order to substantiate corruptly engineered foregone 

conclusions of license revocation. 

232. In conjunction with Defendants CPEP/FSMB bribery related license revocation schemes are 
the license reinstatement/issuance obstruction schemes, in which Defendant CPEP and other so 
called 'physician assessment programs', which coincidentally are owned/overseen by 
nurses/lawyers/businessmen, do 'fail' targeted physicians, and particularly those that fight for 
their rights, such as Plaintiff Kaul. 

233. Within this "HIPIC-FC" system of tyrannical medical boards/regulatory agencies that 
conduct the 'dirty work' or 'dirty war' of the for-profit healthcare corporations, those 

physicians who seek justice/truth and who fight for their human/civil/constitutional rights are 
further targeted through criminally conducted elimination schemes and reputational injury, as 
was/is Plaintiff Kaul (Exhibit 33): "It also became apparent to Plaintiff Kaul that Defendant 
Christie's scheme involved attempting to have Plaintiff Kaul held for as long as possible, with 
the intention of having him, while in a mentally incapacitated state, physically injured/killed, 
in order to prevent him from continuing his prosecution of The Kaul Cases by his elimination 

through either death or severe physical/psychological injury." 

234. Defendants CPEP/FSMB corporate-charity structures provide some of the conduits through 
which bribes are funneled, while other bribe-monies are funneled towards the paying of 
personal expenses for senior members of Defendants CPEP/FSMB. 

Witness/Evidential Tampering: 

235. Defendants CPEP/FSMB schemes of physician elimination (license 
revocation/reinstatement+ issuance prevention) necessarily involve causing witnesses 
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(patients/physician 'experts') to lie in legal/associated proceedings in order to pervert the 
'means' to justify the 'ends'. 

236. Defendants CPEP/FSMB identify and repeatedly use the same corrupted/conflicted 
witnesses in furtherance of their schemes, witnesses whose annual incomes rely substantially 
on monies received from Defendants CPEP/FSMB and other so called 'physician assessment 
programs'. 

237. Defendants CPEP/FSMB knew that Drs. Antony/Brown/Harned were conflicted and knew 
that in using these individuals in the February 22/23, 2023, assessments did constitute a 
knowing violation of Plaintiff Kaul's due process rights. 

238. Defendants CPEP/FSMB knew that Ors. Antony/Brown/Harned (the assessment physicians) 
were conflicted and knew that in using these individuals in the February 22/23, 2023, 
assessments did constitute a knowing/willful 'Fraud on the Court', a fraud to which Plaintiff 
Kaul has been subjected since at least 2010. 

239. Defendants CPEP/FSMB were motivated to continue the perpetration of such a fraud 
because their economic survival is inextricably intertwined with that of The Kaul Cases 
Defendants, and economic/professional/reputational advances by Plaintiff Kaul equate to their 
equivalent retreats by The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

240. Defendants CPEP/FSMB conspired with Antony/Brown/Harned to ensure their reports 
would be false representations of the case discussions with Plaintiff Kaul in order to cause a 
'fail' of the assessment program, and thus a non-issuance of his Pennsylvania license. 

241. Defendants CPEP/FSMB believed that their scheme to have falsified documents submitted 
onto the assessment record would go undetected/unprovable, as Defendant CPEP had inserted 
into their contract with Plaintiff Kaul a clause that prohibited Plaintiff Kaul from recording the 
virtual assessments. 

242. Defendant CPEP/FSMB believed that this non-recording clause would prevent Plaintiff Kaul 
from obtaining evidence to prove the fraud they planned to commit. 

243. Defendants CPEP/FSMB knew that in July 2022, Plaintiff Kaul had recorded his assessments 
with The Kaul Cases Defendant PACE, and that the recording proved Defendant PACE had 
falsified its report, as pied in Kll-8. Therefore, Defendants CPEP/FSMB sought to prevent 
Plaintiff Kaul from exposing their planned falsification in a similar manner. 

244. Defendant CPEP informed Plaintiff Kaul to expect the report within four (4) to six (6) weeks 
after the assessment, but by the end of April, Plaintiff Kaul had received no report. 

245. In or around the first week of May 2023 Plaintiff Kaul commenced researching Harned, as 
he had seemed the most suspicious individual, in that throughout the ninety (90) minute 
conversation he had not once looked directly at Plaintiff Kaul. Instead, he looked down or to the 
side, with a demeanor of anxiety and tone that vacillated between overt aggressiveness and a 
bizarre superciliousness. 
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246. Plaintiff Kaul's research revealed that Harned was a director of the Kentucky chapter of 
The Kaul Cases Defendant, American Society of lnterventional Pain Society ("ASIPP"), an 
organization that in 2012 publicly criticized Plaintiff Kaul for performing percutaneous spinal 
fusions and a member of whom (Andrew Kaufman, MD) testified against Plaintiff Kaul in the 
2012-2013 license revocation proceedings. However, since at least 2016, The Kaul Cases 
Defendant ASIPP has taught its members how to perform the percutaneous spinal fusion 
procedure invented by Plaintiff Kaul in 2005. 

247. The Kaul Cases Defendant ASIPP/Members motivation for criticism was professional 

jealousy, in that most of these individuals did not possess the skill to conduct such procedures, 
including Harned/Antony/Brown. It was more expeditious for them to 'gang-up'/bribe a corrupt 
governor/defame Plaintiff Kaul than strive to emulate, a conspiracy subsequently 
aided/abetted, for the purposes of crime concealment, by Defendants CPEP/FSMB's ill
conceived February 2023 assessment fraud. 

248. Plaintiff Kaul, having established Harned's conflicted state, provided Defendant CPEP an 
opportunity to claim no knowledge of this offense. 

249. Defendant CPEP's non-response caused a tacit admission of its knowledge that Harned 
was conflicted. 

250. Plaintiff Kaul subsequently established that Antony/Brown were similarly conflicted, and it 
was at this point that Plaintiff Kaul provided Defendant CPEP an opportunity to rectify their 
wrongdoing and repeat the assessment with non-conflicted physicians (Exhibit 20). 

251. Defendant CPEP's response (Exhibit 22) constitutes an admission of guilt and evidences a 
guilty state-of-mind in Defendant CPEP's comment regarding Plaintiff Kaul's sudden 
inappropriateness for the assessment, an inappropriateness that conveniently appeared after 
Plaintiff Kaul exposed their scheme. 

252. Plaintiff Kaul's request for a complete copy of his file, a file for which he paid $14,500, was 
denied and no report was ever issued. 

COUNT TWO 

Association-In-Fact Enterprise: New Jersey Medical Board-Federation State Medical Boards
North Carolina Medical Board ("NJMB-FSMB-NCMB Association-In-Fact Enterprise") 

Defendant Persons: Solomon/Christie/Allstate 
Co-conspirators: Geico/TD 

RICO Predicate Acts: Mail Fraud/Wire Fraud/Public Corruption/Bribery 

Overview: 

253. In a time period commencing in or around 2010, the Defendants did conspire to commit, 
and did commit a knowingly illegal "pattern of racketeering" and did convert the New Jersey 
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Medical Board/Federation State Medical Boards/North Carolina Medical Board into an 
association-in-fact enterprise ("NJMB-FSMB-NCMB Association-In-Fact-Enterprise") through 
and under cover of which they perpetrated the RICO predicate acts of 'Fraud on the 
Court' /public corruption, that in conjunction with the other RICO schemes, were purposed to 
eliminate Plaintiff Kaul by attempting to prohibit his access to the courts for compensatory 
redress/re-procurement of a livelihood. 

254. As a New Jersey administrative law judge, Defendant Solomon was subjugated to the 
executive branch of the New Jersey government, of which Defendant Christie, as the then 
governor, was the 'executive'. 

255. In a period between 2010 and 2012, Defendant Solomon entered into a quid pro quo with 
Defendant Allstate, in which he exited retirement for the sole purpose of adjudicating Plaintiff 
Kaul's 2013 licensing case/hearing. This quid pro quo scheme was orchestrated by Defendant 
Christie and involved the funneling of bribes from Defendant Allstate to Defendant Solomon, in 
return for which he would, in a knowingly criminal act, order the illegal revocation of Plaintiff 
Kaul's New Jersey license on December 13, 2013. 

256. The benefit that inured to Defendant Christie from this scheme was the revocation of 
Plaintiff Kaul's license, a knowingly illegal act, for the perpetration of which he had received 
bribes from Defendant Allstate and others. 

257. The benefit that inured to Defendant Solomon was that he would re-enter retirement a 
much wealthier man than when he exited. 

258. The benefit that inured to Defendant Allstate was that the revocation related non
payment of monies owed to Plaintiff Kaul for the provision of professional services, would 
translate into increased executive/shareholder compensation. 

259. Defendant Christie knew that the illegal revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license would benefit 
Defendant Allstate in that Defendant Allstate would use it as an excuse to not pay Plaintiff Kaul 
for medical services he had rendered to Defendant Allstate's fee-paying customers who had 
sustained auto-accident-related injuries. 

260. Defendants Christie/Solomon/Allstate knew that their scheme constituted an illegal theft 
of services and deprivation of Plaintiff Kaul's livelihood right. 

261. Defendants Christie/Solomon/Allstate did nonetheless use the apparatus of state to 
perpetrate a knowingly illegal scheme from which they all profited at the expense of Plaintiff 
Kaul's life/liberty/livelihood. 
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2009- 2012 

262. Defendants knowingly illegal scheme to revoke Plaintiff Kaul's license commenced in or 
around 2009, shortly after Defendant Christie assumed the New Jersey governorship. 

263. Defendant Christie, in using the governorship as a political weapon to exact bribes/extort 
monies from those seeking favors/looking to escape extortionate criminal indictments filed by 
his subjugate attorney general, did signal his intent to trade the resources/power of the State 
of New Jersey in quid pro quo schemes with anyone willing to bribe him. 

264. Defendant Allstate, having perpetrated schemes of judicial corruption within the State of 
New Jersey since at least 1999, did through intermediaries propose to Defendant Christie such 
a quid pro quo, in which monies were funneled into Defendant Christie's offshore financial 
vehicles, his political campaign/businesses associated with him and from which he profited. 

265. In the conceiving/planning/execution of this scheme, Defendants Christie/Allstate agreed 
upon the value of the bribes and the method in which they would be delivered, with a 
percentage being funneled before the revocation (2010-2013) and the balance after the 
revocation (2014). 

266. The planning/development of the scheme involved Defendants Christie/Allstate's use of 
the US wires in the exchange of information that included, amongst other things, which persons 
would be involved, the extent of their knowledge of the scheme's illegality, the risk of 
information leaks prior to the April 2, 2012, filing of the revocation case against Plaintiff Kaul 
and how to manipulate the media into propagating their knowingly fraudulent narrative. 

267. A critical part of the scheme was choosing an administrative law judge whose career had 
ended and whom they believed needed the money, would take the risk of participating in the 
scheme and would lose little if the scheme was exposed. 

268. Defendant Solomon was recommended to Defendants Christie/Allstate as such an 
individual. 

269. In the period from 2010 to 2011, there were multiple communications (digital/non-digital) 
meetings and negotiations between Defendant Solomon and Defendants Christie/Allstate, in 
which they agreed upon the terms of their quid pro quo scheme. 

270. Defendant Allstate provided Defendant Solomon a similar but lesser deal as the one they 
agreed upon with Defendant Christie, but stipulated in their corrupt pact with Defendant 
Solomon that their lawyers would co-draft his final opinion/order (December 13, 2013). 

271. In the discussions regarding the contents of the final opinion/order, many of which were 
conducted over the US wires and others in face-to-face meetings, Defendants Allstate/Solomon 
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agreed that all of Plaintiff Kaul's witnesses (15) would be found not credible and all of 
Defendant Christie's witnesses would be found credible. 

272. It was also agreed that any/all evidence that supported Plaintiff Kaul's case and 
undermined Defendant Christie's case would be excluded and that all evidence that 
undermined Plaintiff Kaul's case and supported Defendant Christie's case would be included 
and amplified. 

273. It was also agreed that evidence would be falsified and tampered with as deemed 
necessary to substantiate the revocation and penalties. 

274. It was also agreed that Defendant Christie's witnesses would be treated with immense 
respect, while Plaintiff Kaul and his witnesses would be demeaned and harassed. 

275. It was also understood that Defendant Christie's then deputy attorney general, Doreen 
Hafner would coerce and cajole some of Plaintiff Kaul's patients into perjuring themselves by 
providing knowingly false testimony against Plaintiff Kaul. 

276. It was also understood that state persons working under Defendant Christie would 
telephone Plaintiff Kaul's patients seeking to have them fabricate complaints about the care 
they received from Plaintiff Kaul. 

277. Defendants Allstate/Solomon/Christie knew that evidential falsification/witness 
tampering/subornation perjury/fraud were crimes under state/federal law, but yet persisted in 
their prolonged perpetration as they believed Plaintiff Kaul would never expose their criminal 
conspiracy as he would be jailed/psychologically incapacitated/killed or otherwise unable to 
survive due to economic/reputational destruction. 

278. Defendants Allstate/Solomon/Christie believed that even if Plaintiff Kaul did expose their 
crimes, he would not be able to initiate legal action as he would have no money to retain a 
lawyer and did not himself know the law. 

279. Defendants Allstate/Solomon/Christie believed that even if Plaintiff Kaul taught himself 
the law, he would be unsuccessful in prosecuting a lawsuit as Defendants 
Christie/Allstate/Solomon along with The Kaul Cases Defendants would bribe and or otherwise 
corrupt state/federal judges into dismissing his cases. 

280. Defendants Allstate/Solomon/Christie believed that if Plaintiff Kaul were able to mount a 
legal challenge, it would be limited to the filing of one lawsuit with the venue restricted to the 
District of New Jersey, a district in which they controlled the judges. 

281. Defendants believed that the restriction to the District of New Jersey would cause Plaintiff 
Kaul's one and only lawsuit to be dismissed with prejudice by a judge who had been bribed by 
The Kaul Cases Defendants. 
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282. In the 2010-2012 planning of the scheme, Defendants Allstate/Solomon/Christie never 
imagined that in 2023 their crimes would be before the United States District Court for the 
Eastern District of North Carolina, the state into which Defendant Solomon disappeared just 
after he ordered the illegal revocation. 

283. Defendants Allstate/Solomon-lawyer/Christie-lawyer inability to imagine such a scenario 
accounts for their shameless and knowingly willful commission of crime. 

284. The malice with which the crimes were committed reflects Defendants 
Allstate/Solomon/Christie's criminal state-of-mind. 

285. Defendants Christie/Allstate/Solomon agreed that as soon as Plaintiff Kaul's license was 
revoked (March 24, 2014), Defendant Solomon would leave the State of New Jersey and move 
to North Carolina to avoid and or render less likely any civil or criminal repercussions. 

286. It was agreed that Defendant Solomon, upon taking residence in North Carolina would not 
discuss the case with anybody and would attempt to conceal his prior professional history in 
New Jersey. 

287. It was also agreed that Defendant Solomon would inform any interested parties that his 
name was Howard Solomon and not his full name, which is James Howard Solomon, in order 
that his whereabouts would remain concealed. 

2012-2014 

288. Defendants Christie/ Allstate/Solomon, having agreed upon the terms of their quid pro quo 
arrangements and the operative/structural elements oftheir scheme, did agree that it's 
perpetration against Plaintiff Kaul would commence on April 2, 2012, with the filing of a 
complaint to revoke his license, to be accompanied with widespread highly defamatory media 
coverage over the internet, radio, tv and print. 

289. Defendants Christie/Allstate/Solomon and others discussed the scheme in military terms 
as being like that of a legal media 'blitzkrieg' that Defendants were convinced would cause 
Plaintiff Kaul to simply 'disappear' under a 'barrage' of legal action, civil investigations, criminal 
investigations, and continuously negative media coverage. 

290. A critical element of the scheme was to attempt to isolate Plaintiff Kaul from any kind of 
professional/economic/social support in order that he be unable to find legal representation, 
medical experts, and or witnesses to testify on his behalf. 

291. Defendants Christie/ Allstate/Solomon and others, in believing that Plaintiff Kaul would 
indeed be professionally/economically/socially isolated and thus either unable to mount any 
defense or a minimal defense did schedule only six (6) days for the hearing, most of which they 
believed would be occupied by the testimony of their witnesses. 
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292. Defendants Christie/Allstate/Solomon believed that Plaintiff Kaul would depart the United 
States shortly after the commencement of their 2012 legal media 'blitzkrieg', or as 
communicated to one of Plaintiff Kaul's then lawyers (Paul Schaff) by a person within the office 
of the NJ AG: "He [Kaul] is probably going to pack his bags and leave" 

293. It was this mistaken belief regarding Plaintiff Kaul's departure that caused Defendants 
Christie/Allstate/Solomon and others to experience no sense of risk/danger in perpetrating 
their crimes by, through and with state persons/authority/apparatus. 

294. This mistaken belief was further bolstered by Defendants conviction that Defendant 
Christie would become the 2016 US President, and would, if Plaintiff Kaul did not depart, use its 
power to have Plaintiff Kaul eliminated, in the same manner as he had abused the power of the 
office of the US Attorney (2001-2009) to eliminate his political opponents (Democratic donor 
Charles Kushner/Governor James McGreevey/Mayor Sharpe James) or those who refused to 
support him (Fort Lee Mayor Mark Sokolich). Political Gangsterism. 

295. With the commencement of the scheme on April 2, 2012, Defendants used the US wires to 
exchange information regarding media coverage, legal proceedings and the ongoing incitement 
and conspiracy with patients/insurance companies to file lawsuits against Plaintiff Kaul, as part 
of Defendants 'blitzkrieg'. 

296. In the time period from April 2, 2012, to August 2012 Defendants 
Christie/Allstate/Solomon and their agents used the US wires to disseminate orders to every 
legal/medical professional in New Jersey to refuse to assist Plaintiff Kaul if he/his lawyer so 
requested, the purpose being to render him unable to fight the revocation case. 

297. Shortly after the April 2, 2012, commencement, persons who had initially pledged support 
did withdraw, a withdraw! that coincided with the rescindment of loans/closure of accounts by 
The Kaul Cases Defendant TD, Plaintiff Kaul's then bank. A central element of the scheme was 
the destruction of Plaintiff Kaul's economic standing. 

298. Despite the highly concerted and conspiratorial organization of the scheme, Defendants 
were not successful in preventing Plaintiff Kaul from finding counsel to prepare an opposition to 
the revocation case. 

299. However, Defendants inability to prevent Plaintiff Kaul's case preparation did not deter 
them from continuing their sabotage, and approximately two (2) weeks before the April 9, 
2013, commencement ofthe hearing with Defendant Solomon, Plaintiff Kaul's then lawyers 
were told by Defendant Christie/agents that Defendant Solomon had been ordered to revoke 
Plaintiff Kaul's license regardless of what evidence he presented. 

300. Consequently, two (2) weeks before the hearing commencement, Plaintiff Kaul's lawyers 
demanded $200,000 with the threat that if Plaintiff Kaul did not pay them within twenty-four 
(24) hours they would withdraw from the case, 
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301. Twenty-four (24) hours later they withdrew from the case as Plaintiff Kaul did not have the 
funds and had already paid them approximately $200,000. 

302. Within three (3) days a lawyer with whom Plaintiff Kaul had worked since 2007 agreed to 
represent him at the hearing, which commenced on April 9 and concluded on June 28, 2023. 

303. On December 13, 2013, Defendant Solomon issued a knowingly fraudulent opinion/order 
and used the US wires to transmit the document in furtherance of the scheme of Defendants 
Solomon/ Allstate/Christie and The Kaul Cases Defendants to destroy Plaintiff Kaul's 
life/liberty/property. 

304. Defendant Solomon recommended revocation and a three hundred thousand dollar 
($300,000) 'fine'. He knew this number was purposed to extort Plaintiff Kaul, knew it was 
illegal, knew it was part of Defendants illegal scheme and knew it was caused into existence 
through nothing but Defendants criminal conspiracy. 

305. Defendants Solomon/Christie, both lawyers, knew that that December 13, 2013, 
opinion/order was a 'Fraud on the Court', a fraud that was illegally incorporated into 
subsequent multiple legal proceedings and caused the issuance of fraudulent 
judgements/multi-million-dollar payouts on fraudulent medical malpractice claims. 

306. In the time period from April 2, 2012, to December 13, 2013, Defendants scheme caused 
Plaintiff Kaul's corporations to file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy and the fraudulent filing of 
multiple lawsuits against Plaintiff Kaul in state/federal courts in New Jersey by ex
patients/insurance companies (Defendant Allstate/The Kaul Cases Defendant Geico) and other 
persons/entities owed money by Plaintiff Kaul's corporations. 

307. Defendant Solomon's knowingly fraudulent opinion/order was disseminated across the US 
wires/internet to state/federal/international healthcare/regulatory agencies (state medical 
boards/DEA) and state/federal investigative/prosecutorial/adjudicative agencies as part of 
Defendants ongoing attempt to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul. 

2014-2023: 

308. From the inception of Defendants scheme, it was their intention to destroy Plaintiff Kaul's 
life/property and to deprive him of his liberty, and to do so through an ongoing deprivation of 
his economic/reputational standing in order to attempt to prevent him from exposing their 
crimes. The Kaul Cases Defendants conspiracy commenced in 2005/6 and its ongoing-ness in 
2023 is consequent to The Kaul Cases Defendants scheme to attempt to prevent Plaintiff Kaul 
from causing further evidential exposure oftheir crimes. The conspiracy's ongoing-ness is one 
cause of the continued cause of action generation. The Kaul Cases Defendants are trapped 
between either admitting their crimes/remediating Plaintiff Kaul (NJ license 
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reinstatement/compensation/public apology) or devoting decades/millions dollars to defending 
against The Kaul Cases. 

309. In this time period the Defendants, as did others, came to know that if Plaintiff Kaul were 
to continuing prosecuting claims against them, he would ultimately prevail in procuring 
remedies to the eleven-year-plus (11 +) injuries (2012-2023) Defendants have caused and 
continue to cause Plaintiff Kaul. 

310. In this knowledge and seeking to "shut Kaul down" the Defendants and The Kaul Cases 
Defendants did bribe senators/judges and corrupt courts in an attempt to thwart Plaintiff Kaul's 
prosecution of The Kaul Cases. one example being the corruptly engineered September 12, 
2022, purported injunction from a district judge in New York. 

311. However, immediately after the March 24, 2014, revocation, Defendants, and others were 
convinced they had 'gotten away' with their crimes of bribery/subornation perjury/evidential 
tampering/witness tampering/wire fraud/public corruption/honest services fraud/kickbacks 
and overall "patterns of racketeering". 

312. Defendant Allstate in finalizing the final bribes to Defendants Christie/Solomon did 
continue to use the US wires in the transmission of confirmation of how and where the bribes 
were transmitted, such was their confidence that Plaintiff Kaul would be caused to exist or 
effectively exist. 

313. From 2014 to 2016, Defendants continued to perpetuate the publishing of defamatory 
articles about Plaintiff Kaul, to coincide with every illegal judgment from every illegal case filed 
in the New Jersey courts. 

314. Every time a defamatory article was published, the New Jersey journalists (Lindy 
Washburn/Susan Livio) would enquire of Plaintiff Kaul's then lawyer if Plaintiff Kaul had left the 
country, the reason being that if he had, it would signal to The Kaul Cases Defendants a 
minimal likelihood of their crimes being exposed. Livio/Washburn did The Kaul Cases 
Defendants bidding. 

315. Defendants intended and knew that the illegal cases/deleterious effects precipitated by 
the events of the previous years (2010-2014) would continue for many years (2014-2023) and 
would cause "ongoing'' and "new'' injuries to Plaintiff Kaul in many jurisdictions. 

316. Defendants knew that the illegal cases would continue in the New Jersey courts as the 
state judges, many appointed and still under the gubernatorial control of Defendant Christie, 
would ensure knowingly illegal multi-million-dollar judgements against Plaintiff Kaul. 

317. In January 2019, Defendant Allstate, central to the criminal conspiracy and having filed 
knowingly false lawsuits against Plaintiff Kaul since 2006/7 purposed to harass/deprive Plaintiff 
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Kaul of payments due him, did procure an illegal judgment for almost six million dollars 
($6,000,000) from a state court judge appointed by Defendant Christie. 

318. Defendant Allstate and other insurance companies had since at least 1999 been involved 
in a massive racketeering scheme within the New Jersey courts in which they bribed judges in 
return for entering judgements against physicians and other so called 'healthcare providers'. 

319. The purpose of this racket was to eliminate physician/surgical center market competitors 
and increase executive/shareholder compensation through theft of services/extortion 
perpetrated under the cover of corrupt judges/courts/politicians. 

320. Defendants continuation of this "ongoing'' court-based racket against Plaintiff despite the 
Wall Street Journal's September 2021 articles regarding judicial corruption/recent 2023 
subpoenas by the Senate Judiciary Committee as to persons who participated in judicial 
corruption, evidences the risk they and others are prepared to take to attempt to prevent 
Plaintiff Kaul from further exposing their past/ongoing crimes. 

321. In this period, occurring concurrently with Defendants corruption of the courts, has been 
their conspiracy with Defendant FSMB to obstruct Plaintiff Kaul's efforts to have his illegally 
revoked NJ license reinstated and or obtain a license in any other state including North 
Carolina, willful injuries that are ongoing, cumulative, and compounding in their causation of 
monetary damages. 

322. In the most recent of The Kaul Cases (Kll-14/Kll-15), the Defendants waived an 
opportunity to mitigate their damages in refusing to discuss settlement at a Rule 26 Conference 
on October 20, 2023, a repeat of their refusal to participate in a Rule 26 Conference in KS on 
January 26, 2021. 

323. Defendants willfulness/contumaciousness in continuing to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 
human/civil/constitutional rights by obstructing his licensing reinstatement/issuance efforts 
and his good faith efforts at dispute mediation are continuing to cause "new racketeering 
injuries" to Plaintiff Kaul's life/liberty/livelihood for which the law substantiates new claims 
(Lawlor v. National Screen Service Corp .• 349 U.S. 322 (1955); Sedima. S.P.R.L. v. lmrex Co .. Inc .• 
473 U.S. 479 (1985)) as are now filed in Kll-17, and will continue to be filed until the current 
eleven-plus-years (11 +) of injury caused to Plaintiff Kaul by The Kaul Cases Defendants are 
compensated for and remediated. 
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COUNT THREE 

Association-In-Fact Enterprise: Corporations-Governments-FSMB//Co-conspirator NCMB 
IAMRA-Medical Boards/Councils-NYSE ("CFN Association-In-Fact RICO Enterprise") 

Defendant Person: FSMB 
Co-conspirator NCMB 

Co-conspirators: Pfizer/Moderna/Astra Zenica/Johnson + Johnson + Corporate Media 
RICO Predicate Acts: Wire Fraud/Murder/Manslaughter/Public Corruption/Bribery/Money 

Laundering 

Overview: 

324. In a time period commencing in or around May 2020, Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator 
NCMB /agents in collusion and conspiracy with co-conspirators Pfizer/Moderna/agents and 
others did order American state medical boards and coerce foreign medical councils to compel, 
under penalty of license suspension/revocation and or medical registration suspension/erasure, 
its physicians to deceive patients into being inoculated with an mRNA compound that patients 
were falsely led to believe was a vaccine against COVID, but that Defendant FSMB/Co
conspirator NCMB and its corporate/state medical board co-conspirators knew was not only 
not a vaccine, but a substance with lethal toxicity. 

325. Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB/co-conspirators were motivated by profit and 
used the apparatus of law, medicine, business, and government to perpetrate through and 
attempt to conceal a knowingly illegal scheme/crime against humanity, that involved the 
commission of a global "pattern of racketeering'' that converted the NYSE/State Medical 
Boards/Foreign Medical Councils/American State Governments/Foreign Governments into an 
association-in-fact enterprise ("CFN Association-In-Fact RICO Enterprise"). 

326. The RICO predicate acts included and include fraud/murder/manslaughter/public 
corruption/bribery/money laundering. 

The "CFN Scheme": 

327. The scheme involved the sudden and unscientifically explained appearance of the COVID-
19 virus {SARSCoV2) in or around late 2019 and was rapidly followed by corporate-government 
emergency orders that forced/coerced the public into becoming inoculated with the mRNA 
compound/complying with so called draconian 'lockdowns' /bankrupting businesses/closing 
schools/forcing the useless wearing of masks/restricting travel and 
arresting/jailing/fining/otherwise penalizing citizens who chose not to comply with these 
dictates. 

328. Defendants FSMB/Allstate/Co-conspirators NCMB/Geico/TD and their corporate co
conspirators/shareholders generated profits in the billions from the sale of the so-called 
vaccine to governments, who used tax payer funds to purchase the so called 'vaccine'. 
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329. Structure: In order to attempt to conceal and mitigate the civil/criminal liability of all 
persons associated in any manner with any element of the 
conception/research/development/production/marketing/public 
relations/distribution/storage/professional coercion/defamation of so called 'anti
vaxers/dispensation/inoculation or any aspect with any relevance/connection/association to 
any facet of the process, Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB and its corporate co
conspirators established a structural hierarchy, through which communications were conducted 
in a strict manner that limited them, in a militaristic manner, to persons/agencies immediately 
above or below in the hierarchy in an attempt to create a plausible deniability defense 

330. The five (5) tiers in descending order are: (i) Corporations/Corporate Media: the 
CE Os/ Agents of the toxin manufacturers, that include CEO Joaquin Duato/ Agents (Johnson + 

Johnson) CEO Albert Bourla/Agents (Pfizer), Pascal Soriot/Agents (AstraZeneca) and CEO 
Stephane Bancel/Agents (Moderna); (ii) Government: persons within the US Food and Drug 
Administration that authorized the dispensation of the toxin and persons within the US 
Treasury that authorized tax payers money be diverted to the toxin manufacturers and persons 
within the US DOJ that provided immunity to the toxin manufacturers AND persons within 
international governments/agencies who authorized the use of the toxin and the transfer of 
wealth from the 'public purse' to the corporate toxin manufacturers; (iii) FSMB/Co-conspirators 
NCMB/IAMRA: Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB, its CEO/Directors including Humayun 
Chaudry/Lisa Robbins/Agents and the International Association Medical Regulatory Agencies 
(IAMRA)/Agents; (iv) Medical boards/councils: the executive directors of all medical 
boards/councils/Agents; (v) Medical boards/councils: the physician/lay person members of all 
American state medical boards/international medical councils/ Agents. 

331. Functions: The principal and only function of the "CFN Scheme" is corporate/shareholder 
profit, which was/is achieved through governments knowingly illegal diversion of tax payers 
money to 'vaccine 'manufacturers in exchange for the 'vaccine'. 

332. However, for the scheme to work it required the participation of Defendant FSMB-/IAMRA 
and its coercive, punitive, and potentially life-ending 'policing powers' within the global medical 
profession, to force physicians to both receive and dispense the 'vaccine'. 

333. Within the scheme there exist communication channels within and between persons in 
each tier and a covert system through which bribes/other monies were/are secretly funneled in 
either tax avoidance/evasion schemes. Taxpayers money became distributed, albeit unevenly, 
throughout the scheme's participants. 

334. The overall coordination of the scheme is conducted by the Corporations/ Agents, who use 
their Corporate Media as a 'whip' to control/intimidate/direct the public and publicly humiliate 
those that attempt to expose/expose their crimes against humanity. 

335. Suppression of free speech regarding the toxicity of the 'vaccine' is a critical element for 
the perpetration of the scheme, and is achieved by the Corporate Media not reporting the 
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toxicity/complications/deaths associated and or caused by the 'vaccine', and by the 
manipulation of internet search algorithms in an attempt to 'bury' such information. 

336. To ensure the schemes profits were protected from lawsuits expected by the 
Corporations, and as further evidence they knew of the 'vaccine's' toxicity, governmental 
agencies provided them immunity against lawsuits and established so called 'Vaccine Injury 
Funds to attempt placate the public. Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB/IAMRA have no 
such immunity. 

337. For the scheme to have been successful, it required the knowingly illegal use of the US 
wires/other modes of digital/non-digital communication to propagate/perpetuate lies/pretexts 
regarding the safety/ effectiveness of the 'vaccine', the symptom mitigating effect of the 
'vaccine' and the increased risk of morbidity/mortality of not being 'vaccinated'. 

338. The scheme was also furthered by the effect of having publicly ostracized/punished 
members of the public who refused to be inoculated, this function including the deployment of 
economic/reputational/social/professional pressure to force the 'vaccine' objectors into 
becoming inoculated or becoming homeless/poverty stricken/socially ostracized. 

The "CFN Association-In-Fact RICO Enterprise" ("CFN") 

339. The "CFN" is pied consequent to the pleading of the RICO predicate acts and a "pattern of 

racketeering", which in this case has involved billions of RICO predicate acts, from the 
conception to the inoculation to the fraud/lies preceding/surrounding/concealing the crimes 
against humanity, as are codified within the Nuremberg Code. 

340. Structure: The elements comprising the "CFN Association-In-Fact Enterprise" are (i) 
Corporations/Corporate Media; (ii) Government; (iii) FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB /IAMRA 
Medical Boards/Councils are separate legal entities that coalesced through conspiracy for the 
purpose/act of perpetrating a knowingly illegal profit purposed scheme 
(coerced/forced/mandated 'vaccination') and for the purpose of attempting to use the 'cover' 
of government/regulatory agencies to conceal and or otherwise legitimize their crimes against 
humanity. 

341. The knowing/willful/conspiratorial nature of the crimes and the construction of a legal 
artifact to attempt to conceal/legitimize/immunize against the crimes, do deprive of any 
immunity (limited/qualified/absolute) the separate legal entities and the "CFN Association-In
Fact Enterprise" and thus specifically, the purported immunity granted to the 'vaccine 
manufacturers' is deprived. and they are therefore subject to suit. 

342. Function: The principal purpose of the "CFN Association-In-Fact RICO Enterprise" was/is a 
conduit and 'cover' for the concealed perpetration of a knowing crime against humanity. 
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343. The mechanism of these two functions - conduit/cover - consists respectively of: (i) the 
scheme and its "pattern of racketeering" required and indeed could not have been perpetrated 
absent the "CFN", which is a critical conduit for the scheme's commission. The power of the 
"CFN" to act as a conduit is illegally derived from the power of government, which itself is 
derived from the power of the people, and for the "CFN" to act as a conduit without the risk of 
global revolution (revolution already underway in France), required the public be deceived by 
the "CFN" elements into believing the 'vaccine' was indeed a vaccine and was safe/effective, 
which it is not; (ii) the scheme's 'cover' was effectuated by the perpetration of lies by and 
through persons/agencies within governmental, non-governmental and media structures with 
an apparent legitimacy and 'expertise' in healthcare/regulatory related matters. 

The RICO Predicate Acts 

344. Wire Fraud: In a period commencing in approximately late 2019/early 2020, if not before, 
Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB commenced conspiring to commit and did commit 
millions of ongoing acts of wire fraud in the furtherance/perpetration of the knowingly 
fraudulent "CFN" scheme, a scheme from which Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB 
profited from the receipt of bribes from manufacturers of the 'vaccine' and associated 
testing/prevention paraphernalia. 

345. The fraudulent communications, transmitted across the US wires, were conducted with 
their co-conspirators in government and the CEOs/agents at Pfizer/Medema/Johnson+ 
Johnson, and were purposed to and did in fact increase corporate/shareholder profit and 
ensure ongoing governmental kickbacks. 

346. Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB /co-conspirators committed these acts at the 
knowing expense/exploitation of human life. 

Defendant FSMB /Co-conspirator NCMB + Co-conspirators Pfizer/Moderna/Astra 
Zeneca/Johnson + Johnson CEOs Albert Bourla/Joaquin Ouato/Pascal Soriot/Stephane 
Bancel/Agents + Corporate Media 

347. Date range: 2019 to 2023 

348. Conduits of Communication+ Bribery by Pfizer/Bourla/Agents to Defendant FSMB/Co
conspirator NCMB /Agents (Executive Directors US and Foreign Medical Boards/Councils): 
Communication: Directly and through law/public relation firms. Bribery: Directly (disguised as 
'philanthropic' donations) and through offshore bank networks. 

349. Mode of Communication: Email +Voice+ SMS (text) + Face to Face 

350. Substance of Communication: Scheme to cause knowingly illegal mass inoculation of toxin 
into human race, while profiteering through the embezzlement of monies from the 'public 
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purse' and eliminating/weakening that percentage of the world's population considered to be 
infirm/detrimental/unhelpful to the corporate agenda/profits. 

Tactics Employed: 

350. Use of the US wires to initiate a discussion regarding the scheme. 

351. Use of the US wires to communicate that the use of governmental/regulatory/public 
health /drug regulatory agencies/persons (Anthony Fauci et al) for the scheme's perpetration 
would provide seemingly legitimate 'cover' which would negate or substantially mitigate the 
risk of public exposure. 

352. Use of the US wires to communicate that the perpetration of the scheme/crimes against 
humanity in collusion/conspiracy with western governmental agencies/persons, would render 
criminal charges more likely in courts of the BRICS nations. 

353. Use of the US wires to communicate that although Defendant FSMB had no immunity, it 
was highly unlikely their involvement would be exposed. 

354. Use of the US wires to communicate that it was highly unlikely that any lawyer/person 
would identify the "willful misconduct" immunity exception of Defendant FSMB/Co
conspirator NCMB's conspiracy/bribery with the 'vaccine' manufacturers. 

355. Use of the US wires to communicate the potential profit of billions dollars from the 
scheme. 

356. Use of the US wires to communicate an outline of the scheme. 

357. Use of the US wires to communicate the elements ofthe scheme. 

358. Use of the US wires to identify/describe each element of the scheme. 

359. Use of the US wires to describe how public fear would be engineered by incorporating into 
the scheme the elements of (360-368): 

360. ordering the corporate media's use of the US wires in the willful 
dissemination/propagation of the knowingly false narrative that contraction of the COVID-19 
virus would cause permanent damage and or death; 

361. having its corporate hospital partners manipulate hospital death statistics to 
willfully/knowingly/fraudulently ascribe the deaths to the COVID virus. 

362. ordering the corporate media's use of the US wires in the willful 
dissemination/propagation of the knowingly fraudulent death statistics. 
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363. ordering the corporate media to produce willfully/knowingly fraudulent video news 
interviews that involved paid actors posing as persons whose relatives died consequent to the 
COVID-19 virus. 

364. ordering the corporate media's use of the US wires in the willful 
dissemination/propagation of the knowingly false narrative that so called 'social distancing' and 
the wearing of face masks reduced transmission. 

365. ordering the corporate media to continuously report on persons who were denied 
employment/housing/healthcare because they refused to be inoculated, wear masks and or 
engage in so called 'social distancing'. 

366. ordering the corporate media's use of the US wires in the willful 
dissemination/propagation of the knowingly fraudulent narrative that governmental members 
received the 'vaccine' when in fact it was a saline injection. 

367. Use ofthe US wires to describe how, by incorporating into the scheme the following 
element, fear would be engineered within the global medical community in order to coerce 
physicians to inoculate the public and to silence any dissent as to the toxicity/ineffectiveness of 
the 'vaccine'. 

368. bribing/coercing the executives of medical boards/councils to enact disciplinary policies 
that forced physicians to become inoculated and to inoculate patients, and to 
suspend/revoke/erase their licenses/registrations if they either refused self/patient inoculation 
and or provided digital/non-digital information regarding the toxicity/dangers of the 'vaccine'. 

369. Use of the US wires to describe how the power of fear/coercion would be engineered 
within the global population by incorporating into the scheme the following elements (370-
375). 

370. coopting conspiring with the World Health Organization in the issuance of reports/releases 
that disseminated as fact, the knowing falsehood that contraction of the COVID-19 virus would 
cause serious permanent injury and or death. 

371. coopting conspiring with the World Health Organization in the issuance of reports/releases 
that disseminated as fact, the knowing falsehood that the 'vaccine' was safe/effective. 

372. coopting conspiring with the US Federal Drug Administration in the issuance of 
reports/releases that disseminated as fact, the knowing falsehood that the 'vaccine' was 
safe/ effective. 

373. coopting conspiring with the US Centers for Disease Control in the issuance of 
reports/releases that disseminated as fact, the knowing falsehood that contraction of the 
COVID-19 virus would cause serious permanent injury and or death. 
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374. coopting and conspiring with governmental public health and drug regulatory 
agencies/persons across the planet in the dissemination as fact, the knowing falsehoods that 
contraction of the COVID-19 virus would cause serious permanent injury and or death and that 
the 'vaccine' was safe/effective. 

375. coopting and conspiring with police forces across the planet in the enforcement through 
physical force/restraint/incarceration and so called 'lockdowns' of the human race, including 
those that had been inoculated and wore masks. 

376. Use ofthe US wires to describe how Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB's co
conspirator corporate media partners, would conspire/scheme with the tech industry to 
corrupt digital news feeds by suppressing any information that exposed the 'vaccine' toxicity 
and promoted any that extolled its safety. 

377.Use ofthe US wires to describe the critical nexus ofthe scheme's elements, those of 
dissemination of lies, the generation of fear, coerced/forced inoculation, behavioral 
conditioning/modification,· the suppression of truth, the absolute enslavement of humanity and 
the generation of corporate profit. 

Defendant FSMB /Co-conspirator NCMB + Co-conspirators IAMRA/Medical Board/Council 
Executives: 

378. Date range: 2019 to 2023. 

379. Conduits of Communication+ Bribery by Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB to 
Executive Directors Medical Boards/Councils: Communication: Directly through the IAMRA and 
indirectly through law/public relation/political lobbying firms. Bribery: Through the IAMRA and 
through offshore bank networks. 

380. Mode of Communication: Email+ Voice+ SMS (text)+ Face to Face. 

381. Substance of Communication: A Scheme in which Defendant FSMB an American 
corporation, in violation of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, uses its corruptly procured power 
to corrupt the 'regulatory/disciplinary' apparatus of foreign medical boards/councils into 
ordering their executives to perpetrate the Scheme, disguised as policy, that 
suspended/revoked/erased medical licenses/registrations of physicians who refused to be 
inoculated/refused to inoculate his patients/advised patients against inoculation/used the 
internet to communicate any information adverse to the 'vaccine', including but not limited to 
stating it was lethal, caused permanent injury and was ineffective. 
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Tactics Employed: 

382. Use of the US wires to disseminate the order, falsely disguised as 'COVID Policy', to 
implement the Scheme of eliminating physicians who either undermined the corporate profit 
agenda or failed to support it. 

383. Use of the US wires to exchange information on a daily basis as to any media or other 
reports of physicians not complying with the corporate agenda. 

384. Use of the US wires to exchange information on a daily basis as to the quota of 'vaccines' 
being dispensed in various global regions. 

385. Use of the US wires to exchange information on a daily basis as to regulatory policing 
enforcements actions against 'underperforming' physicians 

386. Use of the US wires to issue orders to subjugate medical boards/councils to have 
eliminated underperforming' physicians through license/registration 
suspension/revocation/erasure. 

387. Crimes Against Humanity: Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB and its 'vaccine' 
manufacturer co-conspirators CEO Joaquin Duato/Agents (Johnson+ Johnson) CEO Albert 
Bourla/Agents (Pfizer), Pascal Soriot/Agents (AstraZeneca) and CEO Stephane Bancel/Agents 
(Moderna), knew that the 'vaccine' was toxic and ineffective, and that it would cause death, 
permanent injury, and generational injury in that 'vaccine' caused genetic mutations/injuries 
would be transmitted in reproduction. 

389. The motivation for these crimes, other than immediate profit from the tax payer funds, 
lies in the fact that advancing technology, such as Artificial Intelligence, renders obsolete the 
requirement for humans, and that by eliminating 'useless food eating' humans and their ability 
to procreate, the so called '1%" will retain an increasingly greater percentage of the planet's 
resources for themselves and their progeny. 

390. Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB/Other Co-Conspirators have been perpetrating 
these ongoing crimes since at least 2019, in collusion/conspiracy with governmental 
agencies/persons, in multiple jurisdictions across the globe, including this jurisdiction, in 
furtherance of corporate/personal profit, in knowing violation of human rights and with 
knowledge that the crimes caused, are causing and will continue to cause death and permanent 
injury. 

391. Evidence of these crimes is contained in (Exhibit 4). 

392. Public Corruption: In a period commencing in approximately, if not before 2019, 
Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB and other co-conspirators entered into a conspiracy 
with governmental agencies/persons, in which tax payers monies were funneled from 
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government treasuries to the 'vaccine' manufacturers who then funneled some ofthese 
monies as bribes to Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB, its executives and executives 
associated with medical boards/councils across the globe. 

393. The co-conspirator 'vaccine' manufacturers, while bribing Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator 
NCMB/Medical Board and Council Executives, did kickback a percentage of the embezzled tax 
payer money to corrupt politicians/governmental officials. 

394. The injuries caused by this scheme were to the public treasury, to the public 
health/welfare, to the public's right to honest services, to the public's human rights and to the 
SOCIAL CONTRACT between the people and government. Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator 
NCMB/Governmental and Corporate Co-Conspirators acts of public corruption have violated 
and continue to violate the SOCIAL CONTRACT, such that its terms are no longer valid. 

395. Bribery: In a period commencing in approximately, if not before 2019, Defendant 
FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB and its medical board/council co-conspirators did receive bribes 
from the 'vaccine' manufacturer co-conspirators (Johnson +Johnson/Pfizer/Astra 
Zeneca/Moderna) in a series of quid pro quo schemes, in which the bribes were paid in 
exchange for Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB's abuse of regulatory power in the 
coercion of physicians, under threat of license/registration suspension/revocation/erasure into 
inoculating patients with the 'vaccine', while knowing it would cause death/permanent injury. 

396. Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB knew that the more doses dispensed, the more 
taxpayer monies were funneled from the government to the 'vaccine' manufacturers, the 
greater their corporate profits and the greater the bribes. 

397. The bribes were disguised as 'philanthropic' payments to the corporate vehicle of 
Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB and were also funneled to offshore bank networks of 
executives associated with Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB Medical Boards/Medical 
Councils, in order to ensure they enforced the coercion of physicians into inoculating patients 
with the 'vaccine'. 

398. Money Laundering: The bribes received by Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB 
/Medical Board Executives/Medical Council Executives from the 'vaccine' manufacturers as part 
of a series of quid pro quo schemes in which physicians under threat of license/registration 
suspension/revocation/erasure were forced/coerced into knowingly inoculating patients with a 
substance they knew would cause death and permanent injury, were funneled into. and 
laundered through offshore bank networks and through Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator 
NCMB US based tax-deducting corporation and stock market investment vehicles. 

399. The financial benefit of bribes was also realized through the laundering-effect of 
remittance by the 'vaccine' manufacturers to law firms/lawyers to whom Defendant FSMB/Co
conspirator NCMB owed monies, and whom the 'vaccine' manufacturers retained specifically to 
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launder the bribes, the payment of which directly benefited Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator 
NCMB. 

COUNT FOUR 

Association-In-Fact Enterprise: United States District Court-NYSE ("SONY-NYSE Association-In
Fact-Enterprise} 

Defendant Persons: Allstate 
Co-conspirators: Geico/TD/ICE 

RICO Predicate Acts: Bribery/Fraud on the Court/Public Corruption/Money Laundering 

Overview: 

400. In a time period commencing in approximately September 2021, the Defendants did 
conspire to commit, and did commit a knowingly illegal "pattern of racketeering" and did 
convert the Chambers of U.S.D.J., James Paul Oetken and the New York Stock Exchange into an 
association-in-fact enterprise ("SONY-NYSE Association-In-Fact-Enterprise") through and under 
cover of which they perpetrated the RICO predicate acts bribery/fraud on the court/public 
corruption/money laundering, purposed to eliminate the Plaintiffs by having U.S.D.J. Oetken 
dismiss Kll-7 with prejudice and permanently injunct Kaul/Basch from prosecuting their claims 
against the Defendants. 

401. In the latter half of September 2021, the corporate Defendants did begin conspiring to 
perpetrate a knowingly illegal scheme ("SONY-NYSE Scheme") against the United States District 
Court for the Southern District of New York, in which they planned, and did eventually 
effectuate, a quid pro quo scheme with U.S.D.J. James Paul Oetken, that involved the funneling 
of non-tangible/tangible favors (stocks/shares/bonds in return for having Kll-7 dismissed with 
prejudice and Kaul/Basch injuncted from further prosecuting The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

402. In September 2021, the Defendants, having realized that U.S.D.J. Oetken did not intend on 
dismissing or transferring the case to the District of New Jersey, a court whose judges are on 
their 'payroll', initiated a series of digital/non-digital communications/meetings in which they 
agreed that their only option was to bribe U.S.D.J. Oetken. 

403. The Defendants and their lawyers discussed the details of how to minimize any exposure 
ofthe scheme, and conceal the communications and funneling of bribes, and decided to utilize 
an 'arms-length' tactic, by co-opting third-party agents as the 'middlemen', a ruse employed by 
the Defendants for decades in the New Jersey courts. 

404. It was not until approximately February 2022, that the specifics of the scheme had been 
agreed upon and willing third-party agents identified. 
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405. The next phase involved persuading U.S.D.J. Oetken to participate in the scheme, and 
consisted of intensive time-consuming third-party mediated communications, which occurred 
slowly due to the Defendants priority for the maintenance of secrecy and their recognition that 
if any information were leaked to court staff, it would sabotage the scheme, and cause U.S.D.J. 
Oetken to withdraw. 

406. A substantial part of the time from inception to execution was assigned to the contents of 
U.S.D.J.'s September 12, 2022, and to the Defendants attempt to effectively and permanently 
suppress Plaintiff Kaul's ability to vindicate his rights. 

407. In these communications, the Defendants' lawyers transmitted across the US wires to non
official emails belonging to U.S.D.J. Oetken and or agents acting on his behalf, the substance of 
the September 12, 2022, report, which the Defendants intended to disseminate to their 
shareholders, who had been withdrawing their positions. 

408. The Defendants recognized that unless the opinion/order permanently suppressed Plaintiff 
Kaul's legal rights, their shareholders would continue their withdrawal and their share price 
would continue to decrease. 

409. Subsequent to the September 12, 2022, opinion/order Defendant Allstate's share price has 
risen, a rise that has enriched U.S.D.J. Oetken, and a rise that is a direct consequence of his 
illegally procured order. Defendant Allstate continues to launder the proceeds of this crime 
through the NYSE, and to cause the dissemination of these fraudulent assets into the global 
equities market, including that in India. 

410. In the planning and perpetration of the scheme, neither the Defendants nor U.S.D.J. 
Oetken discussed nor expected the Plaintiffs to request U.S.D.J. Oetken's financial 
holdings/exparte communications, nor file a motion for his disqualification, but they did 
conspire to include verbiage encouraging the Plaintiffs to file an appeal, knowing that an appeal 
would prohibit a judicial disciplinary investigation, and more likely conceal their corruption of 
the Court. 

411. However, when the Plaintiffs did request U.S.D.J. Oetken's financial holdings/exparte 
communications, the Defendants in collusion/conspiracy with U.S.D.J. Oetken through their 
third-party agents, concluded that their optimal option was to ignore the Plaintiffs' request and 
motion, believing that the Plaintiffs would not ascertain a legal basis on which to render 
null/void the order, and that even if they did, they would not ascertain the requisite law to 
exclude U.S.D.J. Oetken and his purported 'injunction' from any involvement in a future filing. 

412. In the perpetration of this overall scheme, the Defendants have, through their use of the 
US wires, knowingly committed wire fraud and through their use of the apparatus oft he United 
States District Court, committed honest services fraud against the American public. 
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COUNT FIVE 

Association-In-Fact Enterprise: State of New York-New York State Medical Board-State of 
North Carolina-North Carolina Medical Board ("NYSMB-FSMB-NCMB Association-In-Fact

Enterprise) 

Overview: 

Defendant Persons: FSMB/Allstate 
Co-conspirator: Geico 

RICO Predicate Acts: Bribery/Fraud on the Court/Public Corruption 

413. In a time period commencing in approximately April 2021, the Defendants did conspire to 
commit, and did commit a knowingly illegal "pattern of racketeering" and did convert the State 
of New York/New York State Medical Board/State of North Carolina/North Carolina Medical 
Board into an association-in-fact enterprise ("NYSMB-FSMB-NCMB Association-In-Fact
Enterprise") through and under cover of which they perpetrated the RICO predicate acts fraud 
on the court/public corruption, purposed to, in conjunction with the other RICO Schemes, 
purposed to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul, by attempting to prohibit his access to the courts for 
compensatory redress and his access to a livelihood. 

414. In February 2021, Plaintiff Kaul submitted a licensure application to the New York State 
Medical Board, and on July 14, 2021, an investigator for the state emailed him a letter, stating 
that his application had been denied by a supposed sub-committee of the board who allegedly 
found that there existed a "question of moral suitability". This was and is a lie, as no 
subcommittee ever considered Plaintiff Kaul's application. This illegal/fraudulent denial was 
circulated via the US wires to the National Practitioner Data Bank/Defendant FSMB and to 
every state medical board, including North Carolina. 

415. Plaintiff Kaul, after having been informed by this person of his right to appeal, requested a 
copy of the alleged opinion, in order to ascertain the basis of the opinion, but was informed it 
would not be provided until the conclusion of the appeal. 

416. Plaintiff Kaul indicated he would seek judicial relief if the document was not provided by 
August 25, 2021, and on September 17, 2021, Plaintiff Kaul filed a petition for an OTSC in the 
New York State Supreme Court. 

417. The petition was directed at Defendant Hengerer and Dr. Howard Zucker, the New York 
State Health Commissioner, and sought an order compelling production of the alleged opinion. 

418. The NY AG responded for the Respondents, arguing that Kaul had no "clear legal right" to 
the document, despite knowing that no such document existed. and the NY AG thus implicitly 
adopted the Respondents knowingly false position that such a document existed. 
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419. The Respondents/NY AG propagated their fraud into the New York State Supreme Court, 
and on January 3, 2022, the judge adopted their fraud and denied Kaul's petition based on the 
"clear legal right" defense. 

420. Plaintiff Kaul appealed to the First Department of the New York State Supreme Court, 
Appellate Division, at which point a senior appellate litigation counsel within the NY AG entered 
the case. 

421. However, in April 2022, while this matter was proceeding through the New York State 
Supreme Court, Plaintiff Kaul was contacted by counsel for the New York State Medical Board, 
and advised that his application was to be scheduled for a hearing on October 3, 2022. 

422. Plaintiff Kaul re-requested a copy of the alleged opinion of the supposed sub-committee, 
but none was provided, and in June 2022, Kaul had a senior board member admit that no 
subcommittee had ever convened regarding his application and that no opinion had ever been 
issued (Exhibit 33). 

423. Plaintiff Kaul served a subpoena on this individual to appear at the October 3, 2022, 
hearing. He did not move to quash the subpoena nor appear. 

424. The virtual hearing was initiated on October 3, 2022, and was adjudicated by a hearing 
officer with a panel of approximately twelve (12) members of the New York State Medical 
Board. 

425. As the matter commenced it became immediately apparent to Plaintiff Kaul that the 
proceeding's sole purpose was to provide cover for the fraud of the alleged opinion and to deny 
Plaintiff Kaul's appeal. 

426. Plaintiff Kaul halted the proceeding by asserting that unless the alleged opinion was 
produced, the matter could not proceed, and that regardless, the issue of the alleged opinion 
was pending in the Appellate Court. 

427. The hearing officer/panel went off-line for approximately ten (10) minutes, to discuss 
whether to proceed. Counsel for the board argued that the matter should proceed, but the 
officer/panel discontinued the hearing, pending the outcome of the Appellate Division. 

428. Plaintiff Kaul subsequently procured a transcript of the approximately twenty (20) minute 
hearing. 

429. The New York State Medical Board is a member of the "Federation Cartel" and profits 
from the fees, fines and other expensive and uselessly proven educational activities that 
American physicians are forced to undergo to obtain, retain and have licenses reinstated. The 
commercial existence of these units of the "FC" depends on this revenue stream, and the 
monies generated from disciplinary actions. 
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430. The greater the number of state board disciplinary actions, the more affected physicians 
are shunted into 'Solent-Green' like "FC" system, with the majority of physicians being either 
ethnic minorities and or foreign medical graduates, most of whom have 'slaved' in the 
American system for decades, and most of whom have their life assets illegally seized by 
government agencies under direction from the insurance industry. 

431. The "NYSMB-FSMB-NCMB Scheme" was conceived of shortly after Plaintiff Kaul 
commenced his application for licensure in the State of New York, and involved the Kll-7 
Defendants/agents conspiring/colluding with the New York State Medical Board/agents in the 
perpetration of a scheme to attempt to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from obtaining a license in order 
to facilitate, in conjunction with the other RICO Schemes, the elimination of Plaintiff Kaul, in 
order to attempt to eradicate the legal/economic/political/public relations threats posed by 
Plaintiff Kaul's economic resurgence and or their continued prosecution by Plaintiff Kaul in the 
United States District Court. 

432. One of the litigation benchmarks in The Kaul Cases appears to be Defendant Allstate's 
share price, which fell during the pendency of Kll-7, and only began to rise after the illegal 
September 12, 2022, opinion/order. 

433. The litigation related fall substantiated the merit of Kll-7. Investors, such as Kll-2 
Defendant Boston Partners, withdraw their positions after consultation with litigation counsel. 

434. The "NYSMB-FSMB-NCMB Scheme"/ SONY-NYSE Scheme"/ "UC-PACE Scheme" emerged 
in late 2022, and were coordinated principally by the "FC" and the corporate Kll-7 Defendants, 
with the purpose of attempting to prohibit Plaintiff Kaul's access to the courts for 
compensatory redress/evidential disclosure and his access to a livelihood. 

435. Within the conspiratorial digital/non-digital communications relevant to the conception, 
planning and perpetration of the "NYSMB-FSMB-NCMB Scheme", the Defendants did not 
anticipate that Plaintiff Kaul would pursue the issue of the alleged opinion to the Appellate 
Division, nor have a senior board member admit that no subcommittee was ever convened nor 
any opinion ever issued, and so they perpetrated their fraud through the state's 
administrative/judicial/prosecutorial apparatus with a sense of experienced impunity, and with 
an overall purpose of attempting to contribute to halting Kaul's prosecution of the Kll-7 
Defendants. 

436. The Defendants used the US wires in the perpetration of the "NYSMB-FSMB-NCMB 
Scheme" and within the corpus of communication, there exists evidence of a knowingly illegal 
agreement with the New York State Medical Board that any response to Plaintiff Kaul's 
application should be delayed, and that if Plaintiff Kaul persisted in requiring a response, a false 
response should be fabricated without involving any member of the board, but falsely claiming 
otherwise. 
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437. It is noteworthy that during the October 3, 2022, hearing, Plaintiff Kaul observed an 
appearance of 'shock' on the faces of several panel members when he raised the issue that 
senior members (Dr. Jane Massie/Dr. Raju Ramanathan) had admitted that no 
subcommittee/opinion had ever been convened/issued. 

438. It is the "pattern" of the Defendants to conduct their "pattern of racketeering" through 
courts/governmental agencies in a manner that is restricted, for the purpose of secrecy, to a 
person/limited persons, with whom the Defendants engineer or have already engineered a 
bribery-based quid pro quo scheme. 

439. The immensity of the potential losses of liberty/property/life associated with the crimes of 
The Kaul Cases Defendants, has caused them to coerce others into committing knowing/willful 
violations of the law and Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional rights, with the most recent 
coercion consisting of an assurance that U.S.D.J. Oetken's purported 'injunction' would 
definitely eliminate any threat posed by Plaintiff Kaul. 

440. The Defendants have conducted this "pattern of racketeering" for decades in 
collusion/conspiracy with the state medical board members of the "FC", by using the medical 
boards purported mission to "protect the public'' as cover for their profit purposed 
racketeering crimes of illegally suspending/revoking the licenses of innocent physicians. In fact, 
Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB's long-standing mandate to its subjugate medical 
boards is to increase their quotas of profit-generating 'physician discipline', a scheme to which 
it attaches monetary incentives for those that meet the corporate quota, or put otherwise 
corporate 'bonuses'. 

441. Defendant FSMB publishes lists of subjugate medical board ranking in terms of 
'disciplinary' actions, in order to 'shame' those in the lower sections into manufacturing higher 
numbers. The greater the number of actions, the more profit to the "FC", from so called 'fines' 
and legal/other fees required by the targeted/victimized physician to regain his/her illegally 
seized license. 

442. There exists admitted fact within The Kaul Cases that medical boards do not "protect the 
public", as the "FC" system of physician discipline related fees/fines and slave physician labor 
for the insurance industry, is purposed simply for corporate/executive profit. A continuation of 
a four hundred (400) year "pattern". 
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COUNT SIX 

Association-In-Fact Enterprise: State of California-UC San Diego Physician Assessment and 
Clinical Education (PACE) Program 
Defendant Persons: FSMB/Allstate 

Co-conspirator: Geico 
RICO Predicate Acts: Wire fraud/Conspiracy/Public Corruption 

Overview: 

443. In a time period commencing in approximately April 2022, Defendants FSMB/ Allstate, and 
Co-conspirators NCMB/Geico did conspire to commit, and did commit a knowingly illegal 
"pattern of racketeering'' and did convert the State of California and the UC San Diego 
Physician Assessment and Clinical Education {PACE) Program into an association-in-fact 
enterprise ("UC-PACE Association-In-Fact-Enterprise") 

444. It was through and under cover of the "UC-PACE Association-In-Fact-Enterprise" that 
Defendants FSMB/ Allstate and Co-Conspirators NCMB/Geico perpetrated the RICO predicate 
acts of fraud on the court/public corruption, purposed to, in conjunction with the other RICO 
Schemes to attempt to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul by attempting to prohibit his access to the courts 
for compensatory redress and his access to a livelihood/license. 

445. On May 27, 2020, the State of Pennsylvania granted Kaul's application for licensure after a 
one-day administrative hearing on February 7, 2020. 

446. In order for Plaintiff Kaul to be provided an actual license, he was required to take an 
assessment course, which he commenced with Kll-8 (Kaul v PACE/Leung-USDC-SDC-23-CV-
00955) Defendant PACE in May 2022, with the conduction of three virtual interviews on May 4, 
June 15, and July 6, 2022. 

447. Kll-8 Defendant PACE, a for-profit corporation, derives the majority, if not all of its 
business from the "FC", and prior to Plaintiff Kaul's first interview it knew the FSMB was a 
Defendant in Kll-7. During the first interview, Plaintiff Kaul detected a suspicious tone, which 
caused the subsequent two (2) interviews to be recorded. 

448. On July 21/22, Plaintiff Kaul completed the second and on-site component of the course at 
the Kll-8 Defendant PACE's facility in San Diego, the entirety of which was video recorded by 
Kll-8 Defendant PACE and from which Plaintiff Kaul retained contemporaneous notes. 

449. At the conclusion of the course on July 22, 2022, after Plaintiff Kaul had drafted the final 
note to be submitted to the evaluation committee, he created a copy of this note for his 
records. 
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450. Prior to Plaintiff Kaul's departure he enquired as when he would receive the final report, 
and was informed it would be emailed directly to him, and only him within eight (8) weeks. 

451. On September 22, 2022, having not received the report, Plaintiff Kaul telephoned Kll-8 
Defendant PACE and was informed by the person responsible for drafting the report that she 
has allegedly been out on "sick leave" and no other staff member had wanted to "work" on the 
report. 

452. On October 12, 2022, Plaintiff Kaul received an email from this person, in which she 
requested Kaul provide her an email/telephone number of a "contact person" at the 
Pennsylvania Medical Board. 

453. Plaintiff Kaul instructed this person that the report was NOT to be sent to any person 
associated with the medical board until he had reviewed it. 

454. Kll-8 Defendant PACE perpetrated the "FC-PACE Scheme" with Defendant FSMB to 
render a false and negative report regarding Plaintiff Kaul, and to transmit it directly to the 
Pennsylvania Medical Board to attempt to cause it to not issue Plaintiff Kaul a license, and to 
prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing its fraudulence and to then claim qualified immunity if and 
when Plaintiff Kaul sued. 

455. The perpetration of this scheme was conducted across the US wires by emails and 
telephone conversations, and it was agreed that a knowingly false and highly defamatory report 
would be issued, in which Kll-8 Defendant PACE would describe Plaintiff Kaul as not only being 
a danger to the public, but that he would likely never meet the standards to ever return to the 
practice of medicine. 1 

456. The Kll-7 Defendants conducted the same negative report/opinion/order generating 
scheme with Kll-8 Defendant PACE, as it did with U.S.D.J. Oetken. Kll-8 Defendant PACE, in 
drafting and transmitting the knowingly fraudulent report, did not anticipate that the virtual 
interviews had been recorded and that Plaintiff Kaul had retained a copies of his 
contemporaneous notes. 

457. On October 17, 2022, Kll-8 Defendant PACE used the US wires to transmit to Plaintiff Kaul 
a copy of their knowingly fraudulent report. It is an eleven (11) page document that Plaintiff 
Kaul's audio/final note evidence proves is fraudulent. 

1 (The Kaul Cases Defendants were seeking to permanently "shut Kaul down" in his efforts to 
procure a license, fearful that Plaintiff Kaul's license related economic resurgence would 
facilitate his prosecution of The Kaul Cases Defendants/further exposition of their crimes, 
which accounts for the rampant falsification of Kll-8 Defendant PACE's 'assessment') 
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458. Plaintiff Kaul, having reviewed the report, did then request he be sent a copy of his entire 
case file, which includes the video recordings of the July 21/22 on-site assessments. 

459. Kll-8 Defendant PACE continues to withhold the property of Plaintiff Kaul's file. 

460. On October 19, 2022, Plaintiff Kaul sent a letter to Kll-8 Defendant PACE, in which he 
included a link to the July 6, 2022, audio recording and re-requested a copy of his file. 

461. No file was produced. 

462. On October 31, 2022, Plaintiff Kaul sent a second letter, in which he provided further 
evidence ofthe fraudulence of the October 17, 2022, report, and re-requested a copy of his 
case file. 

463. No file was produced. 

464. Kll-8 Defendant PACE remained in communication with Defendant FSMB and used the US 
wires to discuss what steps it should implement to address Plaintiff Kaul' s exposition of their 
fraud, and Plaintiff Kaul's October 19/31 letters. 

465. Within these communications it was agreed that Kll-8 Defendant PACE should not amend 
its fraudulent report, as U.S.D.J. Oetken's September 12, 2022, order/opinion purported to 
foreclose Plaintiff Kaul from filing suit in the United States District Court, and thus, in their 
estimation, Plaintiff Kaul could not seek redress for Defendant PACE's violation of his rights. 

466. Kll-8 Defendant PACE's lawyers obtained a copy of U.S.D.J. Oetken's September 12, 2022, 
report, and advised Kll-8 Defendant PACE that Plaintiff Kaul had no legal recourse for their 
false report, and that they should send Plaintiff Kaul a letter informing him that they would not 
amend their report. 

467. In the commission of this scheme, Kll-8 Defendant PACE knew its misconduct constituted 
a violation of the wire fraud act, the honest services act and of Plaintiff Kaul's 
human/constitutional rights, and that their misconduct had converted the University of 
California - San Diego into a "racketeering enterprise" that furthered the interests of the "FC" 
at the expense of the people of the State of California. 

468. The Kaul Cases Defendants decade-plus-long criminal conspiracy has exposed the State of 
California to immense domestic/international legal liability. 

469. On November 10, 2022, Plaintiff Kaul submitted a FOIA request to the UC-San Diego 
seeking copies of all physician assessment reports since 2012. Kll-8 Defendant PACE was 
notified of this request. Plaintiff Kaul's request was denied. 
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470. On May 25, 2023, Plaintiff Kaul filed suit against Kll-8 Defendants PACE/Leung in the 
United States District Court for the Southern District of California. 

COUNT SEVEN 

Association-In-Fact Enterprise: State of North Carolina-NYSE-SEC ("SNS Association-In-Fact
Enterprise) 

Defendant Persons: Allstate/Christie 

Co-conspirators: TD/Geico/lCE 
RICO Predicate Acts: Securities fraud/mail fraud/wire fraud/money laundering 

Overview: 

471. In a time period commencing in approximately 2009, the Defendants Allstate/Christie and 
Co-Conspirators TD/Geico/lCE did conspire to commit, and did commit a knowingly illegal 
"pattern of racketeering" and did convert the NYSE/SEC/State of North Carolina into an 
association-in-fact enterprise, through and under cover of which they perpetrated thousands of 
the RICO predicate acts of mail fraud/wire fraud/securities fraud/money laundering, purposed 
to advance their political/economic agenda. 

472. Specifically, Defendant Christie sought to raise monies for gubernatorial and presidential 
campaigns, while Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/TD/ICE sought to increase 
executive compensation and share price. 

473. The Defendants "State of North Carolina-NYSE-SEC" ("SNS Scheme") scheme involved an 
intersection of the worlds of medicine/business/law/politics, and commenced in 2009, with 
the purpose of causing injury to Plaintiff Kaul's economic 
standing/reputation/livelihood/liberty/life through the perpetration of the following acts (474-
480) of state/court-facilitated misconduct. 

474. having Plaintiff Kaul's medical license revoked. 

475. eradicating all debt owed to Plaintiff Kaul by insurance carriers (approx. $45 million). 

476. destroying Plaintiff Kaul's reputation; 

477. eliminating any future financial liability to Plaintiff Kaul. 

478. causing Plaintiff Kaul to enter a state of poverty/homelessness; 

479. attempting to cause/actually causing Plaintiff Kaul to be jailed/deported/attempted 
drugging-killing. 
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480. intimidating other minimally invasive spine surgeons into not performing minimally 
invasive spine surgery, in order to divert a greater percentage of the public's insurance 
premiums into corporate/executive compensation. 

481. Defendants Allstate/Christie and Co-Conspirators TD/Geico/lCE have colluded and 
conspired to orchestrate both their underlying "SNS Scheme" and the subsequent, and multiple 
schemes to conceal and provide cover for the "SNS Scheme". 

482. The concealment has been perpetrated through massive schemes of corruption of 
state/federal politicians/judges, in an attempt to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing The Kaul 
Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators decades-long schemes of judicial/public corruption. 

483. In 2005, Plaintiff Kaul invented and successfully performed the first outpatient minimally 
invasive spine surgery, at a NJ surgical center that had credentialed him to perform the 
procedure, and under the authority of his state medical license; a license issued in 1996 by the 
State of New Jersey for both medicine and surgery. 

484. The state argued in administrative proceedings (NJ Office Administrative Law) from April 2 
to June 28, 2013, that Plaintiff Kaul was not licensed to perform surgery. In this proceeding the 
Defendants and the state committed massive fraud, as evidenced in 'The Solomon 
Critique' /The Solomon Critique 2' (Exhibit 1). 

485. From 2006 to approximately 2009, Plaintiff Kaul was subjected to rule-of reason antitrust 
violations by The Kaul Cases Defendants, who wanted to eliminate the threat of Plaintiff Kaul's 
rapidly expanding minimally invasive spine surgery practice. 

486. In furtherance of this scheme, The Kaul Cases Defendants did engage in multiple quid pro 
quo schemes with Defendant Christie, in which they funneled bribes into his political campaign, 
purposed to have him use state power to have the medical board revoke Plaintiff Kaul's license, 
an act that commenced illegally, was conducted illegally, and remains illegal (2008/9-2023) 

487. Plaintiff Kaul's license was illegally suspended/revoked on April 2, 2012/March 24, 2014, 
and The Kaul Cases Defendants did with knowing illegality, use the US mail/wires to transmit 
this fraudulent notice globally to all governmental agencies, all state medical boards, including 
North Carolina/National Practitioners Data Bank/DEA/FBI. 

488. From 2012 to 2020, pursuant to RICO's vicarious liability doctrine, Defendants 
Allstate/Christie, and Co-Conspirators TD/Geico/lCE, did conspire to commit, and did commit 
bankruptcy fraud and insurance fraud, by causing Plaintiff Kaul's medical malpractice carriers to 
be defrauded of millions of dollars by aiding/abetting the submission and fraudulent judicial 
adjudication of false 'medical malpractice' claims, as pied in Kll-4. 

489. Commencing in 2016, Defendants Allstate/Christie and Co-Conspirators TD/Geico/lCE, did 
extend their "pattern of racketeering" into the NYSE, through an ongoing commission of the 
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predicate acts of securities fraud, in that they submitted false SEC filings/accounts, that 
defrauded, and continue to defraud the global equities market. 

490. Based on this knowingly false information, Defendants Allstate/Christie and Co
Conspirators TD/Geico/lCE did perpetrate millions of trades with unsuspecting investors, 
concealing from them the massive risk associated with the purchase of these fraudulent 
equities. 

491. In conjunction with these crimes, Defendants Allstate/Christie and Co-Conspirators 
TD/Geico/lCE did not disclose to the market that its profits, including those from North 
Carolina, are the product of crimes, as detailed in The Kaul Cases, but yet willfully and with 
knowledge of its illegality, did launder the proceeds of these crimes through the NYSE. 

492. The Kaul Cases Defendants have converted the NYSE into a massive money-laundering 
operation, into which it has funneled the proceeds of its global "patterns of racketeering'', 
including those generated from the mass inoculation (5.5 billion humans) of the experimental 
toxic gene-splicing mRNA compound. 

493. From 2006 to the present, the overarching theme of Defendants Allstate/Christie and Co
Conspirators TD/Geico/lCE crimes, has been the commission of increasingly more serious 
crimes, in an attempt to conceal their prior crimes, malfeasance and misconduct. 

494. What commenced in 2006 with the professional jealousy of Plaintiff Kaul's competitors, of 
which Defendant Heary was a 'ring-leader', is in 2023, a multitude of felonies that include, 
amongst others: (i) bankruptcy fraud; (ii) securities fraud; (iii) mail fraud; (iv) wire fraud; (v) 
perjury: (vi) bribery; (vii) obstruction of justice; (viii) public/judicial corruption; (ix) civil rights 
violations; (x) evidence tampering; (xi) witness tampering; (xii) false imprisonment; (xiii) false 
prosecution: (xiv) insurance fraud; (xv) kickbacks; (xvi) human rights violations; (xvii) 
retaliation; (xviii) false seizure of property; (xix) honest services fraud; (xx) racketeering; (xxi) 
conspiracy; (xxii) market manipulation/money laundering; (xiii) crimes against humanity; (xiv) 
violations of the Nuremberg Code. 

Co-conspirator ICE: 

495. From 2016 to the present, Co-conspirator ICE knew or should have known that Co
conspirators TD/Geico and Defendant Allstate committed securities fraud, in willfully, and with 
knowledge of its illegality, failing to report to the market and the SEC their liability in The Kaul 
Cases. 

496. Co-conspirator ICE was motivated to willful ignorance and did fail to cross reference court 
records with the filings of Co-conspirators Geico/TD and Defendant Allstate. 

497. Co-conspirator ICE, in recognizing that its profits were tied to those of Defendant Allstate 
and Co-conspirators TD/Geico did tacitly conspire with these Defendant/Co-conspirators to 
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perpetrate a knowingly illegal scheme of securities fraud concealment, that artificially 
manipulated the market, and was purposed to prevent a decrease in its share price. 

498. Co-conspirator ICE used the US mail and wires to exchange information with Defendant 
Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/TD, in furtherance of the "SNS Scheme", in recognition of 
the illegality of the scheme and the manipulation of the market that would be caused by such a 
fraud. 

499. Co-conspirator ICE did conspire with and did commit a "pattern of racketeering" by aiding 
and abetting the laundering of the criminal proceeds of Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirators 
TD/Geico through the apparatus of the "SNS Association-In-Fact Enterprise", the principal 
purpose of which was to increase insurance industry executive profit and share price, at the 
expense, and through the exploitation of Plaintiff Kaul and thousands of other physicians, many 
of whom remain falsely imprisoned. 

500. Co-conspirator ICE, although having reported regulatory/litigation risks in its SEC filings, 
did willfully and knowingly fail to specifically identify the securities fraud crimes of Defendant 
Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/TD and is thus liable for these crimes. 

501. Similarly, Co-conspirator ICE is also liable for the crimes from which Defendant Allstate/Co
conspirators TD/Geico's invested criminal proceeds originated, crimes that constitute a 
"patterns of racketeering" within the geographic boundaries of the State of North Carolina, 
commencing in a period at least, if not before, Defendant Christie's first term as governor. 

502. Co-conspirator ICE recognizes that because it both trades on the NYSE and engages in 
commerce with global exchanges, which affects the value of those exchanges, that its 
participation in the "SNS Scheme" caused it to become a conduit to these global exchanges of 
NYSE market valuation that it knew, or ought to have known were false and were the product 
of crime, but did also become a crime itself [market valuation] consequent to Co-conspirator 
ICE's global dissemination of a knowingly false market valuation that concealed the fact that the 
monies underpinning it were derived from the crimes of Defendant Allstate and Co-
conspirators Geico/TD 

503. Co-conspirator ICE used the US mail/wires to globally transmit knowingly fraudulent 
information about the market valuation of Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/TD in 
that it omitted any specific reference within its SEC filings of the legal liability ($28,000 trillion+) 
to the global equities market of The Kaul Cases. 

504. Co-conspirator ICE, in propagating this knowingly fraudulent information to the global 
equities market, did recognize its role in false equity evaluations and the creation of a 'bubble 
market' in India. 

505. Co-conspirator ICE's Indian headquarters is Hyderabad (Plaintiff Kaul's birthplace), and it is 
cognizant of the fact that the Indian stock market is currently reported as being in a 'bubble' by 
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the Reserve Bank of India. On December 16, 2022, Plaintiff Kaul filed a notice of litigation 
against Defendant ICE (India) (Exhibit 33). 

506. Defendant ICE recognizes that the false evaluations of the NYSE are responsible for the 
Indian 'bubble', and that the false evaluations of the NYSE are a consequence of The Kaul Cases 
Defendants financial crimes. 

507. Co-conspirator ICE committed and continues to commit a massive fraud on the global 
financial market. 

Christie: 

508. From 2001, the year that Defendant Christie was appointed the US Attorney for the 
District of New Jersey, he abused state power and converted state/federal agencies into 
"racketeering enterprises", through which he has conducted a "pattern of racketeering" 

purposed to further the economic/political agendas of himself and those individuals with whom 
he engaged in quid pro quo schemes of bribery and public corruption. 

509. Commencing in or around 2008/2009, Defendant Christie entered into knowingly illegal 
conspiracies with Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/TD, in which they methodically 
planned schemes to have eliminated Plaintiff Kaul (economic 
standing/reputation/livelihood/liberty/life) through the abuse of governmental power and 
physical violence). 

510. Defendants Christie/ Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/TD/ICE conspired with 
state/federal investigative/prosecutorial authorities to file knowingly false criminal indictments 
against Plaintiff Kaul. These investigations ceased when Plaintiff Kaul filed Kl (February 22. 
2016) except for, in a retaliatory manner, the filing of a knowingly false state tax indictment 
(May 2016) and suspension of Plaintiff Kaul's driving license (February 27. 2016). 

511. From 2009 to 2017, Defendant Christie converted the executive/legislative/judicial 
branches of the State of New Jersey into a "racketeering enterprise", that he used against 
Plaintiff Kaul, in a scheme to have him jailed/deported/seriously injured/killed. 

512. The scheme sought to eliminate the debt owed to Plaintiff Kaul by the insurance industry. 

513. The scheme sought to eliminate future liability to Plaintiff Kaul by the insurance industry. 

514. The scheme sought to eliminate the threat that Plaintiff Kaul's minimally invasive spine 
surgery practice posed to The Kaul Cases physician/hospital Defendants, from whom, along 
with Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/TD, Defendant Christie had received bribes. 
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515. Defendant Christie believed that he would become the 2016 President of the United 
States, that Plaintiff Kaul would be eliminated, and the crimes of The Kaul Cases Defendants 
would go undetected, and that Plaintiff Kaul would not commence litigation in 2016. 

516. However, when Plaintiff Kaul did commence litigation, Defendant Christie, in 
collusion/conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants and certain judges within the United 
States District Court, did perpetrate a massive scheme of obstruction of justice, that violated 
Plaintiff Kaul's human rights, and was intended to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing the 
crimes, and to obviate the obligation of Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirators TD/Geico 
(Berkshire Hathaway) to report the $28,000 trillion + in their SEC filings. 

517. In the perpetration of the "SNS Scheme", Defendant Christie did use the US mail/wires to 
exchange information with The Kaul Cases Defendants regarding the bankruptcy and securities 
fraud, as it pertained detrimentally to the share price of Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirator 
TD/Geico. 

518. In aiding and abetting the "SNS Scheme", Defendant Christie did fully recognize its 
illegality and the international criminal consequences of his participation in the defrauding of 
the global equities market. 

519. Defendant Christie, nonetheless, did persist in the perpetration of the scheme out of fear 
that if the $28,000 trillion+ liability were disclosed to the global equities market, it would cause 
shareholder litigation, that would expose the massive crimes committed by The Kaul Cases 
Defendants within the executive/legislative/judicial branches of the State of New Jersey, the 
United States District Court, and the United States Bankruptcy Court (2006 to Present). 

520. Defendant Christie was also motivated to aid and abet the securities/bankruptcy fraud, as 
he had been bribed with shares from Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirator Geico, as part of 
the quid pro quo scheme in which he ordered the medical board to revoke Plaintiff Kaul's 
license. 

521. Defendant Christie maintains a controlling position within the "SNS Association-In-Fact 
Enterprise" from which he continues to illegally profit, the profits of which he launders through 
the enterprise of his political lobbying/law business, that currently provide cover for his 
"ongoing'' schemes of bribery and public corruption. 

Defendant Allstate/Co-conspirator Geico: 

522. Plaintiff Kaul commenced suit against Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirator Geico on 
February 22, 2016, in Kl, in which Plaintiff Kaul sought $28,000 trillion + in monetary damages. 
Allstate's market capitalization was approximately $33 billion, and thus it was obligated to 
report the claims in its SEC filings. It did not, and still has not. 
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523. Pursuant to RICO's vicarious liability doctrine, Defendant Allstate remains liable for the 
securities violation of its Co-conspirator, Geico. 

524. Co-conspirator Geico, in recognizing the immense civil/criminal consequences of 
disclosure, and the damage to its reputation within the global equities market, did conspire 
with Co-conspirator ICE in its withholding of this information. 

525. Co-conspirator ICE was motivated to participate in the "SNS Scheme" as its share price and 
corporate profits were linked to those of Co-conspirator Geico, and it recognized that exposure 
to the global equities market of the $28,000 trillion+ liability had the potential to bankrupt Co
conspirator Geico. 

526. Co-conspirators ICE/Geico did use the US mail/wires and face-to-face meetings to 
exchange information about the "SNS Scheme". 

527. Within the corpus of communication, Co-conspirators ICE/Geico concluded that the risk of 
Plaintiff Kaul exposing a securities fraud violation was minimal compared to the risk of 
bankruptcy if The Kaul Cases were exposed to the global equities market. 

528. Co-conspirator Geico, in recognizing that Co-conspirator ICE would not report its false 
filings to the SEC/DOJ, did continue to fraudulently trade millions of shares from 2016 onwards, 
in the knowledge of its illegality, and that it would cause false market valuations, market 
manipulations and investors to be defrauded. 

529. Co-conspirator Geico reaped illegal profits from the "SNS Scheme", 

530. Co-conspirator Geico funneled the illegal profits as bribes to certain judges within the 
United States District Court (Kll-3) and certain state/federal politicians (Kll-1), in order to 
control the "racketeering enterprise" into which The Kaul Cases Defendants had converted 
certain courts (district/appellate) within the United States District Court. 

531. In a period commencing in approximately 2008/2009, Co-conspirator Geico, a corporation 
that conducts business in every state, did, through a "pattern of racketeering", and in 
conspiracy/collusion with The Kaul Cases Defendants, convert into "racketeering enterprises" 
the State of North Carolina/All Other American States, the United States District Court, the 
United States Bankruptcy Court, the New York Stock Exchange and state/federal 
investigative/prosecutorial authorities, all purposed to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul from the 
American healthcare market and life itself. 

532. Co-conspirator Geico then used the "racketeering enterprises" (State of North Carolina/ All 
Other American States, the United States District Court, the United States Bankruptcy Court, 
the New York Stock Exchange, and state/federal investigative/prosecutorial authorities) to 
attempt to obstruct Plaintiff Kaul's litigation/license procurement, in order to provide cover for 
their crimes, when their Kaul elimination scheme failed (2008/9 to 2021). 
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Co-conspirator TD: 

533. On February 22, 2016, with the filing of Kl, Plaintiff Kaul did expose the crimes of Co
conspirator TD, and their role in the willful deprivation of Plaintiff Kaul's economic resources, 
necessary to fight the revocation proceedings filed by Defendant Christie's then state AG, 
Jeffrey Chiesa. 

534. In Kl, Plaintiff Kaul also exposed Co-conspirator TD's knowingly illegal/conspiratorial use of 
state/bankruptcy courts within the geographic boundaries of the State of New Jersey to 
bankrupt Plaintiff Kaul's corporations and illegally deprive him of his personal/business assets 
($45 million accounts receivable/others). 

535. Co-conspirator TD, a corporation that conducts business in North Carolina/All Other 
American States, commenced conspiring with Defendants Christie/ Allstate and Co-conspirator 
Geico in or around 2010, in a series of quid pro quo schemes, in which Co-conspirator TD 
received regulatory favors from Defendant Christie in return for arbitrarily foreclosing on 
Plaintiff Kaul's personal/commercial loans. 

536. Defendant Allstate/Co-conspirator Geico had bribed Defendant Christie to eliminate 
Plaintiff Kaul. 

537. Defendant Christie's quid pro quo with Co-conspirator TD, was partially purposed to 
deprive Plaintiff Kaul of monies to litigate the licensing case against the State of New Jersey. 

538. Defendant Christie's quid pro quo with Co-conspirator TD, was partially purposed to 
bankrupt his corporations in order to facilitate the elimination of debt ($45 million) owed to 
Plaintiff Kaul by the insurance industry. 

539. Co-conspirator TD, in recognizing the immense civil/criminal liability of The Kaul Cases. did 
conspire with Co-conspirator ICE to conceal the litigation from the global equities market, and 
did submit false SEC filings and accounts from 2016 to 2021, 

540. Co-conspirator TD submitted false SEC filings in the belief that Kaul would not expose its 
prior crimes, as The Kaul Cases Defendants had bribed certain judges within the United States 
District Court and the United States Bankruptcy Court. 

541. Co-conspirator TD submitted false SEC filings with a sense of impunity derived from its 
knowledge of the fact that Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB acting through the 
"Federation Cartel" would attempt to obstruct Plaintiff Kaul's efforts at license procurement. 

542. Co-conspirator TD submitted false SEC filings with a sense of impunity derived from its 
beliefthat The Kaul Cases Defendants obstruction of Plaintiff Kaul's litigation and the "FC"s 
obstruction of license procurement would collectively obstruct Plaintiff Kaul from procuring 
funding to litigate and even if he did, to actually litigate. 
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543. From 2016 onwards Co-conspirator TD did use the US mail/wires and engage in face-to
face meetings with Defendants Allstate/Christie and Co-conspirators ICE/Geico in furtherance 
of the "SNS Scheme". 

544. At these meetings, and within these communications, Defendants Christie/Allstate and Co
conspirators Geico/lCE did discuss and conclude that the risk of Plaintiff Kaul exposing their 
securities fraud violation was substantially outweighed by the risk of disclosing the $28,000 
trillion+ liability to the global equities market. 

545. In conspiring with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Co-conspirator TD did recognize the 
illegality of their failure to disclose and did follow the advice of counsel in failing to disclose. 

546. Co-conspirator TD's counsel did conspire/collude with counsel for The Kaul Cases 
Defendants in furtherance of the "SNS Scheme" for the purpose of concealing their prior 
crimes, 

547. Co-conspirator TD's prior crimes involved massive schemes of judicial/public corruption, at 
the center of which was Defendant Christie, his presidential ambitions, and the commercial 
agendas of corporations/persons from whom Defendant Christie had received bribes. 

548. Co-conspirator TD, in willfully committing securities fraud and defrauding the global 
equities market of their right to honest services, did perpetrate such a scheme with the 
premeditated purpose of violating Plaintiff Kaul's litigation rights, in that it stymied his 
'whistleblowing' on the crimes of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

549. Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/TD did recognize that disclosure to the 
global equities market would cause investors to withdraw their stock position, as occurred with 
Kll-2 Defendant Boston Partners, after Plaintiff Kaul informed them in November 2018 of the 
pending litigation in Kl/K2. 

550. Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/TD did recognize that a disclosure of the 
$28,000 trillion + liability would cause massive shareholder litigation and damaging publicity 
regarding their schemes of judicial/public corruption, and that this litigation/publicity would 
augment Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights. 

551. Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/TD knowing, and willful violation of the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act was purposed to provide cover for their previous crimes against Plaintiff 
Kaul (bribery/mail fraud/wire fraud/judicial corruption/public corruption/civil rights 
violations/perjury/kickbacks/false arrest/false imprisonment/obstruction of justice/illegal 
seizure of assets/money laundering/bankruptcy fraud/bank fraud), and were purposed to, and 
did in fact, violate Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights. 
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COUNT EIGHT 

Association-In-Fact Enterprise: State of North Carolina-United States Bankruptcy Court-NYSE 
Defendant Persons: Allstate/Stolz 

Co-conspirators: Geico/TD 
RICO Predicate Acts: bankruptcy fraud/mail fraud/wire fraud/public corruption/bank 

fraud/securities fraud/money laundering 

Overview: 

552. In a period from approximately 2008/2009 to 2013, Defendant Allstate and Co
conspirators Geico/TD, entities that conduct business in all states, did commence conspiring to 
commit, and did commit a "pattern of racketeering" through the enterprise of the State of 
North Carolina/All Other American States. 

553. From 2013 to 2016, Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/TD did extend and 
amplify this "pattern of racketeering" into the United States Bankruptcy Court. 

554. From 2016 onwards, Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/TD and did extend and 
amplify this "pattern of racketeering" into the NYSE, to form an association-in-fact enterprise, 
the "State of North Carolina-United States Bankruptcy Court-New York Stock Exchange 
Association-In-Fact Enterprise" ("SUN-Association-In-Fact Enterprise"). 

555. The Defendant Persons that orchestrated, controlled, aided, and abetted, and that did 
either occupy or effect controlling positions within the enterprises were Defendants 
Stolz/ Allstate. 

556. The Co-conspirators, Geico/TD and specifically, Kll-3 Defendant/U.S.B.J. John Sherwood, 
did aid and abet Defendants Stolz/ Allstate's perpetration of their "SUN Scheme" through a 
"pattern of racketeering". 

557. The "pattern of racketeering" involved the commission of the RICO predicate acts of mail 
fraud/wire fraud/perjury/obstruction of justice/kickbacks/judicial corruption/public 
corruption/money laundering/bankruptcy fraud/bank fraud/securities fraud, 

558. The "pattern of racketeering" and the RICO predicate acts were knowingly/willfully 
committed, and with knowledge of their illegality, through a purposeful conversion of the State 
of North Carolina/U.S.B.C./NYSE into "an association-in-fact racketeering enterprises", the 
principal purpose of which was to increase executive/corporate profit and compensation for 
Defendant Allstate, who funneled bribes to Defendants Stolz/Christie. 

559. The bribes funneled by Defendant Allstate to Defendants Stolz/Christie were either 
disguised as 'legal fees' /political campaign 'donations', or deposited in offshore bank 
accounts/trusts. 
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560. Defendants Stolz/Christie and Co-conspirators Geico/TD did use the US mail/wires and 
conduct face-to-face meetings in North Carolina, for the purpose of devising, planning, and 
executing the knowingly illegal "SUN Scheme". 

561. Defendants Stolz/ Allstate/Christie and Co-conspirators Geico/TD, in the initial planning of 
their criminal enterprise did not anticipate that in 2016, Plaintiff Kaul would commence 
litigation, or that the damages sought would be in excess of ten percent (10%) of their market 
capitalization. 

562. In fact, Defendants Stolz/ Allstate/Christie and Co-conspirators Geico/TD believed that 
Plaintiff Kaul would be deported/jailed/killed, and on May 27, 2021, they did, in a state of 
desperation, perpetrate a scheme in which Plaintiff Kaul was illegally 
arrested/kidnapped/imprisoned, with the intention of having him permanently injured or killed 
in the Mercer County jail in Trenton, New Jersey. 

563. The scheme failed, and Plaintiff Kaul filed suit on June 15, 2021, against Kll-9 Defendants 
Christopher J. Christie/Philip Murphy/Doreen Hafner/Robert McGuire/Gurbir Grewal, the latter 
who is named in pending criminal indictment against Senator Robert Menendez. 

564. Defendants Stolz/ Allstate/Christie and Co-conspirators Geico/TD, in recognizing their 
$28,000 trillion + liability, did conspire with Co-conspirator ICE, in the concealment of this 
information from the global equities market, in which Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirators 
Geico/TD trade. 

565. In 2012, Defendant Allstate extended its operations into India, while simultaneously 
conducting, in collusion/conspiracy with American state/federal investigative/prosecutorial 
authorities, policies of racially targeting Indian physicians for license revocation and 
imprisonment. 

Defendant Allstate/Co-conspirator Geico: 

567. In June 2013, Co-conspirator TD, in furtherance of the Defendants "racketeering schemes" 
(2008/2008-2023) caused Plaintiff Kaul's corporations to file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy, by 
arbitrarily/illegally cancelling all his personal/business loans and closing all his 
personal/business accounts. 

568. On July 21, 2014, the Chapter 11 was converted to a Chapter 7, because of the illegal 
revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license on March 24, 2014. Defendant Stolz and his now deceased 
law partner, Robert Wasserman, were assigned as the trustee. 

569. In a period that commenced in approximately July 2014, Defendant Allstate/Co
conspirator Geico did enter into a conspiracy with Defendant Stolz, in which Defendant Stolz 
accepted bribes from Defendant Allstate/Co-conspirator Geico in return for not pursuing the 
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$45 million accounts receivable owed to Plaintiff Kaul by Defendants Allstate/Co-conspirator 
Geico and others within the insurance industry, as is irrefutably pied in K4. 

570. Defendant Allstate/Co-conspirator Geico did use the US mail/wires and face-to-face 
meetings with Defendant Stolz to exchange information regarding the perpetration of the "SUN 
Scheme", the purpose of which was to increase share price/executive compensation and bribes 
to Defendant Stolz. 

571. During these communications, Defendants Allstate/Stolz and Co-conspirator Geico did 
consider the money laundering risk posed by the investment of the proceeds of their crimes 
into the NYSE. 

572. Defendants Allstate/Stolz and Co-conspirator Geico calculated that the risk was minimal, 
as Plaintiff Kaul would be eliminated and any person who had knowledge of the crimes would 
remain silent, fearful of retaliation of a criminal indictment from Defendant Christie, who was 
still the NJ Governor. 

573. Defendants Allstate/Stolz and Co-conspirator Geico calculated that their illegal scheme 
would cause an elevation of share price, the false basis of which would be concealed from the 
global investment community. 

574. Subsequent to the filing of Kl, the Defendants Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/TD did 
conspire to not report the case in their SEC filings, in order to provide cover for, amongst other 
things, their crime of bankruptcy/creditors fraud. 

575. However, in filing knowingly false SEC returns, they committed securities fraud, a crime 
that they have committed before, but in this case, a crime that commenced in 2016, and is 
ongoing in 2023. 

576. On May 27, 2021, The Kaul Cases Defendants attempted to have Plaintiff Kaul seriously 
injured or killed (Kll-9) and on June 14-15, 2023, did have Plaintiff Kaul illegally 
arrested/jailed/attempted murder. 

Defendant Stolz: 

577. Defendant Stolz, a lawyer, knew that in conspiring to commit and committing the RICO 
predicate acts of bankruptcy fraud/securities fraud/mail fraud/wire fraud, through a "pattern 
of racketeering" in which he converted the United States Bankruptcy Court into a 
"racketeering enterprise", for a period commencing on July 21, 2014, he has defrauded the 
global equities market of its right to honest services, caused injury to foreign markets and has 
thus incurred international criminal liability. 
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578. Plaintiff Kaul has exposed the crimes of Defendant Stolz, who from 2018 conspired with 
corrupted judges in the District of New Jersey to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from prosecuting his 
claims against Defendant Stolz. 

579. The tactics used by Defendant Stolz included having Co-conspirator/Kll-3 Defendant 
U.S.B.J. John Sherwood enter an order in February 2020, that sought to bar Plaintiff Kaul from 
prosecuting Defendant Stolz for his crimes. 

580. Co-conspirator/Kll-3 Defendant Sherwood, as plausibly and irrefutably pied in Kll-3, did 
accept bribes from Defendant Allstate/Co-conspirator Geico and Kll-11 Defendant Blue Cross 
Blue Shield in return for entering judgements adverse to Plaintiff Kaul/creditors in the 
bankruptcy proceedings (July 21, 2014, to July 31, 2020). 

581. The Kaul Cases Defendants 'hijacked' the authority of the United States Bankruptcy Court 
through massive schemes of judicial corruption/bribery. 

582. When Plaintiff Kaul commenced litigation against Defendant Stolz in 2018 (K4) Defendant 
Stolz and his lawyer, Scott Rever, desperate to prevent their prosecution by Plaintiff Kaul, did 
threaten to expose the names of state/federal politicians and judges, who had either 
participated/facilitated his bankruptcy fraud in Plaintiff Kaul's case, or had received bribes from 
the insurance industry in cases involving other physicians/healthcare providers. 

583. From 2016 to the present, Defendant Stolz, with knowledge of Defendant Allstate/Co
conspirators Geico/TD's securities fraud crimes, has failed to report the crimes to regulators or 
the global equities market, as he recognizes that to report would expose his crime of 
bankruptcy fraud, and the crimes/malfeasance of all of The Kaul Cases Defendants, extending 
back to 2006. 

584. Defendant Stolz has knowledge that Defendant Allstate/Co-conspirators Geico/TD did 
conspire with Co-conspirator ICE to conceal from the global equities market, their $28,000 
trillion + liability. 

585. Defendant Stolz has knowledge that Defendant Allstate/Co-conspirators Geico/TD did 
conspire with the SEC to have Kll-9 Defendant/Co-conspirator and ex-NJ AG Gurbir Grewal, 
transferred on June 29, 2021, from the Office of the NJ AG to the securities fraud enforcement 
division, after Plaintiff Kaul sued him in Kll-9 for his role in the May 27, 2021, kidnapping of 
Plaintiff Kaul. 

586. Defendant Stolz has knowledge that Kll-2 Defendant, Boston Partners, admitted to 
withdrawing its position in Co-conspirator Allstate, after they received a letter from Plaintiff 
Kaul in November 2018, that informed them of securities fraud violations committed by 
Defendant Allstate/Co-conspirators Geico/TD, in submitting knowingly false SEC filings in a 
period from 2016 onwards. 
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Co-conspirator TD: 

587. In approximately 2010, Co-conspirator TD commenced conspiring against Plaintiff Kaul 
with Defendants Allstate/Christie and Co-conspirator Geico in a scheme to eliminate Plaintiff 
Kaul through the destruction of his career/livelihood/reputation/economic standing. 

588. In furtherance of this scheme, Co-conspirator TD used the US mail/wires to transmit 
information regarding the scheme's devising/implementation/execution, in the knowledge that 
such transmission constituted the crimes of mail/wire fraud. 

589. However, Co-conspirator TD did not believe that Plaintiff Kaul would expose its crimes, as 
it received information from Defendants Christie/Allstate and Co-conspirator Geico that 
Plaintiff Kaul would be eliminated. 

590. Co-conspirator TD entered into a series of quid pro quo schemes with Defendants 
Allstate/Christie and Co-conspirator Geico in which they conducted a "pattern of racketeering'' 
through the American banking system and United States Bankruptcy Court, through the 
commission of the RICO predicate acts of mail fraud/wire fraud/bankruptcy fraud/bank fraud. 

591. Co-conspirator TD, in its conspiratorial role in the nationwide licensing 
suspension/licensing prohibition scheme directed at Plaintiff Kaul that commenced in 2012 in 
NJ, did subsequently convert into an "association-in-fact racketeering enterprise", the State of 
North Carolina/United States Bankruptcy Court/NYSE in the knowledge of the immense 
civil/criminal liability that such crime, if exposed, would cause to them and their shareholders. 

592. In approximately late 2013/2014, Co-conspirator TD, in collusion/conspiracy with 
Defendants Allstate/Christie and Co-conspirator Geico did file a knowingly false banking fraud 
claim against Kaul, with www.checksystems.com. 

593. The purpose and effect of this fraudulent www.checksystems.com claim was to prevent 
Plaintiff Kaul's access to banking services, cause a deterioration in his credit score in order to 
prevent him funding the licensing litigation. 

594. Co-conspirator TD did not anticipate that Plaintiff Kaul would sue them in 2016, nor that 
he would expose their securities fraud violation (2016 to present). 

595. During the Chapter 11 and then Chapter 7 bankruptcy proceedings (June 17, 2013, to July 
31, 2020), Co-conspirator TD, with knowledge of the illegality of the revocation of Plaintiff 
Kaul's license, and the "racketeering schemes" perpetrated by, amongst others, Defendants 
Allstate/Christie, and Co-conspirator Geico that caused the revocation/subsequent legal cases 
against Plaintiff Kaul, did conspire with its counsel to not report the bankruptcy fraud to 
authorities. 
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596. Co-conspirator TD's reason for failing to report the bankruptcy fraud was that it did not 
want exposed its prior crimes and involvement in The Kaul Cases Defendants scheme to 
eliminate Plaintiff Kaul (livelihood/reputation/assets/freedom/human rights). 

597. Co-conspirator TD conspired with Defendants Stolz/Allstate and Co-conspirator Geico and 
Kll-2 Defendant, John Diiorio, Esq, Plaintiff Kaul's Chapter 7 lawyer, to threaten Plaintiff Kaul 
that unless he signed over title to the real estate in which his surgical center was located, 
despite it belonging to a corporation not part of the Chapter 11 proceeding, that Plaintiff Kaul's 
ex-wife would be sued by Defendant Stolz and she/Plaintiff Kaul's young children would be 
evicted from their childhood home. 

598. In a period from 2016 onwards, Co-conspirator TD conspired with its lawyers/accountants 
to defraud the global equities market of its right to honest services, through the submission of 
false SEC filings and accounting reports. 

599. Co-conspirator TD perpetrated these criminal deceptions on the global equities market, in 
the belief, and with the intention of violating Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights in Kl, knowing 
that disclosure of the Kl facts and $28,000 trillion + liability would have caused investors to 
withdraw their positions and commence shareholder litigation. 

600. Co-conspirator TD knew that shareholder litigation would have exposed their crimes, that 
include those associated with the purchase of Commerce Bank in 2007, in which they bribed 
multiple NJ state politicians in a 'pay-to-play' scheme, in order to complete the purchase. 

601. Co-conspirator TD knew that such an exposition of crime would have conclusively proved 
Plaintiff Kaul's claims in Kl and specifically the fact of the 2009/2010 quid pro quo scheme with 
Defendant Christie, in which Co-conspirator TD, in exchange for regulatory banking favors in 
New Jersey, did consent to cancelling Plaintiff Kaul's personal/commercial loans, closing his 
accounts, and filing a knowingly fraudulent claim with www.checksystems.com 

COUNT NINE 

Association-In-Fact Enterprise: State of North Carolina-United States District Court 
Defendant Persons: Christie/Heary 

Co-conspirator: AHS 
RICO Predicate Acts: mail fraud/wire fraud/bribery/obstruction of justice/public 

corruption/money laundering 

Overview: 

602. In a period commencing in approximately 2006, Defendants Christie//Heary and Co
conspirator AHS commenced conspiring to commit, and did commit, a "pattern of 
racketeering" through the association-in-fact enterprise of the State of North Carolina and the 
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United States District Court, the "SU Association-In-Fact Enterprise", in furtherance of the "SU 
Scheme", 

603. Defendants Christie//Heary and Co-conspirator AHS perpetrated the "SU Scheme" 
through the commission of the RICO predicate acts of mail fraud/wire fraud/bribery/public 
corruption/obstruction of justice/perjury/kickbacks/bank fraud/investor fraud. 

604. A motivating factor for the "SU Scheme" was to increase Defendants Christie//Heary and 
Co-conspirator AHS's economic/political power within the American 
legal/medical/business/political sectors of industry, at the expense of Plaintiff Kaul, free 
standing surgical centers, and non-neurosurgical minimally invasive spine surgeons, 

605. A reassuring factor in the "SU Scheme", one that provided a sense of impunity, was 
Defendant Christie/Heary and Co-Conspirator AHS's belief that through corruption, they could 
indefinitely pervert the United States District Court into providing cover for their crimes within 
the State of North Carolina/All Other American States. 

Defendant Christie: 

606. In 2000, when Defendant Christie was appointed the US Attorney for the District of New 
Jersey, he commenced abusing state prosecutorial power for advancement of his 
personal/political/economic agendas by manufacturing false indictments to threaten persons 
with criminal prosecution in order to coerce them into funneling money (directly/indirectly) 
into his political campaigns and offshore bank accounts/trusts. 

607. Defendant Christie used this money to occupy the governor's office in 2009/2013, from 
which he continued the "pattern of racketeering" of extortion and quid pro quo scheme 
bribery, in which bribes were funneled into his political campaigns/offshore bank accounts by, 
amongst others, Defendant Heary and Co-conspirator AHS. 

608. The quid pro quo schemes were purposed to have eliminated Plaintiff Kaul from the 
healthcare market and from life itself. 

609. The quid pro quo schemes were purposed to have eliminated free standing surgical 
centers. 

610. The quid pro quo schemes were purposed to have eliminated billing codes for outpatient 
spine surgery. 

611. The quid pro quo schemes were purposed to have introduced legislation that prevented 
the issuance of state licenses for physician owned surgical centers 

612. The quid pro quo schemes were purposed to have downgraded the RVU of billing codes 
for spine surgery in free standing physician owned surgical centers. 
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613. These illegally conducted tactics were part of an overall strategy perpetrated by for-profit 
healthcare corporations, such as Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/AHS, to illegally 
monopolize, through both per se/rule of reason violations, the American healthcare market. 

614. At the heart of this conspiracy lies the "HIPIC-FC" ("Hospital-Insurance-Pharmaceutical
Industrial Complex - Federation Cartel") and related to this is the "Hospital-Insurance
Pharmaceutical-Industrial-Complex-US Government Cartel" the "HIPIC-USC". 

615. These two cartels, "HIPIC-FC" and "HIPIC-USC", operate to eliminate physicians through 
license revocation/incarceration/suicide/death, in order to increase the corporations' 
profits/share price, by reducing the amount of patient care provided, by reducing the number 
of physicians. 

616. Defendant Christie, in his capacity as the US Attorney did come to understand the 
mechanics of the securities market, and was involved with securities fraud cases. Co
conspirator ICE came into existence as recently as 2000, the year Defendant Christie became US 
Attorney, but yet by 2021 it has a market capitalization of $68 billion. 

Bribery: 

617. Defendant Christie's relationship with bribers, bribery and quid pro quo schemes extends 
back to his early political/legal career in Morris County, New Jersey. 

618. In a time period from 2008 to 2016, Defendants Heary and Co-conspirator AHS funneled 
bribes to Defendant Christie, using as cover, his political campaign account and law/public 
relation/political lobbying firms with whom Defendant Christie conducted illegal transactions, 
in which he used the public treasury to funnel state contracts to these firms in return for bribes. 

619. The bribes flowed from Defendants Heary and Co-conspirator AHS to Defendant Christie, 
and the public's money (kickbacks) flowed from Defendant Christie to Defendants Heary ($3.1 
million state 'salary') and Co-conspirator AHS, in the form, amongst others, of government 
grants and tax deductions/exemptions. 

Mail Fraud/Wire Fraud: 

620. In a period from 2008 to 2021 Defendant Christie did, with knowledge of its illegality, use 
the US mail/wires to exchange information with Defendants Heary and Co-conspirator AHS in 
furtherance of the "SU Scheme", for the purpose of illegal spine market monopolization {2008-
2014) 

621. In a period from 2008 to 2021 the Defendants Christie/Heary and Co-conspirator AHS did, 
with knowledge of its illegality, use the US mail/wires to exchange information regarding the 
provision of cover in the United States District Court against Plaintiff Kaul's prosecution of their 
antitrust/racketeering/civil rights crimes (2016-2021). 
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622. The attempted procurement of cover constituted an effort to ensure Plaintiff Kaul did not 
expose The Kaul Cases Defendants illegal spine market monopolization. 

Obstruction of Justice: 

623. In a period from 2012 to 2021, Defendant Christie did conspire to commit, and did commit 
an obstruction/violation of Plaintiff Kaul's right to justice by, through and as a consequence of 
his control of the executive/judicial/legislative branches of the State of New Jersey. 

624. The obstruction/violation caused "ongoing'' and "new racketeering'' injuries to Plaintiff 
Kaul's economic standing/reputation/livelihood/life/liberty. 

625. Defendant Christie conspired with Defendants Stolz/ Allstate and Co-Conspirator TD/Geico 
to obstruct Plaintiff Kaul's right to justice in the United States Bankruptcy Court (2013 to 2020), 
an obstruction that caused further new injuries and exacerbated ongoing injuries. 

626. Defendant Christie conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants/counsel (2016-2021) to 
obstruct/violate Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights in the United States District Court, 

627. The purpose of the violation/obstruction was to attempt to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from 
further exposing their crimes in the State of New Jersey and the United States Bankruptcy 
Court. 

Public Corruption: 

628. In a period from 2008 to 2021, Defendant Christie abused his political power and public 
office to engage in acts of public corruption with private actors (persons/corporations), 
state/federal judges, medical boards, and NJ state police. 

629. Defendant Christie's corrupt acts were purposed to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul 
(deportation/jailed/suicide-killed). 

630. Defendant Christie's corrupt acts were purposed to order/coerce state judges/courts to 
obstruct Plaintiff Kaul's right to justice and to have entered multi-million-dollar judgments in 
knowingly fraudulent cases brought against him by The Kaul Cases Defendants/Co-Conspirators 
(lawyers/patients), in the widely publicized (2012 to 2015) aftermath of the illegal 2012/2014 
suspension/revocation. 

631. Defendant Christie's corrupt acts were purposed to obstruct Plaintiff Kaul's right to justice 
in the United States Bankruptcy Court (2013-2020). 

632. Defendant Christie's corrupt acts were purposed to violate Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial 
rights in the United States District Court (2013-2023). 
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633. Defendants Christie/ Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/TD conspired with the SEC to have 
Co-Conspirator Grewal transferred to the enforcement division of the SEC on June 29, 2021, to 
attempt to quash a securities fraud prosecution of Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirators 
Geico/TD. 

Mail/Wire Fraud: 

634. In a period from approximately 2008/2009 to 2014, Co-Conspirator AHS did with 
knowledge of its illegality, use the US mail/wires to conspire with, amongst others, Defendant 
Christie, regarding the perpetration of the first half of the "SU Scheme". 

635. The first half of the "SU Scheme" involved the illegal revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license, 
the destruction of his economic standing/reputation and elimination, be it by 
jail/deportation/suicide-death. 

636. From 2016 to 2021, Defendant AHS/counsel did, with knowledge of its illegality, use the 
US mail/wires to conspire with The Kaul Cases Defendants/counsel, regarding the perpetration 
of the second half of the "SU Scheme", 

637. The second half of the "SU Scheme" involved the corruption of judges within the United 
States District Court to obstruct justice by violating Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights. 

638. The purpose of the second half of the "SU Scheme" was to attempt to prevent Plaintiff 
Kaul from further exposing the crimes committed in the first half of the "SU Scheme", and the 
securities fraud violations of Defendants Allstate and Co-conspirators TD/Geico. 

639. Co-Conspirator AHS's shareholding in these corporations has increased since the filing of 
Kl, on February 22, 2016, as is a fact with many other of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

Bribery: 

640. In a period from 2008/2009, Co-Conspirator AHS did engage in a series of quid pro quo 
schemes with Defendant Christie, in which they converted the executive/legislative/judicial 
branches of the State of New Jersey into a "racketeering enterprise", 

641. Through the "racketeering enterprise" Co-Conspirator AHS conducted a "pattern of 
racketeering''. 

642. Co-Conspirator AHS's "pattern of racketeering'' involved a conspiracy to commit, and the 
actual commission with knowing illegality of the RICO predicate acts of bribery/public 
corruption. 
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Heary: 

Mail/Wire Fraud: 

643. In a period from approximately 2008/2009 to 2014, Defendant Heary did with knowledge 
of its illegality, use the US mail/wires to conspire with, amongst others, Defendant Christie, 
regarding the perpetration of the first half of the "SU Scheme", 

644. The first half of the "SU Scheme" involved the revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license, the 
destruction of his economic standing/reputation and elimination, be it by 
jail/deportation/death. 

645. From 2016 to 2021, Defendant AHS/counsel did, with knowledge of its illegality, use the 
US mail/wires to conspire with The Kaul Cases Defendants/counsel, regarding the perpetration 
ofthe second half ofthe "SU Scheme", 

646. The second half of the "SU Scheme" involved the corruption of judges within the United 
States District Court to obstruct justice by violating Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights, 

647. The purpose of the second half of the "SU Scheme" was to attempt to prevent Plaintiff 
Kaul from further exposing the crimes committed in the first half of the "SU Scheme", and the 
securities fraud violations of Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirators. 

648. Defendant Heary's shareholding in these corporations has increased since the filing of Kl, 
on February 22, 2016, as is the case with many other of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 
Bribery/Public Corruption: 

649. In a period from 2008/2009, Defendant Heary did engage in a series of quid pro quo 
schemes with Defendant Christie, 

650. In the perpetration of these quid pro quo schemes, Defendants Christie/Heary did 
directly/indirectly convert the State of North Carolina into a "racketeering enterprise". 

651. Defendants Christie/Heary and the Co-Conspirators in collusion with The Kaul Cases 
Defendants, perpetrate through the "racketeering enterprise" a "pattern of racketeering''. 

652. The "pattern of racketeering" involved conspiring to commit and actually committing with 
a knowing illegality, the RICO predicate acts of bribery/public corruption. 
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COUNT TEN 

Association-In-Fact Enterprise: State of New Jersey-United States District Court-United States 
Bankruptcy Court-NYSE 

Defendant Persons: FSMB/Christie/Allstate 
Co-conspirators: Geico/NCMB 

RICO Predicate Acts: mail fraud/wire fraud/bribery/obstruction of justice/public 
corruption/money laundering 

Overview: 

653. In a period that commenced in approximately 2008/2009, the Defendants did conspire to 
commit, and did commit, with knowledge of its illegality, a "pattern of racketeering''. 

654. The "pattern of racketeering'' involved conspiring to commit and actually committing with 
a knowing illegality RICO predicate acts of mail fraud/wire fraud/bribery/obstruction of 
justice/public corruption. 

655. Defendants Allstate/FSMB/Christie and their Co-Conspirators Geico/NCMB in perpetrating 
a "pattern of racketeering" did convert the State of North Carolina, the United States 
Bankruptcy Court, the United States District Court, and the NYSE into an association-in-fact 
racketeering enterprise, the "SUUN Association-In-Fact Enterprise". 

656. Through the "SUUN Association-In-Fact Enterprise" Defendants Allstate/FSMB/Christie 
and their Co-Conspirators Geico/NCMB perpetrated the "SUUN Scheme". 

657. A purpose ofthe "SUUN Scheme" was to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul (jailed/deported/suicide
killed) 

658. A purpose of the "SUUN Scheme" was to have Defendant Christie become the 2016 US 
President. 

659. A purpose of the "SUUN Scheme" was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from further exposing their 
crimes, and the securities fraud/bank fraud/bankruptcy fraud of Defendant Allstate and Co
conspirators Geico/TD Bank. 

660. Central to the perpetration of the "SUUN Scheme" was the "Hospital-Insurance
Pharmaceutical-Industry-Complex" ("HIPIC-FC") and their monopolization/control of all 
elements of American medicine by for-profit public-private corporations. 

661. The shared economic mission of the "HIPIC-FC" is the maximization of corporate profit and 
share price. 
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662. The "HIPIC-FC" maximization of corporate profit/share prices is procured through the 
exploitation of the American public (denial of care) and medical profession (license 
suspension/revocation/incarceration) achieved through their corrupt control of the 
executive/legislative/judicial branches of state/federal government. 

Christie: 

Mail/wire fraud: 

663. In a period commencing from approximately 2008/2009 to 2016 Defendant Christie did 
use the US mail wires in a knowing illegal manner, to exchange information with Defendant 
Allstate and Co-conspirator Geico regarding the perpetration of the first half of the "SUUN 
Scheme". 

664. The first half of the "SUUN Scheme" involved the revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license, the 
destruction of his economic standing/reputation and elimination, be it by 
jail/deportation/death. 

665. From 2016 to 2021, Defendant Christie did use the US mail/wires in a knowingly illegal 
manner, to exchange information with Defendants Allstate/FSMB and Co-conspirators 
Geico/TD regarding the second half of the "SUUN Scheme". 

666. The second half of the "SUUN Scheme" involved obstructing Plaintiff Kaul's efforts to 
procure a license anywhere in the world. 

667. The second half of the "SUUN Scheme" involved violating Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial 
rights and obstructing his access to justice by corrupting judges within the United States District 
Court. 

668. The purpose of the second half of the "SUUN Scheme" was an attempt to prevent Plaintiff 
Kaul from further exposing the crimes of Defendants Allstate/FSMB/Christie and Co
conspirators Geico/TD. 

669. These crimes include securities fraud/bankruptcy fraud/bank fraud. 

670. Defendant Christie received substantial shares from Defendant Allstate and Co
Conspirators Geico/TD as part of the quid pro quo schemes of bribery, to eliminate Plaintiff 
Kaul. 

Bribery: 

671. In a period from 2008/2009 to 2016, Defendant Christie did enter into a series of quid pro 
quo schemes with Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirator Geico. 
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672. In these quid pro quo schemes, Defendant Christie received bribes disguised as political 
campaign donations and corporate shares, 

673. In these quid pro quo schemes, Defendant Christie received bribes (monies) transferred 
into multiple tax-free offshore havens, including Israel. 

674. In a period from 2016 to 2021, Defendant Christie did corrupt judges within the United 
States District Court in quid pro quo schemes purposed to violate Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial 
rights. 

675. The purpose of violating Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights was to prevent him from 
further exposing the crimes of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

676. These crimes include securities fraud/bankruptcy fraud/bank fraud. 

Obstruction of justice/public corruption: 

677. In a period from 2008/2009 to 2016, Defendant Christie conspired to commit, and did 
commit, in collusion/conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, and as part of the first half of 
the "SUUN Scheme", an ongoing scheme to violate Plaintiff Kaul's right to justice within 
administrative/state/bankruptcy/federal courts within the geographic boundaries of the State 
of New Jersey, 

678. The violations were the intended product of multiple quid pro quo schemes in which The 
Kaul Cases Defendants funneled bribes to Defendant Christie to have Plaintiff Kaul eliminated. 

679. In a period from 2016 to 2021, Defendant Christie did corrupt judges within the United 
States District Court to violate Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights and obstruct justice. 

680. A purpose of the obstruction of justice was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from further exposing 
Defendants Allstate/FSMB/Christie and Co-conspirators Geico/TD decades-long schemes of 
corruption of American state/federal politicians/judges/legislators. 

681. A purpose of the obstruction of justice was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from further exposing 
Defendants Allstate/FSMB/Christie and Co-conspirator Geico/TD crimes of securities 
fraud/bankruptcy fraud/bank fraud. 

Money laundering: 

682. In a period from 2008/2009 to 2017, Defendant Christie did launder the proceeds of his 
"SUUN Scheme" related criminal activity, in the same places that he laundered the proceeds of 
his many other criminal enterprises. 

683. Defendant Christie laundered the proceeds through his family. 
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684. Defendant Christie laundered the proceeds through the NYSE. 

685. Defendant Christie laundered the proceeds through offshore trusts/banks. 

686. Defendant Christie laundered the proceeds through his law/political lobbying firm. 

687. Defendant Christie laundered the proceeds through his lawyers. 

688. Defendant Christie laundered the proceeds through his accountants. 

689. Defendant Christie laundered the proceeds through his public relation personnel (Mercury 
Public Relations). 

690. Defendant Christie laundered the proceeds through investments in Defendants Allstate 
and Co-Conspirators Geico/TD/ AHS. 

691. Defendant Christie laundered the proceeds through his real estate holdings. 

Allstate/Geico: 

Mail fraud/wire fraud: 

692. In a period commencing in 2008/2009, Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirator Geico did, 
with a knowing illegality, use the US mail/wires to exchange information with Defendant 
FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB, in furtherance of both the first half of the "SUUN Scheme" and in 
continued furtherance of the decades-long "HIPIC-FC" scheme (1986-Present). 

693. In these communications, Defendant Allstate, and Co-Conspirator Geico conspired with 
Defendant FSMB to globally disseminate knowingly fraudulent/highly defamatory information 
in furtherance of Plaintiff Kaul's elimination. 

694. The hoped-for-elimination (economic/reputation/livelihood/liberty/life) of Plaintiff Kaul 
was to prevent him exposing the crimes of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

695. From 2016 to 2021, Defendant Allstate did, with a knowing illegality, use the US mail/wires 
to exchange information with Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirators NCMB and all The Kaul Cases 

Defendants, in furtherance of the second half of the "SUUN Scheme". 

696. The second half of the "SUUN Scheme" involved violating Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial 
rights in the United States District Court through judicial corruption. 

697. A purpose of the violation was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from further exposing The Kaul 

Cases Defendants prior crimes (2008/2009-2016) in the State of North Carolina and the United 
States Bankruptcy Court. 
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698. A purpose of the violation was to attempt to conceal their securities fraud crimes on the 
NYSE (2016-2023). 

Bribery: 

699. Defendant Allstate/Co-conspirator Geico have, since 1986, participated in an illegal 
bribery-based scheme of racketeering with Defendant FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB/other state 
medical boards, the "HIPIC-FC" scheme, in a profit-purposed monopolization of the entire 
American healthcare system. 

700. The monopolization is made possible by the corruption/control of the political/judicial 
bodies of the American Republic, and remains facilitated by Citizens United (2010). 

701. From 2008/2009 to 2016 Defendants Allstate/FSMB and Co-Conspirators 
Geico/NCMB/other state medical boards perpetrated a massive series of crimes against Plaintiff 
Kaul, though the conduction of a "pattern of racketeering". 

702. The "pattern of racketeering" was perpetrated through the "SUUN Association-In-Fact 
Enterprise" 

703. The "pattern of racketeering" furthered the first half of "SUUN Scheme". 

704. The "pattern of racketeering" provides further evidence of the longstanding "HIPIC-FC" 
scheme, in which, in its simplest form, for-profit corporations operating in the healthcare 
market, engage in knowingly illegal quid pro quo bribery schemes with Defendant FSMB/Co
conspirator NCMB/other state medical boards, in which these entities operating through the 
"FC" ("Federation Cartel") have eliminated (license 
suspension/revocation/indictment/incarceration/suicide) physicians whose 
thoughts/words/actions either fail to support or undermine the corporate profit agenda. A 
scheme of CORPORATE TOTALATARIANSIM. 

Obstruction of justice/public corruption: 

705. From 2008/2009 to 2016, Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirator Geico did, with knowing 
illegality, use the US mail/wires to exchange information with Defendant FSMB regarding the 
"SUUN Scheme" to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul. 

706. From 2016 to 2021, Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirator Geico did with knowing 
illegality use the US mail/wires to conspire to commit, and commit corruption of judges within 
the New Jersey Superior Court, the United States Bankruptcy Court (DNJ) and the United States 
District Court. 

707. The purpose of the judicial corruption was to obstruct justice by violating Plaintiff Kaul's 
prosecutorial rights. 
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708. A purpose of the obstruction of justice was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from further exposing 
The Kaul Cases Defendants crimes against Plaintiff Kaul in the State of North Carolina, crimes 
which commenced in 2012 and are ongoing. 

709. A purpose of the obstruction of justice was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing The 
Kaul Cases Defendants commission/aiding/abetting bankruptcy fraud in the United States 
Bankruptcy Court (2013-2020). 

710. A purpose of the obstruction of justice was to attempt to conceal The Kaul Cases 

Defendants securities fraud offenses committed in the NYSE (2016-2023), crimes that have thus 
not been investigated by the SEC, because Co-Conspirator Grewal was fraudulently appointed 
its enforcement director in June 2021, for exactly this illegal purpose. 

Money laundering: 

711. Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirator Geico did launder and continue to launder the 
proceeds of their crimes (2008/2009-2023) through the NYSE and global investment 
community, including the sovereign funds of many other nations, and exchanges, including the 
London, Shanghai, and Bombay Stock Exchanges. 

712. Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirator Geico continue to fail to disclose to international 
markets their ongoing commission of securities fraud (2016-2023), with knowledge of the 
immense liability this continues to cause to private/sovereign funds currently invested on the 
NYSE. 

713. Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/TD have not disclosed the $28,000 trillion + 
liability in any filings, anywhere in the world, at any point in time after 2016. 
FSMB/Co-conspirator NCMB: 

Mail fraud/wire fraud: 

714. In a period from 2008/2009 to 2016, Defendant FSMB did with knowing illegality use the 
US mail/wires to exchange information with Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirators 
Geico/NCMB regarding the first half of the "SUUN Scheme", that involved the revocation of 
Plaintiff Kaul's license, the destruction of his economic standing/reputation and his elimination, 
be it by jail/deportation/killed. 

715. From 2016 to May 2023, Defendant FSMB did similarly use the US mail/wires to conspire 
with The Kaul Cases Defendants to commit acts of corruption of judges/senators within the 
United States District Court/US Government, purposed to violate Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial 
rights and obstruct justice. 
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716. Defendant FSMB's obstruction of justice was purposed to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from 
further exposing The Kaul Cases Defendants crimes (2008/2009 to 2023), including those of 
securities fraud. 

717. From 2014 to 2021, Defendant FSMB in collusion/conspiracy with and through the "FC", 
did conspire with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to obstruct Plaintiff Kaul from 
procuring a medical license anywhere in the world including the State of North Carolina. 

718. The purpose of a global obstruction of license procurement was an attempt to restrict 
Plaintiff Kaul's access to capital, in the belief/hope it would obstruct his ability to prosecute his 
claims to judgment. 

719. Defendant FSMB's purpose in attempting to violate Plaintiff Kaul's ability to prosecute his 
claims to judgment is to attempt to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing the crimes (2008/2009 
to 2021) of The Kaul Cases Defendants 

720. The crimes of The Kaul Cases Defendants, including Defendant FSM Bare mail fraud/wire 
fraud/perjury/extortion/kickbacks/obstruction of justice/public corruption/evidence 
tampering/witness tampering/securities fraud/bankruptcy fraud/bank fraud/money 
laundering/judicial corruption/kidnapping/manslaughter/chemical weapon trafficking/COVID 
vaccine related crimes against humanity. 

Bribery: 

721. Since 1986, Defendant FSMB has conducted ongoing schemes of bribery with for-profit 
corporations {"HIPIC-FC") in furtherance of their scheme to monopolize all elements of 
American medicine, from the business of regulation to healthcare commerce. 

722. Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirator Geico bribed, and continue to bribe Defendant 
FSMB to have Plaintiff Kaul eliminated from the market (2012/2014) 

723. Defendants Allstate, Co-Conspirator Geico and The Kaul Cases Defendants continue to 
bribe Defendant FSMB-NCMB to attempt to prevent Plaintiff Kaul's re-entry into clinical 
practice. 

724. The purpose of attempting to prevent Plaintiff Kaul's re-entry is an attempt to deny him 
access to capital. 

725. Defendant FSMB-NCMB and all The Kaul Cases Defendants believe that if Plaintiff Kaul is 
denied capital, it will prevent Plaintiff Kaul from prosecuting them in the United States District 
Court. 
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726. From 2016 to 2021, Defendant FSMB-NCMB has bribed judges/senators within the United 
States District Court/US Government, in order to violate Kaul's prosecutorial rights and obstruct 
justice. 

727. A purpose of the obstruction of justice was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from further exposing 
The Kaul Cases Defendants crimes against Plaintiff Kaul in the State of North Carolina, crimes 
which commenced in 2012 and are ongoing. 

728. A purpose of the obstruction of justice was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing The 
Kaul Cases Defendants commission/aiding/abetting bankruptcy fraud in the United States 
Bankruptcy Court (2013-2020). 

729. A purpose of the obstruction of justice was to attempt to conceal The Kaul Cases 

Defendants securities fraud offenses committed in the NYSE (2016-2023), crimes that have thus 
not been investigated by the SEC, because Co-Conspirator Grewal was fraudulently appointed 
its enforcement director in June 2021, for exactly this illegal purpose. 

Obstruction of justice/public corruption: 

730. From 2016 to 2021, Defendant FSMB by, through and with the "FC", and in 
collusion/conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, did bribe judges/senators within the 
United States District Court/US Government. 

731. The purpose of bribing judges/senators was to pervert the course of justice by violating 
Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights. 

732. The purpose of violating Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights was to pervert the course of 
justice in order to attempt to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from further exposing the crimes of The 

Kaul Cases Defendants. 

Money laundering: 

733. Since 1986, Defendant FSMB has generated millions of dollars from its "pattern of 
racketeering" within American medicine, through the willful exploitation/expense of the 
American public/medical profession. 

734. Defendant FSMB's criminal proceeds have been laundered through investments in 
corporations publicly traded on the NYSE, including Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirator 
Geico and other health insurance companies including third-party carriers commercially allied 
with state/federal governments. 

735. Defendant FSMB's proceeds are also laundered through law/political lobbying/public 
relation firms that funnel bribes to state/federal judges/executives/legislators, in exchange for 
judgments/legislation that further the political/economic agendas of Defendant FSMB/Co-
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conspirator NCMB/other state medical boards and all corporations involved in commerce with 
the "HIPIC-FC-Association-ln-Fact Enterprise". 

COUNT ELEVEN 

Association-In-Fact Enterprise: State of North Carolina-United States Bankruptcy Court
United States District Court 

Defendant Persons: Christie/Allstate 
Co-conspirators: Geico/Grewal/Murphy 

RICO Predicate Acts: kidnapping/mail fraud/wire fraud/bribery/obstruction of justice/public 
corruption 

Overview: 

736. In a period from April 2, 2012, to the present, Defendants Christie/ Allstate and Co
Conspirators Geico/Grewal/Murphy did conduct a "pattern of racketeering''. within the 
association-in-fact enterprise of the State of North Carolina-United States Bankruptcy Court
United States District Court ("NCBD Association-In-Fact Enterprise"). 

737. In conducting the "pattern of racketeering" within/through the "NCBD Association-In
Fact Enterprise", Defendants Christie/ Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/Grewal/Murphy did 
convert the State of North Carolina/United States Bankruptcy Court/United States District Court 
into a "racketeering enterprise". 

738. It was through the "NCBD Association-In-Fact Enterprise" that Defendants 
Christie/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/Grewal/Murphy perpetrated the RICO predicate 
acts of kidnapping/mail fraud/wire fraud/bribery/obstruction of justice/public 
corruption/judicial corruption. 

739. The purpose of Defendants Christie/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/Grewal/Murphy's 
commission of the RICO predicate acts through a "pattern of racketeering'' was to prevent 
Plaintiff Kaul from further exposing their crimes prior to the crimes of having Plaintiff Kaul 
kidnapped on May 27, 2021/illegally arrested-jailed on June 14, 2023. 

740. The purpose of the prevention of exposition of crimes, other than the civil/criminal 
liability, was Defendant Christie's 2024 political aspirations. 

741. Defendants Christie/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/Grewal/Murphy's scheme to 
suppress Plaintiff Kaul's prosecution of The Kaul Cases. functioned partly in that all cases filed 
by Plaintiff Kaul, except Kll-1/Kll-3, were transferred to the District of New Jersey-Newark, 
where Plaintiff Kaul had no choice but to voluntarily dismiss them. 
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742. From the commencement of Kl on February 22, 2016, in only one case - KS - was a Rule 
16 Order entered (Exhibit 27). The KS Defendants, consistent with their corruption of the court, 
had the case transferred from the Camden to the Newark vicinage, where the Rule 16 Order 
was stayed. 

Christie: 

Kidnapping: 

743. On May 26, 2021, Defendant Christie was served at his law office in Morristown, with a 
summons and complaint in Kll-2. 

744. Shortly thereafter, Defendant Christie did, with knowing illegality, conspire with Defendant 
Allstate and Co-conspirators Murphy/Grewal/Geico to have Kaul kidnapped on May 27, 2021, 
by nine (9) armed individuals who purported to be NJ state police, as pied in Kll-9. 

745. No warrants were produced, and Plaintiff Kaul was forcibly detained against his will, and 
rapidly removed to a local police station, where he was chained to a bench (Exhibit 15). 

746. Plaintiff Kaul was then forcibly transferred to another police station and told that he was 
to be transferred to the Mercer County Jail in Trenton, NJ. 

747. Plaintiff Kaul's repeated requests for a warrant were ignored. 

748. Defendants Christie/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/Grewal/Murphy/The Kaul Cases 
Defendants commission of this RICO predicate act was committed in order to have Plaintiff Kaul 
jailed/injured/killed. 

749. The purpose of having Plaintiff Kaul jailed/injured/killed was to cause him to become 
physically/psychologically unable to continue the prosecution of Kll-2/other future litigation 
by having him eliminated. 

750. The purpose of preventing Plaintiff Kaul's prosecution of Kll-2 was to prevent him further 
exposing the crimes of The Kaul Cases Defendants, including those of securities fraud. 

751. On May 29, 2021, it was made evident to Plaintiff Kaul that many people had knowledge of 
the 'Kaul Kidnapping Scheme'. as Plaintiff Kaul received a phone call from his ex-wife, with 
whom he had not spoken since November 2020, in which she recounted specifics details of the 
event that she obtained from her cousin, a physician who works at Kll-2 Defendant 
Hackensack University Medical Center ("HUMC"). 
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Mail/wire fraud: 

752. In a period from May 26, 2021, to the present, Defendant Christie, with knowing illegality 
did use the US mail/wires to exchange information with Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirators 
Geico/Grewal/Murphy/The Kaul Cases Defendants regarding the planning/execution and 
unexpected consequences of the 'Kaul Kidnapping Scheme. 

753. When the scheme failed, the Defendants, realizing that Plaintiff Kaul would file suit, did 
use the US mail/wires to conspire with judges/senators in the United States District Court/US 
Government to violate Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights by obstructing justice through venue 
transfer from the Southern District of New York to the District of New Jersey, 

754. Plaintiff Kaul's suit (Kll-9), after having been transferred to the District New Jersey -
Newark Vicinage, was dismissed, in an attempt to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from further exposing 
the crimes of The Kaul Cases Defendants (2008/2009 to 2021). 

Bribery: 

755. In a period from 2008/2009 to 2016, Defendant Christie did engage in multiple quid pro 
quo schemes of bribery with Defendant Allstate and Co-Conspirator Allstate, in which he 
abused state power to further the economic/political agendas of, amongst others, himself and 
these corporate Defendant/Co-Conspirators. 

756. A purpose of the schemes was to have him elected the 2016 US President. 

757. A purpose of the scheme was to increase share value/executive compensation of 
Defendant Allstate/Co-Conspirator Geico, through the knowing/willful exploitation of the 
American public and medical profession. 

758. During his tenure as NJ Governor (2009-2017) Defendant Christie abused state power to 
have incarcerated many innocent physicians (principally Hispanic/Indian/ African American) to 
whom the insurance industry owed money for their provision of life-saving clinical services. 

759. These false prosecutions/convictions were perpetrated by his Attorney General, and in NJ 
state courts corrupted by Defendants Allstate/Co-Conspirator Geico. 
Obstruction of justice/public corruption: 

760. Defendant Christie, in conspiring to have Plaintiff Kaul kidnapped, did attempt to violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights, and obstruct justice in the United States District Court. 

761. Defendant Christie's obstruction of justice was purposed to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from 
exposing the massive crimes of The Kaul Cases Defendants, of amongst other things, 
judicial/political corruption. 
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Murphy: 

Kidnapping: 

762. Co-Conspirator Murphy, prior to becoming the NJ Governor was the US Ambassador to 
Germany, and prior to that was a partner at Goldman-Sachs, a corporation that holds shares in 
Defendant Allstate/Co-Conspirator Geico, the dividends from which Co-Conspirator Murphy 
continues to profit. 

763. Co-Conspirator Murphy, recognizing that there were no legitimate means of contesting 
Plaintiff Kaul's right to continue prosecuting The Kaul Cases Defendants, did conspire with 
Defendants Christie/ Allstate and Co-Conspirators Grewal/Geico to have Plaintiff Kaul 
eliminated on May 27, 2021, be it by either severe injury and or death. 

764. A purpose of eliminating Plaintiff Kaul was to prevent him from further exposing the 
crimes of The Kaul Cases Defendants, including the securities fraud violations. 

765. Co-Conspirator Murphy, in perpetrating the 'Kaul Kidnapping Scheme' did recognize its 
illegality and violation of Plaintiff Kaul's fundamental human rights, but persisted nonetheless, 
because of the immense civil/criminal liability posed to The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

Mail/wire fraud: 

766. Co-Conspirator Murphy, in conspiring to perpetrate the 'Kaul Kidnapping Scheme' did, 
with knowledge of its illegality, use the US mail/wires to exchange information with Defendants 
Christie/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Grewal/Geico regarding the execution and then the 
unintended consequences of the scheme's failure including Plaintiff Kaul's filing/publicization of 
Kll-9. 

Bribery: 

767. Co-Conspirator Murphy continues to receive bribes from Defendant Allstate/ Co
Conspirator Geico, under cover of dividends/shares from Goldman-Sachs, and has not, since 
becoming the NJ Governor, relinquished his/his family's holdings in the corporation, in 
accordance with NJ law pertaining to state official conflicts of interest. 

Obstruction of justice/public corruption: 

768. Defendant Murphy, in conspiring to have Plaintiff Kaul kidnapped, did attempt to violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights, and obstruct justice in the United States District Court. 

769. A purpose of the obstruction of justice was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing the 
felonies of The Kaul Cases Defendants, of amongst other things, judicial/political corruption. 
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770. Co-Conspirator Murphy, in furtherance of this scheme to obstruct justice, did in a period 
commencing June 15, 2021, conspire with judges/senators in the United States District 
Court/US Government to have Kll-9 transferred from the Southern District of New York to the 
District of New Jersey. 

771. Co-Conspirator Murphy, in furtherance of this scheme to obstruct justice, did in a period 
commencing June 15, 2021, conspire with judges/senators in the United States District 
Court/US Government to have Kll-9 dismissed almost immediately after it had been 
transferred from the Southern District of New York to the District of New Jersey. 

Grewal: 

Kidnapping: 

772. On May 27, 2021, Co-Conspirator Grewal did conspire with Defendants Christie/Allstate 
and Co-Conspirators Murphy/Geico to have Plaintiff Kaul kidnapped on May 27, 2021, with the 
purpose of having him incarcerated in the Mercer County jail in Trenton, over the Memorial 
Day Weekend, in order to have him either seriously injured and or murdered. 

773. When the 'Kaul Kidnapping Scheme' commenced on May 27, 2021, at approximately 2:30 
pm EST, Co-Conspirator Grewal remained in constant contact with the kidnappers, and did, at 
approximately 7 pm EST, learn that the scheme had publicly failed. 

774. Co-Conspirator Grewal, in the planning and execution of the scheme, did know that its 
principal purpose was to have Plaintiff Kaul eliminated, 

775. Co-Conspirator Grewal, in the planning and execution of the scheme, did know that its 
principal purpose of having Plaintiff Kaul eliminated was to prevent him further exposing the 
serious and massive crimes (2008/2009-2021) of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

Mail/wire fraud: 

776. Co-Conspirator Grewal, did know that in the planning, perpetration and 'damage control' 
phases of the 'Kaul Kidnapping Scheme' he did, with knowing illegality use the US wires to 
exchange information with Defendants Christie/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Murphy/Geico. 

777. Co-Conspirator Grewal knew that his illegal use of the US wires constituted the felony of 
wire fraud. 

778. In these exchanges over the US wires, Defendant Christie/Allstate and Co-Conspirators 
Geico/Murphy/Grewal expressed their opinion that the scheme would be successful. 
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779. In these exchanges, conducted over the US wires, Defendant Christie/Allstate and Co
Conspirators Geico/Murphy/Grewal stated that the scheme's success would render Plaintiff 
Kaul mentally/physically unable to continue his prosecution of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

780. Also contained within these exchanges were frantic emails that evidenced their fear of 
public exposure when they learned that the scheme had failed, particularly as it related to the 
political careers of Defendant Christie and Co-Conspirators Murphy/Grewal. 

Bribery: 

781. Co-Conspirator Grewal made the decision to participate in the 'Kaul Kidnapping Scheme' 
believing it would be successful, in causing Plaintiff Kaul's elimination through severe 
physical/psychological injury and or death. 

782. However, when it failed and Plaintiff Kaul sued him on June 15, 2021 (Kll-9), he panicked 
and was transferred to the enforcement division of the SEC, in the belief it would shield him 
from prosecution by Plaintiff Kaul. 

783. Co-Conspirator Grewal 's transfer was part of a quid pro quo with the Defendants 
Christie/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Murphy/Geico. 

784. In the quid pro quo scheme, a purpose of the transfer from being the NJ AG to the SEC 
enforcement director was to 'purchase' /ensure the silence of Defendant Grewal regarding the 
'Kaul Kidnapping Scheme'. 

785. In the quid pro quo scheme, a purpose of Co-Conspirator Grewal's transfer from being the 
NJ AG to the SEC enforcement director was to prevent exposure of the securities fraud crimes 
of Defendant Allstate and Co-conspirators /TD/Geico (Berkshire Hathaway). 

Obstruction of justice/public corruption: 

786. Co-Conspirator Grewal was appointed the NJ AG in 2017 by Co-Conspirator Murphy upon 
the recommendation of Defendant Christie, who had, while governor, appointed Co
conspirator Grewal a state county prosecutor. Co-conspirator Grewal worked under Defendant 
Christie while the latter was the US Attorney (2001-2009). 

787. Co-Conspirator Grewal obediently followed orders from Defendant Christie and the 
insurance industry, in the filing of indictments/license revocation actions against physicians to 
whom the insurance industry owed monies. 

788. Many of these false cases were brought on fabricated and meaningless claims regarding 
the prescription of pain-relieving medications. 
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789. Co-Conspirator Grewal conspired with Defendants Christie/Allstate and Co-Conspirators 
Geico/Murphy in schemes of public corruption. 

790. Within these schemes of public corruption, Co-Conspirators Grewal/Murphy/Geico, and 
Defendants Christie/Allstate abused state/judicial power to knowingly/illegally violate the 
constitutional rights of principally ethnic minority (Indians/African Americans/Hispanics) 
physicians to whom the insurance industry owed monies. 

791. A principal purpose of violating their constitutional rights was to cause them a deprivation 
of their fundamental right to due process/obstruction of justice in their defense against the 
indictments/license revocation proceedings. 

792. A purpose of this judicially aided/abetted due process deprivation/obstruction justice 
scheme was to further the economic agenda of The Kaul Cases Defendants, through the 
exploitation of the American public. 

793. A purpose of this judicially aided/abetted due process deprivation/obstruction justice 
scheme was to further the political agenda of The Kaul Cases Defendants, through the 
exploitation of the American medical profession. 

794. Co-Conspirator Grewal, in the commission of these RICO predicate acts (kidnapping/mail 
fraud/wire fraud/bribery/obstruction of justice/public corruption) did violate the authority of 
all districts of the United States District Court. 

795. Co-Conspirator Grewal, in the commission of these human rights violations did violate the 
rights of the United States as delegated and enshrined within the Universal Declaration Of 
Human Rights. 

796. Co-Conspirator Grewal, in the knowingly illegal commission of these human rights 
violations did further injure the reputation of the United States as a signatory/beneficiary of the 
duties/privileges owed/derived from the Universal Declaration Of Human Rights. 

797. Co-Conspirator Grewal, in the knowingly illegal commission of these RICO predicate 
acts/human rights violations did recognize that he, a lawyer/NJ AG, converted the State of New 
Jersey into a "racketeering enterprise" to serve the interests of corrupt 
corporations/politicians/judges. 

798. Co-Conspirator Grewal, in the knowingly illegal commission of these RICO predicate 
acts/human rights violations did recognize that he, a lawyer/NJ AG, did act in a tyrannical 
manner. 

799. Co-Conspirator Grewal, in recognizing he did act in a tyrannical manner, did also recognize 
his acts re-affirmed/re-in forced Defendant Christie's conversion of the District of New Jersey 
(USA: 2000-2008) State of New Jersey (Governor NJ: 2009-2017) into a tyranny. 
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800. Co-Conspirator Grewal was a subjugate of Defendant Christie as an AUSA DNJ, before 
being assigned as lead prosecutor in Bergen County, New Jersey by Co-conspirator Murphy. 

Allstate/Geico: 

Public Corruption/Fraud on the Court/Witness Tampering/Evidence Tampering/False 
Indictments/False Arrests/Kidnapping/False Incarcerations. 

801. From 2006 to 2016, Defendant Allstate/Co-Conspirator Geico employed a multi-pronged 
strategy to attempt to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul. 

802. The strategy included knowingly false denials of certification for patient clinical care. 

803. The strategy included knowingly false denial of payment after Plaintiff Kaul provided 
clinical care. 

804. The strategy included knowingly false contestations of Plaintiff Kaul at every fee 
arbitration. 

805. The strategy included the dissemination of knowing falsehoods to lawyers/doctors/surgical 
centers/hospitals to attempt to destroy Plaintiff Kaul's reputation, 

806. The strategy included the dissemination of knowing falsehoods to lawyers/doctors/surgical 
centers/hospitals to attempt to make it impossible for Plaintiff Kaul to work. 

807. The strategy included the filing and their publicization of knowingly fraudulent lawsuits 
against Plaintiff Kaul in corrupted NJ state/federal courts. 

808. A purpose of the filing and publicization of knowingly fraudulent lawsuits was to re-litigate 
the arbitration hearings in which Plaintiff Kaul prevailed. 

809. Plaintiff Kaul prevailed in almost ninety-nine percent {99%) of all arbitration hearings. 

810. Defendant Allstate/Co-Conspirator Geico's strategy to attempt to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul 
included ordering the state medical board to revoke (illegally) Plaintiff Kaul's license. 

811. Defendant Allstate/Co-Conspirator Geico's strategy to attempt to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul 
included having the NJ State AG initiate highly publicized criminal investigations/grand jury 
proceedings purposed to societally alienate/ostracize Plaintiff Kaul. 

812. A purpose of the alienation/ostracization was to render Plaintiff Kaul unable to retain 
witnesses to defend against planned criminal indictments by the NJ State AG. 
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813. A purpose of the witness deprivation was to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the ability to defend 
against planned criminal indictments by the NJ State AG. 

814. A purpose of the alienation/ostracization was to render Plaintiff Kaul unable to procure 
monies to defend against planned criminal indictments by the NJ State AG. 

815. A purpose of the monies deprivation was to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the ability to defend 
against planned criminal indictments by the NJ State AG. 

816. A purpose of the defense deprivation (monies/witnesses) was an attempt to ensure 
Plaintiff Kaul was convicted consequent to planned criminal indictments by the NJ State AG. 

817. A purpose of any conviction consequent to planned criminal indictments by the NJ State 
AG was to illegally seize Plaintiff Kaul/his family's assets. 

818. A purpose of any conviction consequent to planned criminal indictments by the NJ State 
AG was to have Plaintiff Kaul incarcerated. 

819. A purpose of any incarceration consequent to planned criminal indictments by the NJ State 
AG was to attempt to have Plaintiff Kaul eliminated from the American healthcare market. 

820. A purpose of Plaintiff Kaul's NJ State AG caused elimination from the American healthcare 
market was to illegally increase, through antitrust violations, the profits of competing 
healthcare corporations by eliminating the competitive threat posed by Plaintiff Kaul. 

821. A purpose of any incarceration consequent to planned criminal indictments by the NJ State 
AG was to attempt to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing the crimes of The Kaul Cases 
Defendants (2006-Present). 

822. Defendant Allstate/Co-Conspirator Geico's strategy to attempt to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul 
included have the US Attorney/FBI initiate criminal investigations purposed to societally 
alienate/ostracize Plaintiff Kaul. 

823. A purpose of the alienation/ostracization was to render Plaintiff Kaul unable to retain 
witnesses to defend against planned criminal indictments by the US Attorney/FBI . 

824. A purpose of the witness deprivation was to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the ability to defend 
against planned criminal indictments by the US Attorney/FBI. 

825. A purpose of the alienation/ostracization was to render Plaintiff Kaul unable to procure 
monies to defend against planned criminal indictments by the US Attorney/FBI. 

826. A purpose of the monies deprivation was to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the ability to defend 
against planned criminal indictments by the NJ State AG. 
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827. A purpose of the defense deprivation (monies/witnesses) was an attempt to ensure 
Plaintiff Kaul was convicted consequent to planned criminal indictments by the US 
Attorney /FBI. 

828. A purpose of any conviction consequent to planned criminal indictments by the US 
Attorney/FBI was to illegally seize Plaintiff Kaul/his family's assets. 

829. A purpose of any conviction consequent to planned criminal indictments by the US 
Attorney/FBI was to have Plaintiff Kaul incarcerated. 

830. A purpose of any incarceration consequent to planned criminal indictments by the US 
Attorney/FBI was to attempt to have Plaintiff Kaul eliminated from the American healthcare 
market. 

831. A purpose of Plaintiff Kaul's US Attorney/FBl's caused elimination from the American 
healthcare market was to illegally increase, through antitrust violations, the profits of 
competing healthcare corporations by eliminating the competitive threat posed by Plaintiff 
Kaul. 

832. A purpose of any incarceration consequent to planned criminal indictments by the US 
Attorney/FBI was to attempt to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing the crimes of The Kaul 
Cases Defendants {2006-Present). 

833. The strategy included having Plaintiff Kaul indicted on false tax charges. 

834. The strategy included conspiring with Plaintiff Kaul's ex-wife to have him jailed on unpaid 
child support charges. 

835. The strategy included preventing Plaintiff Kaul access to banking services. 

836. The strategy included bribing judges/senators in federal court/government to 
obstruct/dismiss all cases filed by Plaintiff Kaul in the United States District Court. 

837. The strategy included scheming to have and actually having Plaintiff Kaul kidnapped on 
May 27, 2021, after Defendant Christie had been served with the summons/complaint in Kll-2 
on May 26, 2021. 

Mail/wire fraud: 

838. Defendant Allstate/Co-Conspirator Geico, in the planning/execution/'damage control' 
phases of the 'Kaul Kidnapping Scheme', did, with knowledge of its illegality, use the US 
mail/wires to exchange information with Defendant Christie and Co-Conspirators 
Murphy/Grewal. 
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Bribery: 

839. Defendant Allstate/Co-Conspirator Geico did funnel bribes to Defendants 
Christie/Murphy/Grewal as part of a quid pro quo scheme. 

840. The quid pro quo scheme involved Defendant Christie and Co-Conspirators 
Murphy/Grewal corruptly 'selling' public (state) power, without the public's permission, to 
Defendant Allstate/Co-Conspirator Geico. 

841. The scheme's purpose was to attempt to ensure the elimination of Plaintiff Kaul 
(jailed/deported/killed) to prevent him from further exposing their crimes. 
Obstruction of justice/public corruption: 

842. In having Plaintiff Kaul kidnapped on May 27, 2021/illegally arrested-jailed on June 14, 
2023, The Kaul Cases Defendants did violate with physical violence his prosecutorial rights in 
the United States District Court, in the belief that he would either be unwilling or unable 
(psychologically/physically) to continue the prosecution of his claims. 

843. In violating Plaintiff Kaul's prosecutorial rights, Defendants Christie/ Allstate, and Co
Conspirators Murphy/Grewal/Geico did in the process, attempt to cause a knowingly illegal 
obstruction of justice within the United States District Court. 

844. Defendants Christie/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Murphy/Grewal/Geico, in coopting a 
state police agency into the commission of the crimes of kidnapping/mail fraud/wire fraud did 
obstruct justice in the United States District Court. 

845. In the commission of the obstruction of justice Defendants Christie/ Allstate and Co
Conspirators Murphy/Grewal/Geico converted the apparatus of American State/United States 
District Court into a "racketeering enterprise". 

846. Through the "NCBD Association-In-Fact Racketeering Enterprise" Defendants 
Christie/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Murphy/Grewal/Geico, being aided/abetted by state 
police, did conduct a "pattern of racketeering" through the commission of RICO predicate acts 
of obstruction of justice/public corruption/bribery/wire fraud/public corruption/fraud on the 
court/witness tampering/evidence tampering/false indictments/false arrests/kidnapping/false 
incarcerations. 

847. The principal purpose of the "pattern of racketeering" was to attempt to eliminate 
Plaintiff Kaul to prevent him from further exposing the crimes of The Kaul Cases Defendants 
(2006-2023). 
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COUNT TWELVE 

Association-In-Fact Enterprise: State of New York-State of North Carolina-NYSE ("SSN 
Association-In-Fact Enterprise) 

Defendant Persons: Allstate/FSMB 
Co-conspirators: Geico/Hengerer/NCMB 

RICO Predicate Acts: Bribery/Mail Fraud/Wire Fraud/Obstruction of Justice/Conspiracy 

Overview: 

848. In a period that commenced in late 2020, the Defendant FSMB/Allstate and Co
Conspirators Geico/Hengerer/NCMB did conspire to conduct, and did conduct a knowingly 
illegal "pattern of racketeering" 

849. Defendants FSMB/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/Hengerer/NCMB conducted the 
"pattern of racketeering" through the "SSN Association-In-Fact Enterprise". 

850. The "pattern of racketeering" involved the commission of the RICO predicate acts of 
bribery/ mail fraud/wire fraud/obstruction of justice/conspiracy. 

851. A purpose of the "pattern of racketeering" was to illegally prevent Plaintiff Kaul from 
obtaining a physician license in the State of New York. 

852. The license prevention scheme was an attempt to suppress Plaintiff Kaul's economic 
resurgence, in the beliefthat such a scheme would hinder Plaintiff Kaul's exposure of The Kaul 
Cases Defendants' crimes (2006-2023). 

853. The Kaul Cases Defendants crimes include, amongst others, bribery/public 
corruption/evidence tampering/witness tampering/bankruptcy fraud/bank fraud/mail 
fraud/wire fraud/judicial corruption/perjury/kickbacks/securities fraud (2006-2023 committed 
within judicial/political/legislative bodies of the American state/federal systems). 

854. In the commission of obstructing Plaintiff Kaul's efforts to obtain a license in the State of 
New York (October 2020 to July 2021), Defendants FSMB/Allstate and Co-Conspirators 
Geico/Hengerer did conspire to and did commit a multitude of frauds across the US wires to 
attempt to deceive, delay and deny Plaintiff Kaul's application, an "ongoing" injury consequent 
to an "ongoing pattern of racketeering", one purpose of which is to attempt to prevent 
Plaintiff Kaul exposing The Kaul Cases Defendants crimes. 

855. Defendants FSMB/ Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/Hengerer with others did use the US 
wires to propagate knowingly false information that the denial of Plaintiff Kaul's application by 
a supposed medical board subcommittee was based on a question of so called "moral 

suitability". 
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856. Plaintiff Kaul's multiple requests for the production of any state policy regarding the 
process of character assessment were ignored. 

857. In furtherance of Defendants FSMB/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/Hengerer effort to 
conceal the fraudulence of their "moral suitability" scheme, they conspired with an individual 
by the name of "Vincent Vollaro". 

858. The conspiracy was purposed to attempt, on June 17, 2021, to engage Plaintiff Kaul in a 
non-recorded phone call, in which "Vincent Vollaro" a non-lawyer/non-physician/non-ethicist 
would "explain the process" ["moral suitability"] to Plaintiff Kaul. 

859. The call did not occur, but its purpose was to fabricate evidence to bolster Defendants 
FSMB/ Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/Hengerer falsehood regarding a supposed 
subcommittee's purported "moral suitability" as the basis for the denial of Plaintiff Kaul's NY 
February 2021 license application. 

860. Plaintiff Kaul has established as a matter of fact that no board subcommittee ever 
convened to consider Plaintiff Kaul's application. 

861. Plaintiff Kaul has established as a matter of fact that there exists no opinion, reasoned or 
not, that finds a "question of moral suitability" as the basis for denial of licensure. 

862. On July 14, 2021, consequent to Plaintiff Kaul having sent letters to every member ofthe 
NY State Government regarding the state's liability for the crimes of The Kaul Cases 
Defendants, Defendants FSMB/ Allstate, and Co-Conspirators Geico/Hengerer did conspire with 
"Vollaro" to use the US wires to transmit a knowingly fraudulent document. 

863. In the knowingly fraudulent document "Vollaro" asserts that a "subcommittee" of the 
state medical board denied Plaintiff Kaul's application based on a purported "question of moral 
suitability". 

864. Plaintiff Kaul's subsequent requests for a copy of the transcript and signed purported 
opinion of the supposed subcommittee were ignored and then denied. 

865. On August 27, 2021, Plaintiff Kaul filed a petition (Kaul v Zucker/Hengerer: 101019-2021) 
in the New York Supreme Court (Borough of New York), that sought to compel Defendant 
Hengerer to produce the purported "subcommittee" opinion. 

866. To date no physician/member of the New York State Medical Board has confirmed 
participating in any evaluation of Plaintiff Kaul's application. 
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Co-conspirator Hengerer: 

867. Co-Conspirator Hengerer is a board director of Defendant FSMB with whom he engages in 
commerce related to the business of so called "physician discipline". 

868. Co-Conspirator Hengerer is the Chairman of the New York State Board Committee for 
Professional Medical Conduct. 

869. Co-Conspirator Hengerer has a controlling position in deciding which physicians licenses 
are suspended and or revoked. 

870. Co-Conspirator Hengerer abuses the power of his position to have prohibited the issuance 
of licenses to physicians whom for-profit healthcare corporations 
(insurance/hospital/pharmaceutical) have targeted for elimination. 

871. Co-Conspirator Hengerer abuses the power of his position to have suspended/revoked the 
licenses of physicians whom for-profit healthcare corporations 
(insurance/hospital/pharmaceutical) have targeted for elimination. 

872. Co-Conspirator Hengerer is cognizant of the illegality of his participation in the "HIPIC-FC" 
("Hospital-Insurance-Pharmaceutical Industrial Complex - Federation Cartel") scheme. 

873. Defendants FSMB/ Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/Hengerer compete with Plaintiff 
Kaul in the American healthcare market. 

874. Despite Co-Conspirator Hengerer's cognizance of the illegality he persisted in his unlawful 
use of the US mail/wires to propagate the license prohibition scheme to prevent Plaintiff Kaul 
from participating in the relevant market. 

875. Defendants FSMB/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/Hengerer's license prohibition 
scheme constitutes a willful/ongoing antitrust injury to Plaintiff Kaul and the healthcare market. 

876. Defendants FSMB/ Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/Hengerer's license prohibition 
scheme constitutes an offense that Defendant Hengerer recognizes is violative of Plaintiff Kaul's 
constitutional/human rights to life/liberty/property. 

877. Co-Conspirator Hengerer, despite knowing the penalties associated with his violations of 
antitrust law and of Plaintiff Kaul's constitutional/human rights, was motivated to commit the 
crimes. 

878. Co-Conspirator Hengerer's motivation pertained to the economic benefit that inured to 
him. 
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879. The economic benefit derived partly from his commercial association with the American 
Hospital Association, to which Plaintiff Kaul's revolutionary outpatient spine surgical work 
presented a substantial business threat. 

880. Co-Conspirator Hengerer was paid to be a surgical chairman at Strong Memorial Hospital 
in Rochester, NY for many decades. 

881. The economic benefit derived partly from his commercial association with Defendant 
FSMB which received bribes from for-profit healthcare corporations, whose commercial 
agendas were threatened by Plaintiff Kaul's revolutionary outpatient spine surgical work. 

882. In a period commencing on May 13, 2021, Co-Conspirator Hengerer, despite being noticed 
on multiple occasions by Plaintiff Kaul that he was participating in a "pattern of racketeering" 
did continue with his knowingly unlawful conduct. 

Defendants FSMB/Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/NCMB: 

883. The introduction of the HCQIA in 1986 foreshadowed and created the conditions that 
spawned the "HIPIC-FC". 

884. Through the "HIPIC-FC" scheme Defendants Allstate/FSMB and Co-Conspirators 
Geico/NCMB have converted the American healthcare market into a massive "racketeering 
enterprise" purposed purely for profit at the expense and through the exploitation of the 
American public/medical profession. 

885. The singular goal of for-profit healthcare corporations is the maximization of executive 
compensation/share price at the cost of human life. 

886. A February 22, 2018, article in ProPublica exposed Strong Memorial Hospital in Rochester, 
NY, as a corporation that reaps vast/excessive/disproportionate profits from conducting 
business in the healthcare market. 

887. For many decades, Co-Conspirator Hengerer was Chairman of the Surgical Department at 
Strong Memorial Hospital, a member of the American Hospital Association. 

888. Defendants FSMB/ Allstate and Co-Conspirator Geico have conspired with/continue to 
conspire with Co-Conspirator NCMB in using the North Carolina physician licensing apparatus to 
conduct a "pattern of racketeering". 

889. Defendants FSMB/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Geico/NCMB's "pattern of racketeering" 
involved the commission against Plaintiff Kaul of the RICO predicate acts of wire 
fraud/conspiracy/bribery/obstruction of justice. 
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890. Defendants FSMB/Allstate and Co-Conspirators Allstate/NCMB recognize that in 
committing these RICO predicate acts through the physician regulatory apparatus; they did 
knowingly convert the State of North Carolina into a "racketeering enterprise". 

891. A purpose of the commission of the RICO predicate acts was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from 
procuring a North Carolina license. 

892. A purpose of the license prevention scheme was to suppress Plaintiff Kaul's economic 
resurgence. 

893. A purpose of the suppression of Plaintiff Kaul's economic resurgence was to suppress his 
ability to prosecute The Kaul Cases. 

894. A purpose of the suppression of Plaintiff Kaul's prosecution of The Kaul Cases was to 
suppress any further exposure to the global equities market/international regulators of the 

securities fraud crimes of Co-Conspirators Geico/TD and Defendant Allstate. 

895. Co-conspirator Geico/TD and Defendants Allstate/FSMB and their counsel do know that on 
September 7, 2021, a release was published to the world-wide-web entitled: "United States 
Securities And Exchange Commission Alerted To Securities Fraud Crimes Of Three Titans Of 
North American Finance". 

896. The release was disseminated to the CEOs/CFOs of the S/P 500. 

897. On September 7, 2021, Defendant Allstate's share price was 138, and on September 1, 
2023, it was 111. 

898. Subsequent to the release, Co-conspirators Geico/TD and Defendant Allstate did use the 
US wires to transmit knowingly false information to their shareholders/global investment 
community. 

899. The knowingly false information consisted of willful misrepresentations/omissions in SEC 
filings regarding litigation in India and the US. 

900. In using the US wires to transmit knowingly false information to their shareholders/global 
investment community, Co-conspirators Geico/TD and Defendant Allstate did knowingly violate 
section lO(b) of the Securities/Exchange Act. 

901. Defendants FSMB/Allstate and Co-conspirators Geico/NCMB ongoing crimes constitute an 
"ongoing open-ended pattern of racketeering" being willfully conducted through "SSN 
Association-In-Fact Enterprise". 
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902. Defendants FSMB/Allstate and Co-Conspirator Geico/NCMB's knowingly "ongoing open
ended pattern of racketeering" continues to violate Plaintiff Kaul's constitutional/human 
rights. 

903. The knowing/willful violation continues to cause Plaintiff Kaul to be illegally deprived 
(2012-Present) of his right to a livelihood. 

904. The knowing/willful violation continues to cause Plaintiff Kaul to be illegally deprived 
(2012-Present) of his right/duty to support his children. 

905. The knowing/willful violation continues to cause Plaintiff Kaul to be illegally deprived 
(2012-Present) of his right to freedom. 

906. On May 27, 2021/June 14, 2023, The Kaul Cases Defendants, with knowledge of their 
immense civil/criminal liabilities in multiple international jurisdictions, did attempt to have 

Plaintiff Kaul seriously injured/killed and did have Plaintiff Kaul falsely arrested/jailed. 

907. Pursuant to RICO's doctrine of vicarious liability, all of The Kaul Cases Defendants have 
incurred, and will continue to incur liability of the aforementioned crimes, and any further ones 
that any of the Defendants might commit. 

COUNT THIRTEEN 

Violation of Civil Rights 
Symbiosis of State/Private Actors 

908. The 'state actor' Symbiotic test confirms that all Defendants and Co-Conspirators have 
'state actor' status for the purpose of a section 1983 claim. 

909. The 'state actor' Joint Participation Doctrine test confirms that all Defendants and Co
Conspirators have 'state actor' status for the purpose of a section 1983 claim. 

910. The 'state actor' State Command and Encouragement test confirms that all Defendants 
and Co-Conspirators have 'state actor' status for the purpose of a section 1983 claim. 

911. The 'state actor' Pervasive Entwinement test confirms that all Defendants and Co

Conspirators have 'state actor' status for the purpose of a section 1983 claim. 

912. The 'state actor' Public Function test confirms that all Defendants and Co-Conspirators 
have 'state actor' status for the purpose of a section 1983 claim. 
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913. All of the above pied facts do confirm the intertwinement, for the purposes of section 
1983 claims, of the 'state actor' status of the private actors/defendants/co-conspirators. 

914. All of the above facts do confirm the intertwinement, for the purposes of section 1983 
claims of the conferring on the state of the liability of the crimes caused by the private 
actors/defendants/co-conspirators against Plaintiff Kaul. 

915. The above facts include the exchange between private and state actors of monies 
pertaining to "patterns of racketeering" conducted through American states. 

916. The above facts include the exchange between private and state actors of monies 
pertaining to "patterns of racketeering" conducted through the United States District Court. 

917. The above facts include the exchange between private and state actors of monies 
pertaining to "patterns of racketeering" conducted through the United States Bankruptcy 
Court. 

918. The above facts include the exchange between private and state actors of information 
pertaining to "patterns of racketeering" conducted through American states. 

919. The above facts include the exchange between private and state actors of information 
pertaining to "patterns of racketeering" conducted through the United States District Court. 

920. The above facts include the exchange between private and state actors of information 
pertaining to "patterns of racketeering" conducted through the United States Bankruptcy 
Court. 

921. The above facts include the exchange between private and state actors of monies for the 
purchase of state power/function through schemes of judicial/political bribery. 

922. The above facts include the exchange between private and state actors of monies for the 
funding by the state of legal defenses of private actors/defendants in The Kaul Cases. 

COUNT FOURTEEN 

Section 1983 claim 

923. In a period from 2008/2009 to the present, The Kaul Cases Defendants, as 'state actors' 
did abuse state/federal power to knowingly/willfully violate and deprive/continue to deprive 
Plaintiff Kaul of his constitutional rights pursuant to the First Amendment of the United States 
Constitution. 
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924. In a period from 2008/2009 to the present, The Kaul Cases Defendants, as 'state actors' 
did abuse state/federal power to knowingly/willfully violate and deprive/continue to deprive 
Plaintiff Kaul of his constitutional rights pursuant to the Second Amendment of the United 
States Constitution. 

925. In a period from 2008/2009 to the present, The Kaul Cases Defendants, as state-actors did 
abuse state/federal power to knowingly/willfully violate and deprive/continue to deprive 
Plaintiff Kaul of his constitutional rights pursuant to the Fourth Amendment of the United 
States Constitution. 

926. In a period from 2008/2009 to the present, The Kaul Cases Defendants, as state-actors did 
abuse state/federal power to knowingly/willfully violate and deprive/continue to deprive 
Plaintiff Kaul of his constitutional rights pursuant to the Fifth Amendment of the United States 
Constitution. 

927. In a period from 2008/2009 to the present, The Kaul Cases Defendants, as state-actors did 
abuse state/federal power to knowingly/willfully violate and deprive/continue to deprive 
Plaintiff Kaul of his constitutional rights pursuant to the Sixth Amendment of the United States 
Constitution. 

928. In a period from 2008/2009 to the present, The Kaul Cases Defendants, as state-actors did 
abuse state/federal power to knowingly/willfully violate and deprive/continue to deprive 
Plaintiff Kaul of his constitutional rights pursuant to the Eight Amendment of the United States 
Constitution. 

929. In a period from 2008/2009 to the present, The Kaul Cases Defendants, as state-actors did 
abuse state/federal power to knowingly/willfully violate and deprive/continue to deprive Kaul 
Plaintiff of his constitutional rights pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States 
Constitution. 

930. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the property of his livelihood. 

931. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the property of all his business real 
estate. 

932. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the property of all his personal real 
estate. 

933. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the property of all his life earnings. 
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934. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the property of all his pensions. 

935. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the property of all his financial 
investments. 

936. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the property of all his professional 
licenses. 

937. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the property of all his accounts 
receivable. 

938. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his right to due process. 

939. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his right to free speech. 

940. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his right to impartial 
tribunals/judges/courts. 

941. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his right to prosecute his claims. 

942. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his right to equal protection under the 
law. 

943. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his right to liberty. 

944. These deprivations/violations willfully/maliciously caused by The Kaul Cases Defendants 
did illegally deprive/continue to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the property of eleven (11) years of his 
life. 

945. These deprivations/violations/injuries were willfully/maliciously perpetrated by private 
actors within/through/with the assistance of the executive/judicial apparatus of the American 
State. 
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946. These deprivations/violations/injuries were willfully/maliciously perpetrated by private 
actors within/through/with the assistance of the United States Bankruptcy Court. 

947. These deprivations/violations/injuries were willfully/maliciously perpetrated by private 
actors within/through/with the assistance of the United States District Court. 

948. These deprivations/violations/injuries were willfully/maliciously perpetrated by private 
actors within/through/with the assistance of the New York Stock Exchange. 

949. These deprivations/violations/injuries were willfully/maliciously perpetrated by state 
actors within/through/with the assistance of the executive/judicial apparatus of the American 
State. 

950. These deprivations/violations/injuries were willfully/maliciously perpetrated by state 
actors within/through/with the assistance of the United States Bankruptcy Court. 

951. These deprivations/violations/injuries were willfully/maliciously perpetrated by state 
actors within/through/with the assistance of the United States District Court. 

952. These deprivations/violations/injuries were willfully/maliciously perpetrated by state 
actors within/through/with the assistance of the New York Stock Exchange. 

953. The commercial/communications nexus between state and private actors within The Kaul 
Cases, critical to the perpetration of the within pied schemes confers 'state actor' liability on all 
private actors as to the deprivations/violations/injuries caused to Plaintiff Kaul's 
human/constitutional rights. 

954. The commercial/communications nexus between state and private actors within The Kaul 
Cases, critical to the perpetration of the within pied schemes confers 'state actor' liability on all 
private actors as to the deprivations/violations/injuries caused to all Plaintiff Kaul's property 
rights, as stated above. 

955. The Kaul Cases Defendants were and are motivated to commit and continue to commit 
these deprivations/violations/injuries to Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

956. The motivation is based on The Kaul Cases Defendants scheme to prevent Plaintiff Kaul 
from exposing their crimes, including those of defrauding the global equities market. 
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COUNT FIFTEEN 

UN Human Rights Violation 
The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

957. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 1 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed 
with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood." 

958. The Article 1 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

959. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 2 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights. Plaintiff Kaul is a citizen of India: "Everyone is entitled to all the rights and 
freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, 
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth, or other 
status. Furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional, or 
international status of the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be 
independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty." 

960. The Article 2 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

961. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul' s rights pursuant to Article 3 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person." 

962. The Article 3 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

963. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 4 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be 
prohibited in all their forms." 

964. The Article 4 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 

Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

965. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 5 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment 
or punishment." 
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966. The Article 5 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

967. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 6 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law." 

968. The Article 6 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

969. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 7 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal 
protection ofthe law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in violation of 
this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination." 

970. The Article 7 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

971. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 8 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national 
tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law." 

972. The Article 8 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

973. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 9 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile." 

974. The Article 9 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

975. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 10 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an 
independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of 
any criminal charge against him." 

976. The Article 10 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 
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977. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 12 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home 
or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the 
protection of the law against such interference or attacks." 

978. The Article 12 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

979. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 17 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "1. Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with 
others. 2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property." 

980. The Article 17 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

981. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 19 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes 
freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and 
ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers." 

982. The Article 19 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

983. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 23 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and 
favourable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment." 

984. The Article 23 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

985. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 23 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and 
well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and 
necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, 
disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his 
control." 

986. The Article 23 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 
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987. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 28 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and 
freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized." 

988. The Article 28 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 

989. The Kaul Cases Defendants and Co-Conspirators did knowingly and maliciously violate 
Plaintiff Kaul's rights pursuant to Article 30 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights: "Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or 
person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of 
the rights and freedoms set forth herein." 

990. The Article 30 violation caused and continues to cause deprivations/violations/injuries to 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/constitutional/property rights. 
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RELIEF 

1. COMPENSATORY+ CONSEQUENTIAL+ PUNITIVE DAMAGES: On September 28, 2023, in 
Kll-15, Plaintiff Kaul submitted a MOTION FOR DEFAULT JUDGMENT that contains a 
substantiated damages report based on Plaintiff Kaul's tax filings from 2001 to 2011 (Exhibit --
). 

2. A PUBLIC APOLOGY FROM DEFENDANTS CHRISTIE/HEARY/STOLZ to be published on the 
platforms identified in the Kl February 22, 2016 'Settlement Terms' (Kl: D.E. 1) .. 

3. IMMEDIATE REINSTATEMENT OF PLAINTIFF KAUL'S UNRESTRICTED NEW JERSEY LICENSE 

4. ANY OTHER RELIEF THE COURT DEEMS APPROPRIATE AND NECESSARY FOP THE PURPOSE 
OF DETERRENCE. 

The Kaul Cases were caused to come into existence by the criminal conduct of state and private 
actors, who have violated Plaintiff Kaul's human/civil/constitutional rights since at least 2010, if 
not before. Had New Jersey Governor John Corzine secured a second gubernatorial term and 
had he sought the US Presidency, the crimes would not have occurred because he was 
independently wealthy and would have mostly funded his own campaign, in the much the same 
way as did Mitt Romney in 2012. 

However, Defendant Christie's corrupt character in conjunction with his lack of personal 
wealth, blind ambition and pragmatic lack, account for the events that ensued after he and The 
Kaul Cases Defendants embarked on an ill-intended, ill-conceived, and ultimately futile, but yet 
ongoing attempt to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul. The legal jeopardy they face in 2023/onwards was 
caused by nobody but themselves and the sooner they remediate Plaintiff Kaul's ongoing 
injuries and are held accountable for their crimes, the less money/time they will spend 
defending pending/future claims from Plaintiff Kaul in domestic/foreign jurisdictions. 

Plaintiff Kaul has noticed the United States Court of Appeals for the 4th Circuit that there exists 
no legal provision within the 4th Circuit to either validate or warrant the use of an illegally 
procured purported 'injunction' issued in Kll-7 on September 12, 2022, by U.S.D.J. James Paul 
Oetken (Exhibit---), that is an admitted 'Fraud on the Court' pursuant to Hazel-Atlas Glass Co. v 
Hartford-Empire Co., 322 U.S. 238 (1944) and United States v. Throckmorton, 98 U.S. 61 (1878). 
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CERTIFICATION 

I, RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD the Plaintiff, do certify that the above statements are true and 
accurate to the best of my knowledge, and that if it is proved that I knowingly and willfully 
misrepresented the facts, then I will be subject to punishment. 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

DATED:NovemberS,2023 
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THE SOLOMON CR1ITIQUE 

A critical analysis of the trial transcript of the proceeding in the MATTER OF THE 
SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF THE LICENSE OF RICHARD A. KAUL, M.D. TO 

PRACTICE MEDICINE AND SURGERY IN NEW JERSEY 

INITIAL DECISION 

OAL DKT. NO. BDS 08959-12 
IN THE MATTER OF THE SUSPENSION 
OR REVOCATION OF THE LICENSE OF 
RICHARD A. KAUL, M.D., TO PRACTICE 
MEDICINE AND SURGERY IN NEW 
JERSEY. 

Doreen Hafner, Deputy Attorney General, for complainant Attorney General of the State 

of New Jersey (John J. Hoffman, Acting Attorney General of New Jersey, attorney) 

Charles Shaw, Esq., for respondent Richard A. Kaul, M.D. (Law Offices of Charles 

Shaw, Esq., attorneys) 

Record Closed: October 31, 2013 

Decided: December 13, 2013 

BEFORE J. HOWARD SOLOMON, ALJ t/a: 
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Preface 

This document is a detailed analysis of the trial transcript of the hearing in the MATTER OF THE 

SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF THE LICENSE OF RICHARD A. KAUL, M.D. TO 

PRACTICE MEDICINE AND SURGERY IN NEW JERSEY- OAL DOCKET NO. BOS 08959-12. 

The document demonstrates the enormous volume of willful misrepresentation, perjury, critical 

evidential omission and gross mischaracterization that were commited by Jay Howard Solomon, 

Esq, Gregory Przybylski, MD and Andrew Kaufman, MD, during the proceeding. 

On April 2, 2012 the New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners initiated an administrative action to 

revoke the medical license of Dr. Richard Arjun Kaul. The matter was transferred to the New 

Jersey Office of Administrative Law in late May 2012 and on April 9, 2013 a contested hearing 

commenced, which concluded on June 28, 2013. It was adjudicated without a jury by 

Administrative Law Judge, Jay Howard Solomon, who came out of retirement just for the case, 

and returned to retirement after it concluded. It consisted of twenty-three (23) days of witness 

testimony during which twenty-six thousand, one hundred lines (26,100) of trial transcript were 

generated and thousands of pages of evidence were submitted. On the opening day of the 

proceeding the Deputy Attorney General had approximately fifty- (50) boxes, of what appeared to 

be evidence, stacked against both walls of the room. Dr. Kaul attended every day of the hearing. 

In early September 2013 it was brought to Dr. Kaul's attention that evidence had been tampered 

with. He sent a letter to Solomon, dated September 12, 2013, that requested the issue be 

investigated, but received no response. 

On December 13, 2013 Solomon issued his opinion that recommended Dr. Kaul's license 

be revoked. It was a one hundred and five-- (105) page document that bore little 

resemblance to the testimonial evidence. Dr. Kaul sent Solomon a letter dated December 

26, 2013, in which he expressed his opinion regarding the evidential disparity between his 

opinion and the trial testimony. 

On March 24, 2014 the medical board adopted Solomon's opinion, and imposed a fine of 

four hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($450,000.00). 

On February 22, 2016 Dr. Kaul filed a lawsuit in the United States District Court, District of 

New Jersey, against Solomon and a number of other defendants that include the 

physicians who had conspired against Dr. Kaul. The action claimed, amongst other things, 
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violations of RICO and Section 1983. However, on June 30, 2017, the Court dismissed Solomon 

from the matter based on his defense of absolute immunity. 

In late 2017 Dr. Kaul eventually obtained a copy of the entire trial transcript, which he 

began cross-referencing with Solomon's opinion. The analysis started in or around early 

September 2017 and concluded on January 11, 2018. Dr. Kaul's analysis provides 

evidence that Jay Howard Solomon, Esq, Gregory Przybylski, MD and Andrew Kaufman, 

MD, the latter two the experts for the state, had committed two hundred and seventy-eight 

(278) wrongful acts. These consisted of misrepresentations, perjury, evidential omissions 

and gross mischaracterizations of the trial record. 

The following indicates the distribution of these violations: 

Jay Howard Solomon, Esq: 

Misrepresentations - Forty-seven (47) 

Evidential omissions - One hundred and sixty-nine (169) 

Gross mischaracterizations - Sixty-two (62) 

Gregory Przybylski, MD: 

Perjury - Thirty (30) 

Misrepresentations - Fourteen (14) 

Mischaracterizations - Three (3) 

Evidential omissions - Five (5) 

Andrew Kaufman, MD: 

Perjury- One (1) 

Misrepresentations - Two (2) 

Evidential omissions - Two (2) 

These numbers suggest that the evidence provided was flawed and dishonest and that the 

interpretation of evidence was selective and prejudiced. The analysis proves that two of the 

defendants in Kaul v Christie provided misinformation and that they committed perjury. The extent 

of the corruption of information that was committed suggests the need for a criminal investigation 

into the reasons why Jay Howard Solomon would violate the law in such a concerted manner. 

This detailed analysis of the trial record proves that the proceedings initiated against Dr. Kaul in 
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April 2012 were conducted in a biased and illegal manner and contain evidence that is plainly 

false, meaning that the revocation of Dr. Kaul's license was illegal. 

The analysis is irrefutable proof of the criminal abuse of power and dishonesty that polluted the 

proceedings against Dr. Kaul, a conspiracy that caused the economic collapse of six medium 

sized corporations, the loss of jobs and tax revenues. The depths of dishonesty to which 

Solomon, Przybylski and Kaufman descended are abundantly evident in the forensic detail of the 

analysis and needs to be prosecuted appropriately. 

I suggest that the manner in which the revocation of Dr. Kaul's license was conducted provides 

clear evidence that there is an urgent need for an independent review of the practice and conduct 

of the New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners. 
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'The Solomon Critique 2' 
PDF page 1 to 949 

Analysis: PDF page 1-161 

Exhibits: PDF page 162-949 
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Summary of the analytical process of the production of 'The 
Solomon Critique 2', and the fraudulent Strategies + Acts + 

Omissions of state actors involved in the illegally conducted 
administrative proceedings. 

A critical analysis based on the following evidence: 

1. The opinion of K2 defendant, Solomon, regarding the testimony of K1/K2 defendant 

Przybylski. 

2. The trial transcript of K1/K2 defendant, Przybylski, regarding his testimony about the 

clinical notes evidence, the standard of care pertaining to minimally invasive spine 

surgery (April 10 + 15 + 16 + 17 + May 6, 2013), and his verbal exchanges with K2 

defendant and NJ deputy attorney, Doreen Hafner+ K2 defendant and NJ administrative 

law judge, Jay Howard Solomon. 

From April 9, 2013 to June 28, 2013, there was conducted a hearing in the New Jersey Office of 

Administrative Law, the purpose of which was to illegally revoke Kaul's medical license. The 

proceeding was a massive fraud, orchestrated with criminal intent by K2 defendant Christopher 

J. Christie. The proceeding was polluted with perjury + evidential omissions + 

misrepresentations+ falsifications+ gross mischaracterizations. On January 17, 2918, Kaul 

submitted a document entitled 'The Solomon Critique' /16-CV-02364: D.E.225), in which he 

proved that in a period from April 9 to December 13 2013, K2 defendants Solomon+ K1/K2 

defendants Przybylski+ Kaufman collectively committed two hundred and seventy-eight (278) 

separate instances of perjury + evidential omissions + misrepresentations + gross 

mischaracterizations. However, in response to a sur-reply filed on December 6, 2018 by 

Defendant Heary (Kaul v Christie: 16-CV-02364: D.E. 290 Page ID6774), in which he 

mischaracterizes 'The Solomon Critique' as "Plaintiff's own commentary on the legal 

proceedings.", Kaul performed an in-depth comparative analysis of the trial transcript and 

clinical evidence with the opinion of K2 defendant Solomon (December 13, 2013). This analysis 

focused on witness Przybylski + and state actors, and K2 defendants, Hafner + Solomon, and 

irrefutably and unequivocally proves the pervasiveness of the perjury + evidential omissions + 

falsifications + misrepresentations that occurred in the administrative board proceedings. K2 

defendant Solomon, in his fraudulent opinion had found all of Kaul's fifteen (15) witnesses to be 
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not-credible, but found all of Hafner's witnesses to be credible. This analysis, 'The Solomon 

Critique 2', focuses entirely on Defendant Przybylski and it proves that he, in conjunction with 

K2 defendants Hafner + Solomon conactiyely committed two hupgc,g and twagty-two 1222) 
1e21rato ln1tanG@1 of pactury + @Yidaotlal em111t2ns + fal1lflcaU201 + 
mi3repra30gtatiogs. K2 defendant Solomon based his opinion on a record that Kaul has since 

proven to be one replete with perjury + evidential omissions + fabrications + falsifications + 

misrepresentations. A massive fraud. 'The Solomon Critique 2' is based on the evidence of the 

State of New Jersey, and is conclusive proof of the claims asserted in K1 + K2. The defendants 

know the seriousness of their crimes, and they know they have no defense against this 

evidence, which is why their only defense has been the ·commentary" defense. The 

defendants know they are in a lot of trouble. 

The administrative board proceeding involved testimony from twenty-eight (28) witnesses, and 

Kaul has identified how K2 defendants Hafner + Solomon committed the same illegal pattem of 

Evidence Tampering with the testimony of all of the witnesses, including Przybylski. The 

overarching purpose of the fraud was to ensure Solomon's opinion excluded evidence that 

undermined Hafner's fraudulent case, included evidence that undermined Kaul's case, excluded 

evidence that supported Kaul's case and induded evidence that supported Hafner's case. In 

many instances Przybylsi perjured himself to manufacture evidence that supported Hafner's 

case, and undermined Kaul's case, and in other instances Solomon fabricated evidence when 

none existed to support Hafner's case. 

Fraudulent Strategies + Acts + Omissions 

The overall strategy utilized by the defendants and the patients was to misrepresent and or omit 

testimony that either undermined the case of K2 Defendant, Hafner, or supported that of Plaintiff 

Kaul. The four main tactics used were: (I) omission of evidence harmful to Hafner, but helpful to 

Kaul; (II) fabrication/falsification of evidence by K2 Defendant Solomon, that undermined Kaul's 

case and supported Hafner's case; (Ill) misrepresentation of trial testimony and submitted 

evidence; (Iv) witness perjury and the facilitation of perjury by defendants Hafner+ Solomon. 

Below are defined the illegal premeditated acts committed between K2 defendants Hafner+ 

Solomon and K1/K2 defendant Przybylski, and the tactics+ predicate acts that they used to 

convert the New Jersey Office of Administrative Law into a racketeering enterprise, in 
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furtherance of their scheme to have Kaul's license illegally revoked. 

1. K2 defendant Hafner encouraged patients to lie under oath about their symptoms, and 

fabricate phantom symptoms, in order to buttress her fraudulent case. She provided 

them with specific examples of what to say about the care they received from Kaul. For 

example she told them to lie that Kaul had not informed of the risks associated with the 

procedures. She told them to fabricate symptoms of pain and disability. Hafner told the 

patients that if they lied about their symptoms, Kaul's license would be revoked, which in 

conjunction with all of the negative publicity, would result in them receiving large sums 

of money from his insurance carrier. Many of these patients and their lawyers, did in fact 

receive monies consequent to their fraudulent claims. These lies are detailed in 'The 

Solomon Critique' (16-CV-02364: D.E. 225). 

2. K2 defendant Hafner conspired and colluded with K1/K2 defendant Przybylski to omit 

testifying about information in the clinical notes evidence that supported Kaul's case and 

undermined Hafner's case: 59a(3) + 59a(5) + 59a(7) + 59a(9) + 94a + 99a + 109a + 

110a(4) + 123a + 130a + 135a 

3. K2 defendant Hafner conspired and colluded with K1/K2 defendant Przybylski to commit 

.e!!l.Y..rl and lie that Kaul had "grossly deviated" from a supposed standard of care: 

110b(1) + 110b(2) 

4. K2 defendant Solomon omitted Przybylski's testimony + clinical notes evidence that 

undermined Hafner's fraudulent case: 23a + 24a + 26a + 28a + 33a + 36a + 37a + 39a + 

41a + 42a(2) + 43a + 44a + 49a + 50a + 52a(1) + 52a(3) + 53a + 56a+ 57a(4) + 57a(5) + 

57a(6) + 57a(7) + 59a(1) + 59a(3) + 59a(5) + 59a(7) + 59a(B) + 59a(9) + 68a + 69a + 

70a + 72a + 73a + 75a + 77a + 79a + 81a + 81c + 82a(1) + 82a(2) + 82a(3) + 83a(2) + 

83a(3) + 86a + 90a + 91 a+ 92a(1) + 93a + 94a + 95a + 96a + 97a + 98a + 101a + 102a 

+ 109a + 11 0a(4) + 110b(2) + 111 b + 116a + 116b + 117 a + 11 Ba + 119a + 123a + 128a 

+ 133a + 134a + 139a + 140a + 142a + 143a + 147a + 147b + 149b + 149c + 149d + 

149e + 1491 + 149g + 149h + 149i + 149j + 149k + 1491 + 149m + 149n + 1490 + 149p 

+ 149q + 150a + 151a + 151b + 151c + 151d 

5. K2 defendant Solomon misrepresented Przybylski's testimony + clinical notes evidence 

that undermined Hafner's fraudulent case: 9a + 10a + 15a + 36a + 40a + 42a(3) + 

52a(1) + 58a + 61a + 63a + 66a + 67a + 68a + 74a + 81c + 82a + 83a(2) + 83a(3) + 88a 
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+ 92a + 92a(1) + 92a(2) + 93a + 96a + 99a + 102a + 110a(1) + 110a(3) + 110b + 127a + 

134a + 138a + 139a + 147a 

6. K2 defendant Solomon falslfled Przybylski's testimony, in order to fabricate evidence in 

support of Hafner's fraudulent case: 96a + 149q 

7. K1/K2 defendant Przybylski committed 2!!ll!.!l'. about the clinical notes evidence and the 

standard of care: 15a + 22a + 24a + 25a + 33a + 37a + 40a + 52a(1) + 57a(4) + 62a + 

79a + 79c + 81c + 82a(3) + 83a(3) + 86a + 90a + 91a + 92a(1) + 96a + 103a + 105a + 

109a + 110a(3) + 110a(4) + 110b(2) + 115a + 118a + 121a(1) + 125a + 126a + 134a + 

136a + 137a + 140a + 146a + 149q + 151a + 151b + 151d 

8. K1/K2 defendant Przybylski omitted clinical notes evidence that supported Kaul's case 

and undermined Hafner's fraudulent case: 41a + 42a + 43a + 49a + 50 + 52a(1) + 53a + 

56a + 59a(3) + 59a(5) + 59a(7) + 59a(9) + 69a + 77a + 90a + 94a + 99a + 101a + 109a 

+ 110a(4) + 111a + 113a + 115a + 116a + 117a + 118a + 119a + 121a(2) + 123a + 126a 

+ 130a + 132a + 133a + 135a + 136a + 140a + 143a + 146a 
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www.drrichardkaul.com 

January 22. 2022 

Members 
New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners 
140 E Front Street 
Trenton, NJ 08608 

Re: Reinstatement of license 
2SMA06328100 

Dear Board Members, 

Preamble: Please note that all documents referenced in this letter can be viewed/downloaded 
from www.drr ichJrdbul.corn at page tab: NJBME and Kll-7 is Kaul/Basch v Intercontinental 
Exchange, et al: 21-CV-06992, a case pending in the United States District Court for the 
Southern District of New York. 

I write this letter to provide you an opportunity to reinstate my unrestricted plenary license 
(25MA06328100); a license that as the unrefuted evidence/admitted facts (NJBME: 210825) in 
Kll-7 prove, was illegally suspended/revoked, respectively on April 2, 2012/March 24, 2014. As 
pied in Kll-7 (NJBME: 210913) the revocation was a consequence of a "pattern of 
racketeering" that involved the conduction of, amongst other things, the RICO predicate acts of 
bribery/perjury/evidence tampering/witness tampering/fraud, that were perpetrated by 
state/private actors in both the events surrounding and within the board/OAL hearings (OAL 
DKT BDS 08959-12) (June 13, 2012/April 9 to June 28, 2013). See 'The Solomon Critique' in 
which there were two hundred and seventy-eight (278) separate instances of perjury, evidential 
omission, evidence tampering (NJBME: 180117). The crimes committed against me, were part 
of a series of quid pro quo schemes, in which The Kaul Cases Defendants bribed Defendant 
Christie, the then governor, and executive in charge of the three elements of the mechanism of 
physician regulation (office AG/medical board/OAL), all of which are controlled by the executive 
branch. This configuration is illegal and violated my constitutional right to due process, another 
reason, of many, as to why the revocation was/is illegal (NJBME: 191001), and why non
reinstatement constitutes a willful ongoing violation of my human/constitutional rights (2012-
Present). 

To understand why The Kaul Cases Defendants/co-conspirators committed such a massive 
number of felonies, you must remember that Defendant Christie had plans to become the 2016 
US President, and needed vast sums of money, while the physician/hospital defendants sought 
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• 

to monopolize the minimally invasive spine surgery market and insurance defendants sought to 
eliminate their debt to me. These facts underpin/explain the multiple, and criminal, quid pro 
quo schemes orchestrated by Defendant Christie/agents. 

THE LAW: 

legal standard: 

The illegal revocation constitutes a 'Fraud on the Court', for which the law mandates remedy, a 
component of which involves the immediate reinstatement of my license to its status as per 
April 1, 2012. See Hazel-Atlas Co. v Hartford Co., 322 US 238 (1944): " ... it is for relief granted 
by equity against an unjust and inequitable result and is subject to all the customary 
doctrines governing the award of equitable relief." at 260. See also US v Kemp, 500 F.3d 257 
(2007} (U.S.D.J. Kevin McNulty for Defendant Stephen M. Umbrell/Commerce Bank-TD). 

THE FACTS: 

1. Defendant Andrew Kaufman's false standard/perjury+ The Fraudulent Board/OAL 
Proceedings (April 9, 2012 to March 24, 2014}: 

My license was illegally revoked, based principally on the knowingly false testimony of 
Defendant Kaufman, who, on May 1, 2013, under oath, testified that because of my 
education/training/experience (NJBME: 210913-Page 49/432), I was not qualified to perform 
minimally invasive spine surgery, and that my performance of eight hundred (800) cases from 
2003 to 2012, constituted "gross deviations" from his false standard of care (NJBME: 130501-
Page 68/165). Defendant Kaufman and I competed in the spine market, and as the evidence 
proves, he was conflicted/biased against me (NJBME: 210825-Page 43/131 + 211110-Page 
60/87 + 211110-Page 62/87). 

The knowing/willful falsity of Defendant Kaufman's May 1, 2013 testimony is evidenced by the 
stark contradiction of his testimony, in which while stating that I was not qualified to perform 
spinal fusions, he was getting paid to teach interventional pain physicians how to perform 
lumbar facet fusions: "Q. So its true that you as a director of this professional society [The 
Kaul Cases Defendant ASIPP) taught other physicians, other meaning non board certified 
neurosurgeons, other than board certified orthopedists, how to complete or take part in 
lumbar facet fusion which is minimally invasive. True? ... A. That was the course offering 
(NJBME: 130501-Page 124/16S). 

The training standard manufactured by Defendant Kaufman, was purposed to frame my 
performance of minimally invasive spine surgery as being a "gross deviation" from his standard 
of care: Q. And what conclusion did you reach as to whether Dr. Kaul is competent to perform 
open and minimally invasive spinal fusions surgeries? A. I found that given Dr. Kaul's training 
and board certification that that was not a procedure that he would be competent to 
perform." (NJBME: 130501-Page 58/165). Defendant Kaufman perjured himself, as he had 
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viewed YT videos of me performing minimally invasive spine surgery, and knew I was more than 
competent, having invented the procedure in 2005. 

https ://www .you tube .com/watch ?v=guwxSku BiEg&t=ls 

https://www .you tube .com/watch ?v=JX4bnRPPucl 

https: //www. you tu be.com/watch ?v=oxaVSIJ uZ7 c 

Defendant Kaufman, knew that he was conflicted/biased, which is why he committed repeated 
acts perjury throughout his testimony in testifying that my performance of minimally invasive 
spine surgery constituted a "gross deviation" from his standard of care: "Q. In your opinion 
does the taking of CME courses in and of itself qualify Dr. Kaul to be able to do either open or 
minimally invasive spinal fusion? A. No. Q. Why not? A .... The course of study for open or 
minimally invasive spine surgery is - is very strict. I am not a board -certified neurosurgeon 
nor am I a board-certified orthopedic spine surgeon." (NJBME: 130501-Page 66/165). 
However, on November 5, 2021, Defendant Kaufman is still not a "board -certified 
neurosurgeon nor a board-certified orthopedic spine surgeon" but is performing spinal fusions 
AND teaching other interventional pain physicians how to perform spinal fusions (NJBME: 
211105-Page 18140 + Page 22/40 - "Keynote: Evolution of lnterventional Pain Physicians; 
Injections to Minimally Invasive Spine Surgeons ... MIS to Extensive Fusion") and in doing so is 
in "gross violation" of his own standard, a standard adopted by The Kaul Cases Defendant/CAL 
Judge, Jay Howard Solomon, which was used to recommend license revocation/$300,000 'fine' 
on December 13, 2013. The illegal 'fine' was gratuitously increased to $475,000 on March 24, 
2014 by the then board, a gross violation of my 8th amendment right and of SCOTUS law 
pursuant to Timbs v Indiana, 586 US. 139 S. Ct. 68212019). 

Defendant Kaufman's willful/illegal failure to disclose his conflict of interest in a proceeding 
that illegally deprived me of my liberty/life/property, was purposed to perpetuate his perjury in 
the administrative proceedings, in order to create a corrupted record, from which my license 
was illegally revoked: "Q. Based upon your finding that Dr. Kaul does not have the adequate 
training or credentials to perform open or mlnlmally invasive spinal fusion surgery, did he 
deviate from the generally accepted standards of medical practice by performing those 
surgeries? A. Yes, he did. Q. And can you quantify the amount of that deviation? A. I found 
them to be a gross deviation." (NJBME; 130501-Page 68/165). Defendant Kaufman's conflicted 
state-of-mind became evidenced on February 26, 2010, when he made the following statement 
to patient Corey Johnson: "That motherfucker, Richard Kaul, is trying to take over the spine 
business and we are going to put a stop to it" (NJBME: 211110-Page 60/87) exposing his 
involvement in the illegal conspiracy pied in Kll-7. Defendant Kaufman, in collusion/conspiracy 
with The Kaul Cases Defendants, used the NJBME/OAL to further their illegal "pattern of 
racketeering", thus converting these agencies into an "association-in-fact racketeering 
enterprise", through which they are continuing to conduct an "open-ended pattern of 
racketeering", in obstructing the reinstatement of my license. This obstruction, pursuant to 
RICO, will cause you to incur further liability, unless my license is reinstated by March 22, 2022. 
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Defendant Kaufman's agitated state while testifying, frequently exposed his scheme of 
dishonesty/perjury, in that he knew that since 2003, I had been credentialed by at least six (6) 
state licensed surgical centers/Medicare/AAAHC to perform minimally invasive spine surgery 
(discectomies/fusions): "Q. But you're not required to be ABMS board certified to perform a 
procedure in New Jersey. True? A. You're not required to have anything to perform a 
procedure in New Jersey. As I just stated, my license allows me to practice medicine and 
surgery, I can do whatever I want. What restricts me is the ability to obtain these privileges at 
a facility." (NJBME: 130501-Page 116/165). 

Defendant Kaufman's "gross" violation in 2021 of the standard he used to have my license 
illegally revoked in 2014, is evident in the fact that he now performs and teaches minimally 
invasive spine surgery to other interventional pain physicians. (NJBME; 211105· Page 18/40 + 
Page 22/40 "Keynote: Evolution of lnterventional Pain Physicians; Injections to Minimally 
Invasive Spine Surgeons ... MIS to Extensive Fusion"). On May 1, 2013 he testified: "If 
someone wants to pursue spine as a career, they must do a fellowship which means two 
years of extra training under the guidance of people who do this work. That Is the standard, 
sir, and there's no other way to do that." (NJBME: 130501-Page 121/165). In 2021, Defendant 
Kaufman has not undergone a spine fellowship, but in 2021, he knowingly violates his own 
standard, in performing/teaching minimally invasive spine surgery, and on November 5, 2021, 
was the director of a program, which included, as stated above, the following courses: 
"Keynote: Evolution of lnterventional Pain Physicians Injections to Minimally Invasive Spine 
Surgeons" and "MIS to Extensive Fusion." 

Defendant Kaufman's inconsistent/contradictory testimony exposed what he knew to be the 
truth, but he conspired to attempt to conceal the truth with his perjury. Under a withering 
cross-examination, during which he sweated/twitched/went red, he admitted that I was well 
trained in minimally invasive spine surgery: "Q. I believe your testimony before on direct 
about your review of Dr. Kaul's CV was that you found him to be well-educated with regard 
to taking of the CV credits with regard to the procedure he takes. Isn't that true? A. Yes. " 
(NJBME: 130501-Page 140/165). but yet he persisted in falsely claiming I had committed "gross 
deviations" (NJBME: 130501-Page 69 + 118/165). 

Defendant Kaufman, in his misguided zeal to establish his standard and eliminate me, 
disingenuously applied his standard to his own practice: "Since I decided that the amount of 
time that I would be performing that procedure, maybe once of twice a month, that I did not 
feel that I could do better than a neurosurgeon or an orthopedic spine surgeon who does do 
that type of work, meaning putting pedicle screws in for fusions, open or otherwise on a daily 
basis. So, I felt that it was not the safe thing to do for me to do that ... that I felt it would be 
better to send it to someone who does this five times a week." (NJBME: 130501-Page 
132/165). However, on November 5, 2021, Defendant Kaufman is not only nQ1 referring these 
patients to neurosurgeons/orthopedic surgeons but is performing spinal fusions AND teaching 
other interventional pain physicians how to perform spinal fusions, and in doing so is in "gross 
violation" of his own standard, a standard adopted by The Kaul Cases Defendant/CAL Judge, 
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Jay Howard Solomon, who used it to recommend license revocation/$300,000 'fine' on 
December 13, 2013. The illegal 'fine' was gratuitously increased to $475,000 on March 24, 2014 
by the then board. 

Defendant Kaufman's scheme of perjury/abuse or process, constitute a small fraction of the 
hundreds of violations of my due process/human rights, that have been committed and are 
continuing to be committed against me (2012-Present). One of the more recent violations 
occurred on May 27, 2021, and involved me being kidnapped, the facts of which are detailed in 
Kll-7, the 'Kaul Kidnapping Scheme' (NJBME: 210913-Page 126/131). These 
willful/knowing/malicious violations have caused immense injury to my economic 
standing/livelihood/liberty/reputation/life (NJBME: 210913-Page 344/432), and on April 2, 
2022, it will be a decade since my license was illegally suspended, the cumulative liability of 
which, pursuant to RICO, will continue to inure to you and The Kaul Cases Defendants, if my 
license is not reinstated. See United States v Coonan, 938 F.2d 1553 (1991). However, neither 
reinstatement nor any of the other forms of relief sought in Kll-7, will rectify prior reputational 
injury nor cause to cease the "ongoing" and permanent injury to my reputation and 
professional career. 

2. "Ongoing pattern of racketeering'' + Wire Fraud+ Accruing Liability: 

As pied in Kll-7, the illegal revocation is referenced as one of the many crimes committed 
against me by The Kaul Cases Defendants, a crime that as with the others, caused the 
Defendants to commit further increasingly serious felonies, in an increasingly futile effort to 
'cover-up' their previous crimes (NJBME: 210913-Page 17/432 Para. 55). The facts of the "New 
York Scheme", the "New Hampshire Scheme", the "Pennsylvania Scheme" and the "New 
Jersey Scheme" constitute some of these felonies (NJBME: 211101-Page 12/17). In fact, on 
June 13, 2021, the then board was explicitly forewarned of the consequences of its crime and 
consequent 'cover-up' (NJBME: 120613-Page 15). Only one member heeded this warning, and 
that was Jane DiGregorio, a lawyer, who evidently recognized the immense legal liability of 
aligning herself with Defendant Christie's fraudulent scheme to rescind a consent order into 
which I and the board had entered on May 9, 2012: " ... you will be sewing [sic) the seeds of 
absolute and utter chaos, and you'll reap the whirlwind as a result ... there comes a time 
when you have to ask what is reasonable ... Is his mere existence a risk?" (NJBME: 120613-
Page 180 

Commencing in April 2012, documents pertaining to the illegal suspension/revocation have 
been disseminated across the US/International wires to, amongst others, 
domestic/international healthcare related agencies/the FBI/the DEA/the National Practitioner 
Data Bank/all state medical boards and they continue to be published on the medical board 
website. These facts constitute an "ongoing pattern" of wire fraud and the public 
dissemination of the illegal suspension/revocation has caused and continues to cause injury to 
my reputation, and constitutional right to a livelihood. 
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The continued and willful failure to reinstate my license, despite incriminating evidence and 
admitted facts, constitutes further evidence of your aiding/abetting an "ongoing pattern of 
racketeering", through the commission of, amongst other things, the RICO predicate acts of 
fraud/retaliation, in which you are perpetuating the conversion of the medical board into a 
"racketeering enterprise", a conversion that for the purposes of Kll-7, commenced in New 
York in 2008/2009, consequent to Defendant Christie's conspiracy with the Kll-7 corporate 
Defendants (NJBME: 210913-Page 15/432 Para. 40}. The fourteen (14} year existence of this 
knowingly illegal scheme has caused and continues to cause massive violations of my 
human/constitutional rights, and in this knowledge, your failure to reinstate my license by 
March 22, 2022, will cause you to personally incur liability pursuant to RICO/Section 1983. 

3. Failure to reinstate+ Kll-7 Summary Judgment: 

The minimally invasive outpatient spinal fusion procedure that I invented and first successfully 
performed in February 2005, revolutionized the field of spine surgery, and is today the standard 
of care. It is a procedure that is now commonly performed by physicians with training in 
interventional pain/radiology and physiatry, most of whom, unlike me, have no training in 
general surgical skills. From 2003 to 2012 I performed eight hundred (800) surgeries with good 
to very good outcomes in 90-95% of cases (average is 65-70%), and with a complication rate of 
0.1% (average is 5-15%}. My success should have been lauded, but instead it was attacked 
because of petty-minded professional jealousy/political corruption/fraud. 

In the planning and perpetration of the schemes detailed in Kll-7, The Kaul Cases 
Defendants/co-conspirators, without knowing me, did grossly miscalculate the outcome of their 
conspiracy. They were convinced that I would either leave America or be jailed/deported/killed, 
and thus not expose their crimes. I have exposed their crimes, and their miscalculation has had 
serious consequences for them. Defendant Christie did not become the 2016 US President and 
Defendant Allstate's wrongdoing and its consequent prosecution by me in the United States 
District Court, caused it to commit a securities fraud scheme, that commenced in 2016, a 
scheme that injured the investment community (NJBME: 210825-Page 17 /131). 

My "good faith" purpose in submitting this letter, is to provide the board an opportunity to 
rectify the enunciated wrongs and limit the domestic/ international liability of the state. I have, 
since my April 2012 offer to have my practice independently monitored and my February 22, 
2016 Kl 'Settlement Terms'. sought to resolve any question as to my ability to perform 
minimally invasive spine surgery and halt, through non-litigation avenues, any further injury to 
my economic standing/livelihood/reputation/liberty/life. The Kaul Cases Defendants misguided 
rejection of my efforts, left me with no option but to initiate prosecution, a prosecution that 
they simultaneously claim is "vexatious", while conspiring against me in the "New York Scheme 
... New Hampshire Scheme ... Pennsylvania Scheme ... New Jersey Scheme" (NJBME: 211110-
Page 22/87}. 

I urge you to follow the law and reinstate my license. However, failure to do so by March 22, 
2022, will constitute further evidence of an "ongoing pattern of racketeering'', that will be 
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submitted into The Kaul Cases. and which will strip all Defendants of any pending/future 
defenses, thus rendering them subject to Summary Judgment and increased liability. 

Finally, other than recognizing your legal obligations, I ask you to consider your ethical/moral 
responsibilities in this matter. as did Jane DiGregorio. Esq, on June 13. 2012. the lone voice of 
reason on that fateful day. No politician will support your cause if you find yourself subject to 
prosecution. Defendant Christie is evidence of that. 

Yours sincerely 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

cc: All Counsel of record in The Kaul Cases 
All board members 
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www.drrichardkaul.com 

September 21, 2021 

Ms. C. L. Senko 
Administrator 
Office of Professional Licensure/Certification 
7 Eagle Square, Concord NH 03301 

Re: Application for physician license in New Hampshire 
Kll-7 (Kaul/Basch v ICE: 21-CV-06992) 
"New H ampshireScheme" 

Dear Ms. Senko, 

Thank you for your email of September 20, 2021, in which you provide the statutory definition 
of "clearance", pursuant to N.H. Code Admin. R. Med. 301.01. The regulation pertains to a 
direct communication between state agencies of information pertaining to licensing 
history/status. This information, pursuant to Rule 301.03 (a)(9), was made directly available to 
the New Hampshire Medical Board on September 15, 2021 from the website of The Kaul Cases 
Defendant, New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners ("NJBME"): 

https:/ /www. nicon,urnPr.iff c1 irs.gov /bme/P ,1 sc•s/c1ct1u n, as px 

The information and documents are now in the possession of the New Hampshire Medical 
Board and did originate directly from the relevant New Jersey state agency, and thus the 
application is indeed complete. However, included in the body of the email on which this letter 
is attached is an instruction to agents of NJBME to immediately comply with N.H. Code Ad min. 
R. Med. 301.01. 

Please also note that on September 7, 2021, Defendant NJBME was advised of its liability 
pursuant to its knowing violation of my right to due process in regard to my application for 
licensure in the State of New Hampshire (copy enclosed). 

There exists no plausible explanation or legal basis on which the New Hampshire Medical Board 
can assert it is not in direct possession of the New Jersey documents/information, and there 
exists evidence that The Kaul Cases Defendant, NJBME, in failing to respond to the September 
2, 2021 letter, is continuing to violate my rights, in collusion/conspiracy with other Defendants. 

1 
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Please find enclosed a copy of the September 14, 2021 letter to Ms. Taylor regarding the "New 
Hampshire Scheme" and be advised that if my application is not adjudicated by October 24, 
2021. it will be deemed a denial, and I will move for relief in a court within the United States 
Court of Appeals for the First Circuit. 

If such an action becomes necessary. Defendant Allstate will be sued. This will cause its 
investors to incur liability and will provide these entities standing to bring suit against the New 
Hampshire Medical Board and Defendant Federation of State Medical Boards, for facilitating 
the precipitating injury, i.e., the denial of my application. The calculated damages will be 
consistent with those identified in Kl (Kaul v Christie: 16-CV-02364). 

I urge you to not permit yourself or any agencies/actors associated with New Hampshire, to 
aid/abet a continuance of the crimes of The Kaul Cases Defendants, but to instead act in the 
interests of the State of New Hampshire and its people. 

Yours sincerely 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

cc: Eric Fish via email 
David D' Aloia via email 
David Puteska via email 
Marc Haefner, Esq via email 
Christopher Thomas Sununu - NH Governor via mail 

2 
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Sean P. Neafsey 
Acting Director 
Division Consumer Affairs 
Office of the NJ AG 
25 Market Street 
Trenton, NJ 

www.drrichardkatJ.com 

September 2, 2021 

Re: Application for physician license in New Hampshire 

Dear Mr. Neafsey 

Please immediately confirm the revocation status of my NJ license with the following party: 

Kristin Wagner 
License Associate 
Office of Professional Licensure & Certification 
7 Eagle Square 
Concord, NH 03301 

Please be noticed not to cause a violation of my Constitutional rights by delaying and or 
obstructing the transmission of this information. 

Yours sincerely 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 

cc: Penny Taylor, NH Medical Board. 
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www.drrichardkaul.com 

September 14, 2021 

Penny Taylor 
NH Office of Professional Licensure and Certification 
7 Eagle Square 
Concord, NH 03301 

Re: Ap pl:ation for physician license in New Hampshire 
Kll-7 {Kaul/Basch v ICE: 21-CV-06992) 
"New Hampshire Scheme" 

Dear Ms. Taylor, 

It is my position, until proven otherwise, that Kll-7 Defendants, Federation of State Medical 
Boards/Allstate Insurance Company and co-conspirator, New Jersey Board of Medical 
Examiners, have conspired, and are continuing to conspire with the New Hampshire Medical 
Board, in the perpetration of a knowingly illegal scheme to obstruct my application for licensure 
in the State of New Hampshire. 

This scheme, the "New Hampshire Scheme" constitutes an "ongoing pattern of racketeering'', 
in which the Defendants have converted the State of New Hampshire into a "racketeering 
enterprise", through which they continue to propagate this "pattern", that involves the 
commission of the RICO predicate acts of mail fraud/wire fraud/obstruction of justice, and 
which is maliciously intended to violate my Constitutional rights, and is an attempt to limit any 
further exposure to the global equities market/shareholders of their crime of securities fraud. 
The New Hampshire Medical Board has aided/abetted and continues to aid/abet these 
Defendants in the commission of these crimes. 

I am in receipt of your email, sent on September 14, 2021 at 9:19 am EST, and do respectfully 
make the following comments: 

1. The email fails to provide the legal basis for the verification requirement, as requested 
in my letter of September 6, 2021 (copy attached). Thus, there exists no statutory basis 
for any verification from K7 Defendant, New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners, and the 
request is arbitrary, in contravention of my Constitutional right to not be subjected to 
arbitrary process. 

1 
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' 

2. You state that you are not "sure what he [Kaul] means regarding the New Jersey 
verification, but it is required for Ii censure". With all due respect, if you are not sure 
what it is then you cannot know if its required, but regardless, this point is clarified in 
the September 6 letter: "I write this letter for clarification on a point raised by Ms. 
Wagner, which pertains to a supposed requirement that the New Jersey medical 
board verify that my license remains revoked." 

Your email was directed to Kristin Wagner and copied to me. I assume Ms. Wagner has no 
knowledge of the Defendants crimes or the action pending in the United States District Court 
for the Southern District of New York. 

The facts of the "New Hampshire Scheme" will in the course of litigation, be submitted into 
evidence in Kll-7, in support of motions for Summary Judgment against Defendants 
FSMB/Allstate on the RICO/Section 1983 charges. 

Please also be advised that if my application is not adjudicated by October 24, 2021, it will be 
deemed denied, and the denial will constitute a "new racketeering Injury" that will 
simultaneously provide the basis for a new claim and constitute evidence in support of the Kll-
7 claims. 

I sincerely hope this matter can be resolved without the need for any litigation that involves any 
agencies/persons associated with the State of New Hampshire, and that the medical board 
rightly concludes, based on the evidence before it, that I am a competent physician of good 
character, who has been the victim of a massive injustice, committed by The Kaul Cases 
Defendants, and that it should grant my application for licensure. For your convenience, I have 
enclosed the two letters of reference, that are already in your possession. 

Please note that if litigation becomes unavoidable, I will move in a district court within the 
United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit and will seek monetary damages consistent 
with those sought in Kl, and that reflect not only The Kaul Cases Defendants criminal state-of
mind, but the permanent/ongoing injuries cause to my life, and those of my children. 

This letter is copied to the New Hampshire State Government, in order to apprise it of its 
potential liability, should the medical board not adhere to the law and knowingly violate my 
Constitutional rights, by denying or otherwise encumbering my license to the effect of denying 
it, as has occurred in the State of Pennsylvania and New York. 

This letter/attached document is sent via email and is copied to: (i) Eric Fish - FSMB; (ii) 
Suzanne Zerbe - PA Medical Board; (iii) Steven Boese - NY Medical Board; (iv) David Puteska -
NJ Medical Board; (v) David D' Aloia, Esq - Counsel for Defendant Allstate. These 
persons/agencies are some of the entities involved in the nationwide conspiracy to prevent me 
from obtaining a state license, in an attempt to hinder my economic resurgence, in the belief 
that it will mitigate the civil/criminal liability of The Kaul Cases Defendants, and most 
pressingly, those identified in Kll-7. 

2 
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I urge you and the New Hampshire Medical Board to not further aid/abet the crimes of The 
Kaul Cases Defendants, and to grant my application for licensure, no later than October 24, 
2021, as there exists no legitimate basis for a denial or encumbrance/condition of license. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Yours sincerely 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 

cc: Eric Fish via email 
Steven Boese via email 
David Puteska via email 
David D' Aloia via email 
S/P 500 

Documents attached to email on which this letter is sent: 

1. 210825-Kaul v Zucker-KL-NY-Petition Order Provision Opinion 
2. 210903-KL-NH-Letter-Basch-Taylor 
3. 210906-KL-NH-Letter-Katz-Taylor 
4. 210911-KL-PA-Petition to PA Supreme Court 
5. 210913-Kaul v ICE-Kll-7-D.E. 14 

3 
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Penny Taylor 
License Clerk 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

September 6, 2021 

NH Office of Professional Licensure and Certification 
7 Eagle Square 
Concord, NH 03301 

Re: Application for physician license in New Hampshire 

Dear Ms. Taylor, 

Thank you for advancing my application by transferring it on August 23, 2021 into the remit of 
Ms. Wagner. However, I write this letter for clarification on a point raised by Ms. Wagner, 
which pertains to a supposed requirement that the New Jersey medical board verify that my 
license remains revoked. I have been unable to identify any NH rule or regulation relevant to 
this requirement and do respectfully request it be provided, as this information has been 
verified by the State of Pennsylvania, in the May 28, 2020 opinion of David Green. This 
document came into the possession of the NH medical board in April 2021. 

I am concerned that this particular requirement is not statutorily supported, and is in fact a 
delaying tactic, conceived of by Defendant Federation of State Medical Boards, of which the NH 
medical board is a member, and of which you know is an entity I am suing in the United States 
District Court. If this is in fact the case, then this misconduct would constitute a conspiracy 
involving the State of New Hampshire and would expose the state to legal liability. I hope my 
assessment is incorrect, and that there exists a legal and non-arbitrary basis for the verification 
requirement. Thus, could you please identify the legal basis for the verification requirement. 

I thank you for your attention to this matter and look forward to your response. 

Yours sincerely 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 
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AstraZeneca faces legal challenge 
over Covid vaccine 
(!)4 days ago 
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By Fergus Walsh 
Medical editor 

AstraZeneca is facing legal action over Its Covid vaccine, by a man who 
suffered severe brain Injury after having the jab in April ZOZ1. 

Father-of-two Jamie Scott suffered a blood clot that left him with brain 
damage and unable to keep working. 

The action, taken under the Consumer Protection Act, alleges the vaccine was 
"defective" as it was less safe than individuals were entitled to expect. 

Worklife 

ADVERTISEMENT 
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In June 2022, the World Health Organization said the AstraZeneca vaccine 
was "safe and effective for individuals aged 18 and above". 

'Stringent standards' 

The legal action is at least a year away from a full court hearing. 

A further claim from about 80 people who say they were injured by the 
AstraZeneca vaccine is also due to be launched later this year but Mr Scott's 
~ase is expected to be heard first. 

AstraZeneca said: "Patient safety is our highest priority and regulatory 
authorities have clear and stringent standards to ensure the safe use of all 
medicines, including vaccines. 

"Our sympathy goes out to anyone who has lost loved ones or reported health 
problems. 

"From the body of evidence in clinical trials and real-world data, Vaxzevria [the 
vaccine against Covid] has continuously been shown to have an acceptable 
safety profile and regulators around the world consistently state that the 
benefits of vaccination outweigh the risks of extremely rare potential side 
effects." 

'Wholly insufficient' 

Many of the claimants have received one-off fixed tax-free payments of 
£120,000 under the government's Vaccine Damage Payment Scheme (VDPS), 
which provides compensation for those injured or to bereaved next of kin.· 

Official figures obtained under a Freedom of Information request showed at 
least 144 out of 148 VDPS payments had gone to recipients of the 
AstraZeneca vaccine, the Daily Telegraph reported. And an attempt to have 
the VDPS overhauled is at the heart of these legal actions. 

Claimants have to show the vaccine caused serious disability of at least 60%. 
And the families say the level of compensation is wholly insufficient and has 
not been adjusted for inflation since 2007. 

On 7 April 2021, the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation 
advl~t!cl adults aged U_l:!cler 30 be offered an alternative to the AstraZeneca 
vaccine, "following reports of extremely rare blood clots in a very small 
number of people". 

On 7 May 2021, the guidance was amended to apply to adults aged under 40. 

Mr Scott was aged 44 when he received the AstraZeneca vaccine, on 23 April 
2021. 

Kate Scott, Jamie's wife, told the BBC: "Jamie has had over 250 rehabilitation 
sessions from specialists, he had to learn to walk again, to swallow, to talk. [He 
has had] memory problems. 

"Although he has done very well with them we are at the point now where this 
new version of Jamie ... is the version that will go forward. He has cognition 
problems ... he has aphasia .. severe headaches, blindness." 

She added: 'We need the government to reform the vaccine damage payment 
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He was given the jab in Oxford, just a few hundred metres away from the 
Jenner Institute, where the vaccine had been developed. The government 
called it a pivotal moment in the fight against the virus. 

The immunisation came just weeks after the rollout of the Pfizer-BioNTech jab. 

By September 2022, some 53 million people in the UK had received at least 
one dose of Covid vaccine. 

AstraZeneca manufactured the Oxford vaccine on a not-for-profit basis. And 

tht!va.~c:ine ~lid sa"~cl 1110~1!_!~~11 ~Ix n11ttlo11li_ves in its first year ofuse, more 
than any other Covid jab, an independent study by disease-forecasting 
company Airfinity, published last year, estimated. 

But within a few months of the AstraZeneca vaccine rollout, cases began 
emerging of a potential side effect from blood clots. And a condition known as 
vaccine-induced immune thrombosis and thrombocytopenia (VITT) was 
eventually identified. 

The cases were so rare they had not been identified in the global trials of the 
vaccine. 

Related Topics 

Coronavirus vaccines 

More on this story 

Under 40s to be offered alternative to AZ 
vaccine 

7 May 2021 

Under-30s offered alternative to Oxford
, AZjab 

7 AprilZD21 

Related Internet Links 

COVID-19 vaccination - NHS.website 

The BBC is not responsible for the content of external sites. 

Top Stories 

@ LIVE Biden says AI-Shifa 
hospital must be protected as 
fighting rages on in Gaza 

Bowen: Why this Israel-Gaza 
war is different 
20 hour, ago 

Trump Jr praises dad's 'genius' 
in return to stand 
39 minutes ago 
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R. David Henderson. JD. CMBE 
Chief Executive Officer 
P.O. Box 20007 
Raleigh, NC 27619-0007 

www. drricha rdka ul. com 

August 19, 2020 

Re: Application for license to practice medicine and surgery 

Dear Mr. Henderson, 

I write this letter to inquire as to whether I would be granted a license to practice medicine and 
surgery in your state, based on: 

1. My medical education, training and experience, as detailed in my CV (copy on enclosed 
flash drive). 

2. The May 28, 2020 opinion of David M. Green, Esq, a Hearing Officer for the State of 
Pennsylvania, in which he grants my application for medical licensure (copy of opinion+ 
transcript on enclosed flash drive). 

3. A case pending in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia, in which 
there exists irrefutable evidence that the revocation of my New Jersey license was 
procured illegally and is illegal (copy of Kaul v Federation: 19-CV-3050-KS enclosed on 
flash drive). 

4. A book and documentary that were published respectively on April 15 and July 28, 2020, 
that publicly assert the irrefutable evidence contained in Kaul v Federation: 19-CV-3050-
TSC. The Defendants have filed no legal challenge contesting/rebuttuing/refuting the 
within evidence/facts. The publications are: 
(a) "An Impossible Victory: Kaul v Christie" - The electronic and audio books can be 

found online. 
(b) "An Impossible Victory: Kaul v Christie -The Story Within The Story: A 

Documentary Film" -The documentary can be found on YouTube. 

S. The facts of my professional/personal history as provided in my application form for 
licensure in the State of Pennsylvania (copy on enclosed flash drive). 

1 
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I respectfully assert that according to the Medical Practices Act within your state, there exists 
no reason for the state to not grant me a license. The UK case has no legal validity in the US 
(detailed in response to initial denial of licensure application by PA Medical Board-copy on 
enclosed flash drive} and the revocation of the New Jersey license was illegally obtained. I meet 
the requisite educational criteria for licensure. 

This preliminary request is made principally for the purpose of ascertaining the likelihood of 
obtaining a license in your state, but secondarily to establish whether the KS defendants have 
caused me a "new racketeering injury" consequent to that illegal injury (revocation of New 
Jersey license on March 12, 2014) they caused by engaging in a "pattern of racketeering", as 
detailed in KS. 

If your response is anything other than I would be granted a license, it will constitute a "new 
racketeering injury'', and will provide a legal basis for the submission in the United States 
District Court of a RICO claim. It will also constitute further evidence in KS of the damages 
caused to my estate by the Defendants. 

Please note that if I receive no response by September 22. 2020, then this too will constitute a 
"new racketeering injury''. 

If, however, by September 22, 2020 you confirm that based on the submitted information, I 
would be granted a license, then I shall file the necessary forms for verification of 
education/training/experience. 

I would like to thank you for taking the time to read this letter and enclosed information. 

Yours sincerely 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 

Cell: 862 881 9703 

Email: drrichardkaul@gmail.com 

2 
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As a library, NLM provides access lo scientific literature. Inclusion in an NLM database does 

not imply endorsement of, or agreement with, the contents by NLM or the National Institutes of 

Health. LearnlllQ~abou.Low:_cJk,eJ,,u11~. 
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A review of adverse effects of COVID-19 vaccines 

PMCIO; PMC8929726 
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SUMMARY 

11,e COVlD-19 pandemic has led to unR11ticipnted prc.ssures on all aspects or human lili:. Multiple ap

proaches lo eliciting prO(cctivc immunity must he rapidly cvaluule<l. Numerous efforts huvc hcen mmle to 

develop an cffccIivc vaccine for this novel curonaviru.s, re.,;u(ting: in tl mcc for vKccinc: Ucvelopmc.nl. To 

..:umhat COVlD-I9. all naLion~ musl focus their efforts un widesprend vaccinution with an e1Ti:cI.ive and 

safe-vaccine. Gloh;11ly, cunc.:erns aboul potcmial Ions-term n<lversc cffec.:ts of v'accincs have Jed to some up
prchcnsion i.lboul vaccine use. A vaccine·~ adverse effect has un inrcgral role in che public·s confidence an<l 

vaccine uptttke. This arliclc reviews the current primary literature regarding adverse effect~ os.sociatcd with 

<lilferc111 COVID-19 vaccines in use worldwide. 

Keywords: adverse eITects, adverse cve11ts, cumphcalions. COV{D- IY. v;,1ccine 

flACIWll()UNl.l 

As of JHnwu·y 14, 202'.!. the World Health Organization (WHO) hus con/irmed ubout 318,648,834 c.ises of 

COVID-19 worldwide. including 5,51 ~.]43 fornlities [J]. ·1nc COVlD-19 piU1demic has resulted in u globul 

cconnniic disruptiu11. To res(orc normalcy Hild enahle cconomi~ growth. vucdnes ure Ihe best option. The 

firsl COY ID-IQ vacci11e imroduccd in Decemher 2020 hlls become a milestone in lhc light against this pan

demic. On December 2. 2020, using on Emergency Use Autbori,ation (EUA), the UK became the tirnt 

country to apprnvc Ptizer-BioNTed1's COVlD-1~ vaccine, BNT 162 f2,l. As of December 31, 2020, the 

WHO npprnvcd BNT162 for emergency use, mnl<.ing its glob•! production Hild supply more cfficie111 Ill. 
Di!lcrcnl vaccine c1111didi1Lt!s r,u COVJD-19 have been upprovcJ l1sing si1t1ilar EVA processes, nnd the list 

continues to grow. 

A historic vnccinmion camp•ign is taking place in the US currently. In I week. 1.12 million dn<e., wen: ad-~·:,,_j·_'-.:, 

ministered daily, on av'erug~. More than 523 million dnses have bee11 given in the US to date (Eiguu:._l) l.1 . . _ u.. 

;j]. As of Janmu-y 14, 2022, 194 vaccines arc in preclinieal development, and 139 un: in clinical trials [Ji]. :'·Ill · 
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Vaccine uptake must be accelerated in lhe coming momhs to continue to dccrct1.s,e infection roles [2]. 
However, some people quesliun whether th~ six:c<l Ol which ti. vn~cine i!-. developed will compromise its ef

liciency and safety. This. in turn, may ltttd to v,tccine hesitancy, which further inhihit~ ttllnining the goal 

of having 70% or the population fully vaccinntcd. 1dkr which herd immunity can effectively be achieved 

[8]. TI1crcforc, it is crucial tu l!slablish the safety of the \'3ccines in 1hesc drcumscancc.~ to µerhaps prumorc 

wider vaccine au.-:eptm1ce nmong hcs11ont people. Adverse effects. however, arc ns'-OCiated with every vac

cination r~J 171c purpose or this arlick. is Lo review (he current primary Hleroturc rcgnrding ad\'~rse affects 

ussociatcc.J with the different COVJD-19 vaccines. Our uim is tu provide insights into the !-f.nrcty or the vac

cines to help ac.Jc..lrc'l~ misinformntinn <in<l v,u..:.cinc hesita1,cy. We. discuss (he udvcrse clTects of the most 

tm11mon vaccines, which were i;busen based on lhc numhcr of cuuntric::s they are approved in. 

This article is intended to be a narnHivc rtvicw. Searches were conc.Jucted in PubMed and Google Schult1r 

to itlentiry reb,ted htcrnturc from 2020 tu 2021. Keywords such ilS "adverse effects:• "adverse events.'' 

"complications," '"COVf0.19,'' and ·•vuccine.'' were searched individually or in combinntion tu yield rele

vant information. n,e resuh~ were reviewed for relevance to thc topic, and the articlei,. were screened by 2 

alHhurs. We ha<1 no lnnguHge re'llrictions bccRu."c of lhc relatively few orticlc~ on the lopic. Dt1plic,uc<l 

Studies nnd s[u<li~s pnwiding ini-L1ttic:icnt und il·relcv11nt information were exduded. 

MRN1\ Y,\('CINf.::S 

Plizer-R ioNTcch 

Prizcr-BioNTech'~ BNTI 6:! vaccine is a liµic.J nanopttrlick-dcrivct.J. nucleo!iiiJe-modifk.U mRNA vuccine 

1ha1 encodes Lhe SARS-CoV-2 glycupro1ei11 ,pike IH!J. The UK was lhe lits! nation to approve BNT162 on 

December 2. 2020 l:J. A lirsl EUA lor BNT162 was issued by Lhc US Food und D111g Admini.'1rnlion 

(FDA) on Dccemhcr 11. 2020 I LU BNTl62 was l.ner nppnwcd hy Ca11.1da and Mexico via their re.speclivc 

EUAs. TI1e WHO upproved the r,rn vaccine canclida1e. BNT 162. on December 31, 2020. for emCfllcncy 

use, therefore facilituting eosy production 11nd di,tribulion glob:tlly Ill. A lulal ot' 232.52 million doses of 

1he Ptizcr-BioNTecb vaccine have hecn given in lhe US through Ociobcr 7, 2021 ll.ZJ. 

mRN/\-127J !"rum Modcrnu i~ ,, lipicl-enc..1p~tda!t:d mRNA vaccine rh:11 encode.~ lhc SARS-CoV-2 prefu

sion-SlabiliLetl spike protein(.[.;). The FDA is.<ued an EUA for mRNA-1273 011 Dece111her 18, 2020 [HJ. II 
was the sccollll COVJD-19 vaccine in the US Lo be au1hori1cu u11dcr a11 BUA LL.J.]. A< of October 7. 2021, 

152.51 million <lose.,;, or Mo<lcrnu vac:dne have been given in tl--.e US f.L!.]. 

Considt.:rations with mRNA ,·nccine~ 
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For rhc 2 mRNA vaccines. the second dose: w;to,; a .... sociiStc:d wirh more adverse effects than the first dose 

lJ..~J. A higher rnte of sy::.lemic even ls wa:,, reporle<l by younger vaccine re..::ipien1s (aged 16-5~ ycnr.'i) than 

\ho!-.e older thun 55 yeom,. which may bf.! due to a more robust immur10gcnic rcsporn;c in younger person!-. 

[.1.5.l 

Evalunlit)n of the vaccines vs plncebo (normal ,.:;a.Jim:) . .:.howc.<J o higher incidence or milU locaJ adverse ef

fects sud1 a~ pain. heat, swe11ing. und redness l.l..:iJ. ·1ne v..icdnes were ;.iJsu ass.ocialed with other systemic 

adverse effcc.;ts such as rever. futigue, arthralgia.s. myalghts, und heatll:lche. These adverse cffccL, usually de

ve!opeJ within I to 2 Jays of vnccinntion U'.tl-

In initial trials. lhc h--.culi1.cd sympwms were mild to moderate in .,everity and la"'lcd I to 2 days. Moderute 

lo severe S)'Slemir.: symptoms, :rnch "s heatfoche. myolgin, ,trthrolgia, and foligue. ;.dso lasle<l I to 2 dnys 

lUJ. MOl'c local reactions were seen nmong tl1c vDccinc group than the pluccbo group. The most common 

localized symptom wui-pain a1 the injection site, which was seen within 1 week or vaccim1lion U.i]. 
Anaphylaxis nnd edema or the lahi.tl. facial. and glos.i;a) urcm, were nmong the adverse even1.-, noleU [li!l 

Oxfonl/AstruZeneca ChAdlh I nCoV- t9 Vaccine (AZ.DJ ~]2J 

The SA RS-CnV-2 ~tructural surface spike protein gene is integrated into the ChAclO., I nCoV-19 vaccine 

(AZDl222: trade nume Vu.x.zl!vrin) rrom O:dbrd/A!ltmZeneca, whkh is ma<le from replication-deficient 

cltimpan,.ec odcnovirus ChAdOx I LU]. Elfleacy and solcty results for AZD 1222 have been documented in 

4 ru.ndo111i1.cd dinicnl trials in the UK. South Africa. and Brn.1.il IJ]l Overall. the vaccine was sufe H<..:russ 

all 4 studie."'. and serious adverse events were evenly distrihuled among all study group~. A total of 163 se

rious adverse events were rcpor1crl among 79 redµiellls or AZD 12:!2 and K9 recipients or saline control 

111). One case of transver.;e myelitis w"s repnrtcd 14 ctays after the second dose of AZDl222; this wus 

viewed as po~sibly re luted to vo.u;cinUllun. amJ ,1 tling:nosis of nn idiopathit;, ~horl•~gmcnc. spinal curct de

myclinution was made. In South A frico, I patient had" fever higher than 40"C 2 days ufler voccination, but 

the patient recovercJ quickly [llJ. In unuthcr study, laborotory tests in 11 patients in Aumia and Germany 

indicated either thmnibocytnpenia or thrumhusis nflcr being vuccinntcd wilh AZD 1221 LL~J. 'TI1e 

Tu!Jllk.w.\:JlLl.LE.ig~ll~ .shows the number of individual events by reaction group identified in the Eumpc»n 

dntobasc of .... u~pe\.'.led adverse drug rcnction reports (Em.lrnVigilaocc) for AZD 1222 (up to January 15. 

2022) l.rll 

Jolmse>n & fohnsvn (J;m,scn) ,\d2<i.COV2.S 

The Ad26.COV2.S vaccine rrom Johnson & Johnson (Junsscn) was the third COVID-19 vaccine approved 

tu be used in the US. Ad.26.COV2.S employs a human adenoviral type 26 vector p1"tlurm LWJ. The first 2 

,,pprovccl mRNA \laccinL:s require 2 do~es, whereos the Janssen vacc.:ine is given as a single dose iutramus

culnrly. Ad 26.COV'.2.S was g.rnnted an EUA by the FDA 011 Fch 27. 2021 [_Li]. Low- and mitldle-income 

countries prnfor arlenm-'ir..tl vaccine~ hcc~1use I hey cJo not reqllirc high-lcvc1 cold-chain slor:ige. unc] 

Ad26.COV2.S rcquin:s only I tlose [2.U]. 

After 6 recipients were ding.nosed with t.:erehr;1I '"'enouF. sinu.~ thrombusi~ ancl thronibncytopc:nia, lhe FDA 

nnd the Center,._ for Disease Control imd Pn:vcntion (CDC) rec.ummemlcd n puuse in the udministration of 

Janssen vaccines [lll. In Europe. reports of similar thrombotic events hDvc been observed primarily umong 

wonicu younger than Ml years ufler receiving the AstrnZc.nccu AZDl 222 vaccine 12QJ. 

Sputnik V 

Spulnik V (G:uu-COVID-Vac) i,;; ri 2-pan ndcnoviriJI vuccin~ .o.gnin~l SARS-CoV-::!. Spccific.iJJy. il co1Hni11!

thc: DNA for lhe .spike protein ent:odcd by SARS-CoV-2 thnuhc virus use$ to inrc.,:t hun1n11 cell~. An im

mune response is Lriggered tu the .~pike protein l..22..J. This vi:1ccinc consist~ or:! adcnoviral vet:turs (rAU26 

and rAd5) Hdminis1crcd in separate doses, 21 days apart. [.:!.l] The Li~ of recombinaiu nUcnovirus js similDr 

to the Odurd AstmZenet.:a tmd the Jr-Lns~en vaccines [il 1 .2..11. 
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The Ga111;.ileya National Cen11;1· ut' Epidcmiulugy and Micmbiulogy in Mo,..;cow WIL"i tt.lready devising pruto

typc.s of Sputnik V when the WHO dcclare<l COVID-19 u pandemic [Jj_]. ln September 2020. resettrchors 

published re.suits fro111 phases I ond I I of an open. nonranuomi,,cd trial of 76 participants (Z!!]. All partici

panLs were reported to hnee developed ontibodics ogoinst SARS-CoV-2. Pain ot the injection site (44 

15K% l), usthcnia (21 [28%]). hcuduchc (32 [42%}). hyperthermia (38 (~0%)), and musclo pain (18 [24%)) 

were umong lbe mosl common adve~e events. Serious odvcrsl! events were not observed 1.16.J. The rapidity 

aml h1.ck. of lrdnspurency in the developmcnl of tht Sputnik. V vt1.r.:cine have heen criticized, however lll]. 

The phase Ill interim report inducle<l resLtlts for more than '.W,000 panicipanls. The vaccine wa~ not dircctp 

ly linked to any serious ndvcrsc events. However. 45 parLicipants who were given the vaccine and 23 who 

were given the placebo exptrienc.:et.l serious adverse effects th;t1 were not rel~tted lo the va<..:cine [2..bl 

SURVE:ILLANCB Pl«Xm.AMS 

To confirm vaccine safely. an objective analysis of odvcrsc effects and potential adverse rcuctiuns is re

quired. To this effect . ..,everal smvcillance prugrams ttre used. The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting 

System (VAERS). created by the CDC and l'l)A, 111onitors adverse reactions aller vaccination (bgurc.JJ 

[lli. 2.2.]. Reports can be submiucc..l by vaccine nmnufacturcrs, hcnhh care providers, and the general public. 

VAERS requires reporting of various adven,e events hy health care providers. including deaths, as part of 

lhc Etaro1>ea11 Union Agreements on COVID- I 9 vu<.;dnes l~.:")J 

-. Serioos ;; Nonserious • Tolal 

Pfizer- fi[-~• 28,538 
M<J&'l~~ 247 264 BioNTedl • • .,. - '275,e02 

:;';t, 21,722 
Mo:Jerna ~~,m.1,;~-r,:i;1~;,¼!1~~~l£i&.~ 272,926 

,B.1..1& ii! 5294.648 

k. 5 200 
Janssen ~~.&\ 50,111 

lillBIISS,319 

Va,:i.:im: ,-\.Uvi!fse F.vr,11s A,·con:li1i!l 1,1 the Vu~·dnt' Adwrsc E\'er11 R!!ponirig Sys1cm ll~n t:vc111:; n.:pone,11hmug,h Occu~r 

1. '20.?l. 

VAERS t.latubm•e entries do not im.licnle u cuu~ul reJationship bclwccn vaccin~tion o.mc..l lhe cases . .In adrli

liun, the VAERS databa'ie is hased on passive surveillance und lherefore could be biased or contain errors 

resulting frum reporting biu~. Be,·ause of lhe large nu111ber or vncdnes administered and the prevalence of 

serious adverse events in the population, ~ome cuses or these conditions muy occur by chance during the 

postvuccinaliun period. unrela1ed lo the vaccines themselves LillJ Constitutiorrnl symplmns reported to 

VAERS as or January 7. 2022, are .~hown in Lilil. ... ·_l 1.lL -L~l 
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Table I 

l'arcilf,, Mtmufaclurcr 

;:;;;E.:··-=_ l!~~!K~!!_ t~tf.r~~~: 
Dinincs., . 5'7.:V>U 32_.an 9,t8ti 

• ·,··· "'"~"' ... --- ·-·-·-· 
Dyspnen l 40,930 20.218 4,IUP 

-~;;~:;~-~---.. -------r-·---;;·_~~---•---·· ·-;~:;~;-r·~2-.;~--
•••• •• ·······-··i-•----· ..... ·1····-·· 

Hc11.Ju_l:h\····-·•---)---··-~-~--~~~ .......... ~~~~-~ t '.7.~.IJ 

h11cc11nn ~ne parn ! 11.ll'JO 2.'-.MH ! 4,029 
- .... L ..... ·········-········ - .. : ......... . 

::;~~~ ex1>•m;1y _ ~ ___ ::::~~ ... 1 . :::~::~ _ ::~:: _ 

~y«m r 7),~.)Z 1 (,J,1)2'1 I 5,1"'7 
- ---~ ----
Tul11f 5/9.471 .19".316 C)/,70.I 

The v-safc pfOJ:!rnm is a sy.>lem of .~urvcillaucc using text me.~~agc., 10 collect inrornmlion regarding vac

cine ocfvcrsc cffc:,1s. J □ v-sare, vAccinc recipients tu:e consi.,;lcntly prompted to t:umplcte short medical sur

\'C)'S, i.nclu<.Jing on inquiry nbout the inj~ction sit.c nnd systemit.: reaclions and hcnlfh ctfects. When en

rollees seek medical c-ure, the v-.~nfc cnll ce111er nolilies them i.llld encourages them to fill out a VAERS 1-c

pon [2£1. 

SPECIFIC 1\DVEr,~;E EVENTS 

Recently, several reports of thrombm:y1opc11iu with Lhrombosi~, mma notably cerehral \le11nus sinus throm

bosis or ccrcbml venous thrombosis (CV'f) wilbin 28 dnys of vaccim,tiun, have been nssocialed wilh 

Acl26.COV2.S (Janssen) und AZDI 222 (AstraZeneca) (Li/Jk.-"), both of which u.,c lhc adcnovirus-veclor 

platform l.J.9 ... J...l]. ReporL'i of thrombosis could h•wc implications for \laccinc uptake aJI over lhe world. 

Consequcn1ly, mnny nations have ahered their vaccina1ion gui<lelines. AZD1222 wns made iwoilnb)e only 

to udults older lhan 40 years in rhe UK, older lhan 51 years in Canada, and older than 60 years in Gem1any 

(JJ-}5.l. As. a rcsuJt of 6 reports of CVT, tht: FOA und CDC recun11nended a pause in the administration of 

Ad26.COV2.S vau:in< i111he lJS on April 13, 2021 flt]. 

Table 2 

Sex ~~··.-'. .... - ··•· . - - ........ . I tlf-64 i 65--RS I >,¥.'i i ,\11J( S11tdfttd 
····-· ... .,. ...... ,- ...... r····-···1·····------
womc11 : l '-' 2..287 i J R,:'iO~ i ~""6 '. 9,50S 

~1e11_ .. , ___ )_ 41,.:1.74-~ 7,lJQ'j J .. Ht2 j .,,mu 

No[ ir1ecHit:d i !.34') i :i;c • .1 l -~~-• r-. 2.0'J:! 

-Crrd,nJ vt'nw~ 1!11nmhosi-. amt n:rchnil vetuhts i-intl!. thn;mL,rn,1s \'.i..--ei. 1~por1\.,J tu l:.mh':1Vigil1nc~ l'iJrCOVJO-Jf 1 

vw.:cin\! AZO 1222 (,\MraZcn,.-c:l} up 10 Januury 1,. 20'.!2 
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New-onset severe l1caUm.:he is an importtmt ,,;ymplo1n of CVT li1HI occurs in up lo 67% of persons within 

rho first fow day, afrer covm- 19 immunization [.l.(,J. It is critical for health care providers 10 diagnose 

CVT in \'accimueil patienls 1111<.J Lu tvalu::He arn..l trtill patients with srn,picion of immune-mcUiatc<l thrombo

eyrc,pcnia with thrombosis rc,l;uhing from v:1ccinatio11. A CVT cYent occur~ ,,.:hen 1he smaller draining cor

liL;1t! vein.-. nr the C(:rcbral vcrnn1s sinus system arc completely or pnrtinlly uct:luded {~~2]. It is more likely to 

OL;Cllf in young adults an<.J is 3 limeb as ~ommon among women than men fl~l 

Antlbodic." lo plH.tclct fllctor 4 (PF4) were dcLCcted in scvernl pmients wl1n had cv-1· event<; afte1· vaccina

tion with Ad26.COV2.S and A7..D1222 vaccines, which mimicked autoimmune heparin-induced thrombo

cytopeniD [.l2). Antibody complexes involving Pl'4 ore formed which hind ~,c Fe gamma rece-ptor of 

platcleLs, form cro,slinks, and activate the platdcL, l.lilJ. Similar lo heparin-induced thrombocytopcnia, 

when plalde!s are consumed. 1hrornbocy1openia i.~ precipitatc<.J. and when nmnoi.:y1e.,:; ;.rn<.J plalelets are acli~ 

vntcd. thrombln proc.Juction increases. which lea<.Js to thrombosis. ln acJdiLion, an in1.:reasc in D-Uimer levels 

is seen, and 1::venfually, it lca<.Js lo di."))C111inmccl inlrn\'ascu1ar coagulutiun U.Iil-The reason for a<.Jcnovir.11 

y·ectnr vnccincs being lL\sociuted wirh PF4 :ullitxxJy pn.1Lluc1ion and thrombosis is unknown. tmt animul tri

als huvc shown thnl nLlenovirnl vaccines cun be biodis,tribulcd in the hrnin. Therefore, the presence of spike 

protein in the cerebral tissues cnn criggcr an al!toimmunc rcuction and t!vcntuol U1rombosis [4J1l. 

TI,c tlcvclnpmcnl of CVT is 41 times more likely in p111icnts with COVID-19 than those without COVID-

19, according to analy1.ed TriNetX data [il]. Thus. COY ID- I Y vaccination pruvides an overall bcr,cfit. {n 

the US. on April 27. 2021. authorities decided to resume the use of the Ad26. COV2.S vaccine in all adults 

oltlcr than IR yea,~ [,12.J. However_ Lhe CDC indudcd o warning for women younger than 50 years on the 

risks of thrombosis i.lSSllCiatc<l with this ~at.:(,;ine u~u. 

Guillain~R,:uTt~ 3ymln>mc 

In developed countries. Guillain-Barre syndrome (GBS) is one of lhe lending causes of ocutc flaccid poral

ysis. charuct.erizcd by nutonomic Uy~funclion. sern.ory nbnurmalities, uud varying tlegrecs of we..1kne~'i. 

Although the specific palhophysiology is not known, this disorder is bc1ievec\ tu result from an autoim

mune resp,rnsc [±!). 

mRNA from the appnwcd mRNA \l;.1ccine!i. gains uccc...;s inlo the human cell and direcls it 10 synthesize a 

copy of \he :;pike prO(cin found on the virus·!) !iurfnce und pnxJuce ,rntibotlie~ ugainst it. These nntihodics 

become prime.ti tu inactivate the virus hefore it cnn cuusc rhc di:-;cm,e. Sometimes. however, a palienrs im• 

ll1Llllc respunsl.! cno 1rigger the synthesis ul" antibodies against myelin. causi.ng CBS 11~]. 

A case of GBS was seen in the UK inn 62-ycnrold wo1111u1 who had par•cstl1csins and weakness of the 

luwer limb.~ 11 cl•ys after her initial dose of AZD 1222 vaccine [1fi]. Another 82-year-old woman received 

her initial dose of the BNTI 62 vaccine 2 weeks before the diagnosis of GBS [!!SJ. Approximutely 17 cnses 

of GDS develop pc,· milli,,n people worldwide each yt1ar. Wi1h previous 1976 Swine tlu and 2009 HlN I 

vncdnes, stu<.Jics showed no increase in ca.'iCS of GBS nfler 11m.:cimuion f:Jl]. To Uute, lhcre is no sub!itttntinl 

cYidc:mx 1hal :iny of the COVI D· 19 vacclnc~ cause GBS. fiurlhennorc. no associution was found between 
infection with COVll)-19 and GOS. As a n:sult, there is a low pruhtihility that GBS incidence will incrensc 

after COVID-19 vuccination [;lli]. COVID· I 9 poses a much greater risk of mortality and morbidity for 

adults thnn GBS does ll.'2[. 

Acutt: transverse 111ycliti.'i 

AC1.Jtc tnmsYt:rst: myelitis is :111 uncommnn ncumlogic cuml.ition affecting people ngcd J5 to 40 years al an 

im.:illence: or 1.34 to q_fi casc:s/millio11 nduhs per ye.Jr [;\(JI. Of tile n:porrc:tl advcr~c event~ nftc:r immuniza

tion rtcordcd in the VA ERS, ~41 were: neurologic cvcnl:-.. 122 of which were cttses of transvcr~c myelili.'i 

[.111. lnterleuk.in (IL)-17 ttnd IL-6 appcor to be invo)vt;<I in the pathogenc~is uf transverse myelitis. In 

myelitis, cerel:Jrospi11nl fluid i1nalys.i~ linding1-, shuw incrc.:t.~CU JL-6 levels l.ll]. l3y regulating cy10'-:ines, IL-

17 stinH1lmes a~trucytc~ lO proclui:e 1L~6. which forms nitric oxide mc1.aholilt:.s aud cousc.l; CNS damage 

I.ill-
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Thn:e cuscs uf trnn!livt:rsc myelitis were n.:ponctl in the trial ph:1>r: or lhc rccombilwnt AZD 1222 vm.:cinc. 

Among these J. I cnse haU u backgf\lund or mulliplc sclcrm,is; nn0ll1cr was initinlJy tcrme<l u pole11Linlly 

relntcd ca~c. but lhi~ w,l.~ l.ucr ruled our by expcn~ !lZJ. The prc~cncc of chimpunzu adenu"inis antigen in 

AZ01222 nmy i11s1igarc immune responses targeting lhc spinal t:orrl. which may in lllrn result in .lCutc 

transverse 111ycli1is l~ .. 2.1. COVID-19 - us,oL"ialcd at.:ULC transverse myelitis should he: invtsligateU to iden\ify 

tht! responsible onligen and t:-xplore i1nmu11opathogcnesii:.. 

!vlyocarditis n11d perit".arditi~ 

Myocm·ditis i~ :.u1 inflammation or tile mytx.:,u""dial I issue withou1 signs or i.schcmia ttrnJ hns various i;auses 

11nd diverse pulterns [~]. In a s111dy involving 7 patic11Ls with myoc"nlitis between Februury I n11d April 

JO, ::!021. 4 wtrc rliagnuscc.J withiu 5 days after receiving COVID-19 vnccinmiun. These 4 patient~. who 

hucl received the second du:-.t of an ml<NA vaccine. rcpnncd chest pain ;.ind had incre;.1sed hiom.lrker levels 

suggestive of myocardial tisM1t injrny CanJim.: magnetic rcsnmmce inm~i11g rtsuhs showed (;haractcristics 

of myucarditis rll). 

According to the CDC. more than 10,000 report.< t>f myucar<litis were reported to the VAER.S after 

COVID-19 vaccination (Pfi1.cr-1JioNTcch Mr! Modcrna) in the US Cw!ili: . ..3.) [l'.!.]. These reports, however, 

tire infrequent comparctl with the hundreds of millions of vacdne doses that were administered wilhout ad

verse effects. The maj01ily of the confirmed ca,.;c.s have hcen in teenagers nnd young Htlults 16 years or old

er Rnr! were often seen after m:civi11g the second dose of the vaccine [5.)]. Inn .study of 2()(),287 persons. 

meUicul record~ fmm 40 hospital.s io C:.ililurnia, Mnnr ... ,nn .. Los Angele..'-County, Oregon, and Washinglon 

wern reviewed to identify t.:ases of myocaf'Uilis ilnd pcricardilis after vucdnillion [iu). Myocardilis devel

npccl in 20 pcrsuns nml peric::arditis in 37. The im:idence or myocarditis wtui highest among younger pa. 

ticnt"i. generally afler tht. second dose. However, older pmienls had development of ptrkan.Ji1is after the 

firsl or second dose l~GJ. In anolhcr study. vaccination fur COV(0. \ 9 lecl to myo<.:udi1j~ in 2) maJc pa

tients, 22 of whom were healthy members of lhe military [;Q]. In the m"jority of the patients, the uiognosis 

was mac.le 01 te.ast 4 l.lays ofter the sec0t1d dose of vaccination lllJ. 'll1c cli11icnl course n1Kl prestntalion 

suggcsl un ussodution with vuccinulion•im.Jucetl inllammatinn. 

Tahlc :l 

rv!yop..:.rinm.Ji1i~ F,.,.e111-. ;,nd Rt.'l.imJ 1)c:1lfl~ lkp1111cd 11111w V11t'dnc /\c.hi.:rsc h~·c111 Reporlin~ Sysk:m .i.~ uf Januttiy 7. 

~0!2 

Vncciur 111am1Jartu,~r i MJ•ortricrmlitis cretil.~ j ~1,1/lu 
... -- ·-----. ·t--· ·- ----•;--·· 

Plii:cr-clioNT~l:h ' 7,P.05 I 112 
··-····. .. . i ...... ! 

Modem,1 1 )(, 

•• ..j •• 

Jonsi.cn . )6(1 I II 

U~~k::;~;-··--~---··:-··-·-··-i~----·-···-·1 ·• ·- . ·-· 

-··· .... ·-~- "T --·- ·-· 
Torul 10.10., l /12 

Cu1,1ncuus reactio11<; 

ln n study rmm Dcccmhcr 2020 tu February 2021, 414 cut,111eou~ .\ympto1w; were noted afler administra• 

cion of ,mm.RNA vaccine: l.lti'J. lnjc.ction·sitc rci.H.::lions. \llilh dclHyed lucal reactions and urticari;.11 nnd mor• 

hillifOrm crul,)liuns. were the most t:omrnonly ob'icrvcd lindings.. Among recipients with tirst•do:;e reac

tions. 43'½, also harl recurrences after their se-.:om.1 <.lose (51iJ. Other reaclions Jess cummonJy reported were 

pcrniuA:hilblain, pityri118is rose.1-likc reactions. 10s1er, t:osmctic filler renctions, nnd herpes simplex e~accr

hations. Some dcrmntologic symptoms, like pcmio/chilhlain, imitatccl COVJV-19 symptoms. None of the 

patients rcporled :i.criom advcr:-.e tffccts u.fler rct:eiving either of rhe dose:\ 15./:1.]. A.-:. n ~$nit. researchers 

concluded th..it COVID-19 vaccim:llion gc,1ernlly t:t1uscs only 111ild nnd seJf .. Jimiting reac1io1,s. and people 

.should not be tlisr.ournged from lhc vaccination bccftu~c of I hem l~]. 
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Glomemlor disease 

Since mass-v.a:ination campoit1n• bct1an in January 2021, lhe incidence of voccine-associaled glomerular 

di5C<li;o bu• incn:lllCII L'i!,!J. Symplom• or rccw-rcnt glomcrular diicascs or new glomcrular discu,"" have 
oppcarcd, c<pccially after administration of rhc mRNA vacci,ics. 111c pathogenesis behind vaccine-usoci
ated glomerul■r diNOrdel'5 i• not clCIIJ'ly understood. However, un immun~'Cnic respoosc: to vaccine& haa 

been noted a• 11 possible cause IAll.l-Minimal change dise,,se, anli-glomerular basemen! m01nbrane disca.e, 
membranous glomuular disease. and lmmunoalobulln A nephropothy are some of the glomctubir lesions 
obscr..:d aricr YIICCination [l'lll]. Some case reports have described pa1icnt1 with gross hemalurio after vuc

cinalion who were lalc:r found 10 have immunoglobuttn A nephmpalhy. TI1e majority of vaccinc-rclutcd 
cases were lypically =n wilhin 1 to 3 weeks al\cr vaccination f.l2J. Management of the glomerul11r dis
ease must be on a case-by-case basis depending on the severity and remission •tatu•. because the benefits 
of vaccin111ion outweigh the n1re risk llf glumerular di11e11~•-

CONCl .. lJSIONS 

COVID-19 is a global heallh conccm thAt hi$ 'ifll'Clld worldwide (!ill und h"" dr.unaOcally changed alobal 
sociopolilical, economic, and cultural aspccll< of humanity l.6l(. COVID-19 vaccines became more and 

more crll.ical due 10 the limiled prevention and treatment optioox uvuilable (fiJ.]. To end the pandemic cri
sis, the dcvclopmcnt of affordable, elTcctive. safe, lllxl 1r1111sportablc vaccines hos become ncces&ary. Some 
risks are nssociotcd with COVID-19 voccinotioo,;, bul no vocdnation is entirely safe. Genentlly. ahorl-lcnn 
advcrae effects oflhc COVJD-19 vaccines present wilh mild ,ympto~. The m011c common symploms arc 

locali,.cd pain Ind •welling ut the injection site, lever, hcadoche, myalaia, and chills, Cw;es of lhromb0&ls, 
notably cvr, arc mo•tly seen with the adenuvintl vector vaccines. AdVCl'$C elfcca; •u<:h as myocarditis. 
glomcrulardiseues, und culAncou, erupt.ions arc seen with lhc mRNA vaccines. 'llie majority or vaccina

tion rcuctlon• peak within the first 6 week• after receiving the vuccine, bul u·acking over a longr.r lime 
frame 11111y pruvidc insight into any furun: lldvcn;c reactions und rule out reaction• thnt urc l\tlscly ou.ributed 
tn vaccinDlion•. II is essential to identify d1c underlying immunologic and nonimmunologic mechanisms of 
lldvcrsc event, sn that appropriaic policies arc adopted, keeping qfcty in mind. 

Supplemenuiry _D"-'-"----····-··--___ .. ·-·-··•-··-_____ _ 
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London, England. (Preceptor: Professor Neil Macintyre M.D.) (Contact Kerry Dolan, 
Center for Hepatology, Upper 3rd floor, Rowland Hill Street, NW3 2PF. Tel-
011442077940500). 

1989-1990: Surgical Intern, Catholic Medical Center, Queens, New York. (Preceptor: Walter 
Pizzi, M.D.) (Contact Rita Raio, Department ofSurgery, 88-25 153rd Street, Suite IL, 
Jamaica, Queens, NY, 11432. Tel-718-558 7216). 

1990-1991: Surgical Intern, Nassau County Medical Center, East Meadow, New York. 
(Preceptor: James Evans, M.D.) (Contact Ann Marksteiner, 8th floor, Resident 
Resource Officer, 220 I Hempstead Turnpike, East Meadow, NY, 11554. Tel-516-572 
6273). 

1991-1992: PGY-2 Surgery Resident, Booth Memorial Medical Center, Queens, New York. 
(Preceptor: Jameson Chassin, M.D.) (Contact Donna DeChirico, The New York 
Hospital of Queens, 5645 Main Street, Flushing, NY, 11355. Tel-718 670 1120). 

1992-1995: Anesthesiology Residency, Albert Einstein- Montefiore Medical Center, Bronx, 
New York. (Prece~tor: Albert Saubermann, M.D.) (Contact Department of 
Anesthesiology, 41 floor. Tel 718-9204316). 

1995-1996: Pain Fellowship, Department of Anesthetics, Bristol Royal Infirmary, Bristol, 
England. (Preceptor: Robert Johnson M.D.) (Contact Tel-01144 I 179230000). 
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PROFESSIONAL APPOINTMENTS: 

March 2007 - Current: Private Practitioner, New Jersey Spine & Rehabilitation, Pompton 
Lakes, New Jersey. 

April 2010 - February 2011: Attending in Interventional Pain and Minimally Invasive Spine, 
North Jersey Surgery Center, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 

April 2007 - October 2010: Director of Outpatient Spine Surgery, The Bergen Passaic 
Ambulatory Surgery Center, Clifton, New Jersey. 

May 2007 - December 2007: Attending in Interventional Pain and Minimally Invasive Spine, 
Pain & Surgery Ambulatory Center, Wyckoff, New Jersey. 

November 2006 - March 2007: Medical Director of The North Jersey Center for Surgery, 
Newton, New Jersey. 

September 2004 - March 2007: Medical Director of Market Street Surgical Center, Saddle 
Brook, New Jersey. 

June 2004 - May 2007: Attending in Interventional Pain and Minimally Invasive Spine, The 
North Jersey Center for Surgery, Newton, New Jersey. 

June 2004 - March 2007: Private Practitioner in Interventional Pain and Minimally Invasive 
Spine, Saddle Brook, New Jersey. 

October 2002 - December 2003: Attending, Pain Management Center, St. Clare's Hospital, 
Denville and Dover, New Jersey. 

February 2002 -August 2002: Attending Anesthesiologist and Director of Pain Services, 
Columbus Hospital, Newark, New Jersey. 

October 2001 - December 2001: Attending Anesthesiologist, Hackensack University Medical 
Center, Hackensack, New Jersey. (Contact Dr. Mark Schlesinger, Chairman Dept. of 
Anesthesiology. Tel 2019962419). 

January 1997 - January 2001: Attending, The Regency Clinic, London, England. (Contact 27 
Welbeck Street, London WIM 7PG, England. Tel-011448454583589) 

September 1996- December 1996: Attending in charge of pain clinic, Macclesfield General 
Hospital, Macclesfield, Chesire, England. (Contact Tel-011441625421000). 

CERTICATION/LICENSURE: 

2006 Member of The American Society oflnterventional Pain Physicians. 
2004 Completion of visiting fellowship in Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery, Wooridul Spine 
Hospital, Seoul, Korea. 
2004 Member of The American Academy of Minimally Invasive Spinal Medicine and Surgery. 
2004 Diplomate of the American Board oflnterventional Pain Management. 
1996 Diplomate of American Board of Anesthesiology. 
1996 Medical License, State of New Jersey: MA 63281. 
1992 F.L.E.X 
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1989 E.C.F.M.G. 
1988 MB.BS (London University). 

CREDENTIALS AND CERTIFICATES: 

North American Spine Society - Evaluation & Treatment of Adult Spinal Deformity: Hands-On 
Course. March 16 - 17, 2012. Burr Ridge, IL. Certificate of Participation. 

Beckers ASC I 8th Annual Ambulatory Surgery Centers Conference. Improving Profitability and 
Business and Legal Issues. Featured Speaker: Orthopedics and Spine in ASC's - Key Trends 
and Ideas. October 28, 2011. Chicago, IL. 

The Philipinno-American Medical Conference -The Future of Outpatient Spine Surgery. 
Featured Speaker. September 24, 2011. Atlantic City, NJ. 

A OS pine Live Tissue Training - The Prevention and Management of Complications in Spine 
Access Surgery. September 17, 2011. Strasbourg, France. Certificate of Participation and 
Completion. 

SI-Bone - iFuse Implant System Surgeon Training Program. May 21, 2011. Jamesburg, NJ. 
Certificate of Completion. 

LOR-Anterior Stand-alone Clinical Solutions utilizing VerteBRIDGE Technology. A hands
on cadaver skills lab. May 13, 2011. Las Vegas, NV. 

The 3rd Annual ASC Review Seminar. April 27, 2011. Somerset, NJ. 

Utilizing Urine Drug Screens Appropriately sponsored by Avee Laboratories. March 15, 2011. 
East Hanover, NJ. Certificate of Attendance. 

Spine Arthoplasty Society. The Second Annual Meeting of the International Society for the 
Advancement of Spine Surgery - Middle East Chapter (SAS ME). February 3 - 5, 2011. 
Movenpick Dead Sea, Jordan. 

20th Annual Dr. Tom Lowe Spine Symposium: The Surgical Management of Spinal Disorders. 
January 14 - 17, 2011. Beaver Creek, CO. Certificate of Participation. 

Weill Cornell Medical College. Indications and Controversies: Minimally Invasive Spinal 
Surgery and Navigation. Hands-on Symposium. December 2 - 4, 20 I 0. New York, NY. 
Certificate of Participation. 

2010 Annual Meeting of the Society for Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery. November 5 -7, 
2010. Miami, FL. Certificate of Participation. 

Informed - Cultural Competency Update for the Physician. October 12, 20 I 0. Certificate of 
Completion. 

X-Spine - Advances in Interspinous and Transfacet Fixation: A Hands-On Cadaver Course. 
August 27, 2010. Henderson, NV. 

American Society oflnterventional Pain Physicians Webinar- Urine Drug Screen Testing 
Compliance conducted on July 15, 20 I 0. 
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Columbia University College of Physicians & Surgeons - 19th Annual Course & Symposium, 
Basic & Advanced Techniques in Electrodiagnostic Medicine. June 16 - 17, 20 I 0. New York, 
NY. Certificate of Participation. 

Dubai Spine Masters: Interventional and Pain Management Techniques. May 26 - 27, 20 I 0. 
Dubai, UAE. Certificate of Participation. 

Dubai Spine Masters: Minimally Invasive Surgical Strategies. May 23 - 25, 20 I 0. Dubai, 
UAE. Certificate of Participation. 

I 0th Annual Global Symposium on Motion Preservation Technology. April 27 - 30, 20 I 0. New 
Orleans, LA. Certificate of Participation. 

American Society oflnterventional Pain Physicians Webinar - Evidence-Based Interventional 
Techniques: An Algorithmic Approach To Keeping It Simple, Safe and Successful conducted on 
March 30, 20 I 0. Certificate of Participation. 

Spine Arthroplasty Society. February 18, 20 I 0. Certificate of Membership. 

North American Spine Society - 24th Annual Meeting. November 11 - I 4, 2009. San Francisco, 
CA. Certificate of Completion. 

North American Spine Society- 24th Annual Meeting Technique Workshop: Interbody Fusion 
Technologies. November 10, 2009. San Francisco, CA. Certificate of Completion. 

2009 Annual Meeting of the Society for Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery. Oct. 9 - 12, 2009. 
Las Vegas, NV. Certificate of Participation. 

North American Spine Society- Spine Across The Sea 2009. July 26 - 30, 2009. Maui, Hawaii. 
Certificate of Completion. 

21st Annual International Bethesda Spine Workshop: Thoraco-Lumbar Course. April 19-20, 
2009. Certificate of Participation. 

13th Annual International Argospine Symposium. January 29-30, 2009. Paris, France. 
Certificate of Attendance. 

SRH Klinikum Karlsbad-Langensteinbach gGmbH. Akademisches Lehrkrankenhaus der 
Universitat Heidelberg. Guttmannstrasse I, 76307 Karlsbad, Germany. January 26-28, 2009. 
Visiting doctor, rounds with Dr. Robert Melcher. 

University of California, San Diego School of Medicine. 2008 Annual Meeting of the Society 
for Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery. November 13-15, 2008. Henderson, NV. Physician 
Certificate of Credit. 

North American Spine Society- 23rd Annual Meeting. October 14-18, 2008. Toronto, Canada. 
Certificate of Completion. 

North American Spine Society- 23rd Annual Meeting Technique Workshop: Interbody Fusion 
Technologies. October 14, 2008. Toronto, Canada. Certificate of Completion. 

Cleveland Clinic Foundation Center for Continuing Education - Spine Review - July 16-22, 
2008. Cleveland, OH. Certification of Participation. 
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Columbia University College of Physicians & Surgeons Basic & Advanced Techniques in 
Electrodiagnostic Medicine. June 11-12, 2008. New York, NY. Certificate of Participation. 

North American Spine Society - Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery: A Hands-on Course. June 
6-7, 2008. Spine Masters Institute. Burr Ridge, IL. Certificate of Participation. 

Interventional Spine. PERPOS Surgical Training Program. February 15, 2008. Clifton, NJ. 
Certificate of Recognition. 

Spineology Physician Instructor at Bergen Passaic Ambulatory Surgery Center. Didactic and 
Hands-on Cadaver Implantation ofOptiMesh Surgical Mesh System. February 15, 2008. 
Clifton, NJ. 

Cedar-Sinai Institute for Spinal Disorders - ih Annual Symposium on Current Concepts in 
Spinal Disorders. February 1-2, 2008. Las Vegas, NV. Certificate of Participation. 

Saint Louis University School of Medicine - The 1st CSRS Hands-On Cadaver Course. Cervical 
Spine Decompression & Stabilization Techniques. January 18-19, 2008. Certificate of 
Participation. 

Saint Louis University School of Medicine - The 1st CSRS Cervical Spine Decompression & 
Stabilization. January 18-19, 2008. Certificate of Attendance. 

Medtronic Midas Rex Institute - Instruction in advanced high speed instrumentation for 
surgeons. St. Louis, MO. January 17, 2008. Certificate of Attendance. 

Spine Conference Case Presenter- Lenox Hill Hospital, NY. December 13, 2007. 

Weill Cornell Medical College, NY - Minimally Invasive Spinal Surgery and Navigation. 
November 30 December I, 2007. Certificate of Attendance. 

University of California, San Diego School of Medicine Minimally Invasive Surgery of the 
Spine 2007. November 16-17, 2007. Physician Certificate of Credit. 

North American Spine Society 22nd Annual Meeting. Austin, TX. October 23-27, 2007. 
Certificate of Completion. 

North American Spine Society- Interbody Fusion Technologies. Austin, TX. October 23, 
2007. Certificate of Completion. 

North American Spine Society - Motion Stabilization: A Hands-On Course. May 18-19, 2007. 
Spine Masters Institute. Burr Ridge, IL. Certificate of Participation. 

19th Annual International Bethesda Spine Workshop: Thoraco-Lumbar Course. May 6-7, 2007. 
Certificate of Participation. 

19th Annual International Bethesda Spine Workshop: Cervical Course. May 4-5, 2007. 
Certificate of Participation. 

AOSpine North America Challenges and Complications in Complex Spine Surgery Symposium. 
San Francisco, CA. April 28-29, 2007. Certificate of Participation. 

North American Spine Society- NASS Spring Break 2007: Back to the Future: Straight Spines, 
Straight Talk. March 14-17, 2007. Certificate of Attendance. 
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MinSurg Biomechanical Innovations -TruFUSE Surgical Training. February 17, 2007. 
Certificate of Completion. 

Surgeon Training Program for Atavi Minimally Invasive Posterior Cervical & Upper Thoracic 
Surgery conducted by Endius, Inc. September 9, 2006. Certificate of Attendance. 

Zimmer Spine Dynesys Dynamic-Stabilization Workshop at St. John's Health Center Santa 
Monica, CA. July 21-22, 2006. Certificate of Attendance. 

Zimmer Spine - Center of Excellence Program at St. Mary's Hospital West Palm Beach, FL. 
June 1-2, 2006. Certificate of Attendance. 

University of South Florida Preservation of Motion in the Spine. April 5-8, 2006. Certificate of 
Completion. 

North American Spine Society - NASS Spring Break: Back to the Evidence. March 8-11, 2006. 
Certificate of Completion. 

The Royal College of Physicians & Surgeons of the United States of America. 5th Global 
Congress of Minimally Invasive Spinal Specialists. Laser Assisted Spinal Endoscopy, 
Nucleoplasty & Coblation, Percutaneous Cervical Discectomy, Vertebral Augmentation, 
Foraminal Decompression, Laser Facet Rhizotomy, Laser Sympathectomy, Epiduroscopy. 
December 15-18, 2005. Certificate of Attendance. 

18th Annual Meeting of the International Intradiscal Therapy Society (IITS). May 25-28, 2005. 
Certificate of Participation. 

Spineology Physician Instructor at Market Street Surgical Center. Didactic and Hands-on 
Cadaver Implantation ofOptiMesh Surgical Mesh System. Saddle Brook, NJ. May 7, 2005. 

National University of Health Sciences Lincoln College of Postprofessional, Graduate & 
Continuing Education. Manipulation Under Anesthesia. April 4, 2005. Certificate of Proficiency. 

University of South Florida Preservation of Motion in the Lumbar Spine. March 17-20, 2005. 
Certificate of Completion. 

University of South Florida - Preservation of Motion in the Lumbar Spine Labs. March 18, 
2005. Certificate of Completion. 

North American Spine Society - Advanced Lumbar Spine Surgery: Minimally Invasive Surgery 
and Motion Preservation: A Hands-On Course. March 4-5, 2005. Certificate of Completion. 

North American Spine Society Cervical Fixation: A Hands-On Course. January 21-22, 2005. 
Certificate of Completion. 

North American Spine Society-'- 19th Annual Meeting. October 27-30, 2004. Certificate of 
Attendance. 

North American Spine Society- NASS 19th Annual Meeting Techniques Workshop: Minimally 
Invasive Spine Surgery: Decompression & Fusion/Implants. October 26, 2004. Certificate of 
Completion. 

North American Spine Society- NASS 19th Annual Meeting Techniques Workshop: 
Percutaneous Vertebral Augmentation. October 26, 2004. Certificate of Completion. 
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The I Ith Congress of the International Musculoskeletal Laser Society. May 12-15, 2004 in Seoul 
Korea. Certificate of Attendance. 

Continuing Education, Inc. Minimally Invasive Spine Update 2004. March 26-28, 2004. 
Certificate of Participation. 

Continuing Education, Inc. Fourth Global Congress: Minimally Invasive Spinal Surgery and 
Medicine. November 19-22, 2003. Certificate of Participation. 

American Association of Medical Foot Specialists. Attended course: Problems in Wound 
Management. November 2, 2003. 

American Society of Interventional Pain Physicians - Active Member since March 2002. 

ABSTRACTS: 

Kaul R. Percutaneous Lumbar Fusions in the Outpatient Surgical Practice. 2nd Annual Meeting 
of the International Society for the Advancement of Spine Surgery Middle East Chapter 
(SASME). Feb. 4, 2Ql I. Movenpick, Dead Sea, Jordan. 

Datta S., Kaul R., Manchikanti L. Letter to Editor: Is there really a cause-effect relationship 
between steroid dose, pain management practices, joint injected (sacroiliac joint), and infection? 
Reg Anesth Pain Med.2011 Jul-Aug; 36(4):410. 

Datta S., Kaul R. Outpatient Thoracic Endoscopic Discectomy (PETD) for Herniated Thoracic 
Disc with Thecal Sac Adhesions: Case Report and Review of Literature. 

PROCTORSIDPS: 

Amendia Education/Certification Proctorship. December 3,201 l. Pompton Lakes, NJ. 

Amendia Education/Certification Proctorship. October 8, 2011. Pompton Lakes, NJ. 

Disc-PX Education/Certification Proctorship. September 10, 201 I. Baldwin, NY. 

Disc-PX Education/Certification Proctorship. July 23, 2011. Newport Beach, CA. 

Disc-PX Education/Certification Proctorship. June 11, 2011. Dallas, TX. 

Disc-PX Education/Certification Proctorship. April 30, 2011. Pompton Lakes, NJ. 

WEBINAR HOST/CASE PRESENTATIONS: 

Motion Sparing Devises as an Alternative to Fusion. Webinar Host. September 27, 20 I I. 
Grade 1/2 Spondylolisthesis. Case Presentation. September 27, 2011. 
Lumbar Herniated Disc and Junctional Syndrome. Case Presentation. September 27, 
2011 

Advanced Medical Techniques Designed to Compliment Chiropractic Care. Webinar Host. 
September 20, 2011. 
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Discography and the Silent MRI. WebinarHost. August 2, 2011. 

PHILANTHROPY: 

The Spine Africa Project- founded in August 2008. 
The mission of The Spine Africa Project focuses on three objectives: the treatment of those 
afflicted with spinal conditions, the education of local medical personnel, and social change. 

• Jason Sendwe Hospital. Lubumbashi, Democratic Republic of Congo. December 1 -5, 
2008. 

• MyungSung Christian Medical Center. Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. December 11 15, 2010. 
• Panzi Hospital. Bukavu, Democratic Republic of Congo. August 20 - 25, 2011. 
• Panzi Hospital. Bukavu, Democratic Republic of Congo. February 5 - l 0, 2012 
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All Press Releases for October 13, 2023 Vpress_releases_by_date/20231013) 

Richard Arjun Kaul Recognized by 
Marquis Who's Who 
Dr. Richard Arjun Kaul has made remarkable contributions to the field of 

spine surgery and is touching the lives of many 

0 

< 

(/assets/attachments/050/press_release_distribution_0S0S 163_ 196760.jpg) 

ks to Dr. Kaul's 2005 invention, patients benefit from s11:Jfl~lf::1 

ay surgery, minimal blood loss, and low incidences of infe~liib!tl 

> 

YONKERS, NY, October 13, 2023 /24-7PressRelease/--Richard Arjun Kaul, MD, has been included 

in Marquis Who's Who. As in all Marquis Who's Who biographical volumes, individuals profiled are 

selected on the basis of cu,rrent reference value. Factors such as position, noteworthy 

accomplishments, visibility, and prominence in a field are all taken into account during the selection 

process. 
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of Medicine at his alma mater. After completing two six-month internships, first in internal medicine 

and then in surgery, Dr. Kaul pursued his residency in surgery and anesthesiology in the United States 

at Montefiore Medical Center in New York. 

Following the completion of his residency program in 1995, Dr. Kaul returned to his home country for 

fellowship in interventional pain management at the Bristol Royal Infirmary and worked as a general 

physician for six years before going into private practice, focusing on minimally invasive spine surgery. 

Since settling in the U.S. in 2001, he opened his own practice in 2005, New Jersey Spine and 

Rehabilitation. As the owner, president, and lead physician and surgeon, he consulted with patients, 

performed procedures, and applied his now 35 years of expertise in spine rehabilitation and 

background and training in general surgery, anesthesiology, and interventional pain management. 

Since practicing in the field of spine surgery, Dr. Kaul's most remarkable contribution has been the 

invention of the revolutionary percutaneous lumbar fusion procedure-a procedure that eliminates 

the need for aggressive surgical interventions that are associated with a high incidence of infection, 

nerve damage and poor patient outcomes. Now, thanks to Dr. Kaul's 2005 invention, patients who 

undergo this procedure benefit from same-day surgery, minimal blood loss, and low incidences of 

infection, which allows them to return to their daily routines quicker. As a recognized pioneer within 

the field of minimally invasive spine surgery Dr. Kaul taught his technique to many other minimally 

invasive spine surgeons. 

Along with his degrees and career experience, Dr. Kaul maintained membership in multiple minimally 

invasive spine surgery societies and is also the founder and president ofThe Spine Africa Project. 

Since its inception in 2008, the principal purpose ofThe Spine Africa Project has been to provide 

minimally invasive spine surgery to the peoples of Africa through the establishing of surgical centers 

across the African continent, and in conjunction with this part of the project is 'The lnvictus Initiative', 

a program which seeks to help men imprisoned in American jails by showing them that in changing 

their perspective on their life challenges, they can change the course of their life for the better. 

Dr. Kaul lives by the motto "Never give up and never lose hope", and it is this philosophy that guides 

his life's work. Besides his medical career, he is a public speaker, whose public speaking engagement, 

"Adversity into Advantage", embodies his motto. 

Throughout his life, Dr. Kaul was fortunate enough to encounter those who motivated him to pursue 

his dreams and reach his greatest potential. Along with the inspiration he drew from the courage and 

steadfastness of Nelson Mandela, he gained wisdom from those like Fr. Bryan Hanrahan, his history 

professor and one of the priests at his high school, St. Mary's, who imbued his students with a belief 

in tho r0::ili7::itinn nfthPir nnt,>nti;:il fnr PTPiltnpc;c;. Moreover. his oarents. oarticularly his father, 
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Dr. Kaul attributes his achievements, accomplishments, and ability to face and overcome life's 

obstacles to his unwavering self-belief and unrelenting determination, qualities instilled in him by his 

mother and father. 

Guided by his faith, Dr. Kaul has always felt supported to carry on, even through life's tragedies and 

profound loss. Despite the immense challenges he has confronted, he chose to view adversity as an 

opportunity for growth and learning. Through his unwavering resilience and determination, Dr. Kaul 

was able to transform his struggles into gifts, pave the way for a successful and fulfilling life, and 

inspire others to have the same outlook in order to achieve their own success. 

About Marquis Who's Who®: 

Since 1899, when A. N. Marquis printed the First Edition of Who's Who in America®, Marquis Who's 

Who® has chronicled the lives of the most accomplished individuals and innovators from every 

significant field of endeavor, including politics, business, medicine, law, education, art, religion and 

entertainment. Marquis celebrates its 125th anniversary in 2023, and Who's Who in America® 

remains an essential biographical source for thousands of researchers, journalists, librarians and 

executive search firms around the world. Marquis® publications may be visited at the official Marquis 

Who's Who® website at www.marquiswhoswho.com(http://www.marquiswhoswho.com). 

### 

Contact Information 

Marquis Who's Who Ventures LLC 

Uniondale, NY 

USA 

Voice: 844-394-6946 

E-Mail: Email Us Here (/email_publisher/505163) 

Website: Visit Our Website (http://www.marquiswhoswho.com/) 

Follow Us: 

(https://www.linkedin.com/company/marquis

who-

s-

(htt~h~fii4:Ullekl!Illll!1!l'~~/) 

0) 0) 
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Exhibit 6 
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RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD; 
JANE DOE; JOHN DOE. 

V, 

CHRISTCIPHER J. CHRISTIE 
KENNETH MURPHY 
JANE DOE; JOHN DOE. 

DATED: OCTOBER 25, 2023 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

CIVIL ACTION: NO.: 23-CV-22582 (BBl{AOR) 

RULE 36 ADMISSIONS 
RE: DEFENDANT KENNETH MURPHY 

I, RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD, the Plaintiff In the above matter do hereby submit to Defendant 

KENNETH MURPHY the within Admissions of Fact, that If not denied within thirty (30) days will 

become admitted. 

RICHARD AA;JUN KAUL, MD 
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1. I admit that I am employed as a police officer at the Morristown Police Department In 
Morristown, Morris County, New Jersey. 

2.1 admit that I knowingly and Illegally seized Plaintiff Kaul's person on June 14, 2023. 

3. I admit that I knowlngly and Illegally caused Plaintiff Kaurs person to be Imprisoned In a 
period from June 14 to 15, 2023. 

4. I admit that I am a 'state actor' for the purpose of a civil rights claim. 

5. I admit that I reside in AptlllA, 60 Elm Street, Morristown, NJ 07960-4123 

6. I admit that I knew the May 2016 tax related arrest warrant for Plaintiff Kaul was Illegal. 

7. I admit that I was motivated to execute the knowingly Illegal arrest warrant as I believed It 
would advance my career, 

8. I aamit that the basis for my bellef that executing the knowingly Illegal arrest warrant would 
advance my career, were conversations I had with senior pollce officers at the Morristown 
Pollce Department. -

9. I admit that I knew that If I did not execute the knowingly Illegal arrest warrant my career 
would be seriously harmed. 

1D. I admit that the basis for my belief that not executing the knowingly Illegal arrest warrant 
would harm my career, were conversations I had with senior police officers at the Morristown 
P~llce Department. • 

11, I admit that the reason I did not report the IUegal arrest of Plaintiff Kaul's person to federal 
authorities Is that I knew It would seriously harm my career. 

11. I admit that I was motivated to cause the Ulegal Imprisonment of Plaintiff Kaul's person as I 
believed It would advance my career. 

13. I admit that the basis for my belief that causing the Illegal imprisonment of Plaintiff Kaul's 
person would advance my career, were conversations I had with senior pollce officers at the 
Morristown Pollce,Department. 

14. I admit that I knew that If I did not cause the illegal Imprisonment of Plaintiff Kaurs person 
my career would be serlously harmed. 

15. I admit that the basts for my belief that not causing the illegal Imprisonment of Plaintiff 
Kaurs person would harm my career, were conversations I had with senior police officers at the 
Morristown Poli~ Department. 
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16. I admit that the reason I did not report the Hlegal Imprisonment of Plaintiff Kaul's person to 
federal authorities Is that I knew It would seriously harm my career. 

17. I admit that I knowingly/willingly/Willfully participated~ In the Illegal arrest and 
imprisonment scheme of Plaintiff Kaul for approximately four (4) hours, without reporting It to 
state or federal authorities. • • 

18. I admit that I knowlngly/wlllingly/wlllfully participated~ In the illegal arrest, 
imprisonment, and attempted drugging-kllling scheme for almbst thirty-six (36) hours, without 
reporting It to state or federal authorities. 

19, I admit that I received orders that came from Defendant Christle via Morristown Police 
Department to conduct an~ public search of Plaintiff Kaul's person. 

20. ! admit that I did conduct an overfy aggressive search of Plaintiff Kaul's person while he was 
standing with his face to the car, his arms extended, his hands on the top of the car and his legs 
apart. 

21.1 admit that I knew the purpose_of this overly ~search was to manufacture a 
situation to Incite and Justify knowingly Illegal violent force. 

22. I admit that my perpetration against Plaintiff Kaul's person of a knowingly illegal and 
.aggressive body search was conducted with a threatening tone for the purpose of harassment. 

23. I admit that I didMJJl.!11 at Plaintiff Kaufs person while he was standing with his face to the 
car, his arms extended, his hands on the top of the car and his legs apart. 

24, I admit that while I was ~at Plaintiff l(aul's person, I was stood immediately behind 
. him as he was standing with his face to the car, his arms extended, his hands on the top of the 

car and his legs apart. 

25. I admit that I received orders that came from Defendant Christle via Morristown Pollce 
Department to shout at Plaintiff Kaul that he should stop !!lfilll!l.Dg while he was standing with 
his face to the car, his arms extended, his hands on the top of the car and his legs apart. 

26. I admit that I knew the purpose_of shouting at Plaintiff Kaul's person to stop~ was to 
manufacture a situation to Incite and Justify knowingly illegal violent force. 

27, I admit that I knew Plaintiff Kaul was not Wlfil.!!lg. 

28, I admit that I ·continued shouting at Plaintiff Kaul to stop ~despite knowing that he 
was not resisting. 
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29, I admit that I received orders that came from Defendant Christle via Morristown Police 
Department to shout at Plafntiff Kaul that he should widen hls stance while he was standing 
with his face to the car, his arms extended, his hands on the top of the car and his legs apart. 

30, f admit that I knew the purpose.of shouting at Plaintiff Kaul's person that he should widen 
his~ while he was standing with his face to the car, his arms extended, his hands on the 
top of the car and his legs apart, was to manufacture a situation to Incite and Justify knowfngly 
Illegal vk>fent force. 

31. r admit that I knew Plaintiff Kaul's ~ was adequate. 

32. I admit that I continued shouting at Plaintiff Kaul to widen his m!l!9I. despite knowing his 
stance was adequate. 

33. I admit that I aggressively persisted with shouting at Plaintiff Kaul to provoke him Into 
resisting. 

34. I admit that I knew I was recording the events. 

35. I admit that I knew I could use my shoutl.ng at Plaintiff Kaul to not resist as evidence that he 
was resisting. 

36. I admit that f knew that Plaintiff Kaur was not resisting. 

37. I admit tha; Plaintiff Kaul stated he was not resisting. 

38. I admit that the purpose of me shouting at Plaintiff Kaul to not resist was to manufacture 
for the video and legal record a reason for me and another police officer to use excessive 
violent force on Plafntlff Kaul. 

39. I admit that Defendant Christie ordered that a charge of reslstlng arrest be manufactured ln 
the belief that It would hinder his prosecution and or asset seizure by Plaintiff Kaul in K11·15. 

40. r admit that I perpetrated an aggressive body search ln an attempt to manufacture a 
knowfngly false charge of resisting arrest. 

41. r admit that I knew the video of my perpetration of an aggressive body search would be 
viewed by my superiors and Defendant Christle. 

42. r belfeved that the more shouting I directed at Plaintiff Kaul, the more likely he would resist. 

43. I admit that my shouting at Plaintiff Kaul was purposed to cause Plalntiff Kaul's person to 
tense or appear on video as If resisting. 

4 
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44. I admit that the purpose In attempting to cause Plaintiff Kaul's person to tense or appear on 
Video as if resisting was to manufacture for the video and legal record a reason for me and 
another police officer to use excessive violent force on Plaintiff Kaul. 

45.1 admit that the purpose in attempting to cause Plaintiff Kaul's person to tense or appear on 
vldeQ as if resisting was to manufacture· a knowingly false charge of resisting arrest. 

46. I admit that I believed that lfl was able to manufacture a knowingly false charge of resisting 
arrest I would benefit more through greater advancement to my career. 

47.1 admit that I have advanced knowledge of the law. 

48. I admit that I am trained, qualified, and licensed In the practical application of the law. 

49, I admit that I am trained, qualified, and licensed In the proper and legal use of physical force 
. in the enforcement of law. 

SO, I admit that I am educated to the general standards of conduct that control American 
policing. 

51. I admit that I am educated to the general standards of conduct that control policing within 
the State of New Jersey. 

52. I admit that I am equipped with manuals that set forth the constraints on permitted courses 
of action. • 

53. I admit that as part of my professional obligations I regularly review these manuals. 

54. I admit that on June 14, 2023, while on active duty, I was cognizant of the knowledge, 
Information, and standards within which I knew I was obligated to conduct policing activities, 

55. I admit that I knowing and wlHfully ignored this knowledge and information. 

56. I admit that I knowing and willfully violated these standards. 

57: I admit that I knowing and willfully ignored this knowledge and Information In the belief 
that It would advance my career. 

58. I admit that I knowing and willfully violated these standards In the belief that It would 
advance my career. 

59, I admit that I believed that my violations would go unexposed. 

5 
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60, I admit that I believed that my violations would remain unexposed ·as I believed Plaintiff 
Kaul would be Incapable of exposing them, as he would be seriously psychologlcally and or 
physically Injured. 

61, I admit that these beliefs were based on conversations and Information I received from 
other·police within the Morristown Police Department, 

62, ·I admit that I know that the Information I received from police within the Morristown Police 
Department origi_nated from Defendant Christle. 

63. I admit that I k_now tl:iat my violations of standard police conduct In knowingly and falsely 
arresting Plaintiff Kaul's person did constitute a willful violation of Plaintiff Kaul's human, civil 
and constitutlonal rights, 

64, I admit that I know that my violations of standard police conduct In knowingly and falsely 
Imprisoning Plaintiff Kaul's person did constitute a wlllful violation of Plaintiff Kaul's human, 
civil and constitutional rights. 

65, I admit that I, with knowledge of the illegality of the arrest of Plaintiff Kaul's person, did 
facllltate the t~nsport of his person from the site of the traffic stop to the Mercer County 
Correctional Center In a manner purposed to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from ccntactlng a lawyer. 

66. I admit that I knew the purpose of preventing Plaintiff Kaul from contacting a lawyer, was to 
facilitate his elimination through either incarceration/psychological-physical lnJu1Y/death. 

67. I. admit that I knew the purpose of el!mlnatlng Plaintiff Kaul was to prevent him from 
continuing his prosecution of Defendant Christle and persons/entitles within The Kaul Cases. 

68, I admit that I came to know that Plaintiff Kaul's prosecution ofThe Kaul Cases had caused 
polltlcal donors to not donate money to Defendant Christle. 

69.1 admit that I came to know that Plaintiff Kaul's prosecution of The Kaul Cases had caused 
political donors to request the return of previously donated money. 

70, I admit that I knew that the 2016 tax indictment and arrest warrant were illegal. 

71. I admit that I knew my facilitating the transfer of Plaintiff Kaul's person-to persons within 
the Mercer County Correctional Center was Illegal. 

72. I admit that I knew that my facilitation of this transfer constituted an ongoing and 
knowingly Illegal violation of Plaintiff Kaul's human/civil/constitutional rights. 

73. I admit that I knew that It was within my duty and authority to halt any further violation of 
Plaintiff Kaul's human/civil/constitutional rights. 
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74. I admit that I did not halt any further violation of Plaintiff Kaul's human/civil/constitutional 
rights as 1 believed It would harm my career. 

75. I admit that I facll!tated the ongoing violation of Plaintiff Kaul's human/civil/constitutional 
rights as I believed it would advance my career. 

76.1 admit that In facilitating the ongoing vlolatlon of Plaintiff Kaul's human/clvll/constltutlonal 
rights I knew that there was a substantial risk he would be psychologicaliy-physlcally Injured 
and or kllied. 

n. I admit that despite knowing this serious risk to Plaintiff Kaul's life, I facilitated the scheme 
, as J believed It would personally benefit me. 

78, I admit that at no point until I became aware of K11-15, did I ever believe that my violations 
of law and rights would be exposed. 

79. I admit that at no point until I became aware of Kll-15, did I ever believe that my 
misconduct of not reporting the violations to state and or federal authorities would be' exposed. 

80, I admit that at no point until I became aware of Kll-15, did I ever believe that my 
misconduct In falling to halt any further violation of Plaintiff Kaul's human/clvll/constltutional 
rights, 

81. I admit that at no point until I became aware of Kll-15, did I ever believe that my crimes 
would be exposed. 

82. I admit that I did not Inform Plaintiff Kaul of his rights when I arrested him as I knew the 
arrest was Illegal. 

83, I admit that I did not Inform Plaintiff Kaul of his rights when I arrested him as I knew there 
existed no warrant for his arrest. 

84, 1 admit I knew that the lllejlal May 2016 tax Indictment and warrant were manufactured by 
Defendant Christle in retallation for the racketeering lawsuit Plalntlff Kaul Hied against 
Defendant Christie in February 2016. 

as. I admit that I, a law enforcement officer, knew In the time between the illegal arrest of 
Plaintiff Kaul's person, his Illegal imprisonment, and his illegal transfer to persons.from the 
Mercer County Correctional Center, that these violations originated from the Illegal May 2016 
tax Indictment, 

86, I admit that I, a law enforcement officer, know that the facts of the Illegal May 2016 tax 
Indictment are the direct and proximate cause of the facts of the May 27, 2021, kidnapping and 
the June 14, 2023, illegal arrest. 

7 
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87, I admit that I, a law enforcement officer, and a person credentialed within the law, know 
that Defendant Christle Is Joint and severally Hable to Plaintiff Kaul for, amongst other things, 
the acts of May 27, 2021, and June 14-15, 2023. 

83.1 admit I now know that In a period from 2017 to 2023,.Plaintlff Kaul underwent multiple 
criminal background checks lfy state and federal agencies as part of applications he submitted 
for state medical licenses. 

89. I admit I now know that no warrants or crlmlnal history were found In these multiple 
background checks. 

90. I admit that on June 14, 2023, in the time between stopping Plaintiff Kaul and Illegally 
arr:estlng his person, l engaged In a conversation with a person and or persons at the 
Morristown Police Department, 

91, I admit that this conversation was conducted on our private cellular phones. 

92. I admit that this conversations Involved me being told that the order to arrest Plaintiff Kaul 
had been·obtalned from Defendant Christie. 

93. I admit that I knew the arrest would be illegal but that to conduct the arrest would advance 
my career. 

94.1 admit that I knew the arrest would be illegal but that to not conduct the arrest would 
harm mv career. • 

95. I admit I knew that In conducting a knowingly Illegal arrest I would be violating the law. 

96, l admit I knew that ln conducting a knowingly Ulegal arrest I would be violating Plaintiff 
Kaul's human/civll/constltutlonal rights. 

97, 1 admit I knewthatln conducting a knowingly Illegal arrest I would be engaging ln pollce 
misconduct, 

98, I admit that I believed these violations and misconduct would go unexposed and 
unpunished because the order had been given by Defendant Christle, an ex-governor, an eK-US 
Attorney, and a possible 2024 US Presidential Candidate. 

99.1 admit that I believed that Defendant Christle would·use his political power In the New 
Jersey courts to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing the violations through litigation. 

100. t admltthat I believed that Defendant Christie would use his polltical power In New Jersey 
to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing the vlolations through media exposure. 
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101. I admit that I believed that Defendant Christle would use his political power In New jersey • 
to coerce witnesses with evidence Into not cooperating· with Plaintiff Kaul. • 

102. I admit that I believed that these violations would be 'covered-up'. 

·103.1 admit I now.know that many persons who obeyed Defendant Christie's orders 
subsequently suffered loss of llvellhood/llberty/property. 

104. I admit that I should not have followed Defendant Christie's order to illegally arrest and 
imprison Plaintiff Kaul, 

105. I admit that I had a duty to halt the Illegal arrest and imprisonment of Plaintiff Kaul. 

106. I admit that I had a duty to report the Illegal arrest and Imprisonment of Plaintiff Kaul to 
s\ate and or federal authorities. 

107. I admit that I knowingly/willfully/for self-serving reasons did violate that duty. 

108. I admit that I have come to know that many persons and entitles conspired with 
Defendant Christie against Plaintiff Kaul. 

109. I admit that I have come to know that this conspiracy commenced in approximately 2005 
consequent to professional Jealousy of Plaintiff Kaul's competitors upon his invention of the 
percutaneous spinal fusion . 

. 110, I admit that I have come to know that these persons and entitles are known as Il!!l..ID!l!l. 
~ Oefendants/Co•conspirators. 

111. I admit that I, as a law enforcement officer, have-come to know that The Kaui Cases 
Defendants/Co-conspirators did In their perpetration of the conspiracy violate Plaintiff l(aul's 
h!Jman/civjl/constltutlonal rights. • 

112. I admlHhat I, as a law enforcement officer, have come to know that The Kaul Cases 
Defendants/Co-conspirators did in their perpetration ofthe conspiracy violate civil law. 

113, I admit that I, as a.law enforcement officer, have come to know that The Kaul Cases 
Defendants/Co-conspirators did lri their perpetration of the conspiracy violate criminal law. 

114. I admit that I know through conversations with persons located In Morris County, New 
Jersey who are familiar with The Kaul Cases and know the history of the within facts, that 
Plaintiff Kaul's claims against Defendant Christle are tru~. 

115. I admit I know that the reason Defendant Christle did not answer the Complaint ls because 
the claims are true. 

9 
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. 116.1 admit I know that the reason Defendant Christle violated the Court's October 16, 2023, 
Rule 26 order Is that there exists highly Incriminating evidence of many other crimes committed 
by Defendant Christie while he was the US Attorney and NJ.Governor. 

117, I admit I know that the reason Defendant Christie violated the Cou'rt's October 16, 2023, 
Rule 26 order is that this highly incriminating evidence Implicates other currently employed 
public servants . 

. 118, I admit that I know that the reason Defendant Christie violated the Court's October 16, 
2023, Rule. 26 order Is that the highly Incriminating evidence would end his current campalgn 
for the Republican nomination. 

119. 1 admit that I know that the reason Defendant Christie violated the Court's October 16, 
2023, Rule 26 order Is that the highly Incriminating evidence would end his polltlcal career. 

120. I admit that I have read a book by ex-NJ legislator, Louis Manzo, entitled 'RUTHLESS 
AMBITION: THE RISE AND FALL OF CHRIS CHRISTIE'. 

121, I admit that I know the truth of all the facts within this book. 

DATED: OCTOBER 25, 2023 
RICHARD ARJUlli KAUL, MD 

10 
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Honorable J. Paul Oetken 
United States District Court 
Southern District of New York 
40 Foley Square 
New York, NY 10007 

Re: Kaul/Basch v ICE et al 
21-CV-06992 
Kll-7 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

September 13, 2022 

Financial disclosures/conflicts of interest/ex parte communications 

Dear Judge Oetken, 
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We write this letter with the utmost respect for you and the federal Judiciary, and in 
recognition of the immense pressures that the above case must have brought to bear on your 
Judgment. However, it is our position, one that is authorized by law and by our rights, that the 
opinion and order entered on September 12, 2022, will remain Invalid until the following 

· information has been disclosed to the record: 

1. Forms AO 10 since 2020. 

2. Information required pursuant to the Courthouse and Transparency Act. 
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3. A list of all ex parte communications between yourself and any agents acting on your behalf, 
and the Defendants or any agents acting on their behalf, that 
pertains/relates/refers/references or are in any way associated with the aspect of any of Kll-7 
or any of The Kaul cases, includlng but not. limited to: (i) the delivery and or receipt of any 
favor/gift/benefit/advantage/interest to you and or any member of your family to the third
degree, by the Defendants and or their agents in return for granting their motions; (ii) the 
promise of any future delivery and or receipt of any favor/gift/benefit/advantage/interest to 
you and or any member of your family to the third-degree, by the Defendants and or their 
agents in return for granting their motions. The pertinent time period is August 19, 2021, to the 
present. 

As you are aware, the issue of judicial corruption has unfortunately appeared prominently 
within The Kaul Cases, and was featured In a series of Wall Street Journal articles in September 
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2021 (Kll-7: D.E. 25 Page 1- 46 of SD). Consequent to this publicity, and in or around May 
2022, the Courthouse Ethics and Transparency Act was passed in response to public pressure 
against judicial corruption (Exhibit 1). Senator Ted Cruz was one of the co-sponsors, a person to 
whose attention, in January 2021, I brought the issue of judicial corruption (Exhibit 2). The 

process" is highlighted in the letter to Senator Cruz. I understand your appointment to the 
bench was sponsored by Senator Schumer. 

Our request for the public disclosure of the above financial information relates to the fact that 
your opinion/order are so thoroughly divorced from the evidence/facts/arguments/law of this 
case, that one cannot but conclude that you, like U.S.D.J. Kevin McNulty (U.S.D.C.-DNJ), Senator 

. Schumer's brother-in-law, have been corrupted. U.S.D.J. McNulty engaged in the same opinion 
falsifying activity in Kl (D.E. 313-1), as now appears in Kll-7 (D.E. 168). 

Our request for the public disclosure of all ex parte communications pertains, in part, to the 
dissemination of notices of preservation to various ex-members of the political/legal/judicial 
establishment, including Jose Linares, the ex-Chief Judge of the District of New Jersey, who, in 
mid-late May 2019, suddenly retired from the bench, and took partner status at the law firm of 
English & Mccarter in Newark, New Jersey, after having received a letter from me, requesting 
his financial disclosure/conflicts of interest (Exhibit 3). On May 5, 2022, Mr. Linares was served 
with a NOTICE OF PRESERVATION in Kll-7 (Exhibit 4). 

We respectfully assert that the principles underpinning Rules 144/455, and those of the due 
process clauses of the Constitution, are authoritative in this matter, and do render your 
opinion/order void until your impartiality/lack of bias has been evidentially established. 

We thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Yours sincerely 

R ARJUN KAUL, MD 

cc: All Counsel of Record 
All parties with a legal or other interest 
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JORGE DOPICO 
Chief Attorney 

ATTORNEY GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE 
Supreme Court, Appellate Division 

First Judicial Department 
180 Maiden Lane, 17th Floor 

New York, New York 10038 
(212) 401-0800 

(Rev. 7.30.2020) 

Email Complaint and Attachments to: AD1-AGC-newcornplaints@nycourts.gov. In addition, 

please send one copy of your complaint and attachments by regular mail to the above address. 

(If you do not have a personal email account, please send two (2) complete sets of your complaint 

and all attachments. There may be a delay in processing your matter if it is not emailed. Please 

do not include any original documents because we are unable to return them.) 

Background Information 

Today's Date: _1_1_/3_0_/2_0_2_2 ____ _ 

Your Full Name: (Mr. Ms. Mrs.) RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD/DAVID BASCH MD 

Address: 440c SOMERSET DRIVE 

City: PEARL RIVER State: NY Zip Code: 10965 ---------
Ce II Phone: 973 876 2877 Business/Home Phone: __________ _ 

Email Address: drrichardkaul@gmail.com 

Are you represented by a lawyer regarding this complaint? Yes I t/ I No _D__ If Yes: 

Lawyer's Name: _N_/_A ________________________ _ 

Address: ____________________________ _ 

City: __________ State: ______ Zip Code: ________ _ 

Business Phone: __________ cell Phone: ___________ _ 

Attorney Information 
. JAMES PAUL OETKEN 

Full Name of Attorney Complained of: (Mr. Ms. Mrs.) _______________ _ 

Address: Room 706, 40 Foley Square 

City: New York State: _N_Y _____ Zip Code: _1_0_0_0_7 _____ _ 

Business Phone: 212 805 0266 Cell Phone: ____________ _ 

Email Address: __________________________ _ 
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Date(s) of Representation/Incident: _1_1_/3_0_/_2_0_2_2 _______________ _ 

Have you filed a civil or criminal complaint against this attorney? Yes D No I rl' I If Yes: 

If yes, name of case (if applicable): _____________________ _ 

Name of Court: _________________________ _ 

Index Number of Case (if known): ___________________ _ 

Have you. filed. a complaint concerning this matter lf,lltb_,anotheµ.ici,evance Committee, Bar Association, 

District Attorney's Office, or any other agency? Yes-~-,/- No _LJ __ 
If yes, name of agency: JUDICIAL DISCIP. COUNCIL/SENATE JUDICIAL COM. 

Action taken by agency, if any:_P_E_N_D_I_N_G _________________ _ 

Details of Complaint 

Please describe the alleged misconduct in as much detail as possible Including what happened, where and 

when, the names of any witnesses, what was said, and in what tone of voice, etc. Use additional sheets if 

necessary. 

The Respondent, a lawyer, who in his capacity as a judge, has admitted to 
having enagaged in a series of quid pro quo schemes/exparte communications, 
in which he received bribes for illegally dismissing a case (attached sheets}.The 
Respondent, in his capacity as a lawyer, did represent corporations for many 
years, and did, when he became a judge, fail to recuse himself when these same 
corporations·brought cases before him. In these matters, the Respondent, as the 
record shows, did almost always rule in favor of these corporations. This " 
pattern" has been in existence since at least 2017. 

complainant's Signature {Required): RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD/DA YID BASCH, MD . 

P.k,. PJJ~ 
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Judicial Council of the SECOND Circuit 

COMPLAINT OF JUDICIAL MISCONDUCT OR DISABILITY 

To begin the complaint process, complete this form and prepare the brief statement of facts 
described in item 4 (below). The Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability Proceedings, 
adopted by the Judicial Conference of the United States, contain information on what to include 
in a complaint (Rule 6), where to file a complaint (Rule 7), and other important matters. The 
Rules are available in federal court clerks' offices, on individual federal courts' websites, and on 
www,uscourts.gov. 

Your complaint (this form and the statement of facts) should be typewritten and must be legible. 
For the number of copies to file, consult the local rules or clerk's office of the court in which 
your complaint is required to be filed. Enclose each copy of the complaint in an envelope marked 
"COMPLAINT OF MISCONDUCT" or "COMPLAINT OF DISABILITY" and submit it to the 
appropriate clerk of court. Do not put the name of any .iudgc on the envelope. 

J. Name of Complainant: RICHARD ARJUN KAUUDAVID BASCH 

Contact Address: 440c SOMERSET DRIVE, PEARL RIVER 

NY, 10965 

Daytime telephone: (973) 876 2877 

2. Name{s) of Judge(s): JAMES PAUL OETKEN 

Court: SONY 

3. Does this complaint concern the behavior of the judgc(s) in a particular lawsuit or 
lawsuitb 

®Yes QNo 

If"yes," give the following informati,m about each lawsuit: 

Court: SONY 

Case Number: 21-CV-06992 

Docket number of any appeal to the N/A Circuit: _N_I_A _____ _ 

Are (were) you a party or lawyer in the lawsuit? 

(~ Party O Lawyer 10 Neither 

Page 1 of 2 
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If you arc (were) a party and have (had) a lawyer, give the lawyer's name, address, and 
telephone number: 

NIA 

4. Brief Statement of Facts. Attach a brief statement of the specific facts on which the 
claim of judicial misconduct or disability is based. Include what happened, when and 
where it happened, ai1d any information that would help an investigator check the facts. If 
the complaint alleges judicial disability, also include any additional facts that fonn the 
basis of that allegation. 

5. Declaration and signature: 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the statements made in this complaint are trne and 
correct to the best of my knowledge. 

(Signature) 2 k). - 't{tt..H.,l;y).J) lrflSvJv /1,J, (Date)NOVEMBER 18, 2022 

Page 2 of 2 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

This complaint is flied under the Judicial Conduct and Disability Act of 1980, 28 U.S.C. §§ 351-
364 and the Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability Proceedings, 249 F.R.D. 662 (U.S. 

Jud. Conf. 2008), and asserts that pursuant to the standard set forth in 28 U.S.C. § 

352(b)(l)(A)(iil); Rule ll(c)(l)(D) the within evidence proves and or at least raises an inference 

that U.S.D.J. James Paul Oetken did commit judicial misconduct, at a point in time between 

August 19, 2021, and September 12, 2022, in the matter of Kaul/Basch v ICE et al {21-CV-
06992). 

The evidence includes the tacit admissions by U.S.D.J. Oetken of bribery, conspiracy and 

exparte communications, who despite recognizing his legal obligations to disclose his financial 

holdings and exparte communications, has failed to submit this information, a fact that satisfies 
the 28 U.S.C. § 352(b)(l)(A)(lii); Rule ll(c)(l)(D) inference standard of judicial misconduct. This 

council has the jurisdiction and authority to order the disclosure of this information, and have 

definitively addressed the issue of misconduct. However, the Plaintiffs respectfully assert that if 
this council elects not to compel disclosure, the law will interpret non-election as a finding of 

misconduct. 

The misconduct (bribery/conspiracy/exparte communications) was perpetrated within the 
State of New York, but this is not the first case in which U.S.D.J. Oetken has engaged in such 
acts. There exists a "pattern" within his case history of always ruling in favor of corporations, 

and in those cases in which all the litigants were corporations, he always ruled in favor of the 

largest corporation. An investigation could commence with a closer examination of this 

"pattern", and a comparison with the financial holdings (stocks/bonds/shares) of U.S.D.J. 

Oetken in relation to the corporations in whose favor he ruled. This was one of the methods 

used by journalists at the Wall Street Journal, in researching their September 2021 stories on 

corruption in the federal judiciary. 

This complaint is based not on the merits of U.S.D.J.'s opinion, but on an admitted fraud 
committed against the apparatus of justice, and does therefore not lie pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 

352(b)(l)(A)(ii); Rule 3(h)(3)(A). The Plaintiffs' decision not to appeal the order, pertains to the 
tardiness of the procedure inherent in attempting to raise on appeal the issue of 'Fraud on the 

Court', and is without effect as to the Plaintiffs' position that U.S.D.J.'s opinion is 

factually/legally erroneous. Similarly, to have appealed the order, as suggested by U.S.D.J. 

Oetken, would have constituted an admission of the legitimacy of the order and would have 
foreclosed this council from investigating this complaint, a fact known by U.S.D.J. Oetken. This 

tactic evidences U.S.D.J.'s wrongful state-of-mind, in that had he known he had not committed 
misconduct, he would not have attempted to coerce the filing of an appeal. It was the intention 
of U.S.D.J. Oetken to attempt to permanently foreclose the Plaintiffs from seeking recompense 
in the United States District Court, by directing the case into the appellate court, knowing that 

this process would be lengthy and likely would conceal his misconduct. 

1 
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We declare under penalty of perjury that the statements made in this complaint are true and 

correct to the best of our knowledge. 

tlll 
RICHARD ARJUN l<AUL, MD 

Date: November 18, 2022 
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FRIEDMAN & WITTE:NSTEIN 
A PROFE:SSIONAL. CORPORATION 

1345 AVENUE: OF' THE: AMERICAS 

2ND FLOOR 
NE:W YORK, NE:W YORK 10105 

WWW,P"RIE0MANWITT£HSTEIN,COM 
(212) 750-8700 

May 2, 2023 

VIAECF 

The Honorable Jennifer L. Rochon 
United States District Judge 
Southern District of New York 
United States Courthouse 
500 Pearl Street 
New York, NY l0007-1312 

Re: Kaul v. Intercontinental Exchange, et al. 
I :23-cv-02016-JLR 

Dear Judge Rochon: 

We represent defendant Intercontinental Exchange ("ICE'') in the above
referenced matter. We are writing to request that the Court dismiss plaintiff Kaul's Complaint 
based on the anti-filing injunction entered by Judge Oetken on September 12. 2022 in Kaul v. 
lnrercontinental Exchange, Civil Action No. 2 l-cv-6992-JPO (DE l 68) (the "Opinion"). 

Judge Oetken 's Opinion spells out Kaul's history of filing numerous repetitive 
and meritless actions throughout the country. {Opinion at 2-4). In addition to dismissing Kaul's 
Complaint with prejudice against all defendants, including ICE, Judge Oetken entered a 
nationwide anti-filing injunction against Kaul: 

From the date of this Opinion and Order, Plaintiff Kaul is barred from filing in 
any United States district court any action, motion, petition, complaint, or request 
for reiiefagainst any of the Defendants named in this litigation that relates to or 
arises from (i) the denial of his medical license; (ii) subsequent litigation 
proceedings initiated by the Defendants here before the date of this Order; {iii) 
subsequent litigation proceedings initiated by Plaintiff Kaul before the date of this 
Order; without first obtaining leave from this Court. Any motion for leave must 
include the caption "Request for Permission to file under Filing Injunction" and 
must _be submitted to the Pro Se Intake Unit of this Court along with Plaintiff 
Kaul'.s proposed tilings. 
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FRIEDMAN & WITTENSTEIN 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

Hon. Jennifer L. Rochon 
May 2, 2023 
Page 2 

If Plaintiff Kaul violates this Opinion and Order and files any materials without 
first obtaining leave to file, any request will be denied for failure to comply with 
this Opinion and Order, and Plaintiff Kaul may be subject to sanctior.s, including 
monetary penalties or contempt. See Schuster, 2021 WL I 317370, at * 11. The 
Court clarifies that this tiling injunction does not prevent Kaul from filing an 
appeal from this Opinion and Order. 

(Opinion at 19). 

The present case, which repeats the same allegations and arises from the same 
events as Kaul's many prior cases-including Kaul v. Intercontinental Exchange, Civil Action 
No. 2 l-cv-6992-JPO--was commenced in clear violation of Judge Oeken's anti-tiling injunction. 
Kaul never sought leave to tile the present case, nor, to the best of our knowledge, did any of his 
papers include the caption "Request for Permission to File under Filing Injunction" as Judge 
Oetken required. (We are also copying Judge Oetken on this correspondence, as it is his Order 
that has bee_n violated.) 

We therefore respectfully request that the Complaint in this action be dismissed. 

cc: The Honorable J. Paul Oetken 
Magistrate Judge Ona T. Wang 
Richard Arjun Kaul 

Respectfully submitted, 

trt~J,J~ 
Stuart I. Friedman (yt) 
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Honorable Jennifer L. Rochon 

United States District Judge 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan 

United States Courthouse 
500 Pearl Street 
New York, NY 10007-1312 

Re: Kaul/Basch v ICE: 23-CV-2016 
Kll-10 
Plaintiffs Response to D.E. 27 

Dear Judge Rochon, 

www.drrlchardkaul.com 

May 12, 2023 

r.._, \'/} , 

~ ~~ 
•:....J ..... i 

:x ... ~.·. 
:>• 
-< 

We write this letter to respectfully inform you that the opinion/order entered on May 11, 2023, 

are, pursuant to the F~deral Rules of Appellate Procedure not final, as there exist unadjudicated 

motions, and thus the opinion/order are invalid and without legal effect. 

Specifically, these are the motions for Summary Judgment (D.E. 6/7 /8/9) and Default '(D.E. 

22/23) against Defendant Heary, and moreover, and pursuant to F.R.C.P 36, Defendant Heary's 

failure to contest/refute/rebut/address the facts within the ADMISSION OF MATERIAL AND 

UNDISPUTED FACT OF DEFENDANT ROBERT HEARV (D.E. 9), which include facts probative of the 

'Fraud on the Court', has caused these facts of racketeering offense/injury to be permanently 

admitted. 

Similarly, Defendant ICE failed, not unexpectedly, and as predicted by RICO's vicarious liablity 

doctrine, to deny the fact, as stated by Plaintiffs Kaul/Basch (D.E. 24 Page 5 of 10), of their 

equal and conferred liablity for the facts of offense/injury committed and caused by all of the 

• Kll-10 Defendants, "the crime of one becomes the crime of all". 

The invalidity of the opinion/order, both procedurally and substantively, in that it fails to 

provide superseding authority to nullify the Kll-7 'Fraud on the Court', in conjunction with the 

controlling law (D.E. 1 Page 82 of 169) regarding the filing of "An Independent action to set the 

judgment aside brought In the same court of a different court" and, arguably of most 

significance, the facts admitted in Kll-10, do unequivocally substantiate a basis for action in a 

district court within the United States District Court. 

1 
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However, should this Court decide to retroactively adjudicate the unresolved motions, any such 
adjudication will require that by May 24,·2023, as pursuant to the thirty (30) day mandate of 
Rule 36, Defendant Heary deny the facts within the ADMISSION OF MATERIAL AND 
UNDISPUTED FACT OF DEFENDANT ROBERT HEARY (D.E. 9). Failure to do so, will establish 
foundations for Summary Judgment against all Kll-10 Defendants in any and all future actions. 

The Kll-10 Defendants, and U.S.D.J. Oetken, whose foolhardy copying by Defendant ICE (D.E.) 
converted him from a jurist to a witness/defendant, will remain subject to prosecution until the 
admitted facts are legitimately/legally litigated to conclusion. 

We thank you for the time and effort you have contributed to this case. 

Yours sincerely 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
~ 'DAVID B. BASCH, MD 

2 
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RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD; 
DAVID BASCH, MD; 
JANE DOE; JOHN DOE. 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICf OF NEW YORK 

INTERCONTINENTAL EXCHANGE; GEICO; . 
TD BANK; ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY; 
FEDERATION STATE MEDICAL BOARDS; ARTHUR HENRERER; 
CHRISTOPHER J. CHRISTIE; DANIEL STOLZ; 
ATLANTIC HEAL TH SYSTEM; ROBERT HEARY; 
PHILIP MURPHY; GURBIR GREWAL; 

CIVIL ACTION.: 23-CV-2016 
(JLR) 

RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANT ICE LETTER 

~ ,• ' 
RIVKIN RADLER LAW FIRM; MAX GERSENOFF; 
JANE DOE; JOHN DOE. 

I >S>. 
•.D 

Defendants 

We, RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD and DAVID BASCH, MD, the Plaintlffs in the above matter do 

submit these papers it'I response to Defendant ICE's letter seeking to invalidate its co

commission in Kaul/Basch v ICE: 21-CV-06992 (Kll-7) of a 'Fraud on the Court'. 

Dated: May 5, 2023 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

1 
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RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
DAVID BASCH, MD 

Plaintiffs 

v. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

CIVIL ACTION: 23-CV-2016 (JLR) 

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT ICE LETTER 

INTERCONTINENTAL EXCHANGE, ET AL 

Defendants 
CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE 

We, RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD and DAVID BASCH, MD, the Plaintiffs in the above matter, do 

hereby certify (I) that the below statements are true and accurate to the best of our 

knowledge, and that if it is proved we willfully and knowingly misrepresented the facts, then we 

will be subject to punishment; (II) that counsel for Defendant was served a copy of the 

opposition papers on May 5, 2023. 

Dated: May 51 2023 

RICHARD ARJUN. KAUL, MD 

2 
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Statement of Fact/ Argument 

Plaintiffs respectfully refer the Court to the facts/arguments submitted in D.E. 1 (See especially 

Page 7-18 of 169)/D.E. 9/D.E. 10/D.E. 19 which in conjunction with existent undisputed 

material facts, do not only render defenseless all Kll-10 Defendants, including Defendant ICE, 

but constitute proof sufficient for Summary Judgment. 

'Fraud on the Court': 

1. Defendant ICE failed, to contest/refute/rebut/deny and or otherwise address the facts 

submitted in the September 13, 2022, letter (Kll-7: D.E. 170) from Plaintiffs Kaul/Basch to the 

district judge: "We respectfully assert that the principles underpinning Rules 144/455, and 

those of the due process clauses of the Constitution are authoritative in this matter, and do 

render your opinion/order void until your impartiality/lack of bias has been evidentially 

established." and thus these facts became admitted, facts that substantiate the filing of Kll-10 

based on the doctrine of 'Fraud on the Court'. 

2. The district judge did not provide the requested information sought in the September 13, 

2022, letter and did not contest/refute/rebut/deny or otherwise address the within facts, which 

thus caused them to l:!ecome admitted. 

3. Defendant ICE failed to contest/refute/rebut/deny and or otherwise address the facts 

submitted in the Kll-7 October 61 2022, document (Kll-7: D.E. 171) regarding the 

disqualification of the, district judge: "Upon assignment, Judge Oetken became aware that 

while a corporate lalft/yer, he had represented numerous members of the banking and 

insurance industry, many of whom, hold stock in Defendants ICE/Allstate/Geico/TD, and 

many In whom Judge Oetken currently holds stock, directly or Indirectly ... #However, Judge 

Oetken failed to either recuse himself or bring this matter to the attention of Kaul or the 

Court. One of the.motives for his failure of dlsclosure/recusal, was to retain his power to 

dismiss the case, an <;1ct he calculated would Increase the value of his investment portfolio ... 

It is hereby ordered that on October 7, 2022, that unless Judge James Paul Oetken 

3 
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immediately brings himself into compllance with legal authority regarding judicial 

disclosures, the law will deem him to be in knowing violation, and he will be immediately 

disqualified from any further administrative, ministerial, legal, or other involvement In either 

Kll-7, or In any other case that Involves Plaintiff Kaul and or Basch.". 

4. The district judge did not contest/refute/rebut/deny or otherwise address the facts 

contained within the Kll-7 October 6, 2022. document, facts that subsequently became 

admitted. 

5. Defendant ICE conspicuously announced the copying of its May 2, 2023, letter to the Kll-7 

district judge. The conspicuousness evidences an improper, ill-intended and misguided effort at 

disruption of judicial collegiality and perversion of the rule of law. Furthermore, Defendant 

ICE's conspicuous failure to have the New York State ATTORNEY GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE issue 

an opinion of no cause regarding the Kll-7 district judge, does further consolidate the corpus 

of fact substantiating 'Fraud on the Court' as a basis for Kll-10. To unsubstantiate this basis, 

the law requires Defendant ICE submit evidence/facts disproving the fact that the Kll-7 

September 12, 2022. district Judge's opinion/order constitute a 'Fraud on the Court', a fraud 

that warrants the prosecution of Kll-10. 

New Evidence/Facts: 

In addition to 'Fraud on the Court', Kll-10 ls also predicated on new evidence/facts and "new 

racketeering Injuries" as stated in the Complaint (D.E. l Page 4 of 169), that include 

knowing/willful "ongoing" and "new" injuries to, amongst other things, Plaintiff Kaul's 

economic standing/reputation/liberty/llvellhood/life not just in the US, but In India, the country 

of Plaintiff Kaul's birth and citizenship. On December 16. 2022, Defendant ICE, through both its 

American and Indian headquarters was served by Plaintiff Kaul's Indian counsel with a Notice 

Prior To Commencement of Litigation Proceedings in India (Exhibit 1). The 'fact pattern' that 

underpins Kll-10 is distinct ln nature/substance/character/volume from that, that 

underpinned Kll-7, and 'shocks the conscience' in that the Defendants continue to perpetrate, 

with a mens rea of guilt, a global "pattern of racketeering", the criminality of which they 

4 
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believe will be mitigated by attempting to interfer in judicial collegiality/rule of law, by 

conspicuously copying ~he Kll-7 district judge in a blatant attempt to further coo pt the federal 

judiciary into their scheme. 

Preclusion: 

The failure of the K11-7 Defendants (including Defendant ICE) and the district Judge to 

contest/refute/rebut/deny or otherwise address the facts contained within the K11-7 

September 13, 2022. letter and October 6, 2022. document, In conjunction with their 

admittance and the uncontested/un-appealed nullification on October 8. 2022. (K11-7: D.E. 170 

Page 26 of 39) of the September 12, 2022, opinion/order of the K11-7 district judge, do 

permanently preclude the K11-10 Defendants from a defense based on or related In any 

manner to the nullified September 12. 2022 opinion/order:" ... on October 8, 2022, all orders 

entered by Judge James Paul Oetken are Immediately nullified, Including the September 12, 

2022, order at D.E. 168." 

Defendant ICE's RICO Based Vicarious Liability Pursuant To Defendant Heary's Admissions of 

_Em: 

The liability of the facts contained within D.E. 9, extends, pursuant to RICO's vicarious liability 

doctrine, to all K11-10 Defendants, Including Defendant ICE. 

Defendant ICE's RICO Based Vicarious Liablllty PursuantTo Defendants 
FSMB/Hengerer/Allstate's Failure to Contest/Refute/Rebut/Deny/Address The Facts Asserted 

In Plaintiffs Responses To Defendants FSMB/Hengerer/Allstate's Letters And Motions To 

Dismiss: 

The liability of the untontested facts contained within D.E. 10/D.E. 19, extends, pursuant to 

RICO's vlcarloµs liability doctrine, to all K11-10 Defendants, including Defendant ICE. 

5 
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Conclusion 

Defendant ICE filed a two (2) page letter, in which it seeks to have invalidated the fraud that lt 

co-committed on the United States District Court in Kll-7, and against the Integrity of the 

federal judiciary, in its continuing disregard/disdain for the Rule of Law. Defendant ICE has 

submitted no evidence/facts/law/argument to substantiate and or warrant an invalidation of its 

'Fraud on the Court', or indeed an Invalidation of the other bases on which Kll-10 stands. 

The misconduct of The Kaul Cases Defendants, including Defendant ICE/Federation State 

Medical Boards, Is evident across the globe, and these Defendant corporations are now having 

to operate in a rapidly changing global market, in which adherence to the Rule of Law and the 

principle of 'fair play' are critical to success. This element underpins standards theories of 

international economics and law, Le., that of fair markets, and is reflected in the American 

Government's current effort to reform the ethics code of the Supreme Court of the United 

States. 

Defendant ICE seeks, not unsurprisingly, to have this Court derogate its duty to the law, to 

move in a direction not supported by the facts and quite frankly in a direction contrary to the 

people's state-of-mind, as reflected in the public conversation regarding ethics reform. 

Plaintiffs Kaul/Basch respectfully move this Court to deny Defendant ICE's request for 

invalidation of its 'Fraud on the Court' and its plea for dismissal of Kll-10. 

Dated: May 5, 2023 

~ 
RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MO /DAVIDB. BASCH, MD 

6 
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INVALIDATING A JUDGMENT FOR FRAUD 
.•. .A.ND THE SIGNIFIOANCE OF 

FEDER.AL B,ULE 60{b) 

By W. DEAlf WAamm• 

When it ean be proved that a judgment of a court was ob
tained by fraud, the question ·arises whether or not it can be set 
aside and a new trial hed. The problem to be diseussed here ls 
when can relief be obtained. Two different prooedures are to !,le 
distinguished : 

l. A motion in the court that rendered the judgment. 
2. An independent action to set the judgment aside 
brought in the same court or a different court. 

Our concern here Is with independent action of the kind brought 
in the federal courts. Federal Rule 601 was amended radically in 
1946, altering considerably the former rule regarding the setting 
aside of judgments. The new rule (so far as pertinent) provides: 

"(b) ... Fraud, etc, On motion and upon such terms 
as are just, the court may relieve a party or his legal 
representative from a tinal judgment, order, or proceeding • 
for the following reasons: 
(8) fraud (whether heretofore denominated intrinsie or 
extrinsic), ... The motion shall be made ... not more than 
one yee.r after the judgment, order, or proceeding was 
entered or taken . . . This rule does not limit the power 
of a court to 1J11,tertah1 an. imiepenil,ant action . . . or to set 
aside a Judgment for fraud upon 'the oourt.'' (Emphesis 
added) . • 

The rule thus expressly provides that either intrinsic or extrin
sic fraud will constitute ground for upsetting a judgment if a mo• 
tion is made within one year. But whether not only extrinsie but 
also intrinsic fraud will eonstitute sufficient ground for upsetting a 
judgment aft.er the upiration of the year period ls uneerta.in. 
The plain language of the rule seems to give carl11 bltmclis authority 
to a court to grant relief at anytime for aey type of fraud. But 
recent judicial Interpretations of the rule point out questions that 
deserve consideration. 

• llrd )'elU" l11w ef;udent, Duke Uld»ersit:y; A.Ii. Colg11te, 1950. 
• 2s u.s.a.A, :Rul~ 60; 2s u. a. o. ~ 1655. 
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What is "fraud upon the court" within the menning of Rule 
&o•s saving clause and how ls this to be distinguished from intrinsic 
and extr.illsic fraud 1 Did the frnmers of the rule intend to authorize 
-the SBttlng aside of judgments for Intrinsic as well as for extrinsic 
fraud in any ease 7 Were different standards of fraud required for 
the "independent action" mentioned in the rule than woro re
quired for setting aside a judgment for "fraud on the court"! 
Rule 60(b) is so phrased as to imply that "fraud on the court0 

is a ground for invalidation of n judgment different from the 
grounds which will sustaill an "illdependent action"; the clauses 
using these phrases are separated by another dee.ling with a quite 
distinct subject. Was the framers' intent to apply three different 
rules: one as to direct motions, another as to independent actions not 
involving ''fraud on the eourt/' and a thb;d as to attacks .involving 
"fraud on the court." It seems doubtful that this distinction is 
sound; £or as commentators have suggested, a it Is difficult to see 
why any and every instance of fraud is not "fraud upon the 
court!' 

The framers' intention is best indieated in the Advisory Oom
mittee's dieousion of the rule.8 

• ''The amendment ... • [makes] ... fraud an express ground 
• for relief by motion; and: under the saving clanse, fraud 

may be urged as a ground for relief by independent action 
.insofar as established doctrine permits.' ... And the rule 
expressly does not limit the power of the court to give 
relief under the saving clause. As a,n, <Uwfration of tho 
sitwU011-see Haze'lrAtias Guus Oo. 'II, HGrlfor,J, Em-pira Oo. 
£822 U.S. 288 (l944)J." (Italies added.) 

"Fraud on the court" as a word o£ art wns new nomenclature 
introduced in the l9!l6 amendment to Federal Rule 60. BeoallSe 
of the ded:nite referenoe to Haael-Atlas Guus Oo. 'II. Harlfor(J, ]j}m,. 

-pire (Jo.,G an examination of this case is imperative for a full under
standing of the meaning of tlte phrase. 

Hartford, in support of an applioation for a patent, submitted 
to the Patent Ofl'lce. an artiele referring to the contested pl'OCCSS os a 

• Moore and l!ogers, Fsileral JJ:olicf frrrm CMI J'vi1gm611ts, /JG YAL& L. J, 
618 (l9li6), n. 268 at p. 692. 

8 l!8 ,:r,8,O.A. follomng Rule 60, at p. 313. 
• The Oownitteo note cltes Moore and Rogers, op. elf, 8111,lro note II, and 8 

Moone, F£DmAL PRAOll.'laB, (lat. ed.), § 60,031 p. 3l!B6, But tho meonlng of 
tbls reference dotlzilng and expllllD!ng the rule Is 11mblll110US because thoao two 
outhorltles cite the conftict of 0,Plnlon which is noted in this comment, 

• ue u.a. 2ue c1s,,). 
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"revolutionary device." .Although the article was written by 
Hartford's ofll.eials, it was signed by an impartial outsider, This 
article was instrumental in persuading the Patent Office to grant 
the application, Hartford then sued Hazel charging infringement 
of the patent. The Court of Appeals reversed the district court's 
dismissal of the complaint, largely 'because of the spurious article, 
Finally, Hazel capitulated and paid Hartford $1,000,000 and en
tered into a licensing agreement. The information about the fraud 
was brought to light about ten years later. Hazel then instituted 
action to have the judgment 1J,ga.inst it set aside and the ;judgment 
of the district court re-instated. When this case reached the 
Supreme Court, Mr. Justioe Black, writing for the majority of a 
court divided 6-4, directed the district court to set aside its judg
ment in the :first action ent.ered pursuant to the Circuit Court of 
Appeals' mandate, and to re-instate its original judgment. The 
eourt said: 

". . . [The] general rule [is] that [federal oourts will] 
not alter or set aside their judgments aft.er the expiration 
of the term at which the JudgmentB were :finally entered 
. . . [But] every element of the fraud here disclosed de
mands the exercise of the historic power of equity to set 
aside the fraudulently begotten judgment. Bare ..• we 
:find a deliberately planned and carefully executed soheme 
to defraud not only the Patent Office but the Circuit Court 
of Appeals ... The public welfare demands that the agen• 
oies of public justice be not so impotent that they must 
always be mute and helpless victims of deception and 
fraud ... " 6 

The opinion did not refer to the distinotion between extr~io 
or intrinsic fraud, :Prior to this oBSe there had been two confiloting 
S11preine Oourt decisions, the earlier one holdillg that an inde, 
pendent action to set aside a judgment cllll be founded only upon 
extrinsic fraud, the other holding that intrinsic fraud sufBees. Thij 
court's failure to characterize the fraud practiced by Hartford 
justified 11 belief that a liberal dootrlne was to be applied in the 
federal courtB, and that fraud &ynOJ1.YlllOUS with the Ilarlforil, fraud 
would be a basis for relief. Slnoe the Ilarlforil, case was used by 
the Advisory Coimnittee to de:6ne the term "fraud on the court," 
what this ease means is what Federal Rule 60 (b) means. 

• Iil. at 24.4, 246. 
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Fraud as Ground for Independent Attack 
Before Rule 60(b) 

It has generally been stated that "the aeta for which a court 
of equity will on ooeount of fraud set aside or aunul a judgment 
or deeree between the some parties rendered by a court of eom
petent jurisdiction have relation to frauds extrinsi.e or collateral to 
the matter tried by the tb:st court, and not to a fraud in the ma,tter 
on whieh the deoree was rendered. " 1 There is little doubt that 
the majority state rule is that the only type of fraud for whieh a 
eolll.'t of equity will upset a judgment is extrinsio fraud1 that in
trinsie fraud does not afi:ord ground for relief.8 The statement 
of the law is olea.r, but its applioation can lead to perplexities be• 
cause it often will be difficult to categorize the fraud in queation.0 

The Supreme Court has added confusion by rendering inconsistent • 
decielons relating to the type of fraud needed to upset a judgment1 
in one case stating flatly that extrinsic fraud only would be ground 
for setting aside a-judgment in an independent attack10 and in a 
later decision allowing intrlnsie fraud to eonstitute ground for 
setting a judgment aside.11 It has been suggested that the 1-ule of 
the earlier Tkroakmortcm case (extrinsie fraud only) and the rule 
of the later l!farshalt ease (intrinsic fraud sutll.ces)12 are not in 

•United States v. 'l'hroekmorton, 98 U, S. 81, 88 (1878), 
• 0/, ltEsTA\\'EWllN'l', Jt1ll0Ulill!TB, 0 126 with § 121, Seo FaEll!rAN, Jona• 

=ors, § 1238; 3 MOO&E, F.El>EB.AL Pll.AClt'ICE, (lot ed. 1038), § oo.os, 1110 
.A.L.lt, 386, Extrinsic fr4ud Is Illustrated by MoGufaness v. Superior Oourt, 
196 Oal. 2Ell, 1131 Pae. 4l! (1925), whom the fraud alleged woa tho failure to 
notify interested parties of ·the pondenor of 4 suit, ll[etegor v. 'l'ur11or, 168 
P.lld 701 (Okla. Sup. Cit. 10,s) illustrated llll nppllontlon of lntrlnlilo fraud, 
The defendent in an aotlon to quiet title whorein 4 defnult judgment hrul boon 
entered against him sough~ to l1nve tho judgmont vt1ooted on the ground of 
fraud, alleging that the plalntlll: had mnde fnlso nllegotiolll! that he bad good 
title, And fnlsel:r alleged that be was in possession when in fMt he was not. 
It was held that tho fraud CO!llplnlned of was lntrlnsio frnud going to tlio 
B11tunl or potential issues .In the origiHl uult and waa thoroloro Jnsumclont 
ground on which to vacat.i the ~udpent. Soo Noto, 2'l Tee, L. lblv, 283, 

• n ls "a •jo,n;ney Into futility to attempt to atstlngulsh bomoon !)Xtrlnalo 
a11d !ntrintoo m11ttor." Moore ®d Ilogers, op. olt. 8!1pra note ll at p, 61i8, 

"United Stntea v. Throckmorton, Sllpra note f, 
u 2'farehall v, Holmes, 141 U, s. 681) (1801) • 
.. United Sta tea v. , 'l'h:rockmorton, 8!1fl'll now 1, l'lllS n bill In ohnncory, tho 

plalntljf soekhlg to havo tho court sot aalde the eonllrmatlon of A lau1l gront. 
The frnud 111\eged was that tho defenllllllt hnd obtained nn lllogal lnnd wnnt 
from n Mex!aan omclal who had no authority to gho It, 'l'hore wore othor 
perjured dooumonta Involved, Tho Supremo Oourt denied rollof. In 
Marsliall v. I!olmee, .n,pra note 11, n.fter the cloae of the term, tho defondnnt 
against whom t'he judgments were rondered llled n votltion In tho enmo court 
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conflict.18 But a reading of the recent eases demonstrates that 
d:ulerent circuits disagree about the effect of these two decisions 
and are consequently applying di1f11rent standards. 

• The third 'circuit in P1tbUoker 11. HhaUoross14 thought that the 
Tlirookmort011, case was no longer law. Rejecting the contention 
that it was without _power to invalidate a judgment obtained ,b:, 
intrinsic fraud, the Court of Appeals, citing the Marslw.n case, 
said: "We do not consider o'Ul'llelves bound by [the T1iri,o1cmort<m] 
case for . • .. we do not believe it is the law of the Supreme Court 
today . , . " 16 The court appended the comment: ". . . [The] 
truth is more important than the trouble it takes to get it," 

On the other hand, the 8th circuit in PMLUps Petrouium Oo. 11. 

Jen7ei11s16 held that the Tlirookmorlon ease was still law, This was 
an aetion for relief from a. tort judgment against the appellant 
on the ground that defendant had simulated an injury and dis
ability and conspired with 11, physician to deceive examining doc
tors. The court, citing the Tlirookmortcm case, said: "Courts of 
the United States ... will not deprive a party of the benefit of a 
Judgment . . . on 'account of intrinsic fraud, " 11 

The Supreme Court has never clarified it.s position.18 But the 
type of fraud involved in the HartforiL case would lead to a tenta.
tive conclusion that at least some types of intrinsic fraud could be 

for the n1111ulment of tlie judgment upon tbe ground thnt the judgment hnd 
been obtidned tllrough tho ueo of falsa watbno117 ond forged lottm-s. 'l'bo 
Suprlll!le Court granted relief, 

•• Seo Oblecgo1 E. l. & P. :Ry, Co. v. Onlllcotte, 26'1 ll'od. '199 (8th Oh-. 1920)1 
cert d<mkd 255 U. B. 510 (1921) l 16 A.Lli. 1186 . 

.. 106 F.2d 949 (llrd Cir, 1989), 126 A.L.:a. 386,' oert de11fed aos u. a. 624' 
(1940). 

'"Id. 106 li'.l!d nt 9~0. 
" 91 F.2d 183 (8th Olr. 193'/'), 
11 Id, at 187. 
•• 'l'hls lnconelstcnc1 in the federal courts was nttompted to be resolved tn 

Craver v, Faurot, 61 ll'ed. 241 (0.0,N.l>, Dl. l89i), ~'1t>orsed '1'6 Fed, 251 ('/'th 
Oir. 1896), ccrtlf. dl:.m£sscd 162 U. S. 435 (1896), where the court, "feelbig 
that United Statea v. Throckmorton and Mol!!luill v. Bolmee were in dlreat 
confilct and not k>lo,dng whloh w1111 to govern, sent tho Clllle to the Suprlll!le 
Court. on a eertiffcnto of Importance. Tho Supreme Court; refused to henr 
the morite, disposing of tho oaae on a techniecllty ae to tile vnlldit)' of the uee 
of n ecrtUlcnte of :Importance.", 8 :MOORE, FEl>mw. PllAO'l'Z0E; (lat ed.), 
§ 60,03, n. l'I', p. 3268, • 

A Jaw writer in : 21 Oor.. L. :azv. 268 co11U11onted, '' .Ail for the federal 
mle • , , It must remaiu Ullllettleil.. Since the courts are 11t liberty to cite 
either lilln of autborlLy, nnd do so ne suits their convenience, the ollly po&sible 
o.newer ;n spite of r11pe11ted assertl.0118 to tlte contnry that the federal rule le 
clo~ ill thnt there Is, no federal ruli. nt all," 
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grounds for upsetting a judgment. Mr. Justice Black's assertion 
that the "agencies of publlo justice [are] not so impotent that they 
must always be mute and helpless victims of deception and fraud 
••• " 10 would apply to deception committed by intrineic fraud as 
well as deception by elttrlnsio fraud. Perjury is coneidered intrin
sic fraud and since the £alee article utilized by Hartford aeema 
analogous to perjured evidence there is strong ground for arguiug 
that the more liberal JlarifW,ii rule was adopted as the federnl rule. 
But, becall!le of the ambiguity of the Supreme Court's position, we 
find two divergent attitudes expressed among the cirouits. 'l'he 
lower federal eircuits have been permitted to select the remedial 
attitude they prefer, Jn spite of what was a muted command to the 
oontrary in Ht:Ule1,.At'f48 <flasB '11, Harl{ orrl,, 

Application of Rule 60(b) 

As has been seen, the amendment to Federal Rule 60(b) in• 
troduced the term "fraud on the court" and no distinction was 
drawn between extrinsic and intrinsie fraud in the saving cl111111e,20 

Because of the confilcting viewpoints of the cases up to 19£6 it is 
difficult to ascertain what was Intended by this nB"lv term. But 
unless the saving clause of the rule was intended to recognize some 
type of Intrinsic fraud 11s ground for relief in an independent 
action, the reference to the Hartford, deeision has no meanini:, 

Certainly it can be validly argued that Hartford, impliedly sug
gested that the Marsl1aii cnse overruled the 2'l1ro0Tcmorlon cnse 
and that the Marshan rule was the rule of the federal courts, The 
Supreme Court's failure to limit the application of the fraud doc• 

•• Ibid. Mr, J'netleo illlack also ea!ll " .• , tamperlng ,vith the nomlnletratlon 
of jnetlee na .inillsputnbly ehown here involves far more ilmn Injury to n alnglo 
litigant. It ls 11, ll'fOng nglllllllt the institutions eet up to protoot and ante• 
gnard the publlo, .Institutions m wli!ch fraud co1U1ot complnoently bo toleretod 
consistent with the good order of eocloty." 

Two cases oeclooi1 by tho Supreme Oourt citing the 1Iarlforil case fait to 
shed much light 011 the meaning tho court attllohed £o tho dcllision, lJnlvoreiu 
Oil Products Oo, v. Root :&i!nlng Co., 328 lJ, S. 575 (1946), olted the 1Iarlforil 
case aud ••Id. nt p. 580, "'l'ho inherent powor of n federal court to .lnvtlatlgato 
whether a. julli:ment was obtahled by fraud ls boyoncl quution," llut In 
ltneuer -,, 'D'llitoa State,, 828 lJ, S, 654 (1040), Mr, J'UBtlee Ftn11kiurior .Intl• 
mated that. tho Olm)ueion of Intrinsic fraud ns n groWld for relief might sill! 
bo the rule, 

•• llecall that the rule expressly provides that either intrinslll or extrlnala 
fpiud can be ground for relief by motion to th& cDllrt that rondered tho judg
msnt. 
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trinc to extrinsic fraud indicated an intent to utilize a more liberal 

doctrine and to accord injured litigants a wider basis for relief. 

However, whatever tho intent of the Supreme Court, the contention 

that the Marshal£ rule was the rule of the federal courts ( vis-a-vis 

the Harlfora, case) was soon rejected by a lower federal court. 
Prior to the adoption of Rule 60(b)'s amendment in 1946, the 

Court of Customs and Patent Appeals had before it in Josseram,,J, 

v. Taylor/J1 a petition for leave to file a bill of review in the patent 

office, the plaintiff claiming that the defendant committed fraud in 

the interference proceeding in which priority of the invention had 

been awarded him. The fraud alleged was perjury, and the court 

said: 

"We are unable to [agree that the Hartford case held) 
that a judgment or decree rendered by a federal court at a 
former term,'" obtained by intrinsic fraud as distinguished 
from extrinsic or collateral fraud, should nullify a proceed
ing such as here involved ... We think it is evident from 
[that decision] that the Court was of the opmion that 'cer
tain officials and attorneys' of the Hartford Company had 
entered and carried out a conspiracy to ~raud the Patent 
Office and the Circuit Court of Appeals and that such 
a conspiracy was not an intrinsic but an e:ir.trinsic or col
lateral fraud, " 23 

This decision is important, for if the llOurt 's interpretation of 

the Harlfora, case is correct the new Federal Rule becomes merely 

a re-statement of the old Throckmorton rule. And, Josseram,a, v. 

Taylor was followed, with respect to the meaning of Federal Rule 

60(b), in Dowwy 'Ii. Hawfieltl.24 The District of Columbia circuit 

was asked here to set aside the probate of a will because witnesses 

for the will had given perjured testimony. The court said: 

" ... [Rule 60(b)) stipulates that 'This rule does not limit 
the power of a court to entertain an independent action 
. . . to set aside a judgment for fraud upon the court.' 
The Supreme Court in United States v. Throckmorton ... 

"159 F.2d 249 (Ct, Oast. & l'at. App. 1946), 
"This decision WI\S rendered prior to the amendment to Federal Rule 00. 

At this time, the rule regardillg motions in the court that rendered the judg• 
ment woe that a court could not npset a judgment rendered at a prior term. 

The amendment gave a year grace pertoa. 
"Josse,and v. Taylor, supra note 21 at 263, This decision ls consistent 

with the suggestion that the Hartforil oose illteoded to apply a more liberal 

rnle to potent coses only, 
H 189 F,2d 037 (D,C, Olr. 1961)1 cert, ilooie,J 342 U. S, 830 (1952), 
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held that fraud mUBt be 'extrinsic or collateral' to the 
matter tried by the first court, and not to a fraud in the 
matter in which the decree was rendered. Josserand v, 
Taylor ... affirmed this rule and in that case the Hartford 
case was held not to have changed the rule. mG 

The effect of Federal Rule 60 (b) was thUB summarily dismissed, 

The reasoning was: Federal Rule 60 (b) adopts the Hartford 

rule; H artforcl, in J osseranil, 11, Paylor was held to have been merely 

an application of the rule of the Phrookmorton casei so the Pl1roolt

morton rule is still law, The court gave no consideration to the 

possibility that the framers of the code intended to distinguish be• 

tween grounds for mdependent attack and grounds for upsetting a 

judgment for fraud on the court, 
Notwithstanding Dowdy 11. Hawfield, this same District of 

Columbia oircuit28 was asked in Dau.me! 11. Dausuel21 to set aside 

a judgment of divorce because the decree had been prooured by 

perjury. This was a proceeding on a judgment creditor's bill for 

alimony wherein the husband filed a oross compliant seeking to set 

aside the divorce. The trial court dismissed the cross complalnt 

and found generally for the wife. The Court of .Appeals held that 

if the facts were as alleged in the cross complaint the decree of . 

divorce could be· vacated. Judge Edgerton said: • 

"A court may at anytime set aside a judgment for after 
discovered fraud upon the court. Hazel-Atlas Glass 11, 

Hartford . .. Rule 60(b) ... expressly does not limit the 
power of a court to entertain an action for that purpose." 
(Italics added.) 28 

The court did not cite its previoUB ruling in Dowdy 11. Dowdy; and 

by ignoring the distinction between extrinsic or intrinsic fraud im

plied that it is no longer significant. 
New Jersey's Rule of Civil Practice 3:60-2 is identical to Fed

eral Rule 60(b). ':L'he New Jersey Supremo Court was asked in 

Shammas 11. Shammas 26 to interpret the "fraud on the court" 

phrase. This was an action for divorce wherein the administrator 

of the estate of petitioner's second wife filed a petition to set aside 

•• 1~, 189 F.2d at 638, 
., Dilferent ;judges were sitting, 
"196 F,8il 77-! (D,O. Cir, 1962). 
"Id., at 77 5, . 
., 9 N, J, 8211 88 A,2d 204, (1962); seo also Lyster v, l3orboriob, 6G A,2d 

632 (N, J, Super, App; Div. 19!l9); Williams v. DoFabio, 66 A,2d 858 (N, J, 

Super, App. Div, 1949); and see 98 U, OP P.1.. L, REV, 1171 n,2, 
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the divorce decree and adjudge petitioner guilty of contempt for 

wilfully giving false testimony in the divorce trial. Although 

the court held that the administrators were strangers to the record 

and had no standing to attack the judgment, it (1) expressly re

jected the Throckmorton rule, (2) expressly rejected the argument 

that if intrinsic fraud was allowed to upset judgments endless liti

gation would result, and (8) held that either intrinsic or extrinsio 

fraud was within the "fraud on the court" term. 

The New Jersey Supreme Court thus has done what the Su

preme Court has failed to do, i.e., it has attached a definite under

standing to the meaning of the phrase. 

Conclusion 

Rule 60 (b) can be interpreted in at least three different ways. 

An independent action to set aside a judgment-for fraud 

(1) may be grounded only upon extrinsic fraud, 
(2) may be grounded upon either extrinsic or intrinsic 
fraud, 
(8) may be grounded only upon extrinsic fraud, except in 

those instances where intrinsic fraud constitutes "fraud on 
the court." 

Until now, the courts have been concerned with whether or not 

"fraud on the court" includes at least some instance of intrinsic 

fraud or whether this phrase is oontrolled by the Throckmorton 

rule. However, the phrasing of Rule 60(b) permits the suggestion 

that "fraud on the court" is a ground for invalidation of a judg

ment different from the ground which will sustain an "independent 

action. " 30 Such a distinction, however, would tend to multiply 

the already existing confusion. 
The present confilct between the oirouits ·stems from the con

flicting decisions rendered by the Supreme Court prior to the adop

tion of Rule 60(b) and the ambiguity of the term "fraud on the 

court." The new rule makes it difficult to distinguish the type of 

fraud which must be availed of within one year, from fraud on 

the court, which iµay be urged at anytime. Why is e:very fraud not 

a fraud on the court? But as long as the Courts of Appeals have 

•• The rule states, "This rule does not limit the power of a court to entertain 

an independent nction, [then a roforenco to proceedings In rem], or to sot nsldo 

a judgment for fraud upon tho couxt." Ooncoivnbly thero nro throo different 

ciroumetancee bore, ,vtth a dllforont rule applicable to each. 
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inconsistent authorities to cite, Rule 60 (b) will stand for the 

Throckmortm rule or the MarsTiaU rule depending on the circuit. 

Courts refusing to recognize :intrinsic fraud os a basis for relief 

fear the recurring litigation that might result. "Endless litigation 

in which nothing was ever finally determi:Ded would be worse than 

occasional miscarriages of justice. " 31 Yet, on the other hand there 

is a natural desire to have the courts perform justice and to deny 

a man the profits of his own wrongdoing. "The notion that re• 

peated retrials of eases may be expected to follow ... tho setting 

aside of judgments rendered on false testimony will not withstand 

critical analysis, Rather it is more logical to anticipate that the 

guilty litigant colllDlitting perjury ... will not risk pursuing the 

c11use further. " 32 It is submitted, however, that it is wrong to 

have di.iferent consequenees depend on the type of fraud committed 

-that if "fraud vitiates a judgment" no difference should stem 

from the label attached to the fraud. The test, rather, should be, 

was the fraud of the type that the party had a real opportunity 

to litigate in the first action 733 If in the opinion of a court 11 

judgment was obtained through the utilization of false records and 

documents of which a party was justifiably unaware, then the 

judgment should be set aside, regardless of the fact that the fraud 

was intrinsic, On the other hand, if a party could have known 

of the fraud, nnd had a thorough oppol'tunity to investigate the 

matter and through his own fault an adverse judgment was 

rendered, no relief should be available. 

Certainly the Supreme Court demonstrated an intent to broaden 

the scope of the fraud rule in the Hartford, case and th11t the 

framers of Federal Rule 60(b) 's term "fraud o_n the court" did 

not restate the Tlirookmortm rule alone. Had the latter bean their 

purpose it seems reasonable to assume they would have said so. 

Contrary to the opinion in Jossararul, 11. TOl/flor, s1tpra, it is sub

mitted that the Supreme Court adopted· and applied the Marshan 

rule in the Hartford, case and demonstrated an intent to liberalize 

the federal rule and that Federal Rule 60 (b) was an expression 

of this intent fo~alized in a rule of procedure. 

•• Fo.wcett v, Atherton, 208 Mich, 862, 299 N,W, lOBJ notod in 40 ll!lcu, L, 

REv, 608. 
•• f!bnmmns v, Shammns, 9 N. J, 821, 88 A,lld 204 (1062), 

••See, 08 U. OF PA, L, REv. 117; other lo.w notes dlacusoing lntr!Dslc nud 

extl'lneic fraud rules nre 22 HARV, L, REv. 600; 49 HAAv, L, Rm, 3271 21 

COL, L, REV, 268; 21 lLL, L, Rev. 838; as Gr.o. L. J, 8481 so ILL, L. Ri:v. 

894 I 24 TllX. L, REV, 228; 12 CoB.NELu L, Q. 885. 
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The interpretation of New Jersey's Suprellle Colll't atems from 
a more realistic underatanding of the intention of the :framers of 
Federal ltule 60(b) and of the more sensible application of the 
doctrine of fraud upsetti:ng judgment.s,8' The fkro,ikmorton rule 
leads to anomalous results: of Z obtaining relief because hill ad
versary kept one of X's witnesses away from the courtroom and 
induced the witl,less not to testify, while Y's judgment against mm 
would stand even though his adversary bribed one of Y's witnesses 
to utter false testimony on the witness stand. . The label extrinsic 
or intrinsic adds nothing-and justice should not be predicated 
on words, 

Until now no tests have been reeommended for defining "fraud 
on the court." Perhaps the rationalization announced in HaM,e,n 
v. Bwm.s~J Proauct.s35 by the district court for the Western district 
of New York is as wise WI possible: 

"Out of deference to the deep rooted policy in favor of the 
repose of judgment.& ..• courts of equity have bean cautiollB 
in exereising their power [in upsetting judgment.&] ... 
But when the occasion has demanded, where enforcement 
of the iudgment is 'manifestly unconscionable' . . . they 
have wielded the power without hesitation.''86 

Until the Supreme Court re,definea its position the "mallifeatly 
unoonsoionable" test will be the only test, and it will remain, as it 
has been, that despite Federal Rule 60(b) there is no federal rule at 
all. 

"Shammaa v. Shnmmas, aupro XIO!e 821 88 A.2d at 208, "[U)poXI prlnc1pl&, 
we bold tbat relief for mnd upoXI tbe court may be allowed llll®r our rule 
whether the fraud charged Is denominated !Xltrb>s!o or extrlna!o." 

••06 ]'.Supp. 988 (W.I>,N.Y. Wlil). 
•• Id'.' ot 908. 
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Allison Burroughs 
United States District Judge 
District of Massachusetts 
1 Courth~use Way 
Boston, MA 02210 

Re: Kaul v Boston Partners - Kll-2 
21-CV-10326 

www.drrlchardkaul.com 

May28,2021 

Case Management Conference 
Obstruction of Justice + Wrongful arrest 

Dear Judge Burroughs 

FILED· 
fN CLERKS OFFICE 

lnZl JUM-1 AM 10: 38 

11.~. DISTRICT COURT 
UISTRICT OF MASS; 

I write this letter to request the Court conduct a case management conference in light of 
several events that have occurred within the last three weeks, that pertain to the. Defendants' 
ongoing efforts to obstruct of justice, 

On May 26, 2021, I submitted to the Court a letter that evidences the Defendants' cooptlng of 
New Jersey's police Into the ongoing "pattern of racketeering." (Exhibit 1). This document was 
received In the Court on May 2 7, 2021 but has yet to be published. 

Please also find enclosed a copy of a letter (Exhibit 2) that was submitted into Kl on October 7, 
2016, that sought permission to file an emergency restraining order and preliminary injunction 
"that bars the defendant state from pursuing any further legal action against my property or 
person, until the conclusion of the federal lltlgatlon, and also sanctions against Marc Cohen 
for obstruction of Justice." That permission was never granted, and I was thus afforded no 
protections against further retaliatory actions by the agencies/actors of the State of New 
Jersey. It bears noting at this point that the State of New Jersey Is not actually a sovereign state, 
but simply an extension of the Insurance industry, of which Defendants Allstate/Gelco are 
controlling members. 

On May 26, 2021, at approximately 3 pm EST, Defendant Christle was served with a copy of the 
Complaint/Summons. 

1 
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On May 27, 2021 at approximately 4 pm EST I was arrested at the location in New Jersey which 
I conduct my legal rese~rch and writing. Nine (9) armed officers from both local and state police 
entered my workspace through an open door, without warrants. What followed Is further 
evidence in support of motions for summary judgment: 

1. I was sitting in the front room ofthe building on a call with my colleague, Dr. Evangelos 
Mega riot is. 

2. I heard a voice at an open door at the back of the building. 
3. I approached .the door and witnessed nine (9) armed men, some In plain clothes and 

some in uniform, but remained on the call with Or. Megarlotls, in order that he could 
witness the exchange. 

4. Two of these indlviduals had entered my building, and asked me to confirm my name, 
which I did. 

5. I asked to see their warrants and was Initially told they did not need to produce 
warrants, but that If I went with them, they would show me the warrant. 

6. I instructed them that the law require a warrant before entry onto a person's property. 
7. One of the plain clothes officers Indicated he worked for a unit of the state police that 

Investigates threats against state officials, and that they were Investigating claims that I 
had threatened Defendant Christie. 

8. I asked from whom he received his orders, and he told me the order originated from 
Patrick Callanan, the current administrative head of the New Jersey state police, who 
had received a request from Defendant Christie's "lawyer", Robert McGuire, a NJ 
deputy attorney general. 

9. With Dr. Megarlotls as a witness, I repeatedly asked for the production of a paper 
warrant, but none was produced. 

10. At this point, one of the uniformed officers entered the building and told me that there 
was an outstanding warrant for my arrest from Mercer County. I asked him to produce 
this warrant, and his state colleague handed him a cell phone, on which was there were 
unlntelliglble typed words with an entry date of May 27, 2021. 

11. It Is relevant for this Court to know and will be relevant to the motions for summary 
Judgment, that in March/April 2018, as part of my application-for a license In the State 
of New Jersey, the state police conducted a background check that included pending 
warrants, and NONE were found. The purported warrant Is a fabrication and constitutes 
an element of the Defendant's scheme of retaliation, a RICO predicate act. 

12. The exchange between myself and these nine (9) armed individuals became increa$Ingly 
hostile, and Dr. Megariotls suggested I permit myself to be arrested. I Informed these 
lndivldua_ls that any arrest would be illegal, and that I would seek legal redress for the 
Injury. They smirked. 

13. I was led outside and had my arms handcuffed behind me. I was led to a car, Into which I 
sat, and was driven to the Mendham Township police station. I was led from the car and 

2 
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chained to a metal bench Inside the small building. I was then Interrogated by three of 

the plain clothes state officers. At no point In any of these proceedings did any of these 

Individuals read me my rights, except to say I was "under arrest". 

14. The interrogation consisted of them telling me that It was a crime for me to serve legal 

documents on Defendant Christie, as he was an ex-state official who was still under the 

protection of the state. One of these Individuals Indicated that Defendant Christle had a 

"lot of enemies". 
15. I responded that I had not served any documents on Defendant Christie, as they had 

been served by a process server, Doreen Bettens. They asked me her name, which I 
provided, and just as I was doing so, she called my cell. 

16. I instructed the phone to be answered, and placed her on speakerphone, at which point 

I told her I was sitting chained to a metal·bench In Mendham Township police station 

and had just explained to the police that she had served the documents on Defendant 

Christle. A brief conversation ensued between Doreen Bettens and these Individuals, In 

which she confirmed that she had served Defendant Christle, and that I was not with 
her .. She provided them her telephone number and the call concluded, 

17. I was then taken from this police station to the Morristown police station, where I had 

my picture taken, and was then told to stand against a wall. 
18. May 27, 2021 was a particularly hot day, and I had become dehydrated, and had not 

taken my blood pressure medication that day. I began to experience some mild light

headedness and asked a female officer behind the desk If I could have a seat. She said, 

"no you are In jail". Approximately one minute later, I collapsed to the floor on my right 

side. The next thing I remember ls waking up in a chair and hearing this same female 
officer state that I had "Jall-itls", 

19. An ambulance was called, It arrived and as I was being placed on a stretcher, one of the 

officers handcuffed me to the bed. Almost immediately, the senior officer removed the 

handcuff, and the cuffing officer stated: "This is your lucky day", 
20. I was transferred to Morristown Memorial Hospital by two policemen, who then 

departed the building, and left me with the nurse. 
21. I then departed the hospital. 

These events lend further evidential weight to the claims, that is Irrefutable. As is clear from the 

record, the commission and attempted cover-up by the Defendants now Involves the 
executive/legislative/Judicial branches of the State of New Jersey. The Defendants scheme now 

Involves the use of police to threaten, hara~ arid Intimidate process servers, witnesses and the 

Plaintiff himself, while violating the jurisdiction/authority of the United States. 

My concern Is that with this escalation of armed force, people will be kllled. In that regard, I do 

request that there be emergently schedule a case management conference, In order to 

mitigate this threat, and stop the Defendants criminal abuse of state power and continued 

falsification of evidence. 
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I do also inform the Court that Defendants Christle/Hafner/Kaufman/Allstate/Crist have been 

served, and I wlll be moving variously for summary judgment and Rule 26 conferences. 

I also believe It relevant for this Court to know that a case (Kll-5) is pending In the Indian High 

Court against Defendant State of New Jersey, a case in which Intercontinental Exchange has 

been noticed (Exhibit 3). The thrust of which pertains to its collusion/conspiracy with 

Defendants Christle/Allstate In the perpetration of policies of racial discrimination and targeting 

of successful Indian physicians for criminal prosecution/Incarceration. 

A copy of this letter has been sent to the Indian PM, as has Kll·S. 

The U.S.C.A. for the Third Circuit Is aware of the Defendants crimes (Exhibit 4). 

I thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Yours sincerely 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 

cc: All Counsel via email 
All parties with a legal or other interest 

Patrick Callahan 
Governor Philip Murphy 
Gurbir Grewal (NJ-AG) 
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KAULvCPEP 
Kll-17 

KAULvlCE 
21-CV-06992 

K11-7 
'THE OETKEN ANALYSIS' 

The Court's opinion, one clumsily drafted by Defendants' lawyers, resonates with a tone of 
hurried desperation, and other than constituting evidence of a corrupted state-of-mind, is 
replete with errors of logic/fact/law and fails, intentionally no doubt, to reflect the enormous 
body of highly incriminating evidence. The fact that the final filing in the case was February 14, 
2022, and the Court's mere twenty (20) page analysis free summary opinion, was issued on 
September 12, 2022, is consistent with the Defendants conversion of this court into a 
"racketeering enterprise", purposed to continue the decade-plus-long violation of Kaul's 
human/constitutional right to life/liberty/justice and to attempt to provide further cover for 
their crimes. The length of time, the brevity of the opinion and the lack of analysis of submitted 
argument, suggest a conspiracy to convey a knowingly false impression regarding dismissal, in 
order to violate Kaul's ability to exercise his right to commence actions in other district courts; 
and now the judge, in knowing contravention of the law, seeks to deny Kaul his basic human 
right to exist, through the instrument of the United States District Court. 

The falsity of the opinion is pr,oven by Kaul's argument, which is uncontested by the Defendants 
and unanalyzed by the judge. The point-by-point analysis identifies which of Kaul's arguments 
undermines the judge's opinion: 

Introduction 
"This case is another chapter in a long saga of repetitive frivolous lawsuits ... violations arising 
out of this set offacts." (D.E. 168 Page 1 to 2 of 20). This statement, which is inherently 
contradictory, undermines the entire opinion, by asserting that Kll-7 is identical to all prior 
cases, and that because all prior cases are allegedly frivolous, that Kll-7 is therefore frivolous, 
but then concludes by stating that Kll-7 is based on a "set of facts", a condition that equates 
with merit and not frivolousness. The judge, in attempting to violate Kaul's right to pursue 
litigation on the admitted facts, thwarted the basis of his opinion that falsely held Kll-7 is 
frivolous, from which he falsely granted the Defendants motion for an injunction. The judge 
admitted that the information on which Kll-7 was based, constituted "facts" and not 
unsubstantiated assertions. It is the judge's opinion that is "frivolous" and without merit. 

I. Background 
A. Filing History - "In .March 2014 ... But Kaul continues to file lawsuits in various 
jurisdictions." (D.E. 168 Page 2 to 4 of 20). It is evident that the thrust of the judge's fraudulent 

strategy is to misrepresent, mischaracterize and or omit critical components of the record of 
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The Kaul Cases. with the most glaring omissions being those of Kll-7, the case in question. In 

this section, the judge implies that because Kll-7 is allegedly identical to all prior cases and 

because Kaul received no relief, that Kll-7 is frivolous, but incredulously, Kaul continues to 

pursue litigation. Kaul commenced no new litigation after the filing of Kll-7 on August 19, 

2021, in the hope that the judge would adhere to controlling authorities and follow the "set of 

facts". The judge failed to analyze any of Kaul's arguments regarding the factual/legal 

distinction of Kll-7 from all prior cases, but instead rendered an opinion that consists entirely 

of a selective regurgitation of elements of prior and irrelevant cases. Kaul's arguments are at: 

1. Overview of Opposition (D.E. 77 page 6 of 57)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

2. Allstate's fraudulent case against Kaul/others (D.E. 77 Page 8 of 57) 
UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED • 

3. The securities fraud crimes were committed in the State of New York (D.E. 77 Page 11 of 57) 
UNREFUTED/U NANAL YZED/ADMITTED 

4. U.S.D.J. Tanya Chutkan denied Defendant Allstate's motion to dismiss KS (D.E. 47), while 
U.S.D.J. Alison Burroughs denied Defendant Allstate's motion to transfer Kll-2 (D.E. 27) to the 
District of New Jersey (D.E. 77 Page 11 of 57) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

5. The District of Massachusetts entered an order granting Kaul's IFP application and ordered 

the U.S.M.S. to serve the Defendants at the cost of the United States Government (D.E. 77 Page 

12 of 57) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

6. Kll-7 is factually/legally distinct from Kll-4 (D.E. 77 page 13 of 57) 

UNREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ ADMITTED 

7. Kll-7 is factually/legally distinct from Kll-9 and the warrantless arrest of Kaul on May 27, 

2021, remains unlawful (D.E. 77 page 14 of 57) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMI.TTED 

8. Kll-7 is legally/factually distinct from Kll-2, the operative facts occurred in New York, and 

thus the law supports Kaul's choice of forum UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

9. Unsupportive judicial opinion (D.E. 89 page 8 of 87) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ ADMITTED 

10. Introduction - Kll-7 is factually/legally distinct from all prior cases (D.E. 89 page 10 of 87) 

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 
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11. Defendants motion for an anti-injunction suit is frivolous (D.E. 89 Page 10 of 87) -

UNREFUTED/UNANAL VZED/ ADMITTED. 

12. The Kaul Cases Defendants have failed in their prior injunctive and quasi-injunctive efforts 

(D.E. 89 Page 11 of 87)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

13. The Defendants have submitted no evidence that Kaul's claims are vexatious, frivolous and 

or harassing, and have effectively admitted the veracity of the plausibly pied RICO predicate 

acts (D.E. 89 Page 20 of 87) UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED 

14. Kll-7 is legally/factually distinct to all prior cases, including Kl, is based on new evidence, 

new injuries and is a new claim, not subject to res judicata or Rule 41 of the FRCP (D.E. 105 

Page 26 of 56) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

1S. The Defendants "All Writs Act Injunction" argument is false and fails to satisfy the necessary 

legal standard (D.E. 105 Page 30 of 56) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

16. Kaul's claims satisfy federal pleading standards and Defendant ICE has not proved otherwise 

(D.E. 106 Page 12 of 35) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

17. The facts find that venue is proper in the Southern District of New York (D.E. 106 Page 22 of 

35) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

18. Defendant TD's Rooker-Feldman and abstention doctrine defenses have been rejected by all 

courts within the United States District Court (D.E. 110 Page 10 of 63) 

UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED 

19. Kl remained active on the district court docket, until it was dismissed pursuant to Rule 

41(a)(2) on November 16, 2021 (D.E. 110 Page 16 of 63) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

20. Res judicata as to Kl provides TD no defense (D.E. 110 Page 17 of 63) 

UNREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ ADMITTED 

21. Res judicata as to Defendant TD's suit In the Morris County Court provides Defendant TD no 

defense (D.E. 110 Page 18 of 63) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 
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22. The Defendants have failed to disprove that the SDNY is the proper venue and failed to 

prove, or otherwise show that Kll-7 should be dismissed with prejudice (D.E. 136 Page 12 of 

55) UNREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ ADMITTED 

23. The Defendants have submitted no evidence/facts that disprove facts submitted by Kaut 

that venue is proper in the SDNY, and that Kll-7 comports with the venue analysis standards 

identified in cases erroneously cited by Defendants in support of their argument to dismiss Kll-

7 with prejudice (D.E. 136 Page 14 of 55) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

24. The Defendants' failure to factually satisfy the standards for 

vexatiousness/malice/abuse/frivolousness/harassment, as identified in the cited cases, is fatal 

to its frivolous injunctive plea (D.E. 136 Page 19 of 55) UNREFUTED/UNANAL VZED/ADMITTED 

25. Defendants defense fails for lack of support in fact or law (D.E. 138 Page 5 of 32) 

UNREFUTED/UNANAL VZED/ ADMITTED 

26. The facts undermine a "second dismissal rule" defense (D.E. 138 Page 8 of 32) 

UNREFUTED/UNANAL VZED/ ADMITTED 

27. Res judicata is inapplicable because Kll-7 is based on new evidence/facts/injuries, is a new 

cause of action, the voluntary dismissal motion of Kl was entered by USDJ Vazquez without 

opposition, KS terminated without opposition, and in prior cases, the Defendants committed a 

'Fraud on the Court' (D.E. 138 Page 9 of 32) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

28. Defendant AHS has failed to satisfy its burden of proof to disprove Kaul's proof that the 

SDNY is the proper venue, and that the DNJ is not the proper venue (D.E. 138 Page 17 of 32) 

UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED 

29. Defendant Heary's application of his cited legal standards to Kll-7 jurisdiction/venue facts 

actually proves that he is both personally/generally subject to the jurisdiction of the SDNY, and 

that the SDNY is the proper venue (D.E. 154 Page 16 of 93) 

UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED 

30. The claims satisfy the Rule 8 standard set forth in Defendant Heary's cited cases (D.E. 154 

Page 22 of93) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 
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31. The procedural facts ofThe Kaul Cases neither support any preclusion defenses nor an 

application of New Jersey preclusion law (D.E. 154 Page 25 of 93) 

UN REFUTED/UNANALYZED/ ADMITTED 

32. Defendant Heary's plea for an anti-suit injunction is frivolous and without factual/legal 

foundation, as he has admitted claiming conclusive/undisputed fact in the ADMISSIONS BY 

DEFENDANT ROBERT HEARY OF UNDISPUTED FACTS, has failed in his previous injunctive efforts 

and fails to satisfy the necessary burden of proof/legal standard (D.E. 154 Page 30 of 93) 

U NREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ ADMITTED 

33. Defendant Heary's argument, pleading to injunct his prosecution by Kaul, is identical to the 

arguments of Defendants FSMB/Hengerer/lCE/TD/Geico/Stolz/Christie/Murphy/Grewal who in 

their motions failed to satisfy their burden of proof and who in their reply briefs failed to 

disprove Kaul's evidence that there exists no factual/legal basis for an injunction (D.E. 154 Page 

32 of 93) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

34. The claims satisfy the Rule 8 standard set forth in Defendant Heary's cited cases (D.E. 155 

Page 23 of 93) UN REFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

35. Defendant AHS's injunctive plea fails because it is factually unsupported and is based on law 

that Kaul has previously differentiated; a differentiation that Defendant AHS has failed to refute 

(DS.E.158-1 Page 9 of 12) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

36. Defendant Allstate's failed injunctive and quasi-injunctive pleas (D.E. 160 Page 6 of 13) 

UNREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ ADMITTED 

37. Defendant Allstate's fact-free injunctive application either fails to satisfy the standards set 

forth in its own citations or cites to irrelevant cases (D.E. 160 Page 6 of 13) 

UNREFUTED/U NANAL VZED/ ADMITTED 

38. Defendant AHS's injunctive plea fails because it is factually unsupported and is based on law 

that Kaul has previously differentiated; a differentiation that Defendant AHS has failed to refute 

(D.E. 162 Page 9 of 11) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

39. However, even if such a fraud had not been committed, the Kll-1 opinion/order is 

irrelevant to Kll-7, as the latter is factually/legally distinct from the former and is based on the 

facts of the "New York Scheme", the 'Kaul Kidnapping Scheme' and the securities fraud scheme 

... " (D.E. 164 Page 2 of 16). UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 
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B. Factual Background - "The amended complaint follows the pattern of Plaintiff Kaul's 

earlier filings ... order/judgments adverse to Plaintiff Basch and other physicians, while 

entering order/judgments advantageous to Defendant Geico." (D.E. 168 Page 4 to 7 of 20). 

The Court's cursory delineation of the charges, although set under the heading of "Factual 

Background", purpose.fully avoids an honest recitation of the unrefuted/admitted fact that 

Kaul/Basch have pied for each element of each charge. The Court's failure to cite to any of the 

massive corpus of charge conclusive evidence within the three thousand, five hundred and 

thirty-three (3533) page case file, evidences his corrupted state-of-mind, and further 

underscores his commission of a 'Fraud on the Court'. More specifically, however, this section is 

a transparent attempt to frame Kaul/Basch's claims as non-compliant with federal pleading 

standards, as part of an effort to manufacture a claim insufficiency basis for dismissal. However, 

as with the knowingly false "frivolous" element of the Court's opinion, this too is rendered 

null/void by the Defendants failure to rebut, and the Court's failure to analyze/reject the 

pleading standard arguments asserted by Kaul/Basch. The argument"s are at: 

1. District judges within the United States District Court have rejected The Kaul Cases 

Defendants 12(b)(6)/Rule 8 defenses (D.E. 81 Page 7 of 17) -

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

2. Kaul's plausibly pied RICO claims against Defendant Allstate satisfy federal pleading 

standards set forth in Rules 8/9 of the F.R.C.P. and Twombly/Iqbal and plead all requisite 

elements (D.E. 81 Page 11 of 87) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

3. Defendant Allstate has no defense against Kaul's RICO claims (D.E. 81 Page 12 of 87) -

UNREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ADMITTED. 

4. The Section 1983 Claim is legally sufficient and pleads the requisite elements (D.E. 81 Page 15 

of 17) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

5. The Complaint provides Defendant Allstate fair notice of its alleged offenses and liabilities 

(D.E. 81 Page 16 of 17) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

6. The claim conclusive evidence within The Kaul Cases has been neither refuted nor found to 

be meritless by any judge within the United States District Court (D.E. 89 Page 10 of 87) • 

UNREFUTED/UNANAl:YZED/ADMITTED. 

7. There is no evidence within The Kaul Cases, that the claims are vexatious, harassing and or 

frivolous (D.E. 89 Page 12 of 87) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 
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8. The Defendants arguments regarding RICO/Section 1983 claim sufficiency are false (D.E. 89 

Page 15 of 87) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

9. The claims satisfy federal pleading standards, including Rule 8 (D.E. 89 Page 16 of 87) • 

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

10. The legal standards set forth in the cases cited by the Defendants are either inapplicable or 

satisfied by the claims (D.E. 89 Page 17 of 87)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

11. Kaul has plausibly pied the existence of an association-in-fact RICO enterprise (D.E. 89 Page 

18 of 87) - UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

12. The RICO predicate acts are pied to the standards required at pleading (D.E. 89 Page 19 of 

87)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

13. Kaul has provided the Defendants fair notice of their liability pursuant to the Section 1983 

claim (D.E. 89 Page 20 of 87) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

14. The Defendants have submitted no evidence that Kaul's Kll-7 claims are vexatious, 

frivolous and or harassing, and have effectively admitted the veracity of the plausibly pied RICO 

predicate acts (D.E. 89 Page 20 Of 87) - UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

15. The Defendants motion for a permanent injunction is made in extremely "bad faith" as 

they, in collusion/conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, are simultaneously employing 

tactics of delay/fraud to obstruct Kaul's applications for state licensure and are knowingly 

perpetuating an "ongoing pattern of racketeering" and violation of Kaul's constitutional/human 

rights (D.E. 89 Page 21 of 87) - UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

• 16. Kaul's pleading of the RICO predicate acts of mail/wire fraud satisfies Rule 9 (b) and the 

standards set forth in the cited cases and does provide fair notice (D.E. 105 Page 10 of 56) -

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

17. Defendant GEICO has failed to specifically identify what facts, if any, are allegedly absent 

from Kaul's RICO claims (D.E. 105 Page 11 of 56)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

18. Kaul's claims satisfy the RICO predicate act pleading standard set forth in the law cited by 

Defendants (D.E. 105 Page 12 of 56)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 
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19. SCOTUS case law regarding mail/wire fraud pleading standards equates to the statutory 

standards (D.E. 105 Page 13 of 56) - UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

20. The specificity of the mail/wire fraud claims pied against Defendant Geico in Kll-7 provide 

an equivalent degree of fair notice as did those in KS (D.E. 105 Page 13 of 56)

UNREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ ADMITTED. 

21. The pleading standard of all ROCO predicate acts, other than mail/wire fraud, is that 

directed by Twombly/Iqbal and Rule 8 (D.E. 105 Page 14 of 56) -

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

22. Kaul has plausibly pied the existence of an association-in-fact RICO enterprise (D.E. 105 

Page 14 of 56)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

23. Defendants association-in-fact pleading argument, is unsupported by all cited cases, none of 

which invalidate controlling Supreme Court law, legislative intent and or statute text (D.E. 105 

Page 15 of 56)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

24. Kaul's claims satisfy the pleading standard established in Turkette (1981), validated in Boyle 

(2009) and relief upon in Penguin (2014) (D.E. 105 Page 16 of 56) -

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

25. The claims plausibly plead the "operation and management" element {D.E. 105 Page 16 of 

56) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

26. RICO does not statutorily require the pleading of a nexus between the "pattern of 

racketeering" and the injury, independent of that caused by the RICO predicate acts (D.E. 105 

Page 17 of 56). 

27. Kaul's claims satisfy the "by reason of' the "pattern of racketeering" standard set forth in 

case law, as it relates to the "pattern-injury'' nexus (D.E. 105 Page 19 of 56) -

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ ADMITTED. 

28. Defendants "pattern of racketeering" is "ongoing", and thus the statute of limitations ls 

constantly accruing {D.E. 105 Page 20 of 56) - UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. "The 
Oetken Scheme" an element of the "New York Scheme" is "ongoing" within the State of New 

York, and likely commenced in late 2021. 
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29. Kaul's pleading of the Section 1983 claim satisfies federal pleading standards and provides 

fair notice to Defendant (D.E. 105 Page 23 of 56) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

30, Within Kll-7, Kaul plausibly pleads and there exists evidence that Defendant ICE conspired 

with Defendants Christie/ Allstate/TD/Geico to conceal the securities fraud crime (D.E. 106 Page 

9 of 35) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

31. Kaul's claims satisfy federal pleading standards and Defendant ICE has not proved otherwise 

(D.E. 106 Page 12 0f35) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

32. Kaul's claims satisfy the pleading standards set forth in cases cited by Defendant ICE (D.E. 

106 Page 13 of 35) - UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

33. Defendant ICE has submitted no proof or showing that any of the Kll-76 claims do not 

contain a "short and plain statement of the claim" or are otherwise insufficient (D.E. 106 Page 

17 of35) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. , 

I 

34. Kaul's pleading of the RICO predicate acts of mail/wire fraud satisfies the Rule 9 standard 

(D.E. 106 Page 20 of 35)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

35. The Section 1983 claim provides fair notice to Defendant ICE of its 'state-actor' status and 

its violations of Kaul's constitutional rights (D.E. 106 Page 23 of 35). 

36. The Section 1983 claim complies with the controlling legal standards of pleading (D.E. 106 

page 24 of 35) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

37. The Kll-7 claims contain plausibly pied fact that satisfies the applicable legal standard 

regarding the non-conclusory nature of a claim (D.E. 106 Page 26 of 35). 

38. The plausibility of Kaul's claims pertains to the uncontested fact that it received regulatory 

favors from Defendant Christie, in return for decimating Kaul's financial position. (D.E. 110 Page 

9 of 63) - UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

39. The Kll-7 claims satisfy the statutory "by reason of" standard, as held in Holmes/Anza (D.E. 

110 page 21 of 63) • UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

40. The Kll-7 claims plead plausible fact in support of the "participation" and "by reason of" 
elements of RICO (D.E. 110 Page 22 of 63) • UN REFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 
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41. Defendant TD's anti-suit injunction is without foundation, as it admitted to the undisputed 

fact on July 14, 2020 (D.E. 110 Page 24 of 63)- UN REFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

42. The Defendants' failure to factually satisfy the standards for 

vexatiousness/malice/abuse/frivolousness/harassment, as identified in the cited cases, is fatal 

to its frivolous injunctive plea (D.E. 136 Page 19 of 55)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

43. Defendant AHS has submitted no proof, nor made any showing, to either disprove the K11-

7 claims or show them to be implausible/conclusory and or non-compliant with all federal 

pleading standards (D.E. 138 Page 14 of 32)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

44. Defendant Heary has submitted no evidence/facts/argument to prove or otherwise show 

that those submitted by Kaul do not satisfy federal pleading standards and actually assert a 

highly plausible case (D.E. 154 Page 20 of 93)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

45. The claims satisfy the Rule 8 standard set forth in Defendant Heary's cited cases (D.E. 154 

Page 22 of 93) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

46. Defendant Heary has not proven/shown/disputed, nor could he, that the Kll-7 claims in 

addition to the ADMISSIONS BY DEFENDANT HEARY OF UNDISPUTED FACTS provide "fair 

notice" of the facts/law on which the charges are brought, of the injuries caused and the relief 

sought and satisfy Rule 9 (D.E. 154 page 23 of93)- UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

47. Defendant Heary's plea for an anti-suit injunction is frivolous and without factual/legal 

foundation, as he has admitted to claiming conclusive/undisputed fact in the ADMISSIONS BY 

DEFENDANT ROBERT HEARY OF UNDISPUTED FACTS, has failed in his previous Injunctive efforts 

and fails to satisfy the necessary burden of proof/legal standards (D.E. 154 Page 30 of 93) -

UNREFUTED/UNANAL VZED/ADMITTED. 

48. Defendant Heary's argument, pleading to injunct his prosecution by Kaul, is identical to the 

arguments of Defendants FSMB/Hengerer/lCE/TD/Geico/Stolz/Christie/Murphy/Grewal who in 

their motion failed to satisfy their burden of proof and who in their reply briefs failed to 

disprove Kaul's evidence that there exists no factual/legal basis for an injunction (D.E. 154 page 

32 of 93)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

49. Defendant AHS admissions of UNDISPUTED FACT material to Kll-7 claim proof, have 

permanently deprived it of any factual or legal basis on which to seek injunctive relief (D.E. 162 

Page 8 of 11)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 
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50. Defendant AHS's injunctive plea fails because it is factually unsupported and is based on law 

that Kaul has previously differentiated; a differentiation that Defendant AHS has failed to refute 

(D.E. 162 Page 9 of 11) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

The admittance of these fifty (SO) arguments by the Defendants and the Court, renders 

null/void any component of the judge's opinion that pertains/relates to claim sufficiency and or 

pleading standard compliance. 

II Legal Standard 

"Federal Rule of Civil Procedure ... "Nonetheless a pro se complaint must state a plausible 
claim for relief." (D.E. 168 Page 8 to 9 of 20). It is obvious that the judge was either always a 

Defendant in disguise or became one at some point in the case, as in recognizing that plaintiffs 

Complaint/unrebutted arguments either satisfied every legal pleading standard submitted by 

the Defendants or that the Complaint/unrebutted arguments identified the correct standard, 

he has either inserted not previously submitted standards and or ignored their unrebutted 

arguments that establish the Complaint complies with all pleading standards. The citations in 

question and the relevant points of the record are: 

A. F.R.C.P. 8(a}{2)/(dllll + Strunk v US House of Representatives. 68 F. App'x 233. 253 (2d Cir. 

2003)-The relevant arguments are: 

1. District judges within the United States District Court have rejected The Kaul Cases 

Defendants 12(b)(6)/Rule 8 defenses (D.E. 81 Page 7 of 17) -

UNREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ ADMITTED. 

2. Kaul's plausibly pied RICO claims against Defendant Allstate satisfy the federal pleading 

standards set forth in Rules 8/9 of the FRCP and Twombly/Iqbal and plead all requisite elements 

(D.E. 81 Page 11 of 17) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

3. The claims satisfy federal pleading standards, including Rule 8 {D.E. 89 Page 16 of 87) • 

UNREFUTED/UNANAtYZED/ADMllTED. 

4. The legal standards set forth in the cases cited by the Defendants are either inapplicable or 

satisfied by the claims (D.E. 89 Page 17 of 87) - UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

5. The Defendant's amendment argument is false {D.E. 89 Page 18 of 87) -

UNREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ADMllTED. 
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6. The RICO predicate acts are pied to the standards required at pleading (D.E. 89 Page 19 of 

87) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

7. The Defendants have submitted no evidence that Kaul's Kll-7 claims are vexatious, frivolous 

and or harassing, and have effectively admitted the veracity of the plausibly pied RICO 

predicate acts (D.E. 89 Page 20 of 87) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

8. The pleading standard of all RICO predicate acts, other than mail/wire fraud, is that directed 

by Twombly/Iqbal and Rule 8 (D.E. 105 page 14 of 56) • UN REFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

B. 12{bl(2)-The relevant arguments are: 

1. All of the Defendants in Kll-7 are subject to the Jurisdiction of the SONY, for one or many 
reasons, pursuant to an analysis under section 1391(b)(2)/Minimal Contacts/1404. 

2. Defendant AHS has not denied that there exist any facts connecting it jurisdictionally to New 
York, nor that any facts pied within the case that connect it Jurisdictionally to New York. 

3. Defendant Heary's application of his cited legal standards to Kll-7 Jurisdiction/venue facts, 
actually proves that he is both personally/generally subject to the jurisdiction of the SONY, and 
that the SONY is the proper venue. 

4. Defendant Heary is personally subject to Jurisdiction in New York pursuant to N.Y.C.P.L. § 

302(a)(2)(3), his "minimal contacts" with New York and a "reasonableness" analysis. 

5. In the period from February 11, 2019, to June 20, 2019, Kaul filed a motion for Summary 
Judgment against Defendant Allstate, an opinion/order of dismissal was published to the court 
docket, but Kl remained pending in the district court, as The Third Circuit denied appellate 
jurisdiction. 

6. All of the Defendants in Kll-7 are subject to the jurisdiction of the SONY, for one or many 
reasons, pursuant to an analysis under section 139l(b)(2)/Minimal Contacts/1404. 

7. Defendant AHS has not denied that there exist any facts connecting it jurisdictionally to New 
York, nor that any facts pied within the case that connect it jurisdictionally to New York. 

8. Defendant Heary's application of his cited legal standards to Kll-7 jurisdiction/venue facts, 
actually proves that he is both personally/generally subject to the jurisdiction of the SONY, and 
that the SONY is the proper venue. 

12 
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9. Defendant Heary is personally subject to jurisdiction in New York pursuant to N.Y.C.P.L. § 
302(a)(2)(3), his "minimal contacts" with New York and a "reasonableness" analysis. 

10. In the period from February 11, 2019, to June 20, 2019, Kaul filed a motion for Summary 
Judgment against Defendant Allstate, an opinion/order of dismissal was published to the court 
docket, but Kl remained pending in the district court, as The Third Orcuit denied appellate 
jurisdiction. 

C. 12(b)l3) - The relevant arguments are: 

1. 28 U.S.C. §1391(b)(2) is the applicable law to venue determination in Kll-7. 

Z. The facts find that venue is proper in the Southern District of New York. 

3. The "TD Bank Loan Action" and its improper venue filing in Morris County Superior Court was 
a premeditated element of the overall scheme. 

4. Defendants have failed to satisfy their venue/injunction related burden of proof, and have 
failed to disprove, pursuant to their cited standards, that venue is proper in New York and thus 
there exists no basis for injunction. 

5. A section 1391(b)(2)/Minimal Contacts/1404 analysis of Kll-7 finds venue is proper in the 
SDNY and that transfer is not warranted. 

6. The Defendants have failed to disprove that the SDNY is the proper venue and failed to 
prove, or otherwise show that Kll-7 should be dismissed with prejudice. 

7. The Defendants have submitted no evidence/facts that disprove facts submitted by Kaul that 
venue is proper in the SONY, and that Kll-7 actually comports with the venue analysis 
standards identified in cases erroneously cited by Defendants in support of their argument to 
dismiss Kll-7 with prejudice. 

8. Defendant AHS has failed to satisfy its burden of proof to disprove Kaul's proof that the SDNY 
is the proper venue, and that the DNJ is not the proper venue. 

9. Defendant Heary's application of his cited legal standards to Kll-7 jurisdiction/venue facts, 
actually proves that he is both personally/generally subject to the jurisdiction of the SDNY, and 
that the SDNY is the proper venue. 

13 
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10. The Fleur/Solar venue transfer standard is akin to the standards set forth in CPLR 511 
/Coluck Inc. v SEM Sec. Sys. Inc 2019 NY Slip Op 06192 [175 AD3d 593]/Philogene v Fuller Auto 
Leasing, 167 AD2d 178 (1990)/Deas v Ahmed, 120 AD3d 750 (2nd Dep't 2014)/Jansen v 
Bern hang, 149 AD2d 468 (2nd Dep't 1989)/ Walsh v Mystic Tank Lines Corp. 51 AD 3d 908 
(2008). 

D. 121bll6)- The relevant arguments are: 

1. The Defendants arguments regarding RICO/Section 1983 claim sufficiency are false. 

2. The Defendants arguments regarding RIC_O/Section 1983 claim sufficiency are false. 

3. The RICO predicate acts are pied to the standards required at pleading. 

4. Kaul's pleading of the RICO predicate acts of mail/wire fraud satisfies federal pleading 
standards and provides fair notice. 

5. Kaul's claims satisfy the RICO predicate act pleading standard set forth in the law cited by 
Defendants. 

6. SCOTUS case law regarding mail/wire fraud pleading standards equate to the statutory 
standards. 

7. The pleading standard of all RICO predicate acts, other than mail/wire fraud, is that directed 
by Twombly/Iqbal and Rule 8. 

8. Defendants association-in-fact pleadrng argument, is unsupported by all cited cases, none of 
which invalidate controlling Supreme Court law, legislative intent and or statute text. 

9. Kaul's claims satisfy the pleading standard established in Turkette (1981), validated in Boyle 
(2009) and relied upon in Penguin (2014). 

10. RICO does not statutorily require the pleading of a nexus between the "pattern of 
racketeering" and the injury, independent of that caused by the RICO predicate acts. 

11. Kaul's pleading of the Section 1983 claim satisfies federal pleading standards and provides 
fair notice to Defendant. 

12. Kaul's claims satisfy federal pleading standards and Defendant ICE has not proved 
otherwise. 

14 
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13. The Section 1983 claim complies with the controlling legal standards of pleading. 

14. Defendant AHS has submitted no proof, nor made any showing, to either disprove the Kll-
7 claims or show them to be implausible/conclusory and or non-compliant with all federal 
pleading standards. 

15. DefendantHeary has submitted no evidence/facts/argument to prove or otherwise show 
that those submitted by Kaul do not satisfy federal pleading standards and actually assert a 
highly plausible case. 

16. Defendant Hearts argument, pleading to injunct his prosecution by Kaul, is identical to the 
arguments of Defendants FSMB/Hengerer/lCE/TD/Geico/Stolz/Christie/Murphy/ 
Grewal who in their motions failed to satisfy their burden of proof and who in their reply briefs 
failed to disprove Kaul's evidence that there exists no factual/legal basis for an injunction. 

E. Meadows v United States., Inc .• 963 F.3d 2.40. 243 (2d Cir. 2020) - The relevant arguments 

are those referenced in section D above. 

Ill. Discussion 

Oetken's argument of analysis that he rendered while knowing his illegal 

conflicted/biased/prejudiced state-of-mind and corrupted affliction can be summed up as thus: 

In support of his Rule 8(a}(2) argument, Oetken cites to: (i) O'Neil v. Ponzi. 394 Fed. App'x 795, 

796 (2d Cir. 2010): (ii) Strunk. 68 Fed. App'x at 235 in support of his argument that because a 

section of the Amended Complaint details the insurance industry's 400-year plus "pattern of 
racketeering" in the commission of murder involving the slaving industry and the funding of 

Nazi death camps, as historical evidential context to their "ongoing pattern of racketeering" 
within the trillion-dollar American healthcare sector, THAT THEREFORE, the entire Amended 

Complaint fails to satisfy the Rule 8(a)(2) standard AND THEREFORE the Amended Complaint is 

dismissed with prejudice. This argument is false. as evidenced by a plain read of the Amended 

Complaint. 

In support of his Personal Jurisdiction and Venue argument, Oetken cites to: (i) Sinochem lnt'I 

Co. y. Malaysia lnt'I Shipping Corp .• 549 U.S. 422. 43112007); (ii) 28 U.S.C. § 1391(blflll2l: (iii} 

At!. Marine Constr. Co'. v. U.S. Dist. Court for W. Dist.. ofTex .• 571 U.S. 49, 56 (2013}: (iv) Fisher 

v. lnt'I Student Exch., Inc., 38 F. Supp. 3d 276, 284-85 (E.D.N.Y 2014) (quoting Daniel v. Am. Bd. 

of Emergency Med., 428 F.3d 408,432 (2d Cir. 2005)}; (v) Daniel v. American Bd. of Emergency 

Medicine, 428 F.3d 408. 432-33 (2d Cir. 2005; (vi) AEI Life, LLC v. Lincoln Ben. Life Co., 305 

F.R.D. 37, 43 (E.D.N.Y. 2015); (vii) 28 U.S.C. § 1406{a) in support of his argument that because 
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all of the pied facts/events and all of the parties are domiciled in New Jersey and have no 

personal/business contacts with New York, that the SONY has no personal jurisdiction and is not 

the correct venue. This argument is false for the following reasons: (viii) Oetken retained the 

case from August 19, 2021, to September 12, 2022, and permitted the filing of three thousand 

five hundred and thirty-three (3533) pages of legal briefing/letters; (ix) All venue/jurisdiction 

arguments submitted by Plaintiffs remained UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTEO and are as 

follows: 

1. 28 U.S.C. §1391(b)(2) is the applicable law to venue determination in Kll-7. 

2. The facts find that venue is proper in the Southern District of New York. 

3. The "TD Bank Loan Action" and its improper venue filing in Morris County Superior Court 
was a premeditated element of the overall scheme. 

4. Defendants have failed to satisfy their venue/injunction related burden of proof, and have 
failed to disprove, pursuant to their cited standards, that venue is proper in New York and thus 
there exists no basis for injunction. 

5. A section 1391(b)(2)/Minimal Contacts/1404 analysis of K11-7 finds venue is proper in the 
SONY and that transfer is not warranted. 

6. The Defendants have failed to disprove that the SONY is the proper venue and failed to 
prove, or otherwise show that K11-7 should be dismissed with prejudice. 

7. The Defendants have submitted no evidence/facts that disprove facts submitted by Kaul that 
venue is proper in the SDNY, and that K11-7 actually comports with the venue analysis 
standards identified in cases erroneously cited by Defendants in support of their argument to 
dismiss K11-7 with prejudice. 

8. Defendant AHS has failed to satisfy its burden of proof to disprove Kaul's proof that the SONY 
is the proper venue, and that the DNJ is not the proper venue. 

9. Defendant Heary's application of his cited legal standards to K11-7 jurisdiction/venue facts, 
actually proves that he is both personally/generally subject to the jurisdiction of the SONY, and 
that the SONY is the proper venue. 

10. The Fleur/Solar venue transfer standard is akin to the standards set forth in CPLR 511 
/Coluck Inc. v SEM Sec. Sys. Inc 2019 NY Slip Op 06192 [175 AD3d 593]/Philogene v Fuller Auto 
Leasing, 167 AD2d 178 (1990)/Deas v Ahmed, 120 AD3d 750 (2nd Dep't 2014)/Jansen v 
Bernhang, 149 A02d 468 (2nd Dep't 1989)/ Walsh v Mystic Tank Lines Corp. 51 AD 3d 908 
(2008). 
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The cases cited by Oetken, although not referenced by the Kll-7 Defendants, have the same 
standard as those within the Defendants arguments. The Defendants arguments were 
dismantled by Plaintiffs arguments and Defendants failure to contest Plaintiffs arguments 
caused them to become ADMITTED. Oetken's insertion of these previously uncited cases, 
further evidences his biased/prejudiced/corrupted state-of-mind. 

In support of his "Merits" argument, more technically understood as claim sufficiency, Oetken, 
in addressing the SOX/RICO/Section 1983/UN Human Rights claims does cite to: (i) 15 U.S.C. § 
7241; (ii) 15 U.S.C. § 7244(a)(2)(B); (Iii) 18 U.S.C. § 1514A(b); (iv) Liv. Ali Baba Grp. Holding Ltd., 
No. 19-CV-11629, 2021 WL 4084574; (v) Cohen v. Viray, 622 F.3d 188, 194 (2d Cir. 2010); (vi) 
Cruz v. FXDirectDealer, LLC, 720 F.3d 115, 120 (2d Cir. 2013); (vii) First Capital Asset Mgmt. v. 
Satinwood, Inc., 385 F .3d 159, 173 (2d Cir. 2004); (viii) Boyle v. United States, 556 U.S. 938 
(2009); (ix) Cont'! Petroleum Corp. v. Corp. Funding Partners, LLC, No. 11-CV-7801, 2012 WL 
1231775, at *6 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 11, 2012); (x) BWP Media USA Inc. v. Hollywood Fan Sites, LLC, 69 
F. Supp. 3d 342, 360 (S.D.N.Y. 2014); (xi) First Capital, 385 F.3d at 174; (xii) McGugan v. Aldana
Bernier, 752 F.3d 224, 229 (2d Cir. 2014); (xiii) Desiderio v. Nat'l Ass'n of Sec. Dealer, Inc., 191 
F.3d 198, 206 (2d Cir. 1999); (xiv) Ponticelli v. Zurich Am. Ins. Grp., 16 F. Supp. 2d 414,426 
(S.D.N.Y. 1998); (xv) United States v. Chatman, 351 F. App'x 740, 741 (3d Cir. 2009); (xvi) Safir v. 
U.S. lines, Inc., 792 F.2d 19, 23 (2d Cir. 1986); (xvii) Eliahu v. Jewish Agency for Israel, 919 F.3d 
709, 714 (2d Cir. 2019); (xviii) Schuster v. Charter Communs., Inc., No. 18-CV-1826, 2021 WL 
1317370 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 8, 2021); (xix) Edwards v. Barclays Servs. Corp., 19-CV-9326, 2020 WL 
2087749 (S.D.N.Y. May 1, 2020); (xx) Lipko v. Christie, 94 F. App'x 12, 14 (2d Cir. 200,4); (xxi) Bd. 
of Managers of 2900 Ocean Ave. Condo. v. Bronkovic, 83 F.3d 44, 45 (2d Cir. 1996); (xxii) 
Sassower, 833 F. Supp. 253, 270 (S.D.N.Y. 1993) (citing In re Martin-Trigona, 737 F.2d 1254, 
1262 (2d Cir. 1984) in support of his argument that because ALL of Plaintiffs' claims are 
insufficient ab initio viz a viz the SOX claim and or plead insufficient fact to satisfy the cited legal 
standards, THAT THEREFORE. the Amended Complaint should be dismissed with prejudice, AND 
that because there no exists evidence/fact within Kll-17 or any of The Kaul Cases and that 
discovery could never cause the emergence of such evidence/fact and moreover that such 
evidence/fact does not exist and regardless of the fact that in none of The Kaul Cases has 
Plaintiff Kaul been granted discovery [except December 16,2020 RULE 16 SCHEDULING ORDER 
in KS in U.S.D.C.-DNJ-Camden Vicinage - Defendants had Chief Judge Freda Wolfson transfer 
case tci Newark Vicinage to U.S.D.J. Vazquez who stayed Rule 16 ORDER] THAT THEREFORE 
Plaintiff Kaul should be permanently lnjuncted from seeking relief for the injuries caused to 
him/his family by The Kaul Cases Defendants decades-plus-long crimes and justice for those 
members of the public/their families injured by the same crimes, but who have suffered/suffer 
in silence. 

This argument is false for the following reasons: (i) A plain read of the Amended 

Complaint/Exhibits proves the falsity of Oetken's argument; (ii) All claim sufficiency/injunctive 

related arguments submitted by Plaintiffs remained UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED and 

are as follows: 
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1. Kaul's plausibly pied RICO claims against Defendant Allstate satisfy the federal pleading 
standards set forth in Rules 8/9 of the F.R.C.P. and Twombly/Iqbal and plead all requisite 
elements. 

2. The Section 1983 Claim is legally sufficient and pleads the requisite elements. 

3. Law of the Second Circuit holds that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights has legal 
effect in the United States District Court. 

4. The claim conclusive evidence within The Kaul Cases has been neither refuted nor found to 
be meritless by any judge within the United States District Court. 

5. Defendants motion for an anti-suit injunction is frivolous. 

6. The Kaul Cases Defendants have failed in their prior injunctive and quasi-injunctive efforts. 

7. Kl was unequivocally not dismissed. 

8. There exists no evidence within The Kaul Cases, that the claims are vexatious, harassing and 
or frivolous. 

9. The Defendants have failed to prove the lack of good faith and probable cause elements of 
vexatious litigation. 

10. The Defendants false recitation and mischaracterization of procedure evidences the falsity 
of their "vexatious" argument and overall defense. 

11. The United States District Court for the Southern District of New York did not find the Kll-9 
claims either failed to state a claim or be vexatious/harassing/frivolous. 

12. The Defendants arguments regarding RICO/Section 1983 claim sufficiency are false. 

13. The claims satisfy federal pleading standards, including Rule 8. 
The Defendants arguments regarding RICO/Section 1983 claim sufficiency are false. 

14. The legal standards set forth in the cases cited by the Defendants are either inapplicable or 
satisfied by the claims. 

15. Kaul has plausibly pied the existence of an association-in-fact RICO enterprise. 

16. The RICO predicat~ acts are pied to the standards required at pleading. 
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17. The Defendants have submitted no evidence that Kaul's Kll-7 claims are vexatious, 

frivolous and or harassing, and have effectively admitted the veracity of the plausibly pied RICO 

predicate acts. 

18. The Defendants motion for a permanent injunction is made in extremely "bad faith" as 
they, in collusion/conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, are simultaneously employing 

tactics of delay/fraud to obstruct Kaul's applications for state licensure and are knowingly 

perpetuating an "ongoing pattern of racketeering" and violation of Kaul's constitutional/human 

rights. 

19. Kaul's pleading of the RICO predicate acts of mail/wire fraud satisfies federal pleading 

standards and provides fair notice. 

20. Defendant Geico knowingly violated SOX in filing false financial statements/accounts/tax 

returns that concealed its true liabilities from the global investment community/SEC. 

21. The law provides Kaul a private cause of action. 

22. Defendant Geico has failed to specifically identify what facts, if any, are allegedly absent 

from Kaul's RICO claims. 

23. Kaul's claims satisfy the RICO predicate act pleading standard set forth in the law cited by 

Defendants. 

24. SCOTUS case law regarding mail/wire fraud pleading standards equate to the statutory 

standards. 

25. The specificity of the mail/wire fraud claims pied against Defendant Geico in Kll-7 provide 

an equivalent degree of fair notice as did those in KS. 

26. The pleading standard of all RICO predicate acts, other than mail/wire fraud, is that directed 

by Twombly/Iqbal and Rule 8. 

27. Kaul has plausibly pied the existence of an association-in-fact RICO enterprise. 

28. Defendants association-in-fact pleading argument, is unsupported by all cited cases, none of 

which invalidate controlling Supreme Court law, legislative intent and or statute text. 

29. Kaul's claims satisfy the pleading standard established in Turkette (1981), validated in Boyle 

(2009) and relied upon in Penguin (2014). 

30. The claims plausibly plead the "operation and management" element. 
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31. RICO does not statutorily require the pleading of a nexus between the "pattern of 
racketeering" and the injury, independent of that caused by the RICO predicate acts. 

32. Kaul's claims satisfy the "by reason of" the "pattern of racketeering" standard set forth in 
case law, as it relates to the "pattern-injury" nexus. 

33. The Defendants "ongoing pattern of racketeering" (2008/2009 to present) has victimized, 
and continues to victimize Kaul, his family, his patients, the public's right to honest services and 
the global equities market. 

34. Kaul's pleading of the Section 1983 claim satisfies federal pleading standards and provides 
fair notice to Defendant. 

35. The Kl claims remained pending and unadjudicated, until voluntarily dismissed on 
September 14, 2021. 

36. The Defendants "All Writs Act Injunction" argument is false and fails to satisfy the necessary 
legal standard. 

37. None of cases cited by Defendant support its "All Writs Injunction" argument. 

38. Within Kll-7, Kaul plausibly pleads and there exists evidence that Defendant ICE conspired 
with Defendants Christie/Allstate/TD/Geico to conceal the securities fraud crime. 

39. The law demands that any litigation in which the damages sought are in excess of ten 
percent (10%) of market capitalization be disclosed in quarterly/annual filings, and there is no 
evidence in The Kaul Cases record that the Defendants believed the cases would not have an 
"unfavorable impact on revenues or income". 

40. Kaul's claims satisfy federal pleading standards and Defendant ICE has not proved 
otherwise. 

41. Kaul's claims satisfy the pleading standards set forth in cases cited by Defendant ICE. 

42. Defendant ICE has provided no argument as to how amendment, if necessary, would be 
futile. 
43. Defendant ICE has submitted no proof or showing that any of the Kll-7 claims do not 
contain a "short and plain statement of the claim" or are otherwise factually insufficient. 

44. Kaul's pleading of the RICO predicate acts of mail/wire fraud satisfies the Rule 9 standard. 

45. The Section 1983 claim provides fair notice to Defendant ICE of its 'state-actor status' and 
its violations of Kaul's constitutional rights. 
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46. The Section 1983 claim complies with the controlling legal standards of pleading. 

47. The Kll-7 claims contain plausibly pied fact that satisfies the applicable legal standard 
regarding the non-conclusory nature of a claim. 

48. The plausibility of Kaul's claims pertain to the uncontested fact that it received regulatory 
favors from Defendant Christie, in return for decimating Kaul's financial position. 

49. Kl remained active on the district court docket, until it was dismissed pursuant to Rule 
41(a)(2) on November 16, 2021. 

SO. SOX provides for a private cause of action. 

51. SOX does not require administrative exhaustion, when the complainant is not an employee, 
but Kaul did exhaust his non-employee remedies in filing a complaint with the SEC. 

52. Defendant TD's co-conspirator, Defendant Stolz did embezzle Kaul's $45 million in accounts 
receivable. 

53. The RICO predicate acts of mail/wire fraud are pied to the standard set forth in Rule and 
Twiqbal. 

54. Kaul's bank fraud charge is plausibly pied. 

55. The Kll-7 claims satisfy the statutory "by reason of" standard, as held in Holmes/Anza. 

56. The Kll-7 claims plead plausible fact in support of the "participation" and "by reason of" 
elements of RICO. 

57. The Defendants' failure to factually satisfy the standards for 
vexatiousness/malice/abuse/frivolousness/harassment, as identified in the cited cases, is fatal 
to their frivolous injunctive plea. 

58. Defendant AHS has submitted no proof, nor made any showing, to either disprove the Kll-
7 claims or show them to be implausible/conclusory and or non-compliant with all federal 
pleading standards. 

59. Defendant Heary has submitted no evidence/facts/argument to prove or otherwise show 
that those submitted by Kaul do not satisfy federal pleading standards and actually assert a 
highly plausible case. 

60. The claims satisfy the Rule 8 standard set forth in Defendant Heary's cited cases. 
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61. Defendant Heary has not proven/shown/disputed, nor could he, that the Kll-7 claims in 
addition to the ADMISSIONS BY DEFENDANT HEARY OF UNDISPUTED FACTS provide "fair 
notice" of the facts/law on which the charges are brought, of the injuries caused and the relief 
sought and satisfy Rule 9. 

62. Defendant Heary's plea for an anti-suit injunction is frivolous and without factual/legal 
foundation, as he has admitted to claim conclusive/undisputed fact in the ADMISSIONS BY 
DEFENDANT ROBERT HEARY OF UNDISPUTED FACTS, has failed in his previous injunctive efforts 

. and fails to satisfy the necessary burden of proof/legal standards. 

63. Defendant Heary's argument, pleading to injunct his prosecution by Kaul, is identical to the 
arguments of Defendants FSMB/Hengerer/lCE/TD/Geico/Stolz/Christie/Murphy/ 
Grewal who in their motions failed to satisfy their burden of proof and who in their reply briefs 
failed to disprove Kaul's evidence that there exists no factual/legal basis for an injunction. 

64. Defendant Allstate's admissions of UNDISPUTED FACT material to Kll-7 claim proof, have 
permanently deprived it of any factual or legal basis on which to seek injunctive relief. 

65. Defendant Allstate's failed injunctive and quasi-injunctive pleas. 

66. Defendant Allstate's fact-free injunctive application either fails to satisfy the standards set 
forth in its own citations or cites to irrelevant cases. 

67. Defendant AHS admissions of UNDISPUTED FACT material to Kll-7 claim proof, have 
permanently deprived it of any factual or legal basis on which to seek injunctive relief. 

68. Defendant AHS's injunctive plea fails because itis factually unsupported and based on law 
that Kaul has previously differentiated; a differentiation that Defendant AHS has failed to refute 
and a case that supports Kaul. 

69. The admittance of these two hundred and twelve 1212) arguments by the Defendants and 

the Court, renders null/void the judge's basis for his knowingly fraudulently dismissal with 

prejudice and injunction, that basis being the false proposition that Kll-7 was identical/" 

substantially similar" to the prior cases. 
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UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

M.D. RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 

-v-

INTERCONTINENTAL EXCHANGE, et 
al., 

Defendants. 

J. PAUL OETKEN, District Judge: 

2 l-CV-6992 (JPO) 

OPINION AND ORDER 

"This case is another chapter in a long saga ofrepetitive, frivolous lawsuits [pro se 

Plaintiff Richard Arjun] Kaul has brought against numerous defendants regarding revocation of 

his license to practice medicine." Kaul v. Fed'n a/State Med. Boards, 21-CV-57, 2021 WL 

6550884, at *I (N.D. Tex. Sept. 17, 2021), report and recommendation adopted, 2!-CV-57, 

2022 WL 171294 (N.D. Tex. Jan. 19, 2022). Prose Plaintiffs Richard Arjun Kaul and David 

Basch sue various stock exchange holding companies (Defendant Intercontinental Exchange), 

banks and insurance companies (Defendants GEICO; TD Bank; Allstate Insurance Company), 

medical boards and medical officials (Defendants Federation State Medical Boards), New Jersey 

officials (Defendants Christopher J. Christie; Philip Murphy; Gurbir Grewal), health institutions 

and practitioners (Defendants Atlantic Health System; Robert Reary), law firms (Defendant 

Rivkin Radler), and lawyers (Defendants Max Gersenoff; Daniel Stolz). 

The amended complaint can be understood to assert claims under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 

("SOX"), the Racketeer Influence Corrupt Organizations Act ("RICO"), Section 1983, and the 

United Nations Declaration of Human Rights. Various defendants move to dismiss the amended 

complaint for failure to contain a short and plain statement of claims; for lack of personal 

jurisdiction; for lack of venue; and for failure to state a claim. Several defendants request that 
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Plaintiff Kaul be barred from filing further lawsuits against them for alleged violations arising 

from these facts. 

For the reasons that follow, this action is dismissed for pleading failures; for lack of 

venue; and for failure to state a claim. Given PlaintiffKaul's history of filing repetitive and 

frivolous lawsuits, the action will not be transferred. The action is dismissed with prejudice. 

Plaintiff Kaul is barred from filing further lawsuits against these defendants for alleged 

violations arising out of this set of facts. 

I. Background 

A. Filing History 

"In March 2014, the New Jersey State Board of Medical Examiners ... revoked [Plaintiff 

Richard Arjun Kaul's] medical license." Kaul v. Christie, 372 F. Supp. 3d 206,215 (D.N.J. 

2019). It found that "his perforrnance of spine surgeries on 11 patients without proper training 

and experience constituted gross and repeated malpractice, negligence, and incompetence." Id. 

Since then, Plaintiff Kaul has filed a series oflawsuits around the country. These lawsuits 

generally allege that "a network of politically connected neurosurgeons wanted to make an 

example of him," and so "with the assistance ofa cabal oflawyers, hospitals, insurance 

companies and media figures, they importuned public officials to banish him from the practice of 

medicine in New Jersey." Id. No lawsuits have resulted in any relief for Kaul. 

Over the past decade, Plaintiff Kaul has filed four substantially similar cases in the 

Southern District of New York. Each has been transferred to the District of New Jersey. See, 

e.g., Kaul v. Christie, 16-CV-1346 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 19, 2016) (Sullivan, J.) (transferring action to 

D.N.J.); Kaul v. Christie, 18-CV-3131, 2018 WL 10038784 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 11, 2018) 

(McMahon, J.) (transferring action to D.N.J.); Kaul v. Schumer, 19-CV-3046 (S.D.N.Y. May 29, 

2019) (Stanton, J.) (transferring action to D.N.J.); Kaul v. Murphy, 21-CV-5293 (S.D.N.Y. June 
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21, 2021) (Briccetti, J.) (transferring action to D.N.J.). Plaintiff has filed a case in the Northern 

District of Georgia alleging that New Jersey officials targeted him. That case too was transferred 

to the District of New Jersey. See Patel v. Crist, No. I 9-CV-739, 2019 WL I 1583344, at * I 

(N.D. Ga. Apr. 2, 2019) (Brown, J.). Plaintiff has filed two cases in the District of Columbia. 

One was dismissed in part and otherwise transferred to the District of New Jersey. See Kaul v. 

Fed'n of State Med. Boards, No. I 9-CV-3050, 2020 WL 7042821, at *I (D.D.C. Dec. I, 2020) 

(Chutkan, J.); Kaul v. Fed'n of State Med. Boards, No. 19-CV-3050, 2021 WL 120921 I, at *I 

(D.D.C. Mar. 31, 2021) (Chutkan, J.). The other was dismissed sua sponte. See Kaul v. Fed'n of 

State Med. Boards, No. 20-CV-1612, 2021 WL 6549978, at *I (D.D.C. Nov. 23, 2021) 

(Chutkan, J.) Plaintiff has filed a case in the District of Connecticut. It too was transferred to the 

District of New Jersey. See Kaul v. Murphy, No. 21-CV-439, 2021WL1601149, at *2 (D. 

Conn. Apr. 23, 2021) (Bryant, J.). Plaintiff has filed a case in the District of Massachusetts. It 

was dismis~ed for lack of venue and transfer was refused. See Kaul v. Bos. Partners, Inc., No. 

21-CV-10326, 2021 WL 3272216, at *I (D. Mass. July 30, 2021). Plaintiff has filed a case in 

the Northern District of Texas. It was dismissed with prejudice. See Kaul v. Fed'n of State Med. 

Boards, 21-CV-57, 2021 WL 6550884, at *I (N.D. Tex. Sept. 17, 2021) (Ray, Jr., J.), report and 

recommendation adopted, 21-CV-57, 2022 WL 171294 (N.D. Tex. Jan. 19, 2022). Plaintiff 

appears to have filed a complaint in the Northern District of Illinois as well. See Compl., Kaul v. 

Allstate Ins. Co., No. 21-CV-736 (N.D. Ill. Feb. 5, 2021), ECF No. I. 

Plaintiff Kaul has never received any relief in these cases. District courts in the District 

of New Jersey have dismissed some. See, e.g., Kaul v. Christie, 16-CV-2364, 2019 WL 920815 

(D.N.J. Feb. 22, 2019) (McNulty, J.) (granting motion to dismiss); Kaul v. Christie, 372 F. Supp. 

3d 206 (D.N.J. Feb. 25, 2019) (McNulty, J.) (granting motion to dismiss); Kaul v. Christie, No. 

3 
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16-CV-2364, 2019 WL 13176430, at *4 (D.N.J. July 29, 2019) (Martinotti, J.) (denying motion 

for reconsideration); Patel v. Crist, No. 19-CV-9232, 2020 WL 64618, at *I (D.N.J. Jan. 7, 

2020) (Vazquez, J.) (granting motion to dismiss); Patel v. Crist, No. 19-CV-8946, 2020 WL 

64571, at *l (D.N.J. Jan. 7, 2020) (Vazquez, J.) (granting motion to dismiss); Patel v. Crist, No. 

19-CV-9232, 2020 WL 6156772, at *l (D.N.J. Oct. 20, 2020) (granting motion to dismiss); 

Patel v. Crist, No. l 9-CV-8946, 2020 WL 6156751, at * 1 (D.N.J. Oct. 20, 2020) (granting 

motion to dismiss); Kaul v. Murphy, No. 2 l-CV-13063, 2021 WL 3663873, at * 1 (D.N.J. July 9, 

2021) (dismissing complaint sua sponte). Kaul has voluntarily dismissed others. See, e.g., Kaul 

v. Christie, No. 19-1651, 2019 WL 4733531, at* I (3d Cir. June 20, 2019) (dismissing appeal 

without prejudice pursuant to Fed. R. App. P. 42(b)); Kaul v. Stein, No. 20-3522, 2021 WL 

6197149, at *l (3d Cir. Nov. 12, 2021) (dismissing appeal pursuant to Fed. R. App. P. 42(b)); 

(Dkt. No. 101 at 3-4.) But Kaul continues to file lawsuits in various jurisdictions. 

B. Factual Background 

The amended complaint follows the pattern of PlaintiffKaul's earlier filings. The 

sprawling, largely indecipherable 432-page document references a purported kidnapping; a 

"Slaving-Nazi-COVID-Insurance Axis"; and other conspiracies. (See Dkt. No. 14 ("Am. 

Comp!.") at 9.) It identifies six specifically. First, it alleges that the New York Stock Exchange, 

the Securities Exchange Commission, and State of New Jersey conspired to: "(i) hav[e] Kaul's 

medical license revoked; (ii) eradicat[e] all debt owed to Kaul by insurance carriers (approx. $45 

million); (iii) destroy[] Kaul's reputation; (iv) eliminat[e] any future financial liability to Kaul; 

(v) caus[e] Kaul to enter a state of poverty/homelessness; (vi) attempt[] to cause Kaul to be 

jailed/deported/killed; [and] (vii) intimidat[e] other minimally invasive spine surgeons into not 

performing minimally invasive spine surgery, in order to divert a greater percentage of the 

public's insurance premiums into corporate/executive compensation." (Am. Comp!. ,i 21.) 

4 
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The second is that after "Kaul's corporations" filed for bankruptcy, Defendants Allstate 

and GEICO conspired with the bankruptcy trustee, Defendant Daniel Stolz, "to accept bribes 

from Defendants Allstate/Geico in return for not pursuing the $45 million owed to Kaul by 

Defendants Allstate/Geico and others within the insurance industry." (Am. Compl. ,i,i 73-74.) 

The third is that Defendants converted "the legislative/executive/judicial branches of the 

State of New_ Jersey and the United States District Court".to an association-in fact enterprise. 

(Am. Compl. ,i 94.) The enterprise was designed "to increase ... economic/political power 

within the American legal/medical/business/political sectors of the industry, at the expense of 

Kaul ... an non-neurosurgical minimally invasive spine surgeons," and "to use the United States 

District Court to provide cover for the Defendants' crimes." (Am. Compl. ,i 94.) 

The fourth is that Defendants "convert[ ed] the executive/legislative/judicial branches of 

the State of New Jersey, United States Bankruptcy Court and the United States [D]istrict Court 

into an association-in-fact racketeering enterpdse." (Am. Compl. ,i 105.) The amended 

complaint alleges that Defendants Allstate and GEICO conspired with Defendant Federation of 

State Medical Boards "to globally disseminate information regarding Kaul's elimination, in order 

to prevent him exposing their crimes." (Am. Compl. ,i 111.) It further alleges that Defendants 

Allstate and GEICO participated in a "bribery-based scheme of racketeering" to "commit 

corruption of judges within the United States District Court." (Am. Comp I. ,i,i 112-114.) 

The fifth is that Defendant Christie "conspire[d] with Defendants Murphy/Grewal/ 

Allstate/Geico to have Kaul kidnapped on May 28, 2021, by nine (9) armed individuals ... who 

purported to be NJ state police." (Am. Compl. ,i 120.) The complaint alleges that Defendants 

Allstate and GEICO "funnel[led] bribes to Defendants Christie/Murphy/Grewal, as part ofa quid 

pro scheme, in which Defendants Christie/Murphy/Grewal sold, without the public's permission, 

5 
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state power to Defendants Allstate/Geico, in furtherance of their efforts to eliminate Kaul, and 

prevent him from further exposing their crimes." (Am. Comp!. ,r 134.) 

The sixth is that Defendants conspired to "prevent Kaul from obtaining a physician 

license in the State of New York." (Am. Comp!. at 35.) The State of New York too was 

allegedly converted into a "racketeering enterprise." (Am. Comp!. at 36-37.) In short, Plaintiffs 

allege that Defendants initially conspired to revoke Kaul's medical license and that Defendants 

!Jave conspired to deny Kaul relief at every relevant proceeding since then. (See Am. Comp!.) 

For example, the amended complaint emphasizes that Plaintiff Kaul filed suit against 

Defendant GEICO, among others, in the Southern District ofNew York. (See Am. Comp!. 

,r 14.) There, Plaintiff Kaul sought "$28,000 trillion" in monetary damages. (See Am. Comp!. 

,r 14.) Plaintiff Kaul alleges that Defendants did not disclose this liability "in SEC filings, Forms 

10K/13K, and in the corporations' accounts." (Am. Comp!. ,r 14.) Instead, they "conspired with 

their lawyers and accounts to file knowingly false returns/accounts." (Am. Comp!. ,r 15.) 

Finally, Plaintiff Kaul summarily alleges that Defendants "violate[d] and deprive[d] Kaul of his 

constitutional rights pursuant to the I'l/2 nd/4th/5th/6th/8th/14 th amendments ... " and deprived him 

of"(i) his property; (ii) his right to due process; (iii) his right to freedom to freedom of speech; 

(iv) his right to an impartial tribunal; (v) his prosecutorial rights; (vi) his right to equal 

protection; [and] (vii) his liberty and a decade of his life." (Am. Comp!. ,r 140.) And Plaintiff 

alleges that Defendants "abused the power of the American State to violate Kaul's human rights 

as enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights." (Am. Comp!. ,r 140.) 

As relevant to Plaintiff Basch, the amended complaint alleges only that Defendant 

GEICO "in collusion and conspiracy with Defendants Rivkin Radler/Gersenoff," committed 

"RICO predicate acts of bribery/public corruption, in funneling bribes to judges within the 

6 
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District of New Jersey in ~ series of quid pro quo schemes, in which corrupted judges did enter 

order/judgements adverse to Plaintiff Basch and other physicians, while entering 

order/judgments advantageous to Defendant Geico." (Am. Comp!. ,i 148.) 

C. Procedural History 

Plaintiffs filed this action on August 19, 2021. (See Dkt. No. I ("Comp!.").) The 

amended complaint can be understood to assert the following claims. First, the amended 

complaint asserts that Defendants violated reporting requirements under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. 

See 15 U.S.C. § 7241; (Am. Comp!. ,i,i 14-20.). Second, it asserts that Defendants violated the 

Racketeer Influence Corrupt Organizations Act ("RICO"). See 18 U.S.C. § 1962( c ); (Am. 

Compl. i!i! 21-135, pp. 35-37.) Third, it identifies constitutional violations and asserts a cause of 

action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. (See Am. Comp!. ,i 140.) Fourth, it asserts a cause of action 

under the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights. (See Am. Comp!. ,i 140.) 

Defendants move to dismiss. Several defendants move to dismiss the complaint under 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8 for failure to contain a short and plain statement of claims. 

(See Dkt. No. 70 ("Federation Memo") at 6-7; Dkt. No. 83 ("ICE Memo") at I 0-11; Dkt. No. 94 

("Allstate Merits Memo") at I, 13; Dkt. No. 145 ("Heary Memo") at 10.) Other defendants 

move to dismiss the complaint under Rule I 2(b )(2) for lack of personal jurisdiction. (See Dkt. 

No. 128 ("Atlantic Health Memo") at 9; Dkt. No. 145 ("Heary Memo") at 6-7.) Other 

defendants move to dismiss the complaint under Rule 12(b)(3) for lack of venue. (See Dkt. No. 

83 ("ICE Memo") at 16-19; Dkt. No. 92 ("Allstate Venue Memo") at 1-21; Dkt. No. 118 

("Christie Memo") at 2-13; Dkt. No. 128 ("Atlantic Health Memo") at 9.) Still others move to 

dismiss the complaint under Rule l 2(b )( 6) for failure to state a claim. (See, e.g., Dkt. No. 70 

("Federation Memo") at 7-10; Dkt. No. 83 ("ICE Memo") at 13-21; Dkt. No. 94 ("Allstate 

Merits Memo") at 2-12; Dkt. No. 101 ("GEICO Memo") at 10-24; Dkt. No. 97 ("TD Bank 

7 
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Memo") at 7-13; Dkt. No. 145 ("Reary Memo") at 8-16.) Finally, several defendants have 

requested that an anti-filing injunction be issued against Plaintiff Kaul. (See, e.g., Dkt. No. 70 

("Federation Memo") at 10-13; Dkt. No. 97 ("TD Bank Memo") at 13; Dkt. No. IOI ("GEICO 

Memo") at 26-29; Dkt. No. I 04 ("Allstate Injunction Memo") at 1-3; Dkt. No. 118 ("Christie 

Memo") at 13-17; Dkt. No. 150 ("Atlantic Health Injunction Memo") at 1-5; Dkt. No. 145 

("Reary Memo") at 16-19.) 

II. Legal Standard 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)(2) requires a plaintiff to make "a short and plain 

statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief." Rule 8(d)(I) further 

requires that "[e]ach allegation must be simple, concise, and direct." "A complaint fails to 

comply with Rule 8(a)(2) ifit is so confused, ambiguous, vague, or otherwise unintelligible that 

its true substance, if any, is well disguised." Strunk v. US. House of Representativ,es, 68 F. 
I 

App'x 233, 253 (2d Cir. 2003). 

Rule l 2(b )(2) permits a court to dismiss a defendant for "lack of personal jurisdiction." 

A plaintiff "bears the burden of demonstrating personal jurisdiction over a person or entity 

against whom it seeks to bring suit." Penguin Gr. (USA) Inc. v. Am. Buddha, 609 F.3d 30, 34 

(2d Cir. 2010). The p1aintiffis required to make only "a prima facie showing," Schultz v. Safra 

Nat'/ Bank of New York, 377 F. App'x IOI, 102 (2d Cir. 2010), and such a showing "may be 

established solely by allegations" in good faith. Aviles v. S&P Global, Inc., 380 F. Supp. 3d 221, 

256 (S.D.N.Y. 20 I 9). But those allegations must have "factual specificity"; conclusory 

statements do not suffice. Jazini v. Nissan Motor Co., 148 F.3d I 81, 185 (2d Cir. I 998). 

Rule 12(b)(3) permits a court to dismiss a complaint for "improper venue." Under 28 

U.S.C. § 1391, a civil action may only be brought in "a judicial district in which any defendant 

resides, if all defendants are residents of the State in which the district is located"; "a judicial 
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district in which a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claim occurred, or 

a substantial part of property that is the subject of the action is situated"; or "ifthere is no district 

in which an action may otherwise be brought ... any judicial district in which any defendant is 

subject to the court's personal jurisdiction with respect to such action." In deciding venue, the 

Court "must draw all reasonable inferences and resolve all factual conflicts in favor of plaintiff." 

Pablo Star Ltd. v. Welsh Gov't, 170 F. Supp. 3d 597,609 (S.D.N.Y. 2016). 

Rule 12(b)(6) authorizes a district court to dismiss a complaint for "failure to state a 

claim upon which relief can be granted." To survive a motion to dismiss for failure to state a 

claim, a complainant must state "enough facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its 

face." Bell At/. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007). A claim is plausible "when the 

plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the 

defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged." Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009). 

This means that a complaint is properly dismissed where "the allegations in a complaint, 

however true, could not raise a claim of entitlement to relief." Twombly, 550 U.S. at 558. A 

complaint is also properly dismissed "where the well-pleaded facts do not permit the court to 

infer more than the mere possibility of misconduct." Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 679. 

Plaintiff is proceeding pro se. "It is well-established that the submissions of a pro se 

litigant must be construed liberally and interpreted to raise the strongest arguments that they 

suggest." Meadows v. United Servs., Inc., 963 F.3d 240,243 (2d Cir. 2020). "Nonetheless, a 

prose complaint must state a plausible claim for relief." Id. 

Ill. Discussion 

The amended complaint is dismissed with prejudice. The pleading violates Rule 8(a)(2) 

because it fails to provide a plain statement of the claims at issue. The amended complaint fails 

to establish venue because all of the defendants are not residents of New York, and a substantial 

9 
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part of the alleged violations do not arise in the Southern District of New York. In the 

alternative, the amended complaint fails to state a claim. Dismissal is appropriate rather than 

transfer. And Plaintiff Kaul is barred from filing new actions arising from these facts. 

A. Rule 8(a)(2) 

The pleading here totals 432 pages of single-space paragraphs and exhibits. (See Am. 

Compl.) As in PlaintiffKaul's previous cases, the amended complaint "contains rambling 

quotes and excerpts from various sources, ... spurious comparisons between the insurance 

industry, on the one hand, and Nazi Germany and slavery, on the other, ... and difficult-to

follow references to Mr. Kaul's other pending litigation (and related documents." Bos. Partners, 

Inc., 2021 WL 3272216, at *3. Such a pleading amounts to "a prolix and unintelligible 

'conspiracy theory novel.'" O'Neil v. Ponzi, 394 Fed. App'x 795, 796 (2d Cir. 2010). It fails "to 

provide fair notice of the claims and enable the adverse party to answer the complaint and 

prepare for trial." Strunk, 68 Fed. App'x at 235. Accordingly, the amended complaint is 

dismissed on the ground that it fails to provide a short and plain statement of the claim under 

Rule 8. 

B. Personal Jurisdiction and Venue 

This action is also dismissed for lack of venue. Defendants Atlantic Health Systems and 

Robert Reary move to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction. (See Dkt. No. 128 ("Atlantic 

Health Memo") at 9; Dkt. No. 145 ("Reary Memo") at 6-7.) Defendants Intercontinental 

Exchange, Allstate, Chris Christie, and Atlantic Health Systems also move to dismiss for lack of 

venue. (See Dkt. No. 83 ("ICE Memo") at 16-19; Dkt. No. 92 ("Allstate Venue Memo") at 1-21; 

Dkt. No. 118 ("Christie Memo") at 2-13; Dkt. No. 128 ("Atlantic Health Memo'.') at 9. "[A] 

federal court has leeway to choose among threshold grounds for denying audience to a case on 

10 
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the merits." Sinochem Int 'I Co. v. Malaysia Int 'I Shipping Corp., 549 U.S. 422, 431 (2007) 

(marks omitted). A dismissal for lack of venue is more appropriate here. 

Plaintiffs have not met their burden to allege venue. To assess venue, a court "must 

determine whether the case falls within one of the three categories set out in [28 U.S.C.] 

§ 139l(b)." At/. Marine Constr. Co. v. U.S. Dist. Court/or W. Dist., a/Tex., 571 U.S. 49, 56 

(2013). Venue does not lie in the Southern District of New York under Section 139l(b)(l) 

because, as alleged, nearly all defendants reside outside of New York. (See Am. Comp!. at 3.) 

Venue does not lie in the Southern District of New York under Section 1391 (b)(2) 

because "a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claim" did not occur in 

this district. 28 U.S.C. § l39l(b)(2). To apply this provision a district court must "(I) identify 

the nature of the claims and the acts or omissions that the plaintiff alleges give rise to those 

claims, and (2) determine whether a substantial part of those acts or omissions occurred in the 

district where the suit was filed." Fisher v. Int'/ Student Exch., Inc., 38 F. Supp. 3d 276, 284-85 

(E.D.N.Y 2014) (quoting Daniel v. Am. Bd. of Emergency Med., 428 F.3d 408,432 (2d Cir. 

2005)) (internal quotation marks omitted). The nature of the claims here, liberally construed, 

concern the revocation of PlaintiffKaul's license, his alleged targeting during subsequent 

proceedings, and Defendants' alleged efforts to evade accountability. To support those 

allegations, the pleading identifies various proceedings; financial disclosures; bribery schemes; 

judicial orders; attempts to kidnap; and denials oflicense applications. (See Am. Comp!.) 

Almost all of those allegations concern events and omissions in New Jersey. The initial 

alleged conspiracy, for example, arises from the revocation of PlaintiffKaul's license. (See Am. 

Comp!. ,i 21.) Plaintiff.Kaul was licensed to practice in New Jersey. (See Am. Comp!. Ex. I.) 

He performed his spine surgeries in New Jersey; his license was revoked by the New Jersey State 
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Board of Medical Examiners; and the administrative disciplinary proceedings were initiated by 

the Attorney General of New Jersey. See Kaul v. Christie, No. 16-CV-2364, 2019 WL 920815, 

at *5 (D.N.J. Feb. 22, 2019). The alleged kidnapping, for another, concerns actions undertaken 

by New Jersey officials such as Defendants Christie, Murphy, and Grewal. (See Am. Comp!. ,i 

120.) The other counts follow the same pattern. Indeed, Plaintiffs list "The State ofNew Jersey" 

and "The District of New Jersey-Newark." as alleged co-conspirators. (See id.) 

Plaintiffs identify several potential contacts in New York City. All are conclusory. None 

are substantial. "Substantiality for venue purposes is a more qualitative than quantitative 

inquiry, determined by assessing the overall nature of the plaintiff's claims and the nature of the 

specific events or omissions in the forum, and not by simply adding up the number of contacts." 

Daniel v. American Bd. of Emergency Medicine, 428 F.3d 408, 432-33 (2d Cir. 2005). "[F]or 

venue to be proper, significant events or omissions material to the plaintiffs claim must have 

occurred in the district in question, even if other material events occurred elsewhere. AEI Life, 

LLC v. Lincoln Ben. Life Co., 305 F.R.D. 37, 43 (E.D.N.Y. 2015) (quotation omitted). Even had 

Plaintiffs alleged any factual basis to support his allegations concerning New York City, those 

contacts would be insubstantial in light of the nature of Plaintiffs' claims - primarily, a series of 

RICO claims - and the reality that the allegations place those schemes primarily in New Jersey. 
\ 

Further, any alleged contacts are insubstantial in light of Plaintiffs' gamesmanship. "Mr. 

Kaul appears to be engaged in forum shopping." Bos. Partners, Inc., 2021 WL 3272216, at *2. 

"Apparently dissatisfied with the judges in the District of New Jersey, ... he has initiated 

lawsuits, based on the same underlying factual contentions, against many of the defendants in 

this case (and others), in various federal district courts around the country." Id. He "seems 
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prepared to file essentially the same suit in any federal district court other than in New Jersey 

until he succeeds." Id. Such manufactured contacts are not a substantial part of the claims here. 

If venue is not proper, "the case must be dismissed or transferred under [28 U.S.C.] 

§ l406(a)." At/. Marine Constr. Co., 571 U.S. at 56. Section 1406(a) provides that an improper 

district court "shall dismiss, or if it be in the interest of justice, transfer such case to any district 

or division in which it could have been brought." Dismissal is appropriate here. Transfer would 

not be in the interests of justice. First, as already explained, Plaintiff Kaul appears to be forum

shopping. Second, "based on Mr. Kaul's prior conduct, if the Court were to transfer the case to 

the District of New Jersey, Mr. Kaul would likely voluntarily dismiss the case (or abandon his 

prosecution ofit) and then re-file elsewhere." Bos. Partners, Inc., 2021 WL 3272216, at *3. 

Third, as explained below, Plaintiffs "is unlikely to state a viable claim against any of the 

defendants even if the case were transferred." Id. Fourth, "whatever impediment there may be 

to an adjudication on the merits is the result of Mr. Kaul's own conduct." Id Accordingly, the 

action is dismissed. PlaintiffKaul's conduct warrants a dismissal with prejudice. 

C. Merits 

In the alternative, even if venue is proper, the amended complaint is dismissed for failure 

to state a claim. Each asserted claim is meritless. 

1. Sarbanes-Oxley 

Plaintiffs' claim under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act is meritless. Plaintiffs allege that some 

Defendants violated various reporting requirements, see, e.g., 15 U.S.C. § 7241, because they did 

not report PlaintiffKaul's claim for $28,000 trillion in monetary damages in a prior case. (See 

Am. Comp!. ,i 14.) But Sarbanes-Oxley does not supply a private cause of action for Plaintiffs' 

claim. Sarbanes-Oxley contains two express rights of action. One relates to insider trading, see 

I? U.S.C. § 7244(a)(2)(B), and the other relates to whistleblowing, see 18 U.S.C. § I 514A(b). 
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Those rights of action "have nothing to do with the facts pleaded by [Plaintiffs,]" Li v. Ali Baba 

Grp. Holding Ltd., No. 19-CV-11629, 2021 WL 4084574, at *4, and there is no basis to infer a 

private right to enforce the provisions identified by Plaintiffs, see Cohen v. Viray, 622 F.3d 188, 

194 (2d Cir. 20 I 0). Accordingly, Plaintiffs Sarbanes-Oxley Act claim does not state a claim. 

2. RICO 

Plaintiffs' RICO allegations are also meritless. To state a valid civil RICO claim, a 

plaintiff must plausibly allege that defendants "engaged in (I) conduct (2) ofan enterprise (3) 

through a pattern (4) of racketeering activity." Cruz v. FXDirectDealer, LLC, 720 F.3d 115, 120 

(2d Cir. 2013). Plaintiffs do not adequately allege the existence of a RICO enterprise. "[A] 

RICO enterprise is a group of persons associated together for a common purpose of engaging in 

a course of conduct, the existence of which is proven by evidence of an ongoing organization, 

formal or informal, and by evidence that the various associates function as a continuing unit." 

First Capital Asset Mgmt. v. Satinwood, Inc., 385 F.3d 159, 173 (2d Cir. 2004). It requires "a 

purpose, relationships among those associated with the enterprise, and longevity sufficient to 

permit these associates to purpose the enterprise's purpose." Boyle v. United States, 556 U.S. 

938 (2009). Accordingly, to allege an enterprise, a plaintiff must at least plead with specificity 

both "the nature of the defendants' common interests and the mechanics of the alleged ongoing 

working relationship." Cont'/ Petroleum Corp. v. Corp. Funding Partners, LLC, No. l l-CV-

7801, 2012 WL 1231775, at *6 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 11, 2012). Plaintiffs have not done so. There is 

no explanation, for example, of the alleged "hierarchy, organization, and activities of the alleged 

association." BWP Media USA Inc. v. Hollywood Fan Sites, LLC, 69 F. Supp. 3d 342,360 

(S.D.N.Y. 2014). Instead, Plaintiffs simply identify entities and alleged crimes. Such a 

"conclusory naming of a string of entities" does not suffice. Id. 
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Further, Plaintiffs at most identify predicate acts; they do not plausibly allege a "course 

of fraudulent or illegal conduct separate and distinct from the alleged predicate racketeering acts 

themselves-a requirement in this Circuit." First Capital, 385 F.3d at 174. Accordingly, 

Plaintiffs' RICO allegations do not state a claim. 

3. Section 1983 

Plaintiffs' Section' 1983 allegations are meritless as well. "To state a claim under§ 1983, 

a plaintiff must allege that defendants violated plaintiffs federal rights while
1
acting under color 

of state law." McGugan v. Aldana-Bernier, 752 F.3d 224,229 (2d Cir. 2014). Most of the 

defendants here are not state actors. See, e.g., Desiderio v. Nat'/ Ass'n of Sec. Dealer, Inc., 191 

F.3d 198, 206 (2d Cir. 1999) (finding the New York Stock Exchange not to be state actor); 

Ponticelli v. Zurich Am. Ins. Grp., 16 F. Supp. 2d 414,426 (S.D.N.Y. 1998) (finding private 

insurer not to be state actor). And, in any event, although Plaintiffs list various constitutional 

amendments and constitutional rights, they do not allege any factual basis from which to infer 

that these constitutional provisions have been violated. See Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678. 

4. UN Declaration of Human Rights 

Lastly, Plaintiffs' i,laim under the United Nation's Declaration of Human Rights is 

meritless. Plaintiff alleges that Defendants "abused the power of the American State to violate 

Kaul's human rights as enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights." (Am. Comp. 

~I 140.) But "the Universal Declaration of Human Rights ... provides no private rights of 

action." United States v. Chatman, 351 F. App'x 740, 741 (3d Cir. 2009). Because any 

amendment would be futile, there is no reason to give Plaintiffs leave to amend. 

D. Filing Injunction 

Finally, the Court concludes that an anti-filing injunction for Plaintiff Kaul is appropriate. 

"That [a] district court possesse[s] the authority to enjoin [parties] from further vexatious 
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litigation is beyond peradventure." Safir v. U.S. Lines, Inc., 792 F.2d 19, 23 (2d Cir. 1986). To 

detennine whether an anti-filing injunction is appropriate, a district court must consider: "(l) the 

litigant's history of litigation and in particular whether it entailed vexatious, harassing or 

duplicative lawsuits; (2) the litigant's motive in pursuing the litigation, e.g., does the litigant 

have an objective good faith expectation of prevailing?; (3) whether the litigant is represented by 

counsel; (4) whether the litigant has caused needless expense to other parties or has posed an 

unnecessary burden on the courts and their personnel; and (5) whether other sanctions would be 

adequate to protect the courts and other parties." Eliahu v. Jewish Agency for Israel, 919 F.3d 

709, 714 (2d Cir. 2019). 

These factors favor issuing an anti-filing injunction. First, PlaintiffKaul has an extensive 

history of duplicative lawsuits. Over the past decade, Plaintiff Kaul has filed at least twelve 

lawsuits outside the District of New Jersey. (See, supra, pp. 2-3.) Those lawsuits all concern the 

denial of his medical license in New Jersey as well as subsequent related proceedings. Courts 

have dismissed claims on preclusion grounds. See, e.g., Kaul v. Fed'n o/State Med. Boards,21-

CV-57, 2021 WL 6550884, at *3 (N.D. Tex. Sept. 17, 2021) (Ray, Jr., J.), report and 

recommendation adopted, 21-CV-57, 2022 WL 171294 (N.D. Tex. Jan. 19, 2022). In those 

cases, Plaintiff Kaul has a history of being a vexatious and harassing litigant. Cf Kaul v. 

Murphy, No. 21-CV-13063, 2021 WL 3663873, at *I (D.N.J. July 9, 2021) ("Plaintiff has been a 

frequent, vexatious litigant before this Court."). Plaintiff Kaul harasses officials to manufacture 

litigation. See, e.g., B~s. Partners, Inc., 2021 WL 3272216, at *3 n.13 ("It appears that one of 

Mr. Kaul's tactics is to send a letter to someone alerting them to the alleged conspiracy (or 

asking them to disclaim involvement) and then, if the recipient does not respond, concluding that 
' 

they are a participant in the conspiracy."); (0kt. No. 71, Ex. 3.) (letter addressed to New 
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Hampshire licensing officials warning that their potential "misconduct would constitute a 

conspiracy involving the State of New Hampshire and would expose the state to legal liability"). 

Plaintiff Kaul harasses opposing parties during litigation. For example, in Kaul v. Murphy, 21-

CV-9788, the district court ultimately ordered Kaul not to "communicat[ e ], or attempt(] to 

directly communicate, with any represented Defendants or their relatives, and from entering the 

property where any represented Defendant resides." (Dkt. No. 71, Ex. B., 186.) And the Court 

has serious doubts about PlaintiffKaul's candor with the Court. For example, Plaintiff Kaul 

alleges that certain Defendants have "admitted to the RICO and Section 1983 claims," citing an 

Exhibit 5 (See Am. Comp!. pp. 225-28), but this document appears to be fabricated. (See Dkt. 

No. 97 at 2-3, 14.) These facts weigh heavily in favor ofan injunction. 

Second, Plaintiff Kaul has no objective expectation of prevailing. He has not prevailed in 

any of the twelve duplicative cases he has filed with the district courts around the United States. 

As explained above, and as other courts have found, the filings in these cases are "bizarre, far

fetched, and reliant on flawed premises." Bos. Partners, Inc., 2021 WL 3663873, at *3. 

Third, although Plaintiff Kaul proceeds prose, he is a sophisticated litigant. Kaul v. 

Fed'n o/State Med. Boards, No. 19-CV-3050, 2020 WL 7042821, at *17 (D.D.C. Dec. I, 2020) 

("Although they are proceeding prose, Plaintiffs are highly educated and experienced in 

utilizing the court system.") Regardless, given the other factors, an injunction is appropriate for 

Plaintiff Kaul even though he proceeds prose. See, e.g., Schuster v. Charter Com muns., Inc., 

No. 18-CV-1826, 2021 WL 1317370 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 8, 2021) (issuing anti-filing injunction for 

prose litigant); Edwards v. Barclays Servs. Corp., 19-CV-9326, 2020 WL 2087749 (S.D.N.Y. 

May I, 2020), report and recommendation adopted, No. 19-CV-9326, 2020 WL 3446870 
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(S.D.N.Y. June 24, 2020) (same); see also Lipko v. Christie, 94 F. App'x 12, 14 (2d Cir. 2004) 

(enjoining prose litigant from filing appeals). 

Fourth, Plaintiff Kaul has caused needless expense to other parties and needlessly 

burdened court personnel. For example, he regularly files documents that must be stricken. See, 

e.g., Kaul v. Schumer, 19-CV-13477, ECF No. 13 (filing purported "Request[s] for admission or 

denial of statements" directed to sitting United States District Court Judges"). 

Fifth, lesser sanctions would not be adequate. For years, Plaintiff Kaul has filed cases in 

improper venues and then voluntarily dismissed them once they reach the District of New Jersey. 

See Bos. Partners, Inc., 2021 WL 3272216, at *3. There is no reason to think that practice will 

abate. Further, Plaintiff has already ignored an anti-filing injunction that covers a defendant in 

this case. (See Dkt. No. 129-1 ("Stolz Declaration") '115.) "Ultimately, the question the court 

must answer is whether a litigant who has a history of vexatious litigation is likely to continue to 

abuse the judicial process and harass other parties." Safir, 792 F.2d at 24. Absent an injunction, 

it is likely that Kaul would continue here. 

The filing injunction here must be "appropriately narrow." Bd of Managers o/2900 

Ocean Ave. Condo. v. Bronkovic, 83 F.3d 44, 45 (2d Cir. 1996). Given PlaintiffKaul's history, 

he should be enjoined from filing lawsuits arising from the allegations here. Given Plaintiff 

Kaul's litigation practices, he is enjoined from filing those lawsuits in any federal court. When a 

litigant has demonstrated "a pattern of abusing different district courts around the country, an 

injunction which applies to all federal district courts is warranted." Sassower, 833 F. Supp. 253, 

270 (S.D.N.Y. 1993) (citing In re Martin-Trigona, 737 F.2d 1254, 1262 (2d Cir. 1984)). 

*** 
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From the date of this Opinion and Order, Plaintiff Kaul is barred from filing in any 

United States district court any action, motion, petition, complaint, or request for relief against 

any of the Defendants named in this litigation that relates to or arises from (i) the denial of his 

medical license; (ii) subsequent litigation proceedings initiated by the Defendants here before the 

date of this Order; (iii) subsequent litigation proceedings initiated by Plaintiff Kaul before the 

date of this Order; without first obtaining leave from this Court. Any motion for leave must 

include the caption "Request for Permission to File under Filing Injunction" and must be 

submitted to the Pro Se Intake Unit of this Court along with PlaintiffKaul's proposed filings. 

If Plaintiff Kaul violates this Opinion and Order and files any materials without first 

obtaining leave to file, any request will be denied for failure to comply with this Opinion and 

Order, and Plaintiff Kaul may be subject to sanctions, including monetary penalties or contempt. 

See Schuster, 2021 WL 13173 70, at * 11. The Court clarifies that this filing injunction does not 

prevent Kaul from filing an appeal from this Opinion and Order. 

IV. Conclusion 

For the foregoing reasons, Defendants' motions to dismiss the complaint are GRANTED. 

The complaint is hereby dismissed for pleading failures under Rule 8(a)(2); for lack of venue; 

and for failure to state a claim. 

Defendants' motions for an anti-filing injunction are also GRANTED as set forth above. 
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The Clerk of Court is directed to: 

(I) close the motions at Docket Numbers 69, 82, 9 I, 93, 95, 100, I 03, 117, I 26, I 40, 

144, and 149; 

(2) enter final judgment in favor of Defendants dismissing the complaint with prejudice; 

(3) mail a copy of this opinion and order to the prose parties in this matter; and 

( 4) close this case. 

SO ORDERED. 

Dated: September 12, 2022 
New York, New York 

United States District Judge 
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Kaul/Basch v ICE 

21-CV--06992 

Kll-7 

The Oetken Disqualification 

By: Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 
David B. Basch, MD 

October 6, 2022 . 
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------ ------------------------·· ·---·- ·-

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintiff 

v. 

INTERCONTINENTAL EXCHANGE, ET AL 

Defendants 

Case No. 21-CV-06992 

AFFIDAVIT AND MOTION IN SUPPORT OF 
APPLICATION FOR JUDICIAL 
DISQUALIFICATION OF UNITED STATES 
DISTRICT ~OURT JUDGE J. PAUL OETKEN 
PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 144 AND 
28 u.s.c. § 455 

We, the Propria Persona Plaintiffs, Richard Arjun Kaul, MD, and David B. Basch, MD, do hereby 

swear under oath and penalty of perjury that the facts, reasons, and statements submitted in 

support of this application are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge. 

Dated: October 61 2022 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

2 

I. 
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Authorities - Page 4 · 

Relevant Facts - Page 5 

Legal Argument - Page 12 

Preface-: Page 12 

28 U,S,C. § 455 states:• Page 12 

Contents 

A. 45S(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall disqualify 
himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned
Page 14 

B. 455(b )(1) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances: Where he has 
personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or personal knowledge of disputed 
evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding- Page 18 

C. 28 U.S.C. § 455 (b)(4) He knows that he, individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse has 
a financial interest in the subject matter In controversy or in a party to the proceeding, 
or any other interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the 
proceeding - Page 20 

D, 28 U.S.C. § 455 (e) Waiver of Disqualification..: Page 21 

28 U.S.C. § 144 states: - Page 23 

E. 28 U.S.C. § 144 Whenever a party to a proceeding in a district court makes and files a 
timely and sufficient affidavit that the judge before whom the matter is pending has a 
personal bias or prejudice either against him or in favor of any adverse party, such 
judge shall proceed no further therein, but another judge shall be assigned to hear 
such proceeding. The affidavit shall state the facts and the reasons for the belief that 
bias, or prejudice exists, and shall be filed not less than ten days before the beginning 
of the term at which the proceeding is to be heard, or good cause shall be shown for 
failure to file It within such time. A party may file only one such affidavit In any case. It 
shall be accompanied by a certificate of counsel of record stating that It is made in 
good faith. - Page 22 

F. Kaul's application for disqualification Is timely- Page 23 

Conclusion + Relief Sought- Page 25 

Order - Page 26 
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Relevant Facts 

1. In September 2021, Kaul had several conversations with one of the nation's largest litigation 

fumier&, a cerparatian based in San Fra'ncisea, after'l(i'l 7 hael eeen ielefltifieel as a ''streng and·-· 
winnable case" by their algorithm, a piece of software that searches legal databases/court 

dockets across the country. This highly critical and discerning tool, in conducting an 

independent and purely objective assessment, did arrive at the aforementioned conclusion. The 

algorithm's conclusion is at complete odds with the purported opinion of Judge Oetken. 

2. In 2011 Judge Oetken was appointed to the federal bench upon the recommendation US 

Senator Charles Schumer (D-NV), a person sued by Kaul on April 4, 2019 (Kaul v Schumer: 19-

CV-13477) (K3), for having engaged in quid pro quo schemes with K1/K2 Defendants, in which 

he conspired with his brother-in-law, U.S.D.J. Kevin McNulty (DNJ) to unlawfully obstruct Kaul's 

prosecution of Kl/K2, by entering knowingly fraudulent opinions and orders .. Kaul nullified 

U.S.D.J. McNulty's February 22, 2019, order/opinion with the submission of 'The McNulty 

Analysis' on March 2019 (Kl: D.E. 313-1), and on May 8, 2019, Kaul moved to disqualify USDJ 

McNulty (Kl: 334) and on May 22, 2019, USDJ became disqualified (Kl: D.E. 340). 

3. Judge Oetken was assigned to Kll-7 on August 19, 2021. 

4. Upon assignment, Judge Oetken became aware that while a corporate lawyer, he had 

represented numerous members of the banking and insurance industry, many of whom, hold 

stock in Defendants ICE/Allstate/Gelco/TD, and many in whom Judge Oetken currently holds 

stock, directly or indirectly. 

5. However, Judge Oetken failed to either recuse himself or bring this matter to the attention of· 

Kaul or the Court. One of the motives for his failure of dlsclosure/recusal, was to retain his 

power to dismiss the·case, an act he calculated would increase the value of his investment 

portfolio. 

6. On September 12, 2022, Judge Oetken entered an opinion/order that he knew did not 

truthfully reflect the law, the facts or evidence of the case, an opinion/order that he knew was 

false (D.E. 168). The knowing falsity of Judge Oetken's opinion/order evidence his 

biased/prejudicial st<!te-of-mind against Kaul. 

7. Judge Oetken con~pired with agents of Senator Charles E. Schumer, to pervert the course of 
justice and prevent Kaul from presenting evidence to the public of crimes committed by The 
Kaul cases Defenda~ts, one of whom was Senator Schumer. These acts evidence Judge 
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• Oetken's biased/prejudiced state-of-mind, and the exercise of this state-of-mind in order to 

pervert the course of justice. 

8. Judge Oetken's participation in the scheme with Senator Schumer to pervert/obstruct the 

course of]us:tice, was an act cor:is,stefit with nls 61as/prajudiclal sfate-of~(laod appearance ·-··-

of partiality against Kaul. 

9. Judge Oetken's participation in the scheme, involved him in the commission of following acts, 

all of which evidence his bias/prejudicial state-of-mind: (l) obstruct Kaul's prosecution of the 

case; (ii) deny all of Kaul's motions; (v) dismiss with prejudice all of Kaul's claims; {vi) threaten 

to. hold Kaul in contempt for asserting his right to due process. A "reasonable man" looking at 

such malfeasance/misconduct might say to himself, "the judge has been corrupted". 

10. Judge Oetken's knowing and willful participation in the scheme to deceive Kaul by 

orchestrating a charade of due process, e.vidences his biased/prejudicial state-of-mind. It is this 

state-of-mind that has caused Judge Oetken to violate his legal oath to uphold the Constitution 

and remain loyal to the law. Judge Oetken's willful ignorance and derision {"purported 
kidnapping") D.E. 168 Page 4 of 20) of the crime committed against Kaul, can only emanate 

from a heart and mind that has been thoroughly corrupted by money. Where is the principle, 

Integrity, or honor, or is it all just about money? 

11. Judge Oetken's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct prohibit him from any further 

involvement in the case, a case in which he knowingly obstructed Kaul's efforts in gathering 

evidence, in the knowledge that it would permit the defendants and third-party witnesses to 

delete /destroy/spoil evidence. 

12. Judge Oetken' s biased/prejudicial state-of -mind and conduct are evidenced in the fact that 

he willingly and knowingly participated in a scheme, in which there existed a corrupt intent to 

pervert the course of justice, and a scheme in which he did in fact pervert the course of Justice, 

with the instrument of a federal court and its attendant authority. 

13. Judge Oetken's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are evidenced in the fact that 

he willingly and knowingly used the US wires in furtherance of a scheme that he knew was 

illegal. A cause+ consequence of his bias/prejudice was money. The defendants In their 

desperation to avoid economic/reputational obliteration, calculated that the legal risk of 

corrupting a federal judge/US Senator, was outweighed by the risk of losing the case. Their 

calculation, as with every other calculation they have made, was wrong. Obstruction_ of justice 

leads to length ler jail terms, than does perjury + evidential falsification. 
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14. Judge Oetken's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are evidenced by the fact that 

he knew the purpose of the defendants' scheme was to cause him to obstruct Kaul's 

prosecution of Kll-7, by denying his motions, denying him discovery, and dismissing with 

prejudice his federal-law claims. In essence, denying Kaul access to substantive justice and 
---=~ -«••·-·"-

willfully a Rd kROwlngly 'oielating his constitutionally protected I igl It to due process. 

15. Judge Oetken' s biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are evidenced by the fact that 

he/agents, in collusion and conspiracy with the Defendants/agents, converted the United State_s 

District Court for the SONY into a racketeering enterprise, the purpose of which was to profit 

from the case and obstruct Kaul's prosecution of the matter. Judge Oetken and the K11-7 

Defendants/agents, participated in a series of multiple quid pro quo schemes with the 

defendants, in which the "quid" were bribes paid by defendants to Judge Oetken and the "quo" 
was the perversion/obstruction of the course of justice. 

16. Judge Oetken's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are evidenced by the fact that 

he knew that by obstructing Kaul's prosecution ofK11-7, he would prevent him from disclosing 

to the public evidence of the crimes committed by The Kaul Cases Defendants In 

administrative/state/bankruptcy/federal courts within the geographic boundaries of the State 

of New York, filli!. crimes committed on the NYSE/SEC/global equities market and crimes 

committed within the administrative/Judicial branches of the State of New York {2005/6-2022). 

J~dge Oetken's aiding and abetting the Defendants' cover-up' of their crimes is consistent with 

his bias/prejudice against Kaul, which ls partly a product of bribery. 

17. Judge Oetken's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are evidenced by his 

involvement in this scheme.and particularly by his knowledge that one of the scheme's goals, 

was an attempt to deceive Kaul Into thinking that justice was being served. Judge Oetken 

played a central role i~ the perpetration of this charade of due process, an abuse and knowingly 

false use of the authority of the United States District Court for the SONY. 

18, Judge Oetken's biased/prejudicial state-of-mind and conduct are evidenced by the fact that 

he knew the defendants had flagrantly violated Kaul's right to due process within 

administrative/state/bankruptcy/federal courts within the geographic boundaries of the State 

of New York, but yet on September 12, 2022, he dismissed K11-7 with prejudice, and 

• threatened to hold Kaul in contempt if he exercised his right, and that of his children's right to 

life. Judge Oetken attempted to issue Kaul an effective death warrant, burden Kaul's children 

with the generational consequences of the Defendants crimes and suppress the truth, because 

he had received bribes. Kaul will employ the full force of domestic/International law to prevent 

this. 
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19. Based on a "reasonable man's" observations of Judge Oetken's lack of "appearance" of 

impartiality, as evidenced in his opinions/orders, Judge Oetken must be disqualified in order to 

maintain the public's confidence In the judiciary. 

20. Judge Oetken's bias/prejudice/appearance of partiality against Kaul ls found ln his 

September 12, 2022, opinion/order, and other parts of the case file: 

a. Ignoring the evidence: On September 12, 2022, Judge Oetken issued a twenty (20) page 

opinion (D.E. 168}, in which he devoted several paragraphs to a recitation of knowingly false 

legal conclusions, that resulted In the issuance of an opinion ~n December 13, 2013, by K2 

defendant and ex-administrative NJ law judge, Jay Howard Solomon, that caused the illegal 

revocation of Kaul's NJ license. On January 17, 2018, Kaul submitted onto the Kl docket a 

document entitled 'The Solomon Critique' (Kl: D.E. 225}. It ls the product of Kaul having cross

referenced almost twenty-seven thousand (27,000) lines of legal transcript, with the one 

hundred and five (105) page opinion of K2 defendant Solomon. Kaul did not come Into 

possession of the entire transcript until September 2017. ·'The Solomon Critique' proves with 

the state's own evidence, that in a period from April 9, 2013, to December 13, 2013, Kl/K2 

Defendants, Gregory Przybylski, MD,+ Andrew Kaufman, MD+ Jay Howard Solomon, Esq, 

cgllectively committed two hundred and seventy-eight {278) separate instances of perlurv + • 
evidential omissions+ misrepresentations+ gross mlscha,I.1,Cterizatjons in the administrative 

board proceedings that resulted In the Illegal revocation of Kaul's license on March 12, 2014, 

Further, on February 11, 2019, as Exhibit 18 of Kaul's Kl motion for summary judgment against 

Defendant Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company, Kaul submitted a document entitled ~ 

Solomon Critique 2' (Kl: D.E. 299-18 Page ID 7201 to D.E. 299-26 Page ID 8170). This document 

is a focused analysis on the testimony of Defendant Przybylski, the state's 'star expert', upon 

whose fraudulent testimony Kaul's license was illegally revoked. This document proves that in a 

period from April 9, 2013, to December 13, 2013, Defendant Przybylski in conjunction with K2 

defendants Hafner+ Solomon collectively committed two hundred and twenty-two t2i~> 
~eparate instances of perjury+ evidential omissions + falsifications + mlsrepres§mtations. (Kl: 

D.E. 299-18 Page ID 7203}. In addition to the submission of this evidence, Kaul submitted 

further evidence in the form of affidavits and e-mails (Kl: D.E. 299 Page ID 7044 to Page ID 

7065) that, as detailed in his motion for summary judgment against Defendant Allstate New 

Jersey Insurance Company (Kl: D.E. 299 Page ID 7017 to Page ID 8170), are conclusive of his 

claims and disprove the defendants' defenses. Contained within this submission was an article 

entitled, 'How Many Die from Medical Mistakes in US Hospitals?'. The answer is 440,000 

annually. Also contaJned within this submission ls a document entitled 'The Przybylski 

Disciplinary Notice' (Kl: D.E. 299-22 Page ID 7502 to Page ID 7505), which contains notice of an 
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official public disciplinary proceeding/finding against Defendant Przybylski by the American 

Association of Neurological Surgeons (AANS), on April 21, 2017, in which they concluded that 

Defendant Przybylski had provided knowingly false testimony in a medical malpractice case 

against another physician. The AANS stated: ''The Board· of Directors also concluded that Dr, 

Przybylski violated Section A.4 by mis, e·p, e.iier iung the sta1 ,da, d of ca, e when he teStiffed iliat 
antibiotic treatment for six weeks after an esophageal tear closure, monitoring ESR and CRP 

and personal review of esophageal swallow studies are all required during treatment of a 

pharyngeal tear." (Kl: D.E.299-22 Page ID 7505). This conclusive/admitted evidence was 

submitted Into Kll-7, but there exists no reference, let alone analysis of this evidence in Judge 

Oetken's opinion. Neither is there cited any factual/legal basis to substantiate these absences. 

b. Ignoring the evidence: On September 12, 2022, in response to Kaul's dissemination of 

NOTICES OF PRESERV,ATION to multiple Third-Party Witnesses, including ex-DNJ Chief Judge, 

Jose'Linares, Judge Oetken hurriedly and in a 'knee-jerk' manner consistent with having been 

given an order by the defendants, entered an opinion/order (D.E. 168), that is factually and 

legally flawed, and ls further evidence of both his bias/prejudicial state-of-mind and his 

"appearance" of partiality against Kaul. Judge Oetken's opinion, once again, contains a multi

paragraph recitation of knowingly false legal conclusions from the December 13, 2013, one 

hundreq and five (105) page opinion of K2 Defendant Jay Howard Solomon. However, and as 

irrefutable evidence of his bias/prejudice/appearance of partiality against Kaul, he completely 

Ignores the evidence submitted by Kaul In support of his motion for summary judgment against 

Defendant Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company (D.E. 5). Speclflcally, he ignores the evidence 

of 'The Solomon Critique' {D.E. 5 Page 53 of 131) + 'The Solomon Critique 2' {D.E. 5 page 117 of 

131 ), evidence that unequivocally, irrefutably and undeniably prove that the administrative 

board proceedings (April 9, 2013 to December 13, 2013} were a massive fraud perpetrated by 

both state and private actors, who, under direction from Defendant Christie, converted the 

State of New Jersey and its agencies into racketeering enterprises, through which state and 

private actors conducted multiple patterns of racketeering, through the commission of the 

predicate acts of mall fraud/wire fraud/bribery/obstruction of justice/kickbacks/perjury. The 

common purpose of these schemes, as understood and facilitated by the defendants was to 

illegally revoke Kaul's license, and eradicate the debt of certain defendants, and eliminate the 

threat of competition that his practice posed. Judge Oetken's complete silence on Kaul's 

evidence is evidence of his biased/prejudicial/appearance of partiality against Kaul, which 

demands that he be ~lsqualified from the case, and his orders become subject to vacatur. 

However, despite this 'mountain' of evidence, Judge Oetken, consistent with his 

bias/prejudice/appearance or partiality, failed to analyze/reference the evidence submitted by 

Kaul that proved tha,t the administrative board proceedings were a massive fraud. In fact, Judge 

Oetken, in attempting to manufacture a foundation for his knowingly false oplnloh, used the 

record of the United. States District Court to not only ignore the evidence, but to propagate the 
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falsehood that the ADMISSIONS OF UNDISPUTED FACT admitted in Kl were "fabricated" (D.E. 5 

Page 17 of 20). Judge Oetken knew and knows that the evidence proves that the Kll-7 claims 

are valid and merit-full, and his characterization of them as "frivolous'' evidences his 

blas/prejudlce/appe~rance of partiality against Kaul and provides further evidence as to why 

c. The pattern of judicial misconduct+ 'The McNulty Analysis': In Kl, Kaul flied a document on 

March 18, 2019, entitled 'The McNulty Analysis' (Kl: D.E. 313 Page ID 8384 to Page ID 8448) in 

response to Judge McNulty's opinions/orders (D.E. 300 + 301 + 303 + 304). The document 

details the facts of why Judge McNulty was conflicted/biased/prejudiced against Kaul (Kl: D.E. 

313·1 Page ID 8386 + Page ID 8399 + Page ID 8403 + Page Id 8432 + Page ID 8436 + Page ID 

8447). The evidence within this document, almost exactly reflects that admitted to by Judge 

Oetken, and Is evidence that caused the disqualification of Judge McNulty {Kl: D.E. 340} on May 

22, 2019. Thus, pursuant to sections 455 /144 of the United States Code, Judge Oetken must 

likewise be disqualified and ~acatur implemented. To permit any.further Involvement in this 

case by Judge Oetken, would constitute a grave miscarriage of justice, would be contrary to the 

interests of justice, would be violative of every legal oath to which Judge Oetken has sworn, and 

would constitute a continuance of the violation of Kaul's constitutionally protected right to due 

process, a violation that commenced on April 20~2 with K2 defendant, NJBME, and is ongoing 

in September 2022. 

21. On September 13. 2022, Judge Oetken was served, pursuant to the Courthouse Ethics and 

Transparency Act, with a demand for amongst other things, his financial holdings, and a list of 

all ex parte communications between himself/agents and the Defendants/agents regarding any 

aspect of K11·7 and or future promises of any tangible or non-tangible favors (Exhibit 1). As of 

October 7, 2022, Judge Oetken has failed to comply with his legally mandated judicial duties. 

22. The non-production, and thus the consequent admittance of evidence of financial conflicts 

of Interest and lmproper ex parte communications, substantiate not only a finding of 

bias/impartiality, but a conclusive nullity of the knowingly fraudulent opinion/order of 

September 12, 2022 (D.E. 168). 

23. These facts explain with completeness and without any reasonable question, the 

fraudulent nature and form of the September 12, 2022, opinion/order, for Judge Oetken's 

opinion, while resonating with a tone of hurried desperation, is replete with errors of 

logic/fact/law, and fails, intentionally no doubt, to reflect the enormous body of highly 

incriminating evidence. Judge Oetken fails, as did the Oefendc!nts, to 

address/analyze/refute/contest any of Kaul's approximately one hundred and seventy-three 

(173) arguments/sub-arguments, the Defendants non-refutation/the Court's non-analysis of 
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which has caused them to become admitted. One example, of which there are hundreds, Is 

Judge Oetken's knowingly fraudulent finding that corporate Defendant TD's admission of fact in 

Kl is allegedly "fabricated" (D.E. 168 Page 17 of 20). Judge Oetken cites to Defendant TD's 

equally fraudulent submission In their motion to dismiss/injunctive plea (D.E. 97 at 2-3/14} to 

fo I ther his f, aud, while will fully ig1101i11g at garne11t/evide11ce submitted by Kaai that pr Oves 

Defendant TD lied, that argument being: "Counsel for Defendant TD was electronically served 
with an "ADMISSIONS BY DEFENDANT TD NA OF UNDISPUTED FACTS" on July 7, 2020, and did 
on July 14, 2020 admit to the.facts." (D.E. 110 Page 12 of 63), and the evidence being the 

email/attached admissions received by Defendant TD In Kl on July 7, 2020 (D.E. 110 Page 28-31 

of 63), which states, amongst other things: "If, by July Fourteenth TWo Thousand and Twenty, 
you fail to contest the Unrefuted Fact, then these facts will remain admitted, and will be 
submitted in support of the motions for Summary Judgment." Further evidencing the willful 

legal error/bias/partiality of Judge Oetken's ls the fact that the judge In Kl, the case In which 

the facts were admitted, did not find that the admissions were fabricated. 

24. Further evidence of Judge Oetken's illegal participation in schemes of bribery and judicial 

corruption ls found in a comparison of the initial segments of his opinion, with the 

evidence/facts/arguments within the case file (Exhibit 2). The blatant absence of analysis of any 

of Kaul's arguments/sub-arguments can only be explained/understood In the context of these 

schemes. If Judge Oetken had not been bribed, his opinion would honestly reflect the record, 

but lt does not. 

25. Judge Oetken's threat to ho!d Kaul in contempt of court if he exercises his inalienable right 

to due process/life/justice, by relying on law that he knows does not and never could support 

such a violation of human rights, constitutes further evidence of his having converted the court 

into a "racketeering enterprise". Judge Oetken continues to knowingly violate the Courthouse 

Ethics and Transparency Act, a violation that places under retroactive scrutiny his entire 

legaljjudicial practice. 
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Legal Argument 

Preface 

• ·-· - ··:::2fi::Detnoc:ra:cva o d ffie:peace-IUtordefoI society; cease to exist woe o ffie Jua:reta 0/ is ·rnoratry • • •• 

bent, perverted from fact and willfully blind to the law. When partiality, personal bias and or 

conflicts of interest pollute the administration of justice, the public loses confidence in the 

system of justice, and lawlessness displaces lawfulness. When the public lose faith in their 

judges, they lose faith in the law. Central to this understanding of societal order is the concept 

of judicial impartiality, a function of democracy in which a judge has no 

commercial/political/personal interest in a case, other than to ensure that justice is served with 

dispassion and a certain disinterestedness. The impartial disinterested judge must not only "do 
justice» but must "appear'' to do so. The judiciary ls rightly held to exactlni;: standards, and 

sections 455 and 144 of the United States Code, in conjunction with the Code of Conduct for 

United States Judi;:es are constructed to ensure that any deviations from these standards are 

rectified in favor of evidence of Judicial misconduct. The law recognizes that judges, more than 

any other sector of society, know the rules, and know how to skirt those rules for self-servini;: 

ends, and thus the law demands that judges be their own and most vehement critics. This 

honest state-of-mind Is reflected in the actions of a judge who stands accused of 

bias/partiality/appearance of partiality. This judge will, without question, step aside, for he has 

no special interest in.the case, and will not want to compromise the public's faith in the system 

of justice. The dishonest or conflicted judge will fight and or obstruct any credible, evidentially 

supported application for disqualification, for this judge is interested in the case, Is interested in 

its outcome, but yet knows that his continuance in the case will cause its corruption and 

diminish the public's faith In the integrity of the Judiciary. Dishonest judges undermine the 

principles of democracy, and If unchecked, they will continue to use their benches and judicial 

power for self-serving reasons, contrary to the peaceful order of society. When a question 

arises about a judge's impartiality, the law, and the public demand that the judge remove 

himself from the proceedings, in order to protect the due process rights of litigants. 

27. Kaul ·brings this applicatio11 on 28 U.S.C. § 455 and 28 U.S.C. § 144, seeking to ensure his 

right to Impartial Justice. 

28 U.S.C. § 455 states: 

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate Judge of the United States shall disqualify himself In any 

proceeding in which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned. 

(b) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances: 
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(1) Where he has personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or personal knowledge 

of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding. 

(2) Where in private practice he served as lawyer in the matter In controversy, or a 

lawyer with whom he previously practiced law served during such association as a 

-----iawyer concerning the mauer, or the judge or such lawyer has been a material 

witness concerning it. 

(3) Where he has served In governmental employment and in such capacity as counsel, 

adviser or materlal witness concerning the proceeding or expressed an opinion 

concerning the merits of the particular case In controversy. 

(4) He knows that he, Individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse or minor child residing 

in his household, has a financial interest in the subject matter in controversy or in a 

party to the proceeding, or any other Interest that could be substantially affected by 

the outcome of the proceeding. 

(5) He or his spouse, or a person within the third degree of relationship to either of 

them, or the spouse of such a person: 

(i) Is a party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, or trustee of a party. 

(ii) Is acting as a ·lawyer In the proceeding. 

(Iii) Is known by the judge to have an interest that could substantially affected by 

the outcome of the proceeding 

(iii) Is to the judge's knowledge likely to be a material witness In the proceeding. 

{c) A judge should Inform himself about his personal and fiduciary financial interests, and 

make reasonable effort to Inform himself about the personal financial interests of his 

spouse and minor children residing in his household 

(d) For the purposes of this section the following words or phrases shall have the meaning 

indicated: 

(1) "proceeding" Includes pretrial, trial, appellate review, or other stages of litigation. 

(2) the degree of relationship is calculated according to the civil law system. 

(3) "fiduciary'' Includes such relationships as executor, administrator, trustee, and 

guardian. 

{4) "Financial. Interest" means ownership of a legal or equitable interest, however small, 

or a relationship as director, adviser, or other active participant in the affairs of a 

party, except that: 

(i) Ownership in a mutual or common investment fund th.at holds securities is 

not a "financial interest" in such securities unless the judge participates in 

the management of the fund. 

(ii) An office in an educational, religious, charitable, fraternal, or civic 

organization Is not a "financial Interest" in securities held by the 

organization. 

13 
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(Iii) The proprietary Interest of a policyholder in a mutual Insurance company, of 

a depositor in a mutual savings association, or a similar proprietary interest, 

is a "financial Interest" in the organization only If the outcome of the 

proceeding C_?.Uld s_ubstantially affect the v~lue of t~~~terest. 

(IV) Ownership of government securities Is a "financial Interest" In the Issuer only 

if the outcome of the proceeding could substantially affect the value of the 

securities. 

(e} No justice, judge, or magistrate judge shall accept from the parties to the proceeding a 

waiver of any ground for disquallfication enumerated in subsection (b). Where the 

ground for disciualification arises only under subsection (a), waiver may be accepted 

provided it is preceded by a full disclosure on the record of the basis for disqualification. 

(f) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, If any justice, judge, 

magistrate judge, or bankruptcy judge to whom a matter has been assigned would be 

disqualified, after substantial judicial time has been devoted to the matter, because of 

the appearance or discovery, after the matter was assigned to him or her, that he or she 

individually or as a fiduciary, or his or her spouse or minor child residing in his or her 

household, has a financial Interest in a party (other than an interest that could be 

substantially affected by the outcome), disqualification is not required if the justice, 

judge, magistrate judge, bankruptcy judge, spouse or minor child, as the case may be, 

divests himself or herself of the interest that provides the grounds for the 

disqualification. 

A. 4SS(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States shall disqualify himself 
in any proceeding In which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned: 

28. The facts, as asserted above, and as viewed from and through the perspective of a 

"reasonable man" do say, that the impa rtiallty of Judge Oetken "might reasonably be 

questioned". The law In support of th is proposition, is as follows: 

a, Liteky y. United States, 510 U.S. 540. 55311994): The exacting standards to which the federal 

judiciary are held reflect.its desire to maintain the public's confidence In its integrity and 

impartiality. If a judge's impartiality "might reasonably be questioned" then It is proper for him 

to be disqualified. The Liteky Court, in rejecting the petitioner's argument that sought to have 

the Court interpret the district Judge's "appearance" of Impartiality in the context of the 

"extrajudicial source" doctrine, established that an "appearance" of Impartiality, without 

more, was a sufficient basis for disqualification: "Partiality" does not refer to all favoritism, but 
only to such as Is, for~ reason, wrongful or inappropriate. Impartiality is not gullibility. 
Moreover, even if the pejorative connation of "partiality" were enough to import the 
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"extrajudicial source" doctrine into§ 455(a0, the "reasonableness" limitation (recusal is required only if the judge's impartiality "might reasonably be q11estioned") would have the same effect. To demand the sort of "child-like innocence" that elimination of the "extrajudicial so.urce" limitation would require is not reasonable.''.,_gt 552 r __ then went 
·.- - rove t e judge's partiality • a partIcu ar party: "Judicial remarks ... support a bias or partiality challenge ... will do so i( they reveal such a high degree of favoritism or antagonism as to make fair Judgment impossible." at 555. Judge Oetken's denial of all of Kaul's motions, his slanderous opinion of dismissal and his failure to adhere to his statutory obligation to disclose his financial holdings/ex parte communications, evidence "such a high degree favoritism or antagonism as to make .fair judgment impossible." The Llteky standard requires disqualification. 

b. United States v Bayless, 201 F.3d 116, 126 (2d Cir. 2000): "We have stated the standard for recusal under§ 455(a) as follows: [A] court of appeals must ask the following question: Would a reasonable person, knowing all the facts, conclude that the trial judges' impartiality could reasonably be questioned? Or phrased differently, would an objective, disinterested observer fully informed of the underlying facts, entertain significant doubt that justice would be done absent recusal." at 126. If the above stated facts were 'plugged' into the mind of a "reasonable man", then he would "entertain significant doubt that justice would be done absent recusal." and thus as a truly "disinterested" party, the "reasonable man" would demand the disqualification of Judge Oetken, the vacatur of his,September 12, 2022 order and would likely state words to the effect that this case is not a "close case". 
c. United States v DeTemple, 162 F.3d 279. 286 {4th Cir. 1998): It is the combination of the mind of the "reasonable man" and the facts that determine a disqualification: " ... a reasonable observer is not a person unduly suspicious or concerned about a trivial risk that a judge may be biased. There is always some risk of bias; to constit1,.1te grounds for disqualification, the • probability that a judge will decide a case on a basis other than the merits must be more than "trivial." In the Matter of Mason, 916 F.Zd 384, 386 (7th Cir. 1990)." at 287. Judge Oetken has proven that his adjudication of this case is not based on the merits. He, as with all of the defendants, has failed to address/rebut/refute/contest the 'mountain' of evidence that proves 

Kaul's claims and dismantles the defendants' defenses. This aversion/avoidance of the truth is substantial and quite sinister, is not "trivial", and thus Judge Oetken must be disqualified. 
d. In re Mason, 916 F.2d 384,386 (7th Cir. 1990): The importance of the objective standard of the mind of the "reasonable man" is that a judge cannot judge himself. An honest judge has no interest or motivation to sit in any case, for his sole purpose is to serve justice, and that requires no specific attachment to any case. On the contrary, a dishonest judge will use the power of his bench to serve his own economic/political/personal interests, and is more inclined, not because of concerns as to reputation, to refuse to disqualify himself. The law recognizes these factors, which Is why it does not, for a finding of an "appearance" of partiality, 

require proof of "actual" partiality: "Yet drawing all inferences favorable to the honesty and character of the judge whose conduct has been questioned, could collapse the appearance of impropriety standard under§ 455(a) into a demand for proof of actual impropriety." at 386. 
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Kaul, however, has submitted fact in support of both the "appearance" and "actual" standards, 
and thus the law demands that Judge Oetken be disqualified and vacatur implemented. 

e. In re Allied-Signal Inc., 891 F.2d 967. 970 (12 Cir. 1989): The "reasonable man" in this case, is 
... _not permitted uoder the law to be arbltra~, but Is iA faet a "thoughtful" and "well informed!!.-

individual. See Mason 916 F.2d at 386. See also Jordan. 49 F.3d at 156; O'Regan. 246 F.3d at 
film. The standard of his consideration is that: "[W]hen considering disqualification, the district 
court Is not to use the standard of "Cesar's wife/' the standard of mere suspicion. That is 
because the disqualification decision must reflect not only the need to secure public 
confidence through proceedings that appear impartial, but also the need to prevent parties 
from too easily obtaining the disqualification of a judge, thereby potentially manipulating the 
system for strategic reasons, perhaps to obtain a judge more to their liking." at 970. The 
"reasonable man", in.this case, will ask himself why Judge Oetken denied every motion filed by 
Kaul. He will ask himself why Judge Oetken did not appear once on the bench in front of Kaul. 
He will ask himself why Judge Oetken did not disqualify himself upon coming to know that as a 
lawyer he had represented banking/insurance c9rporations. He will ask himself why Judge 
Oetken denied all of Kaul's motions for summary judgment. The "reasonable man" would 
conclude that Judge Oetken Is partial/biased/prejudiced against Kaul, that he must be 
disqualified. 

f. Dlamondstone v. Macaluso. 148 F.3d 113. 121 (2d Cjr. 1998): The law requires that the facts 
upon which a disqualification application is submitted, are ones that a "reasonable man" would 

. not consider "trivial": The Diamondstone Court held that "A disinterested observer could not 
reasonably question Judge Murtha's impartiality based upon his alleged failure to return the 
plaintiffs greetings." at 121. There can be no question that failing to return a greeting Is Indeed 
trivial, a fact that stands in stark contrast to those asserted above, in which Judge Oetken has 
proved both his "appearance" of partiality against Kaul, and his "actual" bias/prejudice. The 
facts in Diamondstone are the 'polar opposite'. of those in this case, the facts of which would 
cause a "reasonable man" to conclude that Judge Oetken must be disqualified. 

g. In re Drexel Burnham Lambert Inc .• 861 F.2d 1307.1313 {2d Cir. 1988): The Judicial 
disqualification process is a consequence of, and founded on, an analysis of the facts within the 
record:" ... whether a judge should be disqualified requires a careful examination of those 
relevant facts and circumstances to determine whether the charges reasonably bring Into 
question a judge's impartiality." at 1309. The admitted/record facts in this case would prove in 
the mind of a "reasonable man" that Judge Oetken has both the "appearance" of Impartiality 
and is "actually" biased/prejudiced, and thus must be disqualified. 

h. In Cheney v. United States District Court for the District of Columbia, 541 U.S. 913 (2004): On 
Apr!l 4, 2019, Kaul filed suit in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New 
York against Senator Charles Schumer+ Allstate Insurance Company+ GEICO+ TD Bank, NA+ 
Gibbons, PC + Gannett Co., Inc (Kaul v Schumer: 19-CV-3046), Judge Oetken was sponsored to 
the bench by Senator Schumer, the conflict of interest which thus requires Judge Oetken be 
disqualified: ''{W(hile friendship is a ground for recusal of Justice where the personal fortune 
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or the personal freedom of the friend is at issue, it has traditionally not been a ground for 

recusal where official action is at issue, no matter how important the official action was to 

the ambitions or the reputation of the Government officer." at 916. ____ . . ... ---· .ll-Mk:-f 
. . ir. 1995 : Judge Oetken has admitted to • 

mu tiple ex parte communications with the defendants, which would cause the 

mind a of a "reasonable man" to conclude that Judge Oetken is partial against Kaul, otherwise 

why would he have conducted meetings about the case with other defendants in secrecy: "The 

combined effect of the foregoing [ex parte communications} is to cause a reasonable 

observer to question whether Judge Sporkin "would have difficulty putting his previous views 

and findings aside" at 1465. The Court assigned the case to a different judge. Judge Oetken 

must be disqualified, and his September 12, 2022, order vacated. The facts, as asserted above, do leave Judge Oetken without any option but to become 

disqualified. This case is not a close one, and the law, in balan.cing a judge's "duty to sit" versus 

his or her duty to disqualify, finds that if there reasonably exists, a question of partiality, then 

the duty to disqualify prevails. The law in support of this proposition, is as follows: j. Republic of Pan. V. Am. Tobacco Co .• 217 F.3d 343. 347 15th Cir. 2000): The calculation of 

• whether a "reasonable man", well informed of the facts and circumstances of the 

disqualification application, is a calculation based on as objective an analysis of the facts that 

one would imagine achievable .by the mind of the "reasonable man": "In order to determine 

whether a court's impartiality is reasonably in question, the objective inquiry is whether a 

well-informed, thoughtful and objective observer would question the court's impartiality." 

Trust Co. v. N.N.P., 104 F.3d 1478, 1491 (SIi> Cir. 1997) (citing United States v Jordan, 49 F.3d 

152, 155-58 (5th Cir. 1995). The review of a recusal order under § 45S(a) is "extremely fact 

intensive and fact bound," thus close recitation of the factual basis for the appellants recusal 

motion is necessary" at 346. Judge Oetken's admissions of financial conflicts of interest/ex 

parte communications, his blanket denials of Kaui's motions and requests for discovery, his 

failure to address Kaul's 'mountain' of conclusive evidence are facts,.that if plugged into the 

mind of a "reasonable man" would cause that man to conclude that Judge Oetken is partial 

against Kaul, is conflicted and must, in the interests of justice, disqualify himself. Although the 

Instant matter is not a close one, as was the case ln the Republic Court, the Court made it a 

point to state that if there is any question as to impartiality, it must be decided In favor of 

disqualification: "However, we have previously held that if the question of whether § 45S(a} 

requires disqualification is a close one the balance tips in favor of recusal. In Re: Chevron. 121 

F,3d 163 {5th Cir. 1997)." at 347 
Judge Oetken's asserted appearance of partiality mandates disqualification regardless of the 

fact that Kaul has requested a jury trial. As is evident from his pre-trial involvement, in which he 

has conducted a blanket policy of denying Kaul discovery, denying Kaul's motions for default 

judgment, denying Kaul's motion for summary judgment, and if the case were ever to be tried 

by Judge Oetken, either on remand, post vacatur or the trying of a new case, he would exclude 

witnesses, testimony and evidence that support Kaul's case. These facts demand 
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disqualification, regardless of whether Kll-7 is tried with/without a jury. The law ·in support of this proposition is: 

-··--- ---· 

pre rIa rulings, including crucial summary judgment rulings, and will doubtless be called on to make numerous rulings on the qualification of witnesses and on evidentiary matters, not to mention post-trial motions." at 782. As did occur in the administrative board proceedings (April 9, 2013, to June 28, 2013: Opinion issued: December 13, 2013), and as evidenced in 'The Solomon Critique' (D.E. 5) + 'The Solomon Critigue 2' (D.E. 5), so too in these proceedings would there be further acts, constituting obstruction of justice and violations of Kaul's constitutionally protected right to due process. Since April 2012, Kaul has the victim of an almost eleven (11) year campaign of fraud/perjury/obstruction of justice /bribery/kickbacks/extortion. Judge Oetken's disqualification will finally permit the truth to be publicly and properly told, absent judicial obstruction and the defendants ever more desperate defenses. Kaul assures the Defendants that their crimes will receive the same, if not more publicity, than that they so maliciously manufactured around.Kaul from 2012 to 2015. The filing on February 22, 2016, of Kl silenced the defendants' 'baying'. When 'small' men come under pressure, it is remarkable how rapidly they retreat into their psychological 'holes', 

B. 455(b)f1) He shall also disqualify himself in the following circumstances: Where he has personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concemingthe proceeding: 
29. ·The facts as asserted above do prove that Judge Oetken has a "personal bias and prejudice" against Kaul" and has "personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding", a_nd thus, in conjunction with violations of section 455 (a) and section 144, he must be disqualified. The law in support of this proposition is: 

I. United States v. Balistrieri. 779 F.2d 1191, 120217th Cir. 1985): Judge Oetken has admitted he has a commercial interest in the outcome of Kll-7. Kll-7 contains corporate defendants, that have corporate shareholders in which Judge Oetken holds shares. Judge Oetken has failed to file any financial disclosures or conflicts of interest In this matter. Money is funneled from these shareholders via shares to Judge Oetken. The Balistrieri Court held: "The negative bias or prejudice from which the law of recusal protects a party must be grounded in some personal animus or malice that the judge harbors against him, of a kind that a fair-minded person could not entirely set aside when judging certain persons or causes. See United·States v. Conforte, 624 F.2d 869, 881 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1012, 101 S.Ct. 568, 66 L.Ed.2d 470 (1980). Satisfactory evidence of bias or prejudice must show this element of personal animus or malice. See footnote 9: "of course, if the party claims that the judge is biased because of some personal interest in the case or favoritism to other parties, then animus need not be shown,"" at 1201. The language of Judge Oetken's September 12, 2022, opinion reverberates with hostility, and certain sections contain language typically used by Defendants 
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Allstate/Geico, that of poorly constructed 'verbal thuggery' more'frequently seen In New Jersey 
state court briefs. The co•draftlng of Judge Oetken's opinion by lawyers for the corporate 
Defendants, further evidences his conflict of interest. • 

judge harbors "personal bias or prejudicen against a particular party, the applicable standard is 
that of the mind of a ''reasonable man", who In possession of all of the relevant facts and 
circumstances, is in the optimum position to answer the question: "In determining whether a 
Judge must disqualify himself under 29 U.S.C. § 455(b)(1), "the question is whether a 
reasonable person would be convinced the judge was biased," Lac du Flambeau Indians v. 
Stop Treaty Abuse-Wis., 991 F.2d 1249. 1255 17th Cir. 1993) (citing Taylor, 888 F.2d at 1201; 
Balistrieri. 779 F .2d at 1202). The above stated facts, if thoughtfully and carefully considered by 
a "reasonable man" would cause that individual to conclude that Judge Oetken has a "personal 
bias or prejudice" against Kaul. 
n. In re Faulkner, 8S6 F.2d 716, 721 (5th Clr. 1988): Judge Oetken admitted to having engaged in 
extensive and improper ex parte communications with defendants' counsel. The 5th Circuit In 
Faulkner reminded the federal Judiciary of the exacting standards to which the United States 
Supreme Court holds its members: "Under the Supreme Court's compelling standard, we 
conclude that Judge Fish must stand down from this case, despite the total absence of any 
showing of actual bias. Under the facts presented, It is patent that "his partiality might 
reasonably be questioned" by a reasonable observer. This disqualifies him under section 
455{a). Even were this not so, he has, at least through his personal conversations with Mrs. 
Pick, "personal knowledge of disputed evldentiary fads concerning the proceeding" sufficient 
to disqualify him, under section 45S(b){1), from presiding further over this case" at 721. The 
Falkner standard mandates the disqualification of Judge Oetken and nullification of hil, 
September 12, 2022, order. 

o. United States v Alabama, 828 F.2d 1S32 (11th Cir. 1987): The bias created when a judge has 
aligned his interests with that of the state, Its agencies, or actors, was the reason the 11th 

Circuit disqualified the district Judge in United States v Alabama. Judge Oetken, as evident from 
the above stated facts, was and is aligned with the Kll-7 corporate/state actors consequent to 
his prior legal representation of banking/Insurance corporations. The 11th Circuit in Alabama, in 
arriving at its conclusion for disqualification, considered the fact that the district judge, in his 
capacity as a "private lawyer" had "involved him In the disputed evidentiary facts of this case. 
Judge Clemon servecl as an attorney of record for individual plaintiffs in the school 
desegregation case ; .. many of the same institutions of higher learning as appear here." at 
1545. Judge Oetken,.in his private law career, represented many of the corporate shareholders 
of Defendants ICE/Allstate/Geico/TD, and the law required he disqualify himself at the 
commencement of the case. He did not, and used the case to Illegally enrich himself and render 
a decision that·he believed, albeit mistakenly, would further his career, at the expense of Kaul's 
life and through the exploitation/abuse of judicial authority. 

p. Edgar v. K.L., 93 F:3d 256 !7th Cir. 1996): The question of whether off-the •record ex parte 
communications, constitute ;'extrajudlcial" information, and thus "personal" knowledge was 
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answered by the 7th Circuit in the affirmative, and thus provided a basis for judicial 
disqualification. The Edgar Court reaffirmed the high standard to which the federal Judiciary 
holds its members, by holding that even If only a posslbillty e>dsts regarding a question of 
partiality, then the law demands that that question be explored: "Thus all we have are . -~ ~ .. 

Balistreri, 779 F.2d 1191, 1204-05 (7-th Cir. 1985); Pepsico, Inc. v. McMillen, 764 F.2d ll58, 460 
(7th Cir. 1985)." at 258. Judge Oetken has admitted to ex parte communications, and has not 
placed on the record any official denial of such communications, despite Kaul having raised the 
issue in 'The McNulty Analysis' (Kl: D.E. 313-1 Page ID 8397 Para. 9). These facts are anything 
other than "possibilities", and thus under the Edgar standard, disqualification ls mandated. 

C. 28 U.S,C. § 455 lb)(4) He knows that he, Individually or as a fiduciary, or his spouse has a 
financial interest In the subject matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding, or any 

other Interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the proceeding. 

30. The facts (possession of shares in corporate Defendants corporate shareholders) as 
asserted above, and as viewed from and through the perspective of a "reasonable man" do say, 
that the fiduciary Interests of Judge Oetken and his spouse are aligned with those of the 
corporate defendants and or their representatives, and thus Judge Oetken is conflicted, and 
that conflict of interest will substantially affect the outcome of the case. The facts as asserted • 
above do also prove that Judge Oetken has violated section (b)(4) of U,S.C. 455, and thus, in 
conjunction with violations of section 455 (a) + (b)(l) + (b)(2) and section 144, he must be 
disqualified. The law in support of this proposition is as follows: 

31. The corollary to§, 455(b)(4} in the Code of Conduct for the United States Judges is canon 
3C(l)(c). 

q. In re New Mexico Natural Gas Antitrust Litlg., 620 F.2d 794. 796 (10th Cir. 1980): The 10th 

Circuit considered disqualification necessary if an "other interest that would be substantially 
affected by the outcl)me of the proceeding" at 795. This holding was consistent with the 
principle of proximity elements of 'remoteness' and 'contingency', which the 10th Circuit used 
to reverse the judge's sua ponte disqualification, but in which it stressed the need for 
disqualification if an "other interest" were affected by the outcome of the case. And thus, in 
accordance with the above facts and the law, Judge Oetken must be disqualified, as the 
outcome of the case 1will affect his "other interests" i.e., the value of his shares, and his 
reputation as a corporate friendly judge. The New Mexico standard mandates disqualification. 

r. Lilieberg v. Health Serys. Acquisition Corp., 486 U.S. 847. 860n.811988}: Section (bl of 455 
pertains to the existence of an actual bias/prejudice, and this case articulates the connection 
between the judge's· knowledge of his conflict of interest and the remedy of vacatur: 
"Moreover, as the Court of Appeals co~ctly noted, Judge Collins' failure to disqualify himself 
on March 24, 1982, also constituted a violation of§ 4SS(b)(4) ... This separate violation of§ 
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455 further compels the conclusion that vacatur was an appropriate remedy; by his silence, 
Judge Collins deprived respondent of a basis for making a timely motion for a new trial and 
also deprived It of an issue on direct appeal." at 867. Judge Oetken's orders/judgments 
regarding discovery and dismissal of defendants must be vacated. Judge Oetken remained 

motion for summary judgment again~t defendant Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company (D.E. 
5). If Judge Oetken were to object to disqualification after having witnessed/participated In a 
what has turned out to be an almost eleven (11)-year long scheme of obstruction of justice and 
criminal violations of Kaul's right to due process, it would irrefutably prove Kaul's charges that 
not only does Judge Oetken have the "appearance" of partiality, but that he is actually 
biased/prejudiced against Kaul, and thus must be disqualified. His failure to disqualify would 
prove that he is a party who ls highly "Interested" in the outcome of the case; for the reasons 
and facts identified above. It is of note that since the commencement of the case, Judge Oetken 
has not placed on the record his conflicts of interest, nor has he disclosed his Forms AO 10. 
The court in furtherance of its opinion regarding the remedy of vacatur held: 

"Moreover. providing relief In such cases as this will not produce injustice in other cases; to 
the contrary, the Court of Appeals' willingness to enforce§ 455 may prevent a substantive 
injustice in some future case by encouraging a judge or litigant to more carefully examine 
possible grounds for disqualification i,nd to promptly disclose them when discovered. It is 
therefore appropriate to vacate the judgment unless it can be said that respondent did not 
make a timely request for relief, or that it would otherwise be unfair to deprive the prevailing 
party of its judgment." at 868. 

32. Judge Oetken's orders of dismissal, denials of Kaul's motions and requests for discovery 
must all be vacated, as he knew from the beginning (August 19, 2021) that he was conflicted, 
that he failed to disclose these conflicts, and thus was legally prohibited from any involvement 
in the case. The defendants, In light of all of the facts now presented, cannot argue against the 
disqualification of Judge Oetken and the nullification of his orders as the only available 
consideration, is that justice be done: ''If we focus on fairness to the particular litigants ... 
greater risk of unfairness in upholding the judgment In favor of Liljeberg ... "The guiding 
consideration is that the administration of justice should reasonably appear to be 
disinterested as well as be so In fact." Public Utilities Comm'n of D.D. v. Pollak, 343 U.S. 451. 
466-467 (1952) at 870. There is no one to blame for this situation except Judge Oetken/the 
Defendants, whose l<ickback and bribery schemes have turned Judge Oetken's court Into a 
"racketeering enterprise". 

' 

D. 28 U.5.C. § 455 fe) Waiver of Disqualification: 

33. Kaui has provided no waiver of disqualification, nor could he, because Judge Oetken has not 
entered onto the record his financial disclosure statement and his conflicts of Interest, past or 
present. 
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34. The corollary to§ 455(e) in th.e Code of Conduct for the United States Judges is Canon 3D. 

2B. U.S.C. § 144 states: 

E, 28 U,S,C. § 144 Whenever a party to a proceeding in a district court makes and files 
a timely and sufficient affidavit that the judge before whom the matter is pending 
has a personal bias or prejudice either against him or in favor of any adverse party. 
such judge shall proceed no further therein. but another judge shall be assigned to 
hear such proceeding. The affidavit shall state the facts and the reasons for the 
belief that bias, or prejudice exists, and shall be filed not less than ten days before 
the beginning of the term at which the proceeding is to be heard, or good cause 
shall be shown for failure to file it within such time. A party may file only one such· 
affidavit in any case. It shall be accompanied by a certificate of counsel of record 
stating that it is made in good faith. 

3S, The facts of personal bias and prejudice, as asserted in the attached affidavit are specific in 
time/place/character, are "substantial and formidable" and thus mandate that Judge Oetken, 
"shall proceed no further In the case". The affidavit is timely submitted and contains certain 
statements that are made upon information and belief. The law In support of this section 144 
application is: 

S. Berger v. United States. 255 U.S. 22 {1921): The Court's multiple holdings as to the questions 
of sufficiency of affidavit and the key question of who adjudicates the application are found at: 

Id 34 - "Of course the reasons and facts for the belief the litigant entenains are an essential 
part of the affidavit and must give fair support to the charge of a bent of mind that may 
prevent or impede impartiality of judgment ... The facts and reasons it states are not frivolous 
or fanciful but substantial and formidable ... " 
Kaul's affidavit contains fact that proves the partiality against Kaul, of Judge Oetken's 
biased/prejudicial state-of-mind. 

Id 35 - "And there is no serious detriment to the administration of Justice nor inconvenience 
worthy of mention, for of what concern is it to a judge to preside in a particular case; of what 
concern to other parties to have him so preside." 
Kaul's affidavit and the accompanying section 455 motion are based on fact that prove a 
partiality of Judge Oetken's mind against Kaul, a partiality thatis In part a consequence of his 
commercial interest in the outcome of the case. Judge Oetken Is not a disinterested party to the 
case, nor is he in possession of the "disinterestedness", that impartiality requires. If Kaul were 
to win the case, Judge Oetken's economic/professional standing within the legal community 
would diminish, and if Kaul were to lose the case or have It dismissed; his standing would be 
enhanced. This is be~ause of the "politico-legal-economic nexus" that connects the facts, 
events and parties in·volved In the illegal revocation of Kaul's license (April 9, 2013, to March 12, 
2014) to the facts, events and parties identified The Kaul Cases. in which Judge Oetken's 
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sponsor and potential appellate sponsor, Senator Schumer, was a Defendant (K3). A victory for 
Kaul in Kll-7 would unquestionably invalidate the illegal revocation and cause those ___ __ .. - ---· • 

state/private actors central to the sche~~ to bPcaroe s1,1ejeet -- .-- y e era! 
~uthorjt!es Evideftee- • • ·- • o ustice are felonies, but many of the state 

en ants, including K2 defendants Solomon + Hafner, knew this before and while they were 
committing the crimes . .They have no defense of ignorance. • 
Id at 36- " ... tribunals of the country shall not only be impartial in the controversies 
submitted to them but shall give assurance that they are impartial ... from any "bias or 
prejudice" that might disturb the normal course of impartial judgment ... To commit to the 
judge a decision upon the truth of the facts gives chance for the evil against which the section 
is directed. The remedy by appeal is inadequate. It comes after the trial and, if prejudice 
exists, it has worked its evil and a judgment of itin a reviewing tribunal is precarious. It goes 
there fortified by presumptions, and nothing can be more elusive of estimate· or decision than 
a disposition.of a mind In which there is a personal ingredient." Since at least April 2. 2012, Kaul has been the victim of a non-stop series of violations of his 
constitutional/human rights, that commenced with K2 defendant, NJBME, and continued 
through the administrative board proceedings (April 9, 2013, to December 13, :?013), the New 
Jersey Superior Court system, the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of New Jersey 
and the Unite.d States District Court for the District of New Jersey, into the present. Massive 
state orchestrated crimes were committed against Kaul by members of the political/legal 
/medical/business communities within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey. The injustices 
to which Kaul has been subjected were referenced by his lawyer in the administrative board 
proceeding: "So now what they want you to do Is they want to say, look, here you go, TZ here 
you go, consider this. And let him testify outside his report without a hearsay exception as a 
business record because, by the way, we're in the OAL office and it's very liberal and 
carefree. Absolutely not, Judge. It's fundamentally unfair. I already as part of my cross this 
doctor testified about things he didn't even opine_ about in his reports. So we got to cuUt off 
somewhere. Somewhere there has to be some level of fairness." (Kl: D.E. 299-22 Page 7511). 
A "reasonable man" looking at the facts of the almost last eleven (11) years might say to 
himself in regard to Defendants Allstate/Christie/State of NJ: "what you think you gain in 
America you will lose in India". Kaul asserts that he would have willingly trained the defendant 
physicians, had they simply asked. The reason they did not, was their arrogance and misguided 
calculation about Kaul, an individual whom the defendants assumed would "pack his bags and 
leave". Before you pick a fight with a man, you should know in what fights that man has been. 
Win or lose, conflict confers courage. Judge Oetken seeks to summarily deprive Kaul/his 
children of their right to life. That will not happen, as Kaul will ensure that Judge Oetken is held 
accountable by the law and the New York standards of professional conduct. • 

F~. Kaul's application for disqualification is timely: 
36. Kaul has submitted this application in a timely manner. On September 14, 2022, Kaul 
submitted a letter (D.E. 170), in which he requested Judge Oetken disclose his financial 
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holdings/ conflicts of interest and raised the issue of Judicial corruption. This disqualification 

application is submitted less than four (4) weeks after this letter. 

application 'be submitt.ed, ut t e gene 
'!at 

the earliest moment after knowledge of the facts demonstrating the basis for such 

disqualification." See Travelers Ins. Co. v. Liljeberg Enters., Inc., 38 F.3d 1404.141015 th Cir. 

1994). See also Apple v. Jewish Hosp. & Med. Ctr., 829 F.2d 326, 333 (2d Cir. 1987). In 

determining timeliness, the 2nd Circuit has developed a four (4) part test: (1) whether the 

movant has participated in a substantial manner in trial or pretrial proceedings-the record 

·reflects that Kaul has participated in a substantial manner: (2) whether granting the motion 

would waste judicial resources - the case did not even enter discovery, and thus relatively 

minimal judicial resources were expended; (3) whether the motion was made after judgment

Kaul filed this motion/affidavit only once as permitted by law, and only after Judge Oetken 

failed to disclose his financial holdings/ex parte communications; (4) whether the movant can 

show good cause for delay-There has been no delay, in that Kaul has filed this motion within 

four (4) weeks of coming to know about the conflicts of interest. 

38. However, of even more import is the fact that Judge Oetken has, from the commencemen·t 

of the case, known that he was conflicted, had an "appearance" of partiality and ought to have 

disqualified himself. In In re Kensington lnt'I Ltd., 368 F.3d 289 (3d Cir. 2004) the Third Circuit 

h_eld that where a judge knew he or she was conflicted or had an "appearance" of partiality, the 

moving party could be not held responsible for whether a motion was filed In a timely manner. 

Kaul is a prose litigant, and Judge Oetken had the responsibility of declaring his conflicted 

position, and not waiting for Kaul to 'pull back the curtain' .. Kaul's almost eleven (lll year 

journey through the legal swamps/dishonesty of New Jersey's medico-legal-political 

communities has·been nothing short of "fantastical". It will be only when some of these 

Defendants land in jail, that they will recognize and truly admit their crimes. K2 defendant 

Hafner described Kaul as "arrogant" (Kl: D;E, 179 Page ID 2365 + D.E. 299-22 Page ID 7516), 

because he refused to accept her false and Illegal case against him. Defendant Hafner should 

look into her own wicked heart before she points her finger at anyone else. 

: 
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Conclusion + Relief Sought 

Kaul respectfully asserts that based on the above facts/reasons/arguments, Judge James Paul 

vacated, including the September 12, 2022, order at D.E. 168. 

Kaul respectfully asserts that Judge James Paul Oetken be required to disclose to the record all 

his financial holdings for the period from September 2017 to September 2022, in accordance 

with the rules and regulatlons of the Guide to Judiciary Policy, Volume 2D, Chapter l to Chapter 

6, as revised on March 23, 2018, and in accordance with the terms of the September 13, 2022, 

demand at D.E. 170. • 

Kaul respectfully asserts that Judge Oetken be required to disclose to Kaul and the record the 

full extent and substance of any and all ex parte communications as set forth at O.E.170. All 

communications must include any form of information exchange .to include but not limited to: 

(i) texts; (ii) face to face conversations: (iii) e-mails; (Iv) typed letters: (v) handwritten letters; 

(vi) telephone conversations conducted via cellular phone or land line. 

We, the Propria Pers9na Plaintiffs, do hereby certify and swear under penalty of perjury that 

the foregoing information and facts are true and accurate to the best of our knowledge, and 

that if it is proved that we knowingly and willfully misrepresented the facts, then we will be 

subject to punishment. We also certify, pursuant to Section 144, that this apl)lication for 

disquallfication/vacatur is submitted in good faith. 

Dated: October 6, 2022 

RICHARD ARJUN J0Ul, MD ~ 1~. BASCH, MD 
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Order 

-··--lt is hereby ordered that 011 Oeteber 7, 20221 that unless Jttdge James Paul Oetke11 immediately 

brings himself into compliance with legal authority regarding judicial disclosures, the law will 

deem him to be in knowing violation, and he will be immediately disqualified from any further 

administrative, ministerial, legal, or other involvement in either Kll-7, or in any other case that 

involves Plaintiff Kaul and or Basch. 

It is hereby ordered that on October 7, 2022, that unless Judge James Paul Oetken immediately 

brings himself into compliance with legal authority regarding judicial disclosures, the law will 

deem him to be in knowing violation, and he will become subject, and will willingly submit to 

investigatlve/dlscipllnary action by state/federal regulators. 

It is hereby ordered that on October 7, 2022, that unless Judge Ja,mes Paul Oetken immediately 

brings himself Into compliance with legal authority regarding judicial disclosures, the law will 

deem him to be in knowing violation, and it will be hereby ordered that on October 8, 2022, all 

orders entered by Judge James Paul Oetken are immediately nullified, including the September 

12, 2022, order at D.E. 168. 

It is hereby ordered that on October 7, 2022, unless the defendants, by October 21, 2022, 

rebut/refute/deny/contest the evidence submitted in support of Kaul's motion for summary 

judgment against Defendant Allstate New Jersey Insurance Company (D.E. 5), It will be deemed 

to have proven Kaul's case against Defendant Allstate. 

Dated: October 6, 2022. s/p µnlted States District Court 
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Case 1:21-cv-06992-JPO Document 170 Filed 09/14/22 Page 1 of 17 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

September 13, 2022 

- ----1 

Honorable J. Paul Oetken 
United States District Court 
Southern District of New York 
40 Foley Square 
New York, NY 10007 

Re: Kaul/Basch v ICE et al 
21-CV-06992 
Kll-7 
Financial disclosures/conflicts of Interest/ex parte communications 

Dear Judge Oetken, 

..... 
~ ..... 
en rr, 
""t2 

~ 

--0 
:II: 

~ 

N 

We write this letter with the utmost respect for you and the federal judiciary, and In 
recognition of the immense pressures that the above case must have brought to bear on your 
judgment. However, it is our position, one that Is authorized by law and by our rights, that the 
opinion and order entered on September 12; 2022, will remain invaUd until the following 

• information has been disclosed to the record: 

1. Forms AO 10 since 2020. 

2. Information required pursuant to the Courthouse and Transparency Act. 
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3. A list of all ex parte communications between yourself and any agents acting on your behalf, 
and the Defendants or any agents acting on their behalf, that 
pertains/relates/refers/references or are in any way associated with the aspect of any of Kll-7 
or any ofThe Kaul Cases. including but not. limited to: (iJ the delivery and or receipt of any 
favor/gift/benefit/advantage/interest to you and or any member of your family to the _third
degree, by the Defendants and or their agents in return for granting their motions; (ii) the 
promise of any future ~elivery and or receipt of any favor/gift/benefit/advantage/interest to 
you and or any member of your family to the third-degree, by the Defendants and or their 
agents In return for granting their motions. The pertinent time period is August 19, 2021, to the 
present. • 

As you are aware, the issue of judicial corruption has unfortunately appeared prominently 
within The Kaul Cases, and was featured in a series of Wall Street Journal articles in September 
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Case 1:21-cv-06992-JPO Document 170. Filed 09/14/22 Page 2 of 17 

2021 {K11-7: D.E. 25 Page 1- 46 of SO). Consequent to this publicity, and in or around May 
2022, the Courthouse Ethics and Transparency Act was passed In response to public pressure 
against judicial corrupt.Ion (Exhibit 1). Senator Ted Cruz was one of the co-sponsors, a person to 
whose attention, in January 2021, I brought the issue of judicial corruption (EKhlblt 2). The 
mlscenduet ef Senator Charles Sthtimer regardiflg his HPollclcal h:iterflrence In JIU.lktal 
process" Is highlighted in the letter to Senator Cruz. I understand your appointment to the 
bench was sponsored by Sena~or Schumer. 

Our request for the public disclosure of the above financial information relates to the fact that 
your opinion/order are so thoroughly divorced from the evidence/facts/arguments/law of this 
case, that one cannot but conclude that you, like U.S.D.J. Kevin McNulty (U.S.D,C.-DNJ), Senator 
Schumer's brother-In-law, have-been corrupted. U.S.D.J. McNulty engaged In the same opinion 
falslfylng activity in Kl (D.E. 313·1), as now appears in Kll-7 (D.E. 168). 

Our request for the public disclosure of all ex parte communications pertains, in part, to the 
dissemination of notices of preservation to various ex-members of the polltlcal/legal/judlclal 
establishment, including Jose Linares, the ex-Chief Judge of the District of New Jersey, who, In 
mid-late May 2019, suddenly retired from the bench,. and took partner status at the law firm of 
English & McCarter In Newark, New Jersey, after having received a letter from me, requesting 
his financial disclosure/conflicts of interest (Exhibit 3). On May 5, 2022, Mr. Linares was served 
with a NOTICE OF PRESERVATION in K11-7 (Exhibit 4). 

We respectfully assert that the principles underpinning Rules 144/455, and those of the due 
process clauses of the ·constitution, are authoritative in this matter, and do render your 
opinion/order void untll your Impartiality/lack of bias has been evidentially established. 

We thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Yours sincerely 

cc: All Counsel of Record 
All parties with a legal or other interest 
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KAUL/BASCH v ICE 
21-tv-06992 

Kll-7 
. '!HE 0ETICEN ANAi YSiS' 

--··· 

The Court's opinion, one clumsily drafted by Defendants' lawyers, resonates with a tone of 
hurried desperation, and other than constituting evidence of a corrupted state-of-mind, is 
replete with errors of logic/fact/law and fails, intentionally no doubt, to reflect the enormous 
body of highly incriminating evidence. The fact that the final filing in the case was February 14, 
2022, and the Court's mere twenty (20) page analysis free summary opinion, was issued on 
September 12, 2022, is consistent with the Defendants conversion of this court Into a 
"racketeering enterprise", purposed to continue the decade-plus-long ·violation of Kaul's 
human/constitutional right to life/liberty/justice and to attempt to provide further cover for 
their crimes. The length of time, the brevity of the opinion and the lack of analysis of submitted 
argument, suggest a conspiracy to convey a knowingly false impression regarding dismissal, in 
order to violate Kaul's ability to exercise his right to commence actions in other district courts; 
and now the judge, in knowing contravention of the law, seeks to deny Kaul his basic human 
right to exist, through the Instrument of the United States District Court. 

The falsity of the opinion is proven by Kaul's argument, which is uncontested by the Defendants 
and unanalyzed by the judge. The point-by-point analysis identifies which of Kaul's argul"!"'ents • 
undermines the judge's opinion: 

Introduction 
"This case is another chapter in a long saga of repetitive frivolous lawsuits ... violations arising 
out of this set of facts." (Q.E. 168 Page 1 to 2 of 20) This statement, which is Inherently 
contradictory, undermines the entire opinion, by asserting that Kll-7 is identical to ail prior 
cases, and that because all prior cases are allegedly frivolous, that Kll-7 is therefore frivolous, 
but then concludes by stating that Kll-7 is based on a "set of facts", a condition that equates 
with merit and not frivolousness. The judge, in attempting to violate Kaul's right to pursue 
litigation on the admitted facts, thwarted the basis of his opinion that falsely held Kll-7 is 
frivolous, from which he falsely granted the Defendants motion for an injunction. The judge 
admitted that the informatl_on on which Kll-7 was based, constituted "facts" and not 
unsubstantiated assertions. lt is the Judge's opinion that is "frivolous" and without merit. I. Background . A. Filing History - "In March 2014 ... But Kaul continues to file lawsuits in various 

jurisdictions." (D.E. 168 Pag~ 2 to 4 of 20) It is evident that the thrust of the judge's fraudulent 
strategy is to misrepresent, mischaracterize and or omit critical components of the record of 
The Kaul cases. with the most glaring omissions being those of Kll-7. the case in question. ln 
this section, the judge implies that because Kll-7 is allegedly identical to all prior cases and 
because Kaul received no relief. that K11·7 is frivolous, but incredulously, Kaul continues to 
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pursue litigation. Kaul commenced no new litigation after the filing of Kll-7 on August 19, 2021, in the hope that the judge would adhere to controlling authorities and follow the "set of facts''. The judge failed to analyze any of Kaul's arguments rega.r:ding the•f -·------· - --------····- · ·-•-•--;--__ distinction of.Kll-7--frorrr a ren ered an opinion that consists entirely of a selective regurgitation of elements of prior and irrelevant cases. Kaul's arguments are at: 1. Overview of Opposition (D.E. 77 page 6 of 57) - UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED 2. Allstate's fraudulent case against Kaul/others (D.E. 77 Page 8 of 57) UNREFUTEO/UNANALYZED/ ADMITTED 
3, The securities fraud crimes were committed in the State of New York (D.E. 77 Page 11 of 57) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZEO/ ADMITTED 
4. U.S.D.J. Tanya Chutkan denied Defendant Allstate's motion to dismiss KS (D.E. 47), while U.S.D.J. Alison Burroug~s denied Defendant Allstate's motion to transfer Kll-2 (O.E. 27) to the District of New Jersey (D.E. 77 Page 11 of 57) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 5. The District of Massachusetts entered an order granting Kaul's IFP application and ordered the U.S.M.S. to serve the Defendants at the cost of the United States Government (D.E. 77 Page 12 of 57) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

6. Kll-7 is factually/leg~lly di_stlnct from Kll-4 (D.E. 77 page 13 of 57) UNREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ADMITTED 
7, Kll-7 is factually/legally distinct from Kll-9 and the warrantless arrest of Kaul on May 27, 2021, remains unlawful (D.E. 77 page 14 of 57) UNREFUTEO/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 8. Kll-7 is legally/factually distinct from Kll-2, the operative facts occurred in New York, and thus the law supports Kaul's choice of forum UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 9. Unsupportive judicial opinion (D.E. 89 page 8 of 87) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED IO. Introduction -Kll-7 Is factually/legally distinct from all prior cases (O.E. 89 page 10 of 87) UNREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ADMITTED. 

11. Defendants motion for an anti-injunction suit is frivolous (D. E. 89 Page 10 of 87) -UNREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ ADMITTED. 
12. The Kaul Cases Defendants have failed in their prior injunctive and quasi-injunctive efforts (D,E. 89 Page 11 of 87) - U_NREFUTED/UNANAL VZED/ ADMITTED 13. The Defendants have submitted no evidence that Kaul's claims are v,exatious, frivolous and or harassing, and have effectively admitted the veracity of the plausibly pied RICO predicate acts (D.E. 89 Page 20 of 87) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 14. Kll-7 is legally/factually distinct to all prior cases, including Kl, Is based on new evidence, new injuries and is a new daim, not subject to res judicata or Rule 41 of the FRCP (D.E. 105 Page 26 of 56) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 15. The Defendants "All Writs Act Injunction" argument is false and fails to satisfy the necessary legal standard (D.E. 105 Page 30 of 56) UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ ADMITTED 
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16. Kaul's claims satisfy federal pleading standards and Defendant ICE has not proved otherwise 

(D.E. 106 Page 12 of 35) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

17. The facts find that venue is proper in the Southern District of New York (D.E. 106 Page 22 of 

18. Defendant TD's Rooker-Feldman and abstention doctrine defenses have been rejected by all 

courts within the United States District Court (D.E. 110 Page 10 of 63) 

UNREFUTED/UNANALY.ZED/ ADMITTED 

19. Kl remained active on the district court docket, until it was dismissed pursuant to Rule 

41(a){2) on November 16, 2021 (D.E. 110 Page 16 of 63) UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED 

20. Res judicata as to K,1 provides TD no defense (D.E. 110 Page 17 of 63) 

UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED 

21. Res judicata as to Defendant TD's suit in the Morris County Court provides Defendant TD no 

defense (D.E. 110 Page 18 of 63) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

22, The Defendants have failed to disprove that the SONY is the proper venue and failed to 

prove, or otherwise show that Kll-7 should be dismissed with prejudice (D,E. 136 Page 12 of 

55) UNREFUTED/UNANAL VZED/ADMITTED 

23. The Defendants have submitted no evidence/facts that disprove facts submitted by Kaul 

that venue is proper in the SONY, and that Kll-7 comports with the venue analysis standards 

identified In cases erroneously cited by Defendants in support of their argument to dismiss Kll-

7 with prejudice (D.E. 136 Page 14 of 55) UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED 

24. The Defendants' failure to factually satisfy the standards for 

vexatiousness/malice/abuse/frivolousness/harassment, as identified in the cited cases, is fatal 

to its frivolous injunctive plea (D.E. 136 Page 19 of 55) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

25. Defendants defense fails for lack of support in fact or law (D.E. 138 Page 5 of 32) 

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

26. The facts undermine a "second dismissal rule" defense (D.E. 138 Page 8 of 32) 

UNREFUTED/UNANAL:,'ZED/ADMITTED 
27. Res Judicata is inapplicable because Kll-7 is b;ised on new evidence/facts/injuries, ls a new 
cause of action, the voluntary dismissal motion of Kl was entered by USDJ Vazquez without 

opposition, KS terminated without opposition, and in prior cases, the Defendants committed a 

'Fraud on t.he Court' (!).E. 138 Page 9 of 32) UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED . 

28. Defendant AHS has failed to satisfy Its burden of proof to disprove Kaul's proof that the 
SONY.is the proper venue, and that the DNJ is not the proper venue (D.E. 138 Page 17 of 32) 

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED • 
29. Defendant Heary's application of his cited legal standards to Kll-7 jurisdiction/venue facts 

actually proves that he is both personally/generally subject to the jurisdiction of the SDNY, and 

that the SONY is the proper venue (D.E. 154 Page 16 of 93) 

UN REFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

3 
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30. The claims satisfy the Rule 8 standard set forth in Defendant Heary's cited cases (D.E. 154 

Page 22 of93) UNREFU,TED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

31. The procedural facts of The Kaul Cases neither support any preclusion defenses nor an 

-appftcation of New Jersey preelusle11 law ffe±::154 Page 25 ef 93) . -·· --- -- -" 

UNREFUTED/UNANAL VZED/ADM ITTED 

32. Defendant Heary's plea for an anti-suit injunction is frivolous and without factual/legal 

foundation, as he has admitted claiming conclusive/undisputed fact in the ADMISSIONS BY 

DEFENDANT ROBERT HEARY OF UNDISPUTED FACTS, has failed in his previous injunctive efforts 

and fails to satisfy the necessary burden of proof/legal standard {D.E. 154 Page 30 of 93) 

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

33. Defendant Heary's argument, pleading to injunct his prosecution by Kaul, is identical to the 

arguments of Defendants FSMB/Hengerer/lCE/TD/Geico/Stolz/Christie/Murphy/Grewal who In 

their motions failed to satisfy their burden of proof and who in their reply briefs failed to 

disprove Kaul's evldente that there exists no factual/legal basis for an injunction (D.E. 154 Page 

32 of 93) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

34, The claims satisfy the Rule 8 standard set forth in Defendant Heary's cited cases (D.E. 155 

Page 23 of 93) UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED 

35. Defendant AHS's ir:ijunctive plea fails because it is factually unsupported and is based on law 

that Kaul has previously differentiated; a differentiation that Defendant AHS has failed to refute 

(DS.E. 158-1 Page 9 of,12) UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED 

36, Defendant Allstate's failed injunctive and quasi-Injunctive pleas (D.E. 160 Page 6 of 13) 

UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ ADMITTED 

37. Defendant Allstate's fact-free injunctive application either fails to satisfy the standards set 

forth in its own citations or cites to Irrelevant cases (D.E. 160 Page 6 of 13) 

UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED 

38. Defendant AHS's injunctive plea falls because it is factually unsupported and is based on law 

that Kaul has previously differentiated; a differentiation that Defendant AHS has failed to refute 

(O.E.162 Page 9 of 11) UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED 

39. However, even if such a fraud had not been committed, the Kll-1 opinion/order is 

Irrelevant to Kll-7, as the latter is factually/legally distinct from the former and is based on the 

facts of the "New York Scheme", the 'Kaul Kidnapping Scheme' and the securities fraud scheme 

... " {D.E. 164 Page 2 of 16). UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

I 

I 

The admittance ofthese thirty-seven (37) arguments by the Defendants and the Court, renders 

null/void the judge's basis for his knowingly fraudulently dismissal with prejudice and 

injunction, that basis being the false proposition that Kll-7 was Identical/" substantially 

similar" fo the prior cases. 

4 
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B. Factual Background - "The amended complaint follows the pattern of Plaintiff Kaul's 

earlier filings ... order /judgments adverse to Plaintiff Basch and other physicians, while 

entering order/judgments advantageous to Defendant Geico.'' (D,E. 168 Page 4 to 7 of 20). 

·-· • The Court's cursof'V delineation of the charges, altholJgh set under the heading of "Factual -·· 

Background", purposefully avoids an honest recitation of the unrefuted/admltted fact that 

Kaul/Basch have pied for each element of each charge. The Court's failure to cite to any of the 

massive corpus of charge conclusive evidence within the three thousand, five hundred and 

thirty-three (3533) page case file, evidences his corrupted state-of-mind, and further 

underscores his commission of a 'Fraud on the Court'. More specifically, however, this section is 

a transparent attempt to frame Kaul/Basch's claims as non-compliant with federal pleading 

standards, as part of an effort to manufacture a claim insufficiency basis for dismissal. However, 

as with the knowingly false "frivolous" element of the Court's opinion, this too is rendered 

null/void by the Defendants failure to rebut, and the Court's failure to analyze/reject the 

pleading standard arguments asserted by Kaul/Basch, The arguments are at: 

1. District judges within the United States District Court have rejected The Kaul Cases 

Defendants 12(b)(6)/Rule 8 defenses (D.E. 81 Page 7 of 17) -

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ ADMITTED. 

Z. Kaul's plausibly pied RICO claims against Defendant Allstate satisfy federal pleading 

standards set forth in Rules 8/9 of the F.R.C.P. and Twombly/Iqbal and plead all requisite 

elements (D.E. 81 Page 11 of 87)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

3. Defendant Allstate has no defense against Kaul's RICO claims (D.E. 81 Page 12 of 87)

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ ADMITTED. 

4. The Section 1983 Claim is legally sufficient and pleads the requisite elements (D.E. 81 Page 15 

of 17)- UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

5. The Complaint provides Defendant Allstate fair notice of its alleged offenses and liabilities 

(D.E. 81 Page 16 of 17) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

6. The claim conclusive evidence within The Kaul Cases has been neither refuted nor found to 

be merltless by any judge within the United States District Court (D.E. 89 Page 10 of 87) • 

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

7. There Is no eviden~e within The Kaul Cases, that the claims are vexatious, harassing and or 

frivolous (D.E. 89 Page 12 of 87) - UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

8. The Defendants arguments regarding RICO/Section 1983 claim sufficiency are false (D.E. 89 

Page 15 of 87) - UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

9. The claims satisfy federal pleading standards, indudlng Rule 8 (D.E. 89 Page 16 of 87) -

UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ ADMITTED. 

10. The legal standards set forth in the cases c.ited by the Defendants are either Inapplicable or 

satisfied by the claims (O.E. 89 Page 17 of 87) - UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED, 
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11. Kaul has plausibly pied the existence of an association-in-fact RICO enterprise (D.E. 89 Page 

18 of 87)- UN REFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 
12. The RICO predicate-acts are pied to_ the standards required at pleading (D.E. 89 Page 19 of 

ITTED. · ,, ___ ·- ------ ----

13. Kaul has provided the Defendants fair notice of their liability pursuant to the Section 1983 

claim (D.E. 89 Page 20 of 87)- UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

14. The Defendants have submitted no evidence that Kaul's Kll-7 claims are vexatious, 

frivolous and or harassing, and have effectively admitted the veracity of the plausibly pied RICO_ 

predicate acts (D.E. 89 Page 20 Of 87) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

15. The Defendants motion for a permanent Injunction is made in extremely "bad faith" as 

they, In collusion/conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, are simultaneously employing 

tactics of delay/fraud to obstruct Kaul's applications for state licensure and are knowingly 

perpetuating an "ongoing pattern of racketeering" and violation of Kaul's constitutional/human 

rights (D.E. ·g9 Page 21of 87) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

16. Kaul's pleading of the RICO predicate acts of mail/wire fraud satisfies Rule 9 (b) and the 

standards set forth in the cited cases and does provide fair notice (D.E. 105 Page 10 of 56) -

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ ADMITTED. 
17. Defendant GEICO has failed to specifically identify what facts, if any, are allegedly absent 

from Kaul's RICO claims (D.E.105 Page 11 of 56) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZEO/ADMITTED. 

18. Kaul's claims satisfy the RICO predicate act pleading standard set forth in the !aw cited by 

Defendants (D.E. 105 Page 12 of 56)- UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

19. SCOTUS case.law regarding mail/wire fraud pleading standards equates to the statutory 

standards (D.E. 105 Page 13 of 56) • UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

20. The specificity of the mail/wire fraud claims pied against Defendant Gelco in KU-7 provide 

an equivalent degree of fair notice as did those in KS (D.E.105 Page 13 of 56) • 

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 
21. The pleading standard of all ROCO predicate acts, other than mail/wire fraud, is that 

directed by Twombly/Iqbal and Rule 8 (D.E. 105 Page 14 of 56) • 

UNREFUTED/UNANAlYZED/ADMITTED. 
! 

22. Kaul has plausibly'pled the existence of an association-In-fact RICO enterprise (D.E. 105 

Page 14 of 56) - UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 
23. Defendants association-in-fact pleading argument, Is unsupported by all cited cases, none of 

which invalidate controlling Supreme Court law, legislative Intent and or statute text (D.E. 105 

Page 15 of 56) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 
24. Kaul's claims satisfy the pleading standard established In Turkette (1981), validated In Boyle 

(2009) and relief upon In Penguin (2014) (D.E. 105 Page 16 of 56) • 

UNREFUTED/U NANAL YZED/ADM ITTED. 
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I., 

25. The claims plausibly plead the "operation and management" element (D.E. 105 Page 16 of 

56) - UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

26. RICO does not statutorily require the pleading of a nexus between the "pattern of 

rasketeeriRg" aRd the IRjurv, iRdeper-ideAt of that caused b•l the RICO predicate acts (D E 105 

Page 17 of 56). 

27, Kaul's claims satisfy the "by reason of" the "pattern of racketeering" standard set forth in 

case law, as It relates to the "pattern-injury" nexus (D.E. 105 Page 19 of 56} -

UNREFUTED/UNANAL VZED/ADMITTED. 

28. Defendants "pattern of racketeering'' is "ongoing", and thus the statute of limitations is 

constantly accruing (D.E. 105 Page 20 of 56) • UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. "The 
Oetken Scheme" an element of the "New York Scheme" is "ongoing" within the State of New 

York, and likely commenced in late 2021. 

29. Kaul's pleading of the Section 1983 claim satisfies federal pleading standards and provides 

fair notice to Defendant (D.E.105 Page 23 of 56) • UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

30. Within Kll-7, Kaul plausibly pleads and there exists evide'nce that Defendant ICE conspired 

with Defendants Christie/Allstate/TD/Geico to conceal the securities fraud crime (D.E. 106 Page 

9 of 35)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

31. Kaul's claims satisfy federal pleading standards and Defendant ICE has not proved otherwise 

(D.E. 106 Page 12 Of 35)- UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

32. Kaul's claims satisfy the pleading standards set forth in cases cited by Defendant ICE {D.E: 

106 Page 13 of 35)- UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

33. Defendant ICE has submitted no proof or showing that any of the Kll-76 claims do not 

contain a "short and plain statement of the claim" or are otherwise insufficient (D.E. 106 Page 

17 of 35} - UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

34. Kaul's pleading of the RICO predicate acts of mail/wire fraud satisfies the Rule 9 standard 

(D.E. 106 Page 20 of 35) • UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 
35. The Section 1983 claim provides fair notice to Defendant ICE of its 'state-actor' status and 

Its violations of Kaul's constitutional rights (D.E. 106 Page 23 of 35). 
36. The Section 1983 claim complies with the controlling legal standards of pleading (D.E. 106 

page 24 of 35)- UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

37. The Kll-7 claims ?ontain plausibly pied fact that satisfies the applicable legal standard 

regarding the non•co~clusory nature of a claim (D.E. 106 Page 26 of 35). 

38. The plausibility ot' Kaul's claims pertains to the uncontested fact that it received regulatory 

favors from Defendant Christle, in return for decimating Kaul's financial position. (D.E. 110 Page 

9 of 63) - UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/AOMITTED. 
39. The Kll-7 claims satisfy the statutory "by reason of'' standard, as held in Holmes/Anza (D.E. 

110 page 21 of 63)- UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 
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40. The K11-7 claims plead plausible fact in support of the "participation" and "by reason of' 
elements of RICO (D.E. 110 Page 22 of 63) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMlffiD, 

41, Defendant TD's anti-suit Injunction is without foundation, as lt admitted to the undisputed 

fact on Jt:111• 14, 2020 (D.E. 110 Page 24 of Gil) UNRErUTED/UNANALY2ED/A0MITTEl>. --- •.. 

42. The Defendants' failure to factually satisfy the standards for 

vexatiousness/malice/abuse/frivolousness/harassment, as identified in the cited cases, is fatal 

to its frivolous injunctive plea (D.E, 136 Page 19 of 55) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

43. Defendant AHS has submitted no proof, nor made any showing, to either disprove the Kll· 

7 claims or show them to be implausible/conclusory and or non-compliant with all federal 

pleading standards (D.E. 138 Page 14 of 32) • UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

44. Defendant Heary has submitted no evidence/facts/argument to prove or otherwise show 

that those submitted by Kaul do not satisfy federal pleading standards and actually assert a 

highly plausible case (D.E. 154 Page 20 cif 93) • UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

45. The claims satisfy the Rule 8 standard set forth in Defendant Heary's cited cases (D.E. 154 

Page 22 of 93) • UNREFUTED/UNANAL VZED/ADMITTED. 
46. Defendant Heary has not proven/shown/disputed, nor could he, that the Kll-7 claims in 

addition to the ADMISSIONS BY DEFENDANT HEARY OF UNDISPUTED FACTS provide "fair 

notice" of the facts/law on which the charges are brought, of the Injuries caused and the relief 

sought and satisfy Rule 9 (D.E. 154 page 23 of 93} • UNREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ ADMITTED. 

47. Defendant Heary's plea for an anti-suit injunction is frivolous and without factual/legal 

foundation, as he has admitted to claiming conclusive/undisputed fact in the ADMISSIONS BY 

DEFENDANT ROBERT HEARY OF UNDISPUTED FACTS, has failed in his previous injunctive efforts 

and fails to satisfy the necessary burden of proof/legal standards (D.E. 154 Page 30 of 93) • 

UNREFUTED/UNANAL YZED/ADMITTED. 

48. Defendant Heary's argument, pleading to injunct his prosecution by Kaul, is identical to the 

arguments of Defendants FSMB/Hengerer/lCE/TD/Geico/Stolz/Christie/Murphy/Grewal who In 

their motion failed to satisfy their burden of proof and who in their reply briefs failed to 
disprove Kaul's evidence that there exists no factual/legal basis for an injunction (D.E. 154 page 

32 of93) • UNREFUTE.D/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 
49. Defendant AHS admissions of UNDISPUTED FACT material to Kll-7 claim proof, have 

permanently deprive~ it of any factual or legal basis on which to seek injunctive relief (D.E. 162 

Page 8 of 11) • UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 
SO. Defendant AHS's injunctive plea fails because it is factually unsupported and is based on law 

that Kaul has previously differentiated; a differentiation that Defendant AHS has failed to refute 

(D.E.162 Page 9·of 11) • UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 
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The admittance of these fifty (SO) arguments by the_ Defendants and the Court, renders 

null/void any component of the judge's opinion that pertains/relates to claim sufficiency and or 

pleading standard compliance. 

II Legal Standard 

"Federal Rule of Civil Procedure ... "Nonetheless a prose complaint must state a plausible 
daim for relief." (D.E. 168 Page 8 to 9 of 20). It is obvious that the judge was either always a 

Defendant in disguise or became one at some point in the case, as In recognizing that plaintiff's 

Complalnt/unrebutted arguments either satisfied every legal pleading standard submitted by 

the Defendants or that the Complaint/unrebutted arguments Identified the correct standard,· 
he has either inserted not previously submitted standards and or ignored their unrebutted 

arguments that establish the Complaint compiles with all pleading standards. The citations in 

question and the relevant points of the record are: 

A. F.R.C.P. 8(a){2)/(d)(1) + Strunk v US House of Representatives, 68 F. App'x 233, 253 (2d Cir. 

2003) - The relevant arguments are: 
1. District judges within the United States District Court have rejected The Kaul Cases 

Defendants 12(b)(6)/Rule 8 defenses (D.E. 81 Page 7 of 17) -

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

2. Kaul's plausibly pied RICO claims against Defendant Allstate satisfy the federal pleading 

standards set forth in Rules 8/9 of the FRCP and Twombly/Iqbal and plead all requisite elements 

(D.E. 81 Page 11 of 17)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

3. The claims satisfy federal pleading standards, including Rule 8 (D.E. 89 Page 16 ot,87) 

UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ ADMITTED. 
4. The legal standards set forth in the cases cited by the Defendants are either inapplicable or 

satisfied by the claims (D.E. 89 Page 17 of 87)-UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 

5. The Defendant's amendment argument is false (D.E. 89 Page 18 of 87}

UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 

6. The RICO predicat~ acts are pied to the standards required at pleading (D.E. 89 Page 19 of 87) 

UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 
7. The Defendants have submitted no evidence that Kaul's Kll-7 claims are vexatious, frivolous 

and or harassing, and have effectively admitted the veracity of the plausibly pled·RICO 

predicate acts (D.E. 89 Page 20 of 87)- UNREFUTED/UNANALYZED/ADMITTED. 
8. The pleading standard of all RICO predicate acts, other than mail/wire fraud, is that directed 

by Twombly/Iqbal a!}d Rule 8 (D.E. 105 page 14 of 56) - UNREFUTED/UNANALVZED/ADMITTED. 
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UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

M.D. RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 

-v-

INTERCONTINENTAL EXCHANGE, et 
al., 

Defendants. 

J. PAUL OETKEN, District Judge: 

21-CV-6992 (JPO) 

ORDER 

On September 12, 2022, the Court issued an Opinion and Order granting Defendants' 

motion to dismiss, noting that Plaintiff Kaul "has a history of being a vexatious and harassing 

litigant." (ECF No. 168 at 16.) Kaul "harasses officials to manufacture litigation." (Id.) In 

particular, "[i]t appears that one of Mr. Kaul's tactics is to send a letter to someone alerting them 

to the alleged conspiracy (or asking them to disclaim involvement) and then, if the recipient does 

not respond, concluding that they are a participant in the conspiracy." (Id. (quoting Kaul v. Bos. 

Partners, Inc., No. 21-CV-10326, 2021 WL 3272216, at *3 n.13 (D. Mass. July 30, 2021).) 

Kaul, joined by co-Plaintiff David Basch, once again attempts to employ this tactic via a 

motion for judicial disqualification. (ECF No. 171.) Their arguments pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 

455 and 28 U.S.C. § 144 are unsupported, impennissibly speculative, and without merit. 

The motion is therefore DENIED. 

The Clerk of Court is directed to close the motion at ECF No. 171. 

SO ORDERED. 

Dated: August 14, 2023 
New York, New York 

United States District Judge 
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~ 

) 

David Bazzo, MD, FAAFP 
Director 
UCSD PACE Program 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

October 19, 2022 

Re: Critique of October 17, 2022, opinion/motion to amend 

Dear Dr. Bazzo, 

I ("Kaul") respectfully assert that the October 17, 2022, report of the PACE program, is a fraud 
and was procured through a fraudulently conducted conspiracy with the Federation of State 
Medical Boards, an entity being sued by Kaul, and an entity from which PACE receives business 
referrals. Its fraudulence renders it null and void for any purpose, it constitutes further 
evidence of the "Pennsylvania Scheme" as pied in Kll-7, and I will be seeking a refund of 
monies paid. Please also be informed that as a "new racketeering injury" it will in due course 
be submitted into Kll-8. 

Please accept this' letter in response to the purported opinion issued by PACE on October 17, 
2022, that bears little or no resemblance to the evidence contained within the medical 
literature, and or the evidence submitted by Kaul in regard to his character, psychiatric fitness, 
and the crimes committed against him by The Kaul cases Defendants from 2006/7 to 2021, the 
last event being a kidnapping on May 27, 2021. The non-inclusion of this incriminating body of 
evidence, highly probative of his federal claims, undermines the absurd suggestion that Kaul is a 
narcissist, simply because he is fighting for his rights, and has detailed, in a number of his 
publications, the .vicious life-ending tactics used against him and his family over a decade-long 
plus period. Dr. Macdonald has, unfortunately 'hung his narcissist hat' on the now debunked 
story of British journalist, Alex Hannaford (2014). , 

It is interesting that in the totality of Kaul's like, no person has described him as a narcissist, 
other than a journalist looking to do a 'hit job' and Dr. Macdonald, a psychiatrist working for an 
organization with commercial ties to corporations being sued by Kaul. In fact, not one 
healthcare professional in Kaul's thirty-four (34) life has ever implied, let alone found such a 
finding. I suppose a reasonable/fair minded person would conclude that when Kaul/his family 
were attacked, Kaul would relentlessly fight with honor and with his life, for the lives of his 
children, as described by NYS lawyer, David Detoffol (copy enclosed). 

1 
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. .,. 

The criticism of the purported report is as follows: 

Competency Assessments Results: 

The report of Dr. Albert Leung is replete with knowing falsehoods, that render the entire PACE 
report either fraudulent or grossly negligent, but ultimately of no legal weight in any 
administrative or legal proceeding, except in _the capacity of self-incriminating evidence. Kaul 
will demonstrate the illegality of the opinion by reference to the following pieces of evidence: 

1. July 61 2022, audio recording from PACE scheduled Zoom Call: 

httos://soundcloud.com/richard-kaul/220706-kl-pa-pace-leung/s
LEJxhGxL4ce?si=7fb0e829b6634c208b64190cd9d2bd6b&utm source=clioboard&utm 
medium=text&utm campaign=social sharing 

The conversation unequivocally proves false Dr. Leung's disparaging/slanderous recitation of 
Kaul's clinical knowledge and skills. Several other senior interventional pain practitioners in the 
North-East have listened to the audio file and reviewed Dr. Leung's opinion, and have all 
concluded that his opinion is not based on the evidence and is false. For example, one 
practitioner stated that a cervical stellate ganglion block is indeed performed at the C6 
vertebrae, as correctly stated by Kaul: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK507798/ 

Dr. Leung was wrong in stating: "His knowledge of the neuronal markup, location, and Innervation 
of stellate ganglion was inadequate as he incorrectly indicated the location of the ganglion is at the C6 
tubercle instead of C7. He was unable to come up with a reasonable cause of contrast spread behind 
the tracheal shadow in fluoroscopic imaging, which may suggest Inadvertent esophageal perforation 
and his subsequent management plan brought up another ievel safety concern for his practice In pain 
medicine." This point is illustrated at time segment: 59:49 to 1:04:07 

Dr. Leung's criticism of my process of differential diagnosis formulation is without evidential 
foundation in the medical literature, and in fact most publications on the issue augment to 
differentials distilled after a thorough history/physical: 

httos://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Differential diagnosis 

"Strategies used in preparing a differential diagnosis list vary with the experience of the 
healthcare provider. While novice providers may work systemically to assess all possible 
explanations for a patient's concerns, those with more experience often draw on clinical 
experience and pattern recognition to protect _the patient from delays, risks, and cost of 
inefficient strategies pr tests. Effective providers utilize an evidence-based approach, 
complementing their clinical experience with knowledge from clinical research" 

2 
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However, as is evident from the audio file, Dr. Leung prevented Kaul from dbtaining further 
information a bout the patient's conditions, and stated: "Despite repeated prompting from me, 
he was unable to come up with other differential diagnoses which may result in similar initial 
clinical presentation." 

The three procedures discussed by Kaul, are procedures of which Kaul has successfully 
performed tens of thousands since 1996, and there are videos on line of Kaul competently 
performing these procedures: 

1. Radiofrequency facet ablation: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=Zr7S81 OFS-A 

The video further substantiates Kaul's interview statement at time segment 26:27 that a 
specialized radiofrequency technician operates the unit while Kaul is performing the procedure. 
The video and the audio file undermine Dr. Leung's false statement regarding patient safety 
and machine modification. Kaul has successfully performed thousands of spinal radiofrequency 
lesioning since 1996, with the use of a specialized technician, as is the widely accepted standard 
of care. 

2. Transforaminal epidural iniection: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NjJV7XhBBO 

At time segment: 52:19 Kaul, discussed performing a transforaminal epidural injection, and 
never discussed conducting a lumbar facet Injection, as stated with knowing falsity by Dr. 
Leung: "While his procedural approach in lumbar medial branch radiofrequency ablation 
appeared to be acceptable, his neuroanatomical knowledge related to the procedure was 
inadequate as he incorrectly indicated the levels of medial branches innervating the right 3-4 
facet Joint." This is a blatant falsity. 

Kaul would like to provide you an opportunity to rectify the falsehoods propagated in this 
opinion, but do also provide you, via this letter, fair notice of litigation if my rights are not 
vindicated. 

Yours sincerely 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
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David Bazzo, MD, FAAFP 
Director 
UCSD PACE Program 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

November 4, 2022 

Re: Further critique of October 17, 2022, opinion 

Dear Dr. Bazzo, 

I write this letter in furtherance of my October 19, 2022, letter, and in order to 
respectively reiterate and assert prior and new points, as indicated below: 

1. Confidentiality of transmission of amended report: The amended report, and or its 
contents, are NOT to be transmitted/sent/verbally communicated/referenced to any 
party/person/agency by any person employed/contracted/otherwise associated with PACE. 

2. Transmission of case file: A copy of the property of my case file, certified as to its 
completeness, authenticity, and fidelity of audio/video files, is to be confidentially emailed to 
me with the amended report. 

3. Identification of further acts offraud: Although the falsity of the October 17, 2022, report 
was demonstrated in the October 19, 2022, letter with a focus on the fraudulent report of Dr. 
Leung, the report of Drs. Cederquist/Merrill/Gutierrez is as equally fraudulent and or negligent. 
Examples of this include: 

- Page 7 of 11- Drs. Cederqulst/Merrill/Gutierrez state: "In addition, on some occasions, 
he ignored information the patient volunteered, such as the side effects of Norco, and 
decreased libi!,io complaint." In my handwritten summarization of the consultation, the 
initial draft of which I kept, and the subsequent expanded draft of which I submitted, a 
dri!ft that included all the first draft information, I identify on page 2, under ROS, that 
the patient has "constipation, reduced libido and no other complaints" (copy 
attached}. 

- Page 8 of 11-:ors. Cederqusit/Merrill/Gutierrez state: "The only thing the patient left 
with was an order for an MRI, no additional pain management plan," On page 3 of the 
initial draft, Kaul identifies: "Urine - urinalysis -drug screen Soma 
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Marijuana/CBC/SMA 6/12 - Full blood screen/Xray - Flexion/extension/CT c contrast" 
In the subsequent draft, I instructed the patient to return in 4 weeks, and explained to 
the patient the basis for each of these investigations. 

Page 8 of 11- Drs. !=ederquist/Merrill/Gutierrez state: " ... but performed the exam in a 
rather disorganized manner, and, at times, repeated components that were somewhat 
uncomfortable for the patient." The patient, according to these doctors, states (Page 9 
of 11): "The doctor's touch was gentle and respectful. He weas careful and methodical 
in the exam and always aware of my comfort and careful not to cause me pain." 

4. Prior litigation against PACE: On December 16, 2019, In the matter of Allen Hassan, MD v 
California Medical Board/UC San Diego Pace Program et al (19-CV-02521- USDC for the Eastern 
District California), Plaintiff Hassan brought a fraud claim against Defendant PACE (page 21 of 
22 attached). This constitutes evidence of a prior "pattern". 

5. Prior attempt to disseminate October 17, 2022, report: On October 12, 2022, I received an 
email from Ms. Smith, a signatory to the initial report, in which she requested he send her an 
email/phone number for a person at the PA Board, to whom she was planning to use the US 
wires to transmit the fraudulent October 17, 2022, opinion. It is my position that this scheme 
was purposed to attempt to insulate PACE from litigation by inculcating the medical board, in 
the belief that it would confer qualified immunity on PACE. I instructed Ms. Smith to" ... not 
send the report to any person associated with the Pennsylvania Medical Board, until I have 
reviewed its contents." 

These facts, in conjunction with those stated in the October 19, 2022, letter, constitute serious 
violations of my human/constitutional rights, continue to exacerbate injury to my economic 
standing/reputation and represent a "pattern" of profit purposed misconduct that has 
undoubtedly injured other physicians. The UC San Diego School of Medicine is vicariously liable. 

Please be advised that if the amended report failsto reflect the evidence and the medical 
literature, I will commence suit against all those involved in the "racketeering'' conspiracy and 
the drafting of the fraudulent October 17, 2022, report. 

Yours sincerely 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
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Honorable Jennifer L. Rochon 
United States District Judge 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan 
United States Courthouse 
500 Pearl Street 
New York, NY 10007-1312 

Re: Kaul/Basch v ICE: 23-CV-2016 
Kll-10 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

April 22, 2023 

Plaintiffs Response to Defendant Allstate's letter (D.E. 3) 

Dear Judge Rochon, 

We (hereinafter "Plaintiff Kaul" and "Plaintiff Basch") write this letter in response to 
Defendant Allstate's procedurally improper, motion purposed April 19, 2023 letter, to 
respectfully request that for the below reasons, the Court deny their request and direct them to 
admit or deny the facts: 

1. 'Fraud on the Court' 

The doctrine of 'Fraud on the Court', and the pied facts, authorize and substantiate the filing of 
Kll-10 (D.E. 1 Page 4 + 82 of 169). 

2. New Evidence/Facts 

(i) SEDIMA. 5. P.R. L. v. IMREX CO., INC., ET AL. No. 84-648. 473 U.S. 479 (1985); (ii) AGENCY 
HOLDING CORP. ET AL. v. MALLEY-DUFF & ASSOCIATES. INC. No, 86-497. 483 U.S. 143 (19871; 
(Iii) LAWLOR ET AL. TRADING AS INDEPENDENT POSTER EXCHANGE. v. NATIONAL SCREEN 
SERVICE CORP. ET AL. 349 U.S. 322 (1955} all stand for the proposition that pursuant to RICO, a 
new claim accrues with every "new" offense, every "new racketeering Injury" and generally 
when there exists, as here, an "ongoing pattern of racketeering", as evidenced by The Kaul 
Cases Defendants' (Including the Kll-7 Defendants} illegal obstruction and ongoing violation 
respectively of Plaintiff Kaul's right to prosecute his claims, his right to have reins~ated his 
Illegally seized New Jersey medical license, his right to effectuate procedure to have issued his 
Pennsylvania medical 'license and his human/constitutional right to liberty and life (D.E. 1 Page 
7-13 of 169}. 
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_.,. 

3. Related cases 

Contained within the themes ·and subject matter ofThe Kaul Cases is the issue of insurance 

industry/hospital orchestrated conspiracies with certain governmental agencies. The 

perpetrated schemes involve the elimination from the healthcare market of principally 

elderly/ethnic minority physicians, through license suspension/revocation and or incarceration, 

in order to increase insurance/hospital corporate profit at the expense of fraudulently procured 

physician labor, for which the corporations illegally withhold payment. 

This subject matter has underpinned and underpins multiple civil and criminal cases within the 

United States District Court, excerpts of which are attached to this response [Exhibit 1) as they 
not only corroborate the Kll-10 claims, but evidence a scheme far deeper; wider, and more 

criminal than any alleged In The Kaul Cases. A scheme, the exposure of which In December 

2022 in the matter of USA v Pompy. Case No. 18-cr-20454 (District of Michigan) prevented a 

four hundred (400) year incarceration of an Innocent Haitian physician. Enclosed in !Exhibit 11 is 
an excerpt from Kaul v BCBS: 23-CV-00518 (Kll-11) that contains the incriminating testimony of 

an undercover insurance industry investigator. Dr. Pompy was fortunate, but hundreds, if not 

thousands of other physicians were not, many of whom remain incarcerated or under the 

process of indictment all to increase the profit of corporations such as Defendant Allstate, an 

entity whose business strategy involves illegal tortious interference in physicians practices 

(Exhibit 2l. 

4. Invalidity of Defendant's Plea 

Defendant Allstate argues that because Kll-7 was dismissed and because Kll-7 is Identical to 

Kll-10, that therefore Kll-10.should be dismissed. This argument is false for the reasons 

asserted above in points 1 and 2, but implicit in Mr. D' Aloia's letter and evident In his disdain 

for proper procedure is that regardless of the law and facts, the Court should dismiss the case 

for reasons that have no relation to the law and facts. However, even If one were to understaod 

Mr. D' Alola's procedural deviation as a vigorous defense of his client, his letter unequivocally 
consolidates his client's proximate Involvement In the commission of the·'Fraud on the Court', 
in that it is unaccompanied by any affidavits from any relevant persons denying the scheme. 

Defendant Allstate should simply exercise its right to admit or deny the Kll-10 facts, a right It 
has had since 2016, but a right It has chosen to ignore, the ignorance of which has knowingly 

caused and continues to cause a violation of Plaintiff Kaul's human/constltutlonal rights. 

Throughout The KaulCases into and including KU-7, Defendant Allstate's defense strategy has 
been to cause the commission of improprieties within the judicial body, a strategy it has 
successfully employed in New Jersey state courts since at least 1995. As with all such schemes, 

they eventually become exposed and caused to cease. The Issue of improper Judicial Influence 
is now before the Senate Judiciary Committee (Exhibit 3), an investigation we believe will 

disincentivlze the perpetration of these corporate schemes and prohibit/reverse their 

diminution of the high ethical standards of the federal Judiciary. 
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i 

Plaintiffs Kaul and Basch respectfully request the Court deny the relief requested by Defendant 

Allstate, and direct them to admit or deny the Kll-10 cl alms/facts. 

We thank you for your attention to this matter. 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD ~ 
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RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
DAVID BASCH, MD 

Plaintiffs 

V. 

ROBERT HEARV 

Defendant. 

Dated: April 24, 2023 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

1 

CASE NO.: 23-CV-2016 (JLR) 

ADMISSION OF MATERIAL AND 
UNDISPUTED FACT OF DEFENDANT 
ROBERT HEARV 
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Context To Schemes And Violations 

1. I admit that since approximately 1999, I have been a nationally recognized and highly 
Influential leader within the political wing of the American neurosurgical community. 

2. I admit that since approximately 1999, a substantial part of my time, effort and resources 
have been directed towards seizing power within the political wing of the American 
neurosurgical community. 

3.1 admit that since 1999 In have used this power to illegally exclude competition and to charge 
supra-competitive professional fees. 

4. I admit that since 1999 my illegal charging of supra-competitive rates has caused me to 
illegally amass a personal material fortune. 

5.1 admit that my current personal net worth is In-excess of five hundred million dollars 
($500,000,000). 

6. I admit that my personal net worth is in excess of five hundred million dollars ($500,000,000) 
was procured in large part through illegal schemes of racketeering, antitrust and violations of 
the civil, constitutional, and human rights of my competitors,and others. 

2 
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Facts Admitted In Kll-7 As Proof Of Claims In Kll-10 

7. I admit I know that some of the facts that substantiate and or otherwise prove my knowing 
violation of Plaintiff Kaul's human rights and of the claims levied against me in Kll-10, were 
facts unambiguously asserted in support of the claims levied against me in K11•7 by Plaintiff 
Kaul. • 

8. I admit that I read the complaint and amended complaint filed against me by Plaintiff Kaul in 
K11-7 respectively on August 19, 2021 (D.E. 1) and September 13, 2021 (D.E. 14). 

9. I admit that In Kll-7 I was represented by counsel, who clarified and explained to me the 
nature, character and meaning of the facts asserted against me In both complaints. 

10. I admit that ! understood and understand the nature, character and meaning of the facts 
asserted against me In K11-7 In both the complaint and amended complaint. 

11. I admit that on December 23, 2021, r filed a procedural motion to dismiss (D.E. 144/145) the 
amended complaint. 

12. I admit that I know that In filing the procedural motion to dismiss the amended complaint, I 
had the right to deny the facts asserted by Plaintiff Kaul. 

13. I admit that I did not deny the facts a·sserted by Plaintiff Kaul. 

14. I admit that the reason I did not deny the facts asserted by Plaintiff Kaul Is because they are 
true. 

15. [ admit that J know that I had the right to file a summary judgment motion to dismiss the 
amended complaint. 

16. I admit that I did not file a summary judgment motion to dismiss the amended complaint. 

17. I admit that the reason I did not file a summary judgment motion to dismiss is because I had 
no evidence or facts to disprove the summary Judgment standard truth of the facts asserted by 
Plaintiff Kaul. 

18. I admit that on January 13, 2022, I filed a reply (D.E. 156/157) to Plaintiff Kaui's January 13, 
2022, opposition papers (D.E. 155) to my December 23, 2021, procedural motion to ·dismiss 

(D.E. 144/145). 

19. I admit that I know that in filing my reply to Plaintiff Kaul's January 13, 2022, opposition 
papers (D.E. 155) to my December 23, 2021, motion (D.E. 144/145) I had the right to deny the 
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facts asserted by Plaintiff Kaul in his September 13, 2021, amended complaint (D.E. 14) and 
January 13, 2022, opposition papers (D.E 155). 

20. I admit that I did not deny the facts asserted by Plaintiff Kaul in his September 13, 2021, 
amended complaint and or his January 13, 2022, opposition papers (D.E. 155). 

21. I admit that the reason I did not deny the facts asserted by Plaintiff Kaul in Kll-7 Is because 
they are true. 

22. I admit that my silence in failing to deny the facts asserted by Plaintiff Kaul in Kll-7 
constitutes a tacit admission of the facts in thatthe facts were asserted directly at me. 

23.1 admit that my silence in failing to deny the facts asserted by Plaintiff Kaul in Kll-7 
constitutes a tacit admission of the facts in that the nature, character and meaning of the facts 
had been explained and clarified to me by my counsel, 

24. I admitthat my silence in failing to deny the facts asserted by Plaintiff Kaul In Kll-7 
constitutes a tacit admission of the facts in that i completely understood the nature, character 
and meaning of the facts. 

25. I admit that my silence in failing to deny the facts asserted by Plaintiff Kaul in Kll-7 
constitutes a tacit admission of the facts In that I had direct knowledge of the truthfulness of 
the facts. 

26. I admit that my silence in failing to deny the facts asserted by Plaintiff Kaul in Kll-7 
constitutes a tacit admission of the facts In that I was directly involved in the perpetration of· 
the facts. 

27. I admit that my silence in failing to deny the facts asserted by Plaintiff Kaul in Kll-7 
constitutes a tacit admission of the facts in that although I had the right and ability to deny the 
facts, I did not, because the facts are true. 

28. I admit that my silence in failing to deny the facts asserted by Plaintiff Kaul in Kll-7 
constitutes a tacit admission of the facts In that the substantial body of fact asserted in the 
amended complaint required it be admitted, denied, or dismissed with contrary el(idence or 
fact, and it was not. 

29. I admit that the absence of any ambiguity in my silence in falling to deny the facts asserted 
by Plaintiff Kaul in Kll-7 tacitly substantiates the asserted facts. 

30. I admit that my counsel clarified and explained to me the civil nature of Kll-7. 

31. I admit that I know that K11•7 was a civil proceeding with civil consequences. 

4 
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32. I admit tha~ there existed and exist no other factors to explain my silence in falling to deny 
the facts, other than my knowledge that the facts were and are true. 

33. I admit that during the pendency of K11-7, I was not subject to any state and or federal 
criminal investigations, in which a .dJmli!l of the facts would have deprived me of my right 
against self-Incrimination. 

34. I admit thatcluring the pendency of K11-7, I was not subject to any state and or federal 

criminal investigations, in which an admittance of the facts would have deprived me of my rjght 
against self-incrimination. 

35. I admit that during the pendency of Kll-7, I was not subject to any state and or federal 
criminal investigations, in which a denial of the facts would have actually caused me to self
lncrlminate. 

36. I admit that during the pendency of Kll-7, I was not subject to any state and or federal 
criminal investigations, in which an admittance of the facts would have actually caused me to 
self-incriminate. 

37. I admit that I knew and know that if the facts were not true, I could have simply denied the 

facts asserted by Plaintiff Kaul in Kll-7, but I did not. 

38. I admit that my·knowledge of the truth of the facts asserted In Kll-7 constitutes the sole 
basis for my silence in failing to deny the facts 

39.1 admit that my knowledge of the truth of the facts asserted in K11-7 constitutes the sole 
basis for my actual failure to deny the facts. 

·40, I admit that I know that If I were innocent of the charges levied in Kll-7 and Kll-10, I would 

have simply denied the facts asserted in K11-7, but I did not, because I am guilty of the levied 
·charges. 

41.1 admit that I read the September 12, 2022, opinion, and order of the district judge (D.E .. 

168}. 

42. I admit that in K11-7 I was represented by counsel, who clarified and explained to me the 

nature, character and meaning of the opinion and order of the district judge (D.E. 168). 

43. I admit that I understood and understand the nature, character and meaning of the opinion 

and order of the district judge (D.E. 168). 

44. I admit that I know that the district judge did not find that my silence In falling to deny the 
facts in any ofThe Kaul Cases does not constitute a .tacit admission of the facts, because the 
djstrjct judge knew that my sjlence did in fact constitute a tacit admission of the facts; 
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45. I admit that I know that the district Judge did not find that my actual fallure to deny the 

facts In any of The Kaul Cases does not constitute a tacit admission of the facts, because the 

district judge knew that my silence did in fact constitute a tacit admission of the facts. 

46. I admit that I know that the district judge in Kll-7 did not find evidentially invalid my 

admissions of undisputed fact in Kl, that were submitted into evidence In Kll-7, because the 

district judge did know that the K1 admissions of undisputed fact did prove the Kll-7 claims. 
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The United Nations Universal Declaration Of Human Rights 

47. I admit that I have read the attached document entitled 'Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights' 

48. I admit that I have known about the 'Universal Declaration of Human Rights' since my 
attendance at college. 

49. I admitthat since my attendance at college there has been no diminution of my knowledge 
regarding the 'Universal Declaration of Human Rights'. 

50. I admit that the absence of diminution of my knowledge regarding the 'Universal • 
Declaration of Human Rights' Is a consequence of my license mandated attendance at 
continuing medical education courses. 

51. I admit that the continuing medical education courses involve modules on medical ethics 
and human rights. 

52. I admit that certain courses have included modules on human rights violations committed 
during the Second World War by physicians associated with the Nazis. 

53. I admit that I know, from these courses and my general reading, that the 'Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights' emerged In part as a consequence of human rights violations· 
committed by physicians associated with the Nazis. 

54. I admit that in 20051 knew what rights were protected under the 'Universal Declaration of 
Huma~ Rights'. 

55. I admit that in 2005 I knew I was prohibited from conspiring to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 
fundamental human rights. 

56. I admit that in 2005 I knew I was prohibited from violating Plaintiff Kaul's fundamental 
human rights. 

57. I admit that in 2005 I knew It was illegal to conspire to violate Plaintiff Kaul's fundamental 
human rights. • 

58. I admit that in 2005 I knew it was illegal to violate Plaintiff Kaul's fundamental human rights. 

59. I admit that since 2005 I have conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to knowingly and 
willfully abuse the power of the American State to purposefully violate PlaintiffKaul's 
fundamental human rights. 
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60. I admit thatthe knowingness, willfulness, malicious-ness, and purposefulness in my 
conspiring with The Kaul Cases Defendants to violate Plaintiff Kaul's human rights is proven by 
the below admitted facts about which there is no material dispute. 

61. I admit that the knowingness, willfulness, maliclous-ness, and purposefulness of the 
violation of Plaintiff Kaul's human rights by myself and The Kaul Cases Defendants, is proven by 
the below admitted facts about which there Is no material dispute. 

62. I admit that the knowing, willful, malicious, and purposeful violation of Plaintiff Kaul's 
human rights is commensurate with the standard of that of a crime against humanity. 
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Section 1983 

2005-2010 

63. I admit that because of my illegal schemes of public corruption that involved bribing 
Defendant Christle I became intertwined with, and In possession of state power and became a 
state actor. 

64. I admit that because of my Illegal schemes of public corruption that involved bribing 
members of the state government I became intertwined with, and in possession of state power 
and became a state actor. 

65.1 admit that because of my illegal schemes of public corruption that involved bribing 
members of the federal government I became intertwined with, and in possession of state 
power and became a state actor. 

66. I admit that because of my illegal schemes of public corruption that involved bribing 
members of the state legislature I became intertwined with, and in possession of state power 
and became a state actor. 

67. I admit that because of my illegal schemes of public corruption that involved bribing 
members of the state judiciary I became intertwined with, and in possession of state power and 
became a state actor. 

68. I admit that because of my illegal schemes of public corruption that involved bribing 
members of the federal judiciary I became intertwined with, and in possession of state power 
and became a state actor. 

69. I admit that my illegal schemes of public corruption and conspiring with state officials were 
perpetrated in a mutually beneficial and symbiotic manner. 

70. I admit that my illegal schemes of public corruption and conspiring with state officials were 
perpetrated In a manner of mutual benefit and joint participation. 

71. I admit that my Illegal schemes of public corruption and conspiring with state officials were 
perpetrated in a manner of mutual benefit In which state officials and I used the US wires to 
exchange commands and words of encouragement in the successful execution of the schemes. 

72. I admit that my illegal schemes of public corruption and conspiring with state officials were 
purposed to and did in fact cause me to illegally acquire the power and function of state, that I 
used to professionally threaten physicians who refused to support my schemes against Plaintiff 
Kaul. 
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73. I admit that my illegal schemes of public corruption and conspiring with state officials were 
purposed to and did In fact cause me to illegally acquire the power and function of state, that I 
used to have professionally Investigated physicians who refused to supp·ort my schemes against 
Plaintiff Kaul. 

74. I admit that my illegal schemes of public corruption and conspiring with state officials were 
purposed to and did in fact cause me to Illegally acquire the power and function of state, that I 
used to professionally threaten physicians who attempted to expose my schemes. 

75. I admit that my illegal schemes of public corruption and conspiring with state officials 
created a nexus whereby the state's Independently motivated scheme·to have Plaintiff Kaul 
illegally eliminated was furthered unqer private cover of myself, neurosurglcal societies, and 
other non-official persons, by amongst other things, defamation, and derogation of Plaintiff 
Kaul's right and qualifications to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

2010-2023 

76. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to conspire to violate 
Kaul's right to due process. 

77. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plai_ntiff Kaul's 
right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the New 
Jersey Board of Medical Examiners to obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against 
Plaintiff Kaul in state boards within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing 
and or facilitating the commission of schemes of~-

78. I admit that I abused the Immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 
right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the New 
Jersey Board of Medical Examiners to obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against 
Plaintiff Kaul in state boards within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing 
and or facilitating the commission of schemes of evidential falsification. 

79. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 
right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the New 
Jersey Board of Medical Examiners to obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against 
Plaintiff Kaul in state boards within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing 
and or facilitating the commission of schemes of witness tampering. 

80. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 
right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the New 
Jersey Board of Medical Examiners to obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against 
Plalntjff Kaul In administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by 
committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of fi:a.y_g_. 
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81. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state a.ctor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the New 

Jersey Board of Medical Examiners to obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against 

Plaintiff Kaul in state boards within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing 

and or facilitating the commission of schemes of evidential omission. 

Si. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the New 

Jersey Board of Medical Examiners to obstruct the course of Justice in cases filed agajnst 

Plaintiff Kaul in state boards within the geographic bo~ndaries of New Jersey by committing 
and or facilitating the commission of schemes of judicial-like corruptjon 

83. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

rightto due.process by participating with, facilitating and or directing judges of the New Jersey 

Office of Administrative Law to obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against Plaintiff Kaul 

in administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing and or 

facilitating the commission of schemes of perjury. 

84. I admit that I abused the Immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 
right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing judges of the New Jersey 

Office of Admiplstrative Law to obstruct the course of justice In cases filed against Plajntlff Kaul 

in administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing and or 

facilitating the commission of schemes of evidential falsification. 

85. I admit that-I _abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing Judges of the New Jersey 

Office of Adm,inlstrative Law to obstruct the course of justice in cases flied against Plaintiff Kaul 

in administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing and or 

facilitating the commission of schemes of witness tampering. 

86. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 
right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing judges of the New Jersey 

Office of Administrative Law to obstruct the course of justice in cases flied against Plaintiff Kaul 
in administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing and or 

facilitating the commission of schemes offra!!g. 

87. I admit that I abused the Immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing judges of the New Jersey 

Office of Administrative Law to obstruct the course of justice ln cases filed against Plaintiff Kaul 
in administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing and or 

facilitating the commission of schemes of evidential omission. 

88. I admit that i abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing judges of the New Jersey 
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Office of Administrative Law to obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against Plaintiff Kaul 
in administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing and or 

facilitating the commission of schemes of judicial corruption. 

89. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 
right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the Office of 

the New Jersey Attorney General to obstruct the course of justice in cases flied against Plaintiff 
Kaul In state boards and administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey 

by committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of perjury. 

90. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the Office of 
the New Jersey Attorney General to obstruct the course of Justice in cases flied against Plaintiff 

Kaul in state boards and administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey 

by committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of evjdential falsification. 

91. I admit that I abused the Immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the Office of 

the New Jersey Attorney General to obstruct the course of justice in cases flied against Pialntlff 
Kaul in state boards and administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey 

by committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of witness tampering. 

92. 1 admit that I abused the Immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

right to due process by p'articlpating with, facilitating and or directing members of the Office of 

the New Jersey Attorney General to obstruct the course of justice in cases flied against Plaintiff 

Kaul in state boards and administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey 

by committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of f.cfil!d,. 

93. I admit that I abused the Immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the Office of 
the New Jersey Attorney General to obstruct the course of Justice in cases flied against Plajntiff 
Kaul in state boards and administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey 

by committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of evidentla i omission. 

94. I admit ttiat I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate i:>lalntiff Kaul's 

right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the Office of 

the New Jersey Attorney General to obstruct the course of justice in cases flied against Plaintiff 
Kaul In state boards and.administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey 

by committing and or'facilltatlng the commission of schemes of judicial-like and judicial 

corruption. 

95. I admit that I abused the Immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 
right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of Defendant 

Christie's administration to obstruct the course of Justice in cases flied against Plaintiff Kaul in 
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state boards and administrative courts within the g~graphic boundaries of New Jersey by 

committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of~-

96. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of Defendant 

Christie's administration to obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against Plaintiff Kaul in 

state boards and administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by 

committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of evidential falsification. 

97.1 admit that I abused the immense power ofmy 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of Defendant 

Christie's administration to obstruct the course of justice In cases filed against Plaintiff Kaul in 

state boards and administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by 

committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of witness tampering. 

98. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of Defendant 

Christie's administration to obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against Plaintiff Kaul in 

state boards and administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by 

committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of fraud. 

99. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of Defendant 

Christie's administration to obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against Plajntiff Kaul in 

state boards and administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by 

committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of evidential omission. 

100. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 

Kaul's right to due process by participating with; facllitatlng and or directing members of 

Defendant Christie's administration to obstruct the course of Justice In cases filed against 

Plaintiff Kaul in state boards and administrative courts within the geographic boundaries of 

New Jersey by committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of iudicial-like and 

judicial corruption. -· 

101. I admit that I abused the immense power of my'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 

Kaul's right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the 

state judiciary to obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against Plaintiff Kaul in state courts 

within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing and or facilitating the 

commission of schemes of .12.lfilY.!j£. 

102. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 

Kaul' s right to due process by participati~g with, facilitating and or directing members of the 

state judiciary to. obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against Plaintiff Kaul in state courts 
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within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing and or facilitating the 
commission of schemes of evidential falsification. 

103. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 
Kaul's right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the 
state judiciary to obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against Plaintiff Kaul in state courts 
within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing and or facilitating the 
commission of schemes of witness tampering. 

104. I admit that I abused the Immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 
Ka1Jl's right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the 
state judiciary to obstruct the course of Justice in cases filed against Plaintiff Kaul In state courts 
within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing and or facilitating the 
commission of schemes of fu!.yj;!. 

105. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 
Kaul's right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the 
state Judiciary to obstruct the course 9f justice In cases filed against Plaintiff Kaul In state courts 
within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey by committing and or facilitating the 
commission of sche.mes of evidential omission. 

106. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 
Kaul's right to due process by participating with, facilitating and or directing members of the 
state judiciary to obstruct the course of justice in cases filed against plaintiff Kaul In state courts 
within the geographi<: boundaries of New Jersey by committing and or facilitating the 
commission of schemes of judicial corruption. 

107. I admit that I abused the Immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 
Kaul's right to due process by bribing and or otherwise corrupting members of the state 
judiciary to dismiss all cases filed by Plaintiff Kaul In state courts within the geographic 
boundaries of the state of New Jersey by committing and or facilitating the commission of 
schemes of obstruction of Iustice. 

108. I admit that I abused the Immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 
Kaul's right to due process by bribing and or otherwise corrupting members of the state 
judiciary to dismiss all cases filed by Plaintiff Kaul in state courts within the geographic 
boundaries of the state of New Jersey by committing and or facilitating the commission of 
schemes of public corruption. 

109. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 
Kaul's right to due process by bribing and or otherwise corrupting members of the state 
government to coerce state judges to dismiss all cases filed by Plaintiff Kaul in state courts 
within the geographic boundaries of the United States by committing and or facilitating the 

commission of schemes of obstruction of justice. 
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110. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 
Kaul's right to due process by bribing and or otherwise corrupting members of the state 
government to coerce state judges to dismjss all cases filed by Plaintiff Kaul In state courts 
within the geographic boundaries of the United States by committing and or facilitating the 
commission of schemes of public corruption. 

111. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 
Kaul's right to due process by bribing and or otherwise corrupting members of the federal 
judiciary to dismiss all cases filed by plaintiff Kaul in federal courts within the geographic 
boundaries of the United States by committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of 
obstruction of lustice. _ 

112. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 
Kaul's right to due process by bribing and or otherwise corrupting members of the federal 
judiciary to dismiss all cases filed by Plaintiff Kaul in federal courts within the geographic 
boundaries of the United States by committing and or facilitating the commission of schemes of 
public corruption. 

113. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 
Kaul's right to due process by bribing and or otherwise corrupting members of the federal 
government to coerce federal judges to dismiss all cases filed by plaintiff Kaul In federal courts 
within the geographic boundaries of the United States by committing and or facilitating the 
commission of schemes of obstruction of justice. 

114. I admit that I abu'sed the Immense power of my 'state actor' status to vlolate Plaintiff 
Kaul's right to due process by bribing and or otherwise corrupting members of the federal 
government to coerce federal judges to dismiss all cases filed by Plaintiff Kaul in federal courts 
within the geographic boundaries of the United States by committing and or facilitating the 
commission of schemes of public corruption. 

115. I admit that I abused the immense power of my 'state actor' status to violate Plaintiff 
Kaul's right to due process and his property by conspiring with The Kaul Cases Defendants to 
illegally deprive Plaintiff Kaul of the property of hi~ accounts receivable and other assets in the 
Chapter 11 proceedings in the bankruptcy court within the geographic boundaries of New 
Jersey by committing and or facilitating the commission of a scheme of bankruptcy fraud. 

116. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate Plaintiff Kaul's right to regain his economic standing by obstructing, 
through schemes of Judicial and public corruption, his due process right to litigate The Kaul 
Cases through discovery. 

117. I ad.mit that I abused and continue to abuse the Immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to vlolate.Plal·ntlff Kaul's right to regain his reputation by obstructing, through 
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schemes of judicial and public corruption, his due process right to litigate The Kaul cases 

through discovery. 

118. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 

to continue to violate Plaintiff Kaul's right to regain his Uvelihood by obstructing, through 

schemes of judicial and public corruption, his due process right to litigate The Kaul Cases 
through discovery. 

119. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the Immense power of my 'state actor' status 

to continue to violate Plaintiff Kaul's right to regain his ~by obstructing, through schemes 

of judicial and pub tic corruption, his due process right to litigate The Kaul cases through 

discovery. 

120. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the Immense power of my 'state actor' status 

to continue to violate Plaintiff Kaul's right to regain his life by obstructing, through schemes of 

judicial and public corruption, his due process right to litigate The Kaul Cases through 
discovery. • 

121. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse th.e immense power of my 'state actor' status 

to continue to violate Plaintiff Kaul's right to regain his professional standing by obstructing, 

through schemes of judicial and public corruption, his due process right to litigate The Kaul 
Cases through discovery. 

122. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 

to continue to violate Plaintiff Kaul's right to regain his social standing by obstructing, through 

schemes of jud'icial and public corruption, his due process right to litigate The Kaul Cases 
through discovery. • 

123. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 

to continue to violate Plaintiff Kaul's right to regain his psychological standing by obstructing, 

through schemes of Judicial and public corruption, his due process right to litigate The Kaul 
cases through discovery. 

124. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 

to continue to violate Plaintiff Kaul's right to regain his physical staodlng by obstructing, 

through schemes of judicial and public corruption, his due process right to litigate The Kaul 
Cases through discovery. 

125. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 

to continue to violate· Plaintiff Kaul's right to regain his financial standin11 by obstructing, 

through schemes of judicial and public corruption, his due process right to litigate The Kaul 

Cases through discovery. • 
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. ' 

126. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the Immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, in conspiracy with The Kaul cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his economic standing by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, 
the return of the property of his New Jersey license, the illegal seizure of which continues to 
cause deprivation of his liberty. 

127. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, In conspiracy with The Kaul cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his economic standing by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, 
his efforts to restore his liberty through the procurement of a license anywhere in the world, 
including India, his country of citizenship. 

128. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, in conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his reputation by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, the 
return of the property of his New Jersey license, the illegal seizure of which continues to cause 
deprivation of his liberty. 

129. I admit that i abused and continue to abuse the Immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, in conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his reputation by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, his 
efforts to restore his liberty through the procurement of a license anywhere in the world, • 
Including India, his country of citizenship. 

130. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, In conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his livelihood by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, the 
return of the ·property of his New Jersey license, the illegal seizure of which continues to cause 
deprivation of his liberty. 

131. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, In conspiracy with The Kaul cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his livelihood by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, his 
efforts to_restore his liberty through the procurement of a license anywhere In the world, 
including India, his country of citizenship. 

132. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, in conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his~ by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, the return 
of the property of his New Jersey license, the illegal seizure of which continues to cause 
deprivation of his liberty. 

133. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, in conspiracy with The Kaul cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
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regain his illtru:tt by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, his efforts 
to restore his liberty through the procurement of a license 11nywhere in the world, including 
India, his country of citizenship. 

134. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, in conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his ,!lfg by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, the return of 
the property of his New Jersey license, the illegal seizure of which continues to C!:luse 
deprivation of his liberty. • 

135. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, in conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his .!!f!Lby obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, his efforts to 
restore his liberty through the procurement of a license anywhere In the world, including India, 
his country of citizenship. 

136. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, in conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to• 
regain his professional standing by obstructing, through schemes of public and private 
corruption, the return of the property of his New Jersey license, .the illegal seizure of which 
continues to cause deprivation of his liberty, 

137. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, in conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his professional standing by obstructing, through schemes of public and private 
corruption, his efforts to restore his liberty through the procurement of a license anywhere in 
the world, Including India, his country of citizenship. 

138. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, In conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his social standing by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, the 
return of the property of his New Jersey license, the illegal seizure of which continues to cause 
deprivation of his liberty. 

139. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, In conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his social standing by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, his 
efforts to restore his llberty through the procurement of a license anywhere In the world, 
including India, his country of citizenship. 

140. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate~ in conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaut's rightto 
regain his psychological standinc by obstructing, through schemes of public and private 
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corruption, the return of the property of his New Jersey license, the illegal seizure of which 
continues to cause deprivation of his liberty. 

141. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' stat1:1s 
to continue to violate, in conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his psychological standing by obstructing, through schemes of public and private 
corruption, his efforts to restore his liberty through the procurement of a license anywhere in 
the world, including India, his country of citizenship. 

142. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the Immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, in conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his physical standing by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, 
the return of the property of his New Jersey license, the Illegal seizure of which continues to 
cause deprivation of his liberty. 

143. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, In conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 

' regain his physical standing by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, 
his efforts to restore his liberty through the procurement of a license anywhere in the world, 
including India, his country of citizenship. 

144. I admit that I abused and continue to abuse the Immense power of my 'state actor' status 
• to continue to violate, in conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his financial standing by obstructing, through schemes of public and private 'corruption, 
the return of the property of his New Jersey license, the illegal seizure of which continues to 
cause deprivation of his liberty. •' 

145. I admit that I abused and ~ntinue to abuse the Immense power of my 'state actor' status 
to continue to violate, In conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, Plaintiff Kaul's right to 
regain his financial standing by obstructing, through schemes of public and private corruption, 
his efforts to restore his liberty through the procurement of a license anywhere in the world, • 
Including India, his country of citizenship. 

146. I admit that from 2005 to 2016 the purpose of my willful, knowing, and ongoing abuse of 
my Immense 'state actor' power was to perpetrate a scheme to yjolate Plaintiff Kayl's human 
and constjtytlonal. rights that involved, amongst other things, an ostracization of Plaintiff Kaul, a 
destruction of his e~onomic standing, reputation and livelihood, the resultant deprivations of 
which caused and continue to cause conditions of homelessness, poverty and unemployment 
to him and his family. 

147.1 admit that from 2016 to 2023, and as a consequence of Plaintiff Kaul's prosecution of!!!& 
Kaul Cases, I and others schemed and continue to scheme, in the violation of P1a]ntlff Kay l's • 
right to due process in the United States District Court through the wiHful, knowing, and 
ongoing abuse of the Immense power of our 'state actor' status, the scheme's purpose being an 
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attempt to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing crimes committed by myself and those of b 
Kaul Cases Defendants in a period from at least 2005 to the present. 

148. 1 admit that I used the us wjres io a knowingly Illegal manner to perpetrate schemes In 
which I conspired with The Kaul cases Defendants to abuse the Immense power of my 'state 
actor' status to violate Plaintiff Kaul's human and constitutional rights and cause and to 
continue to cause Injury to his economic 
standlng/reputation/llvelihood/llberty/life/professlonal standing/social standing/psychological 
stanc!ing/physical standing/financial standing, 

149. I admit that the schemes of knowing human and constitutional rights violations Involved 
the illegal transmjssjon across the US wires of hundreds of emails an.d telephone calls between 
myself, The Kaul Cases Defendants, and members of the Office of the New Jersey Attorney 

~. 

150. I admit that the schemes of knowing human and constitutional rights violations involved 
the jUegal transmission across the us wires of hundreds of emails and telephone calls between 
myself. The Kaul Cases Defendants, and members of the Office of the Office of the New Jersey 
Governor. 

151. I admit that the schemes of knowing human and constitutional rights violations involved 

the jHegal transmjssion across the US wires of hundreds of emails and telephone calls between 
myself.Jhe KauJ Cases Defendants, and members of the New Jersey Office of Administrative 
.bfil&. 

152. I admit that the schemes of knowing human and constitutional rights violations involved 
the mega! transmissjon across the us wires of hundreds of emails and telephone calls between 
myself. Ibe Kaul Cases Defendants, and members of the New Jersey Board of Medical 
Examiners. 
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Overall Claim Admission 

153. I admit to the fact that the below facts are undisputed, admitted and prove all elements of 
all claims asserted against me by Plaintiff Kaul. 

154. I do not refute/contest/rebut/deny the evidence contained within the following 
documents: (I) The Waldman E-mail; (ii) The Zerblni Certification; (Ill) The Sabo Certification; 
{iv) The Solomon Critique; (v) The Solomon Critique; {vi) The calabrese Certification; (vii) The 
Przybylski Disciplinary Notice; (viii) The Feldman Certification; (ix) The Yeung E-mail; (x) The 
Union County Court proceedings; (xi) The Ciarrocca Complaint; (xii) The Federal Trade 
Commission Guidelines. 

155. I admit that the evidence referenced In point 2. ls further proof of the undisputed-ness of 
the facts asserted in the Complaint. 

Element Spedflc Admissions 

Culpable Person Who Willfully Or Knowingly 

156. I admit culpability for having willfully apd knowingly engaged with other defendants in a 
pattern of racketeering, in a period that commenced In approximately 2006, In the State of 
New Jersey, and continued into 2022 in the United States District Court for the Southern 
District of New York. 

157. I admit that I engaged in a pattern of racketeering with other defendants in a period that 
commenced in approximately 2006, continued into 2019 and occurred in multiple locations in 
the US, and across the US mail and wires. 

158. I admit that I willfully and knowingly violated the law, when I engaged in a pattern of 
racketeering with other defendants, in which I abused the authority of state agencies and 
power by committing and or facilitating bribery, fraud, kickbacks, extortion, perjury, evidential 
falsification and witness tampering. 

159. I admit that I knew the purpose of having engaged In a pattern of racketeering was to 
destroy the economic standing, reputation, and livelihood of Plaintiff Kaul. 
Commits Or Conspires To The Commission Of aRacketeering Activity" 

160. I admit that in a period from 2006 to 2022, I conspired with other defendants In the 
commission of racketeering activity by using email, telephone and in person meetings to 
organize a knowingly illegal scheme that abused the authority of state agencies and power to 
have illegally revoked Kaul's New Jersey medical license, to illegally destroy Plaintiff l<aul's 
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economic standing, reputation, and livelihood and to obstruct justice and facilitate the 
commission of a 'Fraud on the Court' In the United States District Court by bribing or aiding and 
abetting a scheme of bribery of a federal judge In Kaul v ICE: 21-CV-06992, to have the case 
illegally dismissed with prejudice. 

Through A Pattern 

161. I admit that in a period from 2006 to 2022 I engaged in an ongoing pattern of corruption of 
administrative, state, and federal courts within the geographic boundaries of the United States, 
the purpose of which was to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of any access to substantive justice, Illegally 
deprive him of his medical license, his property, his livelihood, his reputation, his material 
assets, his access to banking services and to have him jailed, deported· and or killed. 

162. I admit that in a period from 2006 to 2019, I did in concert and conspiracy with other 
defendants, knowingly, willfully, and illegally convert administrative, state, and federal courts 
within the geographic boundaries of New Jersey Into racketeering enterprises, to further the 
scheme to destroy the economic standing, reputation, and livelihood of Plaintiff Kaul. 

An Effect On Interstate Or Foreign Commerce 

163. I admit that I and other defendants knew that the license revocation and destruction of 
the economic standing, reputation and livelihood of Plaintiff Kaul would prevent him from 
working anywhere In the world in any capacity, a trade restriction that would have a 
detrimental effect on interstate and or foreign commerce, and reduce federal tax revenues. 

164. I admit that after the widely publicized revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license on March 12, 
2014, I participated with other defendants in hundreds of email, telephone and in person 
communications, In which we celebrated the destruction cif Kaul's livelihood, economic 
standing, reputation and inability to find employment. 

165.1 admit that after the revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license on March 12, 2014, I participated 
with other defendants in hundreds of email, telephone and in person communications, In which 
we predicted and celebrated the imminent descent of Kaul and his family into poverty. 

Purpose 

166. ! admit that commencing in approximately 2006, I in concert and conspiracy with other 
defendants have engaged ln schemes of bribery, fraud, evidential tampering, witness 
tampering, publlc corruption and kickbacks conducted through and facilitated by state actors, 
agencies, and administrative, state, and federal courts within the geographic boundaries of the 
United States. 
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167. I admit that I knew that the purpose of the schemes of bribery, fraud, evidential 
tampering, witness tampering, public corruption and kickbacks was to destroy the economic 
standing, reputation, and livelihood of Plaintiff Kaul, 

168. I admit that I knew the schemes of bribery, fraud, evidential tampering, witness 
tampering, public corruption and kickbacks were illegal. 

2005-2010 

169. I admit that in or around mid-2005, I came to know, and it became widely known within 
the spine community that Plaintiff Kaul had invented and successfully performed the first 
outpatient minimally invasive spinal fusion. • 

RICO Predicate Act Of Bribery 

170. I admit that in approximately 2005, after Plaintiff Kaul invented and performed the first 
minimally invasive outpatient spinal fusion, I and others in the American neurosurgical and 
orthopedic communities concluded his expertise in outpatient minimally invasive spine surgery 
presented a substantial and expanding threat to our hospital-based spine business. 

171. I admit that commencing in approximately 2005/2006 I conspired with certain senior 
members of the American neuro-ortho surgical community to commence perpetrating a 
scheme of bribery with, amongst others, the then New Jersey Governor, Christopher J. Christle. 

172. I admit that I used my position of power within the political wing of the American 
neurosurgtcal community to knowingly deceive its members into participating in the scheme of 
,bribery that involved funneling money to the then New Jersey Governor, Christopher J. Christie. 

173. I admit that I knew that in the conception and perpetration of the scheme of bribery I 
would violate and did In fact violate the law. 

174. i admit that I knew that In the conception and perpetration of the scheme of bribery I 
would deprive and did in fact deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his human and constitutional rights. 

175. I admit that i knew that in the conception and perpetration of the scheme of bribery I 
would illegally coopt and did in fact illegally coopt the power of state. 

176. 1 admit that I knew that through the coopting of the power of state I would become and 
did in fact became a 'state actor' 

177. I admit that I knew that with the power of the state and as a 'state actor' I would deprive 
and did in fact deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his human and constitutional rights. 
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178. I admit that I knew that with the power of the state and as a 'state actor' it was my 
intention to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his human and constitutional rights. 

179. I admit that I knew that my deprivation of Plaintiff Kaul's human and constitutional rights 
was intended to ensure the cessation of his existence. 

180. I admit that I knew that my Intention to cause the cessation of Plaintiff Kaul's existence 
was based on my effort to ensure he did not expose the scheme of bribery. 

181. I admit that I knew of the immense criminal consequences to me and others if Plaintiff 
Kaul exposed our scheme of bribery. 

182. i admit that my specific intention in aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
bribery was to destroy Plaintiff Kaul'sHvelihood. 

183. I admit that my specific intention In aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
bribery was to destroy Plaintiff Kaul' economic standing, 

184. I admit that my specific intention in aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
bribery was to destroy Plaintiff Kaul' reputation. 

185. I admit that my specific Intention in aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
bribery was to have Plaintiff Kaul incarcerated. 

186. I admit that my specific intention in. aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
bribery was to force Plaintiff Kaul's family into a state of poverty. 

187. I admit that my specific Intention in aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
bribery was to alienate Plaintiff Kaul from his children by forcing them Into poverty. 

188.1 admit that my specific intention in aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
bribery was to cause Plaintiff Kaul to commit suicide, 

189. I admit that the scheme of bribery in which I knowingly engaged, involved the funneling of 
bribes to Defendant Christie in a quid pro quo exchange for him using his executive and ex-US 
Attorney political power to have violated Plaintiff Kaul's human and constitutional rights. 

190. I admit that the scheme of bribery in which I knowingly engaged, involved the funneling of 
bribes to Defendant Christie In exchange for him using his executive and ex•US Attorney 
political power to have Plaintiff Kaul criminally investigated by state and federal authorities. 

191. I admit that the scheme of bribery in which I knowingly engaged, involved the funneling of 
bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christle, who In a quid pro quo exchange promised to 
use, and did use the power of state to have Plaintiff Kaul's license illegally revoked. 
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192. I admit that the scheme of bribery in which I knowingly engaged, involved the funneling of 
bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christie, who In a quid pro quo exchange promised to 
use, and did use the power of state to have conducted grand jury proceedings against Plaintiff 
Kaul. 

193, I admit that the scheme of bribery in which I knowingly engaged, involved the funneling of 
bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christie, who In a quid pro quo exchange promised to 
use, and did use the power of state to conduct grand jury proceedings to attempt to have 
Plaintiff Kaul indicted-and incarcerated. 

194. I admit that the scheme.of bribery in which I knowingly engaged, involved the funneling of 
bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christie, who in a quid pro quo exchange promised to 
coerce, and did coerce the power of the FBI and the US Attorney's Office to commence a 
criminal investigation against Kaul, 

195. I admit that the scheme of bribery in which I knowingly engaged, irwolved the funneling of 
bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christie, who in a quid pro quo exchange promised to 
use, and did use his ex-US Attorney political powerto cause to commence a federal criminal 
investigation against Kaul. 

196. I admit that the scheme of bribery in whic.h I knowingly engaged, involved the funneling of 
bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christie, who In exchange promised to use, and did use 
his executive power to cause state .investigators and prosecutors to commence state criminal 
investigations against Kaul. 

197. I admit that the bribe monies were funneled to Defendant Christle through law firms, 
political lobbyists, and public relation firms with which he was politically and or commercially 
connected In any manner. 

198. I admit that I knew the purpose of funneling the bribe monies through law firms, political 
lobbyists, and public relation firms, was to attempt to conceal the true quid pro quo bribery 
nature of the monies. 

199. I admit that I knew and know that the true quid pro quo bribery nature of the monies 
rendered my transactions illegal, 

200. I admit that I knew and know that I did not inform my bank of the true quid pro quo 
bribery nature of the transacted monies. 

201. I admit that I knew and know that my transferring of the quid pro quo bribery monies 
constitutes bank fraud. 

202. I admit that I knew and know that my commission of bank fraud constitutes a crime. 
! • . 
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203. I admit that I knew and know that my commission of bank fraud involved the commission 
of wire fraud. 

20_4. I admit that I knew and know that the purpose of attempting to conceal the true bribery 
nature of the mon_ies was my concern that my crimes would be exposed. 

205. I admit that I knew and know that the purpose of the concealment of my quid pro quo 
bribery crimes W(?Uld have been to falsely claim that the bribe monies paid to law firms, 
political lobbyists, and public relation firms with which Defendant Christie was politically and or 
commercially connected In any manner, was for professional legal, lobbying and or public 
relation services. 

206. l·admit that I knew and know that such a claim would have been false. 

207. I admit that I know that I cannot raise such a professional services defense In either this 
case and or any other civil and or criminal case that might ever be filed against me. 

208. I admit that·, knew and know that my lawyers advised me as to the scheme of 
_concealment. 

209. I admit that in the period from 2005/2006 to 2022, the scheme of bribery expanded to 
Involve an increasing number of persons conducting business within the private and public 
sectors. 

210. I admit that these persons include state and federal Investigators. 

211. I admit that these persons include state and federal prosecutors. 

212. I admit that these persons include state and federal judges. 

213. I admi_t that these persons include personal injury lawyers. 

214. I admit that these persons include physicians who competed against Plaintiff Kaul in the 
• minimally invasive spine surgery market .. 

215. I admit that these persons/entities included journalists/media organizations who have 
commercial relationships with The Kaul cases Defendants and or within referenced Thlrd 
Parties. 

216. I admit that these persons include Plaintiff Kaul's ex-patients, whom I and others conspired 
with the file lawsuits and complaints with the medical board: 

217. I admit that these persons include Plaintiff Kaul's ex-physician employees, whom I and 
others conspired with to provide false legal testimony against Plaintiff Kaul. 
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218. I admit that these persons include Plaintiff Kaul's ex-nursing employees, whom I and 
others conspired with to provide false legal testimony against Plaintiff Kaul. 

RICO Predicate Act Of Fraud 

219. I admit that as a consequence of Plaintiff Kaul having invented·and successfully performed 
the first outpatient minimally invasive spinal fusion, I, along with other spine physicians, 
commenced conspiring to perpetrate a scheme of fraud, In order to attempt to obstruct 
Plaintiff Kaul's practice of minimally invasive spine surgery. 

220. I admit that the purpose of the scheme of fraud was to obstruct and destroy Plaintiff Kaul's 
minimally invasive spine surgery practice. 

221. I admit that another purpose of tlie scheme of fraud was to Intimidate other physicians, 
similarly, trained as Plaintiff Kaul, from performing minimally invasive spine surgery. 

222. I admit that the scheme of fraud in which I knowingly engaged, lnvo·lved the public 
dissemination, and or the aiding and abetting of public dissemination, of the knowing falsehood 
that Plaintiff Kaul was not qualified/licensed/credentialed to perform minimally Invasive spine 
surgery. 

223. I admit that in the perpetration of the scheme of fraud I knew that Kaul was In fact legally 
qualified, credentialed and licensed to perform surgery, including minimally invasive spine 
surgery. 

224. I admit that in the perpetration of the scheme of fraud I conspired with Ors. Andrew 
Kaufman and Gregory Przybylski in the subornation of perjury In the legal proceedings that 
caused the revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license, In which they testified, with knowing falsity, 
that Plaintiff Kaul was not qualified to perform minimally invasive spine surgery, and had 
grossly deviated from a standard of care. 

225. I admit that the scheme of fraud in which I knowingly engaged, involved the dissemination, 
and or the aiding and abetting of dissemination into courts of law of the knowingly falsehood 
that Plaintiff Kaul was not qualified/licensed/credentialed to perform minimally invasive spine 
surgery. 

a. Publlc Obstruction 

226. I admit that the perpetration of the scheme of fraud involved encouraging and coopting 
Plaintiff Kaul's patient~ to sue him by telllng them, with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul had 
not been qualified/cred.entialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive spine surgery 
on them. 
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227. I admit that the perpetration of the scheme of fraud involved encouraging and coopting 
Plaintiff Kaul's patients to file medical board complaints against him by telling them, with 
knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul had not been qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to 
perform minimally invasive spine surgery on them. 

b. Legal Profession Obstruction 

228. I admit that the perpetration of the scheme of fraud involved encouraging and coopting 
lawyers to file malpractice suits on behalf of Plaintiff Kaul's patients referred to them by me, by 
telling them with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul was not 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

229. I admit that the perpetration of the scheme of fraud involved encouraging and cooptlng 
personal Injury lawyers to stop referring their injured clients to Plaintiff Kaul, by telling them 
with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul was not qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to 
perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

c. Healthcare Profession Obstruction 

230. I admit that the perpetration ofthe scheme of fraud involved encouraging and coopting 
other physicians to not refer patients to Plaintiff Kaul by telling them, with knowing falsity, that 

( 

Plaintiff Kaul was not qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive 
spine surgery. 

231. I admit that the perpetration of the scheme offraud Involved encouraging and cooptlng 
surgical centers and hospitals to not provide Plaintiff Kaul hospital privileges by telling 
credentialing committee physicians, with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul was not 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

232. I admit that the perpetration of the scheme of fraud involved encouraging and coopting 
other physicians to file medical board complaints against Plaintiff Kaul by telling the medical 
board, with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul was not qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained 
to perform minimally invasive spine surgery on them. 

233. l admit that the perpetration of the scheme of frau'd involved encouraging and coopting • 
medical device representatives to not provide Plaintiff Kaul the necessary minimally Invasive 
spine surgery devices, by telling them, with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul was not 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

234. I admit that the perpetration of the scheme offraud involved threatening medical device 
representatives that If th~y provided Plaintiff Kaul with the necessary minimally invasive spine 
surgery devices, I would use my immense political power to coerce other neurosurgeons to 
stop using their devices. 
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d. Insurance Industry Obstruction 

235. I admit that the perpetration of the scheme of fraud Involved conspiring with the 
insurance industry to Illegally deny professlonal reimbursement to Plaintiff Kaul, 

236. I admit that the fraudulent scheme of theft of services was perpetrated with physicians 
employed by the insurance industry, by telling them with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul was 
not qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

237.1 admit that the purpose of the fraudulent scheme of theft of services, was an attempt to 
exhaust Plaintiff Kaul's business resources. 

238. I admit that I knew that the purpose of the fraudulent scheme of theft of services was an 
attempt to cause a liquidation of Plaintiff Kaul's business by causing a cessation of revenue. 

239. I admit that in the perpetration of the fraudulent scheme of theft of services, I conspired 
with physicians and persons associated with the Insurance industry to have illegally diverted to 
me monies that should have been paid to Plaintiff Kaul. 

240. I admit that I believed. that the fraudulent scheme of theft of services would cause 
immense financial hardship to Plaintiff Kaul. 

241. I admit that I believed this immense financial hardship would illegally force Plaintiff Kaul 
out of the minimally invasive spine surgery market. 

242. I admit that I believed that if I caused this Immense financial hardship to Plaintiff Kaul, he 
would be forced to engage in unlawful conduct. 

243. I admit that I inte~ded for this immense financial hardship to c11use Plaintiff Kaul to engage 
in unlawful conduct. 

244. I admit that I intended to have the imagined unlawful conduct cause Plaintiff Kaul to be 
jailed. 

e. Political Body Obstruction 

245. I admit that in or around 2007, I and other members of the neurosurglcal and orthopedic 
spine community, recognized that the tactics of our scheme of fraud had failed to eliminate 
Plaintiff Kaul from th~ minimally invasive spine surgery market. 

246. I admit that in recognizing the failure of our scheme of fraud and its tactics of Interfering in 
Plaintiff Kaul's minimally invasive spine surgery business, I, as a political leader within the 
neurosurgical community, decided to bribe Defendant Christopher J. Christie to have him use 
his executive power to order the medicai board to revoke Plaintiff Kaul's medical license. 
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247. I admit that I and The Kaul Cases Defendants knew and know that the Plaintiff Kaul 
elimination scheme was directly tied to the coopting and capture of the political body and its 
members. 

248. I admit that I and The Kaul Cases Defendants knew and know and that there was a direct 
conneciion between the coopting and capture of the political body and its members and 
Plaintiff Kaul's ability to expose my crimes and those of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

249. I admit that Plaintiff Kaul's exposition of my crimes and those ofThe Kaul Cases 
Defendants, despite the cooptlng and capture of the political'body and Its members, evidences 
the fact that I and The Kaul Cases Defendants committed with a long-standing sense of 
privileged impunity, a massive amount of felonious conduct over almost two (2) decades. 

250. l admit that Defendant Christie was the US Attorney for the District of New Jersey from 
2000 to 2008. 

251. I admit that Defendant Christie was the Governor for the State of New Jersey from 2009 to 
2017. 

252. I admit that between 2012 to 2016 Defendant Christle campaigned in pursuit of the 
Republication nomination for the 2016 Presidential Campaign. 

253. I admit that between 2016 to 2020, Defendant Christle closely collaborated with President 
Trump In the nomination of federal judges within the United States <;curt of Appeals for the 
Third Circuit. 

254. I admit that between 2016 to 2020, Defendant Christie closely collaborated with President 
Trump in the nomination of persons to federal agencies. 

255. I admit that commencing in approximately 2005, Defendant Christle began seeking 
financial support for his 2009 political campaign for the governor's office. 

256. I admit that I knew the failure ofthe tactics of our scheme of using the US wires to 
transmit knowingly fraudulent Information to members of the public, the legal profession, the 
healthcare profession, and the insurance Industry, that Plaintiff Kaul was not . 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally Invasive spine surgery, left me, as 
the leader of the neurosurgical community, with no option but to bribe Defendant Christie. 

257. I admit that I, as a political leader within the immensely powerful and wealthy 
neurosurgical community, and Its Political Activation Committee, did commence a dialogue 
with Defendant Christie. 

258. I admit that a principal purpose of the dialogue pertained to the delineation of the quid 
pro quo scheme betw'een myself, the neurosurgical society members, and Defendant Christie. 
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259. I admit that during the dialogues we discussed the exact nature of the quid pro quo deal in 
terms of when and what monetary and non-monetary bribes would be exchanged for what 
elements of the scheme to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul . 

• 
260. I admit that the dialogue surrounding the quid pro quo deal was akin to discussions 
surrounding the enactment ofterms of a contract. 

261. I admit that I knew and know the purpose and substance of the dialogue and the 
enactment of the terms were .illegal elements of an overall criminal scheme that involved the 
commission of a course of an ongoing pattern of knowingly felonious conduct. 

262. I admit that the principal purpose of the quid pro quo purposed dialogue pertained to the 
scheme to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul. 

263. I admit that the dialogues were conducted using both digital and non-digital modes of 
communication. 

264. I admit that the communications involved many individuals associated with the political, 
legal, medical, healthcare business and media worlds. 

265. I admit that a principal part of the dialogue involved detailing the methods of how I and 
The Kaul Cases Defendants would achieve our objectives to eliminate Plaintiff Kaul. 

266. I admit that in the dialogue we described the exact method of how we would eliminate 
Plaintiff Kaul. 

267. I admit that the exact method involved using the coercive power of all branches of the 
State of New Jersey, the media, the political body, the Insurance industry, the legal community, 
the medical community, and the public to attack and undermine Plaintiff Kaul's economic • 
standing/reputation/livelihood/liberty/life/professional standing/social standing/psychological 
standing/physical standing/financial standing. 

,; 

26~. I admit that I conspired with, amongst others, Ors. Andrew Kaufman, Gregory Przybylski 
and Peter Carmel, to fraudulently coopt our medical societies and their members into directing 
their monies into the gubernatorial and presidential political campaigns of Defendant Christle. 

269. I admit that I knew it was critical to my scheme of fraud, that I concealed from the 
members of our medical societies that their monies were in fact bribes, the true purpose of 
which was to fund a knowingly illegal quid pro quo scheme with Defendant Christie, purposed 
to illegally revoke Plaintiff Kaul's license. 

270. I admit that in a period between 2005 and 2010 I, along wl~h several other politically active 
neurosurgeons and orthopedic spine surgeons, met on several occasions with Defendant 
~~ti~ • 
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271:-I admit that that the purpose of these meetings was to discuss the perpetration of the 
scheme to revoke Plaintiff Kaul's license. 

2n. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, in 
which he confirmed that he had received the bribes. 

273. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, in 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did ln fact order his attorney general to initiate 
legal proceedings to revoke Plaintiff Kaul's license. 

274. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, in 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did in fact order his attorney general to order the 
medical board to suspend and.then revoke Plaintiff Kaul's license. 

275. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, In 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did in fact order his attorney general to instruct 

. the New Jersey state bar to order It's members to refuse to support Plaintiff Kaul. 

276. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christle, in 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did in fact order his attorney general to Instruct 
the New Jersey medical community to refuse to support Plaintiff Kaul. 

277. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, in 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did in fact order his attorney general to instruct 
the New Jersey plaintiffs' bar to file lawsuits against Plaintiff Kaul. 

278. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, in 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did in fact order his attorney general to instruct 
the New Jersey judicial community to dismiss any cases flied by Plaintiff Kaul. 

279. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christle, in 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did in fact order his attorney general to Instruct 
the New Jersey media community to publish highly defamatory articles about Plaintiff Kaul. 

280. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, in 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did In fact order his attorney general to order To.! 
Kaul Cases Defendant'. and New Jersey Administrative Law Judge, Jay Howard Solomon, to 
recommend revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license. 

281. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, In 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did in fact order his attorney general to order !bl 
Kaul cases Defendant, and New Jersey Administrative Law Judge, Jay Howard Solomon, to 
recommend revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license regardless of the evidence presented by 
Plaintiff Kaul. 
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282. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, in 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did in fact order his attorney general to order I!:!g 
Kaul Cases Defendant, and New Jersey Administrative Law Judge, Jay Howard Solomon, to 
falsify his opinion if necessary to ensure the revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license regardless of 
the evidence presented by Plaintiff Kaul. 

283. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, in 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did in fact 'order his attorney general to use the 
US wires to disseminate to the New Jersey media community copies of legal documents that 
perpetrated the knowing fraud that Plaintiff Kaul was not 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

284. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, in 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did in fact order his attorney general to use the 
US wires to disseminate to the New Jersey legal community copies of legal documents that 
perpetrated the knowing fraud that Plaintiff Kaul was not 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally Invasive spine surgery. 

285. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christle, in 
which he confirmed that he.would order, and did In fact order his attorney general to use the 
US wires to disseminate to the New Jersey judicial community copies of legal documents that 
perpetrated the knowing fraud that Plaintiff Kaul was not 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally Invasive spine surgery. 

286. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, in 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did In fact order his attorney general to use the 
US wires to disseminate to the New Jersey Insurance community copies of legal documents that 
perpetrated the knowing fraud that Plaintiff Kaul was not 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

287. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, in 
which he confirmed that he would order, and did In fact order his attorney general to use the 
US wires to disseminate to the New Jersey medical community copies of legal documents that 
perpetrated the knowing fr~d that Plaintiff Kaul was not . 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. • 

288. I admit that during these meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, in 
which I confirmed that I had persuaded The Kaul Cases Defendants, Drs. Andrew Kaufman and 

• Gregory Przybylski,.to'testify, albeit with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul was not 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

289. I admit that during t.hese meetings I had several conversations with Defendant Christie, in 
which I confirmed that once Plaintiff Kaul's license was revoked, I would use my political power 
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within the neurosurglcal societies to have Its members support 1Defendant Christie's 2016 
presidential campaign. 

290. I admit that In late 2009, I was Informed by persons associated with Defendant Christie 
that a preliminary evaluation committee of the New Jersey medical board had ordered Plalntiff 
Kaul to appear before them on February 3, 2010. 

291. I admit that I knew the February 3, 2010, hearing was the first procedural step in a series 
of legal proceedings, in which the outcome of the illegal revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license 
was a foregone conclusion. 

292. I admit that I knew, based on my conversations with Defendant Christie, that one purpose 
of legal proceedings was to provide the public an appearance of justice. 

293. I admit that I knew, based on my conversations with Defendant Christie, that one purpose 
of the highly publicized legal proceedings was to destroy Plaintiff Kaul's reputation. 

294. I ad.mit that I knew, based on my conversations with Defendant Christie, that one purpose 
of the highly publicized legal proceedings was to fabricate a legal record to Justify the crime 
against Plaintiff Kaul. ' 

295. I admit that I knew, based on my conversations with Defendant Christle, that one purpose 
of a state fabricated legal record, other than Justifying the crime, would be to submit it as a 
defense if Plaintiff Kaul exposed the crimes and filed suit. 

296. I admit that I knew, based on my conversations with Defendant Christie, that if I or any of 
The Kaul Cases Defendants used the state fabricated legal record as a defense, it was expected 
that nobody would believe Plaintiff Kaul because of his prior history In the UK. • 

297. I admit that I knew, based on my conversations with Defendant Christie, that if J or any of 
The Kaul Cases Defendants used the state fabricated legal record as a defense, it was expected 
that nobody would believe Plaintiff Kaul because of his prior history in New Jersey. 

298. ·1 admit that I knew, based on my conversations with Defendant Christie, that if I or any of 
The Kaul Cases Defendants used the state fabricated legal record as a defense, it was expected 
that nobody, including judges, would believe Plaintiff Kaul because by the time his license was 
revoked, myself and The Kaul Cases Defendants would have destroyed his reputation. 

299. I admit that I knew, based on my conversations with Defendant Christie, that If I or any of 
The Kaul Cases Defendants used the state fabricated legal record as a defense, it was expected 
that nobody, including Judges, would believe Plaintiff Kaul's claims. 

300. I admit that I knew, based on my conversations with Defendant Christie, that even if 
anybody believed Plaintiff Kaul, by the time he exposed the crimes of myself and The Kaul 
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Cases Defendants, he would be bankrupted, unable to retain a lawyer and thus unable to 
prosecute a claim. 

301. I admit that I knew, based on my own long-standing pattern of public corruption and on 
my conversations with Defendant Christle, that even if Plaintiff Kaul acquired sufficient legal 
knowledge to file his own claim, it would be dismissed because I and others would bribe the 
judges. 

302, I admit that based on my experience of my long-standing pattern of public corruption and 
on my conversations with Defendant Christie and certain members ofThe Kaul Cases 
Defendants, I was convinced that my crimes would destroy Plaintiff Kaul's economic standing, 
reputation, livelihood, reputation, and life and illegally deprive him of his liberty. 

303. I admit that based on my experience of my long-standing pattern of public corruption and 
on my conversations with Defendant Christie and certain members of The Kaul cases 
Defendants, I was convinced in 2010 that Plaintiff Kaul would never expose my crimes. 

304. I admit that in the period from 2005 to 2010 I was successful in corrupting and 
manipulating persons and agencies of the State of New Jersey into the commission of a criminal 
course of conduct that caused and involved the commencement on February 3, 2010, of the 
first procedural legal step In the illegal revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's license. 

305. I admit that based on my conviction that my crimes would go un-exposed, I did with a 
sense of impunity, perpetrate, aid, and abet and collaborate In the willful and knowing 
commission of a scheme of felonious conduct that commenced in or around 2005 in the State 
of New Jersey and extended through 2010 into 2023, as do Its permanent consequences, In, 
amongst others, the district courts of the United States District Court, American state/federal 
governments, the Courts of India, and the internet 

2010-2016 

RICO Predicate Act Of Fraud 

a. Public Obstruction 

306. I admit that after Plaintiff Kaul's interrogation by a preliminary evaluation committee of 
the New Jersey medical board on February 3, 2010, I became further emboldened in the 
scheme of fraud. 

307. I admit that In becoming further emboldened in the scheme of fraud, my efforts to 
alienate Plaintiff Kaul from the public became amplified. 
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308. I admit these amplified efforts of fraud included recruiting other physicians and surgeons 
to encourage and coopt any of Plaintiff Kaul's patients to whom they had ever provided care, to 
sue him by telling them, albeit with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul had not been 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally Invasive spine surgery on them. 

309. I admit these amplified efforts of fraud included recruiting other physicians and surgeons 
to encourage and coopt any of Plaintiff Kaul's patients to whom they had ever provided care, to 
file medical board complaints against him by telling his patients, albeit with knowing falsity, 
that Plaintiff Kaul had not been qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally 
invasive spine surgery. 

310. I admit these amplified efforts of fraud included using the U_S wires, and encouraging 
others to use the US wires~ to coopt the public into becoming a 'mob' that a-ttacked Plaintiff 
Kaul online with highly defamatory posts and publications. 

311. I admit I believed .that by having this 'mob' attack Plaintiff Kaul on line and in the court of 
public opinion, he would be deterred from fighting the publicly conducted legal proceedings. 

312. I admit I believed that by having this 'mob' attack Plaintiff Kaul on line and in the court of 
public opinion, he would be deprived in the board and administrative proceedings of any 
testimonial support from his patients. 

313. I admit I believed that the 'mob' Induced deprivation of public and patient support would 
cause Plaintiff Kaul to become socially ostracized and completely isolated. 

314. I admit the purpose of ostracizing and isolating Plaintiff Kaui was to render him financially 
unable to fight the case In the courts of law and public opinion. 

315. I admit the purpose of ostracizing and isolating Plaintiff Kaul was to render him 
psychologically unable to fight the case in the courts of law and public opinion. 

316. I admit the purpose of ostracizing and isolating Plaintiff Kaul was to render him socially 
unable to fight the case in the courts of law and public opinion. 

317. I admit the purpose of ostracizing and Isolating Plaintiff Kaul was to render him physically 
unable to fight the ca~e in.the courts of law and public opinion. 

318. I admit that a purpose of attempting to render Plaintiff Kaul unable to fight, was to 
attempt to ensure he did not expose my crimes of those of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

319. I admit that a purpose of attempting to ensure Plaintiff Kaul did not expose my crimes and_ 
those of The Kaul Cases Defendants, was my recognition that such an exposure would evidence 
the illegality of the ev¢nts preceding the revocation proceedings. 
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320. I admit that a purpose of attempting to ensure Plaintiff Kaul did not expose my crimes and 
those ofThe Kaul Cases Defendants, was my recognition that such an exposure would evidence 
the Illegality of the revocation proceedings. 

321. I admit that a purpose of attempting to ensure Plaintiff Kaul did not expose my crimes and 
those ofJhe Kaul Cases Defendants, was my recognition that such an exposure would evidence 
the illegality of the revocation itself. 

322. I admit that that a purpose of attempting to ensure Plaintiff Kaul did not expose my crimes 
and those of The Kaul Cases Defendants, was my recognition that such an exposure would 
subject me to criminal Indictment. 

323. I admit that I, ln conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, and other third media related 
parties, did use the US wires to publish over twenty-two (22) highly defamatory and knowingly 
false stories about Plaintiff Kaul. 

324. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to ostracize 
Plaintiff Kaul. ' 

325. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to socially isolate 
Plaintiff Kaul. 

326. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to render Plaintiff 
Kaul financially unable to fight the case in the courts of law and public opinion. 

327. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to render Plaintiff 
Kaul psychologically unable to fight the case In the courts of law and public opinion. 

328. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to render Plaintiff 
Kaul physically unable to fight the case In the courts of law and public opinion. 

. . 
329. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to render Plaintiff 
Kaul socially unable to fight the case in the courts of law and public opinion. 

330, I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to attempt to 
'break the spirit' of Plaintiff Kaul. 

331. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to attempt to 
prevent the 'professional re-emergence of Plaintiff Kaul. 

332. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to attempt to 
prevent the financial re-emergence of Plaintiff Kaul. 
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333. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to attempt to 
prevent the reputation al re-emergence of Plaintiff Kaul. 

334. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to attempt to 
prevent the psychological re-emergence of Plaintiff Kaul. 

335. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to attempt to 
prevent the social re-emergence of Plaintiff Kaul. 

336. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to attempt to 
prevent the physical re-emergence of Plaintiff Kaul. 

337. I admit that I knew and know that the professional re-emergence of Plaintiff Kaul would 
expose, and has exposed my crimes and those ofThe Kaul Cases Defendants. 

338. I admit that. I knew and know that the financial re-emergence of Plaintiff Kaul would 
expose, and has exposed my crimes and those ofThe Kaul Cases Defendants. 

339. I admit that I knew and know that the psychological re-emergence of Plaintiff Kaul would 
expose, and has exposed my crimes and those ofThe Kaul Cases Defendants. , 

340. 1 admit that I knew and know that the social re-emergence of Plaintiff Kaul would expose, 
and has exposed my crimes and those of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

341. I admit that I knew and know that the physical re-emergence of Plaintiff Kaul would 
expose, and has exposed my crimes and those ofThe Kaul Cases Defendants. 

342. I admit that I knew and know that the reputational re-emergence of Plaintiff Kaul would 
expose, and has exposed my crimes and those of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

343. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to attempt to cause 
an effective cessation of Plaintiff Kaul's existence. 

344. I admit that had an effective cessation of Plaintiff Kaul's existence been caused to occur, 
then my crimes and those of The Kaul Cases Defendants would never have been exposed, as 
they are now. 

345. I admit that I knew the purpose of these highly defamatory stories was to attempt to have 
Plaintiff Kaul commit suicide. 

346. I admit that had Plaintiff Kaul been caused to commit suicide, then my crimes and those of 
The Kaul Cases Defendants would never have been exposed, as they are now. 

b. Legal Profession Obstruction 
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347. I admit, as detailed in the below admitted facts, a direct connection between Plaintiff 
Kaul's ability to retain counsel in 2013 to litigate the illegal revocation proceedings and the 
exposing in 2023 of my involvement in a criminally minded and criminal scheme that 
commenced in 2005 and expanded to involve The Kaul Cases Defendants and others. 

348. I admit that in rec~gnizing the direct connection between' Plaintiff Kaul's litigation 
purposed retention of counsel and the exposing of my crimes, I dld conspire with The Kaul 
Cases Defendants to attempt to sabotage the relationship between Plaintiff Kaul and his 
counsel. 

349. I admit that I and members ofThe Kaul Cases Defendants perpetrated a fraud on 
members of the New Jersey State Bar by telling them with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul 
was not qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

350. I admit that I conspired with other members ofThe Kaul Cases Defendants, Including 
Defendant Christle and members of the Office of the New Jersey Attorney General, to instruct 
members of the New Jersey State Bar to not provide legal representation to Plaintiff Kaul. 

351. I admit that I used my political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce its 
members to refuse to provide expert opinions to members of the state bar, if any members of 
its members provided legal representation and or advice to Plaintiff Kaul. 

352. I admit that I knew the purpose of my fraudulent scheme on members of the New Jersey 
State Bar was to render Plaintiff Kaul unable to find legal representation to fight the revocation 
proceedings in the courts of law. 

353. I admit that I knew that without legal representation, Plaintiff Kaul would not have been 
able to contest the revocation proceedings. 

354. I admit that I conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of legal representation by using the US wires to manipulate his counsel with claims that 
the injury caused by our scheme to his economic standing would deprive hlm of funds, and 
prevent the payment of legal fees. 

355. I admit that I conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of legal representation by using the US wires to manipulate his counsel with claims that 
the injury caused by our scheme to his reputation would deprive him of his ability to secure any 
wage-paying Job and or outside funding, and prevent the payment of legal fees. 

356. I admit that I conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
. Kaul of legal representation by using the US wires to manipulate his counsel with claims that 
the Injury caused by o.ur scheme to his physician livelihood would deprive him of his ability to 
earn a wage, and prevent the payment of legal fees. 
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357. I admit that I conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of legal representation by using the US wires to manipulate his counsel with claims that 
the injury caused by our scheme to his liberty would deprive him of his ability to earn any wage
payingjob, and prevent the payment of legal fees. 

358. I admit that I conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of legal representation by using the US Wires to manipulate his counsel with claims that 
the injury caused by our scheme to his life would deprive him of his ability to earn any wage
paying job, and prevent the payment of legal fees. 

359. I admit that I conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of legal representation by u~ing the US wires to manipulate his counsel with claims that 
the injury caused by our scheme to his professional standing would deprive him of his ability to 
earn any wage-paying Job, and prevent the payment of legal fees. 

360. I admit that I conspi~ed with The Kaul cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of legal representation by using the US wires to manipulate his counsel with claims that 
the injury caused by our scheme to his social standing would deprive him of his ability to earn 
any wage-paying job, and prevent the payment of legal fees. 

361. I admit that I conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of legal representation by using the US wires to manipulate his counsel with claims that 
the injury caused by our scheme to his social standing would deprive him of his ability to secure 
any wage-paying job, and prevent the payment of legal fees. 

362. I admit that I conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of legal representation by using the US wires to manipulate his counsel with claims that 
the injury caused by our scheme to his psychological standing would deprive him of his ability 
to secure any wage-paying job, and prevent the payment of legal fees. 

363. I admit that I conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of legal representation by using the US wires to manipulate his counsel with claims that 
the injury caused by our scheme to his physlcal standing would deprive him of his ability to 
secure any wage-paying job, and_ prevent the payment of legal fees. 

364. I admit that t conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of legal representation by using the US wires to manipulate h_is counsel with claims that 
the injury caused by our scheme to his financial standing would deprive him of funds and 
prevent the payment of legal fees. 

365. I admit that I conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of legal representation by using the US wires to manipulate his counsel with claims that 
the injury caused by our scheme to his reputational standing would deprive him of his ability to 
secure any wage-paying job, and prevent the payment of legal fees 
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366. I admit that I knew that without contesting the revocation proceedings, Plaintiff Kaul 
would not have been able to create a record of the evidential fraud committed and aided and 
abetted by myself and The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

367. I admit that I knew that without the record of evidential fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would never 
have been able to generate proof of the fraud preceding the revocation proceedings. 

368. I admit that I knew that without the record of evidential fraud, that even if Plaintiff Kaul 
had considered the illegality of the circumstances preceding and Involving the revocation, he 
would never have been able to generate proof of the fraud committed before and during the 
revocation proceedings; 

369. I admit that Plaintiff Kaul's ability to retain counsel to litigate the revocation proceedings 
caused the generation of evidence that now proves the revocation proceedings were and 
illegal. 

370. I admit that Plaintiff Kaul's ability to retain counsel to litigate the revocation proceedings 
caused the generation of evidence that now proves the revocation was and Is illegal. 

371. I admit that without counsel to litigate the revocation proceedings, Plaintiff Kaul's license 
would have been revoked without the generation of any record of state fraud, 

372. I admit that without a record of state fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would have been forever 
• deprived of any opportunity for the re-emergence of his economic standing. 

373. I admit that had Plaintiff Kaul been forever deprived of any opportunity for the re
emergence of his economic standing, he would never have exposed my crimes and those of The 
Kaul Cases Defendants. 

374. I admit that without a record of state fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would have been forever 
deprived of any opportunity for the re-emergence of his reputational standing. 

375. I admit that had Plaintiff Kaul been forever deprived of any opportunity for the re
emergence of his reputation al standing, he would never have exposed my crimes and those of 
The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

376. I admit that without a record of state fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would have been forever 
deprived of any opportunity for the re-emergence of his livelihood. 

3n. I admit that had Plaintiff Kaui been forever deprived of any opportunity for the re
emergence of his livelihood, he would never have exposed my crimes and those of The Kaul 
Cases Defendants. 
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378. I admit that without a record of state fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would have been forever 

deprived of any opportunity for the re-emergence of his liberty, 

379. I admit that had Plaintiff Kaul been forever deprived of any opportunity for the re

emergence of his liberty, he would never have exposed my crimes and those of The Kaul Cases 

Defendants. 

380.1 admit that without a record of state fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would have been· forever 

deprived of any opportunity for the re-emergence of his life. (. 

381. I admit that had Plaintiff Kaul been forever deprived of any opportunity for the re

emergence of his life, he would never have exposed my crimes and those of The Kaul Cases 
Defendants. 

382. I admit that without a record of state fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would have been forever 

deprived of any opportunity for the re-emergence of his professional standing. 

383. I admit that had Plaintiff Kaul been forever deprived of any opportunity for the re

emergence of his professional standing, he would never have exposed my crjmes and those of 

The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

384. I admit that without a record of state fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would have been forever 

deprived of any oppor:tunity for the re-emergence of his social standing . 

. • 385. I admit that had Plaintiff Kaul been forever deprived of any opportunity for the re

emergence of his social standing, he would never have exposed my crimes and those of The 

Kaul Cases Defendants. 

386. I admit that without a record of state fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would have been forever 

deprived of any opportunity for the re-emergence of his psychological standing. 

387. I admit that had Plaintiff Kaul been forever deprived of any opportunity for the re

emergence of his psychological standing, he would never have exposed my crimes and those of 

The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

388. I admit that without a record of state fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would have been forever 

deprived of any opportunity for the re-emergence of his physical standing. 

389. I admit that had Plaintiff Ka4I been forever deprived of any opportunity for the re

emergence of his physical standing, he would never have exposed my crimes and those of!hg 

Kaul Cases Defendants. 

390. I admit that without a record of state fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would have been forever 

deprived of any opportunity for the re-emergence of his financial standing. 
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391. I admit that had Plaintiff Kaul been forever deprived of any opportunity for the re
emergence of his financial standing, he would never have exposed my crimes and those ofThe 
Kaul Cases Defendants. 

392. I admit that without a record of state fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would have been forever 
deprived of any opportunity for the re-emergence of his reputational standing. 

393. I admit that had Plaintiff Kaul been forever deprived of any opportunity for the re
emergence of his reputational standing, he would never have exposed my crimes and those of 
The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

394. I admit that I continued the perpetration of the scheme of fraud in encouraging and 
coopting lawyers to file malpractice suits on behalf of Plaintiff Kaul's patients referred to them 
by me, by telling them with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul was not 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally Invasive spine surgery. 

395. I admit that I continued up until 2012 in the perpetration of the scheme of fraud in 
encouraging and coopting personal injury lawyers to stop referring their injured clients to 
Plaintiff Kaul, by telling them with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul was not 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

c, Healthcare Profession Obstruction 

396. I admit, as detailed In the below admitted facts, a direct connection between Plaintiff 
Kaul's ability to retain medical experts in 2013 to testify in the illegal revocation proceeding and 
the exposing In 2023 of my Involvement In a criminally minded and criminal scheme that 
commenced in 2005 and expanded to involve The Kaul Cases Defendants and others. 

397. I admit that In recognizing the direct connection between Plaintiff Kaul's litigation 
purposed retention of medical experts and the exposing of my. crimes, I did conspire with !ml 
Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to sabotage the relationship between Plaintiff Kaui and his 
experts. 

' 398. I admit that I and members ofThe Kaul cases Defendants perpetrated a fraud on 
members of the New Jersey medical community by telling them with knowing falsity, that 
Plaintiff Kaul was not qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive 
spine surgery. 

399. I admit that I con.spired with other members ofThe Kaul Cases Defendants, including 
Defendant Christle and members of the Office of the New Jersey Attorney General, to instruct 
members of the New Jersey medical community to not provide expert opinion on. behalf of 
Plaintiff Kaul In any legal matter, including the revocation proceeding. 
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400. I admit that I used my Immense political power within the neurosurglcal societies to coerce 
its members to refuse to conduct healthcare related business with any physicians that 
supported Plaintiff Kaul. 

401. I admit that I useq. my immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
its members to professionally undermine any physicians that supported Plaintiff Kaul by filing 
knowingly false complaints against them to have their hosp Ital privileges revoked. 

402. I admit that I used my immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
Its members to professionally undermine any physicians that supported Plaintiff Kaul by filing 
knowingly false complaints against them to have their licenses suspended and or revoked. 

403. I admit that I used my immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
Its members to professionally undermine any physicians that supported Plaintiff Kaul by filing 
against them knowingly false complaints of Insurance fraud. 

404. I admit that I used my immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
its members to encourage physicians to use the US wires to disseminate knowingly fraudulent 
information that Plaintiff Kaul was not qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform 
minimally invasive spine surgery 

405.1 admit that I knew the purpose of my fraudulent scheme on members of the New Jersey 
medical community was to render Plaintiff Kaul unable to find medical experts to fight the 
revocation proceedings in the courts of law. 

406. I admit that I knew that without medical experts, Plaintiff Kaul would not have been able 
to contest the revocation proceedings. 

407. I admit that I conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of medical experts. • 

408. I admit that the medical expert deprivation scheme was perpetrated by using the US wires 
and my Immense political power within professional spine societies to manipulate potential 
minimally invasive spine experts. 

409. I admit that the manipulation of potential minimally invasive spine experts was 
perpetrated with claims that the injury caused by our scheme to Plaintiff Kaul's reputation 
would deprive him of his ability to secure any wage-paying job and or outside funding, and 
prevent the payment of medical expert fees. 

410. I admit that the manipulation of potential minimally invasive spine experts was 
perpetrated with claims that the injury caused by our scheme to Plaintiff Kaul's economic 

• standing would deprive him of his ability to secure any wage-paying job and or outside funding, 
and prevent the payment of medical expert fees. 
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_411. I admit that the manipulation of potential minimally invasive spine experts was 
perpetrated with claims that the injury caused by our scheme to Plaintiff Kaul's physician 
livelihood would deprive him of his ability to earn a wage, and prevent the payment of medical 
expert fees. 

412. I admit that the manipulation of potential minimally invasive spine experts was 
perpetrilted with claims that the injury caused. by our scheme to Plaintiff Kaul's liberty would 
deprive him of his ability to secure any wage-paying Job and or outside funding, and prevent 
the payment of medical expert fees. 

413. I admit that the manipulation of potential minimally invasive spine experts was 
perpetrated with claims that the Injury caused by our scheme to Plaintiff Kaul's life would 
deprive him of his ability to secure any wage-paying Job and or outside funding, and prevent 
the payment of medical expert fees. 

414. I admit that the manipulation of potential minimally invasive spine experts was 
perpetrated with claims that the' Injury caused by our scheme to Plaintiff Kaul's professional 
standing would deprive him of his ability to secure any wage-paying job and or outs'ide funding, 
and prevent the payment of medical expert fees. 

415. I admit that the manipulation of potential minimally invasive spine experts was 
perpetrated with claims that the Injury caused by our scheme to Plaintiff Kaul's social standing 
would deprive him of his ability to secure any wage-paying job and or outside funding, and 
prevent the payment of medical expert fees. 

416. I admit that the manipulation of potential minimally invasive spine experts was 
perpetrated with claims that the Injury caused by our scheme to Plaintiff Kaul's psychological 
standing would deprive him of his ability to secure ;:my wage-paying job and or outside funding, 
and prevent the payment of medical expert fees. 

417. I admit that the manipulation of potential minimally invasive spine experts was 
perpetrated with claims that the injury caused by our scheme to Plaintiff Kaul's physical 
standing would deprive him of his ability to secure any wage-paying job and or outside funding, 
and prevent the payment of medical expert fees. 

418. I admit that the manipulation of potential minimally invasive spine experts was 
perpetrated with claims that the injury caused by our scheme to Plaintiff Kaul's financial 
standing would deprive him of his ability to secure any wage-paying job and or outside funding, 
and prevent the payment of medical expert fees. 

419. I admit that the 'manipulation of potential minimally invasive spine experts was 
perpetrated with claims that the injury caused by our scheme to Plaintiff Kaul's reputational 
standing would deprive him of his ablllty to secure any wage-paying job and or outside funding, 
and prevent the payment of medical expert fees. 
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420. I admit that I knew that without contesting the revocation proceedings, Plaintiff Kaul 
would not have been able to create a record of the evidential fraud committed and aided and 
abetted by myself and The Kay( Cases Defendants. 

421. I admit that I knew that without the record of evidential fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would never 
have been able to generate proof of the fraud preceding the revocation proceedings. 

422. I admit that I knew that without the record of evidential fraud, that even if Plaintiff Kaul 
had considered the illegality of the circumstances preceding and involving the revocation, he 
would never have been able to generate proof of the fraud committed before and during the 
revocation proceedings. • 

423. I admit that Plaintiff Kaul's ability to retain medical experts to litigate the revocation 
proceedings caused the generation of evidence that now proves the revocation proceedings 
were and Illegal. 

424. I admit that Plaintiff Kaul's ability to retain medical experts to litigate the revocation 
proceedings caused the generation of evidence that now proves the revocation was and Is 
illegal. 

425. I admit that without medical experts to lltlgate the revocation proceedings, Plaintiff Kaul' s 
license would have been revoked without the generation of any record of state fraud. 

426. I admit that I continued the perpetration of the scheme of fraud in encouraging and 
coopting physicians complaints with the medical board against Plaintiff Kaul, by complaining 
with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul was not qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to 
perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

427.1 admit that I continued up until 2012 in the perpetration of the scheme of fraud in 
encouraging physicians to stop referring patients to Plaintiff Kaul, by stating with knowing 
falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul was not qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally 
invasive spine surgery. 

d, Insurance Industry Obstruction 

428. I admit that Plaintiff Kaul's has since 2012 materially sustained his existence to a standard 
to prosecute his claims, despite the perpetration and aiding and abetting by myself and The 
Kaul Cases Defendants of a scheme that embezzled and Illegally deprived Plaintiff Kaul of 
monies owed to him by insurance carriers for care he provided to their fee-paying patients. 

429. I admit, as detailed in the below admitted facts, a direct connection between Plaintiff 
Kaul's ability to exist and prosecute his claims and the exposing in 2023 of my involvement in a 
criminally minded and criminal scheme that commenced in 2005 and expanded to involve The 
Kaul Cases Defendants and others. 
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430. I admit that in recognizing the direct connection between Plaintiff Kaul's insurance based 
professional fee payment material existence and the exposing of my crimes, I did conspire with 
The. Kaul Cases Defendants to perpetrate and aid and abet a knowingly Illegal scheme of 
deprivation of payment. 

431. I admit that I recognized that the stronger was Plaintiff Kaul's financial position, the 
greater was the risk of.him exposing my crimes ancl those of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

432. I admit that I believed that If I and The Kaul Cases Defendants forced Plaintiff Kaul into a 
state of poverty, he would not expose our crimes. 

433. I a_dmit that the crimes committed by myself, and The Kaul Cases Defendants did force 
Plaintiff Kaul into a state of poverty. 

434. I admit that the United States District Court granted Plaintiff Kaul In forma paupera .status. 

435. I admit that Plaintiff Kaul's exposition of my crimes and those of The Kaut Cases 
Defendants, despite his official state of poverty, evidences the fact that I and The Kaul Cases 
Defendants committed with a long-standing sense of privileged impunity, a massive amount of 
felonious conduct over almost two (2) decades. 

436.1 admit that I and members of The Kaul Cases Defendants perpetrated a fraud on 
members of the insurance industry by using the US wires to state with knowing falsity, that 
Plaintiff Kaul was not qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform mif'!lmally invasive 
spine surgery. 

437. I admit that the purpose of using the US wires to disseminate the knowing falsity that 
Plaintiff Kaul was not qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive 
spine surgery, was to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of monies owed to him by insurance carriers for care 
he provided to their fee-paying patients. 

438. I admit that I conspired with other members ofThe Kaul Cases Defendants, including 
Defendant Christie and members of the Office of the New Jersey Attorney General, to 
encourage members of the insurance industry to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his legally mandated 
professional fees. 

439. I admit that In conspiring with members of the Insurance Industry in the professional fee 
deprivation scheme, I did knowingly aid and abet the commission of a crime of theft of services 
against Plaintiff Kaul. 

440. I admit that I used my immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
its members to refuse to conduct healthcare related business with any insurance carriers that 
conducted business with Plaintiff Kaul. 
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441. I admit that I used my immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
its members to professionally undermine any physicians that continued l:o conduct any 
business with any Insurance carriers that continued to conduct business with Plaintiff Kaul, by 
filing knowingly false complaints against these physicians to have their hospital privileges 
revoked. ' 

442. I admit that I used my immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to have 
effectuated a sanctions-like scheme against members that either violated and or opposed my 
orders. 

443. I admit that I used my immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
its members to professionally undermine any physicians that continued to conduct any, 
business with any Insurance carriers that continued to conduct business with Plaintiff Kaul, by 
filing knowingly false complaints against them to have their licenses suspended and or revoked. 

444, I admit that I used my Immense political power within the neurosu rgical societies to coerce 
its members to professionally undermine any physicians that continued to conduct any , 
business with any insurance carriers that continued to conduct business with Plaintiff Kaul, by 
filing againstthem knowingly false complaints of insurance fraud. 

445. I admlt that I used my immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
its members to use the US wires to disseminate the names of those members who continued to 
conduct any business with any insurance carriers that continued to conduct bu~iness with 
Plaintiff Kaul. 

446. I admit that I used my Immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
its members to use the US wires to disseminate the names of those members who continued to 
provide any manner of support to Plaintiff Kaul. 

447.1 admit that I knew a purpose of my illegal sanctions-like scheme against neurosurgical 
society members who violated or opposed my orders, was to punish those that failed to comply 
with my orders. 

448. I admit that I knew a purpose of my illegal sanctions~like scheme against neurosurgical 
society members who violated or opposed my orders, was to ostracize those that'talled to 
comply with my orders. 

449. I admit that I knew a purpose of my illegal sanctions-like scheme against neurosurgical 
society members who violated or opposed my orders, was to intimidate other members Into 
coercing insurance carriers, with whom they conducted business, into depriving Plaintiff Kaul of 
his professional fees. , 
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450. l admit that the ultimate purpose of my sanctions-like scheme against non-complying 
neurosurgical society members was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing my crimes and 
those ofThe Kaul Cases Defendan~ 

451. I admit that I believed that by causing and or coercing Insurance carriers into depriving 
Plaintiff Kaul of his professional fees, he would be rendered financially unable to contest the 
revocation proceedings. 

452. I admit that I conspired with The Kaul Cases Defendants to Illegally attempt to cause and 
or coerce insurance carriers to illegally deprive Plainiiff Kaul of his professional fees. 

453. I admit that the professional fee deprivation scheme was perpetrated by using the US 
wires and my Immense political power within professional spine societies to manipulate the 
members into causing and or coercing insurance carriers to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his 
professional fees. 

454. I admit that multiple neurosurgical society members occupy controlling seats on insurance 
industry panels that determine'payment. 

455. I admit that I used the US wires in a knowingly illegal manner to conspire with these 
memb'ers to deny the payment of Plaintiff Kaul's professional fees. 

456. I admit that I and The Kaul Cases Defendants convinced Insurance carriers that there 
would be no repercussions to illegally depriving Plaintiff Kaul of his professional fees. 

457. I admit that the professional fee deprivation scheme was coerced with claims that the 
permanency of the injury caused to Plaintiff Kaul's reputation by associated attacks on his 
economic standing/livelihood/liberty/life/professional standing/social standing/psychological 
standing/physical standing/financial standing would cause his permanent elimination, and 
eliminate.the threat of any future challenge to the professional fee deprivation scheme. 

458. I admit that the professional fee deprivation scheme was coerced with claims that the 
permanency of the Injury caused to Plaintiff Kaul's economic standing by associated attacks on 
his reputation/livelihood/liberty/life/professional standing/social standing/psychological 
standing/physical standing/financial standing would cause his permanent elimination, and 
eliminate the threat of any future challenge to the professional fee deprivation scheme . 

. 459. I admit that the professional fee deprivation scheme was coerced with claims that the 
permanency of the injury caused to Plaintiff Kaul's livelihood by associated attacks on his 
reputation/economic standing/liberty/life/professional standing/social standing/psychological 
standing/physical standing/financial standing would cause his permanent eli~ination, and 
eliminate the threat 6f any future challenge to the professional fee deprivation scheme. 
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460. I admit that the professional fee deprivation scheme was coerced with claims that the 
permanency of the Injury caused to Plaintiff Kaul's ~ by associated attacks on his 
reputation/economic standing/livelihood/life/professional standing/social 
standing/psychological standing/physical standing/financial standing would caus.e his 
permanent elimination, and eliminate the threat of any future challenge to the professional fee 
deprivation scheme. 

461. I admit that the professional fee deprivation scheme was coerced with claims thatthe 
permanency of the injury caused to Plaintiff Kaul's life by associated attacks on his 
reputation/economic standing/livelihood/liberty/professional standing/social 
standing/psychological standing/physical standing/financial standing would cause his 
permanent elimination, and eliminate the threat of any future challenge to the professional fee 
deprivation scheme. 

462. I admit that the professional fee deprivation scheme was coerced with claims that the 
permanency of the injury caused to Plaintiff Kaul's professional standing by associated attacks 
on his life/reputation/economic standing/livelihood/liberty/social standing/psychological 
standing/physical standing/financial standing would cause his permanent elimination, and 
eliminate the threat of any future challenge to the professional fee deprivation scheme. 

463. I admit that the professionai fee deprivation scheme was coerced with claims that the 
permanency of the injury caused to Plaintiff Kaul's social standing by associated attacks on his 
life/reputation/economic standing/livelihood/liberty/professional standing/psychological 
standing/physical standing/financial standing would cause his permanent elimination, and 
eliminate the threat of any future challenge to the professional fee deprivation scheme. 

464. I admit that the professional fee deprivation scheme was coerced with claims that the 
permanency of the injury caused to Plaintiff Kaul's psychological standing by associated attacks 
on his life/reputation/economic standing/livelihood/liberty/professional standing/social 
standing/physical standing/financial standing would cause his permanent elimination, and 
eliminate the threat of any future challenge to the professional fee deprivation scheme. 

465. I admit that the professional fee deprivation scheme was coerced with claims that the 
permanency of the injury caused to Plaintiff Kaul's physical standing by associated attacks on 
his life/reputation/economic standing/livelihood/liberty/professional standing/social. 
standing/psychological standing/financial standing would cause his permanent elimination, and 
eliminate the ·threat of any future challenge to the professional fee deprivation scheme. 

466. I admit that the professional fee deprivation scheme was coerced with claims that the 
permanency of the Injury caused to Plaintiff Kaul's financial standing by associated attacks on 
his life/reputation/economic standing/livelihood/liberty/professional standing/social 
standing/psychological standing/physical standing would cause his permanent elimination, and 
eliminate the threat of any future challenge to the professional fee deprivation scheme. 
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467. I admit that the professional fee deprivation scheme was coerced with claims that the 

permanency of the injury caused to Plaintiff Kaul's reputation al standing by associated attacks 

on his life/economic standing/livelihood/liberty/professional standing/social 
standing/psychological standing/physlcal standing/financial standing would caus~ his 
permanent elimination, and eliminate the threat of any future challenge to the professional fee 
deprivation scheme. • 1 

468. I admit that I believed that by illegally depriving Plaintiff Ka'ul of his professional fees he 

would be deprived respectively of his ability and right to fund and retain counsel, and would 

actually be deprived of counsel to contest the revocation proceedings. 

469. I admit that I knew that without contesting the revocation proceedings, Plaintiff Kaul 

would never have been able to create a record of the evidential fraud of the revocation 
proceedings committed and aided and abetted by myself and The Kaul Cases Defendants. • 

470. I admit that I knew that without the record of evidential fraud, Plaintiff Kaul would never 
have been able to generate proof of the fraud preceding the revocation proceedings. 

471. I admit that I knew that without the record of evidential fraud of the revocation 
proceedings, that even if Plaintiff Kaul had considered the illegality of the circumstances 

preceding and involving the revocation, he would never have been able to generate proof of 

the fraud committed before and during the revocation proceedings. 

472. I admit that Plaintiff Kaul's ability, despite the professional fee deprivation scheme, to 

litigate the revocation proceedings caused the generation of evidence that now proves the 

revocation proceedings were and illegal . 

. 
473. I admit that Plaintiff Kaul's ability, despite the professional fee deprivation scheme, to 

litigate the revocation proceedings caused the generation of evidence that now proves my guilt 
of the levied charges. • 

474. I admit that despite the professional fee deprivation scheme, Plaintiff Kaul was able to 

litigate the revocation proceedings 

475. I admit that Plaintiff Kaul's litigation of the revocation proceedings caused the generation 

of evidence that now proves the revocation was and is illegal. 

476. I admit that had Plaintiff Kaul not litigated the revocation proceedings, his license would 

have been revoked without the generation of any record of state fraud. 

477.1 admit that 1 knew and know that on or about !V'larc:h 23, 2013, approximately seventeen 

(17) days before the commencement of the revocation proceedings, Doreen Hafner, a lawyer 
employed by the State of New Jersey, attempted to have Plaintiff Kaul admit to her charges and 
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to agree to have his license revoked for seven (7) years and pay five hundred thousand dollars 
($500,000). 

478. I admit that I knew and know that the purpose of Hafner's proposal was to prevent 
litigation that she knew would result in the generation of evidence that now proves my guilt of 
the levied charges. 

479. I admit that I knew and know that the purpose of Hafner's proposal was to' prevent 
litigation that she knew would result in the generation of evidence that now proves that the 
revocation proceedings were conducted illegally. 

480. I admit that I knew and know that the purpose of Hafner's proposal was to prevent 
litigation that she knew would result in the generation of evidence that proves that the 
revocation was, is and remains Illegal. 

481. I admit that I knew and know that the administrative law judge attempted to persuade 
Plaintiff Kaul to accept Hafner's proposal. 

482.1 admit that I knew and know that Plaintiff Kaul rejected Hafner's proposal. 

483. I admit that I believe that Plaintiff Kaul rejected Hafner's proposal because he knew that 
his litigation of the proceedings would generate evidence favorable to his cause. 

484. I admit that the evidence generated in 2013 and thereafter now indeed proves Plaintiff 
Kaul's cause and my guilt of the charges levied in The Kaul cases, including those of Kll-10. 

485. I admit that I, in conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants, continued to aid and abet the 
perpetration of the professional fee deprivation scheme up until approximately July 30, 2020, 
the date of closure of Bankruptcy Petition: 13-23366, a case filed _on June 17, 2013. 

486. I admit I knew and know that the professional deprivation scheme was illegally 
perpetrated through the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of New Jersey. 

487. I admit I knew and know through communications with my lawyer of the truthfulness of 
the claims of the Adversarial Complaint asserted by Plaintiff Kaul in Case No. 18-01489 In the 
United States Bankruptcy Court, filed on September 20, 2018. 

489. I admit I knew and know that Case No. 18-01489 was almost dismissed because it exposed, 
amongst many other felonies, the professional fee deprivation scheme. 

e. Political Body Obstruction 

490. I admit that up until February 22, 2016, the date Plaintiff Kaul filed Kl, I and The Kaul 
Cases Defendants believed that the Plaintiff Kaul elimination sclleme would absolutely succeed. 
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491. I admit that this belief in its absolute success, in conjunction with the belief that Defendant 
Christle would become the 2016 American President, accounts for the Impunity with which I 
and The Kaul Cases Defendants conducted the commission of a pattern of felonious conduct 
that commenced in 2005 and is ongoing. 

492. I admit that an element of the Plaintiff Kaul elimination scheme involved using the media 
to perpetrate a public dehumanization and vilification of Plaintiff Kaul. 

493. I admit that both I and The Kaul Cases Defendants knew and know, that coercing a 
majority of members of the political body into propagating and perpetuating the 
dehumanization and vilification scheme was critical to its success. 

494. I admit that I knew and know that the majority of the public would never doubt state 
actions and would never believe a dehumanized and vilified Plaintiff Kaul. 

495. I admit that the public dehumanization and vilification scheme provided me and The Kaul 
Cases Defendants a sense, albeit false, that our knowingly felonious conduct was justified. 

496. I admit that I used my immense political power with the neurosurgical community and the 
general medical community to propagate the knowingly false dehumanization and vilification 
·scheme and narrative. 

497. I admit that the purpose of the propagation was to attempt to cause a global isolation of 
Plaintiff Kaul. 

498. l admit that I and The Kaul Cases Defendants knew and know that Plaintiff Kaul had 
worked and been educated and trained in many foreign countries, with which he had 
maintained substantial personal and professional contact. 

499. I admit that the purpose of the dehumanization and vilification related global isolation was 
to attempt to ensure the permanency of Plaintiff Kaul's global elimination, in an attempt to 
ensure that my crimes and those of The Kaul Cases Defendants would never be exposed. 

500. I admit that it was my intention and that ofThe Kaul Cases Defendants to coopt and 
capture the political body to manipulate the public Into perceiving Plaintiff Kaul as 'public 
enemy number one'. 

501. I admit that the principal reason for the Plaintiff Kaul elimination scheme purposed 'public 
enemy number one' mischaracterlzation was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from exposing both my 
long-standing pattern of felonious conduct and that ofThe Kaul Cases Defendants. 

502. I admit that I and The Kaul Cases Defendants recognized that upon the April 2, 2012, 
commencement of the malicious and wide publlcization of the revocation proceedings, Plaintiff 
Kaul would seek assistance from members of the political body. 
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·503, I admit that I know that Plaintiff Kaul did in fact commence seeking assistance from 
members of the political body. 

504. I admit that I know that Plaintiff Kaul's efforts in seeking assistance from members of the 
political body involved him. telephoning and sending letters to his political representatives. 

505. I admit that I know that Plaintiff Kaul's efforts in seeking assistance from members of the 
political body involved having patients of his, who were Involved in the New Jersey political 
process, to enquire as to the truth of why the state had commenced revocation proceedings. 

506. I admit that I know that the substance of Plaintiff Kaul's direct written communications to 
member of the political body pertained to his enquiry as to the truth of why the state had 

. commenced revocation proceedings. 

507. I admit that I knew and know that all members of the political body and their agents, had 
been ordered by Defendant Christie and his agents to ignore all enquiries made by Plaintiff 
Kaul, his patients and or any persons acting on his behalf. 

508. I admit that I knew and know that all enquiries were in fact ignored. 

509. I admit that I and members of The Kaul Cases Defendants perpetrated a fraud on 
members of the political body by telling them with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul was not 
qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

510. I admit that I conspired with other members ofThe Kaul Cases Defendants, including 
Defendant Christie and members of the Office of the New Jersey Attorney General, to instruct 
members of the political body to not provide any support to Plaintiff Kaul. 

511. I admit that I used my immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
its members to threaten to refuse to provide political campaign monies to any members of the 
political body, if they responded to any of Plaintiff Kaul's enquiries 

512. I admit that I used my Immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
its members to threaten to refuse to provide political campaign monies to any members of the 
political body that provided any manner of support to Plaintiff Kaul. 

·513.1 admit that I use'd my immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
its members to threaten to refuse to provide political campaign monies to any members of the 
political body that provided any revocation proceeding related information to Plaintiff Kaul. 

514. I admit that I used my immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
Its members to refuse to provide political campaign monies to those members of the political 
body who violated my order and provided information and or support to Plaintiff Kaul. 
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515. I admit that I used my immense political power within the neurosurgical societies to coerce 
Its members to ostracize those neurosurglcal members who violated my order by providing 
political campaign donations to political body members who supported and or provided 
information to Plaintiff Kaul. 

516. I admit that I used my immense political power within the neurosurglcal societies to coerce 
its members to professionally attack with complaints to, amongst others, medical boards, 
hospital credentialing committees and insurance companies, those neurosurglcal members who 
violated my order by providing political campaign donations to political body members who 
supported and or provided information to Plaintiff Kaul. 

517. I admit that a principal purpose my egregious abuse of my immense power with members 
of the neurosurgical societies and political body was to attempt to ensure the absolute 
elimination of Plaintiff Kaul in order to attempt to ensure he never exposed my crimes and 
those of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

518. I admit that I and The Kaul Cases Defendants knew the purpose of our cooptlng and 
capture of the political body and Its members was to render Plaintiff Kaul absolutely isolated 
and unable to find any political support to fight the revocation proceedings in the courts of 
public opinion and law. 

519. I admit that I knew thit depriving Plaintiff Kaul of political support was a necessary 
element of the scheme to respectively attempt to destroy and deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his 
determination and ability t~ contest the revocation proceedings. 

520. I admit that I knew and know that this scheme of destruction and deprivation were critical 
elements of the overall scheme of a permanent global elimination of Plaintiff Kaul. 

521. I admit that, I knew and know that the purpose of the permanent global elimination of 
,Plaintiff Kaul was to prevent the exposition by Plaintiff Kaul of the decades-plus long pattern of 
felonious conduct of myself and The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

522. I admit that my conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of political support through the coopting and capture of the political body and its 
members, was perpetrated by using the US wires to manipulate political body members with 
claims that the injury caused by our scheme to his economic standing would prevent the 
payment of political c~mpaign donations. 

523. I admit that my conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of political support through the coopting and capture of the political body and its 
members, was perpetrated by using the US wires to manipulate political body members with· 
claims that the injury caused by our scheme to his reputation would deprive him of his ability to 
secure any wage-paying job and or outside funding and would prevent the payment of political 
campaign donations. 
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524. I admit that my conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of political support through the coopting and capture of the political body and its 
members, was perpetrated by using the US wires to manipulate political body members with 
claims that the injury caused by our scheme to his physician livelihood would deprive him of his 
ability to earn a wage and would prevent the payment of political campaign donations. 

525. I admit that my conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of political support through the cooptlng and capture of the political body and its 
members, was perpetrated by using the US wires to manipulate political body members with 
claims that the injury caused by our scheme to his liberty would deprive him of his ability to 
secure any wage-paying job and would _prevent the payment of political campaign donations. 

526. I admit that my conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of political support through the coopting and capture of the political body and its 
members, was perpetrated by using the US wires to manipulate political body members with 
claims that the injury caused by our scheme to his.!if!::. would deprive him of his ability to secure 
any wage-paying job, and prevent the payment of political campaign ~onations. 

527. I admit that my conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of political support through the coopting and capture of the political body and its 
members, was perpetrated by using the US wires to manipulate political body members with 
claims that the injury caused by our scheme to his professional standing would deprive him of 
his ability to secure any wage-paying job, and prevent the payment of political campaign 
donations. 

528. I admit that my conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of political support.through the coopting and capture of the political body and its 
members, was perpetrated by using the US wires to manipulate political body members with 
claims that the Injury caused by our scheme to his social standing would deprive him of his 
ability to secure any wage-paying job, and prevent the payment of political campaign 
donations. 

529. I admit that my conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of political support through the coopting and capture of the political body and its 
members, was perpetrated by using the US wires to manipulate political body members with 
claims that the Injury caused by our scheme to his 5ocial standing would deprive him of his 
ability to secure any wage-paying Job, and prevent the payment of political campaign 
donations. 

• 530. I admit that my conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of political support through the coopting and capture of the political body and Its 
members, was perpetrated by using the US wires to manipulate political body members with 
claims that the lnjury·caused by our scheme to his psychological standing would deprive him of 
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his ability to secure any wage-paying job, and prevent the payment of political campaign 
donations. • 

531. I admit that my conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of political support through the coopting and capture of the political body and Its 
members, was perpetrated by using the US wires to manipulate political body members with 
claims that the Injury caused by our scheme to his physical standing would deprive him of his 
ability to secure any wage-paying job, and prevent the payment of political campaign 
donations. 

532. I admit that my conspiracy with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of political support through the coopting and capture of the political body and its 
members, was perpetrated by using the US wires to manipulate political body members with 
claims that the injury caused by our scheme to his financial standing would deprive him of his 
ability to secure any wage-paying Job, and prevent the payment of political campaign 
donations. 

533.1 admit that my consplr~cy with The Kaul Cases Defendants to attempt to deprive Plaintiff 
Kaul of political support through the coopting and capture of the political body and its 
members, was perpetrated by using the US wires to manipulate political body members with 
claims that the injury caused by our scheme to his reputational standing would deprive him of 
his ability to secure any wage-paying job, and prevent the payment of political campaign 
donations. 

534. I a_dmit that I believed that by depriving Plaintiff Kaul of political support it would 
respectively destroy and deprive him of his determination and ability to contest the revocation 
proceedings. 

535. I admit that I knew that a destruction of Plaintiff Kaul's determination and a deprivation of 
his ability to contest the revocation proceedings, would have prevented Plaintiff Kaul from 
creating a record of the evidential fraud committed and aided and abetted by myself and The 
Kaul Cases Defendants. 

536. I admit that I continued the perpetration of the scheme of fraud in encouraging and 
coopting members ofthe political body to not support Plaintiff Kaul's requests for information 
and assistance, by telling them with knowing falsity, that Plaintiff Kaul was not 
qualifled/credentlaled/llcensed/tralned to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

537.1 admit that I continued the perpetration of the scheme of fraud In encouraging and 
coopting members of the political body to not support requests for information and assistance 
from persons acting on behalf of Plaintiff Kaul, by telling them with knowing falsity, that 
Plaintiff Kaul was not :qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive 
spine surgery. 
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538. I admit that I continued and am continuing the perpetration of the scheme of fraud in 
encouraging and coopting members of the political body to actively obstruct Plaintiff Kaul's 
efforts to have his New Jersey license reinstated, by telling them that to so would be a tacit 
admission of my guilt and that of The Kaul Cases Defendants. 

539. I admit that I continued and am continuing the perpetration of the scheme offraud in 
encouraging and cooptlng members of the political body to actively obstruct Plaintiff Kaul's 
efforts to have his New Jersey license reinstated, by telling them that to so would empower 
Plaintiff Kaul in the prosecution of claims against us. 

540. I admit that I continued and am continuing the perpetration of the scheme of fraud in 
encouraging and coopting members of the political body to actively obstruct Plaintiff Kaul's 
efforts to have his New Jersey license reinstated, by telling them that to so would empower 
Plaintiff Kaul in the prosecution of his claims against us. 

541.1 admit that I know that an empowerment of the prosecution of the claims against us will 
further expedite an even more detailed exposition of the crimes of bribery, fraud, evidential 
tampering, witness tampering, public corruption, and kickbacks knowingly committed and 
aided and abetted by myself and The Kaul cases Defendants over at least the last two (2) 
decades. 

542. I admit that i know that a more detailed exposition of the crimes of bribery, fraud, 
evidential tampering, witness tampering, public corruption, and kickbacks knowingly 
committed and aided and abetted by myself and The Kaul cases Defendants over at least the 
last two (2} decade_s will reveal multiple grave miscarriages of justice committed against 
innocent, principally ethnic minority physicians. 

543. I admit that I have read the testimony transcript In the matter of USA v Pompy: 18-cr
~ of James Stewart Howell, an undercover investigator for Blue Cross Blue Shield Insurance 
Company (copy attached). 

544. I admit that I know that the scheme detailed by Howell has been conducted on many 
occasions in the State of New Jersey, because I have spoken to a number of physicians with 
whom I conduct healthcare business, and who are employed by Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield 
of New Jersey in the perpetration of such schemes. 

545. I admit that although I have not directly participated In such schemes, I conduct healthcare 
business with physicians who use such schemes to eliminate physicians who pose a competitive 
threat to our business interests. 

546. I admit Jhat I know that In approximately August 2015, members of the political body and 
agents representing Defendant Christie attempted to entrap Plaintiff Kaul In a corruption 'sting 
operation' by having one of Plaintiff Kaul's physician colleagues organize a meeting with the 
physician colleagues private wealth manager, on the pretext that this individual, recognizing the 
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injustice of the revocation and having business connections with the state, wished to assist 
Plaintiff Kaul in his effort to have his license reinstated. 

547. I admit that I know that at the meeting the private wealth mi:l_nager asked Plaintiff Kaul If 
he would be willing to donate ten million dollars ($10,000,000) to Defendant Christie's political 
campaign, he could likely have his license reinstated. 

548. I admit that I know that Plaintiff Kaul responded with "I don't condone such conduct" and 
shortly thereafter departed the meeting. 

549. 1 admit that I know Plaintiff Kaul reported these events to a number of people, one of 
whom submitted an affidavit contained in the EVIDENTIAL EXHIBITS. 

RICO Predicate Act Of Evidential Tampering 

550. I admit that I knew about the scheme of evldentlal tampering. 

551. I admit that I did aid and abet the scheme of evidential tampering by falling to report this 
crime to prosecutorlal authorities anywhere in the United States, 

552. I admit that I knew that because the illegal revocation of Plaintiff Kaul's New Jersey license 
would lllegally violate his right in these states to procure a license and that therefore 
prosecutors In these states had Jurisdiction to file charges against me for aiding and abetting 
the crime of evidential tampering. 

RICO Predicate Act Of Witness Tampering 

553. 1 admit that the scheme of witness tampering In which I knowingly engaged, involved 
encouraging patients and physicians to lie under oath. 

554. I admit that my encouragement of patients to lie under oath, Involved Instructing them to 
fabricate and provide knowingly false testimony under oath that their pain increased and that 
they experienced arm and leg numbness and muscular weakness after having been operated on 
by Plaintiff Kaul. 

555. I admit that my encouragement of physicians to lie under oath, involved instructing them 
to fabricate ~nd provide knowingly false testimony under oath that Plaintiff Kaul was not.legally 
qualified, credentialed and Ucensed to perform minimally invasive spine surgery and his care 
had grossly deviated from a standard of care. 

RICO Predicate Act Of Public Corruption 
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556. I admit that the scheme of public corruption In which I knowingly engaged, involved the 
funneling of bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christie, who In exchange promised to use, 
and did use the power of state to have Plaintiff Kaul's license illegally revoked. 

557. I admit that the scheme of public corruption in which I knowingly engaged, involved the 
funneling of bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christie, who in exchange promised to use, 
and did use the power of state_to have conducted grand jury proceedings. 

558. I admit that the scheme of public corruption in wnich I knowingly engaged, involved the 
funneling of bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christie, who in exchange promised to use, 
and did use the power of state to conduct grand jury proceedings to attempt to have Plaintiff 
Kaul indicted and incarcerated. 

559. I admit that the scheme of public corruption in which I knowingly engaged, involved the 
funneling of bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christie, who in exchange promised to 
coerce, and did coerce the power of the FBI and the US Attorney's Office to commence a 
criminal investigation against Kaul. 

560. I admit that the scheme of public corruption In which I ,knowingly engaged, involved the 
funneling of bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christle, who In exchange promised to 
coerce, and did coerce the power of state investigators and prosecutors to commence a 
criminal Investigation against Kaul. 

561. I admit that my specific intention in aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
public corruption was to destroy Plaintiff Kaul's )ivelihood. 

562. I admit that my specific intention In aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
public corruption was to destroy Plaintiff Kaul' economic standing, 

563. I admit that my specific Intention In aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
public corruption was to destroy Plaintiff Kaul' reputation. 

564. I admit that my specific intention in aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
public corruption was to have Plaintiff Kaul incarcerated. 

565. I admit that my specific intention In aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
public corruption was to force Plaintiff Kaul's family Into a state of poverty. 

' 
566. 1 admit that my specific Intention in aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
public corruption was to alienate Plaintiff Kaul from his children by forcing them into poverty. 

567. I admit that my s~ecific intention in aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
public corruption was.to cause Plaintiff Kaul to commit suicide. 
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r 
568. I admit that my specific intention in aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
public corruption was to have Plaintiff Kaul's license illegally revoked. 

RICO Predicate Act Of Kickbacks 

569. I admit that the scheme of kickbacks in which I knowingly engaged, involved the funneling 
of bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christie, who in exchange promised to use, and did use 
the power of state to have Plaintiff Kaul's license illegally revoked. 

570. 1 admit that the scheme of kickbacks in which I knowingly engaged, Involved the funneling 
of bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christie, who in exchange promised to use, and did use 
the power of state to have conducted grand jury proceedings. 

571. I admit that the scheme of kickbacks In which I knowingly engaged, Involved the funneling 
of bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christie, who in exchange promised to use, c1nd did,use 
the power,of state to conduct grand Jury proceedings to attempt to have Plaintiff Kaul indicted 
and incarcerated. 

572. I admit that the scheme of kickbacks in which I knowingly engaged, involved the funneling 
of bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christle, who in exchange promised to coerce, and did 
coerce the power of the FBI and the US Attorney's Office to commence a criminal Investigation 
against Kpul. 

573. I admit that the scheme of kickbacks In which I knowingly engaged, involved the funneling 
of bribes to, amongst others, Defendant Christle, who in exchange promised to coerce, and did 
coerce the power of state investigators and prosecutors to commence a criminal investigation 
against Kaul. 

574. I admit that my specific Intention In aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
kickbacks was to destroy Plaintiff Kaul's livelihood. 

575. I admit that my specific Intention in aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
kickbacks was to destroy Plaintiff Kaul' economic standing, 

576. I ad~it that my specific intention in aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
kickbacks was to destroy Plaintiff Kaul' reputation. • 

577. I admit that my specific Intention In aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
kickbacks was to have Plalntlff Kaul incarcerated. 

578. I admit that my specific Intention In aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
kickbacks was to force Plaintiff Kaul's family into a state of poverty. 
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579. I admit that my specific intention in al ding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
kickbacks was to alienate Plaintiff Kaul from his children by forcing them into poverty. 

580. I admit that my specific intention in aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of 
kickbacks was to cause Plaintiff Kaul to commit suicide. 

581. I admit that my specific intention ln aiding and abetting the perpetration ohhe scheme of 
kickbacks was to have Plaintiff Kaul's license Illegally revoked. 

2016-2022 

RICO Predicate Act Of Bribery 

582. I admit that the scheme of bribery In which I knowingly engaged, did at some point after 
February 22, 2016, extend to persons employed within the United States District Court. 

583. I admit that in the conception and perpetration of the scheme of bribery within the United 
States District (;curt, I knowingly and willfully deprived Plaintiff Kaul of his human and 
constitutional rights. • 

584. I admit that the principal purpose of the scheme of bribery that extended to persons 
employed within the United States District Court was. to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from further 
exposing the schemes of bribery, fraud, evidential tampering, witness tampering, public 
corruption, and kickbacks. 

585. J admit that I knew and know that my involvement in the scheme of bribery constitutes a 
pattern of felonious conduct. 

1 

586.1 admit that I knew and know that this felonious conduct, under criminal prosecution, will 
cause my incarceration. 

587. I admit that I know that my perpetration and the aiding and abetting of the perpetration of 
the scheme of bribery with persons employed within the United States district Court 
·constitutes an ongoing pattern offelonlou·s conduct. 

588. I admit that the perpetration of the scheme of bribery with persons employed within the 
United States District ·court involved the funneling of bribes to certain district court judges in 
exchange for dismissing Plaintiff Kaul's cases. 

589. I admit that bribes were funneled to certain district court judges through lawyers and law 
firms. 
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590. I admit that the first district judge to which Plaintiff Kaul's first lawsuit (Kl) was assigned, 

had represented me in 1999 in the matter of Howard v UMDNJ IESX-L-2366-99-New Jersey 

Superior Court) In the New Jersey Supreme Court. 

591. I admit that In Howard v UMDNJ a jury had entered a verdict against me of $5.2 million for 

having operated on an otherwise healthy thirty-five,,(35) year old man, and causing him to 

become quadriplegic. 

592. I admit that in K,11, through my lawyers, funneled bribes to the ex-law firm of the district 

Judge, a law firm in which he had been the managing director, 

593. I admit that neither I nor my lawyer nor the district judge disclosed this conflict of interest 

to Plaintiff Kaul, the record, or the Court. ' 

594. I admit that this conflict of interest was revealed to the record by Plaintiff Kaul on May 22, 

2019, after which the district court judge became disqualified. 

595. I admit that in the period from 2005/2006 to 2022, I paid bribes to certain state and 

federal judges that were part of a quid pro quo scheme in which the bribes were exchanged for 

the judges' dismissals of all cases filed by Plaintiff Kaul in American courts. 

596. I admit that my pattern of judicial bribery continued into the United States District Court 

for the Southern District of New York in Kaul v ICE: 21-CV-06992 (Kll-7). 

597. I admit that my specific intention in perpetrating the scheme of bribery was to prevent 

Plaintiff Kaul from exposing my crimes and those of The Kaul Cases Defendants, the crimes of 

bribery, fraud, evidential tampering, witness tampering, public corruption, and kickbacks. 

598. I admit that I knew the bribe.s funneled to the Kll-7 district judge were part of a quid pro 

quo scheme In exchange for which the district judge entered an order on September 12, 2022, 

that dismissed Plaintiff Kaul's case with prejudice. 

599. I admit that I knew the bribes funneled to the Kll-7 district judge were part of a quid pro 

quo scheme In exchange for which the district judge entered an order on September 12, 2022, 

that attempted to permanently prevent Plaintiff Kaul from forever seeking any relief in any 

American court. 

600. I admit that I knew the bribes funneled to the Kll-7 district judge were part of a quid pro 

quo scheme in exchange for which the district judge entered an order on September 12, 2022, 

that attempted effectively to have Plaintiff Kaul Jailed if he ever filed a case seeking relief. 

601. I admit I knew tliat the district judge, through intermediaries, demanded a bribe much 

larger than that funn~ied in previous cases, before he agreed to use the power of the United 

States District Court tb enter the September 12, 2022; order. 
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602. I admit that I knew, through conversations with my then lawyer, that the district judge 
knew his September 12, 2022, order was the product of bribery, was fraudulent in nature and 
violative of the law. 

603. I admit I knew that the district judge, through intermediaries, demanded a bribe much 
larger than that funneled in previous cases, before he agreed to use the power of the United 
States District Court to further, and in such a knowingly egregious manner, violate Plaintiff 
Kaul's human and constitutional rights. 

604. I admit I knew that the purpose of the Kll-7 order was draconian in that it sought to 
permanently deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his right to substantive due process, c!nd to cause a 
cessation of his existence. • 

605. I admit that I knew the purpose of the Kll-7 order was draconian in that it sought to 
permanently and illegally deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his right to his livelihood, liberty, and life. 

606. I admit that I knew The Kaul Cases Defendants while seeking to deprive Plaintiff Kaul of his 
right to due process in the American courts, were simultaneously conspiring to obstruct and 
were obstructing his efforts to have the State of Pennsylvania issue his medical license number. 

607. I admit that I knew the purpose of the scheme of obstruction of license and deprivation of 
due process were elements of a wider conspiracy to cause the cessation of Plaintiff Kaul's 
existence. 

608. I admit that the bribe monies were funneled from my lawyer to the Kll-7 corporate 
defendants lawyers who then funneled them to the district court judge and persons related to 
him to the third degree. 

609.1 admit that I knew and know that the purpose of funneling my bribe monies through 
lawyers and law firms to the district judge was to provide 'attorney-client' cover for the 
scheme. 

610. I admit that I knew and know that the purpose of the 'attorney-client' cover was and is an 
illegal attempt to obstruct any civil and or criminal investigation .. 

611. I admit that bribes were indirectly funneled to the district court judge by first funneling 
them to the corporate defendants, who then converted the monies into stocks and shares and 
transmitted them to the Kll-7 district Judge. 

612. I admit that the funneling of bribes through the corporate defendants involved the sham 
purchase of corporate shares. 
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613. I admit that I knew and know that the corporate shares, purchased.with fraudulent Intent, 

were then funneled to the Kll-7 district judge as part of the bribery related quid pro quo 

scheme. 

614. I admit that l knew and know that in exchange for the bribery related corporate shares, 

the district judge dismissed Kll-7 with prejudice and effectively threatened Plaintiff Kaul with 

jail if he ever sought to vindicate his human and constitutional rights. 

• 615. I admit that the funneling of bribes through the corporate defendants also Involved the 

purchasing of sham consulting and legal services from their lawyers by my lawyers. 

616. I admit that these sham consulting and legal service-related bribes were then funneled to 

the corporate defendants lawyers, who funneled them to the district court judge and persons 

related to him to the third degree. 

617. I admit that the funneling of bribes through the corporate defendants involved the sham 

purchase of corporate shares. 

618. I admit that bribes were indirectly funneled to certain district court judges by first 

funneling them to the corporate defendants, who then transmitted them to certain district 

court judges In the form of stocks and shares. 

619. I admit that in a period from 2005/2006 to 2022 I conspired to attempt to conceal the 

s_cheme of bribery by using the US wires to falsely disseminate to the public that Plaintiff Kaul 

was not qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform minimally invasive spine surgery. 

620. I admit that in my scheme of concealment I did not inform the public that Plaintiff Kaul's 

license was revoked because of, amongst other things, my scheme of bribery. 

621. I admit that in my scheme of concealment I did not inform the public that Plaintiff l<aul's 

license was revoked not because he was not qualified/credentialed/licensed/trained to perform 

minimally invasive spine surgery. 

622. I admit that in my scheme of concealment I did not inform the public that Plaintiff Kaul's 

license was actually revoked because I and others concluded his expertise in outpatient 

minimally invasive spine surgery presented a substantial and expanding threat to our hospital

based spine business. 

623. I admit that my aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of bribery were 

purposed to cause circumstances that would destroy and did destroy Plaintiff Kaul's economic 

standing/reputation/livelihood/liberty/life. 
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624, I admit that my aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of bribery were 
,, purposed to cause circumstances that would destroy and did destroy the lives of Plaintiff Kaul's 

children. 

625. I admit that my aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of bribery destroyed 
Plaintiff Kaul's livelihood. 

626. I admit that my aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of bribery destroyed 
Plaintiff Kaul's economic standing, 

627. I admit that my aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of bribery destroyed 
Plaintiff Kaul's reputation. 

628. I admit that my aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of bribery had Plaintiff 
Kaul kidnapped on May 27, 2021. 

629. I admit that my aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of bribery had Plaintiff 
Kaul incarcerated 

630. I admit that my aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of bribery forced 
Plaintiff Kaul's family into a.state of poverty. 

631. I admit that my aiding and abetting the perpetration of the scheme of bribery alienated 
Plaintiff Kaul from his children by forcing them into poverty. 

632. I admit that I know that the admissions within this document, if not timely 
rebutted/contested/refuted, regardless of the ultimate civil disposition of the summary 
judgment motion, will substantiate a basis for criminal indictment. 

RICO Predicate Act Of Public Corruption 

633. I admit that the scheme of public corruption 1n which I knowingly engaged, did at some 
point after February 22, 2016, extend to include persons employed within the United States 
District Court. 

634. I admit that the principal purpose of the scheme of public corruption that extended into 
the United States District Court was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from further exposing the schemes 
of bribery, fraud, evidential tampering, witness tampering, public corruption, and kickbacks. 

635. I admit tha~ I knew and know that my involvement in the schemes of bribery, fraud, 
evidential tampering, witness tampering, public corruption, and kickbacks constitutes a pattern 
offelonious conduct. 
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636. I admit that I knew and know that this felonious conduct, under criminally prosecution, will 
cause my incarceration. 

637. I admit that I know that my perpetration pnd the aiding and abetting of the perpetration of 
the scheme of public corruption in the United States district Court constitutes an ongoing 
pattern of felonious conduct. 

638. I admit that the perpetration of the scheme of public corruption in the United States 
District Court involved the funneling of bribes to certain district court judges in exchange for 
dismissing Plaintiff Kaul's cases. 
RICO Predicate Act Of Kickbacks 

/ 

639. I admit that the scheme of kickbacks in which I knowingly engaged, did at some point after 
February 22, 2016, extend to persons employed within the United States District Court. 

640. I admit that the principal purpose of the scheme of kickbacks that extended to persons 
employed within the United States District Court was to prevent Plaintiff Kaul from further 
exposing the schemes of bribery, fraud, evidential tampering, witness tampering, public 
corruption, and kickbacks. 

641. I admit that I knew and know that my Involvement in the scheme of kickbacks constitutes 
a pattern of felonious conduct. 

642. I admit that I knew and know that this felonious conduct, under criminally prosecution, will 
cause my incarceration. 

643. I admit that I know that my perpetration and the aiding and abetting of the perpetration of 
the scheme of kickbacks with persons employed within the United States district Court 
constitutes an ongoing pattern of felonious conduct. 

644. I admit that the perpetration of the scheme of kickbacks with persons employed within the 
United States District Court involved the funneling of bribes to certain district court judges in 
exchange for dismissing Plaintiff Kaul's cases. 

G4S. I admit that kickbacks were funneled to certain district court judges through lawyers and 
law firms. • 

646. I admit that kickbacks were indirectly funneled to certain district court Judges by first 
funneling them to the corporate defendants, who then transmitted them to certain district 
court judges in the form of stocks and shares. 

647. I admit that the funneling of kickbacks through the corporate defendants involved the 
sham purchase of corporate shares. 
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648. I admit that the funneling of kickbacks through the corporate defendants involved the 
purchasing of sham legal services from their lawyers by my lawyers. 

649. I admit that the kickbacks funneled to the corporate defendants lawyers were then 
funneled to certain district court judges and persons related to the third degree. 
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Evidential Exhibits 

650. I admit that the documents contained within the Evidential Exhibits were placed in my 
possession by my counsel, Mr. Edward Sponzilli. 

651. I admit that I have read the documents contained within the Evidential Exhibits. 

652. l admit that I know the documents are organized into three exhibits that cover the time 
periods from 1998 to 2014, 2015 to 2020 and 2021 to 2022. 

653. I admit that my counsel explained to me the context, content, relevance, and purpose of 
these documents. 

654. I admit that l understand the context of these documents. 

655. I admit that I understand the content of these documents. 

656. I admit that I understand the relevance of these documents 

657. I admit that I understand the purpose of these documents. 

658. I admit that my counsel explained to me the evidence and facts contained within these 
documents. 

659. I admit that I know and understand the evidence and facts contained within these 
documents. 

660. I admit that I had the right, opportunity, and ability to deny or otherwise refute the 
evidence and facts contained within these documents. 

661. I admit that I have not denied and or otherwise refuted the evidence and facts contained 
within these documents. 

662. I admit that the facts contained within these documents are undisputed. 

663. I admit that the facts contained within these documents are admitted. 

664. I admit that the facts contained within these documents constitute no genuine issue for 
trial. 

665. I admit that the facts contained within these documents corroborate those admitted 
within the STATEMEMT OF ADMITTED FACT. 
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666. I admit that the facts contained within these documents constitute proof of the elements 
of the charges levied against me by Plaintiff Kaul. 

Dated: April 24, 2023 
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SP\NE & ORTHOPEDIC 
I CENTER OF NEW JERSEY 

II • 
:f.. 
;J.. Spwal l>iso1<lcr:; & \urr;1•1;~ JJJmt Re:pl 1ccmenr',. Fuc;nm s. 

Attention: 
Shana M. Walter 
Assistant Counsel 

~ 
Srxut~ \lt:thc111i:, /\J lllfl)l>COJIIC StUj\Cl\' 

State Board of Medicine _ 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE/OFFICE OF CHIEF 
COUNSEL/COUNSEL DIVISION 
2601 NORTH 3RD STREET/P.O. BOX 69523/HARRISBURG, 
PA 17106-9523 
shanwalter@im,gQY 

RE: in the Matter of the Application for License to Practice 
as Medical Physician and Surgeon 

Of Richard Arjun Kaul, MD+ Dr. Kaul's petition to 
amend the May 27, 2020/February 8 ' 

2021 order of the State of Pennsylvania. 
Case No.19-49-007483 

AFFIDAVIT OF DR. DAVID BASCJH 

Dear Ms. Walter, 

Please find submitted my affidavit in support of Dr. Kaul's 
petition to amend: 

1. I am a 59 year old American citizen, a licensed orthopedic 
spine surgeon and have been practicing in New Jersey since 
1999. 

2. A copy of my CV is attached to this affidavit. 

DAVID B. BASCH, M.D., FAAOS 
F,/low-Amtricttn Atttdtmy ofOrthop,dir Surg,om 
Diplomtttt American Board 0/0nhoprdi<Surg,7 

NPI I 0$3322354 
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3. I provide this affidavit in support of the petition of Richard 
Arjun Kaul, MD to have amended the May 27, 2020, order of 
Pennsylvania Hearing, David Green, as per the attached 
PROPOSED AMENDMENT. 

4. I have known Dr. Kaul professionally since 2003, and did 
work directly with him for a number of years, until he opened 
his own surgical center. 

5. In this period I gained a thorough understanding of his 
knowledge, skills, and expertise in the fields of interventional 
pain and minimally invasive spine surgery, the latter in which in 
2005, he invented and successfully performed the first outpatient 
percutaneous spinal fusion. 

6. In this period of working with him directly and referring him 
patients, I found him to be an extremely knowledgeable, 
competent, and skilled practitioner in the fields of interventional 
pain and-minimally invasive spine surgery, and this was an 
opinion held by many other very well-respected physicians. 

7. Based on my two (2) decade-long professional and personal 
experience of Dr. Kaul, I can state with absolute certainty that '· 
there has been no diminution in his knowledge of basic science, 
clinical medicine, and aspects of technical procedure.pertinent to 
the procedures he will be conducting upon return to clinical 
practice. 

8. I am fully aware of the circumstances and facts surrounding 
the very unfortunate, and in my opinion completely unjustified 
revocation of Dr. Kaul's New Jersey license in 2014, and of the 
numerous and ongoing grave injustices he has continued to since 
sustain. 

9. From April to July 2022, as Dr. Kaul was preparing to 
undergo the physician assessment course with the PACE 
program in San Diego, I regularly conducted 'mock' 
examinations and case study evalwitions, in which I ascertained 
that his knowledge of the basic science, clinical medicine and 
procedural .technic,alities exceeded professional standards. 
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10. At that time I concluded that Dr. Kaul was sufficiently 
knowledgeable and competent to return to the safe and effective 
practice of medicine, and would, if his license had been restored 
in New Jersey, have had no hesitation in working with him 
again. 

11. This opinion remains the opinion of many physicians who 
worked with Dr. Kaul and with whom I remain professionally 
associated. 

12. From December 2022 to February 2023, I again conducted 
'mock' examinations and case study evaluations, and arrived at 
the same conclusion that Dr. Kaul was sufficiently 
knowledgeable and competent to return to the safe and effective 
practice of medicine. 

13. Although it disappointed me that neither of these physician 
assessment programs arrived at the same conclusion,·it did not 
surprise me, in light of the politico-legal context to the events 
that caused the unjustified revocation in 2014. 

14. Another factor, that I firmly believe was immensely 
contributive to the opinions of the physician assessment 
programs, i~ the fact that Dr. Kaul, after having taught himself 
the law, has rightly sought justice in the United States District 
Court against persons/entities who caused him harm, a number 
of whom are commercially connected with the physician 
assessment programs. 

15. However, regardless of the politico-legal context and other 
non-medical matters, Dr. Kaul, a person whom I have known 
and worked with professionally since 2003, did unequivocally 
demonstrate to me over a period of almost a year (April 2022 -
February 2023), that his knowledge of the basic science, clinical 
medicine and procedural technicalities exceed professional 
standards. 

16. Based on all of the above facts, I fully support Dr. Kaul's re
entry into clinical medicine as per the conditions of the May 27, 
2020, order as amended pursuant to the PROPOSED 
AMENDMENT. 
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17. Finally, on a more personal note, I feel compelled to state 
that the public and medicine suffered a great loss when Dr. Kaul 
was caused to cease practice in April 2012, the year his license 
was suspended in a highly publicized, malicious, and illegal 
manner, and that the deprivation to the public and Dr. Kaul 
continues in 2023 because Dr. Kaul seeks truth and justice. 

18. The New Jersey events, as detailed in the cases filed in the 
United States District Court, bring the medical profession into 
great disrepute, in the seriousness of misconduct usually 
associated with organized crime syndicates, not medicine. 

19. I hope the Pennsylvania State Board of Medicine bring an 
end to the insanity wrecked on the lives of Dr. Kaul, his family, 
and patients since 2012, and issue him a license to practice 
medicine.' 

I certify under penalty of perjury that the above statements are 
true and accurate to the best of my knowledge. • 

DAVID 
B.BASCH,MD 
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Gmail 

CPEPAssessment - Dr. Michael Harned 
8 messages 

Richard Kaul <drrichardkaul@gmail.com> 
To: Amanda Besmanoff <abesmanoff@cpepdoc.org> 

Amanda, 

Richard Kaul <drrichardkaul@gmail.com> 

Tue, May 16, 2023 at 7:04 PM 

I was recently informed that Dr. Michael Harned is a Director At Large of the Kentucky chapter of the American Society of 
lntervenlional Pain Physicians, and has been for a number of years: 

https:/lasipp.org/kentucky-society-of-interventional-pain-physicians/ 

In 2017 I filed suit against ASIPP in the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey (copy attached) a fact 
known to Dr. Hamad when he conducted his interview on February 23, 2023, and unfortunately this represents a conflict 
of interest, of which Dr. Harnard should have informed CPEP. • 

Could you please bring this issue to the attention of the CPEP Board. 

Thank you in advance. 

Regards, 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 

vvww.drrichardkaul.com 

~ 171027-Kaul v Chiristiie-~,1-[}_E_ 214.pdf 
2464K 

Amanda Besmanoff <abesmanoff@cpepdoc.org> 
To: Richard Kaul <drrichardkaul@gmail.com> 

Hi Dr. Kaul, 

Wed, May 17, 2023 at 12:54 PM 

I received your message and will discuss with my team. I'll follow-up with you either later today or tomorrow morning. 

Thanks, 

Amanda 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Richard Kaul <drrichardkaul@gmail.com> 
To: Amanda Besmanoff <abesmanoff@cpepdoc.org> 

Thanks Amanda. 

Regards, 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 

,Nww.drrichardkaul.com 

(Quoted text hidden] 

Wed, May 17, 2023 at 1:15 PM 
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https://asipp.org/wp-content/uploads/ASIPP23rdAnnualMeetingAgenda.pdf 

In deciding what course of action to take, and In 'light of the conHicts of Interest. I would like to suggest for the purpose of 
fairness and expediency, that I respond to the substance of Drs. Hamed/Antony's reports, bearing In mind that regardless 
of CPEP's final report. I cannot practiCE! without a monitor. 

I think it would have been prudent of these physicians lo have recused themselves from the matter, and not subject both 
CPEP and I to an avoidable and costly delay. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Regards, 

Richard Arj\.m Kaul, MD 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

[Quoted text hidden] 

Amanda Besmanoff <abesmanoff@cpepdoc.org> 
To: Richard Kaul <drrichardkaul@gmail.com> 

Hi Dr. Kaul, 

Mon, May 22, 2023 at 12:28 PM 

Can you please clarify what the conflict of interest specifically is with Dr. Antony so I can discuss this further with my 
· team? 

[Quoted text hidden) 

Richard Kaul <drrichardkaul@gmail.com> Mon, May 22, 2023 at 3:11 PM 
To: Amanda Besmanoff <abesmanoff@cpepdoc.org> 

Amanda, 

For physicians lo present lectures at ASIPP meetings, they must be fee-paying members. 

Dr. Antony is an active fee-paying member of ASIPP and its Florida Chapter, and is involved in the political 
fundraising element of ASIPP identified in the lawsuit (Kaul y Christje·16-CV-02364) (K1) that was the conduit through 
which bribes were funnelled to Defendant Christle, as party of the quid pro quo for having the board revoke (Illegally) my 
license. 

Regards, 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

[Quoted text hidden) 

Richard Kaul <drrichardkaul@gmail.com> 
To: Amanda Besmanoff <abesma,noff@cpepdoc.org> 

Amanda, 

Tue, May 23, 2023 al 3:18 PM 

Could you please bring to the attention of the CPEP board, Dr. Robert Brown's directorship with ASIPP. 

https://asipp.org/colorado-society-of-interventional-pain-physicians/ 

Did any of these three physicians (Antony/Hamed/Brown) disclose their conflicts of interest to CPEP? 

Regards, 

• Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 

www.drrichardkaul.com 
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I'm acknowledging receipt of your email and the previous one. 

[Quoted text hidden] 
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www.drrichardkaul.com 

Alexis Angell, JD 
Shareholder 
PoJsinelli 
CPEP Board 
720 S. Colorado Blvd., Suite 1100-N 
Denver, CO 80246 

Re: Resolution of Conflict of Interest 

Dear Mr. Angell, 

June 6, 2023 

I write this letter as a follow~up and to memorialize the conversation I had on June 5, 2023, 
from approximately 12:30 pm to 1pm EST, with Amanda Besmanoff and Alisa Johnson 
regarding the fact that the three individuals (Anthony/Harned/Brown) who conducted 
evaluations of my skills/knowledge on February 22/23, 2023, were knowingly conflicted and 
ought to have recused themselves, the willful non-recusal of which however, invalidates their 
evaluations/reports and moreover has caused me further injury. 

I emailed Ms. Besmanoff as soon as I became aware of these conflicts. The conflicts arise from 
the fact I have on multiple occasions, sued Defendant American Society of lnterventional Pain 
Physicians (ASIPP) in the United States District Court, and that two individuals (Harned/Brown) 
were/are politically active directors of the Kentucky/Colorado ASIPP chapters and.the third 
(Antony) is an active lecture providing, fee;paying, politically contributing member. A copy of 
one of these suits (Kl) was e"mailed to Ms. Besmanoff, and establishes the conflicted nature of 
all members of.Defendant ASIPP. 

Another point raised during the conversation pertained to CPEP's relationship with the 
Federation State Medical Boards, an entity with which I have engaged in litigation. I would 
suggest you view www.pacer.org and search my name with RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, as this will 
provide further context as to the conflict with the FSMB. 

Options: 

I believe there are two (2) options: 

1 
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1. The physician assessments are re-conducted by physicians with no professional, commercial 
connections/relations/associations, and as stated in my May 30, 2023, email to Ms. Besmanoff 
(copy attached), these individuals will likely be found In academic/research settings. 

2. CPEP issue a report containing the contents of all the tests and the reports of 
Antony/Harned/Brown's with a statement/paragraph as to the conflicted nature of the reports 
and how/why the situation was permitted to come into existence, and cause further costly 
delay. 

If option 1 is chosen, and the individuals are conflict-free, then I would not request the 
reimbursement of my approximately fourteen thousands dollars ($14,000} enrollment fee, but I 
would still require I be provided a complete copy of my entire file. 

If option 2 is chosen, I would request reimbursement of my enrollment fee and of course 
production of my entire file. 

As I explained during the conversation, if it becomes impossible for me, through this particular 
avenue, to vindicate my rights and rectify/mitigate the illegal/ongoing eleven (11) year plus 
injury to my livelihood/life/liberty/reputation/economic standing, I will place the issue before 
the Pennsylvania Medical Board/ Pennsylvania Courts, to seek an alternate resolution, in which 
politics/business/professional rivalries are not permitted to obstruct/interfere with my 
fundamental human/constitutional rights. 

I hope that CPEP advances this matter in a manner that is fair, professional and one ultimately, I 
believe, could reflect well on the organization within the medical profession. 

Yours sincerely 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

2 
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Gmail 

CPEP Assessment + Supporting Documents 
1 message 

Richard Kaul <drrichardkaul@gmail.com> 
To: Amanda Besmanoff <abesmanoff@cpepdoc.org> 

Amanda, 

Richard Kaul <drrichardkaul@gmail.com> 

Tue, May 30, 2023 at 9:01 AM 

I left a message last week on your VM enquiring as to CPEP's course of action In light of the conflicted nature of the three 
individuals retained by CPEP to evaluate my knowledge/skills. Al your earliest convenience, could you please call me on 
this point. 

Could you please also email me a complete copy of my CPEP file, and ensure that no changes are made to the file in the 
interim. 

There are interventional pain physicians who have no association with Defendant ASIPP, and who quite frankly view the 
organization as lacking academic gravitas and an organization that Is nothing more than a vehicle through which to funnel 
bribes to corrupt politicians. These Individuals exist primarily within academic/research institutions and amongst 
practitioners who have no commercial interest in the spine market. 

I hope we can rectify this situation. 

Regards, 

Richard Arjun Kaul. MD \ 

www.drrichardkaul.com 
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'Gmail 

CPEP Assessment + Supporting Documents 
1 message 

Richard Kaul <drrichardkaul@gmail.com> 
To: Amanda Besmanoff <abesmanoff@cpepdoc.org> 

Amanda, 

Richard Kaul <drrichardkaul@gmail.com> 

Tue, May 30, 2023 at 9:01 AM 

I left a message last week on your VM enquiring as to CPEP's course of action in light of the conflicted nature of the three 
individuals retained by CPEP to evaluate my knowledge/skills. At your earliest convenience, could you please call me on 
this point. 

Could you please also email me a complete copy of my CPEP file, and ensure that no changes are made to the file in the 
interim. 

There are interventional pain physicians who have no association with Defendant ASIPP, and who quite frankly view the 
organization as lacking academic gravitas and an organization that is nothing more than a vehicle through which to funnel 
bribes to corrupt politicians. These individuals exist primarily within academic/research institutions and amongst 
practitioners who have no commercial interest in the spine market. 

I hope we can rectify this situation. 

Regards, 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 

www.drrichardkaul.com 
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June 9, 2023 

Via Email and U.S. Mail 

Dr. Richard A. Kaul 
24 Washington Valley Road 
Morristown, NJ 07960 
drrichardkaul@gmail.com 

Re: CPEP Assessment Services 

Dear Dr. Kaul: 

. We have reviewed in detail yOllr'concems submitted via emaHon May 16, 2023, May 19, 2023, May 22, 
2023, and May 2:3; 2023, and as discussed with Alisa Johnson, CPEPProgram Director, on·June 5, 2023, 
as well as your letter dated June 6, 2023, concerning the clinical consultants who participated in your CPEP 
Clinical Competence Assessment which took place on February 22, 2023, 

On January 16, 2023, you e_ntered an Assessment Services Participation Agreement with CPEP. Pursuant 
to the.Agreement, CPEP engaged clinical consultants to participate in your Assessment. You were. provided 
with the identity of these consultants prior to your Assessment in February 2023 and these consultants 
conducted clinical interviews with you during your Assessment. In the emails listed above and in further 

• conversation you have contended that the consultants have conflicts·of interest because of their affiliation 
with the American Society of lnterventional Pain Physicians (ASIPP) and objected to their involvement 
based on pending litigation you have filed against ASIPP and others. In your June 6, 2023 correspondence 
you outlined two options including ·re-conducting the Assessment with physicians with no professional, 
commercial connections/relations/associations ... • or "issuing a report containing the contents of all the tests 
and the reports of Antony/Harned/Brown's with a statement/paragraph as to the conflicted nature of the 
reports and how/why the situation was permitted to come into existence, and cause further costly delay." 
You also requested a copy of your complete file with both options and reimbursement of your enrollment 
fee. 

CPEP is unable to agree to either option. § 6.2 of the Participation Agreement grants CPEP sole discretion 
to determine if you are a suitable candidate for participation. CPEP has deter.mined you are not and 
Pursuant to § 6.2, CPEP terminates the Participation Agreement for cause. CPEP wlll not re-conduct the 
Assessment nor issue an Assessment Report with the existing consultants and data. 

§ 2.5 of the Participation Agreement states that you are not entitled to review the contents of any file. 
Therefore, CPEP will not be providing this information to you. 

While it is not required to do so, CPEP will refund the $14,500 assessment fee you paid via your original 
payment methods. 

Please note the Dispute Resolution provisions in Article VII of the Participation Agreement. 

Thank you for your attention to these matters. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth J. Korinek 
Chief Executive Officer 

• CPEP The Center for Personalized Education for Professionals 

720 South Colorado Boulevard, 1100-N, Denver, CO 80246 
This document and Its contents are confidential. Use or disclosure without written authorization from CPEP is strictly prohibited. 
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www.drrichardkaul.com 

Elizabeth J. Korinek 
CEO 
CPEP 
720 South Colorado Boulevard, 1100-N 
Denver, CO 80246 

Re: NOTICE OF LITIGATION 

Dear Ms. Korinek, 

June 21, 2023 

Thank you for ·your letter of June 9, 2023 (copy enclosed). Please find below my response and 
further statement: 

1. Conflict of Interest re: ASIPP: 

You state: "On January 16, 2023, ... provided with the identity of these consultants ... conflicts 
of interest ... affiliation ... ASIPP ... Antony/Harned/Brown ... copy of your complete file ... 
fee", seemingly in support of your argument that because you provided the consultants names 
and I signed an agreement, that therefore the law indemnifies CPEP/members/consultants 
against the liability pursuant to the knowing perpetration of fraud. Not only were the 
referenced conflicts known to CPEP/members/consultants, they were intentional, and it was 
indeed the purpose of the participants/co-conspirators to conceal this wrongdoing and have 
issued highly defamatory and knowingly false reports. 

2. Conflict of Interest re: Federation State Medical Boards: 

In my June 6, 2023, letter to CPEP's lawyer, Alexis Angell (copy enclosed) 1 state: "Another point 
raised during the conversation pertained to CPEP's relationship with the Federation State 
Medical Boards, an entity with which I have engaged in litigation." CPEP is a commercially 
subjugate component of The Kaul Cases Defendant FSMB and was cognizant of this conflict of 
interest when it contr,acted with me on January 16, 2023. However, it concealed the conflict for 
the purpose of furthering its own economic agenda with The Kaul Cases Defendant FSMB, in 
the knowledge that if would issue a defamatory report purposed to prevent the issuance of my 
Pennsylvania medical license, which CPEP/FSMB believed would impede my prosecution of The 
Kaul Cases Defendant FSMB in the United States District Court. 

1 
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Your failure, in your June 9, 2023, letter, to address/deny/contest/rebut these facts, constitute 
their tacit admission for the purpose of pending/future litigation. 

3. Mail Fraud: 

CPEP and its agents, did with fraudulent intent, instruct the United States Postal Service to use 
its apparatus to illegally/without legitimate cause, obstruct the delivery of documents from me. 
Specifically, on June 6, 2023, I sent the letter to Alexis Angell via certified mail, with a scheduled 
delivery date of June 8, 2023. As a consequence of CPEP's obstruction the letter remains at the 
postal facility in Denver. On June 9, 2023, I emailed the letter to Ms. Besmanoff. 

CPEP/members/consultants fraudulent misconduct constitutes an "ongoing pattern of 
racketeering" and violation of my civil/constitutional rights, for which neither the agreement 
nor your disclosure of the consultants names provide any defense. 

Please also be advised that as a consequence of CPEP/members/consultants and The Kaul 
Cases Defendant FSMB, being competitors of mine in the healthcare market, the within 
detailed misconduct constitutes a knowing violation of antitrust law. 

Please be advised accordingly. 

Yours sincerely 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

cc: Ajay Antony 
Michael Harned 
Robert Brown 
ASIPP 

2 
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June 9, 2023 

Via Email and U.S. Mail 

Dr. Richard A. Kaul 
24 Washington Valley Road 
Morristown, NJ 07960 
drrichardkaul@gmail.com 

Re: CPEP Assessment Services 

Dear Dr. Kaul: 

. We have reviewed in detail youn::oncems submitted.via email on~M11y 16, 2023, May 19, 2023, May 22, 
2023, and May ~3. 2023, and a!! discussed with Alisa Johnson, CPEFtProgram Directo(on June 5, 2023, 

. well as your letter dated June 6,W23, concerning the clinical consulta.nis who participated in your CPEP 
Clinical Competence Assessment which took place on February 22, 2023. • 

On January 16, 2023, you entered an Assessment Services Participation Agreement with CPEP. Pursuant 
to the Agreement, CPEP engaged clinical consultants to participate in your Assessment. You were provided 
with the identity of these consultants prior to your Assessment in February 2023 and these consultants 
conducted clinical interv.iews with you during your Assessment. In the emails listed above and in further 
conversation you have contended that the consultants have·conflicts•of interest because ciflheir:affiliation 
with the American Society of lnterventional Pain Physicians (ASIPP) and objected to their involvement 
based on pending litigation you have filed against ASIPP and others. In your June 6, 2023 correspondence 
you outlined two options including "re-conducting the Assessment with physicians with no professional, 
commercial connections/relations/associations .. ." or "issuing a report containing the contents of all the tests 
and the reports of Antony/Harned/Brown's with a statement/paragraph as to the conflicted nature of the 
reports and how/why the situation was permitted to come into existence, and cause further costly delay." 
You also requested a copy of your complete file with both options and reimbursement of your enrollment 
fee. ' 

CPEP is unable to agree to either option. § 6.2 of the Participation Agreement grants CPEP sole discretion 
to determine if you are a suitable candidate for participation. CPEP has determined you are not and 
Pursuant to § 6.2, CPEP terminates the Participation Agreement for cause. CPEP will not re-conduct the 
Assessment nor issue an Assessment Report with the existing consultants and data. 

§ 2.5 of the Participation Agreement states that you are not entitled to review the contents of any file. 
Therefore, CPEP will not be providing this information to you. 

While it is not required to do so, CPEP will refund the $14,500 assessment fee you paid via your original 
payment methods. 

Please note the Dispute Resolution provisions in Article VII of the Participation Agreement. 

Thank you for your attention to these matters. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth J. Korinek 
Chief Executive Officer 

CPEP The Center for Personalized Education for Professionals 

720 South Colorado Boulevard, 1100-N, Denver, CO 80246 
This document and ns contents are confidential. Use or disclosure without written authorization from CPEP is strictly prohibited. 
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Alexis Angell, JD 
Shareholder 
Polsinelli 
CPEP Board 
720 S. Colorado Blvd., Suite 1100-N 
Denver, co 80246 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

June 6, 2023 

Re: Resolution of Conflict of Interest 

Dear Mr. Angell, 

I write this letter as a follow-up and to memorialize the conversation I had on June 5, 2023, 
from approximately 12:30 pm to 1pm EST, with Amanda Besmanoff and Alisa Johnson 
regarding the fact that the three Individuals (Anthony/Harned/Brown) who conducted 
evaluations of my skills/knowledge on February 22/23, 2023, were knowingly conflicted and 
ought to have recused themselves, the willful non-recusal of which however, Invalidates their 
evaluations/reports and moreover has caused me further injury. 

I emailed Ms. Besmanoff as soon as I became aware of these conflicts. The conflicts arise from 
the fact I have on multiple occasions, sued Defendant American Society of lnterventional Pain 
Physicians (ASIPP) in the United States Distr,ict Court, and that two individuals (Harned/Brown) 
were/are politically active directors of the Kentucky/Colorado ASIPP chapters and the third 
(Antony) is an active lecture providing, fee-paying, politically contributing member. A copy of 
one of these suits (Kl) was emailed to Ms. Besmanoff, and establishes the conflicted nature of 
all members of Defendant ASIPP. 

Another point raised during the conversation pertained to CPEP's relationship with the 
Federation State Medical Boards, an entity with which I have engaged in litigation. I would 
suggest you view www.pact;[.,_Q.ffi and search my name with RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, as this will 
provide further context as to the conflict with the FSMB. 

Options: 

I believe there are two (2) options: 

1 
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1. The physician assessments are re-conducted by physicians with no professional, commercial 
connections/relations/associations, and as stated in my May 30, 2023, email to Ms. Besmanoff 
(copy attached), these individuals will likely be found in academic/research settings. 

2. CPEP issue a report containing the contents of all the .tests and the reports of 
Antony/Harned/Brown's with a statement/paragraph as to the conflicted nature of the reports 
and how/why the situation was permitted to come into existence, and cause further costly 
delay. 

If option 1 is chosen, and the individuals are conflict-free, then I would not request the 
reimbursement of my approximately fou'rteen thousands dollars ($14,000) enrollment fee, but I 
would still require I be provided a complete copy of my entire file. 

If option 2 is chosen, I would request reimbursement of my enrollment fee and of course 
production of my entire file. 

As I explained during the conversation, if it becomes impossible for me, through this particular 
avenue, to vindicate my rights and rectify/mitigate the illegal/ongoing eleven (11) year plus 
injury to my livelihood/life/liberty/reputation/economic standing, I will place the issue before 
the Pennsylvania Medical Board/ Pennsylvania Courts, to seek an alternate resolution, in which 
politics/business/professional rivalries are not permitted to obstruct/interfere with my 
fundamental human/constitutional rights. 

I hope that CPEP advances this matter in a manner that is fair, professional and one ultimately, I 
believe, could reflect well on the organization within the medical profession. 

Yours sincerely 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

2 
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Gmail 

CPEP Assessment+ Supporting Documents 
1 message 

Richard Kaul <drrichardkaul@gmail.com> 
To: Amanda Besmanoff <abesmanoff@cpepdoc.org> 

Amanda, 

Richard Kaul <drrichardkaul@gmail.com> 

Tue, May 30, 2023 at 9:01 AM 

I left a message iast week on your VM enquiring as to CPEP's course of action in light of the conflicted nature of the three 
individuals retained by CPEP to evaluate my knowledge/skills. At your earliest convenience, could you please call me on 
this point. 

Could you please also email me a complete copy of my CPEP file, and ensure that no changes are made to the file in the 
interim. 

There are interventional pain physicians who have no association with Defendant ASIPP, and who quite frankly view the 
organization as lacking academic gravitas and an organization that is nothing more than a vehicle through which to funnel 
bribes to corrupt politicians. These individuals exist primarily within academic/research institutions and amongst 
practitioners who have no commercial interest in the spine market. 

I hope we can rectify this situation. 

Regards, 

Richard Arjun Kaul; MD 

www.drrichardkaul.com 
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i 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

July 9, 2023 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASINGTON VALLEY ROAD 
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 
9738762877 
DRRICHARDKAUL@GMAIL.COM 

ATTENTION: 

PENNSYLVANIA STATE BOARD OF MEDICINE 
2601 N 3RD STREET 
HARRISBURG, PA 17110 

SHANA M. WALTER, ESQ 
COUNSEL, STATE BOARD OF MEDICINE 

RE: in the Matter of the Application for License to Practice as Medical Physician and Surgeon 
Of Richard Arjun Kaul, MD+ Dr. Kaul's petition to amend the May 27, 2020/February 8 
2021 order of the State of Pennsylvania. 
Case No. 19-49-007483 

Dear Members State Board of Medicine and Ms. Walter, 

Please find submitted the above referenced petition, a PROPOSED AMENDMENT, and an 

affidavit from Dr. David Basch attesting that my knowledge of basic science, clinical medicine 

and relevant procedural technique satisfy the standard for the safe practice of interventional 

pain (Exhibit 1). 

l 
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) 

Preliminary Statement 

For the reasons set forth below, Petitioner Kaul submits this petition seeking to have the 

Pennsylvania State Board of Medicine modify the May 27, 2020, proposed order (Exhibit 2) of 

Pennsylvania Hearing Officer, David Green, as per the attached PROPOSED AMENDMENT. to 

cause to cease the ongoing knowing/willful/malicious violation and obstruction of the May 27, 

2020 order's purpose/intent of restoring Petitioner Kaul's right to his medical 

license/livelihood/liberty/life/economic standing; a right that was illegally deprived by The Kaul 

Cases, including the State of New Jersey, on June 13, 2012 (suspension)/February 12, 2014 

(revocation). 

2 
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Statement of Fact 

The facts upon which the petition is based, are facts of a long-standing and ongoing "pattern" 

of human/constitutional/civil rights violations and are contained within Kll-8/Kll-15 (Exhibits 

3 + 4) and the June 21, 2023, letter to CPEP's CEO, Elizabeth Korinek (Exhibit Sl. The Kaul Cases 

Defendants scheme extended to attempting to have Petitioner Kaul's person seriously injured 

and or killed, a scheme that commenced in 2005 consequent to professional jealousy at Plaintiff 

Kaul's professional success in having invented a procedure that revolutionized minimally 

invasive spine surgery. This percutaneous technique of spinal fusion is now the standard of 

care. 

Efforts At Other Programs: 

Lifeguard: In June/July 2020, after the issuance of the May 27, 2020, opinion/order, Petitioner 

Kaul applied to the Lifeguard Program, which accepted him for the physician assessment 

program and commenced constructing one specific to his re-entry pathway. However, 

approximately three (3) months later, and without any given reason, the Lifeguard program 

instructed Petitioner Kaul it would be cancelling his contract, returning his money, and deleting 

his files from their records. Plainttiff Kaul flied a lawsuit against Defendant Federation State 

Medical Boards (Kaul v Federation: 19-CV-3050} (KS) in late September 2020. The lifeguard· 

Program is a commercial subsidiary of Defendant FSMB. In fact, in 2023, Petitioner Kaul, in re

attempting to have Lifeguard provide the program.received an unprofessional and somewhat 

disturbing email from one of its nurse directors to the effect that Lifeguard would "never" 

provide Petitioner Kaul the course. 

PACE: Petitioner Kaul refers board members/counsel to Kll-8 ( Exhibit 3). 

CPEP: Petitioner Kaul refers board members/counsel to Kaul June 21 letter to CPEP (Exhibit 5). 

Vanderbilt University Comprehensive Assesment Program for Professionals (VCAP): Does not 

allegedly provide the necessary course. 

3 
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Drexel University College of Medicine Physician Re-Entry Course: Does not allegedly provide the 

necessary course. 

K-Star Program, AIM University, Texas: The program initially processed Petitioner Kaul's 

application, but within a week "realized" it did not provide the necessary course. 

4 
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,.., 

Legal Argument 

Patient safety will be ensured with the PROPOSED AMENDMENT to the same degree as that 
associated with the May 27, 2020. order of Pennsylvania Hearing Officer. David Green. 

Submitted with this petition are certifications from Drs. Basch and Feldman, attesting to the 

fact that Plaintiff Kaul possesses sufficient knowledge of the basic sciences, clinical medicine,' 

and techniques of interventional pain to return and resume the safe and effective practice of 

lnterventional pain. These certifications in conjunction with the conditions contained within the 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT. and the fact that the procedures performed by Petitioner Kaul are 

restricted to ,he placement of needles/radiofrequency probes into the relatively superficial 

paravertebral structures, all conducted with an anesthesiologist, the use offluoroscopy and 

subject to physician monitoring, provide for patient safety, ensure competence and a basis for 

ongoing knowledge assessment. 

These conditions equate to those required as per the May 27, 2020, order/opinion, and will 

ensure patient safety. 

Had Petitioner Kaul known or understood the commercial nexus between Defendant 
Federation and physician assessment businesses. he would have argued for an order/opinion 
consistent with the PROPOSED AMENDMENT. 

On February 7, 2020, the hearing.date regarding Petitioner Kaul's application for llcensure, 

Petitioner Kaul had no knowledge of the fact that the physician assessment programs rely on 

Defendant Federation for inclusion in the list used by state medical boar.ds and others within 

the physician regulatory/licensing market. Had Petitioner Kaul known this fact, he would have 

argued the inherent conflict of interest in any recommendation of the physician assessment 

programs that were listed in the May 27,2020 opinion; a conflict that, as pied in Kll-8/CPEP 

letter, caused the within stated acts of malfeasance. 

5 
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Had Plaintiff Kaul known this fact, he would have argued for an opinion/order consistent with 

the terms of the PROPOSED AMENDMENT, which provides for patient safety. 

Had Pennsylvania Hearing Officer. David Green. known that Petitioner Kaul had sued 
Defendant Federation on October 1, 2019, an entity with whom he has since remained 
adversarial. it is more likely than not, that Hearing Officer, David Green would. consistent 
with Plaintiff Kaul's due process rights, have entered an order/opinion consistent with the 
PROPOSED AMENDMENT. 

Hearing Officer, David Green, in drafting his opinion/order had no knowledge of the inherent 

conflict of recommending physician assessment programs, whose commercial existence 
. . 

depends on and is controlled by Defendant Federation, which has an illegal per se monopolistic 

control of the physician regulatory and so called 'discipline' market. Plaintiff Kaul's legal pursuit 

in the United States District Court of Defendant Federation on, amongst other things, 

RICO/Antitrust/Civil Rights violations, rendered the conditioning of issuance of his Pennsylva
1
nia 

license on successful completion of an assessment course by one of the listed programs, a 

conflict of interest and a continuation of the 15-year plus violation of Plaintiff Kaul's due 

process rights. 

The PROPOSED AMENDMENT ensures patient safety and is consistent with the intent/purpose 

of the May 27, 2020, opinion/order. 

A modification of the May 27. 2020. order to that of the PROPOSED AMENDMENT would 
ensure patient safety and be consistent with the intent/purpose of the May 27,2020 
opinion/order. 

The only difference between the May 27, 2020 opinion/order pertains to the substitution of the 

physician assessment programs with the condition that Petitioner Kaul commence and continue 

a program of continuing medical education in interventional pain, and in fact this method of 

ongoing education/training, a method Petitioner Kaul employed throughout his career, extends 

over years and is not simply a one (1) to two (2) assessment, that in Petitioner Kalil's cases was 

conducted by knowingly conflicted individuals/businesses. 

6· 
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Conclusion 

For the above pied facts/arguments, Petitioner Kaul moves the Pennsylvania State Board of 

Medicine to adopt the PROPOSED AMENDMENT and issue Petitioner Kaul a license to practice 

medicine/surgery in the State of Pennsylvania. 

I certify under penalty of perjury that the above statements are true and accurate to the best of 

my knowledge. 

Dated: July 9, 2023 
RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

7 
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Corey Johnson 
113 Midland Place 
Newark, NJ 07106 

T: 973 207 0525 

James Gonulez 
Pr:esident 
University Hospital 
15 0 Bergen Street 
Newark, NJ 07103 

September 23 2013 

Dear Mr.Gonzalez 

I am writing to ftle a formal complain~ against Dr .Andrew Kaufman for grossly unprofessional 
conduct on February 261h 2010 on the premises ofUMDNJ in room Ii 178 between the hours of 
approximately 7.15am to 12pm and during which he verbally abused me immediately before I 
underwent a lumbar dlscogram. 

Dr.Ira Goldstein initially referred me to Dr.Kaufman for a lumbar discogram which was to Intended.to 
assist In the accurate diagnosis of the lumbar discs thathad been Injured subsequent to a major 
accident at work In 2006. The severity of the pain and the possible benefit of a spinal fusion· 
prompted Dr.Goldstein to recommend a lumbar discogram as a diagnostic tool. 

My experience with Dr.Kaufman was horrific and I continue to have nightmares about what 
happened on February 261h 2010. The things he said and the almost brutal manner In which he 
behaved towards me have psychologically scarred me. 

CHRQNQLQGY 

I arrived at UMDNJ at 6am on 2/26/10 and was admitted through the front desk with Instructions to 
go to room li-178 where l completed and signed further documents. At approximately 7.1 Sam Dr. 
Kaufman walked Into the room and made the following derogatory statements: 

1. I can't believe this mother fucker Is here 
2. Are you really going to let me do this procedure to you? 
3. You aren't shit and I am not going to help you with your legal case 

His tone was threatening and I felt humiliated. I could not bel!eve that a human Jet alone someone 
who is a physician, meant to heal, would make such abusive comments. I felt helpless and did not 
know where to look as he continued to rant and denigrate me In front of others. There were other 
people in the room and none of the!ll asked him to stop. l had never felt this way before or been 
treated in such a humiliating way, • 

Dr.Kaufman then left the room and the nurse took me into the treatment area where I was given a 
patient gown and had an intravenous placed in my arm. I was then walked into the procedure room 
and Dr.Kaufman was standing In the opposite corner looking at me and continued to verbally attack 
me and made the following comments: 

·1. That mother fucker Richard Kaul is trying to take over the spine business and we are going 
. to put a stop to It· I later worked out that he made this comment when he realized I had been 
under the care of Dr.Kaul since 2006 and who in my opinion had provided excellent care. 
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2. A,re you sure you want me to do this. You know I am not going to help you with your legal 
case. 

I did not respond to any of his comments and just felt.very confused and scared that I was about tQ 
undergo a spinal procedure which could paralyse me by a man thafi1ad just been verbally hostile. I 
could not, at that time, work out why he (Kaufman) was being so aggressive but I later realized It was 
because of the fact that Dr.Richard Kaul had taken care ofme and as I have since found out he 
(Kaufman) te,stifled against Dr.Kaul In the case regarding his medical llcense. 

I was Instructed to lie face down on the operating table and as the anesthesiologist was applying the 
mask I could hear and see Kaufman screaming about how Kaul was taking tlieir business and that 
they were going to stop him. None of this made any sense to me and I just kept on praying to God 
asking him for help. I was petrified and felt completely humllfated. 

!'remember waking up in the recovery room with no recollection at all of.answering any questions 
about my pain level during the procedure, which I remember thinking was odd as I had beeri told 
before the procedure by Dr.Goldstefn·that I would be asked questions by. Kaufman and the answers I 
gave were essential to making an accurate diagnosis. Still to this day I have no recollection of this 
happening during t!Je procedure. I started to cry as I remembered the way Kaufman had talked to me 
and I wondered If It was because of my ethnicity. I was confused, scared and just wanted to leave the 
facility as quickly as possible. 

The nurse removed the intravenous and I changed back into my own clothes and was driven home by 
my friend. I have had ongoing nighbnares since this horrific Incident and have received psychological 
counseling toJ1elp me deal with the feelings and terror I experience every day. In researching 
Kaufman I have come to know that many other patients have posted complaints about his abusive 
conduct and derogatory language towards patients and about other physicians. 

About 1 week after the discogram I received from UMDNJ a patient satisfaction survey, which I 
completed and returned, and in which I made very clear my immense dissatisfaction and anger at the 
manner In which I had been treated. I have still not had a response to the survey I submitted in 2010 
and would request that this be addressed. 

UMDNJ Is a very well respected hospital that does a lot for underserved communities In Newark but 
the abusive and shocking conduct ofDr.Kaufman on February 26 2010 in room E-178 left me with 
the Impression that the hospital does not really care. I am sure my experience is not Isolated and 
other patients have had to endure the same demeaning attacks. 

I write this letter to bring your attention to an issue which has psychologically scarred me and which 
I would not wish on my worst enemy. I would therefore respectfully ask that a full and thorough 
Investigation be carried out so that no patient will ever again have to endure such abu~e. 

I look forward to your prompt response. 

Yours sincerely 

c.~~¥~~ 
Corey Johnson • 

II])jiDrM!;~"11,l!Verslty Medicine and Dentistry of New J~rsey 

• q~i3~(3 
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Honorable Steven C. Mannion 
United States District Judge 
District of New Jersey 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Re: Kaul v Christle, et al., 
Docket No. 16-CV-02364 

www.drrlchardkaul.com 

October 6, 2016 

CLERK . 
U.S. OISlRICT COURt 

DISTRICT OF tlEW J!RSE'f 
RECEl'/EO 

zn,. OCT - , A (I: ., I 

Permission to file emerge('lcy restraining order and preliminary Injunction 

Dear Judge Mannion, 

I write this letter to bring to the court's attention a number of state-orchestrated acts that I 
believe have been instigated in retaliation for the above matter. I also want to alert the court to 
the fact that a non-party witness has interfered in my fact-finding efforts, by conditioning the 
provision of information to me, on the release of one of the defendants from the1case. I 
therefore request permission to file a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction, 
that bars the defendant state from pursuing any further legal action against my property or 
person, until the conclusion of the federal litigation, and also sanctions against Marc Cohen for 
obstruction of justice. 

In January 2016 I commenced a process of pre-trial discovery by sending letters and e-mails to 
parties who I believe have knowledge pertaining to the allegations. On April 4, 2016 I received 
an e-mail from Dr. Richard Winne (exhibit 1) an interventional pain management physician on 
staff at defendant Atlantic Health Care. Dr. Winne both refers patients to, and receives patients 
from, a number of the defendant physicians, in addition to being a senior board member of 
defendant ASIPP. In response to my e-mail Dr. Winne requested that I call him and forwa·rded 
his cell phone number. However, when I called his number the following day the call was 
dlyerted to his voicemail, and I left a message, to which I have not yet received a response. 

On August 25, 2016 I telephoned and spoke with Robert McGann, who is the northeastern 
regional manager for Spineology, a Minnesota based medical device company, that sells the 
Optimesh device, an Implant used in spinal fusions. I have known Mr. McGann since 2005 and 
he is referenced in the complaint (exhibit 2) as having provided me with information regarding 
the misconduct of the defendant neurosurgeons. During the conversation Mr. McGann 
Indicated that defendant Marc Cohen, whose work constituted fifty percent of McGann's 
business, had stopped using the device, because McGann had testified on my behalf In May 
2013 during an administrative proceeding regarding the suspension of my medlcal license. 
McGann testified that the Optimesh device was used widely by physicians as an lntervertebral 

1 
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body fusion implant. According to McGann, Cohen.had stopped using the Optimesh device 

because McGann had testified on my behalf, and the transcript had recently been obtained by 

Cohen's attorney. Cohen, upon becoming aware of this information, retaliated by ceasing to 

engage in healthcare commerce with McGann and his team of surgical representatives. 

McGann stated that he understood exactly why I had named the neurosurgeons as defendants, 

but did not fully comprehend why Cohen had been included. I explained to McGann that the 

purpose of the call was to request that he agree to an informal interview, and I suggested he 

first obtain permission from his corporate superiors. McGann's work brought him into frequent 

proximity with numerous neurosurgeons, to whom he provided advice regarding the Optimesh 

device. It is the practice of surgical representatives to spend time )Nith physicians in both their 

offices and operating rooms, and it was through McGann that I came to know of the hostility 
the defendant neurosurgeons harbored towards me. Subsequent to the conversation I e-mailed 

McGann a list of the questions I intended to ask him during the interview, which he had stated 

he would have his superiors review prior to the interview (exhibit 3). ~ 

On September 26, 2016, i sent McGann an e-mail to confirm the date for the interview and he 

responded that he would not talk to me until I confirmed that Cohen had been dismissed from 

the action (exhibit 4) • 

On September 15, 2016 I visited the offices of J.H. Buehrer, a transcription company that works 

with the state and which authored the transcripts, during twenty-three days of testimony from 

April to June 2013, _in the office of administrative law, in my medical licensing matter. The 

purpose of my visit was to obtain a digital copy of the transcript from May 6, 2013, the day on 

which the state's expert and defendant neurosurgeon testified that no standards existed for 

minimally invasive spine surgery. This was one of the days an independent transcriptionist also 

recorded the proceedings, much to the chagrin of the defendant administrative law judge. 

Upon entering the office, I encountered an individual sat at a desk, and enquired as to the 

whereabouts of the owner, Anthony Petruzelli. The individual responded that he was at 

another location. However, as later became apparent this individual revealed himself to be 

Anthony Petruzelli, whom I interviewed for approximately twenty minutes regarding the 
transcript from May 6, 2016. I requested a digital copy of the file and after the meeting sent an 
e-mail (exhibit 5) To date I have received no response, despite having sent a follow up e-mail 

on September 26, 2016. 

On September 21, 2016 at approximately 1:30am eight armed police officers from the 
Somerset County Sherriff's Office arrested me at my residence on a warrant for non-payment of 

child support. The revocation of my medical license caused immense economic harm to my 

family and resulted in t_he loss of my surgical center, Manhattan townhouse, professional 

practices and forced foreclosure on the _house in which my children and ex-wife lived. My ex

wife commenced legal proceedings against me in 2014, which resulted in the issuance of an 

arrest warrant. I had communicated on multiple occasions with the family support division and 

informed theni of the reasons as to why I had become unable to continue paying the $13,000 

monthly mortgage, and $10,000/month in alimony to my ex-wife. The arrest warrant remained 
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dormant, and it was not until AFTER I had commenced the federal action, that I was arrested. I 

was taken to the Somerset County Jail, but shortly thereafter I was transferred to Robert Wood 
Johnson Hospital due to an elevated blood pressure of 180/120. The probation officer who 
interviewed me at the jail demanded $30,000 for my release, based upon his belief that I was in 

possession of money from the sale of the townhouse. In fact, I received less than $5,000 at 

closing, because the majority__of the money was apportioned to bank loans, and federal and 
state taxes (exhibit 6), 

My domestic partner, a nurse, succeeded in having the family division agree to release me 

when she paid $2,000, which came from monies purposed to pay her property taxes, and as a 

consequence is now delinquent on her property taxes. However, during the administrative 

process of finalizing the release documents, the Sheriff's Office identified an unsatisfied arrest 

warrant from Mercer County, which caused me to be held further and transferred into the 

custody bf two officers from Mercer County. The warrant was a consequence of a criminal 

complaint that had been filed in May 2016 and was served at my ex-wife's residence in 

Bernardsville. I had never received the complaint, had no knowledge of the matter and did, 

therefore, not attend the Initial hearing. The complaint was based on allegations that I had not 

paid taxes, but this cannot be the case as any outstanding amounts had been deducted from 

the monies obtained at closing and my corporations had filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in June 

2013. The income I received as the debtor in possession was taxed at source, and authorized by 

defendant TD Bank. The Mercer County Court hearing was adjourned to October 11, 2016. I 

have made several calls to the assistant prosecutor, Rachel Cook, on October 5, 2016, to 

ascertain the basis of the complaint. It is significant that the complaint was only filed AFTER I 
had filed the federal complaint, and the assistant prosecutor has not returned my calls. 

I believe that, as a consequence of the federal lawsuit, state agencies, under the control of the 

defendant politician, are being used in a retaliatory manner, with the clear intention of 

harassment and intimidation. Of note is the fact that the IRS has not filed any delinquent tax 

notices, or indeed taken any legal action against my property or person. I believe it is also 

significant that the judge assigned to the Mercer County matter was appointed by the 

defendant politician, which I would suggest is a conflict of interest, and in violation of my 
Fourteenth Amendment due process right to an impartial tribunal: The indlvidual who is 
currently the New Jersey attorney general was also appointed by the defe~dant politician, and 
was part of the administration involved in the revocation of my medical license. I believe that 
the defendant politician has once again abused public office to further his personal agenda, 

with the hope that the Mercer County action could be used to negotiate his way out of the 

federal matter. This misconduct has been a theme of the legal proceedings against me since 

2012, and was the reason my attorney, Robert Conroy, filed a lawsuit in Mercer County that 

requested the appointment of a special prosecutor and ad hoc medical board (exhibit 7) 

For the reasons stated above I request that the court grant me permission to file a temporary 

restraining order and preliminary injunction against the defendant state, and that the court 

entertain an application for sanctions against defendant Marc Cohen. 

3 
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Yours sincerely? f 

~~I. 
Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 

cc: All Counsel via e-mail 

4 
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UNITED STATES PISIBlg couRT 
PISJBICI PE NEW JERSEY 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD CIVIL ACTION NO. 2:16-cv-02364-KM-SCM 

Plaintiff, 

v. CERTIFICATION OF JOHN ZERBINI 

CHRISTOPHER J. CHRISTIE, ESQ, et al., 

Defendants 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 
Propria Persona 
120 Temple Terrace 
Palisades Park, NJ 07650 

201989 2299 

John Zerblni hereby certifies to the Court as follows: 

1 .. I am forty-three (43) years old, a United States citizen and was a patient of Dr. Kaul from 

November 24, 2010 to July 21, 2011. 

2. I make this statement in support of the claims that Dr. Richard Arjun Kaul has filed 

against the Defendants in the above matter. 

3. In late July 20,17 I spoke with Dr. Richard Kaul several times regarding various Issues that 

pertain to the above matter. The following represents the essence of what was 

discussed. The information contained in this statement is a representation of the 

conversations that took place between March 2012 to late 2013, between myself, Dr. 

Kaufman and Deputy Attorney General, Doreen Hafner. Where the conversation is 

quoted ve~batim it Is marked in"". I have examined this record and signed it as 
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representative of what was said in the conversations. I have organized the conversations 

into S sections for ease of interpretation: 

(al Report of conversations between Dr. Kaufman and myself 

I had several conversations with Dr. Kaufman in which he expressed his opinion of Or. Kaul and 

also his intention to destroy Dr. Kaul's medical career. Dr. Kaufman frequently directed these 

opinions to me, in front of the nurses who assisted him and usually after he had performed 

procedures on my spine. 

Or. Kaufman was not interested in the care I had received from Dr. Kaul, but was more 

preoccupied with how he was planning to have Dr. Kaul's license revoked. It was obvious to me 

that he had no concern for my welfare, as all of the time we spent together from March 2012 to 
I 

November 2012, he devoted to telling me and others how he was going to destroy Dr. Kaul. It 

was, to say the least, extremely unprofessional and rather disturbing. 

These conversations occurred mainly in a curtained consulting room In the pain management 

lab, at Overlook Hospital New Jersey. The curtains of my cubicle were not always drawn, and 

the area was an open space, in which at any one time, there were a least fourteen other 

people, comprised of patients and staff. I would always sit in a cardiac chair, and Dr. Kaufman's 

comments were loud enough for all patients and nurses to have clearly heard what was being 

said. 

Dr. Kaufman 'ranted' about Or. Kaul, on numerous occasions. I felt that Dr. Kaufman was 

bragging about his actions towards Dr. Kaui. He made It clear that he had instigated 

proceedings against Or. Kaui and said that he and "a few other doctors" were going after Dr. 

Kaul. I was not aware of the names of the other doctors. 

The first time that Dr. Kaufman discussed these things with me was in April 2012. 

Or. Kaufman seemed to have some kind of vendetta against Dr. Kaul, and made comments to 

the effect that he was going to destroy Or. Kaul's medical career, his reputation, and make sure 

he never worked. again as a doctor. He stated that he was going to make sure Dr. Kaul was 

ostracized, and that he and a group of five other doctors had been working together since at 

least 2011, to make sure Dr. Kaul's medical license was revoked. He mentioned that they were 
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going to have articles and stories published, that caused permanent damage to Dr. Kaul's 

reputation, so that he .would never be able to find work. Dr. Kaufman told me, "Dr. Kaul is a 

criminal", and that he [Kaufman) had instigated the plan to have Dr. Kaul's license revoked. His 

venomous conduct led me to believe that that he would not stop until he had achieved those 

ends. 

I recall that Kaufman said that he had found something about Dr. Kaul that really pissed him off 

which is why he acted in this way. Kaufman said, "Dr. Kaul has no business being a doctor" and 

"he has no business practicing medicine". He told me that he would make sure Dr. Kaul never 

practiced medicine again. 

During my conversations with Dr. Kaul I told him that I could not understand why Dr. Kaufman 

had such hatred towards him. I had never witnessed such venom, and he [Kaufman] seemed to 

have the small man angry syndrome. Kaufman is about five foot six inches, and one hundred 

and forty pounds. 

Dr. Kaufman ranted about Dr. Kaul, in this way, at about two thirds of our consultations. I 

consulted with Dr. Kaufman every six weeks over period of one year, from March 2012 to late 

2012. 

The comments that Kaufman made about Dr. Kaul were made directly to me, and frequently in 

the presence of other ·staff arid patients. My recollection of these comments was so vivid that I 

even remember the clothes I was wearing at each consultation, and on one occasion It involved 

a particularly bright stripped collared shirt. 

In my opinion there was clear evidence for defamation of character, as when Dr. Kaufman was 

ranting, there were approximately 14 other people within earshot. 

I told Dr. Kaul, during our conversations, that Dr. Kaufman "went after you (Dr. Kaul) like fury". 

"he was on fire." 

I recounted how, In my earlier conversations with Dr. Kaufman, he said, "Check up on this guy 

(Dr. Kaul) on the internet and you will see that I and five other doctors have already taken 

action ag~inst him". When I went home I checked the internet and found what Dr. Kaufman 

had said, as well as the name of several other doctors who were involved. 

3 
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During one of my conversations with Dr. Kaul, I told him, 4 1 left Kaufman but I think he would 

tell you that he left me". I described to·Dr. Kaul how Dr. Kaufman would not return my calls, 

when I telephoned his office, because my pain pump was not working, and I was In severe pain. 

This happened on multiple· occasions. On one oc,casion, as a result of not having received a 

response from Dr.'Kaufman after one week, and being in severe pain, I went to see my family 

physician. I subsequently told Dr. Kaufman that I had consulted with another doctor, and 

initially he said "no problem". However, 3 months later he became angry and told me that I had 

"violated his trust" and that he would no longer treat me. He started screaming at me, and I felt 

humiliated and began to cry. I pleaded with him not to suddenly stop prescribing my 

medications, but he didn't seem to care, and became very cold and callous. This was in 

November 2012. In fact, his uncaring attitude had caused me on several prior occasions to ask 

him, with tears in my eyes, "Why do you hate me?". It seemed to me, that his hostility, was a 

consequence of the fact that I had been under the care of Dr. Kaul, as I noticed he had a 

different attitude with other patients. I told Dr. Kaufman that I had never been spoken to by 

any of my treating physicians, in the derogatory manner in which he publicly berated me. 

After having been abandoned by Dr. Kaufman, ·1 attempted to find another physician to manage 

my pain. However, it proved very difficult. because of the complicated nature of my medical 

conditions. However, Kaufman threatened to contact my internal medicine doctor, and any 

future pain management doctor, and tell them I had violated an agreement with him. Dr. 

Kaufman would then call me and berate me on the phone for "violating his trust". I evl:!ntually 

went to see Or. Sukdeb Datta. 

(bl My E9mments regarding my perc:eption of the relationship between Dr. Kaufman and 

Deputy Attorney General. Doreen Hafner 

During my conversation with Dr. Kaul I commented that ahe [Kaufman] was "very chummy with 

that prosecutor". I observed that Dr. Kaufman's relationship with Doreen Hafner was "weirdly 

close" and that "it was really weird, moochy coochy, strange." I noted that Dr. Kaufman called , 

the Deputy Attorn.ev General by her first name, and on one occasion he told me that was 

meeting her for lunch. I observed that Dr. Kaufman was oddly "chummy" with Hafner, in a 

manner that seemed strange for a physician and deputy attorney general. 
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(c) My recollections of my meetings with Doreen Hafner 

I recollect Dr. Kaufman saying on several occasions, "I'm going to see her [Hafner] later today or 

to have lunch with her" . 

. I recollect at my first meeting with Hafner, she had two female Investigators with her. The 

meeting occurred at my attorney's office. They Inspected my back and how well I was able to 

walk. After this first meeting, Hafner contacted me directly, and our communications from that 

point did r:iot Involve my attorney. She told me in the first interview that "they were going to 

take make sure that we who were hurt will be taken care of". However, Hafner honored none 

of the promises she made, and after I testified took no further interest in my welfare. Both my 

wife and I felt that she exploited me, and lied to me to get me to testify against Dr. Kaul. 

I believe that Hafner told me that Dr. Kaul had a "$14 million condo in New York", and that she 

said she was going to take it. She told me Dr. Kaul had two Aston Martins, and that she was 

going to take them as well. 

Hafner stated that Dr. Kaul had committed Medicaid and Medicare fraud, and asked me what 

Insurance company had paid him for the procedure he performed on me. I told her that I had 

no insurance, and that ~r. Kaul had provided his services and that of his facility for free. I told 

her that he never asked me for a dime. l also told her that he had been able to get the device 

company, Medtronic, to provide the spinal cord stimulator free of charge. I asked Hafner that If 

Dr. Kaul had committed the crime she described, whether his passport had been confiscated. 

She responded, "I can't comment on that", I thought it was bizarre that Hafner was readily 

telling me about crimes Or. Kaul was supposed to have committed, but then refused to answer 

a simple question about the information she so willingly divulged. I believe she was trying to 

manipulate and exploit me, In order to have me testify against Dr. Kaul. 

I believe that Hafner went into great detail about a case in London that occurred In 1999, in 

which a patient suffered a cardiac arrest at the end of a dental procedure. She told me that Dr. 

Kaul fled the country before the authorities had completed their investigation, and had been a 

fugitive. I asked he~ that ifthls was the case, then why had he not been extradited back to 
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England. Again, her response was, "I can't comment on th_atu, which I found to be as equally 

bizarre as her previous response. I asked her again why they had not confiscated his passport, 

and she once again responded with, "I can't comment on that". At this point in the proceedings, 

we communicated directly, without any involvement from my attorney, and Hafner would 

contact me directly. The things that Hafner was telling me about Dr. Kaul did not make any 

sense. I said to her, "If he is a criminal here from England and still on the streets, why wouldn't 

you arrest him?". Again her response was, "I can't comment on that". 

I believe It was Hafner who told me that Dr. Kaul had been paid $300,000 by Medtronic to find 

volunteers, for the use of spinal cord stimulators in the treatment of angina. This, as I found out 

from Dr. Kaul during one of our conversations, was a lie. I explained to Hafner that I ~uld not 

believe Dr. Kaul had committed Medicare fraud. I told her that he used his own money to 

establish a charity that helped people in Africa, and she told me that the charity was just a 

front, and that Or. Kaul was "trying to line his pockets". 

I believe that Hafner lied to me about Dr. Kaul, and about wanting to help me with my lawsuit, 

to make sure that I testified against Dr. Kaul. She told me that if I testified against Dr. Kaul, it 

would help me with my lawsuit, "especially If Dr. Kaul had been stripped of his license to 

practice medicine". Hafner also told me that because Dr. Kaufman was a pain management 

expert for the state, it would help my case. I feel that Hafner exploited my situation to serve her 

own purpose, which was to take away Dr. Kaul's livelihood, and destroy his reputation. 

ldl My opinion regarding the professional competence of Dr. Kaufman 

My opinion of Dr. Kaufman Is that he Is an extremely unprofessional individual, a terrible 

doctor, and a man that seems to have nothing but hatred in his heart. He could not contain his 

anger towards Dr. Kaul; and I have never witnessed the outrageous public displays of 
' ~ ' < 

unprofesslonalism, that I had the misfortune to do so, with him. On one occasion he became so 

angry, his face turned red. I told Dr. Kaul, "He [Dr. Kaufman) screwed me up so badly that J 

wanted to sue him". Dr. Kaufman had Installed a pain pump which did not work, and despite 

me repeatedly telllng him that I was not getting any pain relief, he kept telling me the pump 

was working. He did not know to program the pump, and always had a representative from 
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Medtronic to do it for him. On a number_ of occasions, he had to stab me thirteen times In the 

stomach to find the entry point In the pump. He did this t_o me without any local anesthesia, 

which was extremely painful. He never checked to see if there were any blockages in the 

catheter in my spine. The pain kept on Increasing, and Dr. Kaufman did nothing, and never 

returned my calls. When I did see him the only thing he did was to increase the infusion rate of 

the medication, which did not reduce the pain. Eventually I went to another doctor, who used 

fluoroscopy and intravenous hydration, and was able to diagnose that the catheter tip was 

crushed. This was the reason that the medication was not getting into my spine. Dr. Kaufman 

failed to perform this simple test, which caused me to remain in agony from May 2012 to 

August 2013, at which point the intrathecal pump was re-Inserted by another physician. I told 

Dr. Kaul that Dr. Kaufman, "thinks he is hot shit but he didn't ever check what was wrong". 

Throughout the months of excruciating pain, Dr. Kaufman was very bad at responding to my 

calls, and on multiple occasions, because the pain was so severe, I was rushed to Overlook 

Hospital. I was experiencing such extreme pain and was shaking uncontrollably, with profuse 

sweating, all of which exacerbated my angina. I thought I was going to have a stroke or massive 

heart attack, as I was already In heart failure. When 1 was admitted to the hospital on each 

occasion, the staff were unable to contact Dr. Kaufman for several days. These was the 

episodes that caused me to find another doctor. 

(e) Comments made by Dr. Kaufman regarding Dr. Kaul, during the hearing In the office of 

administrative law, In April 2013. 

On or about April 17, 20131 testified against Dr. Kaul in the proceedings In the office of 

administrative law. I was driven to the hearing by an armed female agent from the Attorney 

General's office, who made sure her badge was exposed. While I was sitting outside the hearing 

room, with the 'special' agent, who did not leave my side for one moment, Dr. Kaufman came 

out of the hearing room. He looked very agitated and made the following comments: 

(1) "Kaul is sitting there, pretending he cannot afford to hire an attorney" 

(2) "Kaul is wearing a suit that Is worn out with trousers that ar':_frayed at the bottom as If 

he is poor and no money to buy a decent suit". 
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I· 

(3) "Kaul Is trying to pretend that he has no money" 

The 'special' agent and the court security guard heard Kaufman's outburst. 

I feel like I was exploited by Doreen Hafner and Dr. Kaufman, with lies that were Intended to 

have me testify against Dr. Kaul. My clinical care with Dr. Kaufman was terrible, and he is a 

despicable human being. 

I support Dr. Kaul in his quest for justice, and I hope, as do many of his patients, that he returns 

to the practice of medicine, and that those who caused him harm are severely punished. 

I hereby certify that the foregoing statements made by me are true. I am aware that if any of 

the foregoing statements made by me are willfully false, I am subject to punishment 

Dated: August 6, 2017 
. John Zerbini 
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I feel like I was exploited by Doreen Hafner and Dr. kaufman, with lies that were Intended to 

have me testify against Dr. Kaul. Mycllnlcal care with Dr. Kaufman was terrible, and he Is a 

despicable human being. 

I support Dr. Kaul In his quest for Ju$llce, and I hape, as do many of his patients, that he returns 

to the practice of medicine, and that those who caused him harm are severely punished. 

I hereby certify that the foregoing statements made by me are true. I am aware that If any of 

the foregoing statements made by me are willfully false, I am subject to punishment 

Dated: August 6, 2017 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD CIVIL ACTION NO. 2:16-cv-02364-KM-SCM 

Plaintiff, 

v. CERTIFICATION OF KATHLEEN CALABRESE 

CHRISTOPHER J. CHRISTIE, ESQ, et al., 

Defendants 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 
Propria Persona 
120 Temple Terrace 
Palisades Park, NJ 07650 
201989 2299 

Kathleen Calabrese hereby certifies to the Court as follows: 

1. I am t,(,,) a United States citizen and was patient of Dr. Kaul from 2003 to 2012. 

2. I make this statement in support of the claims that Dr. Richard Arjun Kaul has filed 

against the Defendants in the above matter. 

3. In April 2012, when Dr. Kaul's medical license was suspended, it caused immense 

hardship to me, my famlly and many of Dr. Kaul's patients, with whom I had become 

acquainted since 2003. 

4. I had several conversations with Dr. Kaul shortly after the widely publicized suspension, 

as to real reason for the action taken against his license, and it was during one of these 

conversations that I offered to make some enquiries. 
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5. I ascertained that a group of doctors and politicians conspired and colluded to have Dr. 

Kaul's license revoked. I had witnessed on a number of occasions, while waiting In Dr. 

Kaul's office reception area, conversations between other patients, in which they 

described how other physicians regularly slandered Dr. Kaul. 

6. I explained th.e situation to my brother, who subsequently spoke with an acquaintance 

of his, who had knowledge about the circumstances surrounding the suspension. This 

individual talked with my brother on the condition of anonymity, due to his concerns 

about possible retaliation from the Christie adn:iinistration. 

7. In approximately May/June 2012 my brother related to me a conversation he had with 

his acquaintance, during which the acquaintance made the following comment in 

regards to the suspension of Or. Kaul's license: 

"I think It is terrible what they are doing to Dr. Kaul" • 

I hereby certify that the foregoing statements made by me are true. t am aware that if any of 

the foregoing statements made by me are willfully false, I am subject to punishment. 

d-1 
Dated: Septemberli,. 2017 i(.a1h.ev~ ~ 

NANETTE M. LEGGETT 
MY COMMISSION# GG 065047 

EXPIRES:Ap,!121, 2021 
SIX,ded'lbnl !IMyN.lic Undelwriltn 

Kathleen Calabrese 
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Case 2:18-cv-08086-KM-SCM Document 53 Filed 09/27/18 Page 1 of 1 PagelD: 1105 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MO 
440c SOMERSET DRIVE 
PEARL RIVER,N\' 10965 
201989 2299 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

v. 

CHRISTOPHER J. CHRISTIE, ESQ et als., 

TO: All Counsel of Record/Parties: 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

KAUL v CHRISTIE: 18::CY:98086 

NOTICE TO TAKE ORAL DEPOSITION 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT pursuant to F.R.C.P, 30(a)(l), the testimony ofThlrd Party Witness, 
Arnold Erwin Feldman, MO, will be taken by deposition upon oral examination before Plaintiff 
Kaul, a person authorized pursuant to F.R.C,P 30{a)(l) to obtain such Information: 

DATE: October 18, 2018 

TIME: 10:00 a.m. 

PtACE: 1860 Beach Boulevard 
BIioxi, Mississippi 39531 

DEPONENT: Arnold Erwin Feldman, MD 

By: __ ~_l'_~' ---
Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 

Dated: September 21, 2018 

cc: All Parties via e-mall + ECF. 
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YNIJEP SJAJf!S PISJBlg CQYRJ 
DfSTRJCT Of NEW IEftSEY 

..... •·21P5:23 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MO 

Plaintiff, 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 2:16-CV-02364-KM-SCM 

V, CERTIFICATION OF ARNOLD E. FELDMAN 

CHRISTOPHER J, CHRISTIE, ESQ, et al., 

Defendants 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
PROPRIA PERSONA 
440c SOMERSET DRIVE 
PEARL RIVER, NY 10965 

Arnold Feldman, MO, hereby certlfles to the Court as follows: 

1. I am 63 years of age, a United States citizen and am a board-certified anesthesiologist 
with subspecialty training In lnterventlonal pain and minimally invasive spine surgery. 

2. I graduated from the Medical College of Pennsylvania In June 1980, and underwent 
residency training at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital University Hospital (June 
1980-June 1981) and Harvard Medical School, Department of Anesthesia (July 1982 .July 
1983). 

3, From 1984 to 20161 undertook over one hundred and twenty (120) CME hands-on 
cadaver training courses and eighteen (18) mlnl-fellowshlps In minimally Invasive spine 

surgery. 

4. From 1999 to 20161 performed approximately on thousand (1000) minimally lnvasi'le 

spine surgeries. 

1 
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s. I make this statement ln support of the claims that Or .. Rl~~a'rif Ac]On:Killl ha; filed 

against the Defendants In the above matter. 

6. In late October 20171 commenced a series of discourses with Dr. Kaul during which we 

exchanged information relevant to the facts and circumstances of the events, 

surrounding the revocation of Dr. Kaul's New Jersey medlcal license. The followlng 15 a 

summary of the pertinent points of our conversations: 

Incident In Arizona + commencement of Conspiracy' 

!!!.!9!2§. I attended a mlnlmally Invasive spine surgery conference In Phoenix, Arizona, which to 

the best of my recollection, was also attended by Dr. Kaul. There were approximately five 

hundred (5001 attendees at the meeting, and one of the course directors was Dr'. Anthony 

Yeung, a general orthopedic surgeon who began performing endoscopic dlscectomles In 2002. 

Or. Yeung Is the owner and medical director of the Desert Institute and Spine Center, an 

outpatient facility in Phoenix, at which he and his associates perform minimally Invasive 

dlscectomles and fusions. It was at this meeting that I first met Or. Kaul, and to the best of my 

recollection It was his presence that prompted Dr. Yeung to make the following statement to a 
group of approximately five (5) physicians: 

"There Is a doctor In New Jersey, Richard Kaul, who Is performing fusions, but they ore going 
to get him.'' 

i clearly remember that I was standing slightly behind and to the left of Dr. Yeung, because just 

after he made thls comment, he Invited the five physicians to his house, ~nd then turned 

around and saw me, at which point he said, "You can come too Arnold", My wife and I atte·ided 

the event, at which we did not see Dr. Kaul, but we observed Dr. Yeung promoting his surgical 

skills to his guests, and Inviting physicians, a number of wtiom were interventlonal pain 

practitioners, to attend endoscopic spine workshops at his outpatient facility, At that time, Dr. 

Yeung seemed very enthusiastic about training lnterventlonal pain physicians, and did Indeed 

train many. However, In approximately 2008 he stopped training lnterventlonal pain physicians 

unless they were accompanied by a neurosurgeon or orthopedic surgeon. I believe he cam•? 

under pressure from neurosurgicai/orthopedlc members of the North American Spine Soci~ty. I 

know that Dr, Gabrlel Jasper, a New Jersey physldan, was one of the individuals he trained Or. 

Jasper, himself, !hen became an instructor for Jolmax, a German company that specializes ,n 

endoscopic spine surgery, and to the best of my knowledge has trained many physicians at his 

outpatient facility In Toms River, New Jersey. 

z 
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I received my Initial training in the technique from orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Joseph Rauchwerk, 
who also trained Or. Kaul. In addition I attended approximately- hands-on cadaver training 
courses In the US and Europe, at which I met many trainee neurosurgeons and orthopedic 
surgeons. 

I do not believe that Dr. Yeung was involved In the scheme to sabotage Dr. Kaul's practice, but 
he seemed partlcularly Informed about the situation In New Jersey. 

Incident In llllnols + Spine Turf Wars 

In 20171 was contacted ,,,,by the owner of an outpatient surgical center In Chicago, Illinois, who 
Informed me that he had just purchased equipment to perform minimally Invasive spine 
surgery, and requested that I teach the technique to an interventional pain physician on staff at 
his center. I agreed and spent two days at the facility, during which I educated the nurses, 
surgical technicians and the physician on how to prepare the equipment and perform the 
procedure. The physician successfully performed two (2) cases under my guidance. 
Approximately three (3) months later the owner requested my assistance with another case, 
and when I attended the center I met with an orthopedic surgeon who wanted to learn the 
technique. The owner Instructed me not to Inform the orthopedic surgeon that I had trained 
the lnterventional pain physician. i believe this owner was aware of the professional 'turf wars' 
that existed In minimally Invasive spine surgery, and was probably concerned that If the 
orthopedic surgeon knew about the lnterventlonal pain physician, he would stop operating at 
the faclllty. I also believe that because of the pressure applied by the neurosurgical/orthop•!dlc 
members ofthe North American Spine Society, the issue of the 'turf wars' had become well 
known within the non-physician health care ·community. 

Incident In Louisiana t NeurosunJlcal Racketeers 

In approximately 2002 I established an fnterventlonal pain and minimally invasive spine surgery 
practice in Louisiana, and in 20061 opened an outpatient surgical center, which became one of 
the busiest facilities in the region. A number of my local competitors, one of whom was the
president of the medical board, began attacking my practice in approximately 2012, through 
slanderous comments to patients and other physicians. The president of the medical board, 
John Burdine, MD, also happened to be the president of the Louisiana chapter of the American 
Society of lnterventlonal Pain, and had several offices within a ten-mile radius of my surgical 

3 
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center. We competed within the same patient community, and I believe that he spearheaded 
the scheme that resulted In the suspension of my license in 2016. 

As a consequence of the suspension, I hired a local neurosurgeon to continue providing care to 
my patients, and it was through my Interactions with this Individual that I came to know that a 
number of neurosurgeons had conspired with Burdine, to destroy my career and Uvellhood. I 
specifically remember that this lndlvldual told me, "You think Burdine Is your m11ln enemy. J 

om telling you t,hat the ngurosuozeooa are hhlnd this• She also described how many of the 
deaths and complications caused by the neurosurgeons were covered up, and never made 
known to the public. All of the deaths had occurred at hospitals. 

However, due to personal commitments the female neurosurgeon became unable to contll'\ue 
providing care, and I hired a male neurosurgeon from Mississippi. In late 2016 this Individual 
performed a minimally Invasive laminectomy. The case proceeded without event and the 
patient was discharged, but several days later she went to the ER because she was experiencing 
some pain. The ER doctor called the local neurosurgeons who operated on the _Patient in the 
absence of any dinlcal Indication, and found nothing to explain the patient's symptoms. These. 
Individuals flied a complaint with the medical board against the Mississippi surgeon, who ls 
originally from Maine, and the board initiated an investigation, which caused him to stop 
working with me. , 

Incident In Germany + Market Manipulation + Extortion by North American Spine Society 
(NASS) of Global Spine Market+ German Medical Device Company. 

On January 5, 2018 I contacted a surgical representative from Joimax, to enquire whether his 
company would be Interested in purchasing my minimally Invasive spine surgery equlpmert. 
During our conversation I asked him how his business was developing In the United States, and 
If the company was still training lnterventlonal pain physicians. He Informed me that In early 
2017 certain members of NASS had told Joimax that they wanted the company to stop tral ilng 
lnterventlonal pain physicians anywhere In the world. The company perceived this as a 
commercial threat, In that if they did not appear to comply, then NASS would Instruct Its 
neurosurgical/orthopedlc members not to use the Jolmax system. As a consequence the 
company divided its educational corporation into two departments, In which the lnterventlonal 
pain physicians were trained separately from the neurosurgeons/orthopedic surgeons. ThE· 
company was also forced to restructure its website, to conceal the fact that it had reorganized 
Its corporate educational configuration. The communications from these NASS members were 

unofficial ones, that were 'off the record', but were made at a time (2016 to 2017) that I 
understand coincided with their Defendant status In this matter. • 

4 
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The American Society of lnterventlonal Pain Physicians is currently~i;iihilif~how to 
perform minimally Invasive spine surgery, and one of the teachiili ls'l>r.:fi.anlailco, a past•• 
presld~nt of the society. It is my understanding that In 2012, Or,,Fr,lc?,S.~~~ se'Al1. dJY,S 
observing Or. Kaul perform mlnlmally Invasive cervlcal and lumtiarfuslons-at hlssufsital center 
in Pompton Lakes, New Jersey. 

Conduslon 

Or. Kaul, llke myself, was one of the first physicians to become involved in the development of 

minimally Invasive spine surgery In the United States. I have read some of his legal submissions, 
in which he accurately describes the critical role of Fluoroscopic Guidance and ln~erpretatlon 
(FGI) In the evolution and practice of the minimally Invasive technique. The ski11s required for 
FGI are the skills that lnterventlonal pain physicians acquire through their early training In the 
use of the fluoroscope for the delivery of Intra-spinal medications, and It Is this expertise that 
explains why they are more competent than neurosurgeons/orthapedlc surgeons, In 
performing mlnlmally Invasive spine surgery. 

Dr. Kaut, like myself, was a victim of professional jealousy, that manifested Itself through a 
corrupt medical board, that like many in the United States, flagrantly violate the due process 
rights of physicians. 

I believe that this case will cause a fundamental, and long over-due reconfiguration of the 
mechanism of physician regulation, which will actually benefit the public and the profession of 
medicine. No evidence exists that the current system has ever protected or Indeed protect:; the 
publlc. The medical board system In America has unfortunately operated for too long (196(1 to 

2018) without supervision, and has become a collection of 'rogue' and decidedly despotic 
agencies that do not protect the public, but covet and abuse their regulatory power, for 
personal, economic and political reasons. These agencies must either be dismantled or placed 
under a federal supervision program, that ls transparent to the public, and reports annuallr to 
the federal government, the medical profession and most Importantly the PUBLIC. 

I hope this certification, and my opinion regarding physician regulatlon, provide the Court with 
Information that it deems helpful In Its evaluatlon of the above case. 

I thank yau for your consideration. 

5 
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Case 2:18-cv,08086-KM-SCM Document 53-1 Filed 09/27/18 Page 6 of 15 PagelD: 1111 

Dated: September 22, 2018 
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Allison Burroughs 
United States District Judge 
District of Massachusetts 
1 Courthouse Way 
Boston, MA 02210 

Re: Kaul v Boston Partners - K11·2 
21-CV-10326 

www.drrlchardkaul.com 

May 28, 2021 

Case Management Conference 
Obstruction of Justice + Wrongful arrest 

Dear Judge Burroughs 

FILED· 
JN CLERKS OF'FICE 

Zffll JUU - I AM 10: 38 

,. o D 
v:•·'• • !STRICT COUR.T 
u1srn1cr OF MASS; 

I write this letter to request the Court conduct a case management conference in light of 
several events that have occurred within the last three weeks, that pertain to the_ Defendants' 
ongoing efforts to obstruct of justice. 

On May 26, 2021, I submitted to the Court a letter that evidences the Defendants' coopting of 
New Jersey's police Into the ongoing "pattern of racketeering," (Exhibit 1). This document was 
received In the Court on May 27, 2021 but has yet to be published. 

Please also find enclosed a copy of a letter {Exhibit 2) that was submitted Into Kl on October 7, 
2016, that sought permission to file an emergency restraining order and preliminary injunction 
"that bars the defendant state from pursuing any further legal action against my property or 
person, until the conclusion of the federal lltlgatlon, and also sanctions against Marc Cohen 
for obstruction of Justice." That permission was never granted, and I was thus afforded no 
protections against further retaliatory actions by the agencies/actors of the State of New 
Jersey. It bears noting at this point that the State of New Jersey is not actually a sovereign state, 
but simply an extension of the Insurance Industry, of which Defendants Allstate/Geico are 
controlling members. 

On May 26, 2021, at approximately 3 pm EST, Defendant Christle was served with a copy of the 
Complaint/Summons. 

1 
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fl 

On May 27, 2021 at approximately 4 pm EST I was arrested at the location in New Jersey which 
I conduct my legal rese!3rch and writing. Nine {9) armed officers from both local and state police • - ·
entered my workspace through an open door, without warrants. What followed Is further 
evidence in support of motlons for summary judgment: 

1. I was sitting in the front room of the bulldlng on a call with my colleague, Dr. Evangelos 
Megarlotls. 

2. I heard a voice at an open door at the back of the building. -· 
3. I approached the door and witnessed nine (9) armed men, some in plain clothes and 

some in uniform, but remained on the call with Dr. Megarlotls, in order that he could 
witness the exchange. 

4, Two of these individuals had entered my bullding, and asked me to confirm my name, 
which I did. 

5. I asked to see their warrants and was Initially told they did not need to produce 
warrants, but that if I went with them, they would show me the warrant. 

6. I instructed them that the law require a warrant before entry onto a person's property. 
7. One of the plain clothes officers indicated he worked for a unit of the state police that 

Investigates threats against state officials, and that they were Investigating claims that I 
had threatened Defendant Christie. • 

8. I asked from whom he received his orders, and he told me the order originated from 
Patrick Ca liahan, the current administrative head of the New Jersey state police, who 
had received a request from Defendant Christie's "lawyer", Robert McGuire, a NJ 
deputy attorney general, 

9. With Dr. Megariotis as a witness, I repeatedly asked for the production of a paper 
warrant, but none was produced. 

10. At this point, one of the uniformed officers entered the bullding and told me that there 
was an outstanding warrant for my arrest from Mercer County. I asked him to produce 
this warrant, and his state colleague handed him a cell phone, on which was there were 
unintelligible typed words with an entry date of May 27, 2021. 

11. It Is relevant for this Court to know and wlll be relevant to the motions for summary 
judgment, that In March/April 2018, as part of my applicatlon·for a license In the State 
of New·Jersey, the state police conducted a background check that included pending 
warrants, and NO~E were found. The purported warrant Is a fabrication and constitutes 
an element of the Defendant's scheme of retaliation, a RICO predicate act. 

12. The exchange between myself and these nine (9) armed Individuals became incre~lngly 
hostile, and _Dr. Megariotis suggested I permit myself to be arrested. I Informed these 
Individuals that any arrest would be illegal, and that I would seek legal redress for the 
Injury. They'smirked. 

13. I was led outside and had my arms handcuffed behind me. I was led to a car, Into which I 
sat, and was driven to the Mendham Township police station. I was led from the car and 

2 
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chained to a metal bench Inside the small building. I was then interrogated by three of 
the plain clothes state officers. At no point In any of these proceedings did any of these 
Individuals read me my rights, except to say I was "under arrest". 

14. The interrogation consisted of them telling me that it was a crime for me to serve legal 
documents on Defendant Christie, as he was an ex-state official who was still under the 
protection of the state. One of these individuals Indicated that Defendant Christle had a 

, "lot of enemies''. • 
15. I responded that I had not served any documents on Defendant Christie, as they had 

been served by a process server, Doreen Bettens. They asked me her name, which I 
provided, and just as I was doing so, she called my cell. 

16. I instructed the phone to be answered, and placed her on speakerphone, at which point 
I told her I was sitting chained to a metal·bench In Mendham Township police station 
and had just explained to the police that she had served the documents on Defendant 
Christle. A brief conversation ensued between Doreen Bettens-and these Individuals, in 
which she confirmed that she had served Defendant Christle, and that I was not with 
her._She provided them her telephone number and the call concluded. 

17. I was then taken from this police station to the Morristown police station, where I had 
my picture taken, and was then told to stand against a ·wall. 

18. May 27, 2021 was a particularly hot day, and I had become dehydrated, and had not 
taken my blood pressure medication that day. I began to experience some mild light
headed11ess and asked a female officer behind the desk If I could have a seat. She said, 
"no you are In Jail", Approxlmately one minute later, I collapsed to the floor on my right 
side. The next thing I remember Is waking up in a chair and hearing this same female 
officer state that I had "Jall-itls". 

19, An ambulance was called, It arrived and as I was being placed on a stretcher;one of the 
officers handcuffed me to the bed. Almost immediately, the senior officer removed the 
handcuff, and the cuffing officer stated: "This Is your lucky day". 

• 20. I was transferred to Morristown Memorial Hospital by two policemen, who then 
departed the buHdlng, and left me with the nurse. 

21. I then departed the hospital. 

These events lend further evidential weight to the claims, that Is Irrefutable. As Is clear from the 
record, the commission and attempted cover-up by the Defendants now Involves the 
executive/leglslative/judlcial branches of the State of New Jersey. The Defendapts scheme now 
Involves the use of police to threaten, hara~_s arid Intimidate process servers, witnesses and the 
Plaintiff himself, while violating the Jurisdiction/authority of the United States. 

My concern is that with this escalation of armed force, people wlll be kllled. In that regard, I do 
request that there be emergently schedule a case management conference, In order to 
mitigate this threat, and stop the Defendants criminal abuse of state power and continued 
falsification of evidence. 

3 
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I do also inform the Court that Defendants Christle/Hafner/Kaufma,n/Allstate/Crist have been 
served, and I will be moving variously for summary judgment and Rule 26 conferences. 

I also believe it relevant for this Court to know that a case (Kll-5) Is pending in the Indian High 
Court against Defendant State of New Jersey, a case In which Intercontinental Exchange has 
been noticed (Exhibit 3), The thrust of which pertains to its collusion/conspiracy with 
Defendants Christle/Allstate in the perpetration of policle~ of racial discrimination and targeting 
of successful Indian physicians for criminal prosecution/incarceration. 
A copy of this letter has been sent to the Indian PM, as has Kll-5. 

The U.S,C.A. for the Third Circuit Is aware of the Defendants crimes (Exhibit 4). 

I thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Yours sincerely 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 

cc: All Counsel via email 
All parties with a legal or other Interest 
Patrick Callahan 
Governor Philip Murphy 
Gurbir Grewal (NJ-AG) 

4 
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Re: Kaul/Basch v ICE et al. 
21-CV-06992 
K11•7 
F.R.E. 801 • Tacit Admissions 

Dear Mr. D'Aloia, 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

August 23, 2021 

As counsel for Defendant Allstate in the above matter, please find submitted a series of 
admissions: 

Defendant Allstate refers to any/all persons who have either have been or are 
employed/contracted/retained/otherwise associated with the corporation, and who 
orchestrated/participated/contributed/aided and abetted or hav~knowledge of the securities 
fraud scheme as pied in the Complaint. The relevant period is February 22, 2016 to the present. 

Pursuant to F.R.E. 801, Defendant Allstate does admit to the following facts: 

L That it conspired to omit a material pending legal proceeding in its 2018 10-Q SEC filing. 

2, That It did omit a material pending legal proceeding in its 2018 10-Q SEC filing. 

3. That its omission of a material pending legal proceeding was committed with full 
cognizance of its violation of 17 CFR § 229.103. 

4. That in its 2018 10-Q filing it did, on Page 92 of 93, under "PART II. OTHER 
INFORMATION-Item 1. legal Proceedings" with fraudulent intent and effect, omit a 
material legal proceeding and divert attention to a general "discussion under the 
heading "Regulation and Compliance" (copy enclosed). 

5. That its omission was purposed to deceive, and did deceive, the global equities market 
of its right to honest services. 

6. That in the commission of the omission, it did recognize its wfllful violation of the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act. 

7. That it was aided and abetted in its willful violation of the Sarbanes Oxley Act by Eric K. 
Ferren, a Senior Vice President, Controller, and Chief Accounting Officer. 
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These admissions will be submitted into evidence, in support of a motion for Summary 
Judgment on the Sarbanes-Oxley claim. 
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Document 

l0-Q I al!statelife-63018xl0q.htm 10-Q 

UNITED STATES 
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

Washington, D.C. 20549 

FORM 10-Q 

8/23/21, 12:46 PM 

The registrant meets lhc conditions set forth In General lnslrucllons H (l)(a) and (b) of Form JO·Q and is lhe1·efon, Rllng thi• form with tile reduced 
disclosure format. 

[X) ·QUARTERLY REPORT PURSUANT TO.SECTION 13 OR IS(d) OF 
THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934 

For the quarterly period ended June JO, 2018 

OR 

[ l TRANSITION REPORT PURSUANT TO SECTION 13 OR IS(d) OF 
THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934 

For the transition period from ___ to __ _ 

Commission file number 0-31248 

ALLSTATE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
(Exact name of registrant •• specified in its charter) 

Illinois 
(Slale or other jurisdiction of 

incorporation or organization) 

36-2554642 
(I.R.S. Employer 

Identification No.} 

3075 Sanders Road, Northbrook, Illinois 60062 
(Address of principal executive offices} (Zip Code) 

(847) 402-5000 
(Registrant's telephone number, including area code) 

indicate by check mark whether tile registrant (I) has filed all reports required to be nled by Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
during the pr<l<'cding 12 months (or for such shorter period that the registrant wll< required to Ole such reports), and (2) bas been subject to such filing 
requirements for the past 90 days. 

Yes.JS... No , 
Indicate by check mark whether tl1e registrant ha• submitted electronically uud posled on its corporate Web site, if any, every lnterac1ive Data rile required 

to be submiued and posted pursuant lo Rule 405 of Regulation S-T (§ 232.405 of this chapter) during tho preceding 12 months (or for such shorter period that 
!he registrant was required to submit and posl such files). 

Ycs..X.. No 

Indicate by check mark whe,her the regi•trent is a large aeeclerated filer, an aceelcrotcd filer, a non-accelerated filer, a smaller reporting company, or an 
erilorging growth company. Sec the definitions of "large accelerated filcrt 1"accclcratcd filer", "smuUcr reponing company" and 0 cmerging growth company" 
in Rule I 2b-2 of the fachan11e Ac!. 

Large accelerated filer __ Accelerated filer 

Non-accelerated filer ..X.. (Do nol check if a smaller repo!1ing company) Smaller repol1ing company--· 

Emerging growth company __ 

If an emerging growth company, indicate by check mark if the registrant has elected not lo use the extended transition period for complying with any new 
or revised financial accounting standards provided purauanl to Section I 3(a) of the Exchange Act. __ 

Indicate by chock mark whether the registrant is a shell company(•• defined in Ruic 12b-2 of the Exchange Act), 
Yes No..X.. 

https://www.sec.9ov/Archlves/ed9ar/data/352736/000035273e18000009/aUstatolife-63018x10q,htm Page 1 ol 93 
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ln addition, the Company and the Corporation will each indemnify Prudential for cenain post-closing liabilities that may arise from the 
acts of the Company and its agents, including certain liabilities arising from the Company's provision of transition services. The 
,reinsurance agreements co11tain no limitations or i11demnifications with regard to insurance risk transfer, and transferred all of the 
future risks and responsibilities for pe1fonnance on the underlying variable annuity contracts to Prudential, including those related to 
benefit guarantees, Management does not believe this agreement will have a material effect on res11lts of operations, cash flows or 
financial position of the Company, 

The aggregate liability balance related to all guarantees was not matelial as of June 30, 2018. 

Regulation and Compliance 

The Company is subject to extensive laws, regulations and regulatory actions. From ,time to time, regulatory authorities or 
legislative bodies seek to impose additional regulations regarding agent and broker compensation, regulate tbe narure of and amount of 
investments, impose fines and penalties for unintended errors or mistake.q, impose additional regulations regarding cybersecurity and 
privacy, and otherwise expand overall regulation of insurance products and the insurance industry. In addition, 
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Oocunient 8/23/21, 12:46 PM 

the Company is subject to laws and regulations administered and enforced by federal agencies, international agencies, and other 
organizations, including but not limited to the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, and 
the U.S. Depa11ment of Justice. The Company has established procedures and policies to facilitate compliance with laws and 
regulations, to foster prudent business operations, and to suppol1 financial repo11ing. The Company routinely reviews its practices to 
validate compliance with laws lllld regulations and with internal procedures and policies, As a result of these reviews, from time to 
time the Company may decide to modify some of its procedures and policies. Such modifications, and the reviews that led to them, 
may be accompanied by payments being made and costs being incurred.-The ultimate changes and eventual effects of these actions on 
the Company's business, if any, are uncertain. 

8. Other Comprehensive Income 

The components of other comprehensive (loss) income on a pre-tax and after-tax basis are as follows: 

($ in millions) Three months ended June 30, 

2018 2017 

Unrealized net holding gains and losses 
• arising during the period, net of related 
offsets 

Less: reclassification adjustment of realized 
capital gains and losses 

Unrealized net capital gains and losses 

Unrealized foreign currency translation 
adjustments 

Other comprehensive (loss) income 

Unrealized net holding gains and losses 
arising during the period, net of related 
offsets 

Less: reclassification adjustment of realized 
capital gains and losses 

Unrealized net capital gains and losses 
Unrealized foreign currency translation 
adjustments 

Other comprehensive (loss) income 

$ 

$ 

$ 

Pre
tax 

(94) $ 

(17) 

(77) 

6 

(71) $ 

Tax 

20 $ 

4 

16 

(l) 

15 $ 

After
tax 

(74) $ 

(13) 

(61) 

(56) $ 

Pre
tax 

178 $ 

(J) 

181 

181 $ 
===-=-= 

Six months ended June 30, 

Pre
tax 

(320) $ 

(299) 

(288) $ 

2018 

Tax 

67 $ 

4 

63 

(2) 

61 $ 
===--=== 

32 

After
tax 

(253) $ 

(17) 

(236) 

9 

(227) $ 

Pre
tax 

281 $ 

(I) 

282 

(5) 

277 $ 
==== 

https:[/www.sec,9ov/Archlves/ed9ar/dat3/362736/00003527361800000G/a11statellfe•63018x10q.htm 

Tax 

(62) $ 

(63) 

(63) $ 

After- -
tax 

116 

(2) 

118 

118 
===== 

2017 

Tax 

(99) $ 

(99) 

2 

(97) $ 

After
tax 

182 

(I) 

183 

(3) 

180 
==== 

Page 64 of 93 
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Documenl 

PART II. OTHER INFORMATION 
Item I. Legal Proceedings 

8/23/21, 12:46 PM 

lnfmmation required for P!irt II, Item l is incorporated by reference to the discussion under the heading "Regulation and 
Compliance" in Note 7 of the condensed consolidated financial statements in Part 1, Item I of this Fonn 10-Q. 
Item lA. Risk Factors 

There have been no material changes in our risk factors from ihose disclosed in Part l, Item I A in our annual report on Form I 0-K 
for the year ended December 31, 2017. 

Item 6, Exhibits 

(a) Exhibits 

The following is a list of exhibits filed as patt of this Form 10-Q. 

Incorporated by Reference 

Flied or 
Exhibit Flle Furnished 
Number Exhibit Description Form Number Exhibit Filing Date Herewith 

15 1:1~'kllil:.Ylc1lgu1!ilnl nf n:.yi1r~11!:~~ lj·Qm Dcloilli: lJ;. "ll:lllch~ X 
I.I.I', dated t\uglJ.:!!..ll . .lillJ!. conceming unaudit~d interim 
1i11m1c.ial illliJ!JIIDli!l!l 

3l(i) g11J£ I 1a-14(a) C,r1ilis;,nio11 !![ Pcin£hli!l l!x!l!i.llli~~ Qfli~Qr X 

3l(i) Rule l..llcl.:!!!i) C~nifi~11th.1n p[ l'ria1<i!llll Ei11;111~inl Officer X 

32 ;,i:,rirnJ !l SO t'.i:rti!icalioll~ X 

IOI.INS XBRL rnstauce Document X 

IOI.SCH XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema X. 

IOI.CAL XBRL Taxo11omy Extension Calculation Linkbase X 

IOI.DEF XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase X 

IOI.LAB XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase X 

IOI.PRE XBRL Tuxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase X 

50 
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Exhibit 2 
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Case 1:21-cv-10326-ADB Document 39 Filed 06/25/21 Pagel of· 6 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, M.D., 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff, 
v. 

BOSTON PARTNERS, INC., et al., 

Defendants. 

Civil Action No. 21-cv-10326-ADB 

BOSTON PARTNERS GLOBAL INVESTORS. INC.'S MEMORANDUM OF'LAW 
IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION TO DISMISS 

Pursuant to FRCP Rule I 2(b)(6), Defendant Boston Partners, Inc. ("Boston Pa1tners")1 

moves to dismiss the Complaint filed by Plaintiff Richard Arjun Kaul, M.D. ("Plaintiff'). The 

Complaint fails to set forth a "short and plain statement of the claim" which would entitle 

Plaintiff to relief from Boston Partners. See FRCP Rule 8(a)(2). Taking all the allegations set 

forth in the Complaint as true, Plaintiff has merely alleged that Boston Partners is a shareholder 

of Allstate Insurance Company, a publicly traded insurance company. See Complaint, p. 212
. In 

fact, Boston Partners does not own shares in a proprietary capacity, but manages clients' assets, 

some of which were invested in Allstate. Nevertheless, Boston Partners' alleged status as a· 

shareholder of a public corporation is insufficient to confer liability for the alleged wrongdoing. 

Background 

The following is a summary of the allegations contained in Plaintiff's sprawling 286-page 

Complaint that are relevant to the disposition of this motion. Plaintiff alleges that he is a spine 

1 The proper name of this entity is "Boston Partners Global Investors, Inc." 
2 Citations to the Complaint refer to page numbers, as Plaintiff did not number the paragraphs. 
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1 
Case 1:21-cv-10326-ADB Document 39 Flied 06/25/21 Page 2 of 6 

surgeon whose medical license has been revoked. Complaint, pp. 4, 20-21, 36. Plaintiff alleges 

that he pioneered minimally invasive spine surgery techniques that caused such "immense 

professional jealousy" among other physicians that encouraged patients to file lawsuits and 

medical complaints against Plaintiff. Id. at p. 37. He further alleges that a group of physicians 

bribed then-Governor of New Jersey, Chris Christie, to order the New Jersey Board of Medical 

Examiners to revoke Plaintiffs medical license. id. This group of jealous physicians, according 

to the Complaint, caused defendants GEICO and Allstate to file actions against Plaintiff for 

insurance fraud. Id. at pp. 37-38. Plaintiff alleges that doctors, politicians, and insurance 

companies have engaged in a massive corporate conspiracy that rivals "those crimes committed 

against humanity by the-Nazis." Id at p. 28; see also, p. 69 ("There exists little or no difference 

between the corporate tyranny exacted on Kaul and the American public/medical profession by 

Defendants Allstate/Boston Partners/State Street Corporation and that exacted on humanity by 

the slaving industry and the holocaust."). 

The allegations directed against Boston Partners are scant. Boston Partners is named as a 

Defendant in two of the sixteen counts of the Complaint: Count I (a RICO violation) and Count 

Sixteen (Aid in the Commission of Tort). ld. at pp. 65,282. The allegations to support those 

claims are even more scarce. Concerning Boston Partners, Plaintiff alleges: 

"Defendant Boston Partners ("BP") is a hedge fund that is one of the top ten 
corporate shareholders in Defendant Allstate. The top ten hold approximately 
eight percent (80%) of stock. Defendant BP, as a knowing co-conspirator in the 
crimes of Defendant Allstate, did illegally and unjustly enrich itself/its clients at 
the expense of Kaul. lt is a resident of Massachusetts." 

Id. at p. 2L 

The Complaint makes the conclusory allegation that: 

"Defendants Allstate/Boston Partners/State Street Corporation in forming an 
Association-In-Fact Enterprise ("ABS Enterprise"), with the intent and purpose of 

2 
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conducting a "pattern of rackete~ring" to advance a knowingly illegal scheme of 
grand corruption, through the commission of the predicate acts mail fraud/wire 
fraud/judicial corruption/public corruption/bribery/kickbacks, purposed for 
executive/corporate profit, did intentionally cause an immense injury to Kaul." 
ld. at p. 65. 

The specific allegations against Boston Parlners are set forth as follows: 

• Beginning on February 22, 2016, Plaintiff filed a series of cases against, among 
other defendants, Allstate; 

• Allstate did not disclose the litigation in its quarterly and annual reports to 
investors; 

• On November 22, 2018, Plaintiff sent a letter to the CEO of Boston Partners, 
alerting him to Allstate's failure to disclose the litigation; 

• ln the first quarter of 2020, Boston Partners sold a majority of its holdings in 
Allstate, and its share price declined. 

!d. at pp. 67-68. 
Argument 

The Complaint should be dismissed because: ( 1) it fails to set forth a short and plain 

statement of the claim against Boston Partners; (2) it offors no grounds to hold Boston Partners, a 

alleged to be a sharehold~r of a publicly traded company, liable for any alleged wrongdoing. 

Additionally, Boston Partners should be awarded its costs and fees associated with bringing this 

Motion. 

I. The Complaint is Neither Short nor Plain. 

The Court may dismiss a complaint with prejudice for its failure to abide by Rule 

8(a)(2)'s "short and plain statement requirement." Kuehl v. F.D.I.C., 8 F.3d 905, 908 (1st Cir. 

1993) (upholding a district court judge's dismissal of a 43-page, 358-paragraph complaint where 

plaintiff had previously filed other complaints). Dismissal is appropriate where "the complaint is 

so confused, ambiguous, vague or otherwise unintelligible that its true substance, if any, is well 

disguised, such th~t it would be unreasonable to expect defendants to frame a response to it." 

3 
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Belanger v. BNY Mel/011 Asset Mgt., LLC, 307 F.R.D. 55, 58 (D. Mass. 2015) (internal 

quotations omitted). 

Dismissal of Plaintiffs Complaint is warranted based on its length alone, which spans 

286 pages of single-spaced, unnumbered paragraphs. See Kuehl (dismissal of 43-page, 358-

paragraph complaint); Belanger (dismissal of 462-page complaint). 

In addition to its length, the Complaint is also convoluted. It names.22 defendants, some 

in both their personal and professional capacities, then makes no attempt to sort out the 

allegations against these defendants in any meaningful way. The Complaint lists out 16 counts 

and then states little if any substance related to those claims. For example, in Count Sixteen, 

Plaintiff makes the conclusory allegation that Defendants "pursued a common plan or design to 

commit a series of torts upon Kaul, through their active participation, encouragement, or 

ratification of the harm done to Kaul, which inured to Defendants' collective benefit." 

Complaint, p. 283. The Complaint fails to say what the actions are by any of the specific 

defendants are that constitute the alleged "active participation, encourage, or ratification of the 

harm." With respect to Boston Partners at least, those factual allegations are utterly absent from 

the Complaint. See Jacobowitz vs. Dartmouth Pub. Sch., D. Mass., 2010 WL 582359, No. 

CIV.A 08-11855-RWZ (D. Mass. 2010) (dismissing lengthy and convoluted complaint by prose 

plaintiffs). 3 

3 "Fed. R .Civ. P. 8 requires 'a short and plain statement of the claim.' The 8/24 Complaint, in 
contrast, is both lengthy and convoluted. It names 26 defendants, and defendants no longer 
named still appear in the factual allegations. The introduction lists some 20 claims sounding in 
various state and federal laws, but only I 7 claims are subsequently developed in the body of the 
complaint. Each claim is followed by a lengthy list of unrelated factual allegations against 
multiple defendants, rather than a comprehensible identification of the relevant conduct and 
parties." 

4 
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Plaintiff, by his own admission, has filed numerous litigations in a variety of courts. l11c 

Complaint filed here presents an unreasonable burden on the Court and on Boston Partners to 

attempt to make sense of the claim. Accordingly, the Complaint should be dismissed with 

prejudice for its failure to meet the requirements of Rule 8(a)(2). 

II. There is No Basis to Hold Boston Partners, Alleged to be a Shareholder of a 
Publicly Traded Company, Liable. • 

Boston Partner's presence in this lawsuit is based solely on its alleged status as a 

shareholder of Allstate, a publicly traded insurance company. The Complaint makes no specific 

allegations as to Boston Partner's conduct separate and apart from its alleged shareholder status. 

• See id. at pp. 67-68. The Complaint alleges that Boston Partners is "one of the top ten corporate 

shareholders in Defendant Allstate." Id. at p, 21. The Complaint further alleges that: Allstate 

~ 
failed to disclose Plaintiff's previous litigations to its investors as part of its quarterly and annual /\ 

reports to investors; Plaintiff sent a letter to the CEO of Boston Partners in November 2018 to 

notify the company of Allstate's alleged failure to disclose; and, in QI 2020, Boston Partners 

Id. at pp. 67-68, The Complaint offers no indications as to how this alleged fact pattern would 

J give rise to any claim, nor is any such claim apparent or even conceivable. ;/ 

Holding the shareholder of a publicly traded company is virtually unprecedented. See 

Birbara v. Locke, 99 F.3d 1233, 1237-38 (1st Cir. 1996) (" ... the cases where courts have 

. allowed creditors to reach the assets of shareholders have almost always involved close 

corporations."); see "Doctrine of "piercing the corporate veil", I 4A Mass. Prac., Summary of 

Basic Law§ 6:75 (5th ed.) quoting Palmiter, Corporations: Examples and Explanations, 7th Ed. 

(2012), § 32.1.1. ('.'No reported case of piercing [the corporate veil] has ever involved the 

shareholders of a publicly traded corporation."). Assuming, arguendo, Plaintiff could make new 

5 
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law to pierce the veil of a public corporation, the Complaint has not even begun to allege the 

facts which would meet the Plaintiff's burden to establish a veil piercing claim. See Birbara v. 

Locke, 99 F.3d 1233, 1239 (1st Cir. 1996) (discussing plaintiff's failure to meet My Bread 

standards and declining to find the "rare particular situation" where it would be appropriate to 

disregard the ·corporate form in order to prevent gross inequity."). 

Conclusion 

For the reasons set forth above, Boston Partners' Motion to Dismiss should be allowed, 

and the Complaint should be dismissed with prejudice. Boston Partners should be awarded its 

costs and fees associated with tiling this Motion. 

Respectfully submitted, 

BOSTON PARTNERS GLOBAL 
INVESTORS, INC., · 
By its attorneys 

Isl James E. Kruger 
David S. Godkin (BBO# 196530) 
James E. Kruzer (BBO#670827) 
BIRNBAUM & GODKIN, LLP 
470 Atlantic Avenue, 4th Fl. 
Boston, MA 02210 
Tel: (617) 307-6100 
Fax: (617) 307-6101 
godkin@bimbaumgodkin.com 
.kruzer@birnbaumgodkin.com 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, James E. Kruzer, hereby certify that the foregoing document filed through the ECF 
system will be sent electronically to the registered participants as identified on the Notice of 
Electronic Filing (NEF) and paper copies will be sent to those indicated as non-registered 
participants oh the above date. 

ls/James E. Kruzer 
James E. Kruzer 
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UNITED $[ATES OJST/Hg COURT 
DISTRltT OF NEW JSISEV 

167043140103 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintiff, 

CIVIL ACTION NO, 2:16-tv-02364-KM-SCM 

v. 

CHRISTOPHER J. CHRISTI£, ESQ. et al., 

Defendants 

Richard Arjun kaul, MO 
Propria Pen.ona • 
120 Temple Terrace 
Palisades Park, NJ 07650 
201989 2299 

CERTIFICATION Of KENNETH SABO 

Kenneth Sab? herebv c:ertlfies to the Court ii$ follow$; 

1. I am Clnsert age), a United States citizen, a US Veteran, and was a patient of Dr. Kaul 

from August 23, 2010 to June 1, 2012. 

2.. I make this statement In suppl>ft of the claims that Dr. Richard Ar)un Kaul has flied 

against the Defendants In the above matter. 

p.2 

3. On-• I Initially consulted with Dr, Kaul, after having witnessed a segment on Otannel 12 

News, In which he and a siKteen-vear-Qld gymnast, whose spinal deformity he corrected, 

were both Interviewed. I was Impressed with what I saw, and made an appointment to 

see Dr. J:aul. 

4, I lnltlallv consulted with Dr. Kaul on August 23, 2010, and he ordered a series cf test.s to 

diagnose the cause of the pain in my neck and lower back. Based on the results of these 
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tests, he Implemented a series of spinal Injections, which provided temporary pain 

relief. However, due to the persistence of the pain, he performed minimally Invasive 

spine SUl'Berv on my neck and lower back. The surgeries were successful in reducing my 

pain, and lmprovlns my ability to carry out mv normal activities or dailv living. I was 

treated with compassion, respect and received excellent care, from Or. Kaul and his 

staff. The f.icility at which the operations were performed was modern, efficient, well 

orgard~ and professionally operated, and on the days that I was at the NJSR Sllrslcal 

Center, I often heard other patients e~p- high opinions of Or. Kaul Both his patients 

and Ms staff expressed Immense re5pect for his abilities, and this was evident to me 

from the professional, yet friendly environment. th;it I eJ1perlenced while under the care 

of Or. Kaul. 

5. On --1 came to learn that his New Jersey medical llcense had been suspended, and that 

I would no longer be able to treat with him. This caused me great dliappolntment, and 

since then, I ha~ been unable to find a physician that provides the high level care I 

rec:elved from Dr. Kaul 

6. On -1 received a phone call from an lndlvldual, who identified herself as Doreen 

Hafner, a New Jersey deputy attorney seneral, Ms. Hafner explained that she was 

lnvestigatlng Or. Kaul and that she wanted to Interview me, because Or. kaul had 

performed procedures on my spine. I agreed to an interview, and on - M$. Hafner and 

- of her ;issociate$ came to my house. 

7. The interview lasted appro¥imately forty.flve·mlnutes and during the interview the 

followtng elfChanges occurred: 

(a) Ms. Hafner requested that I tSJtlfy against Or. Kaul- I refused, and explained ta her that 

I held Or. Kaul In the highest regard. that he had reduced my pain, and improved the 

q11altty of my Ille. I told her that I believed his surgery had been successful, and thafl 

was very disappointed when he left. 

{bl Ms. Hafner attempted to characterize Or. Kaul as dishonest, by stating that on his 

website ~ described himself as a board certified mlnlmal!y lnwsive spine surgeon, and 

that he was not-I explained that I decided to consult with Dr. Kaul after having seen his 
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interview with Or. Derek OaSllva on Channel 12 News, and was very Impressed with how 

he had helped a sMeen-year old gymnast retum to svmnastlcs. l told her that I found 

Or. Kaul to be very forthright, an opinion that I heard from many of his patients. 

CCI Ms. Hafner asked me if I knew that Dr, Kaul had been arre~ed in london and charged 

with manslaushter, and she described In detail the events that had occurred In a dental 

dlnic - I e•plalned thnt althoush J didn't know these details, It did not change the fact 

that I was treated well by Or. Kaul, and that his procedures reduced my pain, and 

improved my quality of life, l told her that everybody I spoke to about Or. Kaul, 

dem'ibed him as phenomenal 

(dl Ms. Hafner stated that the attorney general wanted to revoke Or. Kaul's li(ense. I asked 

why they would want to do such a thing. and I suggested that It should Just be 

suspended for six months, as he had dedicated his whole life to his career. Ms. Hafner's 

response were words to the effect thilt suspension was not an <:>ption, and nwhat if he 

hurts someone•. I told her that I had heard nothing but good things from other patlen'IS 

about Or. Kaul 

8. After the lnteNiew Ms. Hafner telephoned me approximately sh< times, and on each 

occasion attempted to have me testify against Or. Kaul, arid on each occasion I refused. 

I hereby (erfify that the foregolnll statements made by me are true. I am aware that if any of 

tile foregoing statements made by me are willfully false, I am s1.1bJect to punishment 

Dated: July 12, 2017 
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Gmail • Pcrsonal!Stcvcn Waldman. MD 

Personal/Steven Waldman, MD 
1 message 

Sleven W.ldman <spwmd.atlassplne@gmall.com> 
To; drrichardkaul@gmail.c;om 
Cc: Steven Waldman <$pwmd.allasspl11e@gmall.com> 

Richard 

hltps:{(mail.googlc ... -om/maillu/O/?uii=2&ik=4frl 7f47c0& 1·ic1V ... 

Richard Kaul <drrlchardk11ul@gmall.com> 

Sat. Oct 24, 2015 at 8:18 AM 

You and I met a few times. We have friends In common. Probably 
you have been misinformed about a few things. First I want to tell 
you that I feel re.ally awful that the Neurosurgeons and Medical 
Board have attacked you professionally and personally. 
Revolutionaries o~en are met with great resistance even when they 
are trying to do great and beneficial things. I'm sorry that the 
fascists In the Medical Board and state government have pulled your 
license. They are bullles and clearly polltlcally motivated -
I'm writing to you to inquire as to why you, of all people, would 
attack me personally with rather vicious and untrue YouTube videos. 
I have never attacked you In fact I admire you very much. I dont 
agree ..yith everything you have done but that ls a personal belief I 
am entitled to. But my professional opinions are realty based upon 
the great professional risk that you have taken (and unfortunately 
are now paying for) in a very tough environment. This is not 
because of a speGiflc lack of talent or training or knowledge and Is 
certainly not personal. 

Now Richard, I want to make some things crystal clear to you as it 
relates to your Youtube Video where you made some detailed and 
untrue allegations about me professionally and personally: 

1: I have never said, published, written or done anything to you to 
hurt you professionally. I have never testified nor submitted 
comments about you, or about your cause to any agencies or 
professional bodies. In fact I strongly support what you have done. 

21151111, 2:)6 PM 
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Honorable J. Paul Oetken 
United States District Court 
Southern District of New York 
40 Foley Square 
New York, Ny 10007 

• \ 

Re: Kaul/Basch v ICE et al 
21-CV-06992 
Kll-7 

www.drrlchardkaul.com· 
d • . , 

February 11, 2022 .t. : 
• ,'."t' 

Interview of Defendant Christie's political colleague, Anthony Cappello 

Dear Judge Oetken, 

We write this letter to respectfully request that In your adjudication of the Defendants' 

motions, you consider the facts within the enclosed 'Statement'; facts that came Into our 

possession for the first time on February 7, 2022, and that we submit are relevant to claim 

proof and defense dis-proof. 

On February 4, 2022, I conducted a witnessed interview of a Mr. Anthony Cappello, an active 

member of the New Jersey Republican Party, a close friend of0efendant Christie and the 

brother of now deceased witness, Kathleen Calabrese, whose September 21, 2017 affidavit is in 

evidence (Kll-7: D.E. 5 Page 64 of 131): "I explained the situation to my brother, who 

subsequently spoke with ari acquaintance of his, who had.knowledge about the 

circumstances surrounding the suspension. This indlvlduai' talked with my brother on the 

condition of anonymity, due to his concerns about possible' retaliation from the Christie 

administration". Mr. Cappello is the brother referenced in the affidavit. 

Mr. Cappello, a decades-long New Jersey political insider, was presented with various pieces of 

evidence, and with his intimate knowledge of Defendant Christi.e, did unequivocally state that 

1 
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the case was "totally believable". His statement undermines the Defendants 

mischaracterlzations of the case as "vexatious ... frivolous ... •meritless ... abusive ... harassing", 

and we respectfully request this document's contents be incbrporated into your consideration 

of Defendants' motions. 

Plaintiff Basch did not attend the interview, but shortly after it concluded, I communicated to 

him its factual substance. 

We thank you for your attention to this matter. 

2 
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Statement 

1. In 2003, Kathleen Calabrese ("Kathleen") was referre·d to me by Richard Boiardo, an 

orthopedic surgeon, who also happened to be the grandchild of Ruggerio Boiardo, aka Richie 

"the Boot" Bolardo, who was an Italian-American mobster _I~ the Genovese crime family. 

Z. I first met Boiardo in 2002, when we worked together at Columbus Hospital in Newark, 

New Jersey. 

3. In one of our early conversations, he told me that his father, also a member of the 

Genovese clan, had advised him to pursue medicine instead s;if a life in the mafia, but that in his 

opinion, the mafia tactics In medicine far surpassed anythin_g he had witnessed in the Italian 

mafia. 

4. From 2003 to 2012 I provided care to Kathleen. 

5. In April 2012, with the highly publicized suspension of my license, Kathleen told me that 

she would ask her brother, who was a member of the New Jersey Republican Party, to Inquire 

as to facts and circumstances surrounding the suspension. 

6. In approximately June 2012, Kathleen verbally informed me that her brother had spoken 

to a person in the New Jersey state government, who had ditect knowledge of the facts and 
,. 

circumstances, but spoke on the condition of anonymity out'Qf fear of retaliation from 

Defendant Christie, the then state governor. 

7. This person stated: "I think It is terrible what they are doing to Dr. Kaul" 

8. From 2012 to 2017, my requests to Kathleen for this person's Identity were 

unsuccessful, as were my requests for her brother's contact information. She remained fearful 

of the consequences to her life, but did upon my continued plea. provide an affidavit in 

September 201·7, factually establishing certain content of her brother's communications with 

the then anonymous state government person. 

3 
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9. In 2017, Kathl~en relocated to Florida with her husl;>.~~d; and the last time we spoke was 
' -.-: 

• late 2017, in which I once again asked for her brother's coniact information and the state 

government person's identity. She remained fearful and did. not provide the information. 

10. Kathleen and I became connected on Facebook in approximately 2015. 

11. On January 21 2022, her passing was announced on Facebook, and within the post was 

a comment from her brother, Tony Cappello ("Cappello"), who is the manager at Katz's Marina 

in Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey. 

12. On February 4, 2022, myself and Doreen Bettens, an. acquaintance of Kathleen, drove to 

Katz's Marina to provide our condolences and talk with Cappello, but he did not appear to be in 

the marina office. 

13. I left a voicemail, with my name, number, and retai:i.o'n to Kathleen, and approximately 

two (2) hours later, I received a call from Cappello, during which I expressed my condolences, 

and during which he indicated having seen our car arrive at his office. I informed Cappello that 

we would return on February 5, 2022, as there was a matter I wanted to discuss with him face 

to face. 

14. At approximately 2 pm EST on February 5, 2022, mys.elf; and Doreen Bettens, arrived at 

Katz's Marina. 

15. We entered the office, and introduced ourselves to Mr. Cappello, who was sitting 

behind a desk. 

16. Mr. Cappello appeared to be between 55 to ,60 years old, has a shaved head, is 5'8" and 

approximately 200 lbs. 

17. We sat down and a conversation commenced between me and Mr. Cappello, which 

lasted approximately tw_enty (20) minutes, and during which the following exchanges occurred: 

4 
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a. I first handed Cappello a copy of the affidavit of his recently deceased sister and asked 

him to review the statement, which he did. 

b. Cappello stated that he remembered me because in 2003 I had given my jet ski to a 

young man named Eric, who had worked for him at Katz's Marina, after Kathleen had informed 

me of Eric's dream to own one. 

c. Cappello, in stating that my gift changed Eric's life, appeared to be very familiar with his 

sister's personal and professional interactions with me, but kept nervously repeating that he 

had no recollection of Kathleen's affidavit. 

d. I then presented Cappello with copies ofthe affidavits of John Zerbini and Kenneth 

Sabo, which he proceeded to closely read. 

e. While reading Zerbini's affidavit, Cappello immediatety recognized Defendant Kaufman's 

name, became flushed in the face, and repeated his name ~loud, stating "Its Kaufmann, 

without asking any questions about Kaufman or denying knowledge of Kaufman's involvement 

in the conspiracy. 

f. Without any further prompting, Cappello then st<1tec! that he and Defendant Christle 

had been friends for many years, through the state and national branches of the Republican 

Party, but that they had recently 'fallen out'. 

g. I asked Cappello the reason for the rift wfth Defendant C.nristie, but he provided no 

factual explanation, and instead asked me why I would be pursuing a politician whose career 

was over, and who, according to Cappello, did order the so called "Brldgegate" scandal. 

h. I told Cappello that the Defendants quid pro quo scheme Involved them bribing 

Defendant Christie to have my license revoked. 

i. Cappello responded by stating that the scheme perpetrated against me by the 

Defendants was "totally believable". He stated he was no longer active in New Jersey politics 

because it is "so corrupt", but that he is involved nationally ~Ith the Republican Party. 

j. Cappello then stated that he remained in regular contact with Anthony Bucco, a 

Republican New Jersey state senator who is based In Morris County, New Jersey. 

k. I asked Cappello if he would be willing to testify under oath as to the statements he had 

just made. 

5 , .. 
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I. Cappello responded by stating his concern that his te!;timony might undermine the 
~.·. 

contents of Kathleen's affidavit, as he could had no clear recollection of the affidavit. . 1 
m. Cappello is not a lawyer, but between becoming aware of my visit and the actual visit, 

there did pass more than twenty-four (24) hours, during wli~~h it appeared from his evasiveness 

that he had spoken with Defendant Christie. 

n.. I asked Cappello if his brother would have any lnfor_~ation, but he stated that his 

brother lives in Florida and they had not spoken In seventeen (17) years. However, a photo on 

Facebook shows them together with Kathleen in 2020. 

o. I concluded our conver_sation by asking Cappello to not only "revisit your memory 

bank" but to make further inquiries within the New Jersey Republican Party, to which he 

repeated that the only person with whom remains in contatt is state senator, Anthony Bucco, 

and that he has no contact with any other persons. 

p. Doreen Bettens sat to my right and witnessed the eotire exchange. 

We certify that the above statements are true and accurate-to the best of our knowledge, and 

that if it is proved we knowingly and willfully misrepresented t~e facts, then we will be subject 

to punishment. 

Dated: February 11, 2022 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

cc: All Counsel via email 
All parties with a legal or other Interest 

AAVioaASCH, MD 

• 6 
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• 149. Defendant Murphy, with this information in mirid,~,:iewthat the law P.rohibited him from . • . ~- ' .. .· . 
. . seizing_ Pia In tiff Kaul's person, and tfilJs•he is withoutany defer;ise as to his knowingly ill~gal .• 

·seizure of Plaintiff K~u!'s person.· 

COUNT THREE 

AGAINST !)EFENDANTS CH~ISTIE/MURPHY 

: 42 U.S.C. § 1985 (3)•-:<:CiNS~IRACV TO INTERFER iNITH CIVIL RIGHTS 

150. "~HWo or-~ore persons i1rany_St;ite or Tlirritory conspire or go in disguisci.on the . . . . _· . ' . . . ' , . . 
• hig~wav:ar oh the premises of another, for·the purpose of. depriving, either ~irectly or 

.·lndir~~ly, an~;person.or ~ias~ of p~rso~ _of the ,e~~ai prQui~lo~ of t'1e la.w~,. ~r of equal 

. ,: .•. privileg~s an~ immunitle:5. ~n'de_r the ,;~~ or fo~ the purpo~ of-pre'!entini 4:1r hlnderin_g.t!'le • 

,constituted ~uthorlties ofany,State or Territory ft9m _giving or sec:uring.to all persons withln 
. - ' ... . 

sucti State or Territ9ry the equal protl:lction, o,f:the l~ws; or if:two cir more ~rsons conspire to . . . ·.• . ' ',. .. .• . . • . : 

pi:event by {orc:e, intim.ldat;o_n, or: tjlreat, any citi_zen ~ho is lawfully'entitled to vote, frqm 

gi~il)g ·ljis support or ·a~~cacy in !1-l~g~l m~n~'er, to~rd or in ~1/~r !)fthe· ~lection of any . ~ , :' ' 

lawtui1v· qualifJed person ~s an elector for President or Vice President, ·or as a Member 

~~ Con~re~s ofth~ Uni~!,1-S~tes; or ;o inJ,ure ~~ citi~n in. p~~o~ o/prope~ ~n a~ou!'l.t of 

such support·9r advocacy;in·any case .!>f conspiracy set.forth in thrs .s~ction, ·if one or more· ~. - .. -, . ~ . ,· . . . . 
. person~ _engaged t~erein.do, Qr cause to be dor:ie,. any act.in furtherance of the,object of such 

'~QlisPl~cy, w~ereb~.anoth~r is injµrild in his per!j~n-,Ol'.f:i~operty, or depriv.ed of ha.ving and . ' . . . . . ' . . , . . . • . . , :. 
exercisi~g any right or prhtilege of a c_ltizen of:the United SJat~s1-~he part,y.so Injured or 

depri~ed may ha~ ~n action, fo~ the -l"l;!covery qf damages occ:asi_one~·by such injury,or 

depriva.tion, .ag;1in!iit any one or more oft.he conspira~rs.» ., . -~.. . - . "'{ . . . • 

151. The aonspJracy that commenced against Plaintiff Kau1:ciid so irr approxi~ately.2005/2006, . . . • . . ~ . ' . ' . . ·~ , - . • . 
wben.Plain~iff, Ka4i i.~v1:nted and !iuci:essfully perf()rmed the firit percutaneous minirqally 

invasive oufpatien!·.-spinaHlision. • 

28 
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152: ,From 20os/i206 ~his con~pira«;V ~as expanded to ind~de,, amongst ~the rs, t,he Morristown 

Police bepartment;wbich did knowingly enter the conspiracy on May 26/27, 2021, upon the 
" : , ' 

, encouragement.by D,efendant ~liristie oheniorpersoriswithln thedepartmimt. 

153. Within the:consp!facv. there was an agreement; both tacit and explicit, that the successful 

execution of the·scheme ~o eli,minate Plaintiff Kaul. Oail/suicide/murder) 1,,11ould require his civil 
~ • • • • • • • • • > • 

~ights be violate.~. 

154. Defendants Christie and hls· co:Conspiratars at the Morristown Police Department knew 

that tlle wlllfui vl.~lation of Pla;ntiff Ka~;'s cMI: rig~s c~nstitOteq_ !I felon;, bu~ ~id no_nethele'ss 

attempt. fo 'perpetnite the scheme· in tl)e belief th~t Pia inti~ Kaul would be elinii_nat~d on May' 

27; 2021, by having him ·transferred to the Mercer County Correctional· Center, where he was to'· 

. be seriously injured/killed, in-cirder-to render him una~le to continue his prosecution of The .. . . . . . ' . 

. Kaul Cases; 

ISS. Theconspir~cy tci violate Plaintiff Kaui~s civ!l·rights continued frn!Yl itie Morristown Police 

Department to the.Unit~d-Stafes Marshals Service and into the Mercer County-Correctional • 

~ent~r, where th~ scheme, f9r wh.icb. Defendan~ Chris~i~/Mai:P.hY, and i~ fact" ~j of The Kaul . . . .. , . - ' . 
' • • I • 

Cases Defendants, pursuant to 'RICO!s vicarious liab.ilify.doctrine, are liable, involved an 11ttempt 

to use ah~i-psychotics to render Plaii:itiff Kaui°•mentally ~riflrm, psyc!'iiatrically la_beiled, 

susceptible to serious.injury/death, in ·order.to. effectively eliminate:his right to life and to 

actually elimina_te·Plairitiff Kaul. -. 

• 156;.lt has become all but impossible to placi:_a lead bullet in Plaiotiff Kaul's.hec1d (t~at 

opportunity was lost in 2021) and l/O the schemes now involve pha:macolo,gical bullets . 

. 29 
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ReplyTo: . . 
Dr. Richard Ai'Jun Kaul,,MD 
973 338 0980 EXT 214 
drrlchardkauI@,iman.com 

www,drrichardkaul,com 

September 12 2013 

The Honorable Judge, Howard Solomon 
The New Jersey Office of Administrative Law 
7111 floor 
33 Washington Street 
Newark, New Jersey 07102 

Re: In the Matter of the Suspension or the Revocation of the License of Richard A.Kaul, M.D. 
License No: 25 MA 063281 
Docket No: BDS 08959· 2012 N 

Dear Judge Solomon 

I am writing this letter as a matteroflast resort to bring your immediate attention to an Issue that I 
believe has significant relevance for the above matter and which deeply troubles me as I am sure, 
having witnessed your Impartial jurisprudence, It would you. 

There are two Issues of concern: 

1. The Inconsistency of a critical part of the May 6111 transcript provided by J.H. Buhren 
compared to tlie transcript from Verltext, the service that I retained for certain days and I 
understand the comments you made In court regarding your insistence that you would only 
be referring to the court scheduled transcripts. However in court on that same say was a 
senior journalist from the largest orthopedic trade publication, Walter .Eisner, and In the 
widely read article 'Spine On Trial' he specifically described the admission of Dr.Gregory 
Przybylski that NO STANDARDS exist for education and training In Minimally Invasive Spine 
Surgery. This very Important detail has been omitted from the court scheduled transcript 
and as I am sure you will agree presents a very difficult situation. • 

2. The were 23 days of testimony and there are 23 'transcripts with a deadline for submission 
of September 22 2013.1 and my attorney, Charles Shaw, Esq, are In possession of only 16 
with only 10 days left. I have placed multiple calls to J.H.Buhren requesting the provision of 
these outstanding documents and have received no response. Charles Shaw to his great 
credit has asked the New Jersey deputy attorney general, Doreen Hafner, to provide the 
transcripts of which she Is in complete possession and has been consistently denied despite 
the fact that It y,,ould actually help mitigate the over $1,000,000 of taxpayers money already 
spent by the state of New Jersey In bringing this case. The quality of the brief submitted on 
September 23'1' will be dependent on the accuracy and possession in a timely manner of ALL 
23 of the transcripts. Of great significance Is the fact the transcript of Professor Solomon 
Kamson who was my main expert is one of the seven missing transcripts. 

The outcome of this ca~e has enormous consequences for many parties and the immediate concern is 
ensuring that there is ai fair and legal approach to the provision of ALL of the transcripts in an 
·accurate manner. I 
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I would therefore respectfully request that the court order J.H.Buhren to provide ~he missing 7 
transcripts by September 16111 2013 which would still only provide 3 days for analysis with the 
balance for brief drafting. 
I have grave concerns that there will not be enough time to properly prepare the submissions unless 
the court Intervenes Immediately. 

I look forward to your response 

1
Cc; Charles Shaw, Esq 

Doreen Hafner, Esq 
Daniel T. McMurray-Managing Director, FOCUS 
llissa Hook, Esq 

JACKELINE J TORALE 
Commission t 2405621 

Notary Public, Stoia of New Jersey 
My Commlss,on,E•plres 

March 14, 2016 
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Reply To: 
Dr. Richard Arjun Kaul, MD · 
973 338 0980 EXT 214 
drrfchardkayl@gmail.com 

Mr. Chris Christie 

www.drrlchardkaul.com 

September 13 2013 

Office of the Governor of New Jersey 
P.O.BoxOOl 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Mr.Christie 

I am writing this letter to bring your Immediate attention to a problem that if not addressed 
now In a fair and legal manner will escalate rapidly and which specifically involves the 
following two issues: 

1. The Inconsistency between a critical part of the states transcript of Gregory 
Przybylski, MD, their main expert witness, and the transcript of the independent 
court reporter that I retained due to my concerns about the accuracy of the 
reporting process ·1n the New Jersey Office of Administrative Law. In addition Walter 
Eisner, a senior reporter with Orthopedics This Week, flew in from Minneapolis for 
the May 6th qoss examination of GP and wrote an article entitled 'Spine on Trial" 
which Is consistent with the independent transcription but inconsistent with the 
states transcript at the critical point where GP under crciss examination admits 
there are NO STANDARDS for education and training in minimally invasive spine 
surgery. This admission was a significant blow for their case and Is missing from 
their transcription. 

2. There were 23 days of testimony and there were 23 transcripts generated. The final 
date for the post trial submission briefs is September 22nd 2013 and so far only 16 
have been provided by the court contracted transcription service, J, H. Buehrer to 
my attorney which as you can imagine is a significant hurdle and one which if not 
immediately addressed will In my opinion have a negative impact on the licensing 
matter. I have left multiple voice messages with J. H Bhuren and received no 
response. Cha'rles Shaw has on multiple occasions asked Doreen Hafner, Esq, the 
deputy attorney general acting for the medical board and who Is in possession of all 
of the transcripts to provide copies but she consistently denied all of the requests. 

l 
As I am sure you are Jware the suspension ofmy medical license by the New Jersey Medical 
Board in June 2012 i~ a highly publicized and some would say politicized manner prompted 
the following responses from patient groups: 

i 

1. A petition with a 1000 patient signatures and 100 letters was delivered to you 
personally and in you capacity as the elected official currently occupying the office 
ofNew Jersey;Governor to which there was absolutely no response and I 

I 
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understand that in your official capacity you cannot be ostensibly involved but the 
communication was also hand delivered to you personally and I cannot currently 
ascertain any explanation for the lack of response. 

2. Key Darrow, who was a patient of mine who testified on my behalf at the hearing In 
the matter above In June 2013 contacted the office of the Pompton Lakes Republican 
Assemblyman, Scott Rumana and subsequently hamded him a flle containing a 
petition and letters of patient support Mr. Rumana did nothing to help despite the 
fact that New Jersey Spine and Rehabilitation Surgical Center had brought 
significant business wit job creation to his struggling town. 

3. Frank Cecala and his family had been patients of mine since 2003. Frank is the head 
groundsman for Delbarton School in Morristown, which ls the school that you 
children attend and it was this capacity, and through this connection that he 
attempted to bring my case to your attention in 2012 but was as with all of these 
communications ignored. 

4. Michael Tfank and his family have been patients of mine since 2003. Michael has 
been a friend of the father of Scott Rumana for many years and spoke to both of 
them about my case with an appeal to help. Again, as with every other patient, he 
was Ignored. 

5. Kathleen Calabrese and her now deceased husband, 'Jimmy"had been patients of 
mine since 2003. Kathy is very familiar with the New Jersey Republican Party and 
specifically the sector of the party that operates out of Morristown, your home base. 
Kathy talked with a senior member of your party In Morristown and expressed her 
profound respect for my professionalism. In this Instance however the Individual 
communicated that the suspension ofmy medical license was 'unfair' and should 
never have occurred'. 

The suspension of the medical license was the cause of the filing in Federal Court for 
Chapter 11 Protection and this would NOT have happened had the license not been 
suspended which occurred In my opinion as a consequence of a professional turf war that 
became political. 

The transcription irregularities and deficiencies combined with the deadline for post-trial 
submission briefs, which Is September 23n1 2013, cause me great consternation. The quality 
of the brief will determine the outcome of the licensing matter, which will determine the 
outcome of the Chapter 11. The fact that only 16 of the 23 briefs have been provided, 
despite multiple efforts made by multiple parties, and with only 1 O days remaining form the 
basis for this letter and specifically for a request directly to you, Mr.Christle, to engage and 
ensure that due process is afforded to the above matter in a fair, legal and transparent 
manner. This Is very different request to the types described above as this talks to the issue 
of fundamental fairness of a system whose decisions and consequences are far reaching and 
for which you as the ~lected official are responsible. 

' ' 
I would therefore respectfully request that you contact the transcription service, 
J.H.Buehrer, and advise them of their obligation and duty to the legal system and more 
importantly Justice. i 

I 
I look forward to your prompt response. 

i 

I 
I 
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You~goc,,/) ~ 
Rkh,<d Arjun {! tw!' 
Cc: Jeffrey Chiesa, Esq 

Doreen Hafner, Esq 
Judge Howard S9lomon, Esq 
Charles Shaw, Esq -
Daniel T. McMurray 
llissa Hook, Esq 
Millea Fatovich, Esq 
J.H. Buehrer And Associates-Certified Court Transcribers 

ACKEUNE J TORAL£S 
Commission I 240662, 

Notary Public:, Sti,te of New Jersey 
My Commission Expires 

Morch U 2016 
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Reply To: 
Dr. Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 
973 338 09B0 EXT 214 
drrkhardkaul@KroaO com 

Mr.Chris Christie 
Office of the Governor of New Jersey 
P.O. BoxOOl 
Trenton, New Jersey 0B625 

Dear Mr. Christie 

www drrichardkauJ com 

September 26th 2013 

l 

In response to a letter I sent to your office dated September 13th 2013 (please see attached) in which 
I brought to your attention the Illegal alteration of legal transcripts in the matter of The State of New 
jersey v Dr.Richard A Kaul requesting an investigation of the matter, did receive a phone call to the 
office of New Jersey Spine and Rehabilitation• tel 973 338 0980· at approximately 11am from a 
woman who identified herself in the following manner: 

'this is Jaime from Governor Christie's office' 

She then proceeded to tell me that unfortunately your could not get involved as this Is a legal 
proceeding in the office of administrative law. 

I responded by infonning her that the committing of 'EVIDENCE TAMPERING' is an entirely separate 
Issue and one that raises suspicions and questions on all other matters that have been handled In the 
Office of Administrative Law during your tenure as governor. She responded by telling me she would 
have to talk with her supervisor and then proceeded to give me her phone number- 609 777 2500. 

LEGAL CHRONOLOGY 

I will detail the legal events surrounding my case and the active participation of your Attorney 
General, Jeffrey Chiesa in manipulating both the media and interfering with the legal procedures of 
the New Jersey Medical Board In April 2012 under your explicit direction causing the suspension of 
my medical license. It is therefore evident you have already involved yourself and your 
administration In the legal process despite the words of protestation spoken by 'Jalme'from your 
office. 1 

Jeffrey Chiesa, who is temporarily occupying the seat of the late Senator Lautenberg In Washington 
DC was your attorney general In April 2012 and prejudiced the entire legal process by making false 
statements to the press. This was again a clear Instruction from you. This action amongst many 
others prompted an application to Superior Court by my attorney Robert Conroy asking the court to 

• I appomt: I 
I 

1. A Special Pros,ecutor 
2. An ad hoc board 

I 
Due to the grave concerns about the lack of due process that would be afforded to my case. Not since 
Watergate has a spec!~! prosecutor been appointed to oversee a state sponsored action and Mr. 
Conroy also communkated in an email to Doreen Hafner that he is the only attorney to ever have the 

I 

I 

I 
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US Marshalls seize bank assets belonging to the state of New Jersey consequent to a Federal 
judgement and order. 

The problem that now faces you goes to the heart of your integrity, credibility and administration of 
New Jersey and how you respond will determine the way history remembers you 

The consequences of the illegal suspension ofmy medical license and my ability to make a living have 
been far reaching and I assure you that I Intend on prosecuting this matter to its fullest extent I filed 
a widely publicized lawsuit in Bergen County Superior Court, New Jersey on March 22nd 2013 and the 
1st hearing on this matter Is • 

September 27111 2013. 

The action as I am sure you are aware makes allegations of defamation and anti-trust conduct against 
a group ofS politically connected neurosurgeons who donated significantly to your campaign funds 
In return for you and Mr. Chiesa to suspend my medical license. The financial damages that I am 
seeking are in excess of$30 million and I will not rest till I secure justfce and compensation in these 
proceedings. The monies from this settlement wlli be mostly donated to the Spine Africa Project, 
www splneafrlcaprojectori a SO 1 c 3 US Reglsted Charity that has since 2008 provided free 
healthcare and education to the disadvantaged people of the Democratic Republic of Congo and a 
charity that you and your administration tried to destroy with countless legal subpoenas and 
Investigations that proved the charity was legally organized. This part of your conduct has sickened 
me as It hurt the most vulnerable citizens of both New Jersey and Africa and due to the resources and 
time I have had to devote to fighting the almost criminal acts committed against me and my family I 
have been unable to continue to provide support for the Spine Africa Project 

Mr.Christie you have destroyed the lives of many Innocent people for nothing more than greed and 
your quest for power without a care for the devastated lives left In your trail. 

The 'EVIDENCE TAMPERING' anil the alteration of the transcripts must be addressed and parties 
must be held accountable for these crimes and you as the elected governor of the state of New Jersey 
have a responsibility to Its citizens to at the very least have it properly Investigated. If however, after 
reading this letter, you still choose to Ignore this Issue, I will have no option but to bring It to the 
attention of the US Federal Government and the government oflndia of which, as you are aware, I am 
a citizen. 

I would also request that all communications from your office be made In writing. 

Y®B''"1 L 
Richard Arjun Kalli, MD 

I ,-.-----------~ RONALD PAULINE 
Notary Public 

State ot·New Jersey 

i_·~-1:: .. ~~ 
:· µ7 --...$k.. 
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Reply to: 
Dr. Richard Arjun Kaul 
973-338-0980 EXT 214 
drrjchardkau)®i1J1aiJ com 

www.drrjchardkaul com 

Decemb(lr 26, 2013 

The Honorable Judge, Howard Solomon 
The New Jersey Office or Administrative Law 
33 Washington Street. 7th floor 
Newark, NJ 07102 

Dear Judge Solomon: 

The opinion and conclusions you rendered on December 1311> 2013 in the matter or New 
Jersey v. Dr.Richard Kaul were completely unrepresentative or the lengthy evidence 
actually presented during the trial, which commenced April 911> and concluded June 30111 
2013 in the Office of Administrative Law, Newark, New Jersey, USA. 

I have read your almost 100 page 'ruling' which seems simply to be a regurgitation of the 
case put forward by Doreen Hafner, the attorney representing New Jersey, and In which 
you have not given any credible consideration to the thoughtful testimony provided by the 
many witnesses who testified on my behalf. Your ruling Is so extreme that It has raised 
many questions with many Individuals who have proround concerns about your 
impartiality. I still have some faith In the New Jersey legal process and In your own 
personal sense of ralrness and transparency. I and my many supporters would however 
like the following questions answered: 

1, The Bergen Record published a very prejudicial and unfair story written by Lindy, 
Wash bum on November 17th 2013. I understand you live In Bergen County and so It 
would not be unexpected that the newspaper was delivered to your home on the 
morning of the 17th which was a Sunday. I am also aware or the fact you are bound by the 
legal Rules of Professional Conduct which would specifically prohibit you from reading 
any stories about my case. The question Is therefore: 

Did you read the November 17tll 2013 story written by Lindy Washburn and 
published ~n the Bergen Record regarding my case? 

Z. I did not receive any response from you or your office regarding a Jetter I sent on 
September 11"' 2013-copy attached-in which I brought to your attention the very 
serious Issue or transcript fraud and evidence tampering. Your lack ofresponse was 
alarming considering the allegations made and in light or your recent ruling It now 
almost confirms that the transcripts were altered and you most likely had knowledge 
that It occufrl!d, The question is therefore: 
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Do you have knowledge that the transcripts had been altered? 

3, Dr. Robert Heary, a key witness in the case, received a subpoena to attend the hearing 
which he Ignored and you did not enforce. It was and Is my position that Robert Heary 
encouraged Frances Kuren to Rle a complaint with the medical board which led to the 
suspension ofmy license. His pivotal Involvement In the case ranged from polftlcal 
donations to Mr. Christle to his close relationship with a member of the medical board, 
Steven Lomazow, and your reluctance to enforce the subpoena and allow the trial to 
conclude prematurely has raised many suspicions. 

• The question Is therefore: Did you have any communications at any time with 
any parties durin1 which you were encoura1ed NOT to enforce the Robert 
Heary subpoena? 

I look forward to your responses. 

Respectfully submitted,, 

.,, ..... ~l .. ~ 
Cc: Charles Shaw, Esq. 

Laura Saunders-Acting Director & Chief Administrative Law Judge for the State of NJ 
Office of Administrative Law 
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ID\cw.drrichardkru1J.com 

~!~ 

New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners 
140 East Front Street 
Trenton, New Jersey 08608 
Phone: 609-826-7100 

Dear Sirs and Madams: 

I will not be in attendance on February 12th 2014 for the hearing in front or the body that improperly 
represents Jtselfto be the New Jersey Medical Board because tl1Js 'board' as jt Is currently constituted 
and being the board that illei,,ally suspended my medical license in June 2012 does not and did not 
have the proper autho/ity to take such action. 

UNC.ON!>'TITUTIONAL MEDICAi. BOARD 

It has recently been brought to my attention that the following individuals despite the expiration of 
their legally allowed tenure on the medical board, continue tu improperly act as legitimate members 
taking votes against the licenses of New Jersey physicians: 

1. Berkowitz-has served more than 6 years and been re-appointed 2 times 
2. Cheema-has served more than 6 years and heen re'.appolntcd 2 times 
3. Ciechanowski-has sJrved more than 6 years and been re-appointed 3 times 
4. C1iss-has served more than 6 years and been re-appointed 3 times 
s; Jordan-has served more than 6 years and been re-appointed Z tim·es 
6. l.omazow-has servHcl more than 6 years and been re-appointed 3 times 
7. Mendelowitz-has served morn than 6 years and been re-appointed 2 times 
8. St-ott-has served more than 6 years and been 1:e-appointccl 2 times 
9. Stanley-has se1vcd more than 6 years and been re-appointed 2 ·umes 
10. Walsh-has se1vcd more than 6 years and been re-appointed 4 times 
11. Weiss-has served more than 6 years and been re-appointed 3 times 

As all board member arc aware a legal quorum is required before any valid action can be talum 
against the property right: of a physician and as the evidence above demonstrates no such quorum 
was in place whe11 this body without: authority suspended my medical license in June 2012 thus 
rendering· all decisions rcgardin(i my license invalid until the proper constitution ofa legal quoru·m. 

' 

ANDREW KAUFMAN 

Andrew Rauf man, MD ~"asretained as an expert by this board in April 2012 and produced a report 
that criticized my education and training. I have recently been made aware of a lctte1~please see 
attached- that was sent from a patient who lmcfbeen mistreated by Dr. Kaufman at UMDNJ on August 
2010 and from which it is clca1· Dr. Kaufman already held a very negative opinion of myself based· 
seemingly on the fact that I was a successful business competitor to whom patients wen, llocking 
therefore hurting bis bbstness. Dr, Kaufman was then allowed to testify at the hearh>f( in the oftice of 
administrative law in Aprfl 2013 at which his now obviously tainted testimony was given credence 
by Judge Howard Solorhon who then used the aforesaid. information as the basis for h1s final opinion. 
This fat1: alone casts a Jtgnificant question over the crcdibilit'/ of Kaufman and therefore the veracity 
of the opinion issued by Solomon. Jtalso brings Into question the credibility of this board as it is very 

i 
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likely that certain members such as Dr. Steven Loma:z.ow would have been fully aware qf the 
personally hnst.ile positln11 and unbiased testimony that l{.]ufman would provide. 
Therefore In Ught of this new plei:e of evidence the.entirety of Kaufman's reptlrts and testimony 
should be disallowed a_nd a mistrial of these entire proceedings concluded. 

TRANSCRIPTION FRA!lJ)_ ,__--
(n June 2012 I attended a hearing before this medical board to which my then attorney, Robert 
Conroy, brought his o-ivn trnnscriptionlstbecause ofhls concerns that you, the medica.! board, could 
not he trusted to be honest in the transcription process. I must admit thls came as a surprise as I had 
never before encountered a legal situation In which there was even a suggestion of transcript 
alteration. • 
When. the hearing ,:ommenced In April 2013 in the office of administratlve law r remembered the 
coiicerns expressed by Conroy and brought my own transcrlJitlonist to. court on several key days 
with one of them .being the day }'Our main ~pert, Dr. Gregory Przybylski, was cross examined by my 
attorney Charles Shaw. This acfseemed to visibly. ui>set Judge Ho,vard Solomon whn felt compelled 
to state. s.everal tlmestbat the only transcript.he would rely nn was the one cngimiered by the court 
ttallSlTiptionlst 
The subsequent comparison of the transcript~ l.ndicated thatsevcrnl critical parts of the court's 
transcript had been altered to change te.~timonythatwas damaging to their case. Based upon ,m 
analysis of th!s evidence I sent s~'Vcral letters-please sec attached- to the following parties requesting 
an investigation: • 

1. Judge Howard Solomon 
2. Mr .. Chris Christie 
3. President Barack Obama with a cc to George Scott D.O, the current president of your board. 

'rhere has-to this date,:cither than a phone call f~om the office of Christie, been. no respcms:e and.no 
investigation of an· aH~g.:ition that !ms both civil and c1iminalconsequcnces. 

STEVEN l.OMAZOW 

Srevcn Lomazow gave;an interview in August 20 l 2 regarding his recently published book about FDR 
for which he was attempting to obtain some publicity to boost flagging sales. During this Interview 
and in a completely unprompted manner he made an extremely pt-ejudidal comment about mewh!ch 
must preclude him froin any further involvement in my licensing matter. The included video !ii~• 
speaks for it.~elf. 

As you must all be aware the current governor is under a multitude of lnvestlgatlons that bring 
serious doubt to the abllity ofhisoffit:e to govern honestly and you as th<.' medical hoard are 
answerable only to him and his office. Your appol11tmet1ts to this board .are made by the governor 
and you can be dismissed for no cause by the governor .. ! have always m,tinta!ned that the suspension 
o( my license was a coi1sequence ofa corrupt gove~mne11tal action carried out by th11 Christie 
administr.ition as a favor to a small group of neurosurgeiins that donoted slgnlfic-,mt monies to his 
political cainpa!gn. Th.e conse<111en~ to you, the New Jersey Medical Iloard, ls that you belong to the 
administration that is now under state and federal investigation and as the attached documems and 
,•idea d\lmonstrate engaged tn the same corrupt practices. . . I 

!t is with great dlsapp6fotment that! send this letter as I had expected a.hlt;hei· level of integritY. from 
a state ad1nlnistration:which In this case has not only let down me and the pmcess of juslke but most 
sadly the rest of Amer(ca whose states operate according to principlcis of modern day justice. 

I would therefor~ recommend thut this body compl,r immediately with the state law that mandates 
no more than two 3 year terms per member as the current hoard constlttttlon is illegal under NJSA 
45:9-l. 

( 

I 
i 

V 
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I consider all actions taken a .ainstm iicense since June 2()12 to he illegal and will ursue al! 1}ptions 
to reme y t. et amage caused to my reputation am esta c. 

!'lease be advised accordingly. 

Yours sincerelyf 

·?v \ ((evvf' 
Richard Arjun Kaul, MD 
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Exhibit 27 
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Trump: COVID-19 + Crimes 
Against Humanity + Medical 

Board Corruption. 
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On May 11, 2020, minimally invasive spine pioneer, Richard Arjun Kaul, MD, filed 

a li.1lu.LL in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia, in which 
racketeering and gross negligence claims are asserted against, amongst others, 
Defendants New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners and Allstate Insurance 
Company. The thrust of the case is that Defendant Allstate has, since at least 
1999, engaged in massive schemes of bribery that have corrupted state medical 
boards. The Complaint alleges that this corruption is directly responsible, as of 
May 11, 2020, for over eighty thousand (80,000) deaths and one point three 
million (1,300,000) cases caused by COVID-19 infections. 

Contemporaneously with the Complaint, Kaul submitted a letter to President 
Trump, in which he seeks to have the Criminal Division of the United States 
Department of Justice commence an investigation against state medical boards, 
regarding the commission of gross negligence and crimes against humanity. 

On March 24, 2020, Kaul sent a l(~Lt,.1-~ to New Jersey Governor, Philip Murphy, 
that sought his assistance in having Kaul's New Jersey license reinstated. The 
illegal revocation on March 12, 2014 is the subject matter of a lawsuit Kaul filed 
on October 1, 2019. Kaul indicated to Murphy that a reinstatement would permit 

him to use his clinical expertise to save lives. Murphy failed to respond to the 
letter, but has continued to publicize his plan to stem the pandemic. 

The plague of medical board corruption constitutes a central theme in Kaul's 
recently published audio i:,S)(1I : "An..lmpossjb!e Victory Kaul Y Chrjstje", a book 
whose publication the Defendants attempted to suppress. A series of 
documentaries about the book are in production, the first of which will be released 
in June, 2020. 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

201-989 2299 

Share on social 

www.drrichardkaul.com e 
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COVID-19 DEATHS+ MEDICAL BOARD 
RACKETEERING + THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 

UNITED STATES 
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A IJA''.,uit filed on June 18, 2020 by Richard Arjun Kaul, MD, has 

exposed how schemes of rampant corruption/bribery of American state 

medical boards by, amongst others, Allstate Insurance Company, are 

responsible for COVID-19 related mortalities. Kaul's legal/public 

relations campaign to alert the public to the 'cancer of corruption' 

within the American healthcare sector officially began on February 

22, 2016, when he filed the first in a series of 9 

lawsuits ("The Kaul Cases") in United States federal courts. The 

overarching goal of his prosecution of the Defendants, of which 

Allstate, the New Jersey Medical Board and the Federation of State 

Medical Boards are but three, is to cause a "Reformation of American 

Medical Boards". Had this change occurred earlier, the American public 

would not now be experiencing the highest COVID-19 related mortality 

rate in the western world. 

On November 3, 2020, Kaul filed an emergency ;:ifltii11,:1• in the Supreme 

Court of the United States, in which he advances six arguments, two of 

which are: 

"Kaul respectfully asserts that the grant of a writ will reduce 

COVID-19 related morbidity/mortality and will be in aid of the 

Court's appellate jurisdiction." 

"Kaul respectfully asserts that a grant of the writ will mitigate 

future threats of COVID-19 like microbial pandemics ... " 

"The Kaul Cases" and the associated liability to the Defendants of in 

excess of ;~~Uulli.Q.o., have negatively impacted the market 

capitalization of Defendants Allstate, TD Bank and Geico/Berkshire 

Hathaway, a fact that Kaul raises in the writ: 

"Kaul respectfully asserts that the grant of a writ will mitigate any 

further decrease in market capitalization of Defendants Allstate+ 

TD Bank+ Berkshire Hathaway/Geico ... " 

Racketeering and other criminal activity within American state medical 

boards were discussed on October 28, 2020 by Kaul and Oregon based 

physician, Dr. Eric Dover. The r,.J0:1.eu;0J1,;m highlighted the epidemic 

in American medicine of physician suicides/incarceration, and the role 

of the insurance industry and corporate greed in this human tragedy 
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medical boards are governmental agencies. The longer a politician has 

been in politics the more beholden he is to these forces. Trump entered 

politics in 2016, Biden, a lawyer, entered in 1970; but whoever wins 

would be well advised to support a "Reformation of American Medical 
Boards". In doing so he will save the lives of future Americans from 

another COVID-19 like pandemic. Political corruption kills. 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

201-989 2299 

Share on social 

www.drrichardkaul.com e 
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COVID-19: 
A MUTATION DEFEATS A VACCINE 
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On December 15, 2020 the New York Post published a ~0_::y_ entitled: 

"UK finds new mutation of COVID-19 behind rapid spread across 

London" 

Scientists from the COVID-19 Genomics UK Consortium related the 

rapid rise in transmission to a mutation in the so called "spike protein", 

that part of the virus that locks on to human cells. The mutated genetic 

code has effectively 'super-charged' the virus and increased its genetic 

'stickiness', rendering it far more infective and pathologically aggressive. 

The COVID-19 virus is an 'intelligent' microbial form that has mutated in 

response to the recently released vaccine from Pfizer and Moderna. 

On November 21, 2020, Kaul sent a id:.e,· to the General Medical 

Council of the UK, in which he states: 

"Additionally, the RNA virus has a marked propensity for mutation, 

which effectively means that whatever vaccine is developed, it will 

be rapidly 'outmaneuvered' by a COVID-19 genetic 'two-step', 

always staying one step ahead, until global herd immunity achieves 

a critical mass and COVID-19 appears in the rearview mirror of 

humanity. Until then, whenever that may be, the catastrophe will 

continue unabated, by which point medical board corruption or 

indeed medical boards will have been eradicated." 

On December 7, 2020, a :.':.'..:.d.'..,L was issued from Kaul Healthcare 

Consultants entitled: 

"PFIZER+ COVID-19 VACCINE: "FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE 

FIRE" -A DEADLY PROPOSITION?" 

It exposes the lack of evidence regarding the safety and efficacy of the 

vaccine, and references a case in the UK in which a vaccinated woman 

developed a severe neurological injury. 

The vaccine has caused the mutation and will provide no protection to 

the mutant virus now coursing through the planet's circulatory system. 

Of course those corporations/executives raking in billions of dollars from 

having corrupt governments/politicians mandating vaccination programs, 
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conducted every human on this planet should reject the vaccine, a 

poison that places profit over people. 

It is not the "FIRE" but the "INFERNO" into which the so called 

"vaccine" has cast humanity. This tale of greed, corporate tyranny and 

mutation has all the makings of a revolution: 

"Coercion camouflaged as care, cares not for humanity" -Anon. 

Circa. 1939: Germany. 

www.drrichardkaul.com 

201-989 2299 

Share on social 

www.drrichardkaul.com e 
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first time in its history, and unquestionably in a public relations 'damage-mitigation' effort, 

publicly admit to these crimes against humanity: https://www.l!oyds:com/about

lloyds/history/the-trans-atlantic-slave-trade/lloyds-marlne-insurance-and-slavery. The 

insurance industry, which includes the Defendants, has replaced shipping slaves with the 

human trafficking of Indian/African American physicians into the modern-day planatlon 

equivalent, that of the American jails.) 

19. The forced/coerced mass vaccination programs/passports are the chains and whips of the 

COVID enslavement program, the strings of which are being pulled by the British controlled 

Insurance Industry. The COVID vaccine, as Kaul predicted, has now been found to be highly 

toxic/ineffective: https://www.drrichardkaul.com/sg/24NPf5065 This fact was known by the 

government/corporate entitles that forced it on the world's population: 

https://theswisstimes.ch/swiss-banker-files-criminal-charges-over-false-covid-vaccine

statements/ In Kll-7, the Defendants attempted to frame the Plaintiffs' assertion of these facts 

as evidence of the implausibility of their complaint, with terms such as "vast conspiracy" and 

"nutcase". These facts are now proven, and this country, like Switzerland, should have the 

courage to bring criminal charges against those who perpetrated these crimes against 

humanity. 

20. In Kll-2, the Defendants and the Court devoted inordinate page space to Kaul's exposition 

of the insurance industry's four hundred (400) year-long genocide, and in doing so, did betray 

their conviction of the absolute truth of the matter. 

21. In Kll-7, Kaul Identifies how, in 2021, the "pattern", like the COVID-19 virus, has mutated 
I 

into a purported mission to save humanity, the calling card of which is a supposed "vaccine". 

The vaccine is more than useless, as It was the cause of the viral mutation, as Kaul in 2020, 

explained it would ~e. 

11 
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C:0Ml-'.lmi6 ON FINA~ 

WABHINQTON, DC 201i1D--0200 

SOV.-IM~t.,rl#IDl,V:C"IOIIMDCll.:,ccua,1u 
.AJl'ftl.&IIIII.IU...,._1,11111K01,1.1CfWIDftC1DII 

To: Mcntbers of tho Somuc Fi none..: Conm1ittuc 

Prom: Senator ChQck Orauloy, Chalrnian of the Senate Finance Comminl!c 
Senator Ron Wydcn, Ranking Mcmbcrofthu Scnotc Finance Committee 

Date: December 16, 2020 
Re: Findings from the Jnvcstigation of Opioid Manufacturers' F'inan1.:i11l Rclation:i,hlps 

with Patient Advoc••Y Groups nnd other Tn,-Excmpl !amities 

Dc•r Collcogucs: 

• As the nation concinucs to respo11d to the COV[D .. 19 pandemic, we wunt to bring your 
attention bock to another conccrnlnl:J public hcal1h matter: our notion'::t opioid ~pidcmic. Opioid 
overdoses claimed more lh•n 450,000 Jives In tho United Sillies from 199910 2019, und 
preliminary data Crom the Centers t'or Disease Control and P1·cvcntion (CDC) .111uggosts dn1B 
overdose dcaths1 including those ettrlbuted to oploids1 hove accclcnitcd iincc the pandemic 
bcgon.1 lndoed, COVID-19 hes incroescd ri•k racrors assooiarcd with s11bsta11co-u .. di•ordcrs 
(SUDs) and opioid-use disanJcrs (OUDs) lilcc rcclings of anxiety, dcpr.:~sion, loncllncss, ond ml 

ongoing sc11se of uncertainty. 2 For individuals suffering from thc8c discasc~. COVID-19 haJ 

even presented odditionol barriers lo trc111mcnt and social suppor1 sorvlccs ns people urc urged to 
stay-at-home and social distem:c.1 We nrc concerned thotthi:t will only worsen us a,,r counny 
continues to battle COVID-19 And 11s social lsolntlon and lnek. ot'ucccss to SUD ond OUD 

treatment persists. 

As the opioid epidemic nnd its impact on programs within 1he Finar,cc Comn,incc's 

jurisdiction shows no signs of abating, we write to provide you with 11n updatc on th.: 

1 OpftJldOW1rdi.U1, Data A1tUl)1.d1 n11t/R~umrre.,, l'TRS. f'Oll OISl!MI!' CONTROL I\NL> l'lll:Vl!NTlON. 

bnn•-llwww csJc ROYfdrugoyerdoi;cldotu/'nnnly~l)i; luml tlOJI Yii.:wetl Ol!c, rn. 2020). 
r Ala t?dalmon, Ovel'tlo.'tr tft!(llhs r1p1wa1• tu rls,, m11ttl rur11m1vlm., pantl,-,11/c l11 U.S., NBC NliWS (Ocl, lO, 20lU}, 

hlW1llb\·~:.nll.:~llfMnl!tv.L.1o1.11l!tt11~~n.1.·m:\'.r.J~~i:.:~ll!!illX:fillJl!!M;ri.!t·.nmii.h~i1n!ll11\:U"'-11i.:JfillJ~11.1i~:1•~-1: 

~"1.: Jon Karnp nucl Arinn Cu1nro•Plori.:s, 17,c: Oplol,I Cri.rl.r, ,lfrc:,ul.1• Si!rlm,.r. !Im l11tf'mijlNI /)111'111.1: 

Corona1>lmr ~11dt!mlr:, WALL ST, J, (Si.:pl, ff, lO'lO), h!!n!;t!1vJ~ ... va.i~hllilllN:...CUll'-l.i\l·Sw!i-:.11.!mw.\)':t,,,.'fjU111\~ 

hes-in1cn,i£icd-dud11e-SPmngyjou,mmdcmh:: I I 5995'.'i74QJ., 
J Jon ~mp and Arian Campo-Fhm:1, 7111! Ot1loi1I Crl.rl~, .-Jlfl•,H(v S,-rio11s, 11,,, lmw,siflvd IJ111·/11g <. ',wmrill'lr,,., 

Panckmk•, WALL ST. J, (Sept. 8, 2020), ~ww Wffi s-1m,t.u;titb:s'lbi:·apioiu.:sri.J~llllY=--~\.l.111.:hni: 
l01cn,lfied-dudog-cgrgnqyla,1-pgrufqmic-l um,1~su.. St"U abo DEP'TOP HP.ALTII J\tm I IUMl\fll SFJlVS,, 0ft'. 01-' 

INSP~R OltN,, OPIOIU TRBATMENT ~ROORhMI lll!l'O~nm Cllf,U.l:~Cll.!S 6N['OUHTl!Rl!U OURIN(iTTIBCOVIP-19 

P.-.HDilMlt'/IND ACTlat-lS ThKl!M TI) ,\I)l)IU!5S 1'1U!M (Nov. 2020), 

bUWi'/loig bbs 1mylqoli(rggqrtsfre1tion9'92UOJ.Qfil.J\ttz',uun !ooo•c:&Web&u1m mcdhtm""Wcb&u1m .:umpni11w•wvid 
::M!Hll.1Wl.lU, 
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Commiltcc's ongoing lnvciligation into tho llnaucial relationships between opioid m•nufacrurors 
and tax-exempt organizations. To dnio, the Commltroo has ldontified n11proximn1cly $6S million 
In payments that opioid n1Rnufac~,,.,. •nd n:lntcd co1npanic, have made 10 t••·•••mpl entities, 
whi~h suggest that manufactumrs view these orgnni~tions us hclpr\11 CXt\!nsiott:( of thuir s81Cs 
ond m•rkctlng offorrs. 

The Comn>lllu'1 LonG-Sl .. dlnk Interest In the Opioid l!pldcmlc 

The opioid cpldcrnic ha• dfrcctly Impacted Federal health ourc prog1'oms under the 
Committee'• Jurisdlcdon, and ba.1 been a lorljl•standlns interest or Its n1cmbcr,.' Tho inorcosed 
use of opioid drugs for Ions-term chronic non-cnru:cr pain in the 1990'• dminadcnlly increased 
Ill• numbor of Medicare and Modi cold pnllont, ndmil!cd to ho,pilals for "npiold <ivcrn••·"' Uy 
2017, Medicare and Medicaid cOV(>rcd oppn>ximutcly 73% of974,000 oploid-rulolcd inpoticnl 
bospl!Jll s1ays. • Furthermore, earlier !his ye•r, nnd b,forc tho COVIO•l9 pondomie, 1ho Office of 
ln>poi:tor Ocncral •t the Department of Heul!h nnd Human Services (HHS OlG) reported 11101 
267,000 Medicare P•rt D be .. ficiltrle• received high ,mounts of uplolds in 2019, and 209,000 
bencficiorics rccolved medieully ..,,i,tcd ln:atmem.' And, while the M HS 010 found that opioid 
use in Medicare Patt O had decreased in 2019 (when oomporcd lo tho pust J yc,n;) d'"' to the 
efforts of the Dcpanmc:nt of fkelth and Human Scrviees (HHS) ond othcrS, it stn,s,,ed tho crille•I 
need to remain diligent, cspoefolly during tho COVID-19 pandc1nlc:, 1 

Over the ppst eight yam. wo have us<.'d our ltadcDhip pcsitious to seek w-cutt,.,-· 
rranspa.rency into the fimmciel rchuionships bctwcl!n opioid menufacmrcrx und lLUi-11:c.cmp\ 

01genizationt. Our work reveal& that up1old mnnufai:IUNrs hnVi: 1uninmlnCQ ~,nc:n:iivi.:: f1mm..::ittl 
rclatioruihtps with tax--cxcmpt orguni:wtiuns. including prdn advocuey groups, ptot~ssionnl 
provider groups, and med~oul asS'Clciations. In tum, those groups have: soueht to htnucncc opioid 
prcscribing practices and related l'odcrol policy ennnectod 10 opioid use and pain e11ro that 
directly of&l)ts Medicare and Mcdionid, Oivon lhcse ongoing concerns, 011 June 28, 2019, we 
seat 1cncrs to 10 bni;..cxcmpt organl1.utions and requested infbrmotiun nhuu1 their financhd 
rcl•tlonshlp• wltli opioid mnnufacturorS,• These sroup, includod: 

'Scr.otor aniulcy, in ttr, eap11ehy H ib:mldng Mcmbi:r ol' 1lw ht"Wth subeonnnlum, t:\1-(bu:irw the t"ommil~'• flnt 
tio:a.rina on lhe opioid epidemic In 2012. Prr;i-rfptlou IJ111g i1bu11J: trow uro Mtulkt1rv Mc.I Mnlir:ulJ AJ.,ptlag tu 11w 
Ctraft,n1i:el'. JlsnrUijl Br/tm, Sttbt'tt11Wt. CJn lln1t1/1 t,f llw S, Fin. Cumm. 112• Co111e-(20):?), 

, h!~~~wl)e;;dM#vm1r1lnliim:!!!l!~~!.1!.:Wllk.r,u,~~ 
~-
J Tho nwnbcr of c;:ombinctl huspitnl inpnd.;ol stay11 mnotts. Mcidic11Rt and M1."dii:11id ~111:nt'iari~ bmcu$ed from 
126.,SOO ln l993 tn 431,800 in 1012, Sr# llutplhd l11pllfirtill Ulill:oti!JJI R11fu1t,I tv Opiof<l.t Uwnt<f! .111,ung tllfult:r 
/WJ.2011, l\llRQ Tobie l (A•H· 2014), !uip.:lllo:ll'.ll'.h;W_1"JlilJlL&<l'fh,.l]l!Ll>,',~1!110<!,~lll71,1.h1>~ltttlr<l!ti<•11i:Ji•1· 
9.Plofd-Ovcru;c r>dt 
'I/CUP F,:1t Sta11-0111oJtJ.Rclat«1 uo.v,ttal u,,... Atrn.Q, huns;l/w»'\v lNt1P~~v.fi:~1.111lll!liu.i~Mllli 
(IHt v!cw,d Nov. 25, 2020(. 
J O!!t'TOF MBAI-Tll ANt) HUMAN' SFJtYS., Orr. Of INSN!l10k GI~ .• OMOlll Usli: IH MHO!C.'AIU-! l'AltT OCON'1'1t,.11fl.U 
TO Of.C'UNB IH lO 19, Dur \/tQIL.\Nt.1t lJ Nl!UHIU1 J\S l'OV1D•l9 RAtsf..S Nf.W C'Uf,f(,'~kNi; C/\ug. ll, 2020), 

~~ll1:ll!:!'!9l1L-011•, 
'IJ. 
,; rr~a Aclcnse\ Omntey, W1d1--n Prtu rur A1mvers co Finom,int R.i:11iltion:ihlfJ' D111wi:1m Opio«ls ~auufll<'nirer1 
111~ fu-!!xempt Orgarit;11llon, (July 1, .2019). l11tn.1t;Jfwww 1•rnulsv ncn:a1c: sovh1mv!U1wwt•f£Wl~ 
Wvdei\::Jl@-noowen·flltMC lnl·rs!OJl,ut~Jlllli~u:GG· 

' ! 
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I. American Chronic Pain Atsociation 
2. American l'ain Society 
3. American So\!icty ror rnin Mnnngcmcnl N1m;fug 
4, A1ncricu.n Soi.:iety of 1'1:1:in Ut.lucnlors 
5. Ccnlcr for Practical ll!Ol!lhtc, 
6, Fcdoral!on of Stutc Medical Boards 
,7, The Jolnl Commission 
8, American Academy of Physicol Mcdleln• ond Rehabllito1io11 
9. AIUoncc for Pa1ion1 Aocess 
IO. lnternallonat As.ocin1ion for the Study of Pain 

We rcquc&!ed comple1c Internal l\cvo1,uc Sorvieo (IRS) !'oml 990s filed for ouch y,>•r 
bctw.cn 2012 and 2019, as well••• detailou 11ceou11ting of all Pllr•wnt• nnd m,n,ro .. Including, 
but not Umftcd ,o. c:ontn"butlons. grt1nts:i 1Wvcrtillng1 progran\ scholPt'Ship, and other rc:vem11: 1utd 
rcmuncralfon, 1" In o seporatc, but rclatcd inquiry, Sono101 Wydcn ol,o rcqucS!cd lnlbrrnatlon 
from the U.S. Pain Foundation and the Amcricon Aoodcmy of Pain Modlcino.11 

The goal of our rcquesls was IO idcnti~ these groups' lllrgc;t phat11"1t1cuu1ic•I donors and 
to ascertain whether thcac payments influc1u:cd the organi1.u.tions1 uctivitius in uny way. 
cspcclelly os !hey pertl!ln IO opioid, nnd opioid prcsc-riblng prncticu,, 1111, invo,1i~ntion •Isa b11ilt 
on work the Committee began in 20 l2, when ,m.m .. Chalrmnn Mox 1Juut.!u1 of rh" Senate Fh1~n~:1,,• 
Commiltcc and llwn•Ronklng Member C.'huck Gnt11slcy ofthc Scn•t• Judiciary Cummlllcc • 
examined Purdue Phnrma1 f!ndo Ptuirma<.>euticals. and Johnson & John,on's fimmclal 
reloticnship with 1ax-cxcmp1 medical group,, and included question, about poymcn1, maac to 
physician• who speclolizc in p:in manago1ncn1.11 Ranking Mcmbcr Wydcn sub""'luen!ly scnl 
ICl!Oni to Socre1ory Burwell, 1 Scc,..!ary l'r!«," Secretory AZllr" and Ilic Notlonol Accdcmy uf 
Mcdicinc.16 raising concerns about confliotJJ arintcrcst ofvartou1 members of Fcd~ral ndvbmry 

10/d, 
11 tuner rrom Senator Ron Wyd1m lo Dr. Jhmg1,1u Cbvtli, Piwld.»tt.. Amaritan Acoth:1ny of PaUl Mcdielm: tMar. ll. 

• • rd sov1im011osdieAlix,'tlll • "~ • • • • L1111~1 
lctl~nUlli:n\\'fl)',lnti!rlm 

20l2). hOPJiflwww 009ncg.i1:nnw 11fflfi\aJr,mqnw·1:&w1-1w.11~u1-xmslmM..nmwca:ubom::£!plgid-~ 
ikHs::mcdieal·sowP:3· 
ti Lct\or ti-om Senatot Ron Wydcn to Syl\1io 8\Jtwl,)'111 S'c.<:n;111ry. Ocpattmcut url lc.:tillh on<l I hlll'lllll S,rviil1M (rd,, S, 

1016). bttmttwww 0DPnC£ 1£031! ;ovl101utiwuUnl.~~lWn.o/~jJI lLQni!lh~QQrn.lJiw,U'lf. 
1• Pren R.ol~1w, Wydon Askt P-rfco lo-Ooltty l•'crl\U'lll Opiltitl W~ \Jn\il lh\11tsley (,'un 11ku nn: Exnmiftffl tM.i:)' 
s. 2017). htmslflwww Onmwt ~na1c-gov1ru1t~fn~~nsWYWVUeu·WC~·rn:it1•toJ.:\hllU'.:!~ 
WOrblMt;l:unlll•IuduSIOMton!lic1r:ut11·VXlltt1iUSd· 
11 P~ Rtleue. W)'dett lttvet1.ls Opiokl lndlmry Tte, w lf11S Tak flon.:c. Prub1.1H Advui:4(;)' Oroup'a Ftrr..ni:t• 

(Oi.:c. 19, 2018). hltD:t:lbrY\¥W l!nm1tvs,n11J,amv~ing:.1.nmlPJ:t:.t:.u.c~.lk'.&1'r.~wJm11:t:IW.-lin: 
hh1·fM~~ro0o-nrubo11-J1dvo£nn:::nmw•nnnom 
11 Pms Rclcsse, W)'tli:n ConQCnu.'tl by Nutionci Aaidon,y Tics 10 Opioid Manufai:1uren1 tJuly S, l0l6J, 
bU0t:lfwww.flnonca 1en11rc,ru,ytrnnkl1'tl:llllmmers:nm,'wxdon-stuwsmsu:bx-nflliunn1-H-.'!Hbntw:•i:snnmi11~:rdc1-w: 
PPioid:moufnt1µ1ffl. " 
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p,ncl> who were linonclally linked lo industry nr indu,lry•b•ckcd Jll'Ollp• tbal arc Ibo subjcCI of 
this i•w~tigndon, n 

2011: 1'11• !ny,stJK•llon lloglnv 

The 11nancial information collcc1cd during the Olmmiucc'• 2012 Inquiry ,bowed 1hut 
Purdue Pham1a, L.r., (Purdue), Endo Phaimaceuticols (Endo), and Johnson & Johnson 
malmaincd stronf financial tics to tox•c~cn1pt organizations and, In ,on,o cases, paid millions ol' 
dollaB to thcm, 1 For ••ample, Putduo rcportod lo the Commillec that it had made paymcni,, to a 
h,ndf'i:11 oflax•••cmptorsaniudon, 1otollng niorc 1han S18 nillllon. Between 1997 and 2012, 
those paymonts Included approximn1cly $3.6 million to tho {now-<lct\Jnct) Amcrlcnn Pain 
fountfutlon, $3.6 million lo tho Ccn1cr for J'racticul Biocthic,, and $3 million lo the American 
Pain So,:iety, wbiob t11ed for bo11kn1ptcy In 2019." 

Th"8• payment• WCIC port ofa broad Sltlltcl!)' Purduo took IO n,nd !ox...:xompt sraups. 
Between 2006 and'2010, en inlcm•I presentation showed Iha! lhll ••ml"'nY sp,111 $24,S million 
on education grsnls and donations, funding hundn,ds of rcquOlll> annually,'° The company olso 
met with and closely ITI!ekcd cncoun1crs with pain soeictios, professional ossociallons, and 
professional lloensing boards and "dovelopcd message point• for lnlcrnnl and c<101nal 
stakeholders,"21 (Tho 911mc Internal prcscn1ation shows that tho Amcric•n Puln Foundalion, 
American Pui11 Socicty1 Am.trican Acndcmy of Pu;n Mcdkiine. th!J American Hmm.I ofrnin 
Medicine, and the AnlCricRn Socll:ty of Pttfn Educalors,u wvrc arguntrutions with i.:lt1sc 1ic.ic.10 
Purdue nt tho time)," 

, Such deep cooperation Wttj on display nt the American Pcdn Foundcilion--u nuw-Oefunct, 
but oncc•lnl1uentlal non-profll, Aeeordino to tho American Pnin Foundation'• 1998 business 
plan1 .. most pain sufferers Rre under.medicated" end 11me.ny [physicians] arc rcluct1ml to 
prescribe op!olds bocuusc they~ •hink their potlcnl!I will become oddlc1od to tho d1uB 
or because they fctlf inve.inlgation and snnctions by rcgullltory bodics,1•=4 11i.e Amcrice.n Peiin 

n l\ankjng Member Wydl.llt'i lcth:u were bnsi:d in.purt on \ntllmutton cu»l.:!locd bt ('MS':r Ofl1.'1.l l'u)'trn:ntt di.111b~v 
cruitcd by tho Phy&fclen Paym,;JU Sunshine Act tltnt ChnJmUUJ Owsley chumpiuncd In 1h1: Sc-1unc. 
11 Ldlcr from Th codon: Hc$(Ct, (.t)Uflce{, Kins ~ Spaldi1tg. vn lkhc:lfof httlvt 1'tmnmt. tn Si:nator Bauan om.I 
bntor Oroi$1Cf (Juno 8, 2Ul2); lc:mir from R«ymumt 'V. Shq::bmJ, C~oscl, Vetmb1i:, on Uchuli'or l!ndo 
PiutrntaCCUllcl\ls1 to Senator fJAt,t:11! 111d Scooior Otmley (Juno l5, 1012): Lcllcr fto1n DGnM UQnavnn. Counsci, 
King&. Spaldin&, to Senotor Ba.UWl and Sonator Grasslcy (Jwa: 1$1 20121; SitCOllOOIJIJOI; JJ..St:C-UUOOOUOMO. 
"'SF{,,'OOOOOOOl. Ser ubu Appr:ndb. A anJ tl. 
"SPCC0002t?l, nl Sl'COOOD219l. 
" Id. ,i SFC000021?l-76, SPC:00002119, Sl'C000022l0, U'Cl)OOl)l. 186. 
u ~ A1™1rlcan Soi:ic1y of PeJn l!ducnlon wi:;, ro1,1111faJ in 2004. II opcnih.-.1 uii" lil:4•1:All'Mfll orsaniattlon rr,,.m, 

2U041,1n-11l 20l1. wlwn the ms r;vu\:\.'1.1111 ~,n1m. ASl1li'1" h..:llvilios ln.:lollcd provMnu t\:!11!1: tha.1 ~"-nhkJ pnwilll!nl 
nr "p1ln ¢d'\.11.10tor11iu and public fill m:ords JWow it wn:1 hwolvcd' in~ uumbet or olC'Uicnl l.!unnm.rnica1iot1i; ,a.1Mtio:i1, 
ASP(! t, chnol}' ono1r1l111i:d w11h Avcnlhu: C-11,, 11 nwdhrnl cuinmunli:a1!,1n11 lim, t,Q,cd in New Jl!l'K')'. which hrUJ llnni: 
buiilltu a11 Pnf11 w.,,J;, a cunrct£11cc 1nd communii:111iu11, rron1.hlsc thnc fcotuM pw11,.mtndll11.1 nun, mn1ty p01)fllc: 
wi1h profcuiur..el ond finuncfal 1iu 10 opluid nm11ur,.~tuNr1, f11f11Wt'ilk wns purchn!iC'1I by ul'l lri,h n,~din 1;Umpriny in 
201.5 tn a multl .. ,ni\Uan 111:qutsitlan. l'unluc wwi 011i: orwvcnd pi1annnc;utica11:ump1111fo, 1hnt mai111.iim:d ",:urponlte 
h.,mt,,/,h!ps• wilh ASP!I, See ASrli_OOOO'l9-lO. 
" Sl'C0000217l.•1 SFCO()IJO! I l)-'16, SFCOOl!Ol 1 '9, s1•couoo2220. Sr'C00002 IH6, 
u Arr.crlr;UJ rain Foundaden•• 1998 'fh.tslntu Pinn, n13 .. 2. En)f)hu:L" nddcd. 

I 4 
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Poundn,ti(!n's soal 111 the thne was 10 n:duw the "pcn:entngc uf Anu:rii:1ms whu tti:r"''-"' thnt it is 
ea,y to bo-come addletcd to p.,in mcdicin<."" 

~urduc was the Amorio11n Pain Foundu1!on's lnrgc,t funder during tho Oll1'!11i,.ruion's 
early years of cxlstcnco, urul tho cmnpany rcpoatcdly sent ~•• ors•ni•.ntion •hock, c•••-cdino 
$100,000, •• well as other financial RSslstancc such as underwriting "choll<:ngo grllllll!." 
Dcx:uments also show that as tho foundation solicited ft,nd, rrom rurduo, It provided the 
company's top cxoculivcs tl:cqucnt and detailed updates, including to Its pr,:,;idcnt, Richard 
Sacklor," 1'hc 11ccomplishmcnts memo sent to Mr. Socklor hlghllglucd 111uhlplc lnltintlvcs, 
including state and rcdcrul lobbying clToru, and u public relation., d'lor1, to tlgh, 
"misconceptions about (olpioldis in th~ fp]n:ss," noting tlu,t it ltnd m::nt b11ckg.nm11d n·rnr~rinhi tu 
1,200 h_eallhJoumnlists.1f 

Similarly, In 2007, Purdue ond <he American Pain Pouml•iion worked closely lo draB 
ltllking polnli! for use during the Pain Core forum, n coalition of drug n,onufocrurcrs und other 
advocacy groups that mot monthly to discuss opioid•rololed issuos. Aocordlng lo thc,o talking 
points: 

Overly restrictive regulatory policies impcdc'<l pain r,,lief .. , (nndl other barriers to 
effective polo care incl!tde ... the public-including doctors nnd pt."1'1~ with 
pain-often believe that opioid mcdi1:Kriuns: un: addictive ond produce ~uphuriu. 
The fact is that when properly prescribed by• hcohh 0111~ prol'c,sionol und mkon us 
Ulrcctcd, these medications glvc relict- not n 1high. ' 1' 

Aflcr reviewing 1he.se draft talking poin,,, 11 Purdue Phanno ofticial wrn1c in lnn:k 
changes, "Do we wont on ethical message,. , like If as a [hcollh core provider] If you know !ho 
right dting to do and you don't do It , . , or tho morn! obligotion to !root outl'cring'/?'/?"" An 
employee of the American Pain Foundation wrote in • subsequent cmoil thut she •mended die 
talking points to re/loci the Purdue Pharma of!lcinl's suggestions."" • 

In addi1iun 10 Its olosu fimmclnl Nlulionships with tht.1 Amcricnn Pllin Founduiion, P"nb,1c 
reported paying $2.! million to the Joint Commission for Mcredimiun of llc•lth Oro&nizoliom 
(now known .. !he "Joint Connnission"l, u stondard-sutring body !br tho h'"lth core indu,u-y. 
Toe dota produced in r<1spo11,o to th, Comn1ittcc's 20121nvcstl!illlion •hows that tbis 
organization also received "supPOTt for pain management activities'* fru1n Johnl«ln & JohnsonJ 
Onbo McNcill (now Janssen}, Notionul Phom••ccu!IC<ll Counoil, llndo, Pfi,or, "11\l Abbott 
Labs," This financial suppmt oos'llrrcd primnrily be!WCL'n 2000 and 2002, when the Commission 
was developing a pain care guldc and other nimorlnls that were dislrib,ucd to providers, 

The pain core guide notes that •·rsJomc cltnh:iuns have inaeuumte and cxu~erated 
concerns" about addiction, tolerance nnd risk ot'dcnth, and 1hu1 •1[r1his 1mitudc prcvuil» Uc-spire 

"Id. 
111 $1111 APF65•111, APf-'291!1~99. 
• APP6)0 69, 
• SfCCCQI 1527-29. 
'4/J, 
"SFC<l00ll!11, 
lt Ltttor' rrom Mnrk Ch1Uili11, PN:tldc:ln1, Tho Joint ContmilldOli, to Scnl'\lor, l:lo:uou, e1id S..mntot Omssley (June 21), 
vm~ 
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the faol there is no evidence thor uddiction i,i • slgnlflcant l,suc whon persons nre given oplllid, 
far pain eootrol,"" Tho Commiufon'i, dntn further disscmtnatcs tln:su paym'-'nts~ 

• In October 2001, Purdue t\1mkd tho public,rion of• book ror "Pain """"meu1 •ntl 
managoment: en orgoniztllional appro11chi'' totaling SS81272. '11\u rompnny also 
funded lwo videos in August 2000 for "Pniu Man•gomcnt In Spcci•I Populntions: 
Ocrialrlc ond Dlsc"5u Rcl•led Puin," 10Uiling $85,000. n 

• Ill 2001, Ortho MeNeill (uow Jnn.,,on) provided tlmdiny for "l'nln Manag0111unt: An 
Overview for Cllnlcfons audloconlcnmcc,'~ totaling $66,000.-" 

• The Nolfonal l'harmaccutleal Council paid SISS, I 04 bo1woc11 200 I •nd 2002 forth• 
Joint Commission to develop"• 1m,nograph designed as II r,,fcrenec rot c!inlelons, 
quaUty professionals. rucnrchcrs and others involved in pertbrmanc:e 1H11cs~mcni, 
improvcrncn11 education, und pollcy dCf;isions rclatod to pain manHgemcnt within 
health core orgttnlntions. nu 

Such lnilitnNcs were lumped ln wilh otlu:r ~alCJ and marketing hlYC!'Uncnts thnt opioid 
manut8ch:ircrs made to oxpnnd tho murki:1 rootpl'iiu o(thcir procluats. l .. or ,:;i;:nmpli:. 1his upprouch 
was on'display. In• pair ofpn:scntation, created for Oponu ER, an npluid dn1g marketed by 
Endo, (The company would lotct .cup murkoting In mspon!c to an unpn:cedomcd request Ii-om 
lhc Pocd and Drug Administ111lion (fDA) whieh dctcnninod thttt tho "benefits ot'!hc drug may 
no longer outweigh Ito risko,")" Ten yo•rs carlkr, Endo ldcntitlcd ,uch a threat In• multi•ycor 
business plan for Opana ER smlng: "im:rcm1cd •wurcn"' of Rx abn"" muy lend to Tighter 
governmental oversight and new restrictions for uplold anatacsic,."" 

Even though Endo know ot'thew rl•k•, the compony•s business plun for nmrkctlng Opann 
ER lnoluded "utilltc[ing] cxlstlns ond newly troin•d pain specialist •rc•kcr," in on offort to 
provide a plet!orm for diatogot bcnvccn pain spcclaUsts imd the pain a1rc physichm community 
to discuss rho features and benefits ofOpona ER."" The busi11m pion ~o•• un to cite two 
physicians wbo served as speakers, includl!lll Bill MoCl!rberg, • phy.siolun who Endo rcpllrlcd . 
paying mon, than $4S,OOO t'rom the compony for hon!lfllfln, soles support, ond pain t:ducatlon 
from 2001 tc 2006.li McCerbcrg, who Ill one point led the Amcricnn Aendcmy o(Pnin 
Mcdieim,;'0 has received over S700,000 from phtm.naccutic&l n1anutlu .. 1ufQt'S sin1,,-u I IJ~8, 
including opioid makers Johnson & John1on1 J>un.luc. Jlliicr, Collcgium,,Pharmnccmicnls ond 

u:11,o,nu Callin and Evtin 1)er02,A l'mlt•Drng Clumy1ia11 MuStxtmJT1mng/tt,, WALL Sr, J. tDcc. 17. 2012). 
htto•lfwww wsl ,cgmln rsiclC¥(SU I OOP 1424121BB2J2<1i7Jl94528 I 7l3:il6S1044604• 
n Lc:Ucr l'l"om Mork Cltt.wiu. President. 'Mit J11ln1 Cum111Wion. tu Scnal~f 81ucw. 111\d S,:nnlor 0111nWy (June 49. 
20 ll}j ,'\Uo.thmunl A. 
l+/J. I 

Ufd. , 
u P/QJ Jtel#&S!J. FDA tcq,ucw r ... -movnl u(Op1t1111 GR ror risks rcl1ttcd In ub..u1.t (lu1m 81 2017J. 
httns•(fwww rd& novfnN~:C)!1m\#QNE1:<JnUJl~lltllhtW\USJtN'Croi>Y11l•.\ll}i!!!\!:£.t·dt!t.•• .. :(di1A~~ 
"SFC,ODOWJ42, "SFC.000ll056. 
• 1d. al SPC.00025072-7', 
"SPCllOOOOOOI. 
~ SFC.OOOlS012, " SFC-00Dll079. 
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Jan!:lscn Phannaccuticals. 41 Open Payments dol!t further undmcurci, rhi: imparumci: 
manulilcturer,• place on those rclutlonshlps. l!ndu h•• pruvldod more than S28 million tu 
physioi1ns, u well es spollllorcd roscan:h ond development initialivos ,iiicu 20lJ, '' Similrul 
Purdue provided S89 million to physkion• und ,ponsun:d n,acorcl1 during the ,umo period,' 

. Endo also heavily inV<isted in 1UX•exrlmpt orgunlzntions rocused on pnil'i issues during tbi& 
period. Endo rcputtod that it made puymcnu of$5.9 million to tho Amoricm\ Pain foundation, 
$4,2 million to tho Amerlcnn Pain Sooioiy, SU million to th,: An,crlcnn Acudcmy or Pain 
Medicine, and $369,000 to the Fcdcrut!on ol'Smrc Medical Boards bc!wcou 1998 nnd l012." An 
ln1crnal presentation croal<:d for Endu'• sclcntinc nffainr leilm in 2011 describes the company's 
interest In such lnvcsnru:nis, nnd tho lmpo1tancc of developing ",u,11cglc pa111u:rshlp• .. , thu1 
further advance the coordination of 1hc prorcsslonol, potient, gov't and community advocacy 
offoru.'..., Tho prcscnls~on also highlighted •lroru to advooatc for lilmpcr rcslSlunl opioid• •nd 
the c0mpuny1s "strategic third party panncrsh!ps11 with the American Pain. Socio-ty, Amerlc11n 
Academy of l'hysiool Mcdicinc ond R•h•bilitntion. Amcrlcnn Acado1ny of P•ln Mcdlcino, 
Atnerican Ac:ndc:my of Pain Mmuts.:incnt, Advanci:d Pain & Spina lnstituti.,, the Arthritis 
Foundation, National Council on Aging, n11rl 11' mctnbcrshlp in 17 Stoic Pu!tt inltintivos." lt 
further notes that the company wn, "irtdispu1ubly l'<lCognizcd IUI lender by the l'nin Conununhy 
and primacy core for all pain therapeutic Urllos," citing its role in mobilizing u ~mpid ••'f'onso" tu 
on FDA proposal n:latcd 10 acetaminophen, scouring an outhor for • wl1itc paper in th• journal 
Pain Medicine, and I coding in dovclopmcnl of Ri•k !lvaluulion n11d Mitigutiun 8tn11cgics or 
REMS," 

Endo's bu,lncss pl•n llkowiso noted di• vul11c of collaborating with ta.•"-'•n•p! 
organizurions, their oxeeurivcs, and lhl!ir board n1embcrs. 11 ldcntifiC'd t:onrcrcnccs. nnd articles in 
their pubUcadons as co1nponcnt$ of u. mnlti--clmnni:l n111rkcdng ~lnlt<:L,')' tu increase ~uriprion 
volume.48 For example, a pocket curd fur managing paln-and 1 endorsed by the American 

,., Jahn.son & to 1ho Ct:1mmiueo lhot h pilid MCC.,r~ rnon: thnn S 109,0UO front 2003 tu 2010 fur 
protnc1lon.al 1 boatd work, and hutlt:.1rorii. P\ird1tc f'h1mrm n:pol1cd paying McCo:fbi:rg nenriy 
S., 1,000 frc,rn , l<ol•"' progm,,u, ,.,n,ultl,,• f<:c,,M4<lb>lcnlo:oonret,. Op,cn Pnyment• dnl4 limhcr 
,now, duo MeCnrbcq wn,, piihl mute lh.nn $:Stl◄,OUO from ph:1mu1eculi1!11I mt1npltu;t1.m:r» from .!Ull w 1019, 
inctudinll 1CM of thousar\dt o(duUnrs ~vMlt' lu: wu; bl;ii,J uflhc A1m:1il:u11 A1.:nJ1M1y 01' Pain McdWin1,;, Op,,i 
Jlvym~ Outa, Ph.VJ Ir-Inn Pn!Plt /tJt (Jill Mt-L*,vl>«g, Ol'V.l'W1WM►:NTSIM TA.t'MSAtt•\', 

hum·rropsiwnvmsmt11dmtJ. ems lll)Wlwxician!I t'l.cmti t111,1 viewed 1,~. l, :?OlUJ, 
u Em:JuPhrtrntt>Cl'lltkdls, /«., Of'liNMVMUtll'SUATl\.1."MS.nov. 

~,;z,~e;x:::,"fi:~or::::s:=~~:~:SS (lust Yi\."<Wd Nov. 25, MO), 
hurw//qprnpqlfllllOlJd«tR w, ft1\-IC6mpqw•/JfJOOOJLll'1JlH {lost vicwe<J Oge, 2, 2020) 
u Bndo P~tb:11, lnc. p&ymcnt:I bl o,nnniz:.n1loo1. 
•• s,·cooos1ost, 01 sFc,ooos1t169. 
°" Id. at SFC•000570691 SJ,'C·OOO!i7071, Ont.I ,oH~ch.>d by ,he Commlll~ In 2019 1huwr. ttw l:'ndt.)'l n::latkmship 
wt1h I.hi: organb:udcms continued. Th,: ca:mpuny ptil" !ho: Ami:ric11n Ac11dtmy or Pni11 M\!dicinc $1 ,Jl,1,!Jjtl rrom lUI l 
to 1016 lor carpomtc n14.-'fflM♦hips. and vnriuus 1tJ\'Vr1i;i111:1 al nnnm1l ~ings. Endo nlso pllict th..: /\1l\\!ri,,mn 
Accd.cmy of' Pbyilct1I Mcdkiru: wut ltchtbilituthm $lU,UUO 10 nlA11\l:1b1 • mt ..»t 1hi: o(Eµlrtfa:1.1!m1'-' htdustry 
rc:tallonJ councU frarn 2012 to 20l4, und $8,500 In SJIOl1$.lr ltbt l!val1,1uti«n 011d Mhlgathm S111:11i:i;,k:s (l\t;MS) 11\ n 
2012.llnnu■ I im.:tnbiy, 
., Id. 41 SFC.OOOS7069. 
u SP9'°°0l.S042. 
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Soelel)' of Pain l!ducator.1 .. -w .. among a Ust uf"Valued oddcd lnhln!lw[s]" 1h111 "flndo t01lcs 
rcp1cscnlalivos perceived a, adding higher value than comp¢tilivo n:pre•ontatlvc,."'" Durini: the 
two ycais loading up to rho business pbin pn:sonratlon, Endo made comrih\llions and grum, to u,c 
Amcric1111 Society of l'ain F.ducatons totaling •t least S4S,OOO" ond mnlntuincd a curponitc 
mcmbcnhip witl1 tile or!lllnlzorions, whicl, involved poying rho organlznr!on 111 l00,1 S2S,OOO. '-' 
.Th•t ,amc yea,·, Ute American Society or Pain l:<lucatcrs mode over $175,000 ill payments tu 
other pain advocacy organizalions. Including tho American Assoclotlon for rain Mnnngcmcm 
and the American Pain Socie1y.'l • 

. Thcso lndustr,y•dovcloped mstorial, on<l 1olk!ng poJnts frequently downployod ur 
distraclod from the addictive nature of prescription opiolds. At the ,rune tlmo, compnnics ,ought 
to lncroBSo bn,nd allcgioncc among pl'cscribors, and adhoronec omong potlenll!. Meanwhilo, 
prominent pain eKpcn, acknowledged tho, "mLICh remains unknown •buul the numb,., or IYP°" 
of chronic pain sufferer who will°'""'"" addicted••• result of medical eur11," und on FDA 
spokesperson said "the risk of addiction tu chronic pain patients trco1cd with nnreutie tmalgc,ie, 
has not boon well studied and is nut well charoctcriud "" These cffor1, dil'llc1ly lnHucnccd Ibo 
mcdi<ol community, cau,ing lhcm lo widely believe thot there w•• • lnw riBk (or oddk1io11 
a,nong policnts with chronic psln-o false narrative promol,;d by opioid munul'nclurcrs lo 
lncnmsc use of their opioid products." 

2019: S•nator Grossley und Senator Wyd,n Expand 'rhelr lnv .. llgatlon• 
, I 

In 2019, 1bc Commlttc:c hrondeocd it:i inves-tlgs.Uon 10 cxan1inu the tlnnncial rch1tioni;hl~ 
between o wli.Jcr range of cumpnnics. nnd non .. profit urganlzutions. We l°C'l\UCst,uJ nnd ri:1.:clvcd 
IRS Form 990s1 grant conlrac1~, ond tinuncia.l uudhs, 11lesc data, were then compiJcd to asscis 
••ch organization's flnonelal Nlurion,hlp to dntg monuroeturors 1h111 nmrkotcd opioid• and 
opioid-related products ,ueh a~ thcrapio, 10 troot opioid use dlsord<r, opioid overdose., or opioid• 
Induced constipa!lon, Committee staffiurthcr ~noly:wd lhe dllla lo understand the timing nnd 
purposes of these paym.cnts,M We also sought prcst:ntadoJ'\B and othor itucmo1 document,. whh;;h 

"In lQl6. tho Nutlono\ Acndcmtcs orsci\:rtei:s, Engin..:i.-rini, ruid Mi:dieioe rcttlUW<l uu ASl'U bo1u-d mi:rftl:n.~r l~om 
c pe(l 11udyinj pt'Cl'iCtiptfOd putnklllcn, fvllowintt t.'(ll~lli~t urlntercst ;.•nntcrnw rulS\.,:1 b)• Rt111l.ii1¥ Mi:lllbi."f Wytk11. 
An6ro~ MtOnnielll'I P,tt11klller /lilf'ffll thlJJU t'XJU'r'~ tt,1k",I '" ph«rmtt ludtauy, Ut\1.'lll.UIIH' S11~ {Jul~ il. !0161, 

• • • • • • ~ ~l!llfl.hUlll, Sri· utsu l'tvu ff.\.-l(!i.~I!. W)'tk.11 

n,r, (July S, lU 16' 
~...,lll!,,ri;,m'.rosl"1:a,mat!ll'11:!IY:.ll!!l'iwwl!ll,limY$1ll!lffilt~$:~1:!)I:. 

ii ASPS_OOJSJO,(On Gfowilb thcCcmmit!~). 
» A5PE_oo002,.211: ASP2_0D0027-2ll. 
» ASPE F'omt 990(2007), (On nle wi1t1 the Ct11mnluceJ. 
" Nl!W YoR._ Tt.'4US cNov. :u, hlOl). 

nMll1>rrl 1111fultm. 

WASlflHCJTON POST (D<N, 30 ::zo12,. ~~lti»l.lti.lJ&!.l!l!llYJ1.~i.tuaa.:\it..'\WJ!JU.•a',mJ'.i!, l.~~ .. 11};~11~~: 

4h9l·I lP2·b7Q9~§670'lSffil029 slaO'Jllml, 
n Thc1c d.lli wt:re cotcgorircd fer cnch l)'pc of tltmur(i.~. ph11nnacc:ulicnl cumr,nll)\ bto11.-c:b \.-01t1p11n)', devil,,,: 
c0tr1pa.11y. govcmmcnt. hospllnl. foundation, etc.), and ch.i pro<lue-t dcwtDped b)' thnt duncr (l.r:. 011ioiilil, arsfoid
rotatad d.nJa:$1 ni::m-opfoldpa.in drup. olbct druyM, or ®vk•llf), Cotcgoth:1 wcrit 11bocn.'1llcd 1u 5121cnu1dc.ally l11blll 
r:v.,;:h ~gram aypc 4':rcH an or11i.rdElio1tL Por ~111mpte., donartona were labt:lcd as: ••,rugmui.0, -wnfc::rcnci:'', 

g 
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the Committee used in combination with publicly ovall•ble motcriuls, lu review oml ,vuluute the 
types Of s,ctivitics pursued by orgn1d1.utf ons Ihm rccchrcd )urge sut11.1 ur mmwy from upioid 
manurac::nmmi:. 

Based on payment da!O eol!..,tcd for 11t1, invcstig.allon, bll!wccn 2012 and 2019, drug 
manufscl\lrers thal mari<clod opioids 01 opioid-n:la1cd lhcrapios paid ulmu•t $30 million to these 
organizations." As the money rotlcd in1 these orgnnlzoUons conducted u1.11•vitics shnllnr io the
ones chat Purdue and Bndo's intcmnl documcn!J previously identified•• hclpl\1110 their 
.. ,pectlvc businesses, Dala collcctod by lhc Commincc show lhul Tcvu Pharmncoutic•I• (Tc••l, 
Pfizer, Inc. (Pfizer), and Purdue were runong 1hc lnrl!<'•t funders of tbc,c orguniutlons. Tcvo led 
the w•y, having paid over $4.R inillion, the lorgcst bcncficinrlcs of which included the Amcricun 
Chrcnlc Pain Anaciation, tile lmernntl01ml A .. cclotion ro, the Study of Puin, the Amorican 
Academy orPuin Medicine. the Amcricou 11uin Socii:1y, amt the U.S. Puln foundation, Ptl1.cr 
mode p•ymcntt of rousld:t $4.1 millio11, the larb4lS< ,hare of which wcn1 rnwurd, ltmdlng 
programs Bl !he lnt.rnallonal As,odnriun tor tltc Study of Pain nnd the An,.rlcan Aeudcmy of 
Pain Medicine. Purdue paid $2.B million, with the majority going 10 tho A111crican Association 
for Pain Medicine, the American Academy or Physical Medicine and lwhnbilltntiun, und th• 
American Chronic Pain Association, Other major fundors included Daiichi Sankyo, wbielt made 
payments or nearly $2 mlllion, Endo, which rmtdc l"'Yll1lllllS of almost $1.S n1illlun, nnd AbbVic, 
which made payments of more than $1,6 mll!lon. ln all, the Commlttr.:c found the! !lie tax-excmpl 
orgonlzatlon, had received money tium more than 40 ph•rrn•••u1ic•I com11•nics 1bn1 murkel 
opiolds or oplald-rclotcd products. 

Tho dl\tu also shows thul fees fur opioid ttnd opioid~rulatud work i~ onc'of' the bigCaC!l:I ~) 
sources ofrovc:nue ror some ofth~sc urganiznthms. Together. AUinnci: for Patilit1t Access. the 
American Academy of Pu.in Medicine, thu Amcric&n Chronic Poin AMtociatiou, lntemalional 
Association for tho Study of Pain, ond tho U,S, l'•in Foundation received $23 1nillion-millions 
of which came In 1hc fonn of granlS fron1 drug ond dovlcc munutacturcrs ror opioid ••d opioid
related work. For example, lhc lntcmational Associolion for Iha Study or rain rccclvod more 
than $4 million In funding from opioid mnnufacturm botweun 2012 und 2019. Tho Alliance for 
Palicnl Accclli ean10 in 01 a clos< sc<ond, rcccivlns $4,2 million. 

By tontm:u1 the American Sodcty for Paiu Management Nursing.. t:unt~r Jbr PrnctitKl 
Bioc1hius, and Tho Joint Commis;ion aU ,-colv•d le"' than $600,000 in payt11cni. fur opiuid und 
opioid-related wurk between 2012 and 2019. The Fcd•n1'ion or Sm!< Mcdicul !lourds is the unly 
organization that did nut report receiving uny fundJng from drug or d~vicc manuracrurcrs 
between 2012 and 2019, opting instcsd to adopt a policy which pt"Cludus Its acceptunco of any 
grants or l\mdlng ftom pharmaceutical conl1H1nics." The Federation ol' Stow Medical BoardJI 
appears to have chl!lll!,cd II• policy ,hortly ofter the Committee's 2012 inquiry which showod 
that, bctwoon 2007 and 2012, !ho orgonizntion received appro•imntcly Sl,3 million rrom Putduc, 

"roombl!rship ree,si'\ ".ara111:" 1 ''11.rlvoca.c>'"• .. advu11fJ1i1111" nnd '"1.11!11i;allonll1:1.rurc". When pus.<tibh:, 11ll 1,a)'m1.'nts \\';r< 

cross•n:fc:roncGd with 990 lbnn.11 t1.nl.l n1t1cr nnunclnl slalWTicn1, IIJ 1.!li111iun1e dupli1.·11lc olm:rvatiuns, (hcri:i11nl~i:r 

;.r;~;:~o.;;~, t111J O¢eompanylng Sc;hcduh: lb, (On nlc wl1~1 tho C<:1mml1t1W}, 
H 1,.ctter fromHunM:lylln Cha~ry. Prcsid1m\ 11.I\d CEO, P">dll:rotion orStnw Medlcal l!ll.1atd11:, t1;1 Senn.tor Orosslcy 1md 
s,_,, l\lyden (luly 29, 2019~ 

I ~ 
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Johnson &. Joltnson, end ~ndo. '' .'1110 Americun fain Soeicty filed for bollkrupt,')' tho day 11 
rcc-cived our Juno 28'" letter due to legal co•t< re luted 10 opioid litiA1Uliun. '"' 

De American Chronic Pain Assotlutim1 

, The American Clironic Pain Associa1!an (ACPA) provW.s a eiclU' cxompl• or how a •••· 
m:mpt organization boncHced fn:,m opioid munufaerurcrs funding it• activill••· 'flt• organl1.atlon 
r,ceivcd funding from opioid makers, medico I d<:vico manur.,~uroni, and co111poniC11 rhal markot 
therapies for oploid•rolatcd condition,. Those p,ymcnlll funded mutoriols that appear to holp .. n 
products ,otd by opioid manufoctun,rs, dbcussed uplold thcmpy whilo ,idc,1cpplng !he ,uldi<tlve 
r:1aturc oftbc drugs, and ,ntributcd r~sponsibility I'm• ovcrdOiid"S ro puoplc \\110 misuse opioids, 

For example, In rcc,;nl ycu«, tho ACl'A hus rccoivtd lundlng for vidoos •hut promow 
"abuse-deterrent rormufatin.n11 opiuids. Daiichi S11nkyo, which sells un opioid with un ubuirc .. 
tlclettent label ooltod MorphnBond (nmrphin• ,utfntc)," pnid lhc ACl'A $75,000 It> support tho 
oipniutlonls abuse deterrent &ctivili0$ in 2018:. The p.ay,nllnl appoors to bl! cunn'--c1cd too 
SUl'ie)' end video tho compu11y funded one 11rond1 earlier." Tho viduo !11111 wu• ,ubs'1qucntly 
posted on the ACl'A's wobsitc opens with lhc ho,t suying "phermnccuticnt compunius that mnke 
opioid mcdica1ions now offer vcniona oftbetic Jruy:::1 rbut arc more difficuit lo mh1u$C1" before 
rnovinlJ lo a series of questions and answers with n pain doctor who. for the-mo$! pa11, hews • 
clo••ly to w•mings on the drug's FDA lnbcl," (11's importunt 10 note thot nbusc-dctmon1 
fornrnla1ion; have nor bc\.'ll proven 10 b<l any le.,,, cddicrivt than other type• of opioid!)," The 
doctor (Ajtty Wmn, now president ot'tho Amcricim Academy of Puln Mcdicint:J hu.< rvi:oiwd 
S:26,000 in payments fro1n opioid numufnctunm:."5 At one point in the video, Dr. Wusun nppe-nn 
to downplay th• risk af oddicrlon for po1icnt, u.lng ubuse-delernmt opioids: 

1t is possible to set 11.ddicted to ubusc--Octctrcnt fom1ulo1iol1S. h's u11u.mal. but one 
way is lf ,omeonc tokes •• opioid •nd ln11ncdiotcly feels • hil!h, 11101 Is ••• 
posslbillty lhnt can lood 10 nddlction, Tho other posslblllty Is Ir someone misuses 

a 1.c:ucr front Rnymond V. Shcf)Mrd. Cuunsi:l, V.:11ubl111 '" Sen1111x-Hniu;us anti S~n:itur Urnsi:ky \June J,5, ;!U llr. 

!~:~:o~;,1

~::~~~~lrly fl(e;/ur J,un1rrqm.,- ax /(:pl ('0-Sa moruir, 81!('.KIIA I IUSl'ITAI. ltt-iVtfiW (July 
1. 2019). bn111ttlwww.bcAAtuhmlTPltcvi2\v qoll'Jnhnnnm/musxisnn·nntn::sacmw~nh;a•foc·bankow~oJ: 
AA!lf:DlOUOl.b'rni• 
111 rtcd Rcleuo. Daiichi SJnkyo, Dnlh:hl So11k)ll), Inc. nnd lnspirion Dellvu:y Slilltm\\C!i LLC Annoulk.'e U.S. 

Tt.'(:hnotun (Oc1. :u,, 

with AD'F ln.bcllng clalms co condui:t pMt-mol'ki:I ,1Wic1 to dctom1lthl Im rn1 world lmpacl ortlwtr ptuJucts). /ti. 
61 Opeh Payn1enu Dara. Pll1$fr4ui ITtiflk,{ur Sfrl'f.'ff l1vln6trg, OPL1Nf'AYMIU<r10ATh,f."MUlDV, 

hftn;';o//gnennnvmants@tn:AAM-1m~l!..rtlJl~J:m:1W.1S11Jl:DJmJE.i!!l (lu111 •iuweil Nuv.17, 20201. 
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their mcdk:utions and le.lu:s extra tncdic11tiom over und aver nguln. "J1tu1 can uh;o 
lead lo addiction ... (Emphasis nddctl). 

In tho February lotlcr to Daiichi Sankyo, Penny Cowa11, Pr••idcut of the ACPA, notes 
that !he manufacium's monoy would suppun an a11onymo11S suNcy don• on poopl• with p•ln In 
order to "investlgale general population knowlcdgo, uttiludc,, beliefs and bcl,avlun •• it relalos 
to opioid• end [ebuse•detcrrcnt formulation),"67 Shes••• on to uplain 1h01 tho survey will 
Inform tho video content by "addroSB(ingJ the mlsouncoptlous ond help 1ho111 undc!'lltand whai 
lhoy need to know about [abu,c-detcrront fommlalionsJ, so they are 11,cd, ston:<I nnd dlsposc[d] 
ofprop<rly."" She ~unhor arates "thi, video wlil comnmnlcatc oll aspect, of[nbu,se•dotcrront 
formoln1ions] and the importance or their uso.'' ~nd would be poSlcd to ACPA 's w•bsitc •• w•ll 
"'111mcd Into• DVD for distribution to health can: profcs,ionuls, ul mcdlc•l coovontions, for 
patient education, and would be ln.:orpornted Into ull or ACPA '• pro,cntations." ·n,c ACPA 
cstlmatpd !hat around 50,000 peoplo will view !ho video, 10 

While tnuchoftho ACPA'• limding come rroni opioid m11nuthc1un:n, compunlos thm 
have a financial stake in oplold•basod pain trcotmcnt also conlribulcd hcovlly 10 tit• organlzotlon. 
ln rum, !he organlzallon produced progmmllling and matcrl•I• that hewed closely to the 
co1npany'& business inlcn:sts, including nt lc•sl one insmnco In wllieh products were referred to 
in the matori•l.11 AstraZclloe., which nu,rkclS Movontik (naloxegol)," a drug u,cd 10 1roa1 
opioid-induced oonstlpalion, hcrtvily funded 1ho ACPA's opioid•induc«l con&tipntion 
programming, In 2014, thcsomo ycur1hot Mov•nlik rccclvod FDA npprovnt," Asl111Zc!l"CII "'"' 
one or ACPA I s corporate ntembC:ts 1hnr paid the orgtlrlization tm\8 uf thouimnds uf dol!ars 
annually to maintain its status, In ndditiun, th• company poid ACPA $2 IS,000 in " ,wo-ycnr sp•n 
to fund programming rela1cd to op!old•induecd eonslipation." (During lh• sumo limo 11oriud, 
ACPA'• expenses rcl•tcd to opioid-induced constipation was $207,000, according tu o llnnnciel 

M, .Aht111t Dt1ten'tlt/ /l'Dl'lfittlatltm. AMt:RlCAN (,'H!UJMI(' 1-'AIN ASSOCMI10N tU l:2'1. J1IWl~l\\:ww,.!!t\:.GSIJ.~,ilra!rur<JP.:• 
tlctsn:,W•(!WnYf:Pl!tmtl(liutt<J vi'-"'lovcd No\', l7, l~UJ. 
u SFC .. ACPA_Olll~l9. 
"Id. UISPC_ACl'A_om. 
"Id. •t SPC...ACPA_Ol29, 
"Id. 01 SFC_ACl'A_02ll. 
11 Su Opfnld lnrlucad Cuntllpotl,m, A.,mUCAN cmulNIC l1AIN I\SS(K"lli.TION, ., 4:22. 
buiw/Jwww,lbnepn arnlP•in::runt.l,IIPmm1:.~.11~takl (Jn11 viewtd Nov, 17, 2020). ln Ibis vid(o, lhc ftjff'lJtOf 
stn1es lhul, Ir Q\ICf•thc-110\JDl'-'f nwdfcutioo uml im:ri:n11i1111, hydmtion it not enough, pnUur11JC 1d101.ild «1mld1:r 
melhylonltr\"!IOllt ot nnloKOSo\. u th~t an: 'Wh:t lo 1,ike" Uu:111 olhcr lfHIITillnl IJ'ptlon11, Id, h'.s important ta note 
Iha.I nll1011.csal I, m!fflufochlr;d under tlio trade ni,me: MOY AN"flKnl by AstmZcoc~u, l'a Prcll!i: rvll.1m::. 
A11n1Za1cca. fOA epprows MOVAN1'fKl'l1 (nalmi.-goll tub!~ c .. u rot 1he ltcaununt of uploi,MM.~ 
l,'Ott'ilipalion bi adult nllettl'tl with ehrlll\h: flt»'l•C'unt.'Cf 11m {Sept. 16, '%014), ~..x~~\l.\Li~lt 

ll 
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audit)." One vidoo produced by ACPA, titled "Opioid lnduocd Consllpallon,"" singles 0111 
AstraZeneca'• prodl1ct, even though nt l~asl one smdy published fiw 1nonths prior found that ,i 
competing product, subcutaneous tnothyl nallrcxono, "was found to perform boner titan other 
interventions ior managing opioid-induced constipation."" 

Other cduoaiional videos po,t,'11 on the ACPA's wcb,ilc spceitic,lly turgot oondilioM 
and trcntments: (or puin, For instance, sovornl videos ilrC dcdlCJJted to Cltplafoing hnpluntubli: 
mo<lioal devices liko mcdic•tion pumps •nd nourostlmulDlllrs for treating pnin. Thc,c video, ore 
runded by Medtronic, a device munufecturer of pain 1nedicntion putnps and nerve stimulators,'11 

which donated SI00,000 for the production of• DVD and web ,cgmcnton itnplanrablc 
dcvic~s.n Other videos walk the viewer throuuh bow the d<ivlccs work, us well ns benefits, risks, 
goals for treatment, whal is involved In tmplnntslion procedures, wha1 living with a pump is like, 
and maintenance orth• pump ... One physician fcotun:d in lhc video i• nn ano,thc,iologr.!! who 
rccclvcd 235 payments, for o total ofSI 13,830, from Medtronic bctw""n JOI) ond 2018." 

Alliance for Patient Accea, 

Sonte 1ox-excmp1 organinlions •lso proved to be helpful vehicle, for opioid 
manufactarors to lobby the Federal Q<>V•rn1mmt, On• ••ample i• tho AIUuncc for Patient Accoss 
(Afl'A), un organization that describes 11,.1ro, "u national network ofphys!cinno und other 
h&:aJth carr: providers dedicated 10 cnsurlng putient acccsl!l lo approved tl11:rapl~s and upprechuc 
clinical cerc."11 in 2017, all oftbc AfPA':, approxUnntcl)' $l million in rovcnuc wns gcncralcd 
from contributions and crnntst of which 90% were from ph11rmai:cu1ic11I miu,utbi:rurcra. •3 or 
these payments, three opioid rnnkcrn ui:countcd t'ur 17% of conrrihutions tu tll1: A 111 A that ~...
Teva (S22S,000), Mallinckrodt (S7S,000), und Ptl>.cr ($40,000). Opioid munuthctunm, hnve 
consi:itcntly made largo contributions to 1hc Afi'A. Since 2012, tho Afl"A hR.< rcccivod nt lcnst 
$2,1 million in pnymcnlo rrom opioid 1nnnufncrurcrs including AbbVlc, Endo, Gr1111onlh•~ 
Malllnokrodl, Pllzcr, Purdue and Tova. 

Open Pa.y&lt~mls dl\ta furlhcr 111\ows thnt opiuid manufilcturcrs1 lnflucncc at the Af'PA docs 
no1 stop at direct pnymcuts lu the organization. OoctoN: who ~'fir on th\: urganl1.otiun's bonn! of 

: ~:ct:r,:hJ~~~~~!:~;Z:;~~7!~,6
1~!7:~~~;R~i:;.AIH A$SO("tATtOH. htUUi~~~•, 

mnnngomvnt~rop\slsPtiA.Y!fni\if• 
n Sn Kennan. Sddhtiron, Oowri Siv1ramokri,tm11.n, l)n,g,for Tru1tlng OplaJJ...lmhrc,,I C.."u1mJputiCJ11: A M"'4t! 
Trnitmenl ConrparJson Nerwor* Met(HllfU~•sU' uf Rwuloml16'/C.'o1111't1ll¢d Clll1icul TNt1l1t, J. Ot> P.\!N ANO SVMPTID-1 

M•NAO<Mb'NT m22i, 468-479 (20t8t hl!D,;ifml~nw,1.n(~W,hn,nih govQS, 1•mu. 

111 tntrarMt:tll M,aiwt/M PU/111,s. AM1tiut.·1.t,,1 Cu;UNK' l'.\fN 1\s,;otfi\Tltm. ~rut~:.t.11:Yilli'.U!Ml~ 
manvsc:men1 .. 1oouMdsodconditlslnf!Mll~nlll (lu,1 MW Nuv. :Z7. l020}. 
ti Optn Pa)>t1'Clfll Demi, Ph.V3fd«n Pro/ii~ f,w DtlPi1I Prt,1vn:tmn, Ol'iiN:M,YMfflTSPA'!'.'"..('~3.Cl<J\'. 

htr!l§;lf.apcru>nvmcnuulnta mm goylnhwhl.w.itJll.Gli (lul vl~~d Nov. 2,, 2020, . 
., 1.ertct fiom Snm Dowe~, Coum;e1l1 MeOcrmoJt Will &. Hmi.'f)', on bch.nlr ~r lb~ Alllnna: (l1r l~i'11tt A«,as. tu 

Scnliklf Ornnli:iy and Senator Wydcn (Jul)' 29. lOl'il). 
·o Al'PA form 'JYO {2017), {On mo willt the a»n111i111.icJ. 
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directors hove ::eeelvcd more than $5 nilllion in paymcnli fiom pharmoccuticol manufacturcri 
and device manufaeturcn,, ofwhlch more than Sl.9 million OllOlo fi'Om opioid n1akors." ' 

Sincc20t3, Director Sriniws 0 sn•• Nuhttnttch1.11 alone, ri:ccivcd nearly $1.7 1,1illion in 
payments from phannnccuticul contpnnlcs, of which S792,000 c1un1? from opioid nmkcrs
Purduc (S23 I ,OOO), Collcglum Phal'mllccuilcol (S 148,000), Endo (SI 13,000), lnsy• (SI 03,000), 
Asscnio (SHI ,000), Pcrnix Thcropcuric• {S63,QOO) w,d Tcv• ($Sl,000)," Similarly, Olrcctur 
Robin Dore rcccivod mon, than S2.l million from pharmoc011tical manutbcturcrs 1incc 2013, 
Including $538,0QO from opioid niakcrs Pflio:r ($286,000), AbbVic ($145,000), Md UCB 
($107,000)."' Opioid mnkcrs also paid Director Jack Scbim $271,000 and Howard Hoffbcrg 
$180,000." As the AfPA and It, board rc.,.lvcd millions of dollurs from opioid makers, the 
organization lobbied executive br•neh uscneics and Congress on legislurlon rela,cd 10 opioid,." 
The Afl'A also Joined othor orguni1.urions f11ndcd by opioid monulucn,rc,s that suu~ht 10.Jimi1 
rcs1rictions on oplotd prc,t1cribins whil-g promo1ing 1.:xpundcd u~c of so-ca111,)d •·11buxc-dcli;r~Pr 
fonnuhulons." 

For ""4mple, In Octobor 2014, Brion Kcuuedy, Executive Director uftho Atl'A, wrote to 
tho National lnstltu!es o(Hcalth (NIH) dQCrying the agoncy's focus on "!he dclct<:rious cffoc'8 of 
treadng pain with opioids" nnd urged the agency to ci<ploro "how unu·onlcd or under-treated pain 
•ffects patients and eommunilic,."" Mr. Kennedy •lso sug~cstcd ••nmplesof studies the NIH 
mighl considc:r1 including how reducing access to opioid medications mRy lcud to uconsequcnccs 
of restricting nccess for patients with lcgitimnlc 111cdlcol need" and "higher nitcs of dcpre,sion, 
lncroascd risks of suicide, ioss ofpruducti•lty t1od n,;trlutcd moblli1y tl,ut roqulr<• udditionul 
,are for paticnts,"90 The le1tor pointed 10 lh(! work ur AfPA 's .. ,Puil\ Tfo:mpy Ac.:..:$:t rhysJcians 
Workln'B Oroup.091 ar3ui113 chat 11und1?11ruarcd pain ntay result in impn1r1:<l '--011c:entmtinn. whlch 
moy in tum inerc•se the risk of falls, fiucturcs or motorvchiclc injurl••· .. ., What went 11n,ald is 
that Pfizer paid !he Afl'A Sl25,000 to lllnd the working group froin 2014 ta 1018, •ndanothcr 
$25,000 in 2012 lo the Prescription Drug Abuse and Diversion Education lnillatlve, part of more 
lhan S300,000 the company lmd paid the All'A;" The workinggrcUp Included Dr, Nalnmachu 
and Bob Twlllman, who held 1 .. dorsbip position, 01 tho American Acodcmy of r•ln 
Management (ano!her group with strong tics to opioid monufactur.rs), 

11 Tli:e mlfjorlty untw11ci Jltl)'mt1nl, avc:l'lnppcd wilh dlr4e11.10:' time on A IPA'• bO¥rd-. ht llOl!'le W1un,:n., it wa:s Ml 
d,:erwlu:n $01'M"dlrcttorajoincd or 1-tll ~ board 
tJ Op,m PG)11Nf!ff(J Dara. PhysldQII Projllt-far Srii:ivm Nafum,rc/lu, OPliNP/I.Y&U!N1'S0t\Tt\,CMS,U0Y, 
hlilf.;tt01m1mwmentsd1t1e: ems «ovmbvfcirmOS802§1cn10ral11AYIDwls tmst vimtd Dec. 3, '2020). 
'" Opei1 flaymtntl Dnta. f'hy.rtclun Profllr far Robin Xatllfrc1t Ocare, Oi'l!NPI\YMtnn'f:llA'f'i\.Ct\S,C'.O\', 
htm•11oocnpavmenwklto cms.goyJu1tn1£i!U\/2UtJQ'l(llsl.'!ncnt]11@ym;cnt1 (last vii:wc:d Dii:c, l, 2Ul1J}. 
11 Op,11 Payi,ttnt: Dold. Phµkl'111 Pro/lk [,11• Htnvw'tl Jh;J}b,,:r;f, OrENM •o,tllN\'SUAT.\.l'.'IIUUmv. 
~l'lmPfl\lmffitMta :am, e\lY4!buU:lon/l ~Jrolml:~,XIDCnl! c111ncJ vll.'!wC\l l)o;;. l, 1020}: 01>en 
l¾tynmt/6 Daw, Ph,tttidmt l'l't>fllit[Pr Je1,t JJ, St:/tfm, 0Pt-:NPA Yl'.lf.NTIIOA'f'i\,l'.'.M!l.(IUV, 
h!Jm;{lqpsnpaYffi':nls!Jufn PIM UPYlob:#idtm.•WW (hill Yh:wcd Di:i:, ), .'lfJlOi. 
"All'A_SFC_Oil0!9l•24 I. 
: : n1 ~IPA_SFC_OII0.13l•l4. 
n • l l!J.!rui!t111linncvrnrui1W1Uu1i9tt own.tu!u llWil \'icw11d Dee. l. liJ121. 
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.In another example, on Augu,1 27,2015, Dr. Nalllmachu w1'1lo ta the FDA "on bchelfof 
AfPA ... in support of the oxycodono cxtondcd-relc•sc copsulo, for oral use submi!lcd by 
Collcgium Ph11tmuccuticals. "" Dr. Nulumnchu wrote 1h01 he had blll:n an i11V<:stiso1~r for 1ho 
Collegium drug end explained 1hat tho "efficacy ofoxycodunc is well ••t•hlishod," nntl "'l\11·1her, 
those ofus in pain medicine know how Jmpottnnt cxrundcd•n:lc«s'-1 fonnultuions UN lbr patir..·nt:s 
who require around•thc-clock pain managlllnc11t."" Tho foUowinH yeur, Collogi\1111 
Phannaccutloals bogan rneking paymen"' dircclly to Dr. Nul•machu, who would receive more 
than Sl48,000 from the company." 

Again, on Morch S, 2018, AIPA co-signed a letter with sovcrnl opioid ntanufacturers, 
lneludlng Purdue, Ol'llnenthal OmbH, and Collogiu1n l'hannaccutlcals, und other tax-cxcmp1 
1»1aniza1lon• funded by opioid 1mmufnc1mv"', mu.Ing conccms aboul n CMS proposal to rc<Juirc 
prior nuthorizntion nnd dosugc limiti;; for 11bu;~ .. Lt1m:mml opioitls jn McJiL"Utc Pun l),"1 Th~ Ii.mer 
highlighted diversion (the practice oftr•ns!bning log•lly prescribod opioid, lo am11hor pcr,011 for 
Ullcl1 uso) u a driver of the opioid cpldemlo, while sidestepping the fnc1 that the U.S. hu, 
sil!lllficantly higher rates of opioid proscribing when compared to 01her countries." '111c 1:onllrlon 
al,o told CMS that "increasing the ovallablllty of [abusa-dc1crren1J oploids rcproscn1' a oridoal 
componcnl of dn,g ebusc prevention otTotli," and repeatedly touted their benefits to pi1dcn1s 

. oven while acknowledging that "[oJpioids with abuse-deterrent proportlc, arc not ebuso-prouf 
,nd do not prevent or reduce the risk ofoddic!ion:"99The coolition went un Ill urge CMS lo 
"~view' plan fonnu1aries to <:nsure edcquute occostt to [abus~~datcrrent] opioidi;:."100 h was one or 
du'CC letters AfP A sclll with the coulition. hU (funders of the arguuizntinu, inclucHng. Pfizllr. Teva. 
and Purdue, marketed opioid, with abu<e-doton-ont lubel). 

Finally, the AIPA manages a co,lltlon called the Alliance for lialnnc~d Puin 
Managcm•n~ whl<h itaoquircd from Mullinckrodt in 2016, ,., At tho limo ofdw ucquisition, 
Mallinckrodt paid AfPA $200,00010 suppon the coalition and pay for an ennuul summit the 
coalition hosts,,., The coalition, which was previously manugcd by Groen Room 
Con1munications, lti-i dcsoribce its mission us ndvocRting "for balanced J)nin 1nanngemmt by 
supporting organiiations tmd individuu1s who shurc a common gout lo reduce pnin, reduce 

1• AfPA_iiFC_OOUJ931 •J At'PA_SFC_OIJ02l'2. 
tJJ,J. 
"Open Paymt!IIU Dartt. Physlci,m Projifefor Srfnivm 1/Qlainur:hu, OP.t-:NPA YMlir'-"TSl>AT,\,t'MS,00\'. 

hup:c~/@lfflM\'mCHlroafn ems uov/gf1ypfd1m1JS8026hcn~ that vh:wed D1,'C, l, l020J. 

: 1:~-~::r::~,9:i~l: Opioid Pran-lbm,J A}k<f Sw1idl"}' in lfflJ U11flerJ S1111er, Ctmmhr. tutti Sltcffi:tt1 JAMA 
Network (Si:pt. 4, 2019)t ~uWil!IJlfl»CIWQtkOPcn/fO;ll\l!tl®L (An ort1dnul in~r:,dg11.1ion 
published in !ht JAMA Notwork, witkh t'lll~ludc.,: Urnt 1h1: Unillal Su11cs lffls the ltish,m owt1rrigi: dtJJO tir opioid 
,:i:scriptloiu-for mos I surgic11I ptOC\.'tlurcs whco a,mptlri:J 10 Cnn111:W end SWWtn,l. 

AWI\_SFC_00019M7. 
""Id. 
"' Afl'A SFC 000193-20$, 
141 Lclh.:trrom iho Somud Dewey. Coun~I, Mc01)mmu Will & t:rrw,y. on tMutlral' lhe AIU1mi.~ for r111ta11 

Acccu, n, Senator Grautey an!J Sc11ntor Wydi.n{Juty :it;, l0l9~ AWA_src .. 000001.os. 
m Lc.llt'r rnnn tho Snmui:l Ocw..:)I, Coumcl1 MeO~rmou Will & liffli:I')', on lkb111f ol'lhc Alllam.-c for Patient 
A~t,,ln Senntnr Oranlcy and Si:.mlllar W)lth.-n {Jn11. 29, 20lOJ. 
l\)I Greq:,oonrpr.cnm. lnln&•I/WWW.l!tCP'ntOOIDOl;;92ru! IIUt \i1.'W1."IJ Di:c, 1, 2020}. 
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ntcdicillc obusc ond improve 1.'ltr~." 11"' lts ui\!m~D include Jlnticnt utOUfl!. such u,i Amcricun 
Chronic: Pain Found11tion tln<l the U.S. PBln Fmmdu1ion1 which hnv~ strong finnni:ttt.l lin.k!t l0 
opioid munuftu:lurcrs, and is led by u stt.:~ting i:ommi1tec rhnt lnt'ludl!s iwvcru! indi\'idunli, \vho 
have received roughly 5480,000 !l-om opioid maoufactun:r,, uc,ordinu to CMS', O1>•n Pnymcnts 
deta.10• The AIPA also told Ille Committee thnl the ooalition includes lndu,iry member,,, but did 
not Identify thorn, and fu?l!ter notod dt0I "Mollincl<rodr'• rcprOBCntadVll joined periodic 
membcrohiP, calls ond had an oppom1nity lo revi11w the Allillllcc for ll•loneed rain 
Management's cducotionul materials: ;n rcsponso ro a group invitation for fccdbo:ck."1m 
However, the At'PA stated tbru it mnin1ains :,.olc discretion to determine the cualicion's ·•udvocucy 
cffons. annual sumtnit cvcnti;;, ond cducatlun"l mutorhds.''1011 According tu lh\l' AfPA. these 
cl-Tuns hove cx:plurcd 0 issues such 11s 1hc value of nmhimudnl uo(lltc~iu--fln orioid .. i.1mrioa 
approach to surgical pain. l\o.-Cbnologyabn.si:tl iit.:1l1.1tli,1nt: lbr trcnting rmin in puticm~ who've tmttli!tl 
opioid addiction. 1md the value ofnon~p!umnucolugfc intc:rvcntioos like physh .. ~1 thcrnpy. 
chiroprn~tic care, and yosa,11109 

ln1ernnt/Of!fJI Association for t/,e Study of J>a/11 

llctwcon 2012 un<l 20!8, fifteen opiohl makm pei<.I the lntornationul Assooiolion ror1ho 
Srudy of Paln (JASP) more rhan S4 millioo. These (unds were used to >1tppon oonrcrencc, 1hc 
organization hosted, such 1'S the World C011g1'l:!SS ou Pain. the lntemutiunnl Symposium on 
Pediatric Pain, the International Con,gri;~, on N~uro1:ut1hic Pain, sp;:uiul intcrcs1 group ineetingit, 
an~ various gran,s for aetlvitics s.uch ns the dewtupmcnt or a tout lo cnnnc~t ··11,mlth1J11rc 
professionals with access to indcpc1ulcn\ly ur~11tl!d ontlrn: cduc11tion,.i1111 During this time period, 
Pfi2:cr w1111 the largest ohltcse con1ributoJ'3, mt1king pnyn1unt11 or 1norc tlum SI .l million to iASJl. 
the majority of which were mad• in cho form of gnmt, in 20 IS. Ocher opioid manura•rurcrs thnl 
111Ade major paymcnr, included subsldior!cs nnd offili,tcs of Mundiph•rmn, (mnking mon, lhao 
SI million in paymonr, combinod),t" Teva t$627,000, of which $300,000 wos mndc in 2018)"' 
and Allergen ($!61,000). Two Orun,mlll•I cntiti,.,,, und a third porty cunn••"-'<l t, tlto ton1pa11y, 
also paid lASP $601,000 during chis tinw P"riod. 

101 Letter rrom 11u: Snmui:I Oi:~. Coun1\1t, Mcl>cmJOI\ Will 6! Cmory1 un BchDl( ur 1hi.: Alllcn1.'t for PMM'lt 
Aa;O!li' to Scnntor Otasdi:y and Sc1n1lot Wydi:n (J~n. :!.9, lOlrJ). A~UJ tV/lN1, i\U,IANt'll l'Oll BALANt'll:U PAIN 

MANAOl!Mm.lT, htW;/!HHiMCSWW) nm&vsnts/ lli.Sl yjC\,l,'j.,j Nin', 28. lOlOJ. 
ltt t..:11cr rrom the Snmuot Ovwey. Coun,o1, M,1)1:ntK>H wm & Emery, on Oclrnlr al't11~ Alll1.1nc~ for ratlcm 

. Aei:css, ta S,nu11or OmHley and Senult1r W)'dCII {Jun.. 29. 2020). . 
"' 1-ctt,.'f from the Srunucl Dewey, CL1un5cl, Mct).'01101t Will & Hnmy, lln lll:hulfof11'11.' Alllun« !Or Patitnl 
Accen .. to Senator Ons,,l~y und Scninur Wyden (July 29, 2019). 
10.JJ. 
IM/d. 

Ii" IASP Suhml.u[an Qnci1fon l Allnclum:nt-A+:t'OU1Hli11 kc1iur1, (On IUi: wllh tile t"onmtb1cc1. 
m IASP ,-c:ptmcd re¢clv1nc p11ynr.:n1¥ during the 20f2•2Ultt rutlo,d ftvni Murxliphum111 hll\,'TJWdn1111l (UK), 
Mundlpha'71'1B In1cmellonnl I.Id,, Mu11diphnrmn Plc. Mumti11hann1 PW limlwd, MumliPttunn;i: 1rry lAUAll'lllffH,tltkl 
MundiPMrm11. rto,cnr(h Omblt. , 
m Thi: orga.nizalh'IP fl!.ported to !hi: Cummhccc 1hut It nlt'll'h'L-,\ -S 147,SSO in pu)'t!Wnlll lfum 1·1m1 io lU I tl. Uuwvvct, 
ll reported rcceivJnQ SJ00.230 fh:nn 1'tvl'I ll1:11t ycor on ila ms l~unn 990, (On me wllh lho. Comminl!A:J, 
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: Pfizer, whit:h as noted nbovc muuufocrun:s two cxtcndcd-rc!c:o~i;: pN:stription opioids lhut 
tho FDA designated•• "abnso-dotcrrcnt,""' made pll)'fflcnts of nearly $4 million 10 various puin
wlate~ tax .. cxctnpt organizations, act:ording to payn1cnts reviewed by lhc Committee. H.t The 
largest sh!ll'll orthose funds wont to 11\Sl', t·or example, Pfiz.-r provided a S527,000 edncotion 
grant to tho Japan chapter of the IASr 111 2018."' (This was the single lnrgo,1 pnymcnl lo IASI' 
from any company during the lOll-2018 limo period), Tho grantwns Intended to fund nun1ing 
student pain education programs, publish medical school textbooks on poln, rutd develop a 
recurrent educarional program for physlool ond 0<.i:UpalioMI thcrnpisls. 1 •• Thul grant was port of 
$918,000 the orgnnlzallon roccivcu from Pfizer Uint yoAr, 

IASI'1s activities also !)Uggcst 1luu opioid mi.mufaen.ircrs urc l.lnguging in rhc ~amc pnttom 
of behavior in Ashi ond Europe. One such illiiiotive is the World Congress un Pain, OpioltJ 
manufacturers have made more thon $2 million in payments to IASP in connection wilh the l11sL 
four oonfercnccs, which in recent )':ors llave bcon held In Boston, Mossachusctts (2018), 
Yokohama, Japiln (2016), Bueno, Alr<ls, Argcnlin• (2014), and Mllnn, l!aly (2012). '" 'fl,c 

meeting is advcrtl,ed •• the preeminent glob•I meeting dcvolcd to sharing new developments in 
pain research. ttoatmcnt, and education. nnd 11ttcndcc:s ati: predominantly cliniciuns, researchers. 
students, and cdu®tort.111 Each ycur, opioid munuillclun:,s have made puymcnt, to fund the 
World Congress events. acC'OUntfng ror up to 16% of the confcHncc11,' total cxpen:1~.11~ 

In sddi!lon to Ir. global conforcnccs, !ASP hos also developed rcgio11-spocllic progrems 
toadvanco the avnilobllily and occcssibility ofopiolds. In 2018, Pfi1.cr made n pnymcol or 
approidmotcly $190,00010 • ptogrnm rilled, "Dovolop, Equl~, ondl'iloi: Guido for 
Multidisciplinary Pain Clinics in Sooth En.I A$ia l'rojoct,"" Other program, li~c "lASP Poi• 
Man11Seincnt Cs.mp" aro intensive courses dun urc designed to provide: •~tnfunnn1iun rorgcied lo 
the educ.alional ,and organbational nspccfs of hcallh-carc s1:rvlces for J)flin 1nunogcment~' for 
health care professionals who want ru s1m1 pnin J1:rviccs or arc alrcndy working with poticnts 
with chronic pain,"' IASP'• Latin Amorico l'ail\ Camp received $25,000 from Clmncnthul in 

iu Preis a~lcau, Pni<ir, FDA Approvr., Mffl Oetcrtml [..abellng f'or l:miroa 4l\ (Murpblne Sutr.u..: and Ne1trc~unt! 
Jfydrochlodd11.) t!xtondcd--Relc&1c (SR) c~PJ'Jlct cu, (0:1. 17, 20J4), hUn,,imtwW nfiwr cum/os:WM>N.U::. 

~-....,~~"""'~' (O~~::r~ti~::~:::c~enl of 

wlththr:C\'ltutlllth,'\!). 
P:Jl:tr l1nkpende111 Grunt:tfvr (.w,niug 

<1 ChMSi1 'JGLC), lNTEltNATIONAL As:nx.,,moN Pt,)!\ 111 STUU'i Of r1.ri,., h!Wi~'.lV.J..l\J!Jl: 
lR,2020), 
CII and Olli)' llt\ll 1hr n:potil llbou, 1h1: 
'fltrr Jt1Uf..711111rkn1 Grtmtrfor Liuml111t 

& Chang,(IGLC), IASP, h~Jl;lll:!l!lfll.!i!ll/Jilll!'11!i~~IJIIW!IM7l1£mt!.wul!<!•.:ml! ilul view,'!! 
Doe. 8. 2020). 
111PastC.imgru;.rts, IASP1 

1tt1p;!Jtwww,hup:::n11lrtorll1Mcc!inss!Worl4f.'smg~g_ (!au viewed Nov. 2s. 10101. 
m. Abwf the IASP Wurld Co11grc.u on Fuin, IASP, ltlfr:,r/lWWW r31gwnrtdl:\W~1~\filll (lnii:I vr~,~t1 t>ec, H, 
lltlO). • • 

H9 fASP Form 990 ('2012-2018). (On fih: wi1h tbc Cummitt~\\.}. 
In IASP S\lbtnTsflon QuNtiOll 1 Al11'1t:l11nc111 - ,\l;'f,)0\Ullitqt ltcpon. (On me wh!\ 1lw ( 't11nmln .. -i:t. 

Ill Lttlln Ah$6rlCWf Poln Munngemr:nt C'wnp l.1!11l't't Sflnbutr SmUlng, lNWJI.N/\nU."'IA1.Ail.'>tX.1,\1lO!>l' t'Uk nm 

STUOV of/ PM~ (Nov. 1014). b\lPlli/wWW,iMP· 
min sm;lfubtfsntlwNemaASl1Nmlcnsr/\~t'Jw~, 
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2014 nnd, three years later, received II puynumt of $871000 from Teva to support th~ 
Hindependcnt development and cxeuurion11 or th11 cvcnl, 122 In o simihu •;cin, IASP also offers 
11pain sChools" which arc held In North America ond Europe, which serve mr tonger version of 
lhc comp program, Sponsors to the North Amcricun Poin School Include Grunenthnl, Eli LIiiy, 
1hc Mayday Fund, ond the Amcricnn Pain Soi:icty. ll.J • 

Documents provided to the Commincc also show !hut from 2012 10 2019, the !ASP 
received • total of$ I million from Mundiphunna, • glubol uffillnte uf Purdue owned by the 
Sackler family.134 This funding hos gone towards World Congress on Puin events and special 
Interest group meetings held all over the worlt1. ns Mundipham,n has rcponcdly been dh,tribming 
msrkcling materials fur OxyContin in pince~ like Chi11a1 AustmUe, und ltuly. and is using the 
same pitch Utal Purdue admincd wi,s fo.lsc in lhc U.S. more 1h11.11 a di:cnt.lc ucu, Dh P'or instnncc, 
Mundiphormo ollegedly provided phy•iciuns with documents thol claimed tho risks of opioid 
addJcllon were 0 virtUally non-exislent ond lhe.t OxyContin's slow-rli)lcosc fannulatlcn made It 
even safer, " 127 Mundiphanna Is a.Isa allegedly torgcling China with aggressive sides teems who 
provide gin cords, complementary dinners, 11.ll•CXpcnse pah.1 trips lo meetings • .:ind c:ompcnsnu;:d 
speaking events to push opioid prcscriptions.11"' 

Conclusion 

While we continue 10 ..::valuate the intbmmtion pnxluc1:d 10 lhc Commit11?-C, our ini1fal 
review has rcvc11led lroubUng ins1anccs In which pDtlent advocflcy gruup!I, provider group:-i, und 
01hcr tox.-exempt organiz111ions1 their officers, am] their boon! mcmbcrs h11vc engaged in 
initiatives that appear to echo and amplify mcssogos to lncrci\sc use or 011ioid munufocturers' 
drug,, including abuse~dcterrcnt opioids 1hu1 hcJvc nut been prawn to bu any less mJdictivc rlmn 
other rypes oploids, 129 

Consumers, health car~ providers, unt.l policymnkers sl)ckin11 unbhua:d infurmntion may 
not immediately recognize the slgnlficnnl indu:itry tics these groups po~"css, csp~ciully when 
they arc cited as rcsourcc:i on Fcdcrul hc1drh wchsilcs,uo testify bcrorc Congress11

J
1 and have 

m IASP Submtnlon Quesllon l Annchm=nt-Accooming llcporl, (On file wilh !he t'onm1it1~>-
UJ Spunion, Orgmrlzr,n a11d S11pPf111C"n, Nmmi Al,,lf.Mll'AN PAIN' Sc11001., b111,J1.:Um1_11h11111!-::ri,.um,.a_i11~-•"'"11n.1 

(lluf viewed Nov. ltl, l020). 
11" JASP S1.1bmln:lon Quos1ion l Am1chmcnt-Ae\/ounting rt~pon. (On Iii~ whh lhc C.\umnincc:J. 
m,u. 
12' Erika Kinctz, Pake Dutlt1rs, plf/t!rcd 111t'Jik·al l'n.1J1-JJ1 ,frlw: Chy Cil/11u Sale;f, AOC NHWS (Nov. W, 2019), 

h1ws·1/nbcncws go com/Dusincs:U:wircSIWYIJlllu::ilI!.t!onc·mish;adinn-sloin,s-<1riY.~JW)1;J.11Jl.iu.1.'.lita~li1:Ct11~:U.(!).. 
111/J. 
i~,u. 
IJ'il Ab111r,Deternmt Oplaida Annfgt:tlCT, FIJ<H> & l>RUU Al>~IINISTRA"nOl'i.~WW li,ID l!oy:t.lmK1,,im,1lJ.JllW.ltl:, 

drue•111,fctv·infbmmtioa-n111icn11-nnd·ProYidcrifaJ>,,1sL'-clt;1cn;ru1-ouiold·i'IIJ1h!c.'iiN Uu~, upr.1111'-'tl Jun..: 11, l0I \I). 
(Herc the FD/\ ocknowlcdQ0:5 !hot APfl', arc rn,i 11r.lr.llt:1il111 r,rour, nnd hl~ligh1:i 1h111 ll i-A r1:quirin~ inunuft11:1un.:r.r 
with ADF labtllng tlahn110 '--onduc1 p1J&l•nmrk..:I imr.lit:ir 10 dc1cnui11~ 1lw real wt1rkl imp11~•1 df1l11:ir 11rur.luc1s1. M 
IMJ S~e R1t1u11rce.v/Refe,·,mc1!.r, NIii/ Palu Cw1.mr1i111u •• C.'Oh."l'b.Y, Nll I bJIJt1:.!N.,U:l,!lllllih,t\!.Ot;r,1,l:.tL~· j\filll '.J~fo· 

OOliPY·POPIY8it1-omi;MlyogncW{W!11UfC£:irufYo:ncc:s I lusted vfowcd NoY. 211, l0lU). 
ui Munaglng Pain Dm·lng lhe Opf11ld Crls/1, l-/e,rrl11g Bef,,re the S. Cumm. llrulih, l::ih1t'c1tlfln, L"btw & P1!11:tlon, 

116" Cor,g. (Feb. 201!1), bUw,·/twww b£Ip IIGOD!C 110Y!hcorins!llnmnaslue-naln-durloe-Uw::SlnluW.:.£Ci..ili, 
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officors that sit on Fodoral advisory bourds. Ill This is why lh• Committoc is releasing the 
llnenei&l information i;ol}cctcd during the 20l2 lnwsti1ation, ill addition to datn collected ove:r 
the past two years? because wo rcmnin concootcd that the opioid epidemic was d!ivcn. in pnrt, by 
'misinformation end dubious m1rk,;tin9 pna:ctiec111.u:cd by pharmaceutical eompn11ics Md the tax• , 
excmpl, groups they I\Jnd. 

Congress must continue to shed Ughl on phttrmaceuti1.."1ll ~nd mcdb:ul dcvici: 
numufuoturcrs' flnoncl•l dcnlins• with 11\••c>C<lllpt orgoniiaiions. While ,uch tinK11ciul 
entanglements arc of particular ecnccrn In n:gurds to opioids. givi:n 0-1uir duu!urund a:ddictiw 
polenriol, sll(;h funding •nd intlucncc is nor limited to this thcropculio ct.,.,. ,i 1'his inV<;sligation 
clllJ!rly shows Iha! such paymcnlS arc viewed as key murkctlng and policy inRucucing IOols, 
which, in the •••• of opioid$, con1ributed to •ddietion, sieknoss, and dooth for millluns of 
Americans, Therefore. Congress must continue to advocotc for stronger sni'cguards within t4:<• 

exempt organi7..aliona and within the Fcdcml government. Stops: we rceomm~m.1 toking: 

1. Bxpand CMS's Open Payiucnts datubuse to require phnrmuecmicul n,nnufec:turcrs aud 
dcvic~ numufacturers to report r,u.ymi:nli made to 1ax~cxcmpt orsanizothms. 

2. ·Rcquir,, !he Se<:relary of HHS 10 develop guidelines •nd prcx:cd11rcs 10 incrCU!IC 
transparency among members of Fcdml tosk forces,•• woll •• rc,cnrch groups and 
•panels convened or eoniraotcd by HHS. 

In the nexl Congress. we phln to continue our work on these imporumt issucic And we 
encourage my colleagues to do 1ho inimc. 

Chctles Orasslcy 
Chairman 
Senate Finance COJnmittci? 

Ron Wydcn 
Ranking M•mber 
Senato Finance Committee 

UJ e.g., the JtOA •• ad\llsory commh~ Oll l\nDl1'Cll!d, whh:li \Ml1Uate th-; s:11fCt)' of ophdt.hl in.;IUdct K~n Ztu:lmrofr 
who Jtt on tho ASP! board, and Lonnie Zellicr wbu waY 1t1e Al1S nnd APf bo4nfa, j,'ur A111•sllw1l1.• ,v11J A11ulgr1h· 
Or,ig {'T{ld,,t;lt AJvl1nry Cumr,Ulttt lluill'r, 1"Dr\, b!!W:li~~-','$1JJ1JU.iU,~Xtlll\l~ 

• , N • • •• • •• ... • • _. ., • vuim,....,•J9:'lli!f 
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POLITICO 

HEALTH CARE 

Medical boards get pushback as they try to punish doctors for Covld 
misinformation 
Medical boards have snnctioar.d eight ph)'sichms since January ~021 for spreltding coronavinu.-related 
misinf011nation, acc,;,rding to the Fcderatiol) of State Medical Boards. 

A medlc~l professional gives a patient a Covid vaccine. I Joe Raedle/Getty Images 

By DARIUS TAHIR 

02/01/2022 o;,:30 AM EST 

..... 
Medical b~ards and other regulators across the country are scrambling to 

penalize doctors who spread misinformation about vaccines or promote 

unproven cures for Covid-19. But they are unsure whether they11 prevail over 

actions by ~tate lawmakers who believe the boards are overreaching. 

I 
In Maui, tl\e state medical board filed complaints against the state's chief 

health offiber and another physician after they supported Covid-19 treatments 

federal health officials warned against. In Florida, the nominee for state 
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surgeon general refused to directly answer on the effectiveness and safety of 

the corona virus vaccine - and that's after a local doctor filed a complaint to the 

state's medicaJ boards. In Idaho, local GOP officials appointed a pathologist 

who promoted unproven virus treatments to a local public health board, 

despite complaints from his peers to state regulators. 

Advertisement 

In a11, medical boards have sanctioned eight physicians since January 2021 for 

spreading coronavirus-related misinformation, according to the Federation of 

State Medical Boards, which has recommended that health officials consider 

action against medical professionals who dispense false medical claims in 

public forums. The eight penalized doctors, who've been. hit with discipline 

from suspension to revocation of licenses, represent a surprising figure, 

considering the time it takes for state boards to mete out punishment. The 

targets of investigations have cited their own scientific expertise in 

recornmendin~ alternative courses of treatment, 

TECHNOLOGY 

Biden's vaccine misinformation road not taken 
BY ALEXANDRA S. LEVINE 

"When that white coat is weaponized to spread misinformation, it does public 

harm," Brian Castrucci, the CEO of the public health non-profit the de 

Beaumont Foundation in Bethesda, Md., who supports the action taJ,en by 

hea1th regulators. 

The federation expects·its members will conduct more investigations that 

would lead to disciplinary actions. But in some cases the responses from some 

medical boards and state officials have been stymied by political backlash, 

States like ;Tennessee and North Dakota, for example, have restricted state 
I , 

medical b~ards' powers. And now legislators in 10 other states - including 

Florida and South Carolina - have introduced similar measures. 

Some stattj boards also lack the legal tools to discipline doctors for sharing 

unreliable •information via social media. They believe the precedents in their 
1 
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states for unprofessional or unethical behavior more narrowly apply to actions 

or speech made directly to patients under their care. 

"We need the medical boards to stand up and evolve," said Castrucci, who cited 

the need to preserve the public's trust in medicine. "With the click of a mouse 

button, two million people can get information that's incorrect." 

Pressing public health problem 

Medical personnel reach tor pre-loaded syrenges as they vaccinate students at KIPP Believe Charter School 
in New Orleans, Tuesday, Jan, 25, 2022, I Ted Jackson/AP Photo 

Misinformation hasn't just distorted the public debate over vaccines, Castrucci 

and his peers warn.,It also has helped create a market for unproven drugs and 

treatment against Covid-19, sometimes with harmful side effects. Poison 

centers have recorded increased numbers of calls.related to ivennectin and 

oleandrin, with some patients requiring hospitalizations. And a recent study in 

The New E~gland Journal of Medicine projected nearly $2.5 million in 

wasteful insurance spending on ivermectin in a single week. 

Both subst~noes have been the beneficiaries of considerable hype from 

commentators online and elsewhere outside the mainstream of the medical 

profession:- even after negative clinical evidence came in - for their alleged 

anti-coronavirus properties, 

Facing a ffood of misinformation, plus the anti-establishment mood in many 

red states, 'the regulatory structure upholding professional standards is 
I 

"unraveling," said Richard Baron, the leader of the American Board of Internal 
I • 

Medicine, one of the private-sector bodies that certifies doctors. "We're trying 

to figure o~t what the most effective way to act," Baron said, conceding that he 

was uncertain about the most effective wav to confront the oroblem. "There are 
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AO 

Legal structures developed for the 20th century are, in many states, not suited 

to discipline doctors who broadcast misinformation on social media because 

the physicians are not directly treating patients, Federation of State Medical 

Boards CEO Humayun Chaudhry said. So, some boards - and other regulators 

that license providers and the non-profits that certify physicians for their 

expertise ~ feel uncertain about disciplining such doctors, even though they 

might be contributing to Jagging vaccination rates. 

"Doctors who are out in the public domain, making broad statements about 

discredited treatments, our processes weren't designedJor that,n acknowledged 

Kristina Lawson, the head of the Medical Board of California. "We're actively 

thinldng about that.• 

When Lawson's board started to crack down last year on doctors spreading 

misinformation about the coronavirus vaccines, she began getting threats. 

Anti-vaccination protesters accosted her at a parking lot and flew a drone over 

her house, she has said. 

"I've had to have private security," she told POLITICO. "I've had to have 

regular conversations with the California Highway Patrol,• an agency that 

protects high-level politicians in the state. 

Now and then 
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Medical personnel lrom Riley County Health Department conduct a drlve-thru vaccination using the new 
Moderna vaccine In Manhattan, Kansas. 

Despite those constraints, continue to crack down on some of their own. 

The federation said that two-thirds of their members had seen an increased 

number of complaints related to disinformation in a December 2021 suivey. 

"There might be right now, dozens or hundreds of investigations going on [into 

misinformation]," Chaudhry said. 

But it's unc;lear whether the activity will make a difference. Many inside the 

profession ·are pessimistic. 

Some of the medical professions' trade groups have been called to act. In 

November, the American Medical Association's House of Delegates asked the 

organization to develop a strategy to address misinformation. The association's 

president, Gerald Harmon, told POLfTICO around that time he had "the goal 

, ahead ofm_e," but the "devil is in the details." The association has no new 

updates. ' 

Anti-vaccine sentiment and vaccine skepticism bas drawn backlash. When 

Houston Methodist Hospital suspended a doctor's privileges November after 

she allege4ly s.J)read misinformation over social lllet!ia about vaccine policies, 

the doctor:hit right back., She broadcast 011 Facebook that she was suing 

hospital fqr financial information, alleging the hospital had profited from its 

administrJtion of the vaccines. She also touted her cocktail of a high-dosage 

steroids, i~errnectin, vitamin C, among other medications. (Some steroids have 

had succds in treating Covid.) 
I 
I . 

The target~ of misinformation investigations typically claim they're better 

scientists tiian the scientists bringing the disciplinary actions. "It's not 
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SUMMARY 

The COVID-19 pandemic ha.s Jed lo unanticipated pressures on al) aspects of human life. Multiple ap
prouches lo eliciling protective immunity must be rapidly evaluated. Numerous efforts have been made to 
develop an cff~ctivc v_accinc fo1· this novel corunavirus, resulting in 11 race for V1tccine development. To 
combat COVID-19, all nations must fucus their elforls on wide.~pread vaccination with an effective and 
sa(e vaccine. Globally, concerns aboul potential Jong-term adverne effects of vaccines have led to some ap
prehension about vaccine use. A vaccine's adverse effect has an integral role in the public's confidence Md 
vaeeine uptake, This article reviews the current primary literature regarding adverse elfec1s associated with 
different COV!D-19 V-dccines in use worldwide. 

I(cy\\1>rds: udverse effects, adverse events, complicaLions, COVID-J<J, vaccine 

BACKGROUND 

As of January 14, 2022. the World Heallh Organi~nlion (WHO) bus confirmed about 318,648,834 cnses of 
COVID-19 worldwide. including 5,'i 18,343 fatalities [JJ. The COVlD-19 pandemic has resulted in a global 
economic disruption. Tures!ore normnlcy and enable economic growth, vuccines are lhe besl option. The 
f1rst COV.ID-19 vacci11e introduced in December 2020 h,1s become a miles1011e in the light against this pan
demic. On December 2, 2020, using an Emergency Use Authorization (BUA), the UK beca111e the first 
country lo approve Pfizcr-BioNTech's COVID-J 9 vuccine, BNTI 62 [2.]. As of December 31, 2020, the 
WHO approved BNT162 for emergency use, making its global production and supply more efficient [l]. 
Dilforcnt vnccine c11ndidatcs for COVID-19 have been ~pprovcd ,tsing similar BUA processes, and the list 
continues to grow. 

A historic vaccination cm11p,1ign is rnldng place in the US currently. Jn 1 week, 1, 12 minion doses were ud 
ministered daily, on nvcrnge. More than 523 million doses have been given in the US lo dale (Eigrn:tl) [!!. 
!i], As of Januury 14, 2022, 194 vaccines are in preclinical development, nnd 139 ore in clinical !rials [fi]. 
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Vaccine uptake must be accelerated in the coming months to continue to decrease infection rates fl). 
However, some people queslion whelher lhe speed at which a vaL-cine is developed will compromise iu; ef
llciency nncl safety:This, in tum, may lead to vaccine hcsitl!ncy, which furtl1er inhlbits auaining !he goal • 

of having 70% of the population fully vaccinated, afler which herd immunity can effectively be acliieve<l 

[l!]. 111crcfmc, ii is crucial lo eslublish U1e safety of the vaccine., in these circumstllnccs to perhaps promow 
wider vaccine acceplance among he.~itont people. Adverse elfecls, however, nre a.ssociated with every vac

cination [2}. 111c pnrposc of this article is to review the current prinwy literature regarding udverse alfccrs 
associated with the di1ferenl COVID-19 vaccines. Our uim is to provide insighls into the snfety of the vac
cine.~ to help address misinformation and v11ecine hesitancy. We discuss the adverse elfecls of lhe most 

common vaccines, which were chosen bused on 1hc munbcr of countrit:.~ \hey nre approved in. 

This arlicle is intended to be a narrative review. Senrche.s were conducted in PubMed and Google Scholsr 

to identify related literature from 2020 to 20:?.L Keywords such os "adverse effects.'' "adverse events," 
''complications," ''COVID-19," and ·'vaccine," were searched individually or in combirmtion to yield rcle'.. 
vunt information. 111e results were reviewed for relevance to the topic, and the articles were screened by 2 
umhors. We had no lnnguage restrictions bocnusc of the relatively rew articles on the topic. Duplicated 

sludics nnd studies providin& insufficient and il'relcvnnt information were excluded. 
''-

Pfizer-fl i<.1NTcch 

l'fi,er-BioNTcch's BNTl62 vaccine is a lipid nanopnrticle-dcrived, nucieosidc-modified mRNA vaccine 
that encodes the SARS-C.oV-2 glycoprotein ijpike (.ll!l, The UK w,.,. lht: first nntion to approve BNT162 on 

December 2, 2020 LlJ. A lirsl EUA for BNTJ 62 was issued by the US Food and Drug Administmtion 
(FDA) on Dccemhel· u;2020 Ill). BNTl62 was laternpproved by Canada and Mexico via theirre.~pective 
EUAs. TI1e WHO approved the first vaccine candidate, BNTJ 62, on Dccc1nber 3 l. 2020. ror emergency 

ul'C, therefot1) facilitating easy production nnd dislribution globally [;1]. A total of232.52 million doses of 
the Pfizer-BioN1ec~ vaccine have been given in the US through October 7, 2021 [.U.]. 

Modcrna 

mRNA-l 273 rrom Moderna is n lipid-cncupsul11ted mRNA vaccine that encodes theSARS-CoV-2 prefu
sion-slabilizcd spike protein [ill. The FDA issued nn BUA for mRNA-1273 on December 18, 2020 [il]. I( 

wns rhc second COVID-19 \'uccine in the US to be amhorii.cd under an BUA [.J.:!J. As of October 7. 2021, 
152.51 million dostis or Modernu vaccine have been given in !he US f11J. 

i 
Con&idcmth.ms with mHNA l'uccine;; 
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For the 2 mRNA vnccine.s, the second dose was associated wi1h more 11dverse effects than the lirsl dose 
IJ.iJ. A higher mte or'systemic events was reporled by younger vaccine recipients (aged 16-55 years) than 
those older than 55 years, which may be due lo a more robust imrnunogcnic re~ponsc in younger persons 
U2]. 

Evalunti<>n of the vaccines v, plncebo (normal ~aline) showed n higher incidence of mild local adverse ef
fects such as pain, heat, swelling, undreclness [l.;i]. 'The vaccines were also u~socittled with oilier systemic 
adverse effects such as fever, fatigue, arthralghc,. my-Jlgius, nnd headache. These adverse effect, usually de
velope<l within I lo 2 days of vnccination [.L'i.l. 

In initial trials. !he l<1cali1.cd symptoms were mild to moderute in severity and lasted I to 2 days. Moderate 
to severe syslemic symptoms, such as headbche. myalgia, nrthrolgia; nnd fatigue, ,dso lasted I lo 2 days 
[.t.:i.J. More local ,-eac1ions were seen among the vaccine group than the placebo group. The most common 
localized symptom was pain ut the injection site, which was seen within 1 week of vuccination [l.i], 
Amtphylaxis und edema of the lahilll. fucial, and glossal nrcot, were among !he adverse events noled [.lbl, 

1\J)ENO\llR1\L VACClNES 

Oxford/Asu·aZeneca ChAdO,\l nCoV-19 Vacduc (AZDl222) 

Tbe SARS-CoV-2 structural surface spike pn,tein gene is integrated into the ChAdOxl nCoV-19 vaccine 
(AZDl222; trude name Vexzevria) from Oxford/AstraZeneca, which is !lllode from rcplicarion-defldent 
chlmpan,.ce adcnovkus ChAdOx l [.ll). Efficacy and safety results For AZDI 222 bave been documented ill 
4 rundmni:r.cd clinical trials in the UK, South Af'rica. nnd Brll7.il [ill. Overall.1hc vaccine was sale ucross 
all 4 studies, and serious nuverse events were evenly dis1ribu1e<l among all study groups. A 101al or 168 se

rious adver,e ~vents were reported among 79 recipients or AZDJ 222 and 89 recipients of saline control 
LU]. Ooe case of tmusverne m)'elitis was reported 14 days after the second dose of AZDl 222; this w-.is 

viewed as possibly related to vaccination, and a diagnosis of an idiopathic, short-segment. spinal cord de
myelin11linn was made. In South Africa, l patient had a (ever higher lhan 4o•c 2 days al'ter vaccination, but 
the patient recovered quickly [llJ. In unolher study, )abomtory tests in l 1 patieuts in Ausu·ia and Germany 
indicated either lhmmbocytopenia or thrombosis nfler being vaccin!lted with AZDI 222 LUi]. TI1e 
.futptili;mi;nl..L.Ei!lsll~ shows the number of individual events by reaction group idemified in the European 
database of suspected adverse drug renctiou reports (lludm Vigilance) for AZD J 222 (up to January 15. 
2022) lJ.21. 

fohnsc,11 & Johnson (Janssen) Atl26.COV2.S 

The Ad2ti.COV2.S vaccine rrom Jolrnson & Johnson' (Janssen) was the !hird COVID-19 vacoinc approved 
to be used in !he US. Ad.26.COV2.S employs a human adenoviral type 26 vector plalform ['.W.]. The fim 2 
. approved mRNA vaccines require 2 doses, whereas the Jmissen vaccine is given as a single dthse intramus
cularly. Ad.26.COV2.S wa.s granted an EUA by the FDA on Pcb 27, 2021 ~l:.l:J. Low• nnd middle-income 
countries prefer adenuvirul vaccines because they do not require high-level cold-chain storage, and 
Ad26.COV2.S rcqui1cs only l dose [;!.ll]. 

Afler 6 recipients were diagnosed with cerebral venous sinus thrombosis arnl thrombocytopenia, the PDA 
nnd the Celller.s for Disease Control 11nd P,cvention (CDC) recommended n pmtse in the ndminisu·ation of 
Janssen vaccines [2.!.]. ln Europe, reports of similar thrombotic events have been observed primnrily among 
women younger Iha~ 6() years after receivlng_thc AstrnZcnecu AZD1222 vaccine [20.). 

Sputnik V 

Sputnik V (Onm•COVID.Vac) is a 2-parl ndcnovirul vaccine against SARS-CoV-2. Specifically. it contains 
the DNA tbr lhe spike protein encoded by SARS-CoV-2 thuL the virus uses t9 infei:t human cells. An im• 
munc response is triggered lo the spike pm1cin [;W. This vaccine consists of2 adenoviml vectors (rAd26 
and rAd5) udminislcrcd in separate doses, 21 days apart. [2lJ The use of recombinant ndcnovirus is similar 
to the Oxford AslmZeneca and the JMssen vaccines [l1, :.!,!]. 
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The Ganmleyu National Cen1er of Epidemiology and Micmbiology in Moscow was already devising proto• 
typos of Sputnik V when the WHO detlare,J COVID-19.a pandemic [l;i]. In September 2020. researchers 

published results from phases land JI of an open, nonmndomizcd trial of 76 participants [l(i]. All part.ici
panLs were reported to hnve developed antibodies agninst SARS-CoV-2. Pain at the injcclion site (44 

[58%1), aslhenia (21 [28%]). hcudachc (32 (42%]), hyperthem1ia(38 (50%]), and muse!~ pain (18 [24%)) 

were among the most common adverse events, Serious adverse events were not observed l~.]. TI1e rapidity 
and lack of lmnspnrency in the development of the Sputnik V v11ecine h,Lve been criticized, however [ll). 

The phase Ill interim report inclLtdcd re.~Ltlts for more than 20,000 pnrticipants, The vaccine wa.s nnt direct• 
ly linked to any serio.us adverse events. However, 45 pal"ticipants who ,vcrc given tl,c vaccine and 23 who 
were given the placebo experienced serious adverse olfeets thal were not reluted to the vaccine. [l(iJ. 

SURVEJLLANCE PROGRAMS 

To confirm vuccine safety, 1111 objecllvc analysis of adverse effects and potential adverse reactions ls re

quired. To this effect. several surveillance programs ore used. The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting 

System (VAERS), created by the CDC and f'DA. monitors adverse reactions atlet· vaccination (f.1gum2J 
[1il, 22.), Reports can be submitted by vaccioe mnnufoctu,-crs, liealth care providers, Md the general public. 

VAERS requires reporting of various adverse events by health cnre providers. including denths, as part of 
the European UnionAgreemenL, on COVlD-19 vaccines [:lli], 

niSerlous ~NonseliQus nTolal 

l'fizer. 
BioNTero 

Modema 

~5208 • 
JanS1.en m....• 50,111 

~55,319 

vu .. -.:ine Ad1,'¢1)';e: F.vents A«urding u.~ lht.• Vui:'dnt? Aih,ei-se F.vent Rcponfng System l.l.2.J. l::vcnt:> reponed 1hrough October 

7, 2021, 

i 

VAERS database e~tries do not indicnle u cuusul relationship between vaccination and the cases. ln addi

tion, the VAERS dafnbnse is bused on passive surveillance und therelbre could be biased or contain en-ors 

rc.~ulting from repo~ting bins. Becnuse or the large number orvnccines administere.l and the prevalence of 
serious adverse cve,'its in lhe population, some cases or these conditions muy occur by chance dnring the 

postvuccim11ion period. unreluled to the vaccinM themselves [Jill. Constitutional symptoms reported to 

VAERS us or Januafy 7, 2.022, are shown inTohk.l [lJ .. .U). 
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Table I 

Consriu.i1iorn1l Sympt~ms Rcporied to the Vacci1tc Ailvun1~ Event Rc.pnrth1~ System as ofJ:Ul1,lll:l'j' 2022. 

Yatcint' Mmmfuc-luf(u' 
Symptnm5 -· 

l'fl,_lJ/oN'foc/1 Modema JmtJiY(tll 

Chill~ 52,401 51,189 12,590 

Oizz\nes:1 Sl.190 32.472 9,186 
......... ,~---·--
DYSlUll!Il 40,930 20,218 4,867 

Fntigoc k214H6 57.543 12.24~ 

Hcm:lucht.• 97,265 67,239 17,lr.ll -.. ~,-- ---- --
lnjeetipn ~lle pain 13.ll9Cl 25,668 4,029 

Nat.1~ea 55.4•10 3S,OH9 9,082 
-

P1iln In exrremhy 46,927 .IB,1,14 6.753 

Pyn»i:ir, 731542 63,024 15,097 

Tola! . 519,471 .194.116 91,7113 

The v-safe prugr-.uu is n system of su,-vcillance using teAI message., to collect informmion regurding vac
cine adverse effects, In v-sale, vaccine recipients are consistently pmmpted to complete short medical sur

'"')'S, including nn inquiry nboul. the injection site nnd systemicreaclions and hcnlth elfects. When en
rollees seek medical cnre, the v-safe cnll center notilles lhem and encourages them lo fill oul a VAERS re
port [2li]. 

SPECIFJC ADVERSE EVENTS 

1 ' Thrombosis 

Recently, several reports <Jf thromboC)'lopcnin with thrombosis, most notably cerebral venous sinus throm
bosis or ccrobnll venous thrombosis (CVT) wilhin 28 days ofvacclm1tion, have been associated wilb 
Ad26.COV2.S (Jans,en) and AZDl222 (AstraZeneca) (Jlll.!Ji::.2), both of which use the ndcnovirus-vecto1· 

plnrthr111 LJ.!l, J.1]. Reports of thrombosis could have impliculimt~ for vaccine uptake all over lhe world. 
Consequently, many nations have altered their vuccinalion guidelines. AZDl222 was mode available only 
to uditlts older thn11 40 years in rbe UK, older than 55 years in Canada, and older than 60 ycru-s in Oerrnnny 

[ll-:15.]. As a result of 6 reports of CVT, the FDA nnd CDC recommended a pause in the admini:11.ration of 
Atl26.COV2.S vaccine in the US on April 13, 2021 f:LJ, 

Table 2 

Cns\:s M (..~rehrul Vt'nous Thrombt\'-i!l nnd Cerehm1 Venous Sinus 1lm.imi10sis b)' Ai,;e m,J Sexn. 

Sex 
A~,1 

18~4 6.WS >85 Nnl S1,cdfied 
---

Wtlmcn ]42.287 JS.503 546 ~.505 

Men 43,474 7,995 .1112 .l,082 

N'ntspccilid 2-349 5(,.] lo :!.092 

-Cer~hral \'l.'thm~ l~m~n;.is1 und t.-i.1'clm1l yeno\l.'i ::inns thrumbm•ls t.·tl.~ 1~1Nrtcd to Bud1'aVitilance forCOVID-19 

\IUCCinc AZD 12.:?2 (Af:lrnZeooc:1l) u~ to Janunry I 5. 2022. 
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New-onset severe headuche is ,m importnut symptom of CVT und OL'Curs in up lo 67% of persons within 
the first few day~ after COVJ0-19 imnmnizution [;iu]. IL is Cliticnl for health care providers to diagnose 

CVT in v.wcim1ted pntientg und to evaluate und treat patients with suspicion or immune-mediated thrombo
cytopenia with thiumliosis resulting from vaccination. A CVT even! occurs when the gmalJer draining co,•. 
tical veins or the cerebral venous sinu.< system ure completely or pnrtinlly occluded (J1]. It is more likely to 
occur in young udulls anti is 3 limes as common among women than men [:IB), 

Anlibodie., '" platelet factor 4 (PF4) were detected iu seveml pntients wbo hnd CVT evenls afiel' vaccina
tion with Ad26.COV2.S and AZD 1222 vaccines, which mimicked autoimmune heparin-induced throinbo• 
eytopenin (l!/.J. Antibody cmnplcxcs involving PF4 arc formed which bind the Fe gamma receptor of 
platelets, furm crosslinks, and activate the platelets [.l.8J. Similar lo heparin-induced thrombocytopeniu, 
when platelets are consumed, thrombocytopenia is precipitated, and when monocyles and plmelels ru-e acli• 
vatcd. thrombin production increase.s, which leads to thrombosis. In addition, nn increase in D-dimer levels 
is seen, and evenlUally, it leads lo disseminated intrava.,colar coagul11tion [lBJ. The reason ror adcncwiral 
vector vaccine.~ being nssocialed with PF4 1mlihody production and thrombosis is unknown. but unimul hi• 

als have shown 1h31 adenovirnl vaccines can be biodistribulcd in the brain. Therefore, !he presence of spike 
protein in tile cerebral tissues can trigger an autoimmune reaction and eventual lllrombosis [1!,]. 

The development of CVT is 41 limes more likely in Jlllticllts with COVID-19 than those without COVID-
19, according to analy7.ed TriNetX data [il]. Thus, COY ID• 19 vaccination provides tul overall benefit. rn 
the US. on April 27. 2021, authorities decided to resume the !Lie oflhe Atl26. COV2.S vaccine in nll adults 
older than 18 yems l!UJ, However. !he CDC included a warning for women younger than 50 yelll's on the 
risks of thrombosis ass,,ciatctl with this vuccine [:1.JJ, 

Gnillnil1-Bnm! syndrome 

In developed countries, Ouillain-BaJTc syndrome (OBS) is one of the lending causes of acute fla~-..:id paral

ysis. characterized by autonomic dysfunction. sensory abnormalities, and varying degrees of we:tkness. 
Alihough the specific patho1ihysiology is nm known, this disorder is believed to result from Wl autoim
mune response [;!,!]. 

mRNA from !he approved mRNA vuccines gains access into the human cell and directs ll to symhcsi1.c a 
copy of lhe spike protein found on tbe virus's sw'fnce 11.nd produce antibodies again.st it. 'fllese antibodies 
become primed lo inactivare rhe virus before it enn cause the disense. Sometimes. howcve1; a patient's im
mune response can trigger tile synthesis ol' antibodies against lliyelin, causing OBS [ill], 

A ca.so of OBS was seen in the UK in a 62-ycnrold womru, who had paracslliesins nnd weakness of the 
lower limbs 11 days after her initial dose of AZD1222 vm;ciuc t:l.fll, Another 82-year-old woman received 
her initial dose of !he BNTl 62 vaccine 2 weeks before the diagnosis of OBS [15.]. Apprmdmutely 17 cases 
of OBS develop per million people worldwide each yr"1r. With previous 1976 Swine flu and 2009 HlNl 
vaccines, studies showed no incre.ise in cases of GBS aller vaccination f.11], Tn dnte, there is 110 sullillantial 
evidence that any of the COVI D-19 vaccines cnuse GBS. Purthennorc, no nssociution was found between 
infeclion with COVID-19 a.11.d GBS. As• resull, there is a low prohnhility thal GBS inciclenc-e will increase 
after COVJP.19 vo~cinulion [~]. COV!D-19 poses a much greater risk of mortality and morbidity for 
adults thnn OBS do,;s l12]. 

Aculc transve~e myelitis 

Acute transverse myelitis is an uucommon neurologic comlitioo affecting poople aged 35 to 40 ye.u-s at' an 
incidence of I .J4 to:4,6 i:ases/million adult~ p<r year (j.!}]. Of the reported adverse events after irnmuniza
tion recorded in lhe;VAERS, 341 were neurologic events. 122 of which were cases of transverse myelitis 
[lL]. Interleukin (IL}-17 and lL-6 appcarto be involved in the pathogenesis ul'transverse myelitis. In 
myelitis, cerebrospirml fluid amtlysis findings show increased IL-6 levels lll.J. By regulating cylokincs, IL-
17 slimulntes astrocytes to produce lL-6, which forms nitric □Kide metabolites and ea1,se.s CNS damage 

lil.J. 
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Three cases of trnnsverse myelitis were report.Cd in the trial phase of lhc recombinnm AZDl222 vnccine. 
Among these 3, I case bad a background of multiple sclerosis; .nnother was initially termed o potenlinlly 
related case. but this was later rule,l out by e~pert.s till, The pre.sonce of chimpanzee ade11ovi1t1s antigen in 
AZD1222 11111y i11stig4te' immune re.sponses targeting.the spimd cord .. which nmy in 1um resull in acute 
Lransvcl'&c myelitis [lll, COVlD-19 • associated ucuLC tnmsverse myelilis should be invesligared lo identify 
1he responsible antigen aml explore immunopathogcncsis, 

Myocardilis and perilwdilis 

Myocarditis is an infliunmution of the myo1'll!'dial lis.~ue wilhoul signs of lschcmia and has various causes 
und diverse putterns Ill]. In a s!udy involving 7 patienL~ with myoearditis between Febrnury I and April 
30, 2()21. 4 were diagnosed within 5 days after receiving COVID-19 vuccinntion. These 4 patients, who 
hud received the second dose of an mRNA vticcine, rcpnrlc.l chest pain nnd had increased biomarker levels 
suggesti vc of myocardial tissue injury. Cm-dine magnetic resonance imaging resulls showed cllnractcristics 
or myocarditis [.ill. 

According to Um CDC. more than I 0,000 reports of myocarditis were reporletl to the VAERS after 
COVID-19 vnccination (Pflzcr-BioNTcch lllld Modenia) in the US <Tuhli:.3,) fl2]. These rep<.>rts, however, 
are infrequent compared with the hundreds of millions or vllccine doses thal were administered without ad
verse etfecls, The majority of the confirmed cases have been in teenagel'S and young adults 16 yl:l11'S or old· 
er and were often seen after receiving the second dose of the vaccine [:i,i]. ln o study of 200,287 persons,, 
medical rc,.,"Ords from 40 hOSIJitals in California, Montana, Los Angeles County, Oregon, and Washington 
were reviewed lo identify cuses of myocarditis and pcricarditis ufter vaccination [Sli], Myocarditis devcl• 
oped in 20 persons and pericarditis in 37. The incidence of myocarditis wtts highest among younger pa
licnl~, gcnernlly after the se.cond close. However, older pi1tienls lmd development of pericmditis after the 
first or second dose [-W]. In another s1udy, vaccination for COVID-19 lcd to myocurditis in 23 male pa
tient~, 22 of whom were healthy members of lbe military [il], In the mujorlty of the patients, the diagnosis 
was made al !east 4 days after the second dose of vru:cinatlon [.ll]. 111e clinical course and presentation 
suggest 1m association with vaccinution-induced inHnmmalion. 

Tahlc3 

tvlyopi;,:icaulhii-fivem~ and Rchllcd Dciith:i fkponcd lo the V:K'Ci11c Adwrsc Event fte1KWting Syi.hlm a.11 or January 7. 

2Ul2, 

l'acciue m,mrrfactu1er MJ•o,riericardiris crcnls Dru1l1s 

Pfizcr~BiuN'!Cch 7,805 122 

~:lotlerna 2,720 36 
-· --_,,_,_,..,...~ 

JAnssen 160 II .,., ____ 
Unknown 20 ' 
Tomi 10,705 /72 

Cutaneous reactions 

Inn study from Decembcr2020 to February 2021, 414 cuhmeous symptoms were noted after adminislrn• 
rion of an mRNA vaccine [;ili]. lnjection-silc reac1io11s, with delayed local reactions nnd unicarlal and mor
billiform eruptions. ,we1-e the most commonly observed findings. Among recipienls with first-dose rem:· 
lions, 43% also had recurrences nfier their second dose [;ill], Other reactions less commonly reported were 
pernio/chilhlain, pltyriusis rosea-likc 1-c11Clioni<. zosLel', cosmetic lll!er reactions, nnd herpes simplex exacer• 
bations. Some dermatologie symptoms, like pcrnio/chilhlain, lmitalcd COVJD-19 symptoms, None of the 
patients reported seiious udven;e effects uftcr receiving cilhcr of the doses [~lU. As a re.suit, researchers 
concluded that COVID-19 vaccination generally cnuses only mild nnd selt~limiting reactions, nnd people 

should nol be discouraged [mm the vaccination because of them [;ill]. 
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Glomerular disease 

Since mass-vaccination campaigns began in January 2021, lhe. incidence of vaccine-associated glomerular 

disease ha• increased l:iliJ. Symptoms of recurrent glomel'llhu· diseases or new glomerular diseases bnve 
appeared, cspcciully after administration of the mRNA vaccines. 111c pathogenesis behind vacc!ne-a.~soci
ated glonientlm· di:mfders is not de;,;rly uncler~tuud. However1 an immuhogenic response to vaccines has 
been noted as a possible cause l..(ill]. Minimal chaJll,<e disease, nnli-glomerular ba,remenl membrane disease, 
membranous glomerular disease, and hmnunoglobulin A nephropathy ru-e some or the glomcru lar lesions 
observed afler vaccinntion [/J!l]. Some case reports hnvc described patients with gross hemaluria after vac
cinalion who were later found to have immunoglobulin A nephropathy. The mnjority of vaccine-related 
cases were typically seen wirhin l to 3 weeks after vaccination f~J. Mnnagcmcm of the glomerufar dis• 
case must b<: on n casc-by-ca,;c bnsis depending on the severity and romission status. becm,se the benefits 
uf vaccination out,wigh the rare risk llf glmnernlar dise11se. 

CONCLUSIONS 

COVID-19 is a global health concern that has sprcnd worldwide Ifill und has dramatic.illy changed global 
sociopolitical, cconomic, nnd cultuntl :ispects of humanity [filj. COVJD-19 vaccines became more and 
more critical due to ihe limited prevention and treatment options available [WJ. To end the pandemic cri
sis, the development of affordable, effective, safe, aml trnusporrnble vaccines hns become necessa!'y. Some 
risks arciisociat<:d with COV!D-I9 vaccinulions . .btll no vaccination is entirely safu. Genem!ly. shorl-tenn 
adverse effects of the COVII)-19 vaccines present with mild symptoms. The most common symplums arc. 
localized pain and s,vclling at the injection site, lever, h1.,>ad11che, myalgin. nnrl chills. Cuses oflhrombosls, 
notably CVT, arc mostly seen with the ,idenovlral vccto1· vaccines. Adverse effects such as myocnrdltis, 
glomcrnlur diseases, and cutaneous eruptions nre seen with tl1e mRNA vuccines. l1ie majority of vaccina
tion mactions peak within lhe Orsi 6 weeks nfler receiving the vaccine, but tracking over a longer time 
frume may provide ii,slght into any future adverse reactions and rule out reactions that ure Msely attributed 
to vaccination~. ll is ,essen(inl to identify the underlying immunologic and 11onimmm1ologic mechanisms of 
adverse event~ so Um! appropriate policies nre adopted, kcepin!J sufety in mind. 
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f1"!l,ll(, MENU :: 

Dark Truth Revealed: Medical Censorship, Dubious Networks 
and the Medical Council of New Zealand 
,Wl~~:tks 

I have never met a doctor, when I bring up the Federation 

of State Medical Boards, who knows what I'm talking 

about ... The medical councils of the world have been 

captured by the Federation. We should not be allowing a 

private corporation to be influencing medical councils like 

this. If we stand by and we let the Medical Council of New 

Zealand Incorporate this into their policies and 

procedures, that w/11 be the final gag on anything that a 

doctor says counter to the mainstream narrative. - Dr 

Bruce Dooley 

i 
Dr Dooley is an American trained private medical doctor who has been 
practicing in New Zealand for some years. After receiving a Master's degree 
in immunology and virology he attended medical school, where he learned 
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very early on, ·of the grooming that the pharmaceutical industry engage in 

with doctors: and medical students. He gave an .exl,llilSi'le..int.eJ:'llew with Liz 

Gunn at 1=re~NZ Medla, on 24 September 2022. 

A Tale in 1-iistory: Corruption of the Medical Council of 
New Zealand? 

In the early J 900s most treatment processes were "natural medicine", 
I 

involving int~rventions aimed at m.al.o.taJnlogj!_l:lllilltbY-.tru:rain-Described 

well by RobJrt F Kennedy Jr in IlIB.Efil!lA..11thQOY.£a!J.ci. America had around 

2,000 medl~al schools at that time, teaching a range of interventions. OIi 
I 

magnate Jo~n D Rockefeller eliminated the majority of them, reducing the 

number to around 150, all of whom focused on allopathic medicine, which 

follows the pharmaceutical model using petroleum based medicine. This 

became known as "mainstream" whilst all other interventions were 

marginalised as "quack medicine". 

The .Ee.~e..Ms;.(J_ka.LftQ.a.tcis (FSMB) is a private organisation 

founded in 1913, now based near Dallas in Texas and with a branch in 

Washington, DC. It is not known if Rockefeller was involved in its formation . , 

but the timing makes it seem plausible. An international arm based at the 

same Texas address, the lm..~nati.Qrl..!31 AssQ.C.JirnQQ.gf.~dkal&lguJ.atQ.cy. 

A!JtllQl'.illg:i (IAMRA), was established in 1994, of which the Medical Council of 

NZ is a member grgilllliiiil'.i.2Q. 

These organisations operate with a cloak of secrecy such that most doctors 

• are unaware of their existence despite the inordinate power that they wield 

over medical practitioner regulatory authorities. Our concerns about this 

privatised, Machiavellian global monopolisatlon encroaching on the 

regulation of New Zealand medical practitioners were r.ec.entfyJ~~ 

fr.l::lil.D!J.ID .. iiiltci.a.. Dr Dooley outlines the ways in which the intrusion plays 

out. He ref~rs to the aim of medical councils being to "reduce harm to 

patients''. The PJilllill'Y~RY!PJ2SJLQtID.e...MC.MZ ls to 'protect patients and the 

public'. 
1 

As our own, D.r...Ma11~elton learneq, having a medical opinion which he is 

adequateli qualified to have, but which is not consistent with the 

pharmaceytical industry business model, is now enough to be considered as 

causing ~p6tential harm". Dr Dooley uses Dr Shelton as an example In his 

descripti.o~ of this public health crisis. He asks why the Medical Council of 

New Zeala(ld's letter of suspension to Dr Shelton was copied to the FSMB? 
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Dr Dooley learned about the FSMB whllst living in Florida, USA in the mid-

1990s. He was practicing !'.DMJ;helatl9.!1..t!'.!fr.apy, an extremely safe and 

effective int~rvention for patients with heart disease and other chronic 

conditions. A politically connected cardiologist appointed to the local medical 

council tried to have chelation therapy made illegal, as successful patient 

outcomes were reducing his patient load. 

Dr Dooley found himself before a disciplinary board on the matter, where he 

overheard mention of the FSMB. Curious to know who they were, he found 

out and attended the annual FSMB meeting in order to understand who they 

were, what ~hey were doing and how. He describes FSMB as a private 

organisation of unknown funding offering luxurious "wine and dine" 

experiences Including an awards ceremony, a library with free books and 

other gifts, to members of the medical councils. 

Ways to suspend the licenses of so-called "quack" or "fringe" doctors were 

openly discussed at the event. At the time doctors and patients were pushing 

for medical freedom, and a movement was growing. FSMB encouraged 

medical council delegates to lobby lawmakers to restrict this movement, 

using the argument of needing medical council control for protection of 

public health. Medical council delegates {government employees) voted on 

policy wrltt~n by the FSMB (a private organisation), which they had not seen 

until it was presented to them at the voting event during the annual 

conference, 

The end result was the creation of new laws further crushing the rights of 

doctors to practice autonomously. It appears this has been happening for 

decades, and has since spread across the world via IAMRA. 

Dr Dooley then testified at the White House Commission on Complementary 

and Alternative Medicine Policy, under President Clinton. This two year 

project produced great outcomes around how complementary medicines 

could Impact population health but no action was taken. In his testimony he 

told the commission what he knew of the FSMB and declared that private 

organisatio,ns should not have the right to influence medical councils In this 

way. 

I . 
In 2021 th~ FSMB made t~lc statement, which Dr Dooley describes as 

a "battle cry to the medical counclls". Interestingly It coincides with a 

meteoric ri~e in "dissident'' doctors being dlsclplined and de-licensed by 

medical councils across the globe. 
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A few months after this notice was published, the FSMB conducted a survey 

of the medical councils and found a 56% increase In complaints about 
misinformation and disinformation from physicians. They concluded that 

they would therefore formulate policy relating to physician mis-and 

disinformation, to be voted on at the next annual conference, The votf took 

place in April 2022, and policy has been voted in confirming the right to de• 

licence medical doctors spreading mis-and disinformation. This action is an 
incredible display of Hegelian Dialectic .. 

With no medical qualifications, Joan Simeon is currently the CEO of the 

Medical Co1uncll of New Zealand, where she has worked for 19 years 

following t~n years as a practice manager at a medical imaging company. 
• I 

Demonstrating the Intensely globalist networks between FSMB, IAMRA and 
their member organisations, Ms Simeon is the incoming Chair Elei:t of 
IAMRA. Dr pooley reveals that IAMRA secretary and FSMB President/CEO, Dr 
Chaudhry, learns a salary of US$700,000. No doubt Ms Simeon anticipates 
her own bonanza. Where does all this money come from? Both IAMRA and 
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FSMB are run as registered charities, meaning their donors can remain 

opaque. 

Board of Directors 

OFl'ICE:RS 

.;~~" ~'lift Or.1'1111,i1111 IC~.;Jp iohrfTWO 

~ ........ ~·~-::~, ~Pl' 
':1':"'1 ~,:ry-.-,,,'°;."R~-1i,.m J!••t·)I :•;o l!.'-~ltl.1!,,;y -;,=,~..;: •.i '; ai:, 
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·1,a::1·.:dl;,,:i,!~!.~UI ~-k-!;!..t 
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Dr Dooley describes the heartache he feels, watching the profession he loves 

so much, crumble. Public trust in the medical profession has been 

devastated. Nurses have confided in Dr Dooley, that to vent their horrors at 

what they are seeing today, they leave their phones behind_ and congregate 

in the hospital car park to speak In confidence as they know their careers 

could be jeopardised if they are heard "wrong speaking". 

Ms Simeon has already written to every licensed New Zealand doctor, saying 

that (her untrained definition of) misinformation and disinformation is being 

spread by "a few doctors". On this, we agree with Ontario Supreme Court 

Judge Pazaratz, who asked if '"misinformation' is even a real word ... Or has it 

become a ~rass, self-serving tool to pre-empt scrutiny and discredit your 

opponent?". 

The Medical Council of New Zealand have requested the input of doctors on 

a policy resembling, if not identical to, that passed in April by the FSMB, prior 

to voting on it. Dr Dooley warns: this will be the final gag on the right of 

doctors to speak on matters relevant to their clinical expertise, that are not 

In keeping with the mainstream narrative. NZDSOS disagrees slightly with 

him here; MCNZ came charging out of the gates at the start of the rollout, 
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having sat back quietly while early covld treatments were fraudulently 

suppressed;enforcing the One Source ofTruth's narrative using a very large 
stick approach. It has ensured most of the profession has already given up 
its autonomy and independent thinking out of fear. 

We know of.dead and injured doctor casualties from thejab's enforcement, 
and we will not rest until all the enablers are held to account, Based on the 

increasing body of evidence showing lies and deception, it really should not 

be long now. 

Dr Dooley cc:mcludes correctly that we need to disentangle our health care 
·regulatory bodies totally from these powerful and malign Influences. The 

Medical Council of New Zealand must disengage from the International 

bodies and the government must allow open debate on issues of public 

hecllth. 

Watch: Dr Dooley Outlines Concerns Regarding Dubious 
Networks At The Medical Council of New Zealand 

Dr Dooley's story belongs to every New Zealander, and particularly every 
New Zealand doctor and licensed health care practitioner. Big Money must 
not be allowed to beat integrity and experience. 

Liz Gunn has put a call out to Joan Simeon, for an interview to discuss the 

issues raised by Dr Dooley. 

Please share this story far and wide. 

View at fl11.eJjZ; R.u.mb.l.e; .QJ;iyg,~ ~ fil.igt}re_Qfl; or below. 
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COVID-l9 and Medical Board Tyranny 
Steven LaTulippe, M.D. 

The COVlD·l9 pandemic may someday be the subject of 
countless volumes of 1iterature describing it as a sinister man• 
made globaf plague. In· today's America, it has introduced 
il dark age of medical science, Nowhere has this fact been 
demonstrated more dearly than by the m;ttons of state medicai 
licensing boards. most of whom take their cue$ from the 
Federation of State Medical Boan:ls(FSMB). Their drive to control 
medical practice has been gaining momentum for decades, but 
their curreot stance and methodology is an all-out assault on 
the once noble and legltimate medical profession. 

Having received the infamous honor of being the first 
medic:c1I doctor rn the U.S. to have my medical license first 
suspended, then fufty revoked, bei;ause of COVID malevolence, 
I've learned many lessons about ell'.actfy how state medical 
boards have honed the process of destroying good physicians. 

Now, to be S\lre, there are no perfect physicians, just as 
there are no perfect people. But a serious problem must exist 
when the Oregon Medical Board (0MB) is able to take down 
a physician who has done no harm and who actualiy had no 
patient complaints concerning the board's allegations against 
him. 

In this. story of my experience, , am just an example. ft 
e:c:poses the corruption and dirty secrets of an agency that is 
out of control, whhout accountability, and devoid of any regard 
for the best science and sound medical pracllce. State medical 
licensing boards have evolved into monsters that dewur any 
medical practitioners In their path who do not c;omply with 
the government narrative. When government goes rogue, the 
medical system become, an unholy olllance that ultimately 
wreal;s havoc on patients, When the physician-patfent kinship is 
compromised, the healing arts suffer gready. Any collaboration 
between government and medicine spells disaster. 

Whe.n Nothing Makes Sense, Think In Terms of Evil 

In late October ,019, I treated my first patient who 
presented with • full-blown Influenza-like Illness that typified 
what in several monci>s would be attributed to SARS-Col/-2. I 
wasn't partlcularlydlsturbed by the Illness. having seen similarly 
severe cases over the past decade. 

When the COVfD-19 pbndemlc was declared on Mar 11, 
2020, I had treated only about 75 padents with the syndrome. 
They varied In age, bot all severe cases: were ndults, many with 
comorbid!tles. They all recovered ln about a week's time and 
all resumed their normal lifestyles. My treatment for severe 
viral illnesses had worked successfully for d&ades. It included 
a pulse dosing of high-dose prednlsone. a high-dose topical 
steroid inhaler, azithromycin ot doxycycline, a beta•agonlst 
Inhaler, and a generic oral hydra Ung solution. Simple as that. 

What ca\Jghtmy attention about this. virus was not so much 
the virus itself, but the seemingly nonsensical approc1ch to this 
mysterious pandeml~ AH the best sttidles regarding masktng 
concluded that masl<i11g was wonhle,s, yet overnight Dr. 

112 

Anthony Fauci, director orihe Nadonal Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases and the President's chief medical adviser, 
suddenly claimed that masking could help, and maybe two 
masks were better than one. Really? 

That message opposed the then-current standard of care. 
Then, doctors were advised to dose their cUnfcs for two weeks. 
8ut isn't lt the duty of physicians to treat the sick? Why close 
a dlnlc when dlnkians are most needed1 To the best of my 
knowledge, I was the only doctor In Polk County to keep my 
clink doors open throughout the pandemic, staying faithful to 
my duty to put the patient first-always. 

In the early days ol the pandemic, my patients who became 
ill over the weekend wer,e calUng for treatment appointments: 
on Monday. They all told stories of being t1.1rned away at 
emergency departments and urgent care dlnlc.s, "They received 
no tr~tment and were adv(s(ld to quarantine at home for two 
weeks, and If their lips turned blue to 90 to the hospital. I had 
never henrd of such advice before. This was not medtdne. As 
people were being told to cover their faces, social distance, 
dose their businesses, and then to take an untested new type 
or mRNA "vaccine." I .began to feel that I was living in Alice's 
Wonderland where t'IOthlng made sense. • 

My office staff and I had never masked, and all the patients 
I treated recovered swiftly~ My standard cold and flu season 
motocol worked very well. We had no problems with disease 
spread, and no cases were rraced to my office. Neither my staff 
nor I eVer got sick. And l had even treated a couple patients who 
were In overt heart failure and had been refused treatment In 
the emergency depanment or by their specialists. 

Absolu1ely nothing made sense, until I started putting the 
pieces of the puzzle together. People were llvlng in fear and 
confusion. I soon concluded that this was intentional. As the 
aa:umularing evidence revealed that the SARS•CoV-2 virus 
was paten~d. 'as was also the reported •cure-all" va<:cine, I 
suspe<ted foul play. Whatever this pandemic. was, lt appeared 
to be planned, and It was evil. ll,at would explain an otherwise 
lne,pllcable pa\t<>m. 

The Cost of Truth-Telling 

In December 2019, I opened my firsH:!ver soda! media 
11ccount on Twitt~,. at the behest of rny publlsher, who 
suggested it ro promote a book that I had Just launched: Unffy 
Without CDmpromlre: a Biblical Ba,is far Chrlstlan Union. The 
comments: popping up on Twitter at that tlmt were dlmirbing. 
People seemed so confused and distressed about thls virus. 
Maybe It was my Ph.D. training In microbiology that Induced 
my reaction, but I couldn't resist responding With comments. of 
common stnse and what our best sc.:JentHk studies had taught 
us. In no time, more than 30,000 Twitter foltowers revealed 
how desperate they were to hear the truth. But "'Twitter Jack" 
Dorsey, Twltter's co-founder and now former CEO, didn't like 
what I had to say. and I was often censored. By then I knew why. 
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Unfortunately, I neverdid'get to market my book. The COVID· 19 
panic consumed my tlme: 

On Aug 13, 2020, I ,eceived a notice from the Oregon 
Medical Board (0MB) that'lt had'"received ~ complaint regarding 
unprofessional conduct and has opened an fnvestigation." 

It alleged three things: 1) Ucemee is not followfng social~ 
distancing guidelines ln,his practice and c.are or patients; 2) 
licensee is advising patients and the publlc that mnsks required 
under the cunent guidelines do not work and should not 
be worn; and 3) licensee has been posting to soclal medra 
statements discouraging citizens from adhering to distancing 
guldelinesspecific to COVID· 19. 

I responded to the allegations, stating that I h•d no 
lmmedlat<> recall of specifically addressing sodal-dlstancing 
guidelines, but t affirmed my posl~on that masks are not a11 
eifectl~e vlral barrier. and I gave my patients informed consent 
regarding scientific 1Th\$k data and allowed them to choose for 
themselves to mask or not in my clinic. My patients were most 
grateful for the honest Information. I heard nothing further 
from 0MB after submitting my response. 

Almost 4 months later, I attcnd;,d • political rally at the 
capitol In Salem. By that ~me, I hod conduded that some 
serious chlctJnery was Involved In the pandemic response. It 
was too coordinated, .and it defied all the best current science, 

.,, Unexpectedly, on Nov 7, 2020, 1 spoke to a ll'lrge crowd about 
masking, my highly successful early treatment of COVID, and 
the fact that the government was trying to shut us down and 
control us. 

The Multnomah County (Portland) Republican Nattonal 
Committee had recorded my speech and made a YouTube 
video of It that went viral globally. Apparently, the next dily tile 
video reaehed the eyes of 0MB, and on Nov 9 the 0MB medi<AI 
director sent me a threatening letter advising me that 1 "may 
be In direct and active violation of current Governor Executive 
Orders" specifying that "elective and non-urgent procedures 
across all care settings that utilize PPE are aUowed, but only to 
the extent they comply with guidance or administrative rules 
issued by d,e Oregon Health Authority~ 

The letter further $ta'ted that these'1egal mandates•requlre 
all people to wear •properly fitted focemasks" when Indoors 
In .?11,y care setting, this because "(rnJasldng ha.s been shown 
to significantly reduce the ·spread of the novel coronaviru.s 
responsible for the current woddwlde pandemic." Of course, 
that statement was contradicted by the scientific evidence. 
But according to OMB's medico! cllre:ctor, rey care "may be 
found to be negligent ond may also constitute unprofesstonal 
or dishonorable conduct" and therefore "'may be subject t0 
administrative sanctions:' He concluded~ "Thank you for your 
prompt attention to these matters: 

My prompt attention apparently necessitated a surp<ise 
vlslt fron, • board lnvestl9ator, who requested five minutes 
of my time, I spent more than an hour explafning to him my 
disease prevention protocol, my 1 OOpercent success In treating 
COVID• 19 patients, and all the best science on masking-to 
no avall. His. "investfgatfon"' got about nearly everything about 
my case wrong, except that my staff and I ~re not masking. 
He lied, fabricated, and misrepresented data, and hfs bias was 
dearly to sup port the govemment party line. His Investigation 
was shoddy at best; he acted more as a prosecutor than an 
investigator, ' 

The next morning, •fter the entire world had been notified. 
the investigator advtsed me thilt 0MB suspended my lkense 

by "emergency., order. No explanation. No due process. No 
free speech protection. Guilty as charged, allegedly for not 
practicing medicine a«ordlng to GovE>mor Kate Brown's 'legal 
mandates:" I was unaware that an unUcensed governor could 
practice medicine In Oregon. Nothing was legal with fl:ese 
declsloru. and I quickly ,ought rounsel and filed • federal 
lawsuit against 0MB. 

The board does all it,s damage in adminlstratlve courts, 
and Is highly skilled in staying out of a real courtroom, 0MB 
lmlT\ediately petitioned to dismiss my case on the grounds 
of It having "judicial Immunity: It took a year for the Judge to 
respond~ but my federal lawsuit was dismissed--after 0MB 
bllndslded me with a new "Complaint and Notice of Proposed 
Disdpllnary Action•onJul 16, 2021. To all the prevlous•findlngs• 
related to CDVID guldellnes, this complaint added conclusions 
from two fraudulent pain medicine lnvestlgadoM that had 
been opened in 2019 and never closed, 

Medical Boards'Tyranny in Pain Med,dne 

0MB has been on the warpath against all doctors practicing 
pain medicine at least .since the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC) chronic opioid prescribing guidelines 
surfaced In 2016, When a pain patient of mine ·repeatedly 
refused to abide by one of those guidelines, and then verbally 
abused my staff, I terminated his care. The patient's pattner'.s 
friend filed a complaint • against me, unbeknownst to the 
patient himself (so the accuser stated in a personal letter to 
me), Though my action was clearly justified, 0MB opened an 
investigation. 

Less than a month l~tet,on Oec 10,2019.lreceivedanother 
notice from 0MB, this time stating, 'ihe Oregon Medical Board 
has received a complalnt regarding your care and treatment 
of (seven additional) patlents ... and have [sic) opened an 
investigation." The vague charge was that "Ucensee I$ not 
following the guidelines for the treatment of chronic pain: 
Once again, "guidelines" were cited, but not a mention was 
made of what guidelines I was being accused of not foll owing. 
Five of these: seven patients actually wrote affidavits on my 
behalf after OM8 suspended my medical ll<en,e. 

At the ensuing Investigative Committee meeting, several 
specialists took turns at setting traps for me. 1 focused on 
exposing thelr Ignorance about pain medicine. They called 
for the meeting to end. but I challenged them, stating that 
according to thelr policy, I could now ask them questions. 

-Although the chairman Insisted they were out o< dme, 
I continued. "Why did you open an investigation on a 
patient who was rightfully terminated for not foUowlng· the 
'guideHnes' and violating h1s opioid agreement? .. No answer. 
Second question: "Was there a complaint filed against me by 
seven patients regarding my treatment or their chronfc pain?" 
They responded that they could not give out the names or 
discuss anything about anyone who files a complaint!' ihat 
wasn't my que~tlon. l repeated, "Was a complaint actually 
filed against me about these seven patients?~ Thirty seconds 
elapsed. No answer. My attorney then spoke up for the first 
time and stated, 'You dldn~ answer Dr. LaTullppe's question.• 
He repeated the qu1:Stlon. Again, no answer. Just silence. 

• t rmmedlatery ~ent 0MB medical literature to support 
my position against the erroneous dalms regarding pain 
management, Then I heard nothing further for some time. ihe 
investigation was left open. 

,,, 
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Modica! Board Rolllllatlon 

The proposed disclplina1y action dated Jul 16, 2021, 
Included fully revoking rny llcen,e and fining rne $10,000. The 
day before this complaint was filed, rny wife and I left the state 
to vlslt our daughters ln 'Arizona, and we put our mail on hold, 
Ourlntentwas to begone four weeks, but we extended our stay 
for seven weeks. Upon our return, we found a letter from the 
OMS sei>t by regular-service rnail; the certified letter had been 
returned unopened after two weeks. The letter announced 
their proposed action and gave me three weeks to respond 
Not havlng received the notice, I responded four weeks late. 
t mailed the letter certified,, and at the same time received a 
notice that a default order fo1• revoking my medical lken_se and 
the S 10,000 fine were acted upon because I had not responded. 
Agair'I, no due process. OMS made no attempt to contact me-1 

despite having myematl address and cell phone number. 
After receiving my response, OMS refused to reconsider. 

And since my lfcense was revoked because of addltiom1l pain 
"findings,"the board's petition to dismiss my federal lawsuit was 
granted. I appealed the case for judicial review, but at the time I 
had no legal representation. Now that I have an attorney, lam a 
sll9htly less vulnerable victim. But delay after delay has greatly 
drawn out the legal process. 

How Medical Boards D&stroy Doctors 

State medlcal boards can destroy highly qualified, 
conscientious, cadng, and competent physldans for no othfJt 
reason than that tho doctors dfdn't follow the current polltfcal 
narrative. Although thelt stated purpose Is to protect the public 
from rogue doctors who do terrible t!11ngs to patients, the 
actual purpose of state medical licensing boards now Includes 
policing dissenters who abide by their Oath of Hippoaatesand 
actually base mediGll decisfor\s on the best scientific evl'de1,ce. 
How many good doctots have been removed[ How could we 
find out? How do licensing boards 9et away with It and why 
is the public unaware of their sotdld tactics? The answers are 
compelling-and frightening. 

The process of w~akeoing and wearing down good 
physlclans by state medical boards Is systematic and can be 
described by what I call the six D~: 

Demorallz• you, 
• Ol~st you of your ir:,come, . 
, Destroy your reputation publicly, 
, Divert a,ttention ff'Om the real issue, 
, Delay the: litigation process for as long as possible, and 
• Deprive you of lie.ensure in another state. 

A colleague enc:ouraged me to apply for a Florida medical 
license because legistators there vowed to not deny a medical 
lfcense to illnyone persecuted by medlcal boards becau1e 
of COVID. Such was my' case. But arter I filed a federal lawsuit 
against OMS for constltutlonnl violations, ft suddenly found 
cause to open new bogus Investigations against me, citing 
ludicrous things that allegedly happened to padents d,at I 
hadn't seen for ~s long as five years. 

I'm uncertain whether any of these fabricated cases are stitl 
open despite OMS's havtng revoked my license. The Florida 
Medical Board Informed me that any open case would nullify my 
opportunity to apply for a Florlda license to practice medicine. 
Since my case against OM6 ls now pending In Oregon Appellate 
Court, I was denied the ~tate license. But all 0MB had to do was 

,.. 

keep open a slngle boguskwestlgation-somethlng they do all 
the time-to prevent me rrom ever again practicing medicine 
In any state, 

Media.I boards ruthleS5ly break the law with no fear of 
consequen<es,have zero accountablllty, and know full well that 
the rigged Judicial system will always guarantee their victory 
against medlcal doctors. State medical boarm can do whatever 
they want: and they know It. Their met!1odology is based 
on fr"' factots: Judicial Immunity. avoiding real courtrooms, 
capltalt.zlng on the physldan's weaknesses, Ignoring the best 
science, and d~cardlng all ethics. 

Judicial lmmuoH)! 
'The ever-abused disclaimer of medlcal boards charged with 

any foul play is•judlclal lmmunlty."They assert that their acrions 
were implemented under the protect!~ omopy of servrng as 
a Judge. As Judge, they declare themselves exempt from all 
charges such as character defamation, matkious prosecutfOI'\ 
fraud, and even glaring constitutional violations that Involve 
the First, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments. 

Medical board membets are selected by the state governor, 
and consist of ~ potpourri of medic.al and non~medical 
personnel. They have no legal e>:pertise1 but when it comes to 
taking down physicians. they are self-declared •••perts." 7he 
legal system has rules that must be followed, but medical board 
accusers have their own unique set of rules. They would be 
quickly destroyed in a ,ea\ courtroom, but they are abre to work 
In a system that fully enables their methods: admlnlstra1ive law. 

Administrative Court the OuJntessential Kangaroo Court 
Unlike In civil and criminal courts, the composite medical 

board Is as,igned the role of Judg,,, although the members 
have no training in Jur1,prudence. Their assuming full Judicial 
autho,ity is akin to practicing medicine without a license. Also, 
no due process of the Eaw applles: lo these tou1·ts. There are no 
rules of evidence. and hearsay Is fully admissible as 'evidence" 
of wrongdoing. 

Hearsay might Involve a stranger far away who read an 
article or somehow heard aboL1t a doctor and decides he 
wants to fUe n complaint with the state board against the 
doctor. If such o "wltne$$" makes any blind accusation agalrut 
the doctor-whom he may not know In the least-then that 
surreptitious charge would be considered as evidence. If the 
accusation favors the bias of the medical board team, then ft 
becomes very useful fodder In a board proceeding. 

When • medical board takes acnon against a medical 
professional, such hearsay Is memorialized In the wldely 
publicized. unscrupulous mainstream media that adds Its own 
twist, giving the public the false Impression that this rumor or 
personal statement Js a proven fact. ln this wa'/1 even the most 
absurd and false claims ~les) are tied to the •vmain," ond his 
character is quickly destr¢yed. Of course, the board knows the 
claims are fallaclou.,, but they will serve to Incite the recruited 
vigilantes to attack their prey. Threats and ln,ults and new 
accusations are·sure to follow, And that radonaHc:es the boa1d's 
deviant scheme. 

All such accuser< are given full protection by the board. 
1hat means the lndieted medical doctor Isn't allowed to know 
the Identity of his accuser(s). It means no cro,s-examlnatlon Is 
permitted. This allows the board to build a case against a doctor 
without any evldenc.e of p;\lltient harm or actual wrongdoing. 

An administrative law Judge (ALI) Is assigned to these 

·,11::iurn1t!olAmtrlu11Phy.tkh1111,ltdSutgw,on1 Vclul'J"I0?7 Number4 Wtnw-2021 
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hearings, but acts only In an advisory capacity. Since medical 
board members are due1ess about Judklal procedure, the AU 
fodtitates medkal board"'judges"ilnd makeSa recommendations 
that favor the board's actions and decisions. The bias of AUs is 
readily obvious, as expected, since a huge <:onflict of interest 
compromises them: they receive their Income from government 
agendes that they represent. 1n other words, the entire 
administrative court system Is rigged. Judgment ls already 
decided before tl,e hearings begin. It Is rare for a defendant 
to win In administrative courts; They an~ the quintessential 
kangaroo court, 

Djsarmiog the Victims of Medtcal Board. Abuse 
One of the most devast~ting <1ctions committed by state 

medical boards against accused doctor$ is rendering them 
weak and unfit towurd off their vfdo1.is attacker. The moment a 
physician's Ucense rs suspended, hi, Income 1, abruptly halte~. 
Yet he must still pay out many expenses In the process of 
dosing his clinic. How can he afford to hire an attomeyl That's 
easy, ju.st d1p fnto life saving~ for retlreinent, or deplete the 
chlldren's college funds. Then hire an expensive attorney who 
already kllows the case is futile, bm:wlll 90 through the motions 
of defending you in the mock court. After all, It does provide 
the tawyer income. By that time, your funds are sufficiently 
depleted that you ate extremely hesitant to appeal your case In 
civil court. What will that cost? 

After all the libel and slander, abrupt loss of Income, 
notifications that all medical affiliations, board certific;atio-"St 
insurance contracts, and hospital privileges have been crmcele:d1 

the pending sense of doom begins to engulf you. 

'Ihe Schmr:if Substlh1tes for Best 5dence 
Tiiroughout the fake court hearings, y0u reaflze that all the 

best evidence you presented to defend your actions and your 
honor meant nothing. The board accused you of not complying 
with a standard or care ot best practl-ces, when ln fact, such 
standards: were based on the weakest and most biased 
medical studies available, or sfmply on the whim of the state's 
~oke'" health agencies. The best science was neither Otect nor 
acknowledged. Good science was Ignored. When I declared this 
elephant In the room, the board sln,ply did not respond. All 
logic and strong evidence were overruled by some means or 
another by the ALJ. 

lalhlci and Mllmli!Y Discarded 
E1tposing all the subtle discrepancies of Justice that occ:ur In 

a medical board actlon Is a formidable challenge. State medical 
boards abide by no code of ethics, and they make their own 
definitions of good and evil. How else can one ei,:pl-,fn the fact 
that state medical boards have no probiem wfth surgeons who 
mutilate, and render forever infertile. perfectly healthy young 
bodies under the guise of •9endeM1ffirming care: while they 
will gladly crush a physician who actually heals the sick and first 
does no harm? ; 

When ethics and morality are discarded, people wlll do 
whatever evil they wiSh, arid justify it to themselves. Never 
will they consider the collateral damage they do, When 0MB 
suspended my license, thousands of patients suddenly had no 
physician. One-half of iny practice Involved pain and addiction 
medicine .. This population was doing very well under my 
care. Some or them ~w have suffered greatly, ond In diverse 

Joum!!dotAmorkanfltyttdWtt»dSurgeont VoluN1.7 Nl4mbtt4 Wintn;:!Ol2 

ways. One committed suicide. Several applied for disability 
compensation. Others returned to heroin and other street 
drugs, Some are depressed ,and anxious due to Iii<!( of quality 
care. A few have given up and slowly wilt away. 

My receptionist derived much support from our "'clinic 
famil}l.'She had been suffering from ,evere personal and family 
fssues, but she thrived in my office. Ah:er my dini'.c closed, she 
moved and sought other employment. In • few months, she 
died from• substance overdose. 

The Consequences of Such a System 

I practiced medicine without blemish for more than 22 
years before 0111\8 took me down for telling the world that early 
meclloil treatment forCOVJD-19 was extremely effective. What if 
a small~town doctor-showed the world that there ls an effective 
COVI0-19 treatment when Emergency Use Authorlliltion for an 
eicperimental vaccine requires that no 1reatment be avallabfe1 
The loss to the pharmaceutfca1 industry would be enormous. 
Thus, Independent doctors m11St be sacrificed. 

State medical boards are so powerful that almost all 
physicians are terrorized Into silence and submission. 1 broke 
the rules, and I paid the prke. I lost my license, my clinic, my 
home, my caree,, my reputatfon, and my means of supportlng 
my family. 

TheevidencethatOMB con~niently ignol'esisthatno actual 
compli'liot was ever tiled against me by any of my p~ tient"' and 
that I never caused any harm to even a :single patient. I only did 
my job. 0MB lied about a complaint being filed against me-a 
gross injustice. Will I ever be vindicated? In the world~ eyes, it 
likely doesn't matter. 

Restoring Medical freedom 

Some say that we need a para1lel medical system in America, 
free from the pirated third-party system. Such a system would 
be Incredibly effective at restoring quality medical care. But that 
would lrkely be the system's downfall. Independent doctors 
would still be a ,mall minority. lrn,y would yet be attacked and 
threatened for doing their Job faithfully, Thwarted by com.1pt 
pharma, judges, lawyers. hospital CEO,, and . many other 
colleagues, co1Jld they survive? 

Medical freedom demands d>at we dbsolve the Federation 
of State Medical Boards, which now advises every state~ 
medical licensing board to punish doctors for speaking truth 
In medicine and Insisting on informed consent, State medical 
boar<ls must be dethroned. litigation and legislative changes 
are vital 

Now Is 1.he time to act, as the evidence of the death and 
disease o,used by malefactors in the disastrous COVID-19 
response mounts. International and U.S. government agencies. 
and their official,, knew the truth. The truth wlll be told in 
history, but many lives will be saved If we boldly and loudly 
prodoim 1he truth now. 

As lndlvJdvals, we must all do what we can to bener our 
world. and recognize that whatever the price of freedom, no 
cost is too great. 

Freedom Is only vanquished wh•n the people forfeit their 
llberl)I. Once lost this pearl of greot price may never be restored. 

$to1111n Laltdlp?'f, M.""-b.s fMl'lllt physician. <:ootact: wfatuttppeOymall,com, 
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The combination of Ille rapidly evolving COVID-J9 landscape •nd the widespread use or social media has 
created the perfect storm for viral disRcmination of mlsinrom1a1io11, leaving the health community slmg
gling to communicnle evidence•bused guidance in a broad tmd timely fashion. Exacerbating this problem is 
a minority of health bare prof'C.ssionnls who promotll falsehoods ab,1Ul COVlD-19 and have thereby brought 
renewed focus to concems nbout medical misinfomiation and the rights and responsibilities of health care 
professionals to communicule accurate, cv.idence-busod information. Recently, there have been increasing 
calls in the medical communit.y, including from lhe federation of Stale Medical Boards (FSMB)land pro• 
fe.~siorntl cerli!ication boards such as the American Boards of Fnmily Medicine (ABFM). Internal 
Medicine (ABIM), and Pediatrics (ABP),2 to revoke the· licenses nnd bourd c:ertifications of physicians 
who promulgate medical misinfunnation, whO!ie harmful claims tend lo receive disproportionate attention 
based on their profossionnl status. There have been reports of physicians refuting now widely accepted pre• 
vcntive measures, such as m,isking alld vaccines, contrary to ample evidence supporting their efficacy,:l ln 
addition, a small but vocal number of physicians continue lo tout lhe benefit, of now discredited treat• 
ments, such ns ivcrmectin, which not only titil to successfully treat COVID-19 iofcclion but may also put 
putieot" nt risk.:!.~ , 

Lcsson.s learned rrom' vaccine hesitancy research can help inform the dangers of physician ,prend misinfor
mation, as vaccination is now the most important COV!D-19 preventive measure nvnilable. Decades of re
search have consistently demonslmled thut a strong physician recummendation is among the most impor• 
tant dl'ivers or vaccine acceptance and uplake,li nnd early surveys suggest that the snme is true for coym-
19 vaccination,L!l 

Disciplinary l'n>cC'eclm,,, 

Physicians 1,'Cncrally en,loy Ille privileges und responsibilities of self-regulation, hut state medical boards 
provide oversight tu ensure that rules nre followed. The sti'UClure and authc>rity of medical bonrds vary 
from slate to state. Mos! bonrds nre independent and maintain nil licensing and disciplinury powers, while 
some are part of a l*rger umbrella agency such as a srnte department of health. For example. discipline 
against 11hysicians accused of' misconduct in New York is housed within the state Health Depai·rmcot's 
Office of Professional Medical Condm;t.2 Euch state's Medical Practice Act prohibits physicians from en
gaging in "unprofessional c,mduct" While sllttes deline unprofe.ssional conduct differently, it is the most 
common reason for1physiciim disciplinary notion related lo pmfessionnlismJll 

I 
Some slate h,ws aut,hori,c diwiplinary action ngainNl physicians who make false, deceptive, or misleading 
statements to the ptiblic. Generally, these Jaws apply only to statemems made in connection with advertis
ing, but some are "'orded broadly enough to apply in additional contcxts,il Among the cases pursued by 
medico! bourds. nore have imposed serious pcnnlties ngainst physicians thought to be spre«din8 misinfor
mation (Tablc).12 . 
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IUinols/2004 A complaint liled .igainst a physfofon hil!icd on uu VoJtrnturily Uh:miueU arter the 1m;'slciun mo<lilied 

0111l;1" (lttWicndon of ••fols,: und polt:l'lliUII)' harmful his Wei, site and :;toppix! m:uring p<Uitnts. 

111<.:dic:d mlvice.•· 

Al'i:wnu/3015 ilwestigution ink> u phy,;idnn lbt ,mli-vuccbre 

mcs.•u1gcs. 

Orcgmv?020 Aclkm ugainst nu ''Jt.nti-f'M.<k .. physician. 

Gco11tiu/2020 A complnim 11ccui.ing a ph)'skian of pubti~ly 

:illrcadins folse COVfD-19 infohnatinn, 

Texus/2021 /\ complaiut nfa physic~un~prn..-idin~ 

mlsi1tfonuadou ,d::J()m h)'drti.'l)'Chlc1roquine Ill 

COVtO-i9 lreatmc:nt 

,lnvciq,igut.lon closed l:x.•causc m.mc of the individm1ls 

who tiled fw'OlllJlinim~ nguim:t the ph)',;ichrn hml 

alleged prnhkms wilh hi~ "tu:tual medicn.1 care." 

J:.iceuse suspension bmn:d on d1e physkhm's fuUurc 

lo cmnply wilh nuL'ildng 11.~uircmcnts in lhe 

trentmem ()f 11ntients, not $€1Uemems made in public 

No viokllion dcterminet.l. 

The physician WAA lined $500 rm· failing l.CI e.'tplnin 

Ju.1nnrtti t.id1: ~fTe4'L~ to the patient upou prc:,;efipl.iol\ 

of hydrnxyc:hloroquim::. 

Disciplinary proceedings can be lengthy nnd challenging in na!Urc. It is ul~o nol clear wh~ther physicians 
-who are nol government officials-have any legal obligation lo promoLe public health, dcl<pite ethical 
and professional obligalions. 

Disciplining a physidnn who spreads misintbrmation.ls a judgment on the physician's competency. 
Profc.~~ionul goveni!ng bodies-including state medical bourds-promulgnte mies and standards hy which 
members must abide. '11le right to prnctice medicine is a privilege grunted by the state. Ir n physician inten• 
tionnlly spreads misintornmtion that puts the public at risk. the medicnl bmu'd has a duty to act. 

Consl.i1.Utiom11i1y und Cn11<:.crns 
----·- ............. •·-·---------·-------
Pbysicians hnve the 1ight to free speech tbat prohibits government restriction, even if the content is false. 
But freedom of speech is not absolute. The Supreme Court has determined that there iu·e 3 type;, of speech 

restrielions: conte111·basecl, commercial. and profe.rsio1111l.JJ. Depending on the speech's nature. courts win 
apply va1')'ing levcfa of scrutiny when considering a ruling. 

Stale medical board disciplinary pmceedings agninst physicians disseminating misinfornmtion c1\n be con• 
sidered r.0111t111t·ba.<ed restrictions. A content-bused restriction ''discriminat-e.~ aguinst speech ba.,ed on lhe. 
substonce of what it ·comnmnicates,"U Contenl•based restrictions are presumptively uucoostitutio11al and 
are only valid if the state shows that they urc ~le least restrictive mcuns of achieving a compelling state 

interest. 

The arguments far d/sciplinary proceedings generally cmplmsize Ille potential harms to pttblic health. But 
this is likely not enough to achieve constitutionaltty, because the slate can mitigate the harm by disl<tll1li1int• 
ing facwally nccuratk messages. 

I 

Many or Ilic physicikos implicated in !he dissemination of misintormalion hitve done so without offering 
anything for sale. In I these cases. the commercial speech doctrine and its lower scrutiny do nol npply.il But 

I • 
el'Cn if the speech c~ntemplntes a tnm,uctiun, "courts have deruonsu111cd increasing reluctance lo regulnte 
commercial spc,:ch, '.emphaiizing the rights of speukers rather than the state's interests in the health and 
welfal'e ofcommuuily members,".D • 
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The pro,/itso·io11al .,peec/1 docu·inc has been applied by scvernl rederal appellate courts to limit the free 
speech righL, of physicians or rhempists. Some circuit courtli have decided Ihm when uispensing prores• • 
sional advice, physicians are enlilled to less su·ingcllt Finat Amendment pruleclions. According 10 the Ninth 
Circuit, while medical treatments require speech, a physician's speech in that context concerns treatment 
le,;s than speech about public issucs.!.;i In 2018, the Supreme Court upheld a California statute requiring Ji. 
censed "crisis pregnancy centers" (which discourage women from seeking ,1bortio11s) to notify women that 
California provided free and luw-crn;t services including nborrions.il While lhe case may support the no
tion of ihe professional s1,ccch doctrii1e, it likely is nol broad enough to cover speech entirely um-elated to 
practicing medicine, which is generally defined as providing a diagnosis or 1ream1cm to individual patients. 
When physicians make public stulemcnts ahout medical mntrcrs, they arc not speuking to an individual 
patient. 

Another important consideration is the concern about punishing physicians who stray from mellically ac
cepted stnnd11rds when they believe the standard of care is misguided. Those (Jhysicians might be leery of 
expressing their thought, if a Ntate medical board could discipline against their opposing stlltements. This 
is especially concerning when guidance from p11blic health official~ chunge aloug the course or an evolving 
public health scenario. One notable example was Dr Anthony f'lluci's opinion early in the COVID-19 pan
demic that masking was not required. Since then. !IS evidence of COVlD-19's transmissibility was aug
mented, masking became a elem· emphasis. 

However, formal pmrcssiunal channels exist for rcl'ullng widely accepted mellicul informntion-namely, 
through peer-reviewed publications. The peer-review process helps ensure the scientific rigl)r of the infor
mation prc~entcd am.I attempts to prevent 11);,v-quality infurmation from reacl1ing the scientific 
comnmnity . .LJi By subjecting their studies to the surutiny of peer revisions, phy.~cinns who disagree with 
current medical standards have an avenue not only lbr c•i>rcssing their dissent but also fur sharing !he evi
dence to support it, as well ns a plntform fur public dissemination iracceplcd. 

There is ample evidence of lhe so-called "medic11l reversals"Jl !hut exemplir y the power of the peer-review 
process. ln lhe late !980;, n group of drug., once widely considered essential for the pi-evenlion of sudden 
cardinc l\Irest folll)wing myocardlnl infarction was found to increusc patients' mortality risk when com• 
pared with plucebo.lli More rece.nt eJ(amples include rejecting the practice of prescribing hmmo11e replacc
rnent thernpy for poslillenopauxal women and allcll!-Cll avoidance for children at high 1isk of peanut allergy. 

Potential Solution 

Despite constitutional limitations, one solntiun draws on cstublished disciplinary guidelines against lawyers 
who spread knowing or reckless falsehood~. Under this suu1durd, u stale medical board could discipline a 

physician who knowingly spreads medfonl misi.nformacion tie. s'))reads <lisinfornmtion) or spreads misinfor
mation despite having serious doubts that the information is true (ie. spreads information recklessly). In the 
legal pmfcssion. knowingly or recklessly spreading falsehood~ is evidence of the lawyer's •'filocss to pmc
tice" and as such warrant~ disciplinary action against the lawyer. 

Within this fmmework, a state medicul board wonld hal'c to prove 2 things. Fi,·st, the infonnation spread 
wus false, Second. 1i1e physicinn acted knowingly or recklessly. While medical knowledge is evei~cvolving, 
some positions in llie medical community have heen acccpll:d us factual cornerstones, such as the widely 
and roundly refuted s11gges!ion that vaccines contribute to autism. Pmving the physician's knowing or reck
less mcntul state would require proving !hut the delbndmll acted wilh ·•act,rnl 111alice"-1~ut is "wilh knowl
edge that it was false or with reckless disregard of the statement's validity," 

Prol'ing malice doc~ not require direct evidence ofintcnt to deceive; rather, it can be cstnblished by evi
dence that sl.ilemcnts were "fabrkared," ''the product of imagination," or "so inherently improbable that 
only a reckless man would have put them iuto :circulation." A state medical hoard could prove a physician's 

actual malice by sh6wing that his or her swtemenl.s cuutrndicted a settled mcdic11t consensus and were 
based ou unvcrifiubie sources or nu evidence at ull. This combination would allow the board to determine 
lhat a physician cmild not-in good faith-believe the unsupported statemeuts when all respon~ible med• 
icnl •uthorities have rejected those same stntcmcnts. 

Condus.ion 
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Disseminating health misinfurmaLiun has only become easier in lllday's world of social media. Many have 
taken the position that state medical buardN should acl aguinsl physicians spreading misinformation regard
ing COVID-!9 vaccines ,md other mitigation strategies. However, disseminating misinformncion via social 
media is not the smne as lreating an individual patiem. As such, physicians disseminating lnrrmful misin• 

formation are afforded constiLutionul protections. And while this may be harmful to sociely in the context 
of COVID-19. nllowing physicians 1.0 challenge medically accepred stand,u·ds hns resulted in "medical re
versals" or these sumdanls tl1roughout hislory. So, llJlY limitations on physician•' speech must be nan-owly 
tailored. Re<juiring ntare medicul hunrd• 10 pmve lhal physicians arc knowingly or recklessly spreading 
misinformation ~trikes lhc right balance. 

The authors declare no conlllcts ot Interest. 
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Unmasking .the Mystery of the Federation of State Medical 
Boards : Dr Emanuel Garcia in Discussion With Maajid Nawaz 
~~~- What ls Goiog.QnZ 

Who Are the Federation of State Medical Boards? 

Most doctors have never heard of the Federation of State Medical Boards 

• (FSMB) despite the fact that they Impose the rules and regulations that 

doctors are lncreasl11gly required to abide by. Dr Bruce Dooley brought them 

to int~r.mtiJID.,liattfil1.liwJ. In his September 2022 interview with Liz Gunn at 

Ecegbll...Mfilllil-However our own NZDSOS founding member Dr Emanuel 

Garcia first'. wrote about them at ~-~lB..~ea.rdJJJJ.A\Jgw;.t2Q.ll and he has _ 

remained forefront lt1-.tbuxp_p3_g, 
! 
i 

Hot on the!tails of Dr Matt Shelton's recent jnterviext with Maajid Nawaz, Dr 

Garcia has1now spoken on the podcast ~- Their conversation focuses 

on the Federation of State Medical Boards and its influence on medical and 

health professional licensing authorities across the globe. 
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The F.fl.~ilt.e..Me.~di is a private entity connected to a 

charitable foundation whose donors are shrouded in secrecy but very likely 

to be primarily from the pharmaceutlcal industry. Founded in 1912, a year 

before the US Federal Reserve Bank, whose name also dishonestly Implies 

governmental authority, the only connection between government and the 

Federation of State Medical Boards is the lobbying they undertake for 

political influence. 

They are otherwise a corporate-funded organisation claimir:,g a mission to 

safeguard patients by "licensing, disciplining and regulating physicians and 

other healthcare professionals'. As has been revealed during the Covid-19 

crisis, they do this by engaging in Mafia style strategies to silence opposition, 

serving to increase and fortify their own profits and control. They were 

instrumental in suppressing the integrative medicine movement in the 1990s 

and also appear to be implicated In America's opioid crisis. 

,_uce• •• ,wi~ . ·_ . - - , • • 
CTD~ 

.__ + • • • • - • • 

. . . -·. . .. ' - . ... . ' - . ·• . ... . 
' ' - --- ~ 

In conversation with Maajid Nawaz, Dr Garcia discusses how he came to 

learn about the Federation of State Medical Boards and how th~lr Influence 

impacted his own professional career as a psychiatrist working in New 

Zealand. Founded in 1994, the .ID.tfilna1ifrllilJ.M..sm;ifiliQn..Qf..Mf.dk.al 

ftgg!.l@!;Q.ry.hJtl:lruitLf;.~ (IAMRA) is an expansion of the Federation of State 

Medical Boards, also claiming a goal of public protection by ensuring doctors 

are "safe and competent". 

Contact Us 
c.,. .. ,.-.w·, ...... ,_,.,,.._._,...., .... ,..,,,....,,..~""""h'°' 
,;._,..,.,,,_..,.a,_,_,Ol!, .... ¾,'J, ........... ;.,.·.-
, •. ,, .......... :.>1:i,1.r1,-,.\ ...... ~:.;,,..,l, ... , ... ~•,;,.,.~'I'"",.. 
-~ .... ,.,,..._..,.,,i,_.,....,,,..,.,.1'>.,:,, ... ,~·½•• ~ ... ,., 
..,.,..,,_ .. , ...... •·4-·,.,..,._~,..,.,,.,....,1,-.,. _____ ·~ 

~~~~v.,,.~-~ -,~,-·--
., ◄ ;:;;.:.-:111,;:~ 

,1.'l:t1,A.~sl' 

:~:n'••.,~:i",:,trMo•.-. 

As a partnership both entitles now Influence medical and health professional 

regulatory authorities across disciplines, states and nations, including the 

Medical cduncll of New Zealand (MCNZ). Two New Zealand examples of the 

obvious conflicts of Interest Involved are; 

• Joan Simeon is both .Q,;_Q_Qf.M(NZ and .Qlli..itl!.e.~t.91..!AMM; 

• Curtis Walker Is .Cbmrn1.M1:!~Z and member of the Federation of State 
i 

Medical Board's Ll!ik.f.QC£g__Q[tJ~!.illy...fil1.d.M.~gY.1lli.QrlJ 
! 
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' :or COl'llsWalker Ollal• of MCNZl 

What Impact Is The Federation of State Medical Boards 

Having on Medicine, Doctors and Public Health? 

Doctors and health professionals daring to speak against the Industry-led 

narrative in favour of medical and public health evidence have fallen foul of 

an aggressive smear campaign and been investigated and de-licensed by 

compromised regulators, ensuring suppression of dissent Individual 

members at NZDSOS have faced this wrath, as have hlgll.prn.file. 
iJ::ljgr~l~p,em, The erroneous belief amongst many health 

professionals Is that their compliance with these directives serves the public, 

when it is apparent that they serve private Interests connected to the 

Federation of State Medical Boards which threatens public safety. 

Dr Garcia also speaks about the public health measures enforced, the lack of 

science behind them and the untold harm they have - and continue - to 

cause, in New Zealand. This includes his experiences and observations at the 

February 2022 Freedom Camp in Wellington. New Zealanders have a general 

trust in our authorities, which has resulted in a widespread belief that we 

should follow government guidance, even when that guidance has been 

absurd. This is facilitated by what Dr Garcia calls a "drumbeat of fear", via the 

propagand~ of mainstream state funded media. 

Following on from Dr Garcia's interview, the same podcast episode then 

features Dr Bob GIii, an English General Practitioner and director of the 

documentary Lh.e__Gma:t.NHS Heist. He provides a British perspective on the 

privatisation, monetisation and corruption of health systems. This is a 

fasclnaUng story which fits Into the jigsaw that the Federation of State 

Medical Boards have a significant part in. Dr Gill describes doctors being 

unwittingly pulled Into their own self-destruction, and the roles played In the 

demolitio~ of health systems by the pharm~ceutlcal Industry, health 
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insurance Industry and public-private partnerships being encouraged by 

nefarious entities such as World Economic Forum. 

A Call For Support From Our Colleagues: It Is Not Too Late 

Dr Garcia argues that If 5% of doctors with critical faculties - acting like real 

doctors - had spoken up against the narrative, then the damage and 

destruction .New Zealanders have experienced would have been prevented. 

The mafia tactics of the Federation of State Medical Boards, filtered down to 

individual h~alth professionals, has been highly effective in suffocating 

dissent, stigmatising critical thinking and helping to establish a Stas.i=-St)llia 

.QJJ.turn. 

New Zealand's emergency covid legislation remains in place, and Dr Garcia 

suggests It can be used against the populace again at anytime. Doctors are in 

a prime position to oppose this harmful legislation ever being imposed upon 

New Zealand again. 

Listen to Dr.Garcia's story, acquire an understanding of events playing out 

and determine the role you wish to play at this critical time. Lend your 

expertise to NZDSOS, to protect nrn.tUs;aUre~ru2.rm, and democracy against 

psy_ctLQ!lfilbKR!Jfilis!..A such as the Federation of State Medical Boards. 

Watch: Qr Garcia and Dr Gill Revealing the Harms of 

Public•Private Partnerships corrupting Health Care 

• Systems Globally 

We highly recommend an hour with Dr Emanuel Garcia of NZDSOS followed 

by half an hour with Dr Bob Gill, for anyone trying to make sense of what is 

going wrong in health systems across the western world. 

Radical: Episode 32 - Q.o..lH!~[og_Qw:..1:ie.filth.SY.~.ID.2rujj;Ug.P.barll.lil 

Ca RiY.tt;. 
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COVID outbreak at CDC gathering infects 
181 disease detectives 
Nearly all of the attendees were vaccinated, but 70% said they didn't mask. 

BETH MOLE· 5/30/2023, 1 :03 PM 

Enlarge/ The Centers for Di~ease Control and Prevention (CDC) headquarters stands in Atlanta, Georgia, on 
I 

Saturday, March 14, 2020. 
------·--- _i_, ___ ·----·-- •• 

The tally of COVID-19 ca~es linked to a conference of disease detectives hosted by the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention In April has reached at least 181, the agency reported . 

r 
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• Join Al"s Technica and 

Get Our Best Tech Stories 
DELIVERED STRAIGHT TO YOUR INBOX. 

[ Email address 

SIGN ME UP 

By signing up. you agree to our user agreement (including the tlass acnon waiver ar1d arbltnmcn provisions), our pr1 ... ·acy policy and cookie 
statement, and ro receive marketing and accourn-relc1teci emails from Ars Technica. \'ou cvn unsubscnbe at any time . 

Roughly 1,800 gathered in person for this year's annual 
Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS) Conference, which 
was held on April 24 to 27 In a hotel conference facility 
ln Atlanta, the city where the CDC's headquarters are 
located. It was the first time the 70-year-old conference 

0 

.. ···-•-···•--·--·· ,.._ . 
FURTHER READING 
Disease detectives gathered at CDC 
event-a COVID outbreak erupted 

-~' • -·-·-·-·····- ·---·~-- .,I.··-· ., • 

had in-person attendees since 2019. The CDC agency estimates an additional 400 attended virtually 
this year. 

By the last day of the event, a number of in-person attendees had reported testing positive for 
COVID-19, causing conference organizers to warn attendees and make changes to reduce the chance 
of further spread. That reportedly included canceling an In-person training and offering to extend the 
hotel stays of sick attendees who needed to isolate. 

But in the days that ~ollowed, the CDC received reports of more cases, and it teamed up with the 
Georgia Department of Public Health to carry out a rapid assessment. As of May 2, the agency had 
tallied 35 cases linked to .the conference. 

Advertisement • •• 
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The agency highlighted that none of the infected conference attendees were hospitalized, though 49 
respondents (27 percent) reported taking antiviral medications for their Infection. 

,. 

"[T]he findings of this rapip assessment support preyious data that demonstrate that COV!D-19 
vaccines, antiviral treatments, and immunity from previous infection continue to provide people with 
protection against serious, illness," the agency wrote. "CDC continues to recommend that everyone 
ages six months and older stay up to date with all COVID-19 vaccines, Including receiving an updated 
vaccine." 

Still, according to an advisory seen by The Washington Post the CDC is warning attendees of an 
upcoming conference the agency is holding at the same hotel venue in June about the outbreak at 
the event in April. The CDC Is encouraging attendees of the June event to wear their "own high-quality 
masks and, If possible, also carry COV!D-19 rapid tests with them." Spokesperson Kristen Nordlund 

i said that the agency will a,lso have masks on hand. 

• 

• 

., 

• 

• 

• 

• 

READER COMMENTS l 9 8 

BETH MOLE 

Beth is Ars Technica's Senior Health Reporter. Beth has a Ph.D. In microbiology from the University of 
North Carollna at Chapel Hill and attended the Science Communication program at the University of 
califomla, Santa Cruz. She speclalfzes in covering infectious diseases, public health, and microbes. 

Advertisement 
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Today "Quantum Leap" series creator Donald P. 
Bellisario Joins Ars Technlca:to answer once and for all 
the lingering questions we have about his enduringly 
popular show. Was Dr. Sam Beckett really leaping 
between all those time periods and people or did he 

· simply imagine It all? What do people in the waiting 
room do while Sam is in their bodies? What happens to 
Sam's loyal ally Al? 30 years following the series finale, 
answers to these mysteries and more await. 
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Dr. Humayun J. Chaudhy 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Federation of State Medical Boards 
400 Fuller Wiser Road, Suite 300 
Euless, TX 76039 

Dear Dr. Chaudy: 

ii~ittd ~tatts ~£mlt£ 
! COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-6200 

May 8, 2012 

As Chairman and a senior member of the Senate Finance Committee, we have a 
responsibility to the more than 100 million Americans who receive health care under Medicare, 
Medicaid, and CHIP. As part of that responsibility, this Committee has investigated the 
marketing practices of phannaceutical and medical device companies as well as their 
relationships with physicians and non-profit medical organizations . 

It is clear that the United States is suffering from an epidemic of accidental deaths and 
addiction resulting from the increased sale and use of powerful narcotic painkillers such as 
Oxycontin (oxycodone), Vicodin (hydrocodone), and Opana (oxymorphone). According to 
CDC data, "more than 40% (14,800)" of the "36,500 drug poisoning deaths in 2008" were 
related to opioid-based prescription painkillers. 1 Deaths from these drugs rose more rapidly, 
"from about 4,000 to 14,800" between 1999 and 2008, than any other class of drugs,2 and now 
kill more people than heroin and cocaine combined.3 More people in the United States now die 
from drugs than car accidents as a result of this new epidemic.4 Additionally, the CDC reports 
that improper "use of prescription painkillers costs health insurers up to $72.5 billion annually in 
direct heal th care costs. "5 

In Montana, prescription drug abuse is ch!lfflcterized by the state's Department of Justice 
as an ''invisible epidemic" killing at least 300 people per y~ar and contributing to increases in 

1 Center for Disease Control, "Drug Poisoning Deaths in the United States, 1980-2008, NCHS Data Brief, No. 81, 
December 2011 at http:llwww.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databrlefs/db81.odf. 

•
2 Id. . 
3 CDC Press Release, "Pre~cription palnklller overdoses at epidemic levels," November 1, 2011 at 
http://www.cdc.gov/medla/releases/2011/ollOl flu pain killer overdose.html. 
4 LA limes, "Drug deaths now outnumber traffic fatalities in u.s .. data show," September 17. 2011 at 
htto:llarticles.latlmes.corn/20111sep/l7 /local/la-me-drugs-epldemic-2011091s . 
5 International Business Times, "Prescription Painkiller Overdoses Cost Insurers $72.5 Billion Yearly: CDC," 
November 3, 2011 at http://www.lbtlmes.com/artides/242437 /20111103/prescriptjon-palnkiller-overdoses-cost-
lnsurers-72-S.htm. I • 
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addiction and crime.6 The University of Montan! Bureau of Business and Economic Research • 
estimated that prescription drug abuse is costing the state $20 million annually in additional law 
enforcement, social services, and lost.productivify.7 

In Iowa, "the use of opioid painkillers sul as hydrocodone and oxycodone has increased 
dramatically in the last decade," according to thejGovemor's Office of Drug Control Policy. 
Annual overdose deaths from opioids "increased more than 1,233% from 3 deaths in 2000 to 40 
deaths in 2009."8 Data from Iowa's prescription drug monitoring program demonstrates that in 
2010, 89,500,000 doses ofhydrocodone and oxycodone were prescribed totaling nearly 40% of 
all controlled substance prescriptions.9 

. 

Concurrent with the growing epidemic, the New York Times reports that, based on federal 
data, "over the last decade, the number of prescriptions for the strongest opioids has increased 
nearly fourfold, with only limited evidence of their long-term effectiveness or risks" while 
"[d]ata suggest that hundreds of thousands of patients nationwide may be on potentially 
dangerous doses."10 

There is growing evidence pharmaceutical companies that manufacture and market 
opioids may be responsible, at least in part, for this epidemic by promoting misleading 
information about the drugs' safety and effectiveness. Recent investigative reporting from the 
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel/MedPage Today and ProPublica revealed extensive ties between 
companies that manufacture and market opioids and non-profit organizations such as the 
American Pain Foundation, the American Academy of Pain Medicine;the Federation of State 
Medical Boards, the University of Wisconsin Pain and Policy Study Group, and the Joint 
Commission. • 

According to the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel/MedPage Today, a "network of national 
organizations and researchers with financial connections to the makers of narcotic 
painkillers ... helped create a body of dubious information" favoring opioids "that can be found in 
prescribinf guidelines, patient literature, position statements, books and doctor education 
courses."1 Specifically, the Sentinel reported that the Federation of State Medica,l Boards, with 
financial support from opioid manufacturers, distributed more than 160,000 copies of a model 
policy book that drew criticism from doctors because "it failed to point out the lack of science 
supporting the use of opioids for chronic, non cancer pain."12 

Although it is critical that patients continue to have access to opioids to treat serious pain, 
pharmaceutical companies and health care organizations must distribute accurate information 
about these drugs in order to prevent improper use and diversion to drug abusers. 

6 See the Montana Department of Justice website at http://doj.mt.gov/prescrlptlonabuse/. 
7 Bureau of Business and Economic Research, "The Economic Cost of Prescription Drug Abuse In Montana•, June 

2011 at tittp://mbcc,mt.gov/PlanProl/Projects/PDMP/Prescrlptlon%20Dryg%20Abuse%2020110629.pdf. 
• Iowa Governor's Office of Drug Control Policy, "Iowa Drug Control Strategy: 2012," November 1, 2011 at 

http://www.jowa.gov/odcp/drug control strategy/Strategy2012.Flnal.pdf 
91d. . i 
10 NY Times, "Tightening the Lid on Pain Prescriptions/' Aprll B, 2012 at 
http://www.nytlmes.corri/2012/04/09/health/opioid-palnklller-prescrlptions-pose-danger-wlthout-oversight.html . 
11 Milwaukee Journal Sentlne!/MedPage Today, "Follow the Money: Pain, Policy, and Profit," February 19, 2012 at 

http://www.medpagetoday.com/NeurologyfpainManagement/31256. 
12 Id. , 
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As part of our effort to understand the relltionship between opioid manufacturers and 
non-profit health care organizations, please provilie the following information: 

1) Provide a d,etailed account of all paJents/transfers received from all organizations 
that develop, manufacture, produce, rtlarket, or promote the use of opioid-based drugs 
from 1997 to the present. For each pa~ment identified, provide: 

i. Date of payment 
ii. Payment description (CME, royalty, honorarium, research support, 

etc.) 
iii. Amount of payment 
iv. Year end or year-to-date payment total and cumulative total payments 

for each organization or individual. 
v. For each year a payment was received, the percentage of funding from 

organizations identified above relative to total revenue. 

2) Identify any grants or financial transfers used to fund the production of the book, 
"Responsible Opioid Prescribing" by Dr. Scott M. Fishman. Provide the date, 
amount, and source of each grant. 

3) How muc~ revenue was generated by sales of"Responsible Opioid Prescribing?" 
Provide amounts by year, state, and total. 

4) List each state that has distributed copies of"Responsible Opioid Prescribing" and the 
number of copies distributed. 

5) Provide the names of any people or organizations, other than Federation of State 
Medical Boards employees or Dr. Scott M. Fishman, involved in writing or editing 
the content of"Responsible Opoid Prescribing.'' 

i. For each person or organization identified, list any financial transfers 
between the identified person or organization and the Federation of 
State Medical Boards. • 

ii. For each individual or organization identified, provide a description of 
the involvement. 

6) Please ide~tify the name, job title, job description, and dates employed of any 
Federatio~ of State Medical Boards employees who worked on distributing this book . 

µi cooperating with the Committee's review, no documents, records, data, or other 
information related to; these matters, either directly or indirectly, shall be destroyed, modified, 
removed, or otherwise made inaccessible to the Committee. 

l 
We look forwin'd to hearing from you by no later than June 8, 2012. All documents 

responsive to this req1-1est should be sent electronically, on a disc, in searchable PDF format to 
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• my staff. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Christopher Law with 
Senator Baucus at (202) 224-4515 or Erika Smith with Senator Grassley at (202) 224-5225. 

• Sincerely, 

•· 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Charles E. Gressley 
Senator 

MaxBaucus 
Chairman 
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By Chrtltopher s. Wren 

May 18, 1998 

See the article In Its original context from 
May 18, 1998, Section A, Page 9 Buy Reprints 

New York Tlm11 aubsc:rlben• 111A' fuD -. ta 
TlmuMachlne-vtew over 150 yea11 of New 

Yortl Times Joumalllm, a It cqinlly appeered . 

IUNClllal 

•00111 not lncklde ero-d-only or 
Cooklnc•only aublcrlberl. 

In an outburst of anti-Semitic violence that presaged the Holocaust, mobs incited by the 
Nazis rampaged through Berlin and other German cities on Nov. 9 and 10, 1938, smashing 
and torching an estimated 171 synagogues and thousands of Jewish shops and homes . 

Nearly 60 years later, fresh details surrounding Kristallnacht, or "night of broken glass," 
have been extracted from Government archives in Moscow that have been storing Nazi 
documents seized by Soviet troops in 1945 . 

The Nazi Government was known to have confiscated insurance payments to Jews whose 
property was damaged in Kristallnacht. But the newly unearthed documents suggest that 
German insurance companies not only connived with the Nazis to avoid paying Jewish 
policyhold~rs, but also sometimes exceeded Government guidelines and canceled unrelated 
life, health and pension policies on which Jews had been paying premiums for years. 

Some of the documents are to be presented today at a hearing in Manhattan sch~duled by 
the New York State Senate Insurance Committee. The panel, headed by Guy J. Velella, 
Republican of the Bronx, is considering legislation that would penalize European insurers 
who do business in New York if they failed to pay claims related to the Holocaust. 

. KAUL:0265 
111q,e~,-..ay11-.-.,199MISIJ~llldlld-Jc,n-'............... • 1/3 . I 
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The documents, which abound with anti-Jewish slurs, include a confidential industry 
estimate that at least 19 of the 43 German fire insurance companies stood to suffer losses for 
the year if they fulfilled their obligations to Jewish policyholders for Kristallnacht. That 

• contradicts an assertion of some German insurers that they did not profit from the 
Holocaust. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

An agreement reached last month commits four European insurers, including the Allianz of 
Munich, the world's second-largest insurance company, to open their books to an 
international tribunal and help expedite the claims of people whose policies were seized or 
not honored. 

Many insurers mentioned in the documents no longer exist. Allianz is cited in the industry 
estimate as.one of the 19 companies that could expect to lose money, but does not appear 
elsewhere. Company officials did not respond to requests for comment. 

The Nazi documents, found in February and April, remain stored in Moscow. Photocopies of 
some excerpts were made available by Risk International Services Inc. of Houston, a 
company that specializes in "insurance archeology" by searching repositories, from 
archives to attics, to retrieve lost insurance documents and determine their significance. 

The vice president and counsel of Risk International, Douglas L. Talley, said although the 
research was preliminary, the documents indicate how the Nazis, with the German 
insurance industry's complicity, established the practice of confiscating the insurance assets 
of German Jews. Mr. Talley found some of the documents in Moscow in a Nazi folder marked 
"Insurance Affairs - Jewish Questions." 

According to William L. Shirer's "Rise and Fall of the Third Reich," after the Kristallnacht 
riots, three Nazi leaders - Hermann Goring, Josef Goebbels and Reinhard Heydrich - met 
with an Allianz executive who represented the German insurance industry, Eduard Hilgard. 

• Mr. Hilgard told them that confidence in the industry would suffer if Jewish claimants were 
not paid, but that reimbursing them could bankrupt smaller companies. 

• 

• 

• 

After the war Mr. Hilgard told Allied interrogators that he had helped the companies settle 
Kristallnacht claims at 3 cents to the dollar . 

Foreign and non-Jewish claims were paid, but Field Marshal Goring confiscated the money 
due Jewish policyholders. In a document dated Nov. 29, 1938, the Nova insurance company 
informed insurance regulators that in keeping with the confiscation order, "Jewish members 
of the cooperative are excluded" from receiving benefits . 

In a letter dated Nov. 17, 1938, the Isar Life Insurance Stock Company said that so many 
Jewish clients were desperately trying to cash in their policies "that the worst fears have to 
be asserted for the further existence of ouifA<i?C:1~W·" Isar asked the Government's 
httn1:/lwww.nYlimc1.com/ l 99111l5/18/woridli11SUrers-1windlsd-i1w1-nazi-file1-1how.h1ml 213 
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Oversight Office for permission to deny payment or to convert policies owned by Jews to 
nonredeemable status. 

The Economic Ministry initially balked at letting insurance companies exploit Goring's 
confiscation of reimbursements for Kristallnacht as a pretext for not honoring other Jewish 
claims. On Nov. 21, 1938, a ministry official reminded insurers that the order affected "only 
the insurance claims confiscated from Jews of German citizenship for the benefit of the 
Reich, which came due because of the events of Nov. 8, 9 and 10, 1938." 

"Other insurance claims, for example, life insurance, etc., are not affected," the official 
wrote. "Please communicate this to the companies involved." 

Other documents to be released today suggest how swiftly some companies moved to cancel 
life, health and pension benefits of their Jewish customers after Kristallnacht A letter from a 
representative of a group of health insurers dated Nov. 14, 1938, said, "To the extent 
insurance conditions permitted, Jewish insured were canceled already." He reminded the 
Government that he proposed excluding Jews in 1935 and described them as "the worst 
risks" who did not belong in the same risk pool as Aryans. 

On Nov. 23, 1938, another German insurer selling pension annuities notified Government 
overseers that "we will discontinue the payment of pensions and widows' pensions 
beginning December of this year, insofar as the recipients are Jews." 

KAUL:0267 
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Family's quest for truth reveals top insurer's link to SS 
death camps 
Dina Gold researched her family's Berlin past- and uncovered a dark secret dating from the 
Nazi era 

Michael Freedland 
Sat 26 Nov 201617.00 EST 

• When Dina Gold began searching for the Berlin property seized from her family by the Nazis in the 
1930s, she had little idea she would unearth a dark secret - how the SS paid millions in premiums 
to insure a key part of Auschwitz and other death camps to what is still one of Germany's top 
insurance companies. 

• 

• 

Gold, a former BBC reporter now living in Washington, wrote earlier this year about her quest to 
find the massive Berlin building that had housed the headquarters of fur traders H Wolff, owned 
by her grandparents, which was taken over by the Nazis in 1937, four years after Adolf Hitler came 
to power. 

KAUL:0260 
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Stolen Legacy related how her search was prompt~d by the stories her grandmother, Nellie Wolff, 
told of her family's life in pre-Nazi Germany and h'ow they had owned a huge building in the 
centre ofBerlin, which served as the headquarted of their successful business. Nellie died in 1977, 
leaving nothing to help locate the property or proye its ownership. When the Berlin Wall fell in 
1989, Gold set out to find the truth. 

Some in the family were sceptical, but Gold had listened to Nellie, who had enthused: "Dina, 
when the Wall comes down and we get back our building in Berlin, we'll be rich." She began a 
trawl of documents and identified the building - Krausenstrasse 17/18 - by unearthing a 1920 trade 
directory. Built by Gold's great-grandfather in 1910, it was foreclosed upon by the Victoria 
Insurance Company in 1937 and transferred to the Deutsche Reichsbahn, Hitler's railways that 
later transported millions of Jews to death camps. 

After Gold's book was published, an executive of Ergo, the company that now owns the insurer, 
allowed her to see the archive recording the activities of the firm during the Naii era. They 
revealed that the SS, which ran factories in the camps at Auschwitz, Buchenwald and Stutthof, 
close to what is now Gdansk, paid a consortium offinns, including the Victoria, premiums of 3.7m 
reichsmarks a year (£320,000 at 1939 exchange rates) to insure the factories. 

"They didn't insure the workers;• says Gold. "They were too easily replaced." 

The death camp factories - described as "German equipment works" - were run by the Deutsche 
Ausrilstungswerke, wholly owned by the SS. The archive showed the close link between the 
factories and the concentration camps. One read: "Special security patrols are not taking place 
because the workshop is located in the grounds of the concentration camp, which is under 
permanent military guard." 

The Wolff family's former Berlin headquarters on l<rausenstrasse. 
Photograph: Heinrich Hermes/Heinrich hermes 

The Victoria's head, Kurt Hamann, was awarded Germany's highest civilian honour, the Federal 
Cross of Merit, after the war and had a foundation named after him at Mannheim University. Gold 
discovered documents linking him to the forced sale of the Wolff building, and Hamann was listed 
in a book by the War Office in London in 1944 called Who's Who in Nazi Germany. • 

The archive revealed how the Victoria held a mortgage on Krausenstrasse 17/18. Once the Victoria 
foreclosed on the mortgage - the Wolff's had paid their premiums, but the Nazis decreed all 
businesses had to be taken out of Jewish hands - the insurer sold the building to the German state 
railways. Herbert Wolff came away with the sterling equivalent of £100. He left Germany, 

KAUL:0261 
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emigrated to British-mandated Palestine and divorced his wife. His children (including Gold's 
mother, Aviva, who would be sent to Britain by Nellie at the age of14) followed. 

At the end of the war, the building was taken over1by the East German railways. When the Wall 
fell, the new German railway became the owners and 20 years ago a deal was struck giving the 
Wolff family £Sm. 

Gold quotes Rudolf Vrba, who escaped from one of the factories, who wrote: "My job was painting 
ski boards [it was the time of the severest winter fighting on the Russian front]. We had to finish a 
minimum of 110 pieces a day. Anyone who could not complete that amount was flogged in the 
evening. We had to work very hard to avoid the evening punishment. Another group 
manufactured boxes for shells. On one occasion 15,000 such boxes ... were found to be a few 
centimetres shorter than ordered. Thereupon several Jewish prisoners ... were shot for sabotage.• 

Alexander Becker from Ergo said: "We are very open about this. This is nothing to be proud of. We 
have known about the link between the Victoria and the camps for several years." 

Hamann's honour has yet to be rescinded, and the University fellowship still exists. But a plaque 
at the family building now records that Krausenstrasse 17/18 used to be the HQ of "H Wolff fur 
company, one of Berlin's oldest Jewish fashion firms" . 

Gold said: "You can call it a granddaughter's revenge." 

Stolen Legacy: Nazi Theft and the Quest/or Justice at Krausenstrasse 17/18, Berlin, by Dina Gold, is 
available/ram the Guardian bookshop 

This article was amended on 27 November 2016 to remove incomct references to Kurt Hamann's 
honour and fellowship having been rescinded. 

Since you're here"' 

... we have a favour to ask. You've read 37. articles in the last year. And you're not alone . 
Millions are flocking to the Guardian for open, independent, quality news every day. 
Readers in all so states and in 180 countries around the world now support us financially. 

With the inauguration of Joe Biden and Kamala Harris, American democracy has a chance 
to reset. The new administration has a historic opportunity to address the country's 
deepest systemic challenges, and steer it toward a path of fairness, equality and stability. 

It won't be easy. Donald Trump's chaotic presidency has ended, but the forces that 
propelled lµm - from a misinformation crisis to a surge in white nationalism to a 
crackdown on voting rights - remain clear threats to American democracy. The need for 
fact-based reporting that highlights injustice and offers solutions is as great as ever. In the 
coming year, the Guardian will also continue to confront America's many systemic 
challenges - from the climate emergency to broken healthcare to rapacious corporations . 

We believe everyone deserves access to information that's grounded in science and truth, 
and analysis rooted in authority and integrity. That's why we made a different choice: to 
keep our reporting open for all readers, regardless of where they live or what they can 

KAUL:0262 
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afford to pay. In these perilous times, an indep;endent, global news organisation like the 
Guardian is:essential. We have no shareholders or billionaire owner, meaning our 
journalism js free from commercial and political influence . 

If there were ever a time to join us,it is now. Every contribution, however big or small, 
powers ourjoumalism and helps sustain olir future. Support the Guardian with a single 
contribution from as little as $1, or commit to a monthly amount - $10 works out as just 33 
cents per day. Thank you . 

Support the Guardian ➔ ( Remind me in March ) VISA II) ,~::j , _,., 

• Topics 
• Germany 
• The Observer 
• Nazism 
• Holocaust 

• • Berlin Wall 
• news 
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The sIavIng-NazHnsurance Axl1 

This exhibit consists of: 

1. This cover page. 
2. Excerpts from the Nuremberg Indictment juxtaposed to excerpts from Tha Kaul 

kl.l.U, 

The common thread connecting the slaving Industry, the Nazi atrocities and the "War on 
Doctors· (1990 to the present) is the ruthless/genocidal for-profrt insurance/banking 
industry/machine of which Defendants Allstate/Geico/TD/Northem Trust/Boston 
Partners are members. 

The purpose and relevance of this exhibit is to Illustrate and evidence that the Insurance 
industry of which Defendants Allstate/Geico are members/beneficiaries, have been 
engaging in "patterns of racketeering• since the Inception of the Industry in London in 
the 1600s. The fundamental legal elements of RICO were 
conceived/developed/implemented over four centuries ago and became codified in the 
1970s. Racial profiling/targeting and discrimination against particular groups for the 
purpose of profit have remained a constant, and the ration d'etre for the Insurance 
Industry Is purely profit, while that of medicine Is altruistic. Not too many physicians are 
disposed In the art of war, while the Insurance Industry views war as a progenitor of 
fear, a fear they exploit In their commercialization of risk. The Insurance industry Is 
arguably humanity's largest ever racket. 

In 2021, the tools of torture used by Defendants Allstate/Geico (Insurance Industry) are 
those of the courts/lawyers/prosecutors/loss of llvellhood/lncarceration/false 
convictions/false Imprisonment/media defamation/harassment of physicians 
faml!les/chlldrenta global publlc humlllatlon over the Internet. No longer Is It Iron cuffs in 
crowded slave ships, suffocating trains destined for work camps or summary 
exequtlons. The methods of extermination have become bureaucratized, sterile and 
conducted under 'color of state', with the apparent legltlmacy of state medical boards, 
state/federal Judges/courts/prosecutors and a corporate media only too willing to 
knowingly perpetuate the crimes of the Insurance Industry. False claims of Insurance 
fraud, alleged over-prescribing of opiate medications, sting operations to entrap 
unsuspecting physicians In compromising sexual situations, are just some of the 

KAUL:0327 
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excuses/pre-texts used to extenninate physlc!ians, in order to increase 
corporate/executive profit through reducing the number of so called "healthcare 
providers• and thus the total amount of health insurance premiums spent on healthcare. 
In essence, eliminate the physicians and the patients, and divert a greater percentage 
of the public's health insurance premiums to the executives/corporate coffers of 
Defendants Allstate/Gelco . 

In 2021, the cost to American society Is evident in: 

1. The excessive COVID-19 related mortality/morbidity In the US. 
2. The so-called "opiate epidemic", from which the Insurance Industry has profited . 

Deaths from opiate overdosing are due to street-grade heroin, laced with 
fentanyl, and not prescription opiates. From 2006 to the present the number of 
medications dispensed has dropped by almost fifty-percent (50%), resulting in 
billions of profits for the insurance industry, as it spends less on medications, 
while continuing to raise the cost of health insurance premiums. 

3. The "pain epidemic" as millions of Americans with chronic pain have been 
denied access to life-saving care, with many committing suicide. 

4. The epidemic of physician suicides, as the Insurance Industry orders 
state/federal regulatory/lnvestlgatory/prosecutorlaVjudlclal collaborators to 
suspend/revoke physicians licenses and or Incarcerate them. 

To assist the comprehension of all parties In the clarification of the Nazi-Insurance 
Industry analogy of the aforementioned axis, one of evil; please find below a table that 
Kaul respectfully asserts, any jury/public would Immediately understand: 

The Slaving.Nazi-Insurance Axis rsNI") The FSMB/SMB-State/Federal 
lnvestigatlve/Prosecutorlal-lnsurance 
(Corporation) Axis ("FSI") 
Identified within The Kaul caau are the 
equivalent SNI parties/perpetrators. 

The British Crown/Government/Royal Defendant Federation of State Medical 
African Company/Lloyd's of Boards/State Medical Boards . 
London-Insurance Industry/British Courts. Defendants Allstate/Geico 

Defendants AHS/HUMC 
Defendant State of New Jersey 
Defendant NJ Department of Banking and 
Insurance. 
Defendant NJ Office of the Insurance 
Fraud Prosecutor 

2 
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• 

• IDefendant District of New Jersey 
•(K11-1-DNJ-N) 
Defendant Judges In K11-3 (U.S.D.C. for 
the Northern District of Illinois) 

The Yorke-Talbot Slavery .QJ2lni2n The NJ IFPA (17:33A) + 21 U.S.C. 

• (Abuse of Congressional Intent) + CDC 
Guideline for Prescribing Opioids for 
Chronic Pain (AQ.u.u. of 
recommendations) 

• The German GovemmenUNazl Party Defendant State of New Jersey. 

Senior Public Prosecutor-Paul Bamlckel Office of the NJ Attorney General 

Chief of the Civil Law and Procedure The NJ Attorney General - Jeffrey 

• Division of the Reich Ministry of Justice; Chiesa/Doreen Hafner 
and Obertohrer in the SS - Josef Allstoter 

Chief Justice of the Special Court - Defendant Jay Howard Solomon 
Hermann Cuhorst Defendant Jose Linares 

Defendant Kenneth J. Grlspln 

• 
Legal Adviser to the Reich Minister - Defendant Eric Kanefsky, Esq 
Guenther Joel 

• Chief Justice of the Fourth Senate of the Defendant Chief Judge Fred Wolfson, 
People's Court - Guenther Nebelung Esq 

Senior Public Prosecutor - David Puteska, 
Esq 

• Consulting physician to the Luftwaffe - Defendant Andrew Gregory Kaufman, MD 
WIiheim Belglblock 

Chief Physician to Hltler/SS/Reich - Kart Defendant Scott Metzger, MO 
Brandt • Chief Surgeon of the Staff of the Reich Defendant Gregory Przybylski, MD 
Physician SS - Karl Gebhardt 

Chief Surgeon of the Surgical Clinic In Defendant Robert Francis Heary, MD 

• Berlin - Paul Rostock 

Der Fuhrer-Adolf Hitler Defendant Christopher J. Christle, Esq 

3 
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Friedrich Flick - The CEO of the "Flick Defendant Richard Crist 
Concern" (business conglomerate - Defendant Allstate 
finance/mining and financier/briber of the Defendant Gelco 
Nazi Party Defendant TD 

Farben - Business conglomerate that Defendant Allstate 
Included the insurance/finance industry, Defendant Geico 
that financed the Nazi Party/German Defendant TD 
State and the initial funding for Defendant Northern Trust 
concentration camps . Defendant Boston Partners 

Those exterminated/enslaved/subjected Plaintiff KauUhis famlly/his patients 
to summary justice/denied Plaintiff Feldman/his family/his patients 
Justice/Imprisoned/stripped of their Plaintiff Patel/his family/patients treated in 
livelihood/publicly humiliated/deprived of his healthcare facility. 
their property/liberty/life without due The American public - increased 
process - Men, women and children insurance premiums. 
belonging to the following groups: The American pain patient population -
Africans/Jews/Russians/Poles/Pe tients decreased access to most effective forms 
with disabilities/Political dissenters/Those of pain relieving healthcare 
who refused to submit/fought Nazi (surgical/non-surgical). 
oppression . The American medical profession -

Increased suicide/loss of livelihood/loss of 
liberty/loss of property. 

Otto Ambros - Chief of Chemical Warfare Defendant Christopher J. Christle, Esq 

August Von Knieriem - Chief Counsel of David D'Aloia, Esq - Counsel for 
Farben Defendant Allstate 

The Blacks: 

The insurance industry (corporations) was born In the 1600's and is the progeny of 
Llyod's of London. It initially gripped humanity in its cold ruthless clutches by attaching 
itself to the booming trans-Atlantic slaving Industry, at the helm of which, at that time, 
were the British. They would later claim to be the originators of abolition, a calculated 
political move whose true purpose was not altruistic, but one of commercial colonial 
opportunism, as it provided them legal parliamentary cover to seize the slave ships 
belonging to their colonial competitors, the French, Dutch and Portuguese. Meanwhile 
the British continued to plunder, rape and pillage Indian, Africa and China, the latter a 
country it flooded with opium from the poppy-fields of the north-werstem frontier In 

KAUL:0330 
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I 

: 
I 

Afghanisthan/Kashmir. The Chinese were indapicltated by the opium, the Indians were 
forced Into indentured servitude, along with the Africans. 

The Jews: 

Towards the ostensible fall of the British Empire, the global Insurance industry, still 
orchestrated by and through Lloyd's of London, continued Its inexorable and genocidal 
expansion by conspiring/colluding and furthering in an ongoing •pattern of racketeering" 
that commenced with the slaving Industry. The RICO predicate acts of murder, 
extortion, conspiracy and human trafficking were perpetrated by the Nazi War Machine, 
on millions of Jews, Russians, Poles and people with physical and psychological 
handicaps, through multiple association-in-fact enterprises that included Nazi courts, 
Nazi Judges, The Nazi Justice Ministry, The Nazi Medical Boards/Medical Profession, 
Nazi Politicians, Nazi Prosecutors/Lawyers, German Industry and the insurance 
industry. Multiple RICO schemes were perpetrated through, by and with the political, 
medical, legal and business elements of the Nazi's genocidal machine, in 
collusion/conspiracy with the insurance Industry. The purpose of the Nazi-Insurance 
Association-In-Fact Enterprise was to further the political/economic agendas of the 
scheme's orchestrators/perpertrators/alders/abettors/abstentiors of willful ignorance. 
The insurance industry, having developed its model of using the ostensibly legitimate 
cover of legal/judicial/political authority with the slaving industry, simply employed the 
same tactics/strategy on those enslaved/imprisoned/murdered in the years from 1939 to 
1945. The insurance industry continued its "pattern of continuity" of 
murder/exploitation/false Imprisonment/abuse of legal process/political 
corruption/judicial corruption/bribery/extortion/kickbacks/racial profiling and 
dlsclnlmatlon against the mentaliy/physiclal infirm. 

Iba Indians: 

The Allied Forces (American/British) conducted the investigation/prosecution of the 
crimes against humanity that were committed in the period from 1939 to 1945. The trials 
at Nuremberg (1945 to 1947) resulted in the criminal convictions of hundreds of 
senior/high ranking judges/lawyers/physicians/buslnessnnsurance 
execµtives/polltlclans, Individuals who had assisted Adolph Hitler in his conversion of 
the State of Germany into a massive, murderous •racketeering enterprise", purposed to 
further the economlc/polltlcal agendas of The Third Reich. The insurance Industry, of 
which Defendants Allstate/Gelco are members, profited from the aforementioned 
schemes, and the progeny of those profits continue to be laundered through Defendants 
Allstate/Geico. However, what remains irrefutable is the fact that the 
tactics/strategyrpatterns of racketeering" legally codified by the insurance industry 

5 
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continue to be employed today against India~ physicians/so called "healthcare 
providers"/ chronic pain patients and those wjth health conditions that require long-term 
ongoing care, those with mentaVphysical infirmities. 

The atrocities/crimes (murder/manslaughter/enslavement/economic servitude/human 
trafficking/imprisonment) against humanity of the slaving industry/the holocaust/the 
targeted extermination of the infirm/specific racial groups continues to be perpetrated 
today in the United States by the insurance industry against ethnic minorities, occupied 
principally by immlgrants/lndians/Hispnics/Blacks. The insurance industry, as it has 
done since the 1600s has targeted racial groups, ones Its considers the weakest, and 
now in 2021 in America, land of the free, home of the brave, there are over two (2) 
million citizens incarcerated ln prisons/work camps/concentration camps (another British 
Invention), and an unprecedented number of physicians, the majority of whom are 
Indian . 

The insurance industry's most recent scheme against Indian physicians has and Is 
being conducted In collusion/conspiracy with the American equivalent of the Nazi 
judiciary/body politic/medical profession, with the overall purpose of economic/political 
advantage. The Allied Forces/Prosecutors (American/British) were unwitting conduits for 
the transmission of information regarding the construction/perpetration of elaborate, well 
concealed "racketeering schemes" that, as with The Kaul Cases Defendants did 
convert a state (Germany: 1939 to 1945 - New Jersey: circa. 1960 to the present) into 
"racketeering enterprises• through, by and which the insurance industry profited by 
collusion/conspiracy with worlds of medicine/business/politics . 

The Kaul Cases, and there will be further international tribunaVexamination, are, 
witho~t overstating their relevance, the most equivalent legal vehicle thus far in 
American legal history, that in any manner mimics The Nuremberg Trials. The German 
public and the world remained ignorant to the atrocities of the Nazi 
legaVpolitical/medical/judiciaVbusiness machine, until the crimes were exposed in these 
trials. Similarly, the insurance industry propaganda machine has concealed from the 
American public Its "War on Doctors" and patients with chronic illnesses. it has 
concealed Its pervasive corruption of the judiciary and crooked physicians willing to 
provide false testimony against physicians to whom the Insurance industry owes money, 
in order to have these physicians (mostly Indians) eliminated through incarceration/loss 
of livelihood/license suspension/revocation/suicide/social ostracization/professioinal 
ostracization. No different to the strategies employed by Slaving-Nazi-Insurance Axis. 

Humanity existed for thousands of years before insurance. Insurance is nothing but 
legalized extortion, and humanity will prosper for thousands of years after the Insurance 

6 
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I 
I 

industry has been eliminated. Bitcoin is doing the same thing to1he banking cartels, 
anoth'er British institution. Lest no one forget, it was the "money-lenders" who were 
evicted from the temple . 

Dated: February 20, 2021 
Richard Atjun Kaul, MD 

KAUL:0333 
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n. In the five (5) week trlal of Dr. Lesly Pompy (USA v Dr. Lesly Pompv (18-cr-20454). a 

physicia~ from Haiti acquitted on all thirty-eight ($8) counts (Exhibit 21). there emerged 

evidence on December 2, 2022, In the form of testimony from a James Stewart Howell, an ex

police officer/Blue Cross Blue Shield 'undercover ir,vestigator' /Government witness, that 

detailed the massive schemes of fraud perpetrate
1
1f against principally ethnic minority 
I 

physicians by Blue Cross Blue Shield and governmental persons/agencies. 

78. Plaintiff Kaul incorporated the transcript of this testimony into the matter of Kaul v 

BCBS/Marino: 23-CV-00518 (Kll-11) (D.E. 1-4) and submits into Kll-14 an excerpt of the Kll-

11 Complaint (Exhibit 22). which contains facts pertaining to racial targeting and Insurance 

Industry •patterns of racketeering" that are highly probative ofthe claims in Kll-14: 

79. •In 2018, Dr. Lesly Pompy, a Michigan based lnterventlonal pain physician of Haitian 

origin, was indicted by the US Government on charges of healthcare fraud, in a case almost 

identical to that filed against Dr. Anand" (Exhibit 22) . 

80. HHowever, during the trlal evidence emerged of the fraudulent schemes perpetrated by 

the Blue Cross Blue Shield corporations In their efforts to entrap knowingly innocent 

physicians, mostly of whom belonged to ethnic minorities" (Exhibit 22). 

81. HDurlng the testimony of a James Howell, an ex-pollce officer employed by Blue Cross 

Blue Shield to manufacture entrapment schemes, Howell testified that In furtherance of 

these schemes he was provided fraudulent medical documents, driving licenses and other 

official d_ocuments by agendes/persons of the State of Michigan and physicians employed by 

Blue Cro~ Blue Shield" (Exhibit 22) . 

82. •Howell's prior testimony in various other prior court proceedings had resulted In the 

wrongful conviction and incarceration of other ethnic minority physicians, all of whom 

continue to languish In Jall" (Exhibit 22). 
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83. "The trial of Dr. Pompy unequivocally establishes the "pattern of racketeering'' being 

perpetrated by the American Insurance Industry and specifically the Blue Cross Blue Shield 

corporations, and corroborates the claims that Kaul has asserted within The Kaul cases, since 

2016." (Exhibit 22) . 

The American insurance Industry's schemes of radal discrimination/asset seizure and 

commercial conspiracies with governmental agencies against ethnic minority physicians 

(Hispanic/Black/Indian) are almost exact replicas of those perpetrated against Jews by 

German Industrialists and the Nazi Government as detailed In the final reports of the 

Nuremberg Trial . 

84. The parallels between the Nazis persecution of the Jews/others (1933-1945) as detailed in 

the Nuremberg trial/final report (Exhibit 23) and the American persecution of ethnic minority 

physicians by an insurance industry-government totalitarianism (1990s and ongoing) is more 

than coincidental, and is fact, simply a continuation of the four hundred (400) year-plus 

"pattern" of profit purposed racketeering/human rights violations/crimes against humanity. 

Irrefutable evidence of these crimes against humanity was released by the American 

Government under a FOIA request, and was published as part of a May 17, 2023, press release 

issued by Plaintiff Kaul: 

US INSURANCE GIANT, BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD, HAS EXPOSED ITS TARGETING OF ETHNIC 

MINORITY PHYSICIANS FOR MASS INCARCERATION 

85. https://www.drrichardkaul.com/so/200WhtSL1 ?languageTag=en 

86. In fact, the Flexner Report (Exhibit 24) provides historical evidence that corroborates the 

facts within the press release. The Report, published in 1910 at the behest of the Carnegie and 

Rockefeller Corporations, set forth a plan to design and control every element of medical 

education/licensing in order to subjugate the medical profession to corporate interests. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICIIlGAN 

SOUTHERN DMSION 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Case No. 2:18-cr-20454 

Plaintiff, 
HONORABLE STEPHEN J. MURPHY, III 

V. 

LESLY POMPY, 

Defendant. 

------------~' 

VERDICT FORM 

We, the jury, unanimously find the following: 

COUNT ONE 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 

Patient J.St., Hydrocodone bitartrate-acetaminophen (Norco), May 9, 2016 

_......;_'A-'-_ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT1WO 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 

PatientJ.St., Hydrocodone bitartrate-acetaminophen (Norco), May 17, 2016 

--K---Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT THREE 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 
Patient R.B., Fentanyl (Subsys), March 31, 2016 

__ x....,.. __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT FOUR 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 

Patient R.B., Morphine sulfate (MS Contin), September 12, 2016 
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' 
LNotGuilty_

1 

____ Guilty 

COUNT FIVE 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 

Patient T.L., Oxycodone HCL-acetaminophen (Percocet), September 12, 2016 

--#-X __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT SIX 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 

Patient D.K, Hydrocodone-acetaminophen (Norco), June 2, 2016 

__ t..__ __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT SEVEN 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 

Patient D.K., Dextroamp-amphetamine (Adderall), June 2, 2016 

__ 'f ___ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT EIGHT 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 

Patient S.S., Oxycodone-acetaminophen (Percocet), March 21, 2016 

___ 'f __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT NINE 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 

Patient S.S., Methadone, March 21, 2016 

__ '{. .... • __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT TEN 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 
Patient S.S., Morphine Sulfate, March 21, 2016 

__ '/,__ __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT ELEVEN 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 
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Patient S.S., Oxymorphone HCL (Opana), March 21, 2016 
I 

'f Not Guilty • Guilty 

COUNT 1WELVE 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 

Patient S.S., Tramadol (Ultram), March 21, 2016 

_ ___.} __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT TfilRTEEN 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 

Patient F.E., Buprenorphine/Naloxone (Zubsolv), March 28, 2016 

-~X __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT FOURTEEN 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 

Patient F.E., Oxycodone HCL-acetaminophen (Percocet), March 28, 2016 

__ 'I..:..,:_ __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT FIFTEEN 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 

Patient R.O., Oxycodone HCL-acetaminophen (Percocet), May 16, 2016 

_ _,_'/......___ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT SIXTEEN 
Unlawful Distribution of Controlled Substances 

Patient R.O., Oxycodone HCL-acetaminophen (Percocet), May 24, 2016 

--it<,........ __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT SEVENTEEN 
Unlawful Distribution of the Controlled Substance 

Patient L.K., Tapentadol (Nucynta), August 25, 2016 

_ _,.&.,K __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 
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COUNT EIGHTEEN 
Unlawful Distribution of the Controlled Substance 

Patient L.K., Methadotle, August 26, 2016 

_ .... '£--'-__ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT NINETEEN 
Unlawful Distribution of the Controlled Substance 

Patient G.T., Morphine Sulfate (MS Contin), September 22, 2016 

__ y __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT 1WENTY 
Unlawful Distribution of the Controlled Substance 

Patient G.T., Methadone, September 22, 2016 

-~f __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT 1WENTY-ONE 
Unlawful Distribution of the Controlled Substance 

Patient J.Sh., Oxycodone HCL-acetaminophen (Percocet), April 12, 2016 

_-4-'/2 __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT 1WENTY-1WO 
Unlawful Distribution of the Controlled Substance 

Patient J.Sh., Methadone HCL, April 12, 2016 

_.....,_{\ __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT 'IWENTY-THREE 
Health Care Fraud -

Patient J.St., Office Visit 99213, May 9, 2016 

----"~-- Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT 'IWENTY-FOUR 
Health Care Fraud 

Patient J.St., Drug Test 00483, May 9, 2016 
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• 
_ _._'/. __ Not Guilty L Guilty 

I 
COUNT TWENTY-FIVE 

Health Care Fraud 
Patient J.St., Office Visit 99213, May 17, 2016 

• 
-~'(. __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT 'IWENTY-SEVEN 

• Health Care Fraud 
Patient D.K., Office Visit 99213, June 2, 2016 

__ '/ __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

• COUNT 'IWENTY-EIGHT 
Health Care Fraud 

Patient T.L .. , Office Visit 99213, September 12, 2016 

• __ )( __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT 'IWENTY-NINE 
Health Care Fraud 

• Patient S.S., Office Visit 99213, March 21, 2016 

__ K __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT THIRTY-1WO 

• Health Care Fraud 
Patient K.R., Office Visit 99215, May 26, 2016 

_ ... 'fv....-- Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

• COUNT THIRTY-THREE 
Health Care Fraud 

Patient M.B., Office Visit 99213, May 26, 2016 

• --~--_Not Guilty ____ Guilty 
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' I 

' COUNT Tfil~TY-FIVE 
Health Care Fraud 

I 
Patient K.R., Office Visit 99215, September 12, 2016 

__ '/.. __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT TfilRTY-SIX 
Health Care Fraud 

Patient B.L., Office Visit 99215, September 12, 2016 

__ x __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT TfilRTY-SEVEN 
Health Care Fraud 

Patient K.R., Office Visit 99215, January 18, 2016 

_ ..... '/. _____ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

COUNT TfilRTY-EIGBT 
• Maintaining Drug-Involved Premises, 780 North Macomb, Suite 222, Monroe, MI 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

___ )( __ Not Guilty ____ Guilty 

Date: \/4/J1 

a/Jury Forepemoo 
In comp...,_ wllh Ille Privacy Policy Adoplild by the Jucllclal 
Conference, Ille ¥91dlot form with the orlglnal llgnature hH 
been flied under..... • 
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Evidence + ~elated Cases 

.5, UNITED STATES OF AMERICAv. LESLY POMPY: 18-cr-20454-UNITED STATES DISTRICT 
COURT, EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN: Dr. Pompy was criminally charged on June 26, 2016, 
with a thirty-seven (37) count indictment In which he was accused of allegedly having • 
dispensed opiates and other commonly prescribed pain reducing medications on certain dates 
to approximately fifteen (is) patients in 2016. Dr. Pompy, who had been In practice for over 
thirty (30) years was the largest provider of pain management services In his county, and had 
successfully treated tens of thousands of patients. The criminal trial commenced on November 
28, 2022, and concluded on January 4, 2023, with an acquittal by the Jury on all thirty-seven 
(37) counts. The trial resulted In the production by a BCBS Investigator of testimony highly to 
the Insurance company's "ongoing pattern of racketeering", in which with It, with Its state-co
conspirators, has perpetrated through and under state-cover hundreds of RICO predicate acts, 
that Include wire fraud/entrapment/evidence tampering/falsification medical records/Issuance 
of fraudulent of state driving licenses by state police/subornation re production of fraudulent 
medical documents by physician employees of Defendant BCBS/formallzatlon and education at 
special undercover training units for BCBS Investigators of tactics of entrapment and their 
subsequent propagation against physicians. 

On December 2/3, 2022, testimony was provided by Mr. James Stewart Howell, a person who 
after having retired from the police force, was hired and trained by BCBS to conduct undercover 
operations, targeting principally ethnic minority/foreign trained physicians whom BCBS wanted 
eliminated (license revocation/Incarceration/suicide/death) In order to eradicate their debt to 
the physician, and eliminate the competitive threat posed by their continued practice In the 
relevant healthcare market . 

Excerpts of Mr. Howell's testimony are Included below, and the entire two (2) day transcript Is 
enclosed (Exhibit 3 December 1, 2022 - Direct Examination) (Exhibit 4 December 2, 2022 -
Direct+ Cross Examination): 

Conspiracy to commit fraud 
BY MR. CHAPMAN - Page 99 Line 11-25 /Howell defense cross examination) {Exhibit 41: 
Q. All right. So, let's start with January 5th. Your goal is to go Into Dr. Pompy's office and see If 
you can get seen? A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were told by the front desk that you need to have a referral for pain management? 
A. That's correct . 
Q. You go to Blue Cross Blue Shield and say, "He won't see me without a referral," right? 
A. Right. 
Q. They set you up with Dr. Robertson? 
A. Yeah . 
Q. Now, you understand how the referral system of medicine works, right? Doctors refer 
patients to other doctors when they're not able to help that specific Issue? 
A. It - I - yeah, I understand the basic sense of that, but ... 
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Evidential Falsification/Tampering with medlcai records/Wire fraud 
BY MR. CHAPMAN - Page 101 Ltnes 1-25 + Page 102 Unes 1-25 + Page 3 Lines 1-17 IHowell 
defense cross examination) (Exhibit 4): 
MR. CHAPMAN-Government Exhibit on page 7, Government Exhibit 1, page 7? 
MS. OUELITTE: Is that page 7? 
MR. CHAPMAN: Yes, please . 
BY MR. CHAPMAN: 
Q So I think you were correct that the -the other documents said back and nerve problems, 
but here we have a prescription, right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And this Is from Dr. Robertson? 
A. It is, yes. 
Q. And It says for pain management, right? 
A. Yep, it just says the words "pain management." 
Q. And that"s Dr. Robertson"s signature? 
A. Yes . 
Q. Now, that was dated December 10th, 2015, correct? 
A. It was. 
Q. You had Dr. Robertson backdate this referral to make it look like it was made before you 
showed up on January 5th? 
A. I -- I don"t recall the -- the timeline of that being signed or dated. 
Q. Mr. Howell, there must have been some discussion about this. This is a medical record, 
right? 
A. It is. 
Q. You"re aware that falsification of a medical record is a felony In the State of Michigan? 
A. It Is, yeah. 
Q. Did you have any special authorization to commit a felony In the State of Michigan, to create 
that false medical record? 
A. No, my Intent was -- no intent to commit a felony. My intent was to further the investigation 
and get a pain management referral. There was no ...: 
Q. The question was did you have any special permission to commit a felony in the State of 
Michigan and alter a medical record? 
A. I - I didn't alter that document. 
Q. You ~ad Dr. Robertson do that, right? 
A. He wrote that pain management referral. I didn't write it. 
Q. Was your conversation with Dr. Robertson to receive pain management on December 5th or 
was it after January-- on December 10th or was it after January 5th? 

A It was after January 5th. 
Q. That date's false? 
A. That date's false. I talked to him after January 5th, 2016 . 
Q. The need for pain management is also false? 
A. Right. 
Q. Okay . 

7 
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A. It's -- yeah. 
Q. Did you talk to any health care professionals ~bout whether getting a referral for pain 
management would give a doctor an indication that you have a legitimate medical Injury? 
A. No. Just I talked to Dr. Robertson about this referral. It's -- didn't go anywhere else. 
Q. Did you talk to Blue Cross Blue Shield about t~is referral? 
A. I think my manager knew I did this, yeah. i 
Q. Your manager said it was, okay? ; 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Did you have Or. Robertson date that referral on December 10th or did he just do that 
himself? 
A. I don't remember any discussion about what the date was. Q. So it just magically happened 
to be backdated to before you ever stepped foot in Or. Pompy's office? 
A. I didn't say that. 
Q. Okay. 

Evidential Falsification/Tampering with medical records/Wire fraud/Entrapment/Conspiracy 
to commit fraud 
BY MR. CHAPMAN - Page 143 Line 7-20 + Page 144 Line 1-25 (Howell defense cross 
examination) {Exhibit 4): 

Q. In fact, during the entire time you saw Dr. Pompy, there are many of those tests that you 
didn't complete? 
A. Many of them that I did not do, that's correct. 
Q. You informed his office staff that insurance wouldn't cover it? 
A. The discussion about what was not covered was In regard to an MRI, which is expensive. 
Q. Was it true that Blue Cross Blue Shield wouldn't cover the test that was ordered by Or . 
Pompy? 
A. I don't know if It would have been or not. I didn't discuss it with anyone really. 
Q. Just like you did with the X-ray, you had the ability to go to Or. Robertson and falsify another 
MRI study, right? 
A. I -- sure, I guess I could have ... 

A. He would have probably assisted like he did on the other one. 
Q. Because he's willing to falsify medical records for you, right? 
A. He's willing to assist me. 
Q. Okay. But you didn't do that, you didn't present a normal MRI. You said, "My insurance 
won't cover it." 
A. I did, yep. 
Q. Because you were concerned that if you came into that office with a normal MRI, Or. Pompy 
would say, "I don't see anything wrong with you." 
A. Yeah, I just did not want to -- didn't want to get an MRI and bring it In there or falsify one . 
Q. Then that's the end of the operation, right? 
A. I don't-
Q. You don't get your man? 

R 
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A. I don't think so. I 
Q. Okay. Same thing with the referral. You don't falsify that referral to get Into Dr. Pompy's 
office, that's the end of the operation? 
A. Yeah; if you didn't come up with a pain management referral, I don't think they would accept 
you there. 
Q The only reason you got treated by Dr. Pompy was because you were willing to go so far as 
to falsify medical records to get in? 

Evidentlal falsiflcatlon/Dlverslon drugs by undercover agent 

BY MR. CHAPMAN - Page 157 Une 17-25 + Page 158 Line 1-25 + Page 159 Line 1-25 + Page 160 
Line 1-25 + Page 161 Line 1-7 (Howell defense cross examination) {Exhibit 4): 

Q. Now, during that April 26th visit, you also tested positive in a point of care cup for 
benzodiazepines, Isn't that, right? 
A. I don't think that's right. I don't think there was a point of care test. 
MR. CHAPMAN: Can we take a look at Government's 1, page 59? Can you blow up the box 

where it says 
"Benzodiazeplnes"? 
BY MR. CHAPMAN: 
Q. You see a positive for benzodiazepine, sir? 
A. I see that . 
Q. Okay. And this is an indication that the point of care cup that you dropped a sample In 
showed positive for benzodlazepines? 
A. If you could back that out so I can see --1 don't-- I don't recall that saying point of care above 

that. 
Q We can do that . 
You're aware from reviewing these tests that if there's a confirmation study, usually it shows 
the metabolite levels in the urine? 
A. I have seen that, yes. 
Q And if it's a point of care cup, it's usually filled out by hand? 
A. Usually, yeah, 'cuz it's done on the spot. 
Q. Somebody's trying to interpret that test? 
A. Right. 
Q And you're aware from your knowledge as an investigator that these point of care cups can 

be very inaccurate? 
A. I can't really talk about the accuracy of those. I -- I don't know the -- the total -- the accuracy 

ofthem.-
Q. After .you had a positive test for barbiturates and also benzodiazeplnes, did you think that 

these te~s are accurate? 
A. Those particular ones are not, no. 
Q. Okay. So, in your experience there's inaccuracies? 
A. Oh - on - yeah, on this case for sure there's inaccuracies. 

Q You also went over -
MR. CHAPMAN: And we can take that down. Thank you. BY MR. CHAPMAN: 

9 
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Q. - a positive barbiturate test from your urine 'sample, I believe it was from March 22nd, right? 
A. That's correct. I 
Q. And you were Informed of those results on Aprll 26th? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Over a month later? 
A. Yes. 

Q Okay. At that point you hadn't received any medications from Dr. Pompy? 

A. Right. At the time they were discussing the results of the test I had not been prescribed any 
medication. 
QSo-
A. Is that what you're asking? 
Q Yes . 
A. Okay. 
Q. I don't mean to be redundant, but you dropped a sample on March 22nd, you learn of the 
results on April 26th? 
A. That's correct, yes. 
Q. You also mentioned that at that time, within 48 hours you went to Blue Cross and got your 
own test done? 
A. I did. 
Q Had you taken a barbiturate, that would have been long gone from your system a month 
later, right? 
A. I don't know . 
Q. I imagine the positive test caused quite a stir at Blue Cross Blue Shield? 
A. I -- it had me pretty upset but I don't know about causing a stir. I - I definitely thought it was 
Important to address it immediately. 
Q. Without going over the whole thing, that same day, 4-26-26, you filled out a pre-visit 

questionnaire? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You again said your pain began ten years ago? 
A. I believe so, yes. 
Q. You said it was a level 5? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You said it stayed the same and is continuous? 
A. Yeah. I kept indicating stiffness and circling Ss and continuous and -
Q You said it was - I'm sorry I cut you off. You said it was worse In the morning? 

A. Yeah . 
Q. You said you were using physical therapy to cope? 
A. Yes. 
Q You did not indicate any other new symptoms? 

A. Correct. 
Q. And then you also indicated that you were taking Xanax at that time, right? 

A. I did, yes. 
Q. But that was a false statement because you weren't prescribed any Xanax? 

A. That's true . 
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Conspiracy to entrap and illegal concealment/non-contractual disclosure from public of 
health, premium fund diversion to 'Blues Academy' 
BY MR. LIEVENSE - Page 8 Line 3-25 (Howell djrect examjnationl {Exhibit 3): 

Q. And what type of in-house training did they provide you? A. We did a training as far as we 

did a - like a -- we called it a Blues Academy which -- which covered an entire range of health 
care investigations. We talked about undercover activities and things like that. 
Q. Did you also have. to learn how to become familiar with like Blue Cross Blue Shield data and 
information? 
A. Yes. 
Q. At some point did you become an accredited health care fraud investigator? 
A. Yes . 
Q. Is that a program - was that a program kind of outside of Blue Cross training? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what -- what -- what did that training entail? 
A. That is -- to be an accredited health care fraud investigator, you had to be a member of the 
NHCAA, which is National Health Care Antifraud Association, and then you have to have five 
years' experience doing health care investigations, and then you also had to pass 150-question 
test to be -- to get that certification. 

Conspiracy with state to commit fraud/issue fraudulent official documents 
BY MR. LIEVENSE - Page 14 Line 11-25 (Howell direct examination) {Exhibit 3): 

Q. Now, do you use your normal driver's license that's issued by the Secretary of State that 

you've had since you turned 16 years old? 
A. No. 
Q. Ali right. Do you -- are you able to get an undercover driver's license? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, how do you go about getting one of those? 
A. There's a process we go through. I would - I submit itto my manager and then it goes to the 
Michigan State Police, from there to the Secretary of State of Michigan. 
Q. And so when you want to get an undercover driver's license, do you have to go to a special 

location, or do you Just go to the local Secretary of State? 
A. Both ... 

Conspiracy with state to commit fraud/Issue fraudulent official documents 
BY MR. LIEVENSE - Page 16 Line 4-15 {Howell direct examination) {Exhibit 31: 

Q. And would you need an insurance card that matched your undercover driver's license? 

A. Yes. 
Q. And so once you received an undercover driver's license from the State of Michigan, what 

would you need to do to get an undercover insurance card? 

11 
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A. Submit -- submit a fonn under that same name to someone who reviews it and then they 

actually get a physical, actual plastic card made. j 
Q. And why do you use an undercover driver's license and undercover Blue Cross Blue Shield 

insurance card instead of your personal ones? 

Conspiracy with state In furtherance of schemes of fraud and entrapment/unaccounted for 

diversion of prescription drugs 
BY MR. LIEVENSE - Page 45 Ljne 7-23 IHowell direct examination) (Exhibit 4): 

Q. Like to show you Government's Exhibit lA. 

After you received the prescription from Dr. Pompy on April -- the two prescriptions on April -

well, the Norco and the Lyrlca prescriptions on April 26th, what did you do with them? 

A. I went and filled them, and I was with the Michigan State Police and turned them over to 

them. 
Q. So you first went to a pharmacy? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And you filled the prescription? 
A. Yep. 

Q. And then once you got the prescription and the pills, what did you do? 

A. Turned them over to them immediately, had them count them just to make sure. 

Q. By them, you said it was the Michigan State Police? 

A. Yes . 

6. NEIL ANAND v. INDEPENDENCE BLUE CROSS: 20-cv-062456- UNITED STATES DISTRICT 

COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA: Dr. Neil Anand, an Indian origin 

Pennsylvania based interventional pain physician, who established a highly successful 

interventional pain practice, was indicted by the US Government in 2019, on almost exactly the 

same charges as those levied against Dr. Pompy and many other ethnic minority physicians. In 

these cases, there is either no evidence or fraudulent 'evidence', and most charged physicians 

plead guilty, even though they know they are not guilty, but they are unable to fund a defense, 

as their assets are illegally seized. Dr. Anand attended D. Pompy's trial on every day. In late 
2020, Dr. Anand, having calculated that Defendant Independence BCBS had conspired with 

state/federal investigative/prosecutorial/adjudicative agencies to manufacture the Indictment 

against him, did then initiate a civil suit against BCBS. However, his efforts to prosecute the case 

and procure further evidence was obstructed by Defendant BCBS, and the case was eventually 

dismissed. Dr. Anand appealed to the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, and on June 29, 2021, the 

Appellate Court remanded the case to the district court (Exhibit 5). Consequent to the January 

4, 2023, widely publicized acquittal of Dr. Pompy, the district court in Dr. Anand's case 

dismissed Defendant Independent BCBS' s motion to dismiss, and ordered it to answer the 

claims (Exhibit 6). The lower court's decision was also based on argument/fact/law submitted 

by Dr. Anand In his January 4, 2023, responsive brief to Defendant motion to dismiss (Exhibit 7) . 

in which he submits binding case law, in which the United States District Court has conclusively 

found that BCBS is a recalcitrant and chronic antitrust violator, BCBS's "patterns" of ongoing 

misconduct commenced against Kaui in 2005/2006, but were concealed from Kaul until 

12 
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recently, who only came Into their possession as a consequence of Dr. Anand's extensive • I 
state/federal Freedom of Information (FOi) req11ests in 2022 that exposed the Defendants' so 
called 'Health Fraud Partnership'. Dr. Anand's evidence was conclusively corroborated during 
Dr. Pompy's trial and acquittal. A ju·ry of twelve (12) people believed that there does Indeed 
exist a "vast conspiracy"' between government agencies and private/corporate Interests, that 
targets successful ethnic minority physicians. The referenced section of Anand's January 4, 
2023, submission Is: 

"Plaintiff !ANAND) Has A Valid Sherman and Clayton Act Anti-trust Claim.· 
The monopolistic and price fixing activity of the Blue Cross Blue Shield Companies Is of 
common public awareness due to Its recent antitrust settlement, arising from a class action 
antitrust lawsuit called In re: Blue Cross Blue Shield Antitrust Utlgatlon MDL 2406, which was 
reached on behalf of Individuals and companies that purchased or received health Insurance 
provided or administered by a Blue Cross Blue Shield company, The Class Representatives 
reached a Settlement on October 16, 2020, with the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association and 
settling Individual Blue Plans that knowingly violated antitrust laws by entering Into an 
agreement not to compete with each other and to limit competition among themselves in 
selling health insurance and administrative services for health Insurance. See 
https://www.bcbssettlement.com/. Pursuant to collateral estoppel, the restraint of trade by 
Blue Cross Blue Shield Association and Its franchisees has been determined under In re Blue 
Cross Blue Shield Antitrust Utlg., FINAL ORDER, Master Fife No.: 2:13-CV-20000-RDP (MDL 
NO.: 2406) (N.D. Ala. 2018). The FINAL ORDER provides on Pages 1-2; "This lltlgatlon began 
more than nine years ago and Involves the consolidation of a number of actions filed by 
Subscriber Plaintiffs against the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association ("BCBSA"l and Its 
Member Plans [the •Member Plans" or "Blue Plans"l lcollectlvely, "Defendants" or "Blues"!. 
Subscriber Plaintiffs allege, among other things. that Defendants violated Sections 1, 2, and 3 
of the Sherman Antitrust Act. 15 u.s.c. §§ 1-3, by entering Into an unlawful agreement that 
restrained competition between them In the markets for seHlng health Insurance and the 
administration of Commercial Health Benefit Products In the United States and Its territories, 
Subscriber Plaintiffs contend that the Blues: (1) allocated geographic territories; (2} limited 
the Member Plans from competing against each other, even when not using a Blue name, by 
mandating a minimum percentage of business that each Member Plan must do under that 
name, both inside and outside each Member Plan's territory; 131 restricted the right of any 
Member Plan to be sold to a company that is not a member of BCBSA; and 14} further agreed 
to other andllary restraints on competition. (Doc, # 1082). 
IBC Is utilizing Its monopoly market power to Increase Insurance premium prices and 
deductibles for Its Members negatively. IBC and its "most favored" groups of health 
providers through Facilitated Health Networks (FHN), engage in anticompetitive conducts, I.e. 
price flxJng, geographic market division, and group boycott (attack of non-white physicians 
prescribing controlled substances) which are causing market Injury to Individual physicians 
and small groups and are Illegal per se. IBC In their own public announcements claim they are 
the largest and leading health Insurer In Philadelphia (supported by USDOJ findings supra), 
and Is utilizing Its monopsony market power by substantially controlling physician treatment 
plans and reducing physician fee schedules, as IBC Is the major purchaser of health services 

13 
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offered by Philadelphla physicians. The per se rule ls violated here, "by a price restraint that 
tends to provide the same economic rewards tb all practitioners regardless of their skill, 
experience, training, or willingness to employ Innovative and difficult procedures In Individual 
cases. Such a restraint may also discourage entrv Into the market, and may deter 

I 

experimentation and new developments by ln~lvldual entrepreneurs". quoting P.457 U.S. 
348 Arizona v. Maricopa County Med. Soc'y, 45j7 U.S. 332 (1982); and Group Ufe & Health Ins. 
Co. v. Royal Drug Co., Inc., 440 U.S. 205 (1979)., Anand's Complaint's Claims, distinguishes 
between "restraints with an anticompetitive" 

In this case, Kll-11, the question of whether th~ Defendants can raise any defenses to Kaul's 
antitrust claims has been affirmatively answere~ in In re Blue Cross Blue Shield Antitrust litig .• 
FINAL ORDER, Master File No.: 2:13-CV-20000-RDP (MDL NO.: 2406) (N.D. Ala. 2018). and it is 
no; the law has foreclosed the Defendants, and ~hus the law permits Kaul to move for Summary 
Judgment. I 

I 
Dr. Anand's September 9. 2021, 3rd Amended 9omplaint painstakingly details the method, that 
has been, and continues to be uniformly utilized across the country by BCBS against principally 
ethnic minority physicians, In what is effective!~ a bureaucratic scheme of 'slave-like' labor and 

ethnic cleansing, perpetrated through the Amerilcan courts and Jails (Exhibit 8): 

"IBC and Its employees engaged In racial dlscrlinlnation against Anand and other Philadelphia 
and Pennsylvania physicians because of their r~ce, heritage, skin color or religion" 

i 
"to Its recent antitrust settlement, arising from)' a class action antitrust lawsuit called In re: 
Blue Cross Blue Shield Antitrust Litigation MDll 2406, N.D. Ala. Master FIie No. 2:13-cv-20000-

. I 
RDP, which was reached on behalf of Individuals and companies that purchased or received 

I 
health insurance provided or administered by ,a Blue Cross Blue Shield company." 

"IBC uses Its "police power" via the Health Ca~e Fraud Prevention Partnership to Induce 
criminal proceedings against other physicians ~hrough coordination with OIG, FBI, and USDOJ 
which causes a chilling effect of proper medical treatments of patients." 

I 
7. ANAND STATE/FEDERAL FOi REQUESTS: In a period commencing in or around late early 2021, 
Dr. Anand began submitting FOi requests to st~te/federal governmental agencies, that sought, 
amongst other things, any and all information bertaining/relevant to any 
agreements/contracts/communications betwe~n the Insurance Industry and the government 
regarding conspiracies as to what Dr. Anand w~s ultimately able to establish as the so called 
"Health Fraud Partnership". This illegal agreerilent, is misleadingly titled, in order to provide 
'cover' and apparent legitimacy for an illegal sciheme concocted by the insurance industry, in 
which governmental agencies have provided it[ unfettered access and control of governmental 

investigative/prosecutorial/adjudicative functions with which they have manufactured 
knowingly false civil/criminal cases against prirlcipally ethnic minority physicians, for license 
revocation/asset seizure/incarceration, in ordJr to eradicate their debit and eliminate the 
future threat of competition that the physiclarl's continued practice would pose. Within the 

! 
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WIKIPEDIA 
The Free Encyclopedia 

Flexner Report 
The Flexner Reportl 1l is a book-length l1111dmark r~port of 
medical education in the United States and Canada, written by 
Abrah11m Flexner and published in 1910 under the aegis of the 
Cal'.!l~gie ___ Foun<l~t,io11. Many aspects of the present-day American 
medical profession stem from the Flexner Report and its 
aftermath. The Flexner report has been criticized for introducing 
policies that encouraged ~ys~emic__i:~£!~.~.[:z)[3)[4] 

The Report, also called Carnegie Foundation Bulletin Number 
Four, called on American medical schools to enact higher 
admission and graduation standards, and to adhere strictly to the 
protocols of mainstream science in their teaching and research. 
The report talked about the need for revamping and centralizing 
medical institutions. Many American medical schools fell short of 
the standard advocated in the Flexner Report and, subsequent to 
its publication, nearly half of such schools merged or were closed 
outright. Colleges in electrotherapy were closed. 

Holll~opathy, traditional osteop11thy, eclectic .. ~edicine, and 
physiomedicalism (botanical therapies that had not been tested 
scientifically) were derided.ls) 
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IX Tttlt 

,., ........ "1!.:ltli,11'Mli 

fr" -- - .. --..,., .......... 

~ .... ~ .. 
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The title page tor the Flexner 

Report 

The Report also concluded that there were too many medical schools in the United States, and that too 
many doctors were being trained. A repercussion of the Flexner Report, resulting from the closure or 
consolidation of university training, was the closure of all but two "negro" medical schools and the 
reversion of American universities to male-only admittance programs to accommodate a smaller 
admission pool. Universities had begun opening and expanding female admissions as part of women's 
and co-educational facilities only in the mid-to-latter part of the 19th century with the founding of co
educational Oberlin College in 1833 and private colleges such as Vassar College and Pembroke 
College. 

Background 

In 1904, the American Medical Association (AMA) created the 
Council on Medical Education (CME),C6J whose objective was to 
restructure American medical education. At its first annual 
meeting, the CME adopted two standards: one laid down the 
minimum prior education required for admission to a medical 
school; the other defined a medical education as consisting of two 
years training in human an11tomy and physiology followed by two 
years of clinical work in a teaching hospital. Generally speaking, 
the council strove to improve the quality of medical students, 
looking to draw from the society of upper-class, educated 
students.[71 

In 1908, seeking to advance its reformist agenda and hasten the 
elimination of schools that failed to meet its standards, the CME 
contracted with the Carnegie Foundation for ~e_i\dvancement of 
Teaclling to survey American medical education. Henry Pritchett, 
president of the Carnegie Foundation and a staunch advocate of Abraham Flexner 

medical school reform, chose Abraham Flexner to conduct the 
survey. Neither a physician, a scientist, nor a medical educator, 
111,..,..,.0. .. 1'ol;I n n~u.,l.,,.),., .. ,.,.& A_.~ rlon.-a.a. a"rl nnor0itorl ~ lnr-nrnfit C!l"'hnn.1 ;n T nn1c:V111&a ll<>nh1r1rvH!J HP. 
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Each day students were subjected to interminable lectures and recitations. After a long 
morning of dissection or a series of quiz sections, they might sit wearily in the afternoon 
through three or four or even five lectures delivered in methodical fashion by part-time 
teachers. Evenings were given over to reading and preparation for recitations. If fortunate 
enough to gain entrance to a hospital, they observed more than participated. 

The Report became notorious for its harsh description of certain establishments, describing Chicago's 
fourteen medical schools, for example, as "a disgrace to the State whose laws permit its existence ... 
indescribably foul ... the plague spot of the nation." Nevertheless, several schools received praise for 
excellent perlormance, including Western Reserve (now Case Western Reserve), Michigan, Wake 
Forest, McGill, Toronto, and particularly Johns Hopkins, which was described as the 'model for 
medical education'. [wJ 

Recommended changes 

To help with the transition and change the minds of other doctors and scientists, John D. Rockefeller 
gave many millions to colleges, hospitals and founded a philanthropic front group called "General 
Education Board" (GEB). [nJ 

When Flexner researched his report, many American medical schools were small "proprietary" trade 
schools owned by one or more doctors, unaffiliated with a college or university, and run to make a 
profit. A degree was typically awarded after only two years of study with laboratory work and 
dissection optional. Many of the instructors were local doctors teaching part-time. Regulation of the 
medical profession by state governments was minimal or nonexistent. American doctors varied 
enormously in their scientific understanding of human physiology, and the word "quack" was in 
common use. 

Flexner carefully examined the situation. Using the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine as the ideal,l12 l 
he issued the following recommendations:[i3J 

1. Reduce the number of medical schools (from 155 to 31) and the number of poorly trained 
physicians; 

2. Increase the prerequisites to enter medical training; 

3. Train physicians to practice in a scientific manner and engage medical faculty in research; 
4. Give medical schools control of clinical instruction in hospitals 
5. Strengthen state regulation of medical licensure 

Flexner expressed that he found Hopkins to be a "small but ideal medical school, embodying in a 
novel way, adapted to American conditions, the best features of medical education in England, France, 
and Germany." In his efforts to ensure that Hopkins was the standard to which all other medical 
schools in the United States were compared, Flexner went on to claim that all the other medical 
schools were subordinate in relation to this "one bright spot.',[,4] Flexner believed that admission to a 
medical school should require, at minimum, a high school diploma and at least two years of college or 
university study, primarily devoted to basic science. When Flexner researched his report, only 16 out 
of 155 medical schools in the United States and Canada required applicants to have completed two or 
more years of university education.[ 1sl By 1920, 92 percent of U.S. medical schools required this of 
applicants. Flexner also argued that the length of medical education should be four years, and its 
content should be what the CME agreed to in 1905. Flexner recommended that the proprietary 
medical schools should either close or be incorporated into existing universities. He stated that 
medical schools needed be part of a larger university since a proper stand-alone medical school would 
have to charge too much in order to break even financially. 

Less known is Flexner's recommendation that medical schools appoint full-time clinical professors. 
Holders of these appointments would become "true university teachers, barred from all but charity 
practice, in the interest of teaching." Flexner pursued this objective for years, despite widespread 
opposition from existing medical faculty. 

Flexner was the child of German immigrants, and had studied and traveled in Europe. He was well 
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By and large, medical schools in Canada and the United States followed many of Flexner's 
recommendations. However, schools have increased their emphasis on matters of public health. 

Consequences of the report 

Many aspects of the medical profession in North America changed following the Flexner Report. 
Medical training adhered more closely to the scientific method and became grounded in human 
physiology and biochemistry. Medical research aligned more fully with the protocols of scientific 
research.[16l Average physician quality significantly increased_[i3] 

Medical school closings 

Flexner sought to reduce the number of medical schools in the us_[i7J A majority of American 
institutions granting MD or DO degrees as of the date of the Report (1910) closed within two to three 
decades. (In Canada, only the medical school at Western University was deemed inadequate, but none 
was closed or merged subsequent to the Report.) In 1904, there were 160 MD-granting institutions 
with more than 28,000 students. By 1920, there were only 85 MD-granting institutions, educating 
only 13,800 students. By 1935, there were only 66 medical schools operating in the US. 

Between 1910 and 1935, more than half of all American medical schools merged or closed. The 
dramatic decline was in some part due to the implementation of the Report's recommendation that all 
"proprietary" schools be closed and that medical schools should henceforth all be connected to 
universities. Of the 66 surviving MD-granting institutions in 1935, 57 were part of a university. An 
important factor driving the mergers and closures of medical schools was that all state medical boards 
gradually adopted and enforced the Report's recommendations. In response to the Report, some 
schools fired senior faculty members as part of a process of reform and renewal. [iBJ 

Impact on African-American doctors and patients 

The Flexner report has been criticized for introducing policies that encouraged systemic 
racism[2l[3J[i9][2a] and sexism.l4l 

Flexner advocated closing all but two of the historically black medical schools. As a result, only 
Howard University College of Medicine and Meharry Medical College were left open, while five other 
schools were closed. Flexner's view was that black doctors should treat only black patients and should 
play roles subservient to those of white physicians. The closure of the five schools, and the fact that 
black students were not admitted to many U.S. medical schools for the next 50 years, has contributed 
to the low numbers of American-born physicians of color, and the ramifications are still felt more than 
a century later. [21l 

Flexner's findings also restricted opportunities for African-American physicians in the medical sphere. 
Even the Howard and Meharry schools struggled to stay open following the Flexner Report, having to 
meet the institutional requirements of white medical schools, reflecting a divide in access to health 
care between white and African-Americans. Following the Flexner Report, African-American students 
sued universities, challenging the precedent set by Plessy v. Ferguson. However, those students were 
met by opposition from schools, who remained committed to segregated medical education. It was not 
until 15 years after Brown v. Board of Education in 1954 that the AAMC ensured access to medical 
education for African-Americans and minorities by supporting the diversification of medical 
schools. £22l 

Along with his adherence to germ theory, Flexner argued that, if not properly trained and treated, 
African-Americans posed a health threat to middle and upper-class whites.[231 

"The practice of the Negro doctor will be limited to his own race, which in its turn will be 
cared for better by good Negro physicians than by poor white ones. But the physical well
being of the Negro is not only of moment to the Negro himself. Ten million of them live in 
,-,lm:<> ,-,nnt:.M tmth c:irlv million whitPs Not onlv rloPs thP NP.ero himself suffer from 
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• 

The view that Flexner and his report were detrimental to Black medical schools is largely refuted by 
Thomas N. Bonner, a scholar referred to as a "distinguished historian" by the AAMC. Bonner 
contended that Fiexner worked to save the two Black medical schools that were graduating most of the 
Black physicians at that timeJ24] 

Impact on alternative medicine 

When Flexner researched his report, "modem" medicine faced vigorous competition from several 
quarters, including osteopathic medidne, chiropractic medicine, electrotherapy, eclectic medicine, 
natur~pathy, and homeopathy.r2sl Flexner clearly doubted the scientific validity.o'f aU forms of 
medicine other than that based on scientific research, deeming any approach to medicine that did not 
advocate the use of treatments such as vaccines to prevent and cure illness as tantamount to quackery 
and charlatanism. Medical schools that offered training in various disciplines including 
electromagnetic field therapy, phototherapy, eclectic medicine, physiomedicalism, naturopathy, and 
homeopathy, were told either to drop these courses from their curriculum or lose their accreditation 
and underwriting support. A few schools resisted for a time, but eventually most complied with the 
Report or shut their doors.I2_6] 

Impact on osteopathic medicine 

Although almost all the alternative medical schools listed in Flexner's report were closed, the 
Arne,~~n Oste<>pathic Association (AOA) brought a number of osteopathic medical schools into 
compliance with Flexner's recommendations to produce an evidence-based practice. The curricula of 
DO- and MD-awarding medical schools are now nearJy identi<!l:ll, the chief difference being the 
additional instruction in osteopathic schools of osteopathic manipul~tive medicine. 

Impact on role of physician 

The vision for medical education described in the Flexner Report narrowed medical schools' interests 
to disease, and not on the system of health care or society's health beyond disease. Preventive 
medicine and population health were not considered a responsibility of physicians, bifurcating 
"health" into two separate fields: scientific medicine and public health. l2 7l 

See also 
■ Committee of Ten 
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Preliminary Statemenf 

1. This cas~, Kll-15 ofThe Kaul Cases, details the ever-l;'!xpanding and continually unsuccessful 

conspiracy to elln:iinate Plaintiff Kaul Oail-suicide/murder), in order to cause him to cease hjs . , . . . ' ~ . ~~ 

prosecution dt The Kaul Cases Defendants, a prosecution that will further expose their crimes 

and those of their co-conspir.ators. 

2. Continuing to be a cen~ral cog in the conspiracy is Defendant Chr,istie, whose ~rofound 

concerns ~b_out. the decimating effect that Plaintiff Kaul has·had, and continues to have on his 

political path to the· White House, have destabilized his-mental fltness/politica I judgment, such 

_that his schemes to eliminate Plaintiff"K;:.iul ~ave devolved into the cpnverslon of unwi~ting 

rookie/other police officers into nothing but 'Nazi-esque' thugs. 

3. K11;15 details a schem_e of ongoing_human/constit1;1tlonal/civil rights violations, that 

constitute further conclusive evidence ofThe Kaul Cases claims, and specifically those of Kll-

14, claimsthat Plain.tiff Kaul has been consistently asserting in the United States District Court 

since February 22, 2016. 

4. The·relief sought in Kll-15 Is of the same. nature and form as that-sought in Kl, and involves 

not only relief specific to Plaintiff.Kaul, but, and arguably as important, if not more,.changes to . 
' • . ' 

the political and healthcare regulatory systems, includi~g a "Reformation of American Medical 

Boards" ("RAMBO"). 

5.· Plaintiff Kaul, a citizen of India, respectfully advises this Court that the Indian Government 

and specifically the Office of PM Modi, have been made aware of the within pied 

facts/surrounding issues, arid a copy of this Complaint has beenJransmitted to the relevant 

persons/consulates. 

4 
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Jurisdiction + "~_nue 

6. General: 

28 U.S.C. § 1331- Plaintiff's allegations arise pursua11t to Sect(on 1983 claims of violations of 

Kaul's Constitutional rights and U.S.C. § 1964(a)(b)(c)(d) and 1962. 

28 U.S.C. § 1332(a) - The aggregate amount in controversy exceeds seventy-five thousand 

dollars ($75,000). 

7. Personal: 

The Court has personal jurisdiction over all Kll-15 Defendants, as there remains pending a case. 

(Kll-14) in this Court, h1 which there exi~ts commonality of litigants,. subject matter, evidence, 

facts, argument and law, that su.bstantiate in the interest of Judicial efficiency and consistency, 

that Kll-14/Kll-15 be tried concurrently and under a consistent set of rules, in order to avoid 

inconsistent decisions and an inefficfent utilization of the Court's resources. 

Personal Jurisdiction exists consequent to the transaction of business, m_aintenance of 

subst.\ntial contacts, and/or the commission.of acts in furt~erance of the illegal scheme and 

conspiracy throughout the United States, including in this district. Th·e scheme and conspiracy 

have been directed at'and have had the intended effect of.causing injury to persons residing in, 

located in, or doing business throughout the United States including ~~is District. 

On Jul\'. 11, 2023, under the authority of the United States .District Court for the Southern 

District of Florida, personal jurisdiction was established on the Defendants, with the filing of a 

Complaint, pending the submission of a filing fee and Case Information Statement. 

8. Venue: 

28 U.S.C. § 139l(a)(2)-the proper venue for a civil action shall be determined without regard 

to whether the action is local or transitory in nature. 

5 
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• Parties 

9. Plaintiff 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL1 MD;.. 24 Washington \/alley Road, Morristo:wn, NJ 07960: 973 876 2877: 

DRRICHARDKAUL@GMAiL:COM ("PLAINTIFF KAUL'') 

10. Defendants • 

CHRISTOPHER J. Cf:! RISTIE - 46 CO~EY LANE, MENDHAM, NJ 07945· ("DEFENDANT CHRISTI~"). 

OFFICER KENNETH MURPHY - MORRISTOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT, 200 SOUTH STREET 
MORRISTOWN,.NJ 07963_;4152 rDEFENDANT MURPHVn) 
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'\:... 

Facts 

11. From 2002 to ·2012, Plaintiff Kaul revolutionized the fleid of minimally invasive spine surgery .. . . ., . . ' . , ' . 

by inventing and .~uccessfully performing tf1e first percutaneous outpatient spinal fusion in 

Fe,\>ruary 2005 at t~e Market Street Surgical Center In Saddle.brook, New Jersey. 

12~A_s a consequence oft~~ invention/successful performanci:!' of this Industry changing 

procedure, Plaintiff Kaul's professional and commercial success escalated exponentially, and his . ~ . :;_ . . ' .. 

businesses genE:rated immense weali:h based on the si.iperiority of his techni.9ue 011er those 

performed by his surgeon competitors, who did not possess the surgical ~kills to perform .. . . -

Plaintiff KauJ's percutaneous procedure: .. ' . 

13.-Plaintiff Kaul's competitors, unable to compete with Plaintiff Kaulin the minimally invasive . .. . -

spine surgery market, ana feelin_g threatened by his rapidly increasing 

profession13l/commercial/reputatlonal success, commenced conspiring against 'him. 

14. From 2005 to 2008, the conspiracy consis~ed of, amongst ·other things: (i) ·slandering 

_Plaintiff Kaul's_name wi~h. patients; (ii) instructing/_coe·~cing p/lysician!i in the community to_not 

refer patients to Plaintiff Kaul; (iii) instructing/coercing hospitals to i;:iot grant Plaintiff Kaul 

admitting privileges; (lv),coerclng medical devic~ representatives t~ not provide Plaintiff Kaul 

the·devices/material he required to conduct t_he percutaneous spinal fusions, by threatening to 

have members oftheir surgical societies refuse to use their products;.Jv) colluding with 

• insurance companies in the generation of mepical 'opinions' denying. payment to Plarntiff Kaul 

for his rendering.of clinical services. 

15,_ In approximately 2~os; Plaintiff Kaul's competitor.s, recognizing the failure of their prior 

tactics, did engage with the Kaul Cases· Defen{Jant, and abou~ to then be the 2009 New Jersey 

Governor, Christie, in a quid pro quo sche·me! in which ·1:Jribes were funneled into his • 

personal/business/political 'coffers' and other financial vehicles. 
' .. ' . 
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16. I~ exchange for the bribes, Defend~nt Christie abused state executive power and ordered 

his AG/OAL Jud~e/Medi~al Board to com~ence 'sham' legal_ p~~ceedings to-illegally suspend 

(2012) and then revoke (2014) Plaintiff Kaul's license. 

•, . . .) 

17(:The licensing proceedings in the New Jersey Office of.Administrative Law.(April 9 t~ June 28, 

• 2013) were.conducted. illegally and involved_ c~rruptlon of the,admini~!'lltive law judge and The 

Kaul Cases:Defer,dant, Jay HoWiird Solomon arid at least two hundred and seventy-eight (2781 
. . .:· . , . .· • 

sepa_rate in.~tances of evidential·tamperlng/witness tai;npe~ing/perlury/evidential oml~lon in 

the final _report issued by fhe Kaul· Cases DefE;ndant, Jay Howard Solomon, on December 1~, 

2013. 

18. In a period from approximately 2010 to late 2015, Defend.ant Christie abused the executive 

power of-state and his influence from his tenur.e (2000--2008)-as the· US Attorney for tl:ie District 
• • # : 

of New Jersey, to have violated Plaintiff Kaul's human/~onstitutlonal rights in 

administra;i:ive/.\itateistate-appellate/bankruptcy/district courts within the geographic 

boundaries of the Stat~ of New Jersey, the purpose being to eliminiite or otherwise effectively 
• ". ! • 

terminate Plaintiff Kaul's existence. 

19. ~he purpose of eliminatin~otherwise terminating Plaintiff Ka_ul was to attempt to prevent ' 

him froJTI ·exposing, through litigation, the crimes ofThe Kaul Cases Defendants. 

_20. On February 22, 2016, Plaintiff Kaul filed suit ag<!inst Defendant Christie and others in the 

United S~tes District Court (Kaul v Christie: 16~CV-0~364i (Kl), on -~harges ofknowing/wiliful 
. . .. 

vi.olations of RICO/ Antitrust and. Violati{lns of Plal~tiff .Kaul' s liµman/constitutional rights. 

~l. In or around May 2016, Defendant Christle, In colluslon and conspiracy J,Vith certain persons 

in the New Jersey Office of the Attorney General and the Mercer Cou.nty Prosecutors Office, 

wilifully abused the pow~r of sfate to file a kn.:iwi'ngly false criminal Jndi~tment aga!hst Plaintiff 

Kaul, i_n retaHatlon for the filing of Kl. 

8 
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22. Defendant Christie and his co-conspirators concocted and schemed to use·the US ~ires and 

apparatus of sta~e to perpet_rate a.knowingly-illegal fraud against Plaintiff Kaul in an c1ttempt to 

intimidate/harass him int!) not prosecuting 11:1, ·i!l an effort to conceal the crimes/human rights 
, . 

violattons com1:1itted against Plaintiff Kaul by himse.lf and The Kaul cases Defendants. 

23. The knowingly false indictment clalm~d that Plaintiff Kaul had allegedly deprived the state 

of tax revenue. 

24. Defendant Christie and his co-conspirators knew that th!;!ir allegations were false, and that 

the perpetratio_n (!f the fraud through the apparatus of state constituted-the commission of the 

felonies of wire fraud/public corruption/perjury. 

25. Pefel}dant Christie and-his co-conspirators knew that in their commission of the feloni~s of 

wire fraud/public corruption/perjury; they willfully and with malice ~eprlved Plaintiff Kaul of his 

human/civil/constitutional rights. 

26. Def~nda11t Christle and his conspirators, despite cognizance of the illegality of their 

misconduct, did act with impunity, as they filed the Indictment with Peter Warshaw; a st~te 

court judge.appointed by Defendant Christie to. the Trenton bench. Plaintiff Kaul sent Warshaw 

a letter, dated October 11, 2016, Informing him of, amongst other things, the conflict of 

interest (Exhibit 2). Pla.intiff Kaul rece_ived no response. 

27. Under orders from Defendant Christie, ·a paper copy of the fraud[!lent_ ta)! indictment w~s 

tra_nsmitted via the US mail to Plaintiff Kaul's e><-residence in Bernard~llle in or im:iund 

May/June 2016. 

28. In 2016, Plaintiff Kaul's ex-residence was occupied by hi~ ex-wife c1nd two (2) yo~ng 

children! who had lived in the house since 2003 with Plaintiff Kaul unti! he relocate.d iota 

Manhatt;a!l in 2005, that being the last year of his residence. 

9 
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... 

29. Plaintiff Kaul's ex-wife_neverforwarded him the_papers of Defend~nt Christie's fraudulent 

tax.indictment. 

30. At approximately 1:30 am on September 16, 2016, Plaintiff Kaul was arrested at.his 

residence by eight armed officers from the Somerset County Sheriff's Office on a warrant for 

unpaid chHi:I support, pursuant to a case flied by-Plaintiff Kaul's ex-wife with the child support 
. . 

pr~batlon department of the State of New Jersey. 

·31. Subsequent to the arrest, Plaintiff Kaul was taken to the Somerset County Jail where he was 

told by a chlld·probation officer that unless he paid thirty thousand dollars ($30,000.), he would 

not be released. 

32. Plaintiff Kaul informed this individual that consequent to the illegal suspension 

(2012)/revocation (2014) and their legal sequelae, he ~ad entered a state of. poverty, and thus 

could not make any payments. . 

33; Plain_tiff Kaul was then medically evaluated and found to have an 1:xcessively high blood 
. . 

pressure, but was nonethe_less _placed in a holding cell at approximately 3_ am and·at·7am he 

was transferred to a jail cell without having rec~lved any antihypertensive medications. 

34._At approximately 9 am, Plaintiff Ka~l's blocid pressure was again measured and had 

increased, and so he was transferred to the medical unit withjn the jail, where he was placed on 

EKG, oxygen, and blood pressure monitoring, a~(i had conducted a twelve (12) lead EKG. 

3S. ,Plaintiff Kaul remained handcuffed to the medical unit.bed. 

36. After several _hours of-intravenous therapy! _nitroglycerin therapy and intraveno_us • 

antihyp_ertensives, Plaintif!' Kaul's.condition had not improved, and so he was.transferred via to 

w 
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... 

J 

Robert Woo.d Johnson University Hospital in Somerset, New Jersey, via a.n ambulance, in which 

he remained handcuffed to the stretcher. 

37. Plaintiff Kaul was rapidly transferred to the emergency roQm and then onto the cardiac unit, 

where he was placed on intensive cardiac monitoring, but continued to be handcuffed to the 

bed and guarded by several prison officers. 

38 . . In the early morning of September 17, 2016, Plaintiff Kau!'s then partner, a nurse, paid two 
,• -

thousand dollars {$2,000) to the State of New Jersey towards the alleged child support, without 

which Plaintiff Kaul would not have be.en released and would liave been returned to jail. 

39. Subsequent to the Somerset County Sheriffs Departmen_t receiving confirmation of the· · 

$2,000 payment, the officers commenced the process to release Pl_aintiff Kaul, which involved 

checking as to any outstanding warrants. 

40. In the process it was discovered that there was an alleged outstandll}g w~rrant from Mercer 

County, and upon informing Plaintiff Kaul of this alleged warrant and that instead of being 

released, he would be tra.nsferred into the custody of the Mercer County Sheriffs and 

transported to the Mercer County Correctional Center in Trenton, NJ, for further processing and 

appearance before a judge. 

41. Plaintiff Kaul's physician, who had been markedly disturbed by the events he observed in 

witnessing a colleague with resistant hypertension chained to a hospital bed, i~formed the 

prison guards that the stresses associated with transferring Plaintiff Kaul to Trenton would 

likely cause him to sustain a lethal myocardial infarction. 

42. The Somerset County Sheriffs Office informed the Mercer County Sheriffs Office, who 

informed the judge, Peter Warshaw, who adjourned the hearing and· st~ted that the court 

would mail Plaintiff Kaul.a notice of the new ~ate. 

11 
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' . 

43. At appro~imately 4:30 pm Plain.tiff Kaul departed the hospital With his partner, who had 

• be~n prevente_d by the prison guards from seeing Plaintiff Kaul upon either'hls admission to the 

emergency room on September.16, 2016, _or while chained to ~he bed In-the cardiac unit. 

44. PlaintlffKaul returned to his residence, and continued his proseq.1tion ofKaul v Christie: 16-

CV-02364 (Kl),. undeterred and in fact f9rtified by the events of the prior days. Plaintiff Kaul 

submittei;f a request to the Kl Magistrate Judge, in which he sought a Temporary Restraining 

Order and Preliminary Injunction against the State of New Jersey (Exhibit 1). The petition was 

. ignored. 

45. Approximately two (i) weeks later, Plaintiff Kaul received a letter-from the Trenton court, in· 

which the hearing date regarding the alleged tax indictment, l)ad been scheduled for mid

October. 

46 .. Upon recelvi_ng the letter, Plaintiff ~aul telephoned the prosecutor's office and during a 

con'!ers!ltion with a Rachel Cook; the assistant prosecutor assigned to the case, Plaintiff Kaul 
' ' •\ . 

requested he be sent a copy of the enti're file pertaining to the alleged indi~tment, in order that 

•he could review_ and prepare·tor the October hearing. 

47. The file ·was never sent and despite several unanswered and unreturned telephone 

calls/messages, no information w_as ever sent to Plaintiff Kaul. 

48. Without ~ny, understanding ~r knowledge of the basis of ~he a.llegations, Plaintiff Kaul sent a 

letter to the judge, Peter Warshaw, informing him that he would not attend the hearing until he_ 

received the requested jnformation, in accordance wi_th his constitutional rights. 

49. Plaintiff'Kau! received no response from the court or the prosecutor's office, a_nd as of the 

filing of this Complaint, has not received a copy of the alleged Indictment 0~ tlie materials on 

which the purportred 'indictment was based/procured, the reason beii:ig that the 'indictment' 

u 
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was and is a 'Fraud 011 the Court', a fact that the law required be known o·r ought to be known . 

. by all state/fe~er:al law ehforcements_ag'encies/persoris withiffthe State of New Jersey and·the 

District of f,,lew Jersey. 

50. From S_epter:nber 2017 to February 2021, Plaintiff Kalil submitted_appllcations to the states 

• of Pennsyl_vania/New Jersey_/New York for medical licenses, and was, as part of the process, 

subji;!cted to criminal bijckground checks by state/federaJ authorities, that involved 

fi~gerprintjng and the checking for any:outstanding ar~est warrants.(Exhiblts 4 + 5). . . ' . ~ '. , . . . , 

51. No outstanding warrants \.\!ere found, and Plaintiff Kaul passed all criminal backg_round 

checks. 

52. ·on February 24, 202i; Plaintiff Kaul filed a lawsuit In the United States District Court for the 
. ·. 

• District of Massachuset~ (Kaul v Boston Partners: 21-CV-'10326) (Kll-2), in which D~fendant 

Christie was charged with;-amongst other ttiings, racketeering and violjlting Plaintiff Kaul's • 

human/civil/c~nstitutional rights. 

53. On-May 26;-2021, Defendant Christi~ was served with a copy of th!,! Summons/Complaint at· 

his law office in Morristown, New Jer-sey. . . 

54. On May 21, 202-1, in retal)ation for_ h'aving been sued/served, Defendant Christi_e, in 

i:ollusion/conspfracy w_ith_ persons employed by county and state police agencies, did illegally 

and without warrants, ent!=!r Plaintiff Kaul's place of residence/work and seize his person. 

55. The-events of the 'Kaul Kidnapping Scheme' are memorialized in a Jetter flied on May 28, 
.. . -

2021, t:iy Plaintiff Kaul in Kll-2 (Exhibit-) and of note is the faci: that no warrant from Mercer . . . . 

County was:ever produeed, because the indictment was fraudulent, which explains why the 

Morristown police officer~ deposited niy person at the hospital and'leftthe building. 

13 
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if t!i 

l ·,_ 

56. Despite Defendant Christie's··megal scheme to attempt to harass/intimidate PlaiQtiff Kaul 
,' . . . . . 

into ceasing-his prosecuti_on of The Kaul cases, which included having.local New Jersey police . 
. . 

forces ha~ss process serve~s delivering legal papers to The Kaul Cases ~efendants· and-having a 

New Jersey deputy attorney general threaten Plaintiff Ka~I with arrest if he continu~d the 
. ' 

prosecution, Plaintiff Kaul contin"ued the prosecution. 

57. From 2012 onwards,'Toe K~ui•cases·Defendantsscheme of public corruption/obstruction of 

justice has il"!Volve~ the corruption of, amongst.others, New jersey based 

_politicians/judges/r,rosecutors/pollce. 

58:Qn June 14, 2023, during a police traffic stop i~ Mqn:istown, Plaintiff Kaul was informed by 
. . . 

Defendant Kenneth Murphy and.a colleague that there existed a warrant for his arrest.from 

Mercer County, ~ew Jersey. 

59. The approximate time from the moment.Plaintiff Kaul was:stopped to the•time he was 

informed of the Wqtrant was thirty (30) ~inutes, during which Defendant Murphy/his colleague.· 

engaged in.conversation with a person/s.over the communication system in.their car. . . ' . . 

60. The conversation was audible to Plaintiff Kaul and involved discussion about the purported 

Mercer County warrant. 

61. When Defendant Murphy/his colleague approached Plaintiff ~Ill's car and Informed him of 

the purported Mercer County warrant,_ Plaintiff. Kaul asked if Jhe wa~rant was related to his 

child support case, to which Defendant Murphy knowingly misrepre.sented that it was, when in 

fa~t Defendant,Murp~y knew ,~-~ertain.ed to the illegal Merc;er Courity tax indictment. . . . . . 

. __ 62. Defendant Murphy knowing that there was no legitimate warrant, did not present Plainiiff 

Ka~I with a copy of the warrant, but instead ordered Plaintiff j(aul to exit the car, which he-did. 

14 
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63. Defendant.Mur.phy denied Plaintiff i<aul's request to call his girlfriend to inform her of the 

ongoing events and that be would not be meeting her. 

64. Defendant Murphy, knowing that there was no legitimate warrant, did condud; a public 

examination of Plaintiff Kaul's person, in-the knowledge·that the. examination was illegal and 

constituted a violation of.Plaintiff Kaul's human/civil/constitutional rights. 

• 65. Defendant Murphy's public examination was purposed ,o ha~ass/intlmid~te/humiliate 

• Plaintiff Kaul, with·the by-passing.of traffic. 

66. Defendant Murphy, knowin~ that his physical apprehension of Plaintiff Kaul's person was 

illegal, did then further restrain Plaintiff Kaul's person with handcuffs arid place him in the back 

of his car. 

67. Defendant M1.1rphy, knowing that there was no legitimate ~arrant, did then Illegally 

tra_n~port Plaintif!' Kaul's·person to the Morrist~wn Police Station. 

68. ,Defendant Murphy, knowing that th~re was no legitimate warrant,. and seeking to conceal . . . .. 

from public view the illegal transpo.rt of Plaintiff Kaul, did ent~r the police station through a 

small well hidden rear exit,. that:bypassed the public booking area into which Plaintiff Kaul ha~ 

been taken on M~y 27, 2021. 

6~.-The transport of Plaintiff Kaul in this clandestine mar\n~r was_ consistent with Defendant 

Murphy's guilty st~te-of-mind,hi knowing that there existed no legitimate a_rrest warrant, and 

that his illegal seizure of Plaintiff ~aul's person did willfully and_knowingly violate Plaintiff Kaul's 

human/constitutional/cMI rights. 

15 
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70. Defendant Murphy entered a small ·bay and walked Plaintiff Kaul from the car ·down a set of . . 

bare concrete.steps to a.door which opened into a small room, which-Defendant Murphy and 

Pla_intiff Kaul entered. 

. \ 
71. At no point in time from the seizure-.of Plaintiff Kaul's person to his transfer to the US 

Marshals Service-did any police officer or person inform him of his·rights or of his right to 

remain silent 

72. An individual·by the·name of Underhill appeared, and began qu~stioning Plalntiff'Kaul. 

73. Plaintiff Kaul was photographed, but not fingerprinted and was then-instructed to remove 

his shoes and placed in a cell in which the temperature was excj'!Sslvely low. 

74; Plaintiff Kaul was wearing no: socks and after what seemed to be approximately two (2) 

hours in the cell pressed a communication button on tl1e wall af!d indicated at a wall camera 

that he required assistance. His requests were ignored. 

75.After what Plaintiff Kaul subsequently s_urmised was approximat~ly four (4) hours, the door 

opened and Defendant Murphy and his:_colleague entered, alJd informed Plaintiff Kaul that he 
. . . . ·~ 

~as to be-transferred to the Mercer County Correctional Cent~r .• 

76. Defendant M1Jrphy and his colleague instructed Plaintiff Kaul to 'put his shoes on' and they 

then handed him into the· custody of two individuals wearing badges and shirts on which were 

emblaz~ned words ir:idicating they belonged to a "FUGITIVE" task force of the United States 

~arshals Service. 

77. These individuals instructed Plaintiff Kaul to·face the wall, and then proceeded to place a . . ' 

shackling ~ystem· on_ his P!!rson, in which a wide leather band was placed around his waist to 

16 
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I 
which was tethered a set of handcuffs that were placed around Plaintiff K~ul's wrists, while I . . 
attaching a set of cuffs around Plaintiff Kaul's ankles that restrained the m~tion of his legs. 

78. At no point was Plaintiff Kaul permitted to make a telephone call. 

' i 
I 

79. Plaintiff _Kaul was then walked from this underground area back up the bare concrete steps, 

and into the back seat of.j black car wit~ blacked out windows, ·in which he was restraine~ with 

a harness. 

80. Plaintiff Kaul was not.provided the names of the two individuals wearing Insignia from the 

United States Marshals Service. 

• ' 
81. Plaintiff Kaul was transported from the Morri~town Police Station to the Mercer·County 

Correctional Center, with the car reaching speeds of almost 100 mph, caµsing a travel time of 

approximately one·(l) hour .. 

82. Plaintiff Kaul's person was seized by Defendant Murphy_at approximately 9:30 am EST, and 

he was tra11sferred into the Mercer County Correctional Center at approX:imately 2:30 pm EST. 

83. Plaintiff Kaul was led from the black·car thtough a door into a smaU waiting area in which 

there was sat an African American male, in which there was a one-way mirror, on the other side 

of which sat a person and i.n which there.was a 1V repeating a video regarging the reporting of 
' • 

prison rape. 

84. Still cuffed at th~ wrists/ankles, Plaintiff Kaul sat on a bench for apprclximately thirty (30) . . I 

minutes, and "'!as then instructed by a Jail officer to enter a processing a~ea, where the cuffs 

were ~emoved by one of the U_nlted States Marshals, an indMdu.al in his tftle~ with dark hair 

and approximately five feet ten inches and two hundred pounds. 

17 
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SS."As this individual was removi.rig_ the.cuffs, Plaintiff Kaul tolih_im that if he wanted Jo ·know • 

.. : who Plaintiff Kaul was that he should go to www.drrichardkaul.com, He repeated this 
, '.• .. 

infom\ati<>n, and Plaintiff Kaul confirmed:its accuracy. -: • 

:86. Plaintiff Kaul was then moved into another room where. tie was fingerprinted, placed in 
• . ' . ' . . ~ 

prison attire,. phot~grap~ed, and given a bl~nket, sbeet, some};lippers, a cup, ~oothbrush, 

toothpa!it'e;-an.a ~epdoran!;·. 

·87,; ·Plaintiff Kau_l was then ·giv.en directions to the prison cell, it being.an enclosed area in which. 
~ . . . . . 

there approximately.severity (75) Qeds;organized in sets o(bunksof,~hree, and in which there 

were multiple men sieeping or{ the fl?or in,extre~ely. u_nhygienic ·co~ditions .•. 

• 88. Plaintiff Kaul's period of illegal detainment was in excess of twenty-f~ur (2_4) ho_urs. 

89. On the morning of Thursday June 1s; 2023, at aJ?proxin:iately 7 ~m·EST, ~ person purporting 

to b.e.a nurse appeared at the cell gates, her appeara.11ce was announced tiv:a prisqn guard.and 

a.numher or me·n fqrmed·a queue at the gate. 

90. Plaintiff !(aul joined-thi?•,queue; seeking to obtain his µload pressure medicafions,;Whicl) he 
• .J . , • • -· •• • • ' 

,. . had been prevented from taking the ,prior day. 

91. The purported nurse handed. Pl_afntiff Kaul.a small pa~er cuµ. containing four tablets· that d!d 
,• , 

not loo~ like Plaintiff Kaul's usual bloo~ pressure medic_ations. . . . . .. ' . . . . ... 

92. Plaintiff Kaui enquired as to the naiure of each tablet, and wasJnformedthat the . . - .. -· , 

medications w~re the ones of wfiich be had Informed the.intake persons . 

. -~3..At approximately 9 am EST, tf:ie prison guard enq~ireifif Plaintiff Kaul wanted to see the . . . . . . 

pH~tm ·psxchlatrist, tb whjch h~ responded in th.e negative. 

18. 
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94. At approximateJy ti am EST, Plal.ntlff Kaul, alQng witt/a·.group ofoth'er .rn'!!r:i. wer.e· e~i::orted 
. . . . . . ... .• , . ' . , ~ . ' . . . 

to the floor o·n·which the medical lrr.iitwas situclted, but be~use the waiting room was full; 
·•.;., • I .• . ' • • • • , 

Plaintiff Kaul was re-directeil to the virtual court room,·where he believed.he would hav~.an 
' ••. • ~~ ~:-~:• - • . • • . , • . •• • '. • • •. , · .• ,: . .-,! • , .,. ; • • 

·excli~nge·with a.judge. 

95. Plaintiff KaµI ~iiiered:an at~a in Whicti there were several small ,rooms in which-there were .. 

Phones_ ;,iadtele~otnmun,ications screeiis. ' 

'. • 96. The p~isorfgi.lardjnstiucted PlaintiffKaul to.~nter,~me of.the rooms and pii::k up the,phone, 

••••. ~hich-1:'laimtiff:K;ui' dl,Land ~ convers~ti~n the~ ~n~u~·dbe~wee11 Pl<!intiff Kaul and a pe~~~n. • 

' •. wtioJ~~p~rted to be a:r~·p,res~ntati~e of.the p~bi'ic.defende~s ~&ice, task~d-to asc~italn 

• wtie~fier·Pl~i~tl(fKa·~1-qu~lifie~ ~o~ public.deferider ~ssistan~e. • .... 

' ~ • 

97. This -fem,.;le 'person asked Plaintiff-Kaul a . .seriias of questibns and.cqncludi!d that ·p1a·intiff 
._.... • • ' ,, ••• , . • ": • •••• _-· ,' •. '1- • . .••• ' , • ' , 

K~ul did quii!ityfor a public defender, although Pl~intiffKaul did. neither r~q1,1est n~r1odeea. 
••~ •: ', • • • • • • • , • • , l 

. ,W:ant'a j:lulilic defender, ~s be iritended on . .rep_re~epting'.~im~eif.: .. 
' , ' . ;.':-",.;· . . 

• , 98. Atthe conclusion ciHhi?°'co~versation,. Plaintiff Kaul-~~ escor:ted b~ck to the· m·edical un,t . . . ' •• ~ . • . . . ·-· •' . ' • . '·. :" ··. . . . ··' ' . ·. . 
anq entered into the waiting room, w6ere •. there were.s.atapproximately twenty· (40) nien. 
'•. • • •• , • • ' ,. ~ ••' • I • • • • 

: :· 99. Appr.dxitn~telV fi-fteen hs) ~inu·t~s a~er enteting th~ medical· unit; ther~ was.an incident in 
•• ' ' • • ' • ••• -. • • • • • ' > • ••• 

which ano,ther man, a rather frail/confusiad one;,had throll,{n al) empty paper cup at the prispli .... 
T O; .:. • < .•· 0 • < , , 

• guard;wliich resµlted. in a:numb~r of heavily ar.m'.ed men entering the'rocim, violently 

appri!h~ndi~-t~i~ sligh~iy b~i;~/c~~~~~~ lndivic!_~al, a~jihs~ruc~ing a!I '?~her m~n t~ move.'into 
' . . : .:'' ' . . . . • 

. the.corridor nexno.tbe:waiting-room'. . . . .• ·. . . . . . 

100, Plaintiff ~aur~as . .supsequently:qilled il)to see _.rdodor, wtJb knel,\( bf PlainWf.Kaul's 

p°f1ysici;n, ~atus, ~~'cl ~ho :t~;edthat it.~as highly imus~;lf~r a physi~,m to be held in the 

•. ;~~~i~~~ma~imuin .security facUifyth~t is the Merc~r County Cqrr~ctio~a1ti.nter .. ~: . • 
' ... ~ ' - . . . . . . . .... \ : . . . 
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•• 101. The physician asked Plaintiff Ka!Jla serie~ of ·question~ pertaining to suiciciaJ ide~tion, and 
' . , . . ., , . ' . • '\ ,; • '. .. • . . ' . ;· .' 

• enquir~d .llS to WhethelP:laintiff.Kaul ~.ad c0nsidered si.Ji~ide, to'which Plaintiff Kaul.a,n~wer'~d in 
the;riegatLve. •• • • • • •• • : • ::. • •• • . ·: • ~-· 

102. The physician responded that professionals of Plalntjff.Kaul;,s a_ge who fi~dithemselves hetd 
·, . . ·. . . • .·,.. -··· • 

. in mediuni~ma?(imum security. facilities are ~ta yery high r-isk of suicide, and,rE:q~ire mental 
' ' . .. ' . 
health evaluations. 

103.-:Plaintjff Kaul-expressed that he did not have any sulcii:la! ideation, b'ut the.1>!1Vsician . . . . . ' . 

reco.;,mended ·elaintiffKaul,:be. see~ ,by~ mental. healt.h evaluator. 

. ._;: 

.• 104. Piaintiff Kaui' was then escorted from the. medical unit to the mental health evaluation . . ~ .•. ·_ ~ , .• .. ·.•' :.~--. • -_:·.".·. . , ·, · .. ·· •. 

unit, where-he.enter~d a· room, in which WiiS sat an.individual Who pu~pc,irted t.o be:amental . ' ' . . ~ . . . •· 
·h·ealth ·evaluator . . · . . . 

1!)5,~This:ptirsdfreriquired if Plaintiff·KilUI wanted to make· a phone call; ~9 which Plaintiff Kaul 

~e?po~ded In the.~ffii~~tive: and ~ated t~at h~ wanted tb tall hi~ ·I~~~;; as h~ haa ~~~·been •• . . . . . . - . . .. .., 

, permittec(to speak to a}awver.since ~isiirres_t by-D~fen~«Jnt ll!lurph,y; : • 
. . . . . -. . 

•. ·r 

10_6. This p~rsori ;staW~'.!!Jat 111alr:itiff Kaul was not permitted·to·call-a la~er and could. only .. cal! 
.· ' .. . ' . 

a."!oved ~ne'~;'Which,,Pl;:iintiff Xaul did, and during which he quickly in•structed his friencl to call . ' . . ,. . : ·. . . 
Plaintiff Kaul's lawyer: 

- , . . 

• 101. Plaintiff Kaul.was:ther:i escorted bac~t~ t~e. cell area; but-approximc1tely thirty (3P). • -

; minutes later, he was escorte·~ b~~k-to th~·me;ic,al unit/wh~f~ he.saw~ our~e who ~resented· . . . -. . . . .. . . 

,:him with a paper ~up co,nta}ning a large tc;iblet .of Librium._ 
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I I · Jii~_.,. ... •• • 

-~ 
I 

108. Plaintiff !(auienqui~ed as to v,,hyh_e was being prescribed ananti-ps)'.chotic medication 

that.cal.ls¢s ~ental infirmity iri o.tlierwise.he·althy-indMduals, to which the evidently nervous . ~ .· . •' . . . . :·. . . . . 

ni.u's~ ~nsv.,,er!;!d that.it w~s to mitigate 1>,lalntiff. Kaul's syrnptoms Of wiihdt,lwal. 

109. Plaintiff.Kaul stat~d that he was nofexperiendrig withdrawal from opiate narcotics, as.he 

-·had.never iake~a~y;_a.nd.did·ri~t .require a m:dicationsuch as Libr;um. • • . . - . . . . ~ . 

.110.· The· nurse inf~r-med Plaintiff Kaul that sh¢ had been instructed to ti ave Plaintiff Kaul . - '" . . , • . ' .) ~ . ' ' . : • . . 

co~si.(me the Librium. 

• 111.: ~lalntiff Kijul plai:!;!d the ~blet irt.his mquth, bt1t 1:11:ider his tongue, ~~llo~ed so~e water, 
,I • • • • • ·_. - ' • • • • • 

, artd 1,1pon re-entering the cell, went to the .bath~oo~ area.and spc;tt th~ !8biet into the toilet. , 

, 112. The nervous nurse faileq to inspect Plaintiff-Kaul's molilh after he had deposited the . .'. . . . 

:tablet. 

113. The nervous nurse also; quite a!=(:identally, informed Pl~i~tiff Kaul that he was.to be held in 

:· the fa'cility for at least thirty (30) dai.' . .. . , 

"114; lt.becarpe r~pidly .apP.arent to Piaintiff Ka.ul that Defendant Christie's scheme was to t:iave • . .- ' . . . ' • . . . .· 

Plai!1tiff!(~ul render~d/labell~d mentill9 incompeten~, in order to subsequently use the label 
. ' . • . , ' . . 

against him in Plaintiff Kaul'.s pros¢tution of The Kaul Caseund his efforts to have his-NJ 
_, < • • • ,' • ' 

• ucense ~instiied and or prtii;ur~ llcei,ses in other•statf!s/co(mtries. . ., .. . ' . • • . ' ' .:,:·· . 

115. It i.!lso beca!lle apparenpo Pl<!intiff Kaul that Defendant Christie's scheme involv!?d 
• •• ·•'.- t;. • • • • • • • 

~ttemptirig to have Plaintiff Kaul held'for as long as poss!ble, with•t.he int_ention o~ ha~ing·him, 

·.while.in a,mentiilly .ih.capaci;a~e~ sta~, physically.injur~d/kill~d, in o~er to ~rev~nt him-from . . : . ·. • . . '• .. 
•• con~inuing his prosecution of The Kaul 1'.!ases by.his elimination t!,rougli eitt,ler d'eath or severe : 

; . . . . ~ . . . .. . ' .,- . 
ptwsical/psychologi!=al ,injury. 
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• __ -\i6~ Ai: approximately 7:30-~m,. more than twenty-four ci4):hour~-since t~e Illegal seizµre of 

Plaintiff Kaul'~ person ~y Defendant Murphy arid without hailing seen a judge; Plaintiff Kauf was 
.. : . . 

• instructf!d by a prison gu_ard tha~ h~ wasto immediately_ depart the facility._. 

117. Plaintiff Kaul.~11:s provided no do_cumentatlon regardfng any subsequent legal proceedings 
- r • , • • 

pertaining to the fraudulent tax.indictment, t1ut was given copies O( the traffic tickets from 
' ' . ' •.. • • . " . 
Defenda.nt ·rviurphy; _tliat we~~_ii;suecf.~n-June 14, 2oi3,.during and .. as part of his knqwingly· 

. • .,, . . - . . ' . . ,. . ~ 

illegal:sE\lzure of Plai~tiff Kaul's person. ·: 

118 • • Plaintjff ~aul was transported f~o·m the Mercer County CorrectioAal Center to the center Of 

Trenton/where he VJas dlsel'l)~_rke_d from _the prison van at·a_pproximate~·9:30_ pm . 

• 119;· Plaintiff lsa.ul arrhied;at his resid~nce at approximately 12:30 arri Jumi 16; 2023 .• 
• • . . . . . 
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Legal Claims 

-42 U.S.C. § 1983-CIVll ACTION FOR DEPRIVATION OF RIGHTS . . . . ~ ' . . . . ' ,• .. 

--120. Every·per~on who, under. c.olor ofany statute,ordinanct?,.reg~lation, custorri, or usage; of .• .· , . . .. . . . •. 
any State o,r Territory or the District of Columbia, subjec;ts, or-causes to be_ subjected, any , • 

·(itizen of tl:ie_.l)nite_d .s~11tes or-~th~r person within the juri~diction thereof to th~.deprivatlo_n of_ 

any r.jghts, p~ivileges, or immunitfes secured l;>y th~ Cqnstitutlon and lawsr.shall be liable-to·the. 
• w • • • •• •• 

party lnJured in an.-a'ction at law; suit !n equity, or-o_ther proper proce~di!fg for redress; except·. 

that (n-any actio·~ brought.against a judicial officer for a.n act or omis~ion taken i~ such ~fficer's 

jui:liti~~-c~pi1c,ii:y, injuricti~e relief shall not be granted unless iii d~Glaratory decree was vitil_ated 

or declaratery_relief was. unavalla_bl_e. For the purposes of this section, any Act . . . • ·, .. 
Q~ Congress appijcal:tf!:! exclusively tothe District of Columbia ~hall be consi_dere~ ti;rbe a-statV,te ' . . ·- ,. ' . 
ef.the Distrii:tof Columbia.· 

COUNTONI: 

AGAINST D.EFENDANTS,C.:fRISl'.IE/MURP.HY · 

• VIOLATION OF PLAINTIFF KAUL'S DUE PROCESS RiGHJS -PURSUANT TO THEJ11FTH, EIGHT AND 

FOURTEENTH AMENDMENTS OF THE UNITED-STA:rES.CONSTITUTION 

121, Plaintiff Kaul incorporates <1II oft~e.abol7e facts a~ lf.re-p!ed; 

122. ·Defendan.t Chrilitie, in•c~usingthe filing in May 2016'.of.a knowingly false tax .. : .. . '. . . 
indictment/legal instrurn.e~t, did; while occupying the Office of the NelAi Jers_ey Governor, . . . . ' . . ... 

Jpowing_lyar:id\vith ~alice, abuse ~he power.of state as a '.7fate actor'.; 

"1?,3.· 0efe'nda·ntChrlstie 1 as a 'state actor' did act under c,olor of law in· kf'!o.wlng.vlolatlon of the 

• law·and ~f Pf~intiff Kaul's human/constltutionai/civil rights:· • •· . . - . . ~ 
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1124. Defe'ndantChristie,· asa 'state actor- in knowingly-violatil')g the.law and·Pl11intiffK~ul'.s . ;. • ~ ' . . . . 
• h.~rilan/do~stitutionalidvii. rights·tQr: the. purpose of having flied a false crJrni~al d1ar,:;e agai~st 

.PJaintlff Kaul, did knowingly.co_,:nmit a:'Fraud on the Court' . 

• 125; Defend~nt Ch~istie!s commission of ciiime wa.s committed :against Plaintiff Kaul,\o whom •• . , . ... : ' . •. " .. 

• he caused and.continues fo cau~e ir~~paral;>le,injury and.insult. . ' ~ ' . . . . . ' . . 

126. Defend~nt ctiri~tie'!j commission cifcriine was committed against the process ~f-ju.rtice to .. . . •,. . . . . 
which he· caused'and conti~yes toc~use irrepara~le injury and i~sult. 

ll7, Defendant t:hristie'.s.tommission df crime was con:imitt.ed against t~e Offi.ce pf the.New 
-, . ' . . ~ . .-· . . . . . . . ' ; 

Jersey Gove_rn~r~ to wl)i~h he ~aused and continues to cause irreparableii;,jury an~ insult. 

• .• US; Defendant'Christie;s ·commission of crime was committed against thti 'Office of the New . ·: ,:.-,. .· . . •. . ., ._ • 
Je.rsey Atj:orney_General, to which he caused and continues to ·catisl:! itr.epara~le injury and 

.[ . . . ' . ·, . : ' ,• . . ' 

insult. 

.. 
· • 129. Defendant Chr_istie's commission of crime was c.ommitted against the p4bJic, .to which he· 

.:· ;au~~Xan~ contin~~; ~; cause ir~eparable iniµrv and i~s~lt,:. • • • • • • • • • 

130. Defenda[lt Christie'.? cc;,mmissio.n of <;rime was motivat:ed by his political ambition to . 

~ beco·m~. the ·2.016 us President. • • • 
• ' .. 

. 13.1, QefendantJt:,risti~} ih, the cornmi~sion of crime/violation of civil rights, dip know he was a . '' . ' . . • ' . .. . . . 

(state actor' e
0

ngaging in a knowinglv. illegal conspiracy with-oth,er-'.~te actors' within the Office . . . •.; . ·. • . . . . 
of t~e NeV:, Jerse9 A~orney ~~neral. •. , 

.-132. ·o~fendant ·chrjstie; 1n'·ihe c;:qmmission. of: crirhe/viola.tion of civil rights, did know he was a '. 

's~te acto/~pgagfng;in a:kho.wingly illegal us~ ·of tile US-wires: • • • • : • . • ,• '.·:: . 
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, ·., 

133:Defendant Chrlstie's° wilJful/knowingimalicious deprivatJon of'Plaintiff.Kaul's .. , . . . ' ~ :.--: ' . .- ' • • .. ·, .... - . . ' 
• ... human/constitutional/civil (lghtstaused.and.contlnues to cause injury:t~ Plain~iftKaul,.and as. . • -· ' . . ~-. . • . . . ' , ' . . . 

• • \uch-Defendant Christle.r~mal_r:is liabl~ to Plaintiff Ka.uJ f~r; compens~tory,'conseq~_entii11, and . . . ~ . . . ·~ ,, ~ . . . : ~ . . .•... . . . . - . 

,, ._ .. 
1_34, ·Defendar:rt,Murp.hy, il)·ai:ting ~ith a knowledge of the Jllegality of the w.~rrant on June 14, 

202~;di~ so;~ his ~pacity as a ~stat~,actor pur'~u~nt:'to~a secti~~ -19S3 dai~ .• ···:. .• • 
. ·:·... • . . . • • . ' ... : . . . . 

13S. D~fend~nt:Mur/ih;Y, in the kn~wlegge th~t the w.arra_nt was Ul~gi,:11,._did,.;while acting li_~d~r 

color af law:·k~~wi~~ly viol~te 'p'1aihtlff.Kat1l's tlllman/cons~itutionalidvi_l-~ight~ .. •. • •• : 

· 136. Defendant Mutphij' .. knowing violatlon of Plaintiff Kaul's ht1man/constitution111/tivii rights : 

•• :·:· : w_e~~ ~~mmiUe~ thro~gh the·il;-~ga,latre;t i~pri~~~rn~~i.:a-nd ~~ni~I ~f Pla;~tiff Kaufrrequest ' • • . ' ". . ' . 

• to:alert ~ third party-of his-"."!hereab~uts.. 

' ·: 137 .. p~fendant Murphy's. illegal seizure. of PJi:iintiff f5:aui's persort and•viola\ion of.his rights, 
• • • • w' • •• ••, • ••. •'• ' ' 

WHile:a 'state actor' acting under color of. law/has caused hirrfto incur liability pursuimt to •· 
section ief~( • •.•• . . : • ·: :: .. •.. . .· • . . • 

. ~38,·!)efenc;lant Murphy,ary·employ_eeoftl:ie Morristow~ P.olic~ Dep11rtment, did know of the . 
• • 1· • : \, • '·. •. . . . ;; • • • • ,_ ••• • 

!_!legal seizure of Plaintiff Kaul'.s p(;!rson.ori May 27,2021'. 

• 139: D~fenaant MJrphy; in tll:e knowl~dge of th~,illegality of the Ma~ 27, 2021, seizure/th~ 

illegality ~fthe warra~t and the.iliegallty of .the' J!Jne· 14,· 2oi3,:i~izure, did n~nethel~;s commit 
•••• •• : ' ' • • • • • • - ➔ 

.these yiol~tions of·law,ai:id: Plaintiff ~au!'s rights, .as he· had received C>rders·to do so . . - .. - ' . . . ' .. 
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COUNTTWO 

AGAINST DEFENDANTS CHRISTIE/MURPHY 

VIOLATION OF PLAINTIFF KAUL;S RIGHT PURSUANT TO THE FOURTH AMENDMENT OF iHE 

UNITED STATES CONSTITIJTlON 

140. ''The right of the pecip!e to be ~C!Jre in their pe!loils, _house~, papers, and effects, . . . 
against.unreasonable searches and seizures, shall rio\ be.'!io~ated, arid no Warrants shall 

issue, but upon-probable cause, s~pported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing. 

the_ place to be searched, and the_ persons or things_ to be seized." 

• 141. The con.spiracy underpinning, surrounding, and causing-the issuance in Ma•/2016 of a . . 

fraudulent tax indictment, the-illegal seizure of Plaintiff Kaul's person on. May 27, 2021, arid the . . . 

• . illegal se_izure ciPlaintiff K_aul's pers1;m on June 14, 2023, does,. pursuant to the doctrine of 

vicarious liability (SEDIMA, S .. p; R. L. v. IMREX CO., INC.-, ET AL. No. 84-648: 473 U.S. 479 {1985) 

confer on Def¢ndant Christie the liability of Defendant-Murphy's illegal seizure of Plaintiff Ka.u"i, . ' . . 

as if Defendant Christie conducted the illegal seizure himself. 

142: Defe~dant Murphy's Ju_ne 14, -ZQ23, illegal sel_zure of PlalntlffK~ul's person,.altho1.1gh 

.. conducted with a knowing illegality, woultl neve_r have occurred hc1d Defendant Christie not h~d 

• issued the·May 2016 fraudulent tax indictment. 

143 .. The law prohibits_ Defendant Murp~y from raising a probable ·~aus~ defense. See Berg v 

Cou~ty of Allegheny, 219:F. 3d 261-Court of Appea!s, 3rd.'Clrcuit ~000 (Exhibit-3): 

144. "Tb~ Supreme Court's decision in Whiteley 11, Warden, '.101 lJ.S. 560, 91 S.Ct. 1031, 28 

L.~d~2d 306 {1971)1 as well as our own _subsequent declsion!i, make clear that an erroneo,usly 

issued warrant cann~t provide probable cause for an arr~. In Whiteley, a county sheriff 
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. ·obt1)1ned a warrant for· Whiteley's· arrest based on a conclu!!orv complaint. Police officer.sin 

another Juri;diction.arrested Whitelel(,discove;ing evlden~e _!~~~introduced afhls trial. The 

-:state argued that because.the·i!rt'estln~· officers were ~n;IWl!re qt.the defect in. tti~ warrant, • 

· . the·fhad probable c~use to arrest whether or not the sheriff did. B_ut the Supr~me Court held 

that tqe arrest w_as unco.nstitutional and ordered the evidence excJuded: 

Certainly, police officers called upon to aid.oth~r officers in executing arrest war_rants are 

entitled to ~isum.~ thatthe officers'requesting':aid.offered'.the fflc!gistrate the inform_atibn 

req_ui~it~ to suppoi;t an independent judicial ass~ssmerit of probable cause, Where;_ however, 

. the cdntrary turn,s ~ut: to be true; an otherwise-illegal arrest can:not be insulated from 

.. chalieng~ ~y the decision of the instigating officer to rely on fellow officers to make the .. . . . ' .. 
arrest." at 270 

.145. N_elther can Defendant Mtirp~y claim.the "I was_ onll( taking .orders" defense, a defense 
·-· 

debunked-at the Nuremberg-Trials. . .· . 

. -:146. Defendant Murpf:Jy's Hlegal, seizure qf'Plaintlff K~ul w_as made. without probable cause, as 

Defendant M·urphy' ~new the tax lndict,:nent related warrant was illegal, but f~r reasons of ' • 

professional advanc~ment entered !!'Ito-the conspiracy formed on May 26/27, 20~1, be~e~n 

•. Defendant Christie·and the Morristown Police.Pepartment .• . . . . . . 

1•'7. furtti~r-substantiating Defendant Murphy's defenseless position is the fact that·he, upon ', . . . 
communicating wJth persqns at the Morristown Police Department,·knew that the May 27, 

2021, ~eiz~~e of PlaintJff i<aul's pers~n was IUegal 

148, Further substan'tiating Qefendan_t Murphy's defenselessness is ttie·fact.that he, µpo'n •• 

comr'nunitating with-persons at the Morristown Police Department, knew that the iliegalMay . . . • . . . 

27, 2021, seizur.e of Pla.intiff J<aul's p~;son was a retaiia~ory att lnitiate_diorchestrated 11¥ 
• D~f1mdant Christie Jn an atte~pt t~ hara~s/intimidate/injure/k!II Plaintiff Ka~I, in ord~r to cause . .. ' . . .... . ". . 

him to cease his prosecution ofThe·Kaulcas~s Defendants. 
,' ! • 
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• 149. Defendant Murphy, with this information in mirid,.kr:iewthat the law prohibited him from 

. :seizing_ Pl~irti~~aul's person, and t~!JS he is wlthoutan~ defei:ise _as to his knowingly ill~gal _ 

seizure of Plaintiff Kau);s person. 

COI./NT THREE. 

AGAl~ST PEFE~DANTS CH~ISTIE/MURPHY 

, 42 U.S.C. § 198S (3l..:coNSPIRAC¥ TO INTERFER WITH CIVIL RIGHTS 

, : .: 

150. ~IHW0.or-11:1ore.persons irnny_St;lte or'rimtory conspire or go in disguisii.on the 
• ' . . . : . . . ~ . . • . . . '. 

bi~way:·or oh the premises of another, for·the purpose of depriving, either directly or 
'.. . ' ' ·' . . . .· •,'. 

·1ndlretf:IY, an~,per.;on or ~iass of perso~s _of the,e~ual protetf:ion of the la.wi., 9r of equal 

privllege·s and immunities. under the l;ws, or for tfle purpos~ ofpreventint or hindering.the • 
~ . . '; . . ~-. •. . , . . . . . . ' " -

,constituted ~,l!tho~itles of any_State or Territory frpm _giving or secu,ing-to all persons withi.n 

. such _State or Territc;,_ry the ~qual prote,ctlon. oUh_e laws; or ihwo or more persons co~spire to 

prevent by force, ·1ntiniidat,ion; oi'. t_hre~t, any citizen ;,.,,ho rs lawfully entitled to vote, frq.:0 

givil'lg ljis support or:a~~ca~y _i~ 11· ;~~1. m~ri~er; tow~rd or in ~11~r of the ~~ection of any 
. , . . . •' ,, .,. 

lawfui!y" q1,Jalifiei:I person as an elector for President or Vice President, or as a. l\llember ,. . . . ,. . . , ' . . . . . . ·. 

of fongress of th~ Unitep·States; or to i!)J,ure ;,tny citizen in person or ·property on ~~o-up.t of 

• such support·~r advocacy; ·in-any case .!>f conspiracy set.forth in this s~ction, ·if one or more • •. . . ~ . . 

. person~ _engaged therein.do, or cause to be done,. any act.in furtherance of the,object of such 

·. ~qlisP!~cy, w~~re~~-another is i_nj~;ed In his ·per!!o~·pr:·prpperty, or deprilteQ of ha_ving and 

exer~isi~g any right or prh1ll~ge of a citizen o~the Un_ited SU!tes;.the pa,W-so injured or 

depri~ed may hav~ ~n action, for the.recove~ qf damages occasioned'by such injury,or 

deprlva.tion, .ag11in$t any one or more of the conspira~ors." .:.. ~ . . .. : . . 

151. The eonspJra.cy that commenced against Plaintiff i<aurdid so,~-approximateiy.2005/2006, . . . . . . ~ 

when.Plainiiff Kaui invented and !;U<:cessfully perfClrmed the fir~t percutaneous minirnally . . , . . ' . 
invasive outpatienf;spinal·flislon .• 
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..,, 

152. From 2005/2206 this conspiracy has expanded to include, amongst others, the Morristown 
•' • • ,P • •• : •• • .• . • 

Police Oepartment,whlch did knowingly enter the conspi~acy on May 26/27, 2021, upon the 

, encouragement by ·O~fendant Christie of senio·r persons within the department. 

153. Within the. consp~racy there was an agreement, both tacit and explicit, that the successful 

• e~ecution ~-f th~·sche~e ~o ellminate Plaintiff Kaul. Oall/suiclde/mur:deri w.o~ld r.equire hls civil 

r_ights be violatep. 

154. Defendan~s Christie and ~is·co:con_spiratcir.s at the-Morristown Police D~partmerit knew 

that tt\e willful vlpiation of Plaintiff Kaul's civil: rights constituteq_ ~-felony, but did nonethel~·ss 

atterftpt.to perp~t~te the scheme· in the belief th~t ~laintiff Kaul would be ellnii!1ated on May 

27; 2021, by having him ·transferred to the Mercer County Correctional·Center, Whfi!re he was to•· 

. be seriously injured/killed, ln-6rder-to render him unaQle to continue-his-prosecution of The 
• ff • • • •• 

. Kaul Cases; 

fSS. The-conspira:r:v to'virilate rtaintiff l<aui:s civ_ll·rights continued fro~ :the Morristown Police 

Department to the-Unit~d-States Marshals Service and into the Mercer County-Correctional • 

Cent~r, where th~ scheme, ~pr wh_icb .Defendan~ Chris~l~/Mui:Qhy, and i~ facf ;ii of The Kaul , . , .. .. . . , 

Cas_es Defendants, pursuan, to ·RJCO'.s vicarious liab.ilify.doctrine, ~re liable-,-involved an ~ttempt 

t_o use anti-psychotics t~ render Plaiotlff Kaul;mentally'.irifirm, p~yttJiatrically la_beiled, 

susceptible to serious-Injury/death, in order.to.effectively ellmlnate:his right to life and to 

actually ~limina_te0Plairttiff Kaul. • 

. 156ilt has become all butimpossible to placi:a lead bullet in ~laintiff Kaul'shead (that 

opportuni~ was lost in 20~1} and~~ the sche~es now involve pha!'"la~ological bullets. • 
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.R~lief 

L Injunctive reliet:·prohibiting any.persor:is/agencies that either ar.e-orellE!r have been 

. a~9ciat~p/t_ciljtracted/empioved/oth~~is-e relat~a. t~·any,l1;gal.ele111ents/agen~ies of the ·state 
. . . "" .... ',. , ;· . ' . . . . . . . 

of.New:Jersev/i;s counties.and or their agents from any furtlie~ atte~pij at. 

hara~sf'flent/intirriidatiori/inte,:fereJ1ce-witli the perso.n .ana rights of Plaintiff Kaul . 
• ~ . . . ' .. ~ ' ' .. .. . . . • ' . 

2. Compensatqry/Cqnseqtieritial/Pu~itivci reljef i~ the amount of five hundred million dollars ($·. 
. :·.. • , . .. . ' .. 

500,00Q,00O) .. ': • 

3. ~n.order to Defen~~nt Chri~tie:tha~ h"Ei i!,i·to-disseminate to all st_ate agen~i!s/courts/judges 

t~e above ju<;lg_mer:its. 

J 
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Conclusion 

• Kh-1s.:eP.r~~ents an unhi~ged escalal:iori of ~orce that constitli~es f~rthe; condusive evlde,nc~-. • 

of th{;! guilrof The Kaul bi~~s-Oefendants,-to. a criminaEstaridard. This,e~iden.ie w,ill be . • • 

submitted into Ki1~i4 Jn sup~o~ dt motions f~r Su~m;ryjud~m_ent. . • • : 
• ' ' .·' . ' • . .. . . • : . ·._ ;·. . ·' . 

Th.e ~tatei"of. New.Jersey is a ~efe~da~t iii ~11~5 (lridla),)~~ th_e .Indian Gqvernfue~t is now ••• 

. appraised.ofttie ~vents/faci5 of,.this case 'and others. 
• • • ,# • • 

• P!_aintiff ~aul ·resJ)ec1!'ully info.rm~ t~is tou~ that its ina~iorfin 9ctob~r 2016 regard!rig Plaintiff 

... ·: Ka11.l's requ~.st for a 'FBO/.PI and subseq~erit obstrµd:it>n of Plalntiff-Kaul's efforts at prosecuting 

·: ·The KauLCases are.pc\ih,a'u~ responsibl~ fo;·t~e e.~e~ts-0f M~y-27, 20i1iJu~e 14, io:z3; ~n~ ·. : • 
•• • '.. •• • , I • •, • l, ••' • • ; • ' 

• • should Plaintiff Kaul be injured/'suicid~d'/murdered, the lncliapG~:errirrient will demand'.lhe 
• '. -.,, ·.' -·;.,\ .• •... . .·.:· .·. -
• :Kaul Case~:Def~~daf]t~'b~-brougf.it#>jusflcein the us, and ~ill_exercise'•its power over 

C ,: • • • • • • • ~ • ••, • • ' - ' •• , • • • . " • • ' 

J\ITierican cltizens/1::orporatlons in India. 

RICHARD ARJON KAUL, MO 

. ·.• 
"-;-. 

.. : 
,_; 
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www.drrichardl<au!.com 

June 7, 2022 

Ramanathan Raju, MD 
25 Windy Hollow Way 
Staten Island, NY 10304-1131 

Re: IN THE MATTER OF THE LICENSURE 
APPLICATION OF RICHARD ARJUN KAUL 
CAL. NO. 33128 

Related cases: 

Kaul v Zucker: INDEX No.101121-2021 (SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, 
APPELLATE DIVISION: FIRST DEPARTMENT) 

Kaul v ICE: 21-CV-06992 (Kll-7) (UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SOUTHERN 
DISTRICT OF NEW YORK) 

Dear Dr. Raju, 

Pursuant to 2010 New York Code, Article 31 Section 3123 "Admissions as to matters of fact ... ", 
please be noticed that if by June 22, 2022. you fail to address/rebut/deny the below 
statements, they will be deemed admitted, and will be submitted as fact in support of the 
claims identified in Kll-7, a copy of which can be viewed on the home page of: 

www.drrichardlrnul.com 

Richard Arjun Kaul, MD (hereinafter "Kaul") 

Statements: 

1. I admit that: (i) no sub-committee of the New York State Medical Board was ever 
convened to adjudicate the application of Kaul, for a physician license in the State of New York; 
(ii) I have reviewed the October 20, 2021, Article 31 Section 3.123 Admissions of Fact of Dr. 
Mary Jane Massie, a copy ofwhich is attached to this document, and I do concur with the 
admitted facts. 

1 
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2. I admit that no sub-committee of the New York State Medical Board ever issued an 
opinion regarding the application of Kaul, for a physician license in the State of New York. 

3. I admit that no sub-committee of the New York State Medical Board ever communicated 

with a person by the name of "Vincent Vollaro", an individual who represented himself as 
being a Supervising Investigator with the Office of Professional Uiscipline. 

4. I respectively admit and do know that neither I nor any members of the New York State 
Medical Board have any knowledge pertaining to the purported issuance of a supposed opinion 
by a supposed sub-committee of the New York State Medical Board, regarding any application 
by Kaul for a physician license. • 

5. I respectively admit and do know that both I and all members of the New York State 
Medical Board provided no basis for the ·statement made via·e,mail by Vincent Vollaro on 
August 23, 2021, that a purported sub-committee of the NelN York State Medical Board 
supposedly opined, regarding my application, that there exis.ted an "issue of moral character". 
A copy of the email is attached to this document. 

6. • I admit that 1 have reviewed the August 27, 2021, report of Vincent Vollaro, a copy of 
which is attached to this document, and admit that his stateme"'t: "On July 9, 2021, Robert 
Walther, MD, Ronald Uva, MD, and Ramanathan Raju, MD, of the NY Medical Board, all 
agreed that there is a substantial issue of moral character relative to the application for 
licensure of Richard Kaul." ls knowingly false. 

7. I have knowledge that the August 27, 2021, report of Vincent Villaro was only issued 
after, and as a direct consequence of the lawsuits filed by Kaul, on August 19, 2021, in the 
United States District Court for the Southern District of New York (Kaul v ICE: 21-CV-06992) and 
August 25, 2021, in the New York State Supreme Court (Kaul )t,Howard A. Zucker/Arthur 
Hengerer: Index No. 101019-2021). I know that Vollaro was·c;>~dered to do this to attempt to 
mitigate the fraud liability of the New York State Medical Bo~rd/Members, on the charge, as 
admitted to by Dr. Jane Massie, of having lied that a sub-committee of the board found there 
existed a supposed question of "m?ral character". 

8. I have knowledge that the fraud committed by the New York State Medical 
Board/Members, was the direct and proximate cause of that co, nmltted in Kaul v Howard A. 
Zucker/Arthur Hengerer: Index No.-101019-2021, by NY AAG, Maryam Jazlni Dorcheh, on 
November 8, 2021, when she misled the New York State Supreme Court into believing that a 
subcommittee of the New York State Medical Board had issued a written opinion regarding the 
"moral character" of Kaul: "Petitioner thus fails to state a cause of action to compel their 
production of a document relating to his license application;'' ::A copy of the VERIFIED 
ANSWER Is attached to this document, and the falsehood is found on page 9. 

9. I have knowledge that the fraud committed by the New York State Medical 
Board/Members,. was the direct and proximate cause of that committed in ]Saul v Howard A. 

2 
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Zucker/Arthur Hengerer: Index No. 101019-2021, by New York State Judge, Shlomo Hagler, on 

February 17, 2022, when he was misled into believing that a subcommittee of the New York 
State Medical Board had issued a written opinion regarding the "moral character" of Kaul: 
"Finally, even if Petitioner had sued the proper party, there is no evidence that Petitioner has 
a ''clear legal right" to an opinion allegedly made by the S£D or OPD ... ". A copy of Judge 
Hagler's order is attached to this document. • 

10. I have knowledge that the fraud perpetrated by the New York State Medical 
Board/Members and then propagated through the Office of the NY AG and the New York State 
Supreme Court, is now before the First Department of the New York State Appellate Court, in 
that on March 19, 2022, Kaul appealed the lower court order-.'"A copy of the appeal is attached 
to this document. 

11, I know that the perpetration/propagation of the aforesaid fraud constitutes the felony 
of 'Fraud on the Court', a RICO predicate act, which I know l<aul will submit into Kll-7, in 
support of the racketeering claims. • 

12. I know that the use of the US wires to transmit the product of the fraud 
initiated/perpetrated by the New York State Medical Board/Meri1bers/Office of the NY AG/NYS 
Court System, constitutes the felony of wire fraud, which I knov, Kaul will submit into Kll-7, in 
support of the racketeering claims. 

13. I have knowledge that it is not the intent of the New York State Medical Board to ever 
Issue Kaul a functional license, but It ·is their intent to grant his -~pplication with conditions that 
knowingly/purposely render Impossible his re-commencemerit.:of clinical practice in New York. ·,,.. ' 

14. I have knowledge that the purpose of the proposed h;iring and issuance of a non-
functional license, constitutes another element of the "New York Scheme", as identified in Kll-
7, in which the Defendants believe that issuance of a knowingly non-functional license will 
bolster their venue defense and mitigate their damages. 

15. I have knowledge that the proposed hearing is the product of a conspiracy between 
certain Kll-7 Defendants and the New York State Medical Board/Counsiel/Members, purposed 
to attempt to manufacture a record that the Kll-7 Defendants believe will bolster their Kll-7 
defense of venue, to which Kaul has submitted opposition, which in certain sections, references 
the New York State Medical Board/Members/Dr. Jane Massie.A copy of these sections is 
attached to this document. 

16. 1 have knowledge that the Kll-7 Defendants, in their recognition of the highly 
incriminating evidence/facts/arguments/law submitted by Kaul since August 19, 2021, did 
conspire with the. New Y~rk State Medical Board/Members to ,plan to conduct a "sham 
hearing", the purpose of which is, with fraudulent intent, to _manufacture a record that they 
believe will bolster their defenses in Kll-7. • • 

3 
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17. I have knowledge that the New York Medical Board/Members, in furtherance of the 
"New York Scheme" did conspire with the Kll-7 Defendants to, with a knowing illegality, 
ignore the May 27, 2020 opinion of a Pennsylvania He~ring Officer, that granted Kaul's 
application for licensure; and did with a knowing illegality not issue the exact same order, as 
legal reciprocity mandates, an act that constitutes a further viol 1tion of Kaul's 
human/constitutional rights, as pied in Kll-7. 

Please be advised accordingly. 

Dated: June 7, 2022 
RICHARD ARiUN l(AUL, MD 

Respond to: 

drris:harg_kauf@gmail.con1 
440c Somerset Drive, Pearl River, NY 10965 

4 
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N. K. Bhatnagar 
Advocate 

Tolstoy Lene • 
Connaught Place 
New Delhl-110001 
E-mail : nkb@nkblegal co 
URL : WWw.nkblegaf ~m m 
Tel.: 011-43103773 • 

16 December 2022 

Through E-mail/ Post/Fedex 
Without Prejudice 

To 
1. The Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) 

The Skyview 
9th Floor Unit No. 09th & 11th Floor 
Gachibowli, Ranga Reddy 
Raidurg Village, 
Hyderabad 500081 
Telangana, India 

2. Intercontinental Exchange Inc. 
5660 New Northside Drive NW 
3rd Floor 
Atlanta, GA 30328 
USA 
+1-770-857-4700 

Sir/Madam 

also at: 
11 Wall Street 
New York 
NY 10005 
USA 
+1-212-3000 

Sub: Legal Notice prior to commencement of Litigation 
Proceedings on behalf of Dr. Richard A. Kaul. 

1. We act for and on behalf qf our client Dr. Richard A. Kaul an~ under 

instructions of our client, serve upon you the present Legal Notice, 

whicti is being served primarily to you the Noticee No. 1 above and to 

you the Noticee No. 2 as the parent/holding company of the Noticee 

: No. 1. The present Legal Notice is being served by way of abundant 

caution to apprize you of the intent of my client to initiate appropriate 

Legal Proceedings before the Court of competent jurisdiction in India 

or elsewhere, for and on account of reasons set out below in this 

Legal Nor 

HA~ 
ADVOCATE 

111aglng Partner 
KB U:,~AO,oQlfes & Legal Consullanls 

J:!~h,sg_~~P~~ ~~lo/.~~~~~ , 

-
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2. You the Noticee No. 2 are t~e parent Company of the Indian 
subsidiary, i.e. the Notlcee No. 1j herein and hence equally liable for 
the acts, deeds and omissions of ,the Noticee No. 1 as well. 

3. Please be notified that you the Notlcees No. 1 and 2 have inter alia 
committed legal violations by way of hatching a conspiracy against 
our client through collusion with the Indian subsidiary Qf Allstate 
lnsurance·Company, namely Allstate Solutions Private Limited who 
continues to violate the legal rights of our client and against whom 
our client has already Initiated suitable legal proceedings before the 
Court of competent jurisdiction In India. It Is a reasonable suspicion 
and apprehension of our client that you the Noticee No. 1, on behest 
of the Noticee No. 2 and under collusion with Allstate Insurance and 
its subsidiaries, acted in a manner prejudicial to our client bringing 
him reputational and vocational losses in addition to pecuniary losses 

, and defamation. • • 

4. Please be informed that our client has sufficient material and 
reasonable grounds to form a valid opinion that the .legal rights to 
which he is entitled, under the Constitution of India, being an Indian 
National are being wrongfully suppressed and adversely affect his 

. right to property and the right to livelihood and life in India. It is the 
belief of our client that you the Noticee No; 1 have been running a 
false propaganda through digital and non-digital modes of 
communication with the Indian Territory directly causing perjury to our 
client. • 

5. Please be informed that you the Noticee No. 1, acting on behest of 
• the Noticee No. 2 have colluded with Allstate Insurance which is 
lmpleaded as a Defendant in Lawsuit No. K11-5 before the Court of 
competent jurisdiction in USA and its Indian Subsidiary which is the 
Defendant in another Lawsuit flied before the Hon'ble City Civil Court 
Bangalore, and in collusion you the Noticee No. 1 have effectuated a 
schematic approach to thwart the economic resurgence of our client, 
and have inter alia used modem technology including the internet to 
propagate defamatory. articles regarding our client's character and 
competence as a physician, and casting aspersions on the medical 
acumen of our client clearly with an intent to damage his reputation 

d "bilities of professional progression in India. Please take \ • 

,A~ 
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notice that these practices amount I to misconduct and violate our 
client's legal rights under the Indian d,onstitution. 

6. You the Noticees No. 1 and 2, are therefore, In your own interest 
advised to refrain yourself from indulging into such defamatory 
malpractices in collusion with any other entity including but not limited 
to Allstate Insurance or otherwise. In the event of your failure to 
·cease and desist from continuing with the malpractices pointed out 
herein in the present Legal Notice, we have definite instructions from 
our client to initiate appropriate legal actions against you the Noticees 
No: 1 and 2, entirely at your own risk, cost and peril. Our client 
reserves its rights to claim suitable legal damages and compensation 
and also claim the charges incurred towards this Legal Notice 
amounting to USO 750 (Seven Hundred and Fifty US Dollars). 

In above terms we serve upon you the present Legal Notice advising you to 
immediately Cease and Desist from publishing, promoting and 
promulgating and adverse, damaging and negative material against our 
client Dr. Richard A. Kaul and if at any juncture it is further observed that 
you the Noticees No. 1 .and 2, have either under collusion or influence of 
any othe~ third party or otherwise, caused any reputational harm or damage • 
to our Client,_ we. shall be_ constrained to initiate suitable Legal Actions 
against you the Noticees No. 1 and 2. 

Piease ne notified accordingly . 

. K. BHATNAGAR 
ADVOCATE 

Managing Pallnet 
NKB LEGAl,,Advcca!es & Legal Consullanlil 
151fl-, 5DJanpath, To!stgy Lane, 

Connaughl Place, New Dellll-110001 
Tel! 011-43103773 
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Signed Into Law 

ln:A/1 News (/newsroom} PostedOS/1312022 

Share: f (https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php? 

u=https://www.cornyn.senate.gov/content/news/cornyn•coons-bill·apply•stock·act· 

requlrements·federal-judges·signed·law) YI (https://twitter.com/intent/tweet? 

text.,Cornyn%2C+Coons+Bill+to+Apply+STOCK+Act+Requirements+to+Federal+Judges+Sign 

ed+lnto+Law&url=https://www.cornyn.senate.gov/content/news/cornyn•coons-bill·apply-stock

act•requlrements·federal•Judges•signed·law) B (mallto:?subJect=Cornyn, Coons Bill to Apply 

STOCK Act Requirements to Federal Judges Signed Into 

Law&body=https://www.cornyn.senate.gov/content/news/cornyn·coons·bill·apply•stock·act· 

requirements·federal-judges·signed·law) 

[ 
"Bill Followed Wall Street Journal Report on Judges Neglecting Financial Disclosure 
Requirements, Avoiding Potential Conflicts of Interest" 

WASHINGTON - U.S. Senators John Cornyn (R·TX) and Chris Coons (D-DE) released the following 

statements after their Courthouse Ethics and Transparency Act, which would require online publication 

of financial disclosure reports for federal Judges and mandate they submit periodic transaction 

reports for certain securities transactions, was signed into law: 

"Excluding federaljudges from the same disdosure requirements as other federal officials under the STOCK 

Act was a mistake, and I'm 3/ad we could right this wrong," said Sen. Cornyn. 'Thank you to my colleagues in 

Consress and the Biden Administration for acting quickly to make this the law of the land so we can prevent 

conflicts of interest and reassure litigants that they wilf receive a fair trio/." 

"Every American who has their day in court deserves to know they'// be treated fairly by their judge, and now 

that the Courthouse Ethics and Transparency Act is /aw; they can be more confident than ever that they're 

3etti113 equal and unbiased treatment. By signins this bipartisan measure Into law, President Biden has 

brought badly needed transparency to federal judges' finances by sisning this bipartisan measure into law," 

said Sen. Coons. 

The legislation is cosponsored by Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Dick Durbin (D-JL) and 

Ranking Member Chuck Grassley (R·IA) and Senators John Kennedy (R·LA), Sheldon Whitehouse (D

R(), Ted Cruz (R·TXJ, and Jon Ossoff (D·GAJ. 
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The Courthouse Ethics and Transparency Actwill require that federal judges' linancial disclosure 

reports be made publicly available on line and require federal judges to submit periodic transaction 

reports of securities transactions in line with other federal officials under the STOCK Act. The bill will 

amend the Ethics in Government Act of 1978 to: 

• Require the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts to create a searchable online database of 

judicial financial disclosure forms and post those forms within 90 days of being filed, and 

• Subject federal judges to the STOCK Act's requirement of filing periodic transaction reports 

Importantly, the bill also preserves the existing ability of judges to request redactions of personal 

information on financial disclosure reports due to a security concern. 

Under ethics guidelines and federal law prior to the Courthouse Ethics and Transparency Act, federal 

judges were prohibited from hearing cases that involve a party in which they, their spouse, or their 

minor children have a financial Interest. Federal judges were instead supposed to disqualify 

themselves In any proceeding in which their impartiality may be questioned. Despite this, a recent 

report from the Wall Street Journal found that between 2010 and 2018, more than 130 federal 

judges failed to recuse themselves in nearly 700 cases in which they or an immediate family member 

held stock in a company involved in the case. 

While federal Judges were required to submit financial disclosure reports, the law did not provide 

sufficient transparency or certainty for litigants lo discern If the judge has a conflict of interest. The 

process for obtaining judicial financial disclosure forms was often cumbersome and took months or 

even years. By contrast, financial disclosure reports for the President, Members of Congress, and 

Presidential-appointed and Senate-confirmed officials are readily available onllne. 

litigants need real-time access to judges' financial disclosures and securities transactions in order to 

preserve the integrity of the proceedings and ensure a recusal when there's a potential conflict of 

interest in their case. The Courthouse Ethics and Transparency Ac.twill enact necessary updates to 

disclosure rules and provide lltigants and the public with greater confidence In the judicial system. 

Keep Informed 

First Name 

Last Name 

E-mail 

Washington. DC 

Central Texas 

Contact Senator Cornyn O Vcontact) 

Sign Up 
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NKB LEGAL 1" Floor, 50 Janpalh 
Tolstoy Lune 
C.onnaught Piece 
N-Dalhl•110001 
E-mail : nkb@nl<bfegal 

AOVOCATes 

N. K. Bhatnagar 
Advocate URL :·www.nkbiegel .com 

To!,: 011-43103773 .co,n 

To 

16 December 2022 

Through E-mail/ Post/Fedex 
Without Prejudice 

1. The Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) 
TheSKyviaw 
gm Floor Unit No. 09111 & 11th Floor 
Gachlbowll, Ranga Reddy 
Raldurg .Village, 
Hyderabad 500081 
Telangana, India 

2. Intercontinental Exchange Inc. 
5660 New Northslde Drive NW 
3rd Floor 
Atlanta, GA 30328 
USA 
+1-770-857-4700 

also at: 
11 Wall Street 
New York 
NY 10005 
USA 
+1-212-3000 

Sir/Madam 

· Sub: Le al Notice rlor to commencement o Lit! ation 
Proceedings on behalf of Dr. Richard A. Kaul. 

1. W~ act for and on behalf of our client Dr. Richard A. Kaul and under 
instrucUons of our client, serve upon you the present Legal Notice, 
which is being served primarily to you the Noticee No. 1 above and to 
you the Notlcee No. 2 as the parent/helding. company of the Notice.a 
No. 1. The present Legal Notice ts being served by way of abundant 
caution to apprize you of the Intent of my client to initiate appropriate 
Legal Proceedings before the Court of competent jurisdiction In India 
or elsewhere, for and on account of reasons set out below In this 

Legal Nof 

• .H~ AtM>CATE 
•11~~t;rtMf.. "'-·•~ 
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2. You the Notlcee No. 2 are lhe parent Company of the Indian 
subsidiary, i.e. the Nollcee No. 1 herein and hence equally liable for 
the acts, deeds and omissions of the Notlcee No. 1 as well. 

3. Please be notified that you the Nolicees No. 1 and 2 have inter alla 
committed legal violations by way of hatching a conspiracy against 
our cllent through collus!on with lhe Indian subsidiary of Allstate 
Insurance Company, namely Allstate Solutions Private Limited who 
continues to violate the legal rights of our client and against whom 
our client has already initiated suitable legal proceedings before the 
Court of competent jurisdiction in India. It ls a reasonable suspicion 
and apprehension of our client that you the Noticee No. 1, on behest 
of the Noticee No. 2 and under collusion with Allstate Insurance and 
its subsidiaries, acted in a manner prejudlclal to our client bringing 
him reputalional and vocational losses in addition to pecuniary losses 
and defamation. 

4. Please be informed that our client has sufficient material and 
reasonable grounds to form a valid opinion that the legal rights to 
which he is entlt1ed, under the Constitution of India, being an Indian 
National are being wrongfully suppressed and adversely affect his 
right to property and the right to livelihood and life in India. It is the 
belief of our client that you the Nolicee No. 1 have been running a 
false propaganda through digital and non-digital modes of 
communication with the lndlan Territory directly causing perjury to our 
client. 

5. Please be informed that you the Noticee No. 1, acting on behest of 
the Notlcee No. 2 have colluded with Allstate Insurance which is 
lmpleaded as a Defendant In Lawsuit No. K11-5 before the Court of 
competent jurisdiction In USA and Its Indian Subsidiary which is the 
Defendant in another Lawsull filed before the Hon'ble City Civil Court 
Bangalore, and in colluslon you the Noticee No. 1 have effectuated a 
schematic approach to thwart the economic resurgence of our client, 
and have inter alia used modem technology including the internet to 
propagate defamatory articles regarding our client's character and 
competence as a physician, and casting aspersions on the medical 
acumen of our client clearly with an Intent to damage his reputation 

\ and~ilities of professional progression in India. Please take 

\i\~1 
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notice that these practices amount to misconduct and vlolate our 
client's legal rights under the Indian Constitution. 

6. You the Noticees No. 1 and 2, are therefore, in your own interest 
advised to refrain yourself from Indulging into 'such defamatory 
malpractices in collusion with any other entity including but not limited 
to Allstate Insurance or otherwise. In the event of your fallure to 
cease and desist rrom continuing with the malpractices pointed out 
herein in the present Legal Notice, we have definite Instructions from 
our client to Initiate appropriate legal actions against you the Noticees 
No. 1 and 2, entirely at your own risk, cost and peril. Our client 
reserves its rights to claim suitable legal damages and compensation 
and also claim the charges incurred towards this Legat Notice 
amounting to USO 750 (Seven Hundred and Fifty US Dollars). 

In above terms we serve upon you the present Legal Notice advising you to 
immediately Cease and Desist from publishing, promoting and 
promulgating and adverse, damaging and negative material against our 
cllent Dr. Richard A. Kaul and if at any juncture it is further observed that 
you the Notlcees No. 1 and 2, have either under collusion or Influence of 
any other third party or otherwise, caused any reputational harm or damage 
to our Client, we shall be constrained to initiate suitable Legal Actions 
against you the Nolicees No. 1 and 2. 

Please ne notified accordingly . 

• K. ElHATNAOAR 
NNOCAT£ 

Mcn&git,g P&:Mlr 
t<Kit.EG,l,-&L,Q,/c.m,,,-
1tt ~ 50 J.tnpa(h, Tolstoy t.t.11,.e, 

COflnl:ugh\Pi4C'I, New Oeth~HO®l 
Tot: ot1◄:1100,n-3 
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IS44 (Rev.04/21) CIVIL COVER SHEET 
The JS 44 civil cover ahcct and lhe information conl.lined herein neilher replace nor supplemenl lhe filing and service of pleadings or olher papen as required by law, except u 
provided by local rulea of coun. This fonn, approved by lhe Judicial Conference oflhe Uniled S1a1es in September 1974, i1 required for lhe use of lhe Cieri: ofCoun for lhe 
purpose of initiating lhe civil docket sheet. (SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON NEXT PAGE OF THIS FORM.) 

I. (a) PLAINTIFFS DEFENDANTS 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED PHYSICIAN EDUCATION I ET AL-
(b) County of Residence ofFir,t Lialed Plaintiff NEW JERSEY 

(EXCEPT IN U.S. PLAINTIFF CASES) 

(c) Attorneys (Fl,-., H,,,,w_ Adtlnu. andT,l,plttMw Nratb,r) 

PROPRIA PERSONA PLAINTIFF 

County of Reaidence of Fini! Li■led Defendant w .... At<UL .. E~------
(/N U.S. PWNTIFF CASES ONLY) 

NOTil: IN ~ND CONDEMNATION CASES, USE THE LOCATION OF 
THE TRACT OF ~ND INVOLVED. 

Attorneys (UKnown) 

II. BASIS OF JURISDICTION rP1ace ... ·x--ino...BoiOnly/ Ill. CITIZENSHIP OF PRINCIPAL PARTIES(Plac,an "X0'l•O-&ujarl'fain1/ff 

0 I U.S. Govcmmcnt 03 Fodcnl Quation 
Plaintiff (U.S. GollffWIIWnt Not a Pony) 

0 2 U.S. Govcmmcnt 
Defendant 
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120Muinc 
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310 Airplane 
315 Airplane Product 

Liability 
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Slander 
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Liability 
340 Marine 
345 Marine Product 

Liability 
350 Motor Vohido 
355 Motor Vehicle 

Product Liability 
360 Other Penonal 

lnjuty 
362 Pcraon■l lnjwy • 

Medical Ma1practice 

440 Other Civil Rights 
441 Voting 
442 Employment 
443 HOU1ingl 

Accommodation1 
445 Amer. w/Disabilitics -

Employment 
446 Amer. w/Disabilitics -

Other 
4-18 Education 

PERSONAL INJURY 
0 365 p.,.. .. , Injury • 

Product Liability 
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Plwmacouticol 
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Product Liability 
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Injury Product 
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Product Liability 
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530 General 
535 Death Pmolty 
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Citizen of Thia State O I ~ Incorporated or Principal Place O 4 ~ 4 
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690 Other 
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Act 
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Direcl File 
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www.drrichardkaul.com 

November 14, 2023 

CLERK OF THE COURT 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA 
310 NEW BERN AVENUE, SUITE 174 
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA 27601 

RE: KAUL v. CPEP ET AL 

Kll-17 
COMPLAINT 

Dear Clerk of the Court, 

Please find submitted the following documents: 

1. COMPLAINT WITH EXHIBITS. 

2. CIVIL COVER SHEET. 

3. CONSENT TO ELECTRONIC NOTIFICATION. 

4. FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT. 

5. NOTICE OF SELF-REPRESENTATION. 

6. SUMMONS (3 COPIES) FOR ALL DEFENDANTS. 

7. MONEY ORDER FOR FOUR-HUNDRED AND TWO DOLLARS ($402.00) PAYABLE TO THE 
'UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT'. 

Thank you in advance for your assistance. 

1 
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Yours sincerely 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

2 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintijf(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP) ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 5; l-3-Ll/ - OOl/11- ... f6o 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR PHYSICIANS 
222 NORTH PERSON STREET, RALEIGH, NC 27601-1067 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3)-you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action (Page 2) 

Civil Action No. S : '2... 3 - ~ V - CO l.a 1 1.... - ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 ([)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

--------

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

Date: 

--------------~-----
designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

; or 

---------------------
0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and$ for services, for a total of $ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E) 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintiff(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP) ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

Civil Action No. S .' 2-'> -C.. V - 0 0 ~ '1 1. -- 6 6 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR PHYSICIANS 
222 NORTH PERSON STREET, RALEIGH, NC 27601-1067 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3)-you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action (Page 2) 

Civil Action No. 5 : 2. 3 - ~ V- 00 \.p 1 "L- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (I)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) ' and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

--------

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

Date: 

---------------,------
designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

; or 

---------------------
0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this infonnation is true. 

Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintijf(s) 

v. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP) ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

c-, 2..~. CJ/ - 00 1 -'1 'l-bo 
Civil Action No. J . ' ~ 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR PHYSICIANS 
222 NORTH PERSON STREET, RALEIGH, NC 27601-1067 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) -you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action (Page 2) 

Civil Action No. S : "2... 3 - ~V- oo \t> 11-- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (/)} 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) ' and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

--------

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

Date: 

-----------------,------
designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

; or 

---------------------
0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintiff(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

Civil Action No. S : 2,3 -t V - 0 0 lp') L -60 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY- 2775 SANDERS ROAD, NORTH PLAZA, 
NORTHBROOK, IL 60062-6127 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature a/Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action (Page 2) 

Civil Action No. S .' "2... 3 - ~ V- 00 l,Q 1 "L- (6 () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (1)) 

This summons for (name ofindivid"al and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 
---------

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) ' and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

--------

0 I served the summons on (name of individ"al) , who is 

Date: 

---------------,------
designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) ; or 
---------------------- ---------

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

0 Other (specify): 

---------------------

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintijf(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

,,. l-; .. c..,v - DO~ 'l 2-- 60 
Civil Action No. '7 • 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY - 2775 SANDERS ROAD, NORTH PLAZA, 
NORTHBROOK, IL 60062-6127 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) -you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

lfyou fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action (Page 2) 

Civil Action No. S : 2 3 - ~V- oo \,Q 11-- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (I)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the swnmons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) ' and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

--------

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) ; or 
----------------------- ---------

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because ; or 
---------------------

0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Date: 
Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintij!(s) 

V, 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

Civil Action No. '? ~ l '3 ~ ~V ,. 0 0 it/) 2- 6 0 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY - 2775 SANDERS ROAD, NORTH PLAZA, 
NORTHBROOK, IL 60062-6127 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action (Page 2) 

Civil Action No. 5 : "2... 3 - ~ V - O O l.Q 1 1- - ~ O 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (I)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

Date: 

--------------~-----
designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

; or 

---------------------
0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plainlijf(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

CHRISTOPHER J. CHRISTIE, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. S • '}_) .. t.\J.,. O O~ ') 1.- &o 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

CHRISTOPER J. CHRISTIE, 46 COREY LANE, MENDHAM 07960 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. I 2 (a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Civil Action No. S : "2... 3 - ~V- 00 ta 1 'l...- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (I)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

; or 

---------------------

0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this infonnation is true. 

Date: 
Server's signature 

Pn'nted name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

P/aintijf(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

CHRISTOPHER J. CHRISTIE, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

CHRISTOPER J. CHRISTIE, 46 COREY LANE, MENDHAM 07960 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Civil Action No. S : '2.. 3 - ~ V - 0 0 lt? 1 'L- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This section should not he filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (I)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) ' and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 
------------,------

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) ; or 
---------------------- ---------

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because ; or 
---------------------

0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Date: 
Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina [:] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plainlijf(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

CHRISTOPHER J. CHRISTIE, ET AL 

Defendanl(s) 

Civil Action No. 5; 11- C... V - () O~'l '2. -'60 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendanl's name and address) 

CHRISTOPER J. CHRISTIE, 46 COREY LANE, MENDHAM 07960 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3)-you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signa/ure of Clerk or Depuly Clerk 
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Civil Action No. S : 2 3 - ~V- QO Y31 "L- ~() 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (/)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

--------

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

Date: 

--------------,------
designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

0 I returned the swnmons unexecuted because 

; or 

---------------------
0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 
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AO 440 (Rev. 06/12) Summons in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintifl(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 
DANIEL STOLZ, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 6: l~ -C..\l - Ob\J/)'l--/b'O 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

DANIEL STOLZ - 60 CHRISTY DRIVE, WARREN, NJ 07059-6833 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) -you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature a/Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Civil Action No. S' : "2.. 3 - ~ V- i.QO \.t> 1 L...- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (1)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) ; or 
----------------------- ---------

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

--------

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 
--------------,--------

Date: 

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional· information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 

0.00 

; or 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plainti.ff(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 
DANIEL STOLZ, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 5 ! ~ ~ ...t_ V - 0 0 v'J 1._-. ~D 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

DANIEL STOLZ - 60 CHRISTY DRIVE, WARREN, NJ 07059-6833 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Civil Action No. S : 2 3 - ~V- oo la'] 1-- ~ o 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (I)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) ' and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 
-------------~-----

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) ; or 
----------------------- ---------

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because ; or 
---------------------

0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Date: 
Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

P/aintijf(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 
DANIEL STOLZ, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

Civil Action No. ~ ~ 2, ~ -t_ \} .- O D lt, ') l.. ~ -~ t:, 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

DANIEL STOLZ - 60 CHRISTY DRIVE, WARREN, NJ 07059-6833 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule I 2 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Civil Action No. 5 : "2.. 3 - ~ V- 00 Y:, -:l '1...- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This secdon should not he filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (1)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 
--------------~-----

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) ; or 
----------------------- ---------

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because ; or 
---------------------

0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Date: 
Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintijf(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

FEDERATION STATE MEDICAL BOARDS, ET AL 

De/endant(s) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

5·2-s- C.V-OD(p11.-~b 
Civil Action No. • 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

FEDERATION STATE MEDICAL BOARDS - 400 FULLER WISER ROAD, SUITE 300, 
EULESS, TEXAS 76039 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Civil Action No. 5 : '2.. 3 - ~ V- 00 \.t) 1 "L- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (I)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
------------------
on (date) ' and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

; or 

----------------------

0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Date: 
Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina [:] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintiff(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

FEDERATION STATE MEDICAL BOARDS, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

Civil Action No. ) : L j _ C,\) - 0-0 \.p 'l 1.. - /b b 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

FEDERATION STATE MEDICAL BOARDS - 400 FULLER WISER ROAD, SUITE 300, 
EULESS, TEXAS 76039 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) -you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Civil Action No. S : "2.. 3 - ~ V - Q O "' 1 "l...- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This secdon should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (I)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the swnmons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) ; or 
---------------------- ---------

0 I left the swnmons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

--------

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

Date: 

--------------~-----
designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

; or 

---------------------
0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of $ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plainlifl(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

FEDERATION STATE MEDICAL BOARDS, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendanl 's name and address) 

FEDERATION STATE MEDICAL BOARDS - 400 FULLER WISER ROAD, SUITE 300, 
EULESS, TEXAS 76039 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signalure of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Civil Action No. 5 : '2.. '3 - ~ V- QO \t> ") "L- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This secdon should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (/)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) ; or 
----------------------- ---------

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because ; or 
---------------------

0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Date: 
Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina [:] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintijf(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

JAMES HOWARD SOLOMON, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

JAMES HOWARD SOLOMON 
44 DOVER STREET, ASHEVILLE, NC 28804-2557 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature a/Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Civil Action No. S : '2.. 3 - ~V- QO l,Q ') 1-- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (/)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 
---------

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) ' and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

--------

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

Date: 

------------~-----
designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

; or 

---------------------

0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina 131 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintiff(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

JAMES HOWARD SOLOMON, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

r- 1 2 -C.\/ .. () D lt,'11-- 60 
Civil Action No. 7 ~ 7 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

JAMES HOWARD SOLOMON 
44 DOVER STREET, ASHEVILLE, NC 28804-2557 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature a/Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Civil Action No. 5: '2... 3 - ~V- ()O 4? 'J 'L- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (/)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) ' and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

Date: 

-------------------,------
designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

; or 

---------------------
0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintiff(.~) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

JAMES HOWARD SOLOMON, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

. . . c: 2--J ,....elf - o oti11.-~o 
C1v1l Action No. 7 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

JAMES HOWARD SOLOMON 
44 DOVER STREET, ASHEVILLE, NC 28804-2557 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) -you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Civil Action No. 5 : "2.. 3 - ~V- \00 \.t> 'J 1-- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (I)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

--------

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) ; or 
----------------------- ---------

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because ; or 
---------------------

0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Date: 
Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintijf(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

ROBERT HEARY, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

Civil Action No. 5 .' 1,3-C.l/.,. O O~'}L-~ 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: {Defendant's name and address) 

ROBERT HEARY - 68 BLACKBURN ROAD, SUMMIT, NEW JERSEY 07901 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) -you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Civil Action No. 5 : 2 3 - ~ V - O O y) 1 1- - ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
(This secdon should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (I)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personalJy served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) ; or 
----------------------- ---------

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

--------

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

Date: 

-----------------,------
designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

; or 

---------------------
0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I dec1are under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintijf(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

ROBERT HEARY, ET AL 

Defendanl(s) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 5 ! 2?;, -ev - 0 O\b ') 'l. • lb C 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

ROBERT HEARY - 68 BLACKBURN ROAD, SUMMIT, NEW JERSEY 07901 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signa/ure of Clerk or Depuly Clerk 
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Civil Action No. 5 : 1... 3 - ~ V - 0 0 l.4) 1 'L- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This section should not he filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 (/)) 

This summons for (name a/individual andritle, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 

on (date) , and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) ; or 
----------------------- ---------

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because ; or 
---------------------

0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Date: 
Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

Eastern District of North Carolina E] 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 

Plaintijf(s) 

V. 

CENTER FOR PERSONALIZED EDUCATION FOR 
PHYSICIANS (CPEP); 

ROBERT HEARY, ET AL 

Defendant(s) 

Civil Action No. ? ~ 1,J - C. tJ .. \) C \p ') l. - ~O 

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION 

To: (Defendant's name and address) 

ROBERT HEARY - 68 BLACKBURN ROAD, SUMMIT, NEW JERSEY 07901 

A lawsuit has been filed against you. 

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it)- or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule I 2 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney, 
whose name and address are: 

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, MD 
24 WASHINGTON VALLEY ROAD, MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960 

lfyou fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your answer or motion with the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 11/14/2023 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 
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Civil Action No. 5 : '2-3 - ~ V- QO \.t> 1 'L- ~ () 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(This section should not be filed with the court unless required by Fed. R. Civ. P. ,I (I)) 

This summons for (name of individual and title, if any) 

was received by me on (date) 

0 I personally served the summons on the individual at (place) 

on (date) 
---------

0 I left the summons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

, a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there, 
-----------------
on (date) ' and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address; or 

--------

0 I served the summons on (name of individual) , who is 

Date: 

----------------,--------
designated by law to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organization) 

on (date) 

0 I returned the summons unexecuted because 

; or 

---------------------

0 Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for travel and $ for services, for a total of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Server's signature 

Printed name and title 

Server's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc: 

; or 
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